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* Nature’s most secret steps

He, like her shadow, has pursued where’er

The red volcano overcanopies

Its fields of snow and pinnacles of ice

With burning smoke ;
or where the starry domes

Of diamond and of gold expand above

Numberless and immeasurable halls,

Frequent with crystal column and clear shrines

Of pearl, and thrones radiant with chrysolite.

Nor had that scene of ampler majesty

Than gems or gold—the varying roof of Heaven

And the green earth—lost in his heart its claims

To love and wonder. 1

Shelley’s Alastot.
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PREFACE
T©

THE SECOND EDITION.

Soon after the publication of the first edition of my * Life of

Turner,’ I received a kind letter from Mr. Ruskin, dated

Lucerne, December 2, 1861, which contained the following

passage :
—

‘ I have just received and am reading your book

with deep interest. I am much gratified by the view you have

taken and give of Turner. It is quite what I hoped. What

beautiful things you have discovered about him ! Thank you

for your courteous and far too flattering references to me.’

When my volumes made their appearance, a certain

sense of irritation and disappointment diffused itself through

the artist world. The younger and more passionate ad-

mirers of the painter were mortified at discovering that, after

all, their demi-god was only a little, ignoble man, with

sordid views and low tastes, who lived the life of a soured

miser and suspicious recluse. Mr. Thomas Carlyle had long

before spread the notion that genius necessarily implied both

moral and intellectual perfection; and Turner’s more intimate

friends were indignant with me for having exposed all those

small frailties which the polite biographers of fifty years ago

used so discreetly to suppress. They talked of me as of a
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brutal undertaker, who tears the shroud with cruel indifference

from the body of the dead man. They compared me to the

careless embalmer who, without waiting for the spices, stuffs

the corpse with bitter herbs. Several of the reviewers com-

plained that I had set forth a most unsatisfactory and unhappy

man, bare and unsoftened in the blaze of day. They said I

had exposed to the strongest light, ‘ a figure only adapted for

twilight and the shadows; an unhappy soul, whom common

charity is content to accept as a great painter without special

enquiry into his character, but whom the cruelty of friends

forces forth into public ignominy by way of proving his right,

had not circumstances forbidden, to take his place among the

greatest of men.’

The marvellous combination of such a genius with such a

nature it was my duty, as a man of truth, to record; and I did

so very imperfectly, no diaries or journals of the painter’s

having been preserved
;
many of his old friends refusing to

furnish me with any facts that revealed the darker side of his

character, and others declining to give me any assistance at all.

With the aid, however, of his surviving engravers, who did not

love him sufficiently to conceal the bitter truth, of the great

pile of his sketch-books which Mr. Ruskin allowed me carefully

to examine before they were thrown op.en to the world, and of

some scattered letters which good fortune directed into my
hands, reinforced by the assistance of a few of his intimate

friends who loved truth too well to conceal either good or bad,

I was enabled by degrees to piece together a memoir, of which

the present is a revised and considerably enlarged edition.

I do not attempt to account for this strange combination of

genius and baseness, of divine insight and contracted soul. As

I look back upon him, now standing among the Alp peaks, and

now watching a sunset on the Mediterranean, he seems to me
like a crippled giant, who has the head of Apollo with the
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form of Thersites. He wanders through Italy with an eye .s

capable as Byron’s to pierce through the beauties of Nature; he

returns home to grind down his engravers, and to play shuffling

tricks with the impressions of his ‘ Liber Studiorum.’ He rakes

together wealth, which he at the same time allows to crumble

to dust around him. He endeavours to retrieve the selfish sins

of a solitary and unhappy life by founding a charity of which

his own wilfulness mars the accomplishment. Was it some

grain of his mother’s insanity that tainted this great genius ?

And might not a healthier life have directed this remarkable

but distorted man to nobler ambition and higher aims ? Who
knows ? All we have been able to do is to show him by

glimpses during the several stages of his career. What he saw,

and what he felt, his own works show best. His poetry in

many respects resembles that of Byron, his contemporary. It

was passionate, emotional, epical. Though really the founder

of the Pre-Raphaelite school, he did not often, except for study

and note-taking, condescend to minute and loving detail. His

sight was keen and far reaching; he was fond of panoramic

effects. Anxious to give the British public a vivid conception

of great European scenes, he visited the Continent which war

had long closed to us. He went to the Pass of St. Gothard,

the Lake of Geneva, St. Peter’s, the Louvre, the central points

of the Rhine, Waterloo, and Mont Blanc. He did not stop for

days before an oak stump or Gothic doorway. He was eager

to seize the regalia of Nature, leaving others to pick up the

scattered jewels. Photography had not yet come to rival the

microscope, and to compel us to examine the pores and texture

of everything to which it was applied. It is Byron’s swift, far-

reaching poetry which inspired Turner’s pictures, and not

Browning’s. His works of pure invention, such as the * Poly-

phemus,’ and many studies in the ‘ Liber,’ were inspired by the

small classicism of the studios of his early days, and have
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nothing in common with the mediaevalism of the present age

The spirit of his own time animated Turner profoundly. The

omnipotency of Napoleon, and his headlong fall, are both re-

corded by his hand. It was places long shut to us that he was

so eager to visit. He stops with regret to watch the old battle-

ship towed to its last moorings. Like a true Englishman, he

loved to show our sailors wrestling with the sea in all its moods.

He was the first of our painters to invest a railway train with

poetry, as he likewise was the first to invest our voyages of

Arctic discovery with mystery and fascination.

Above all things, we derive one especial good from Turner.

He first did for England what Sir Walter had done for Scotland.

In youth, shut out by war from continental travel, he, earliest of

all English landscape-painters, grasped the full beauty of Eng-

lish scenery, and tempted us to home exploration. It was he

who first set before the eyes of rich and restless people the

beauty of Yorkshire Wold and Devonshire coast. He ex-

plored England as if it was an unknown country, and proved

that Dutch meadows and Venetian palaces were not indispen-

sable to form landscapes of the highest merit.

If biography is to consist, as it too often does, of undis-

guised eulogy such as could only flow from the pen of an en-

raptured executor; if it is to be a garish picture without shadow;

if it is to increase our knowledge of human nature by suppress-

ing all that is painful, incongruous, or inconsistent; if it is to

be no truer than a funeral sermon, or more reliable than one of

the tulsome dedications of the last century, then can no honest

man condescend to write biographies. In that event they must

be left to the hireling, the parasite, and the toady to win from

them what reputation may be possible.

In the present edition are incorporated sixteen previously

unpublished letters of Turner to his engravers, and numerous

anecdotes respecting the great artist; and the Appendix has
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been enlarged by the addition of the record of fourteen years’

sales of his pictures. Cancelling repetitions, and reconciling

apparent contradictions, I have endeavoured to tell the story

of his life more simply and consecutively.

Walter Thornbury.

London; 1876.

Note.—The sale-prices of Turner’s pictures named in this

book are those of 1876 and earlier
;
but since this volume was

prepared for the press by Mr. Thornbury, both paintings and

drawings by Turner have risen very considerably in value. Some
of the collections, too, named in the Appendix have been dispersed

or have changed hands
;
whilst many other pictures, not named

there, have come into the market.
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PREFACE
TO

THE FIRST EDITION.

Some four years ago, when the desire to write a life of Turnei

first entered my mind, I determined to take no steps in such a

scheme till I had ascertained whether Mr. Ruskin might not

himself have some intention of one day becoming the biographer

of that great painter whose genius he had done so much to illus-

trate. In answer to my letter of enquiry, Mr. Ruskin replied

that he had no intention of writing a life of Turner, but that he

should much rejoice in my doing so, and would give me all the

help he could. His admonition was :
—

‘ Fix at the beginning

the following main characteristics of Turner in your mind, as

the keys to the secret of all he said and did :

—

Uprightness

.

Generosity

.

Tenderness of heart (extreme).

Sensuality.

Obstinacy, (extreme).

Irritability.

Infidelity.

And be sure that he knew his own power, and felt himselfutterly

alone in the world from its not being understood. Don’t try to

mask the dark side. . . .

‘Yours most truly,

‘J. Ruskin.*
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Encouraged by this certainty that I was neither trespassing

nor interfering with anyone, I at once set to work steadily and

quietly, letting no day pass by without some search for materials,

some noting down of traditions, some visit to Turner’s old

friends
;
and resolved not to complete my book, however long

it might take me, until I had collected all that patience and en-

thusiasm could enable me to gather together.

Through Mr. Ruskin’s kind aid I became acquainted one by

one with all Turner’s executors; and letters of enquiry made me
known to most of the English collectors of Turner pictures,

water-colour drawings, etchings, engravings, and proofs. The

two or three noblemen who alone of their wealthy order patro-

nised the painter when living, readily and courteously communi-

cated what information they could. From Turner’s friends (all of

whom truly loved his memory) I met with kindness and con-

sideration. They kept nothing from me; they ransacked their

memories; they searched for old letters; they established old

dates; they read over to me old diaries and old note-books.

Bound to me by the same sympathy, they aided me without one

selfish or envious thought. Mr. Ruskin gave me a chart to steer

by—all he could do; for of Turner’s personal history I found he

knew little.

First and foremost, I have to thank that greatest of all dead

or living writers on Art, for his memoranda, more especially for

his kind permission to let me examine and take notes at ray

leisure of the many hundred sketch-books left by Turner to the

nation, and for a quiet inspection of the best of the twenty

thousand sketches found in the trunks, chests, and portfolios of

their great hoarder.

The Rev. Mr. Trimmer (eldest son of the artist’s oldest

executor, of Marston on Bere, Staffordshire) I also have to

warmly and especially thank for a MS. volume of recollections

of Turner, whom he had known for forty years. I am deeply
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indebted to Mr. G. Jones, R.A., another executor, for his MS.

volume of Turner reminiscences, connected particularly with

his friendship for Chantrey. I have also to express my gratitude

to Mr. David Roberts, R.A., for several sheets of valuable anec-

dotes of his old friend; and to Mr. J. Griffiths, of Norwood, like-

wise an executor, for allowing me to study his large collection

of touched proofs by Turner, and for furnishing me with a

unique and most valuable index to all Turner’s engraved works,

an index that cost Mr. Stokes, off and on, some twenty years’

labour.

I also beg to acknowledge the kindness of Mr. H. C. Munro,

of Novar, a great Turner collector, and one of the artist’s few

compactions de voyage
,
in furnishing me with all he knew, and

giving me full access to his matchless collection of Turner’s

water-colour drawings; and of Mr. F. Dillon, in enabling me to

see his beautiful collection of Turner etchings; while last, not

least, I may mention the great help furnished me by that cele-

brated engraver, Mr. John Pye, the owner of the best extant

collection of the ‘ Liber Studiorum,’ in almost every variety of

condition, and a collector for the last thirty years of all matters

relating to that chef-d'oeuvre of Turner’s genius. Nor must I

forget to tender my warmest acknowledgments to Sir Charles

Eastlake, President of the Royal Academy, Mr. E. M. Ward,

R.A., Messrs. Bale and Smith, Mr. Mayall (the eminent pho-

tographer), Mr. Wilkie Collins, and the two executors, Messrs.

Hardwicke and Cockerell. Further, Mr. Marks and Sir E.

Landseer have indirectly furnished notes for my book.

Let me also record my obligations to all Turner’s en-

gravers—Messrs. Goodall, Cousen, Le Keux, Rawle, Willmore,

Armitage, and others
;

not forgetting Mr. T. Lupton, who

has from the beginning taken a special interest in the work,

or Mr. J. Wykeham Archer, for a valuable page or two from

Mrs. Lance.
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When Mr. Ruskin first wrote to me in encouragement of

my design, he admonished me that there was no time to be lost,

1
for those who knew him when young are dying daily.’ I do not

think, however, that as yet much information has been lost in

that way. Sir John Swinburne is dead, it is true; Mr. Stokes,

Turner’s oldest friend and enthusiastic admirer, is also gone;

but the laborious catalogues and most of the stories of the latter

have been handed to me by survivors. The Stokes and Hawkins

collections of the ‘Liber Studiorum,’ certainly, have gone to pieces;

but Mr. Pye’s, even a richer and fuller one, still remains intact.

Mr. Trimmer, Turner’s preceptor in Greek and pupil in painting,

also is no more; but most of his traditions have been preserved

for me by his sons. Mr. Wells, too, exists not, but some of his

reminiscences have been written down for me by his daughter;

and the recollections of Mr. Charles Heath and Mr. Charles

Turner, both of whom were well acquainted with the artist,

survive in the memories of others. Mr. Lovell Reeve has pre-

served stories of Turner related to him by Mr. Windus, Mr.

Leslie, and Mr. C. Turner; and to Mr. Wornum, of the National

Gallery, I am indebted for several important items of chronology.

Thus I trust that a kind Providence has allowed nothing of this

great man to perish which might be useful to a future genera-

tion, either for incitement or for warning. It is only a Shake-

speare who can afford to leave his works behind him as his sole

monument.

A word in conclusion about my predecessors in Turner

biography. Mr. Peter Cunningham once wrote a short memoir;

but, if it were not for Mr. Burnett’s most valuable remarks

on Turner’s art that accompanied it, it would be almost value-

less. Little else has been printed, if we except a short memoir

of Turner in an old number of ‘ Fraser’s Magazine,’ from the

pen of Mr. Cyrus Redding; another by Mr. Alaric Watts, and
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a still shorter one in some other journal, for which Mr.Windus,

of Tottenham, furnished many facts.

Mr. Ruskin’s fifth volume of ‘ Modern Painters ’ contains a

kind allusion to my labours. I trust my views of Turner’s life

may agree with those held by the great exponent of his genius.

I have spared none of Turner’s faults; I have tried to forget

none of his excellencies. I have not striven to caricature him

as a miser, because I knew that one great work of charity had

been the fixed object of his whole life; while I could not ridi-

cule him as an anchorite and a misanthrope, because I knew

how tenderly he was beloved by his more intimate friends, how

sensitive he was to their sufferings, and how deeply he felt their

loss.

Yet I have not written this book in the unworthy spirit of a

mere special pleader, but with, I hope, a stern and undeviating

regard for truth. I had no motive whatever to warp me. I did

not wish to write a eulogy, a fulsome funeral oration, a poem, a

riddle, a rhapsody, or a mere saleable time-serving apology. I

have tried to paint the man as I really believe he was; an image

of gold with clay feet
; a great disappointed man, whose ambi-

tion was never satisfied, and who in despair of all other plea-

sure sought out Nature, and in her presence felt his only real

happiness.

I have sought not to put him on a higher or a lower throne

than that whereon the genius of his great exponent has already

placed him, but rather to gather fresh proof of his genius from

the records of his personal history. In many respects I cer-

tainly do not think his mind was either so vast or so harmo-

niously developed as that of Michael Angelo, Raphael, or

Titian; and his oil pictures, I hold, were not always equal to his

water-colour drawings. But I do firmly believe that, though

often defective in a sense of form, Turner was in respect of the
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union of copiousness, imagination, variety, quality, and origin-

ality the greatest landscape painter that the world ever has pro-

duced, or perhaps ever is likely to produce.

Walter Thornbury.

P.S.—I must also commemorate the kindness of Turner’s

old friend, Mr. F. H. Fawkes, of Farnley Hall, in Yorkshire, in

sending me a catalogue ofhis unique collection of Turner’s draw-

ings (chiefly unpublished); ofMr. Trimmer, who supplied original

reminiscences of Lawrence, Gainsborough, and others; and of

Messrs. Christie and Manson, who gave me access to their

valuable list of sales. I have been much indebted to Mr. Pye

also, for his admirable and well verified volume on the history

of English Art, which, as a treasury of dates and facts in con-

nection especially with English engraving, cannot be equalled.

Nor can I help expressing my gratitude to Mr. Ruskin for many

passages in the last wonderful volumes of his on ‘ Modern

Painters,’ volumes which, in spite of minor critical differences,

evidence to me a genius as versatile and profound as Turner’s,

and infinitely more logical, clear, and far-seeing.

I only trust that the following pages will at least show the

injustice of Mr. Fairholt’s assertion, * that all reminiscences of

Turner are unpleasant, and only tend to lower the man.’
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HOUSE IN MAIDEN LANE IN WHICH TURNER WAS BORN.



(

THE LIFE
OF

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A.

CHAPTER L

‘and first the infant/

Joseph Mallord William Turner was born on St. George’s

Day (day of good omen), the 23rd of April, 1775, and was bap-

tised on the 14th of May following in the parish church of St

Paul, Covent Garden, where the great name may still be seen

in the register.

His father, William Turner (a Devonshire man by birth),

was a humble hairdresser, well known in the theatrical district

of the 1 Garden,’ who lived at the west end of Maiden Lane, on

the right-hand side as you come from Southampton Street, and

opposite the * Cider Cellar’ which was opened about 1730, but

which at the time of the painter’s birth was the studio of a

society of artists. 1 Only a side door of Turner’s murky shop

1 I remember the house well—I have been up and down and all over

it. The old barber’s shop was on the ground floor, entered by a little dark

door on the left side of Hand Court. The window was a long, low one ;

the stairs were narrow, steep, and winding j the rooms low, dark, and
small, but square and cosy, however dirty and confined they may have

been. Turner’s bedroom, where he generally painted, looked into the

lane, and was commanded by the opposite windows. The house to which

he afterwards removed, for more quiet and room, I suppose, is at the end of

Hand Court, and is on a larger scale, with two windows in front ; but it

must have been rather dark, though less noisy than his father’s house.

B
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survived when I first visited it, the rest having been absorbed

into the sticky warehouse of an ambitious grocer, and the whole

edifice was pulled down in 1861. Geographically considered,

the house consecrated by genius was No. 26 Maiden Lane,

standing at the left-hand corner of Hand Court, near the south-

west comer of Covent Garden. It was a sort of gloomy hori-

zontal tunnel, with a low archway and prison-like iron gate of its

own, and you had to stand a good minute in the dim light of

this archway before you could see the coffin-lid door to the

left that in the days of Garrick opened into the small hair-

dressers shop. The dingy front window, once grotesquely gay

with dummies in bob and cauliflower wigs, such as Hogarth loved

to stop and draw, was bare and deserted when I first knew it.

If we accept an uncertain tradition adopted by Mr. Alaric

Watts on the authority of Mr. Duroveray, the hairdresser lived

most of his time in the cellar under his shop. This is but

living in an underground kitchen, as London servants generally

do now even in grand houses ; yet I am indisposed to believe

the story, because I think I see in it a sort of dramatic effort to

get contrast, elevating the son by lowering the father. It is not

improbable, however, that the Turner family cooked under-

ground in what might be called by many people a cellar, and

spent much of their time there, keeping their upper rooms for

special holidays and festivals.

The date of Turner’s birth is now beyond dispute, though

his executors inscribed it erroneously upon the painter’s coffin.

The register of the Covent Garden church proves it, and the

proof is strengthened by the following fact. An extant drawing

of Westminster Abbey (an interior) has this inscription, written

by the artist himself, on a flat pavement-stone in the left-hand

foreground of the Abbey :

—

William Turner

Natus

1775
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This ‘natus 1775 * is ambitiously marked in the foreground of

the beautiful water-colour drawing, which was bought by Mr.

J. Dillon at the sale of Lord Harewood’s pictures in 1858.

The colour of this drawing is a little blue, the figure introduced

being very graceful
\
and the size of the Abbey is grandly ex-

aggerated, after Turner’s usual manner
;
yet one could scarcely

wish it otherwise.

Turner, who was eminently secretive, loving to hide in a

corner and to mystify people, sometimes talked of being born

in the same year as Napoleon and the Duke of Wellington,

though he really was born six years later than either
;
yet St.

George’s Day surely might have been accounted quite as auspi-

cious for the birth of a great Englishman.

He used occasionally to imply that his father came from

Kent
; but there is no doubt that at least his grandfather

and grandmother spent all their lives at South Molton in

Devonshire. His father came up to London early in life,

became a hairdresser, and married a young woman of Islington

whose surname was Mallord or Marshall. An uncle of the

painter settled in Barnstaple, and became a wool merchant

;

and a descendant of his, one of the chief clerks in a Barnstaple

bank, kindly furnished me with these facts. He once called,

he told me, at the painter’s house, but was refused admittance,

as he believes all Turner’s relatives were if they ventured on

a visit to the gallery. Therefore Turner’s assertion to Mr.

Cyrus Redding that he came from Barnstaple was a mere

generality, carelessly uttered and perhaps carelessly reported.

There is no doubt, however, that the painter was proud 01

belonging to the same county as Sir Joshua Reynolds, whose

portrait he once copied. I can claim no ‘ blue blood ’ for

Turner, nor do I want to do so. All old families have sprung

originally from peasants, and every second peasant family will

one day be noble. There is no rank in souls or bodies, and

our heralds now are mere inventors of ancestry for uneasy men
who, having grown rich, are ambitious to bear arms. Pedigree

and genealogy both are vanities, and I put them behind me as

dead and gone. A family like Turner’s, that produced a small

tradesman, a bank clerk, and a solicitor, must at least have
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been of as good yeoman rank as Shakespeare’s. It is the

middle classes, indeed, that have produced England’s greatest

minds. As talent is said to descend on the maternal side, I

will begin with some account of Turner’s mother, kindly fur-

nished to me by the rector of Heston, the eldest son of Turner’s

old friend and executor
;
Mr. Trimmer having obtained his

facts from an authority no less unquestionable than Hannah
Danby, Turner’s old housekeeper, who personally had them

from the painter’s father.

Mrs. Turner, I thus learn, was a native of Islington
;

but

at Turner’s decease they had not succeeded in finding any entry

of her baptism. In an unfinished portrait of her by her son,

which was one of his first attempts, my informant perceived no

mark of promise ;
and he extended the same remark to Turner’s

first essays at landscape. The portrait was not wanting in force

or decision of touch, but the drawing was defective. There was

a strong likeness to Turner about the nose and eyes ;
her eyes

being represented as blue, of a lighter hue than her son’s
;
her

nose aquiline, and the nether lip having a slight fall. Her
hair was well frizzed—for which she might have been indebted

to her husband’s professional skill—and it was surmounted by

a cap with large flappers. Her posture therein was erect, and

her aspect masculine, not to say fierce
;
and this impression of

her character was confirmed by report, which proclaimed her

to have been a person of ungovernable temper, and to have led

her husband a sad life. Like her son, her stature was below

the average. Towards the end of her days she became insane,

and was in confinement
;
and from her Turner might have in-

herited his melancholy turn of mind. Mr. Trimmer, however,

never saw her, never heard him mention her, nor ever heard of

anyone who had seen her.

There is an absurd tradition to the effect that Turner’s

mother was of good family, and related to the Marshalls for-

merly of Shelford Manor House, near Nottingham, now the

property of Lord Chesterfield. The vague story is that Turner

in his youth paid a visit to his maternal connections, and that

he was repulsed by them. Certain it is that the painter deeply

resented any allusion to his mother
; but this soreness may be
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readily explained by the unhappy circumstance of her insanity,

and the son’s natural anxiety not to have that generally known.

We have all seen how painful an apprehension the insanity of

an ancestor begets in the minds of his descendants
;
and great

men like Dr. Johnson, even without a deranged ancestor, have

suffered all their lives from such fear. There is no doubt that

Byron always remembered ‘ the wicked lord * who killed Mr.

Chaworth in the midnight duel, and dwelt upon that event till

the fear itself touched the verge of insanity
;

yet, considering

there are few families in England who have not numbered a

madman in their ranks, this dread is foolish and groundless.

All I can positively affirm of Turner’s mother is that Dr. Shand,

author of ‘ Gallops in the Antipodes/ writes to inform me that

* Miss Marshall was first cousin to his grandmother/ In defe-

rence to minds of patrician proclivities, therefore, it may be

presumed that she was not of the peasant class.

There was also a portrait of Turner senior by his son, of a

date much later than that of his mother’s, which Mr. Trimmer
testifies was shown to his father as one of the artist’s earliest

efforts in that line. It was a full-face representation, most ac-

curate as to the eyes and general expression of the subject, but

less accurate as to the nose. A few years before the death

of the old man, when he was decrepit, Turner the engraver

executed a drawing of him, which my informant pronounces to

have been a fair likeness
;
but when the son heard of it he

insisted upon its destruction
;
and, to pacify him, the engraver,

retaining the original, made a copy of it, which upon being

delivered up to Turner was by him destroyed.

Mr. Trimmer’s description of the painter’s parent, the result

of close knowledge of him, is that he was about the height of

his son, spare and muscular, with a head below the average

standard, small blue eyes, parrot nose, projecting chin, and a

fresh complexion indicative of health, which he apparently en-

joyed to the full. He was a chatty old fellow, and talked fast ;

and his words acquired a peculiar transatlantic twang from his

nasal enunciation. His cheerfulness was greater than that of

his son, and a smile was always on his countenance.

An anecdote fortunately has been preserved which gives us
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the very starting-point of the boy’s Art life. It is like that dark

spot in an egg which afterwards becomes the heart of the bird.

It used to be related by Mr. Tomkinson, in whose father’s house

the determining influence was awakened. Probably it was about

1780 that the barber of Maiden Lane went to Mr. Tomkinson’s

to dress that gentleman’s hair.

Let us imagine it to be an April morning on which, through

a rainbow arch of sweet hope and promise, the barber’s son,

arrayed in skeleton suit and with a frill round his neck, after

the type of Tommy and Harry in ‘Sandford and Merton,’

accompanies his father to the rich customer’s house ; son hold-

ing father by the hand, and father with his apron rolled up

under his arm, covering powder-puff, curling-tongs, scissors, and

razors. The little man is in a hurry and is bustling, while the boy

snatches looks at tawny-chested Flemish brewers’ horses and at

prints in windows, as well as at that tearful cloud that now laughs

out into sunshine. Little Billy is happy at mother’s sending him

out to see father curl rich Mr. Tomkinson’s hair; and the boy run-

ning and looking up in his father’s absorbed face is a pretty spec-

tacle to dwell on. I watch them till they reach the great house,

when the senior, looking more important than ever, pulls fami-

liarly but modestly at the bell. The barber and his son are

shown in. Some chat perhaps ensues about the Yankees and

Lord North, Mr. Burke, or Dr. Samuel Johnson; and to work

goes the barber. Meanwhile the boy, spoken to occasionally

by the grand gentleman, sits in a corner near a table, staring

with all the might of his bright blue eyes at a silver salver (em-

blazoned with the Tomkinson arms) which leans against the

wainscot. A certain rampant lion especially astonishes him.

The decorative work proceeds
; the wig is frizzed and

snowily powdered till it resembles the cauliflower of our garden

;

the white hair is mown from the smooth blue flesh
; the dress-

ing-gown is whisked off with a vivacious dash ; the silver fee is

paid ; and barber and boy—the latter not perhaps without cake

and wine—turn their faces towards the dusky lane. The boy is

silent and thoughtful all that day
; he sits upstairs all apart,

brooding over a sheet of paper. Mother wonders what ails

him ; father is consulted at tea-time ; and they call for Billy,
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who with impetuosity produces his paper and exhibits a not

unintelligible lion, twin brother to the wilder and more royal

one on the salver—or table—at Mr. Tomkinson’s. The gods

be praised—the boy is a genius ! One can fancy the reflective

smile of the father and the affectionate imposition of his hand

on the wavy head. Little can he estimate the child’s future

career—the extent of his misery, the intensity of fruitless long-

ing that is to be his.

From that time the boy’s fate is fixed
;
thenceforth, when

old friends, looking up from under the glittering razor, mumble
through obstructive lather, 4 Well, Turner, have you settled yet

what William is to be ? ’ the barber will smile proudly, and,

hushing the frothy torrent of his professional talk, will rest the

burning, black curling-tongs between a twist of thin brown paper

and reply, 4
It’s all settled, sir; William is going to be a painter ! ’

But who is this Mr. Tomkinson, whose house barber and

child have visited ? He is a rich silversmith, and is described

to me as a man with a smattering taste for art, and an inclina-

tion to buy good drawings cheap and sell them dear
;
an incli-

nation not unusual in our trading country. He pries about

small by-shops for young men’s drawings, as the boy Turner

will afterwards discover
;
and, directly he has restlessly bought

a good room-full of Sandbys and Rookers, he sets-to restlessly

selling them again ; so that his collection is a Penelopes web,

ever weaving and never completed. He is a prosperous trades-

man, not ill-natured, who is in the habit of emitting 4 flatulent

platitudes’ about great events. For instance, when Gains-

borough died of a sudden cancer, he was delivered of this pro-

found remark :
4 Good God, sir, such men should never die.’

Eventually run off the road by more progressive men, he

retires to a house at the corner of Carburton Street, Portland

Road, where he is in the habit of boasting, like Dogberry, that

he is one who has 4 had losses
;
go to.’ He had lost, in his

line, some 30,000/.; he had lost more money in business than

anyone else had ever lost.

Mr. Tomkinson was one of those shrewd men who contrive

to make money even out of their hobbies. Years afterwarcfs

he was still buying pictures of Turner ; and I have no doubt
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he fully believed that he was one of the first men to dig up and

discover a new genius, and over his wine would hint with a

chuckle at his own sagacity. He bowed to beggars when he

refused them a penny, for his manners were ‘ the portly’ manners

of the old school
;

and, when he went into the country, he

would get out and creep behind his gig to get shots at crows.

Through Tomkinson, perhaps, it was that Turner was afterwards

introduced to Reynolds, who allowed him to copy portraits in

his own studio in Leicester Square.

Turner’s first ambition (and here genius helped out) was not

to copy, but to go into the fields and make sketches. A son of

Stothard perfectly remembered the circumstance of his father

relating to him that in early life he went one day to the shop

in Maiden Lane to get his hair cut, when the old man remarked

to him in conversation, ‘ My son, sir, is going to be a painter.*

About this time he fell in with Girtin the painter.

A glimpse of the artist boy a year or two later we obtain

through report of a copy or imitation of Paul Sandby, the

fashionable drawing-master, Richard Wilson’s friend, which a

gentleman purchased from the barber’s window in Maiden

Lane, and gave to Mr. Duroveray, who long years ago origi-

nated an edition of ‘ Illustrated British Classics,* which tended

to elevate the character of English book illustrations generally.

The same anonymous authority told Mr. Alaric Watts that at

this time the Turner family lived chiefly in the underground

kitchen, and that small water-colour drawings, copied from

Sandby and others by Boy Turner, used to hang round the

entrance door, ticketed at prices varying from one shilling to

three. Between this cellar in Maiden Lane and the royal

tomb in St. Paul’s there were indeed many steps.

Mr. Trimmer and Turner were one day looking over some
prints. ‘Ah! that,’ said Turner with emotion, taking up a
particular one, * made me a painter.’ It was a green mezzo-

tinto, a Vandervelde—an upright ; a single large vessel running

before the wind, and bearing up bravely against the waves.

That determined his genius to marine painting
;
subsequent

boyish visits made him love English rivers
; and later trips to

Margate made him love Kent and the sea.
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We have already seen his nascent genius break out at the

sight of an engraved salver ; but, after all, this fine Vandervelde

is the spark that lights the train. First, you see, he begins to

copy Paul Sandby ;
then he takes to the fields and the Thames,

drawing rickety sheds and old towers and steeples; and at

school we shall presently see him drawing animals with chalk on

the walls. Even his relations had no doubt by this time that

William was to be a painter.

* Margate Church/ executed by the artist when he was

about nine years old, is one of his early drawings. Indeed, it

is one of the boy’s earliest works that 1 have yet heard of. I

have not myself seen drawings of an earlier date than his

eleventh or twelfth year.

Of Maiden (or Midden) Lane, the place of Turner’s birth,

there is little to be said. It was at that time a mere dim

defile between houses clothed with the smoke of centuries

;

yet, like many another such place, it had had better days. It

opened from Southampton Street, so called in memory of that

good Whig martyr William Lord Russell, in which Congreve

and Mrs. Bracegirdle had lived, and where Garrick resided

before he removed to Adelphi Terrace, some few years before

Turner was born. A better place could not be imagined for a

small hairdresser with a good theatrical companion, such as old

Turner had. In 1633 Archbishop Sancroft, then only Dean of

York, lived in the lane; and thence in 1677 honest Andrew
Marvell, content to pick at his mutton bone in a poor second

floor, and to spurn the bribes of a corrupt Court, addressed his

constituents in Hull. Here too Voltaire lodged for three years,

at the sign of the ‘ White Perruke/ when he came to London,

rebuked Congreve, and was epigrammatised by Young of the
‘ Night Thoughts.’ The * Bedford Head ’ is mentioned by the

Queen Anne poet ;
and in the lane also was born Bonne!!

Thornton, the apothecary’s son and Hogarth’s acquaintance^

so that the dirty lane has contributed its quota to the myt]jj

logy of our dear old London.

It was not a * bright look-out,’ as sailors say, for a chffvy

the first scene of his life drama. Nothing elevating surro^ :C*

him ; the age, too, was poor, the religion faithless a*^1^
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dead. The ebony dome, the dull roofs, the squalid life, the

low ideal, were, says a certain great poet, very different from

the visions of beauty that Venice revealed to the boy Titian

and the stripling Giorgione.

Of a portrait of himself, painted by the artist in his early

days, presented by his father to Mrs. Danby, and by her be-

queathed to Mr. Ruskin, Mr. Trimmer deposes that, apparently

the portrait of a youth of sixteen, it is strikingly like about the

eyes and nose, but otherwise defective. The profusion of dark

tresses which it faithfully represents recalls the enthusiasm with

which the old man used to speak of his son’s 1 fine head of hair/

a point whereon his judgment may not be questioned
;
and the

fracture visible on the left side of the picture commemorates

Turner’s dissatisfaction with his work, which he expressed by

knocking his fist through it. These were the traditions of

Mrs. Danby, and but for them Mr. Trimmer would not be dis-

posed to attribute the painting to Turner, for whom at that

time he thinks the drawing too good
; but perhaps he was as-

sisted by a master. According to the same authority, Turner

was a day-boarder at the Brentford Free School, where he first

evidenced his talent by sportively drawing with a piece of

chalk figures of cocks and hens on the walls as he went to and

from that seat of learning. For this anecdote Mr. Trimmer

gives the authority of his father, to whom it was told by

Turner himself. Between the juvenile artist of cocks and

hens and the painter of the ‘ Temeraire/ as Mr. Trimmer ob-

serves, there is indeed a wide interval.

Reynolds, who, with all his exquisite art, seldom rose to

elevation of genius as a ‘ creator/ was always promulgating the

healthy but erroneous theory that genius is only another name
for industry. Would that it were ! Being of a totally diverse

opinion, and believing that genius is an innate capacity of

brain, requiring opportunities and intense toil for its develop-

ment, I presume that Providence knew what it was about when

it made Turner the son of a theatrical barber, in a lane out of

C^ftit Garden, in the year of our Lord 1775. As to birth, no

arVhas been less indebted to this accident than painting.

Gaii^Sbrough was the son of a small Suffolk clothier ; Caracci
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of a poor tailor ; Flaxman of a vendor of plaster casts

;

Hogarth of a poor schoolmaster in Little Britain. It is not

the soil but the seed which is the most important element.

In after times the little barber, who became shrunk up by
long years of parsimony, which, though necessary at first, sub-

sequently degenerated into meanness, used to boast that it was

his special pride to think he had given 1 William a good edy-

cation.’ He did not mean to deceive, but, after the wont of

men, he had repeated the story so often that he at last came to

believe it himself
;

for I find 1 that in 1785, when he was ten

years old (eleven or twelve, Mr. Bell says ; but this is ob-

viously wrong), Turner was withdrawn from the delights of

playing among the vegetable baskets in Covent Garden, from

marbles and spyhei with stray apprentices and recusant errand-

boys, and from London’s Cimmerian gloom and crimsoning

fogs, to be sent to school at Brentford, near the river’s side.

In consequence of a fit of illness (want of air—chief disease

in London !) he was entrusted to an aunt at that place ; and
there he obtained the combined benefits of health and learning.

It should be added here that a gentleman who was associated

with Turner at Brentford in 1785 represents that Turner was
first sent to a day school at New Brentford, where he boarded

with an uncle on his lady mother’s side—a Mr. Marshall, a

butcher in that town. The site of the school, which was kept

by a Mr. John White, was near the * Three Pigeons ’ at Brent-

ford Butts. It was a school, or rather an * academy,’ such as

Boswell senior sneered at when he heard that his ne’er-do-weel

son had foregathered with Johnson (an auld dominie, who had
keept a schule, and ca’ad it an acawdemy), and numbered,

when the sickly, pale lad came down to it from London, fifty

boys and ten girls—all, it may be presumed, of tender age.

Thus Turner ceased drawing lions from Mr. Tomkinson’s

salver. He is removed by his good angel from the large-

pillared church of St. Paul that Hogarth introduced into his

pictures
;
from the railed-in burial-ground where his dear friend

1 From a MS. book entitled Early Recollections of Mr. E/ Eell.

Engraver, kindly communicated to me by Mr. C. H. Adhursy cu Ed-
monton. J
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and fellow-worker Girtin was afterwards to sleep
; from the red

roofs and driving blasts of brown smoke
;
from crimson fog-

suns and misty slants of sunshine—to a very Land of Promise

for a boy artist. To him the green fields of Paradise lay round

vulgar Putney, and lonely, peaceful Twickenham
;
and the

birds must have been as little flying angels newly transformed.

We must imagine the silent boy, dazed, confused, and tearful

with memories of father and mother and home, among his

companions in the academy near the ‘ Three Pigeons.* Pro-

bably, after the manner of us all (genius or no genius), he cried

bitterly the first night under the sheets, then stifled his sobs, in

a day or two grew tamer and happier, and wrote home in a

cheerful spirit. In a week or two he begins to get into gear

and work better in the new harness
;
and then comes the day

when, with flaming eyes, bristling hair, cheeks pallid with rage,

and clenched teeth, we fight the school bully (probably a

tyrannous West Indian, who bribes crowds of small parasites

with jars of tamarinds and guava jelly) who has dared to sneer

at our old father the ‘ barber * in Maiden Lane, and to ask his

son if they baste the legs of mutton in Hand Court with bears*

grease. Next come school ’scapes and bitter canings over

Propria quce maribus
,

and dreadfully difficult passages of

‘Delectus * and verses of Virgil, that no earthly memorycan retain.

Gradually the old instinct works through the shallow crust

of Latin grammar and English history. There is much surrep-

titious drawing of elm-trees and blackbirds in fly-leaves of

* Caesar * and ‘ Telemachus.* Long afterwards old school-

fellows of Turner’s used to say that his first attempts at art

had been drawings of birds and flowers and trees from the

schoolroom windows—rude attempts at the rose, the elm, and

the blackbird no doubt, yet still showing the way the twig was

bent. The delights of the country were undoubtedly stimu-

lating the impressionable brain of the young genius. Penned

i London fog, he might have become a hairdresser ; free and

*^py in the country, he became a landscape painter—the most
triit

yet the most poetic, the most marvellous, of landscape

Pamirs. Many of these early sketches, says Bell, were taken
by stedth. 1 Stolen waters are sweet,’ says Solomon

;
and his
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school-fellows, sympathising with his taste, often did ‘his sums*

for him while he pursued the bent of his compelling genius.

To these early days in the country Turner indeed owed
much. As time has shown, the chestnut avenue at Bushy Park

—the terraces of Hampton Palace—the green, calm meadows

—

the reflective cattle—the pouting, scornful swans—the fast-flow-

ing river—the summer elms, so dense and dark and close—all

touched his young heart, stirring him to poetry, and arousing

his veneration, his sense of the sublime, and his passion for the

beautiful. I think that no place breeds so strongly reactionary

love for poetry and art as this London of ours—the vast, the

negative, the miserable, the loathsome, the great, the magnifi-

cent. Indelible recollections of these early days probably led

Turner in later time to fix his abode at Twickenham, near his

old school
;
and their influence explains the delight he took,

long after, in drawing swans in all attitudes. Even the flat-

roofed stone-pines of Italy did not readily efface the memory
of the Bushy elms, and the Brentford meadows glowing with

flowers and azure with forget-me-nots.

But before the boy William is removed from school let me,

availing myself of almost contemporary accounts of schools, en-

deavour to communicate to the reader a mental sketch of life

thereat.

They walked out two and two, and on Sundays dazzled the

eyes of all beholders with stiff-skirted coats of formal cut, and

of extraordinary and ever-memorable colours, such as pea-green,

scarlet, sky-blue, snuff-brown, and bright claret ; some of the

boys signalising the superior means of their parents by imposing

smart, triangular gold-laced hats above their flowing locks of

sable or flaxen. The master we may fancy to be a spare,

shrivelled man in a large, bushy wig, somewhat brown from want

ofpowder, who wore a snuffy camlet coat, with ink-stained ruffles,

and coarse blue worsted stockings, and, when he walked ou^

swung a rather brassy-looking gilt-headed cane. /
On the forms at Brentford probably it was that the car?

ot

Mr. John White, in engraver’s phrase, ‘bit into’ Tur^f^e
stories of the Gardens of the Hesperides, Polyphemu/^ es“

cape of Ulysses, and other classic fables, which d011^"
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less in Lempriere) his genius afterwards selected to reframe,

restore, and illuminate
;

or, if he did not read them in notes to

Virgil, he might at least have conned Pope’s ‘ Odyssey/ which

is generally a favourite book with schoolboys.

Presently came the father from Maiden Lane to take home
little William, with his head crammed with undigested scraps

of ‘ Delectus/ dictations, classic stories, and English history.

Leaving his rough butcher uncle and his aunt on his mother’s

side, he has to retire again to shelter under the great shadow of

St. Paul’s.

Father still warming to Art, under the stimulus of artist

customers discoursing of Hogarth, Paul Sandby, and Gains-

borough while their heads are being shaved, the boy prattles of

Brentford and the river, and exhibits his furtive hieroglyphics of

birds and trees
;
whereupon he is despatched, at the age of either

eleven or twelve (for tradition is vague about the date), to the

Soho academy. There we may picture him, serene and happy,

drawing flowers and other objects, after the tambour-frame

manner, for Heaven knows what indefinite commercial purpose,

under a Mr. Palice, a floral drawing-master. Of the toilsome

yet, it may be, not unprofitable hours so passed in the ill-omened

square, haunted by the headless ghost of the brainless Duke of

Monmouth, and once the scene of so many fashionable mas-

querades, and dinners too, no record survives.

Let us fancy the boy gradually advancing (for he was one of

the slow ripeners), trying colours, drawing houses and churches,

assaying and testing everything in a patient, careful way. 1 Evi-

dently a genius/ is the inspiriting reflection of the father, as he

runs about with the hot tongs and frizzles them clean in thin

curling-paper.

At thirteen he begins to reveal a short, thick-set figure, with

‘large features of a Jewish type, but handsome; clear grey-blue
eL°s and arched eyebrows

; a boy careless of dress, but on the

js now to send William to his third school, kept

ly, determined, prudent temper, with an irresis-

is Art. Moved by I know not what reason, the

>leman, at Margate
;
and thither perhaps he goes in

Limmortalised by Charles Lamb. It is a dreary,
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blundering, miserable journey, undertaken by a dense throng of

seasick citizens’ wives and children
; yet it is most eventful to the

lad. Purely fluent, sapphire air is, in the first place, a luxury to

be keenly enjoyed by one of London’s smoke-oppressed inhabi-

tants ; and to this prime source of delight we have to add the

attractions of real sunlit sea-waves dashing in green sparkles

over the gunwale, and of sails luminous with transverse sun-

beams and other solar effects dear to the artist eye.

At Margate, which must then have seemed a wild little

seaside village at a vast distance from London, and where

schooling doubtless was cheap, the boy gets introduction to

the pleasant family of a favourite schoolfellow. No wonder he

retained to the end of his life an ardent attachment to the breezy

piers and white-walled cliffs of that Kentish bathing-place
;
for it

was there he first saw the sea ; it was there he first learnt the

physiognomy of the waves
;
and there it was, moreover, that he

first fell in love, powerful to effect a mighty revolution in the

mind of youth. The boy painter was severely smitten with the

charms of a sister of his young friend, who was of about his own
age. But of this episode we shall learn more hereafter,

CHAPTER II.

THE LONDON OF TURNER’S BOYHOOD.

Tintoretto was the son of a dyer
;
Andrea del Sarto and the

Caracci were the sons of tailors
; Caravaggio was the son of a

mason ; Correggio of a labourer ; Guido of a musician
; Dome-

nichino ofa ropemaker
; and Albano of a silk mercer. Turner,

therefore, had ample historical justification, if he needed any,

for his descent from a hairdresser. It was his only chance of

being original
; for had he been a great man’s son in that arti-

ficial age, he might have grown up a third-rate imitator of

Claude, or Berghem, or Hobbima, and have frittered away his

life lounging with a spy-glass in the galleries of Rome or Flo-

rence. But the hard necessity of earning bread put steel into

his blood. It made him a Titan for work a lion for exertion,
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if

and filled him with an all-absorbing love of Nature. Let us

see what the paternal shop contained. According to an old

writer’s description of the barbers’ shops in Exeter Change, it

must have been full of long spiral machines for frizzing the

hair, powder-puffs, toupees, silk bags, wired cushions, braiding-

pins fourteen inches long, crisping-irons, and leather rolls for

forming curls. A City gentleman or an actor, about 1775, had

three wigs ;
two being for ordinary wear, and of these one nicely

powdered was brought by the barber every morning, when he

came to shave the master of the family ;
and the third bemg a

Sunday wig, which was taken away on the Friday and brought

back on the Saturday. At spare times the barber would sit at his

shop-door, surrounded by his friends, while he wove flaxen curls

on a dummy. There was the eternal grinning of dummies ;
the

scorching of wigs was ceaseless ;
the clack of tongs was con-

tinuous ;
and occasionally an artist from the studio opposite

might bring in a drawing, or have a gossip about Art with the

barber father.
. , , f

The Wycherly and Beau Feilding wigs, the horror ot

sculptors and the antipathy of painters,’ as they are charac-

terised by Nollekens Smith, cost as much as fifty guineas each.

Even in Hogarth’s time old-fashioned men, like Sir James

Thornhill and Jonathan Richardson, wore the cascade wig;

and so in early life did Hogarth himself, before he took to the

curt Busby patronised by Dr. Johnson. Nollekens Smi ,

writing in 1828, says 1
‘ There are persons now living who recol-

lected seeing the father of the late Mr. Trim of Witton wearing

a flowing wig.’
. .

As time goes by, the paternal mind begins to think it meet

that the genius should turn a penny. There can be no doubt

that the thrifty father, about this date, was almost inclined to

make his son an architect, while at another period he half

resolved that he should be a portrait painter.
_

The boy had

several times sat with a looking-glass before him m the dim

bedroom in Maiden Lane, painting his own portrait ;
and he had

also attempted that of poor Tom Girtin. Why might he not

hope one day to rival the great Sir Joshua in Leicester Square,

or Gainsborough in Pall Mall ? The lane would then be blocked
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with gilded, coroneted, emblazoned carriages
; and ladies of

fashion, with little Primrose Hills of powdered hair, would be

painted by the son, while the father trimmed, combed, or re-

arranged the pate-coverings of their lords. As for the guineas,

they would pour in like flour from the hopper-spout of a wind-

mill on a breezy day. All that boating about Lambeth and

Battersea must now be stopped. Somehow or other, through

the influence of some of his customers, perhaps with the favour

of Garrick himself, familiar as he was with Reynolds, the boy

will presently be allowed by the great painter to come and copy

portraits in his ante-room at Leicester Square.

But, before we advance, let us note the chief features of

1775, the year of Turner’s birth. We have already seen that in

some respects Turner was born in an age that was adverse to

his genius
;
an age of artifice and conventionality, when most

even of the Royal Academicians were sign painters, carriage

painters, decorators, and miniature painters
;
when an insolent

patronage was extended to merit by a few members of the

nobility, who were themselves an effete and uncultured class,

devoid of all originality, who knew nought of Art but its

pedantry, and who were half ashamed of the native produce.

It was an irreligious, frivolous age, ignorant to the extent of

barbarism of all Art save what was covered by portrait-painting

and conventional landscape. It was the age when our King let

Wilson and Barry starve while he pampered the cold and

shallow dulness of West.

On the other hand, however, Turner had before him a stage

miserably free from competitors. As yet England had had no

landscape painter of eminence besides Wilson, and his struggles

had cleared the way for his successors. The rage for illustrated

topographical works began to give artists ample employment

;

the speculations of Boydell had enlarged the circle of the print-

buying public. Enabled thus to contemn the favour of a limited

number of pompous patrons, a genuine artist could now appeal

for support to the world at large, whose verdict seldom is un-

generous. Further employment was provided for Turner by the

rage that sprang up for local histories.

Of the poetic charm that enwraps London itself Turner

c
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then, as ever, seems to have had no special appreciation.

Many of his boyish days were spent on the Thames with

his friend Girtin
;
and of the sights thereon he kept good record.

Of the yellow and madder sails
;
of the dragon-fly boats, all

green and vermilion
;
of the shaky weather-stained piles

;
of the

crumbling old sheds and boat-houses of Lambeth
;
of the dull

brick towers ;
and of the massy bridge that spanned the dull

river, he took careful note. All the ripples, fitful reflections,

gleams, and sparkling currents were mentally treasured. Whether

under the Temple Gardens, the Savoy steps, Inigo Jones’s gate-

way, or the Old Swan landings
; be it Strand side or Borough

side, he knew them by heart. But he seems to have had no

sense of the dumb grandeur of the myriads of houses over

which the black dome dominates. The old gable-ends he

never sketched
;
the memory-haunted spots he did not care for.

He could find nothing there, in what seemed to him a mere

expanse of black windows and smoky streets, vaulted half the

year with a sky of gloomy lead, to rouse his latent poetry or

stimulate his imagination. His soul struggled, like a caged lark,

to attain to clear blue ether and fresh green fields.

A glance at the period will enable us to determine whether

it was really propitious or unpropitious to his genius and his

art ; and thus we may more clearly discern how far Turner led

and how far he followed his age. Seventeen hundred and

seventy-five was a very eventful year to England—perhaps the

most eventful year to our country since that in which the splendid

victories of Marlborough had taken place. It was the first year

of the unhappy American war. It was the year in which General

Washington was appointed by Congress commander-in-chief

of the American army. It was the year of the battles of Lex-

ington, Concord, and Bunker’s Hill. It was the year in which,

through a series of blunders and oppression, a great colony was

lost to England for ever, though much blood yet had to be

spilled before the issue was determined and America could

boast that she was at last free.

In the meantime, amid all the fret and angry debates of

Burke and Lord North and other orators about America and
‘ those misguided rebels,’ King George III. (now twenty-five
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years on his uneasy throne) passes a quiet, dull, but really well-

spent summer at Kevv. Good, honest, obstinate man, he rises

at six, breakfasts early, and sees the five eldest children set to

their tasks while the two little ones take a walk. While the

Queen works the King reads to her
;
then comes the children’s

dinner, at which the worthy old pair invariably attend as spec-

tators; and once a week the exemplary father accompanies

them on a public promenade in Kew or Richmond Gardens, to

the vast admiration of the open-mouthed rustics.

As our barber, by reason of his residence in the vicinity of

Covent Garden, has numerous Thespian customers, and the

lane nightly runs over with the sedan-chairs of ‘ the quality
*

who come to see Garrick personate Abel Drugger in the
‘ Alchemyst,’ it is likely that he discusses the merit of Bannister,

the witty comedian
;

or, remembering his long pilgrimage up
from Devonshire, he may lift up his eyes upon reading in the

‘Morning Chronicle’ of the horrible audacity of seven highway-

men who one night this year actually stopped the Norwich

stage-coach in Epping Forest, and who, though the guard

(eventually killed) shot three of them dead, persevered till the

horses halted, when they robbed all the passengers. Such pas-

sengers ! The ladies wore high-heeled shoes, low looped-up

gowns, long gloves, lace stomachers, small ruffles, scanty hoops,

and short aprons
;
with their hair piled up in front into powdered

toupees, as they are in Reynolds’s portraits, and with two or

three large curls or each side. The gentlemen, if dandies, or

‘ maccaronis,’ as their designation was, wore wonderfully small

hats on enormous snowy mountains of toupees, short pig-tails,

and striped silk knee-breeches.

In 1775 occurred the deaths of two old men, one rich, the

other poor, which I must not omit to record in evidence of the

close alliance of 1775 with 1675, and of the long reach to which

the memory of one living eighty-six years ago could take us

back.

In 1775 died a poor man named Peter Gordon at a village

in the North of England, at the advanced age of a hundred

and thirty-two years. He was born in Charles I.’s time. Rec-

koning Oliver Cromwell, he had lived under ten kings
;
and
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remembered being sent as a boy to the forest to cut wood for

spears during the Civil Wars.

The same year, following suit to this Lazarus, died Dives,

in the shape of one of the old Queen Anne worthies, Earl

Bathurst; he who had been the friend of Pope, Sterne, and

Swift ;
of Congreve, Vanbrugh, and Prior

;
of Rowe, Addison,

Arbuthnot, and Gay
;
a happy man who had in his time opposed

Sir Robert Walpole, attacked the South Sea Bubble, and de-

nounced lotteries.

Thus it will be seen that old Turner might possibly have

talked to men who had seen Ben Jonson, and cheered Oliver

Cromwell on his way to expel the factious Parliament; while,

if the Earl had ever deigned to come to Maiden Lane to be

shaved, the barber could have heard first-hand of the wit of

Swift, the humour of Addison, and the polish of Pope. But,

although the barber at that time probably was sublimely indif-

ferent to Fame, and ignorant of the great future already dawning

for his son, it becomes us to review the position of English Art

at the period of the Turner avatar.

West and Reynolds, Wilson and Gainsborough, were the

chief planets in the Art heaven of the time. Reynolds, just

elected into the Florence Academy, held great levees of the

poor wise, the rich foolish, the poor foolish, and the rich wise,

at his house in Leicester Square. Gainsborough left Bath in

1774, and came to what was formerly the Duke of Schomberg’s

house in Pall Mall, where he became a formidable rival to

Reynolds. Lawrence, the son of the Bristol hotel-keeper,

though still a child, had already earned local fame by drawing

portraits and reciting verses. As for poor Wilson, he was

starving in I know not what garret, neglected by everyone but

kind Paul Sandby, and a few old friends who overlooked his

sour manner and his homely, honest bluntness.

West, the son of a Philadelphia Quaker, is painting a series

of classical subjects for King George
;
and the insipid, quietly

vain Court painter is Director of the Society of Artists.

Hogarth has disappeared from Leicester Square these eleven

years. Turner’s future exemplars and competitors were also

dead; Canaletti seven summers, and Claude Lorraine, his
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special predecessor and enemy, a full century all but a few

years.

Then as to the water-colour artists : Turner’s friendly rival,

Girtin, was just born
;
Cozens was growing up ;

Paul Sandby

(born 1732) was a well-known painter and a fashionable draw-

ing-master; while his successor, Hearne (bom 1744), is in the

West Indies, acting officially as draughtsman to Sir Ralph

Payne. Other rivals, predecessors, and contemporaries of

Turner will find mention later in this work.

Let us complete the survey by a review of the literature of

the period.

There is Dr. Johnson storming about the Ossian con-

troversy, and, like a genuine old Tory, declaring that the

Americans are ‘a race of convicts/ Richardson, Shenstone,

Young, Churchill, Sterne, Akenside, Gray, and Smollett are all

dead ; and Goldsmith has passed away a year ago. But Burke

is alive, and so are Bishop Percy and Gibbon, while Sheridan

has been just bringing out (rather unsuccessfully, too) his

* Rivals.’ The Lake school had not yet arisen, but Thomson
and Cowper had shown that simple English scenes could be

treated classically and without any loss of dignity. Far away

too, in an obscure part of Scotland, Burns is fast growing up to

sing of love, and homely pleasures and cares, with a true in-

spiration that proved that there were other models for amatory

and pastoral poets than Theocritus and Ovid.

And what was the London of Turner’s boyhood like ?

Imagine retired citizens living in rural Islington, and hack-

ney sedan-chairs moored in rows round Covent Garden. Ima-

gine fields everywhere
;
beyond Portland Chapel and the

New Road, turnstiles, meadows, tea-gardens, and taverns
;
a

gallows on Kennington Common; hayricks in Osnaburg Street;

Cavendish Square with a dwarf brick wall round it, and, where

Harley Street now is, fields in which Whitefield preached. Be-

hind Russell Street, on the north-west, was a farm surrounded

by fields and straggling houses, where (1773 and later) lived

two old maids, named Capper
;
one of whom delighted to

canter about in a riding-habit and man’s hat, and with a pair

of huge shears cut the strings of truant and trespassing boys’
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kites, while the other seized the clothes of bathers who violated

the sanctity of the premises. Tottenham Court Road was the

scene of an annual 1 gooseberry fair/ where the Drury Lane

actors planted their booths
;
and on the western side of High

Street, Marylebone, were the residences of several of the

‘ quality.’

Beyond Union Street was a rope-walk running north, shaded

by two rows of magnificent elms under which red-nosed Wilson

and Dr. Johnson’s Italian friend Barretti loved to perambulate,

prior to dining with Wilton, the sculptor
;
and on the right-

hand side of this rope-walk extended a bank with a promenade

which commanded views of the distant hills and rounded emi-

nences of Highgate, Hampstead, and Harrow.

Hoys then plied up and down the Thames
;
and the great

coaching inn-yards in the City were crowded with stage coaches

rolling in daily (come rain or snow, sunshine or cloud) from

York and Lincoln, Oxford, Salisbury, and Brighton. Ranelagh

and Marylebone Gardens were then in the prime of their popu-

larity. The Pantheon, which was built two years before

Turner’s birth, had been visited by Dr. Johnson and Boswell,

who in one breath pronounced it inferior to Ranelagh
;
and it

is to exist till 1792, when Turner will visit its charred ruins and

make an exquisite drawing of them. Queen Anne Street and

Harley Street, to be associated with Turner’s name at a later

date, then were only partially built. Green fields of sooty grass,

echoing to the shouts of boys in stiff-skirted coats and buckled

shoes, stretched where Portland Chapel, Wimpole Street, and

Devonshire Place now rear their square boxes of grim black

brick
; and even Marylebone Gardens could be entered either

from the High Street or at the back through fields, between

which and the main road were the little binns of tea-gardens

partitioned off.

But in 1775 had been effected a change in London speci-

ally interesting to us. Old Somerset House, built in 1547, was

pulled down to make room for Chambers’s structure. The old

Savoy had not yet gone. The Royal Academy in Pall Mall

adjoined Carlton House
;
and between it and Dalton’s print

warehouse there were trees visible from the road
;
while from
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Leicester Square you could still get glimpses of Temple Bar,

though surmounted no longer with black rebels’ heads. Old

Lambeth Palace, which he selected as the subject of his first

drawing for the Academy, still survives to us with its smirched

brick towers and the dim grey lantern chapel, unaltered as

when Turner first rowed by it to make his moonlight sketch at

Millbank.

Nor must we here forget another spot of old London that is

especially connected with Turner’s memory.

Wilton the sculptor, and his friend Cipriani, had been

elected, in 1758, directors of a Statue Gallery in the Whitehall

Priory Gardens, opened by the Duke of Richmond for the use

of Art students. It consisted of about thirty casts from antique

statues; and the liberality of the Duke was celebrated by

Hayley the poet, whose friend Romney was a constant student

there, while Smollett was the Duke’s chaplain. In 1770, after

being shut for some time, the Gallery was reopened, and

placed under the direction of the Society of Artists of Great

Britain, whose Academy was in Maiden Lane, and whose secre-

tary was William Woollett. Of him Turner will write with ad-

miration in later years.

There can be no doubt that the neighbourhood of this

Academy influenced Turner’s mind
;
and it is easy to conceive

that Romney, Woollett, and others must often have come in

to chat with the barber who lived over the way. Even it may
be assumed that they lent drawings to the clever boy.

CHAPTER III.

THE SKY-PAINTER.

To an early period of Turner’s life we may safely refer some of

the many visits paid to Bristol, to a Mr. Harraway, an old

friend of his father’s, and a great fishmonger and glue-boiler in

Broadway. 1

1 His niece, Miss Dart, of St. James’s Square, Bristol, still has the first

picture Turner ever exhibited at Somerset House. Mr. Ruskin possesses

his first sketch-book.
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I like to associate that dirty and venerable old legendary

city with Turner. I can see him surveying the Exchange,

where thin, sallow West Indian merchants are pacing, discussing

the prices of sugar and rum ; in Queen Square, where the great

magnates lived, facing King William’s statue; at Redcliffe

church, musing over the dark
t
sad room above the north porch

where poor Chatterton wove those lies so fatal to his peace
;
in

the Pithay, wondering at the knightly escutcheons adorning the

doors of frowsy old-clothes shops ; or, most likely of all, on the

river in a boat, listening to the nightingales in Leigh woods.

Many of his large drawings executed at Bristol, and given

to Mr. Harravvay, are still extant; and they evidence the

various stages of maturity that his mind successively attained.

The same family once possessed another rude drawing by him

of ‘ Cote House, Durdham Down,’ the seat of Sir Henry Lip-

pincote, with Sir Henry, the artist himself, and old Mr. Harra-

way all in the foreground. Perhaps the boy had been seen at

work down at the Hotwells, and was asked up, all red and

smiling, to Cote House. His sketch-books of this period con-

tain many drawings of Clifton
;
and there is a view of ‘ Oxford,’

of the same date ; to which likewise, or to a year earlier or

later (either 1790 or 1791 ;
not when he was eighteen, as it is

wrongly inscribed), must be assigned a crude portrait of himself

executed for Mr. Harraway during one of these holiday visits.

The face, weakly drawn, is simple and boyish ; the long, luxu-

riant, curling hair streams down on his shoulders and frilled

jacket
;
and the nostrils and mouth are delicately traced, with a

carefulness indeed that amounts to timidity. The face, which

shows no promise of genius, cannot be intended fora boy much
over fifteen years of age. The likeness, however, was con-

sidered good at the time. The circumstances that led to its

being drawn were these : Turner (who is known to have taken

his friend Girtin’s portrait) had drawn likenesses of two of his

friend Harraway’s children, and the family pressed him to make
a drawing of himself. ‘ How am I to do it ? ’ asked the boy.

‘ In your bedroom, with a looking-glass,’ was the suggestion
;

the fruit of his acting upon which was the little coloured portrait

in the black oval wood frame, now in the possession of Mr.
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Ruskin. Nor was this the only essay at self-portraiture. Of
several subsequent attempts one survives in the Vernon Gallery,

a bold and vigorous presentment of the artist at the age of

seventeen, but faulty in colour.

It has been erroneously stated in many confused versions

of Turner’s early life that he was entirely self-educated, owing

instruction in reading to his father, and that he acquired the

use of the pencil before obtaining mastery of the pen. One
blunderer even goes so far as to say that he never could write

with ease up to the very day of his death, while it must be

allowed that he never spelt correctly. Nothing can be more
untrue than these statements, which, like most scandal, arose

partly from ignorance and partly from malice. Turner was

reasonably well educated. As we have seen, he went to school

at Brentford, at Margate, and in Soho ;
and, further, he is

known to have attended a drawing-school in St. Martin’s Lane,

where the fashionable Paul Sandby, then an Academician,

taught drawing. Fired by Sandby’s drawings, and having

gathered somewhat from the days gone to wreck at Brentford

and Bristol among the boats and the ships, the clever boy

busies himself at home down in the cellar and up in the bed-

room, colouring prints for a printseller in the same street, for

whom another clever boy of the same age, named Girtin, a

friend of his, also works. Thus he probably gets a shilling or

two for flat washes of pink, and brown, and green, such as you

see on coloured Gillrays still extant. The process, though not

one peculiarly grateful to the imaginative mind, yet requires

care and neatness, with some evenness and purity of colour;

and it has an educational value for the nascent artist. His

employer, John Raphael Smith, a miniature painter, just then

known as an excellent mezzotinto engraver, was acquainted

with Cozens, one of the most poetical of our early water-colour

painters, and an early model of Turner’s, and with Dr. Munro,

one of his early patrons.

The barber’s window meanwhile has ticketed at three shil-

lings apiece copies of Paul Sandby, and neat pale green imita-

tions of Dayes, the landscape draughtsman and geographic

artist, Girtin’s master, which Mr. Crowle and Mr. Tomkinson
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eagerly purchase and chuckle over. The propinquity of Hand
Court to Smith’s shop has the additional advantage of serving

for the entrapment of passing amateurs. But Turner at this

period, immediately subsequent to quitting school at Margate,

had other occupations besides copying Sandby, Nicholson (of

whom he used to avow himself a copyist), Dayes, and Hearne,

the successful water-colour men of the day. When not visiting

his Margate friends or his butcher uncle at Brentford, or the

Bristol glue-boiler, he is employed in touching up amateurs’

drawings, and adding skies and backgrounds to architects’

designs
;

rolls of white clouds and blue wastes of summer sky.

It must have been before Turner went to Margate—it could

scarcely have been after, for I am assured he was at school at

Margate at thirteen, and he was certainly admitted a student of

the Royal Academy at fourteen (1789)—that he was sent by

his cautious and anxious father to Mr. Thomas Malton (Tom
Malton, as he was usually styled in that familiar age), a per-

spective draughtsman who kept a school at his lodging in Long
Acre

;
the great coach-building street, historically ennobled by

the birth therein in after time of Stothard, and memorable as

being that in which poor, half-starved Wilson’s noble landscapes

were exposed in a shoemaker’s window for sale. This Tom
Malton was the son of the author of a good practical book on
‘ Geometry and Perspective ’ (of which the second edition is

dated 1793), which commences with a bold and honest preface

denouncing the degrading flattery and servility of the current

practice of dedications. If the son was anything like the pater-

nal schoolmaster, whose volume was a worthy successor to that

written by Kirby, Hogarth’s friend, I should take him to have

been a clever, irascible, bluntly honest man. In after years

Turner was accustomed to speak of him with hearty commen-
dation.

By this time the boy had begun to make somewhat from his

embellishment of architectural drawings. The late Mr. Duro-

veray, whose illustrated edition of the popular British classics

contributed so largely to advance the public taste of his day,

had, as I have already said, a drawing after the manner of Paul

Sandby, signed

*W. Turner,’
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which he purchased from the window in Maiden Lane
;
and some

of the pale water-colour imitations of the same artist, exhibited

in the same place, were purchased by the late Mr. Crowle, and

now adorn that splendid illustrated copy of Pennant’s * London/

in seventeen volumes, which was bequeathed to the British

Museum, and at present lies entombed in the Print Room,

where it may be said to be as good as lost to the world.

But to return to Tom Malton’s room in Long Acre. The
thrifty barber finds himself profiting by the son whom he had

himself taught to read (to save the dame’s school, I suppose),

and who could draw before he could write. The boy must be

an architect, insists John Raphael Smith
;
and his recommenda-

tion is supported by lucky Mr. Tomkinson, one of his best

patrons. He must learn the science of perspective, even as

Girtin at the same time was learning it with Dayes.

From the great resemblance between his early works and

those of Tom Malton
,

1 we must suppose that Turner profited

by his master. Indeed, he used to say’ in after life, when
reference was made to a school where Sandby taught, ‘ But my
real master, you know, was Tom Malton of Long Acre/

Under Malton, then, Turner acquired his knowledge of per-

spective while Girtin was under Dayes
;
but the two pupils

must have interchanged their styles when they afterwards

worked at Dr. Munro’s in the Adelphi, for Girtin takes more

to Malton’s manner and Turner to that of Dayes.

Among others who employed him at this time was Porden,

an almost unknown architect, who built part of the absurd

Brighton Pavilion for the Prince Regent. Turner swept in

gravel walks winding up to Porden’s Grecian porches, floated

blue skies over his composite pediments, and pencilled in

grass-tufts and patches of dock as the foregrounds to his

Corinthian mansions. Porden was delighted with the lad’s

facility and quickness
;
the designs gained much by the setting.

Perhaps dilettanti praised the style, and thought it prudent

Porden’s, for such suppressions of authorship are not unknown.

One day accordingly comes Porden in full dress to Hand Court,

1 The Malton family still retain many of their ancestor’s designs. They

are painted in the Turner manner
;
perhaps Turner worked on some of

them.
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with a bland proposal to take young Turner as an apprentice

without a premium. Oily Mr. Porden ! Without a premium,

indeed ! Why, in seven years young Turner would have

painted you drawings worth three times your premium. Go
to ! Crafty old Turner, however, who has been awakening to

a sense of the numerous shillings rolling in from his son’s

drawings and print-colourings, refuses the gracious offer
;
so

the boy still continues washing in blue skies for Grecian

temples and country-houses, and warming the foregrounds of

Corinthian mansions with semicircular orange gravel-walks.

That these tinters of backgrounds still survive may be seen

from the subjoined advertisement recently taken from a profes-

sional paper :

—

TO ARCHITECTS.—-COMPETITION AND OTHER DRAWINGS.

M R. COBALT BLUE, Member of the New Society ot

Painters in Water Colours, &c., and so long favourably

known to architects of the first eminence, again offers his services

in tinting Backgrounds, Landscapes, and Perspectives. From the

many years’ experience he has had on such subjects, he is fully

aware of the points essentially necessary to be attended to.

Address—Mr. C. B., Albany Street, De Beauvoir Town.

And now occurred one of the strangest episodes in Turner’s

Art life.

His fellow-pupils at Malton’s are budding architects and

engineers
;
and the stripling finds the world of circles and

triangles a mere wiry cobweb of a world, after the green lawns

of Brentford and the swans and osiers of Twickenham Ait.

He is no genius, they all whisper
;
he can do nothing. Days

and days are spent in trying to teach him a proposition of

Euclid. The Pons Asinorum requires a toll he cannot pay,

and back he goes, to cross the river some other way. His

master cannot teach him even the elementary lines of geo-

metrical drawing
; he can make nothing of the boy. Old

architects now alive still remember the sad day when Malton,

in sheer desperation, shut up the books, and, rolling up the

blotted diagrams, took the crestfallen boy back to Maiden Lane.

Black enough must the arch of Hand Court have then looked
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to the unpromising pupil. 1 Mr. Turner,’ he exclaimed, * it is

no use ;
the boy will never do anything

;
he is impenetrably

dull, sir
;

it is throwing your money away ; better make him a

tinker, sir, or a cobbler, than a perspective artist !
* A dismal

night must that have been for the old man when William was

thus returned, to the utter dissipation of all the paternal antici-

pations. But the father entreats Malton to give the poor boy

one more trial. The boy accordingly does try again
; he

applies himself to his occupation with genuine industry ; but

he has got in the wrong track, and his anxiety will not allow of

his brain working calmly or with full power. Concentric circles

fairly overcome him : this time he palpably breaks down, and

is returned once more. Faint-hearted strugglers in life’s race

—

especially young artists—remember that Newton was whipped

for blundering over a sum in addition ; Watt was caned for

letting a kettle boil over ; and Turner was plucked in elemen-

tary geometry, he who afterwards became Professor of Per-

spective at the Royal Academy, and the greatest landscape

artist the world has ever known. Verily time ‘brings its

revenges.’

As Turner never went back to Malton, he must have

acquired his elementary knowledge of perspective from Dayes,

through his friend Girtin
; but it is to a certain picture acci-

dentally seen in a window in Long Acre, and to a Vandervelde,

as we have before said, that Turner is said to have owed his

awakening and that ‘ election ’ which, though with some tem-

peraments it is the slow work of years, in others bursts out in

a moment, as if suddenly the great golden doors of heaven

had been flung open to the votary’s eyes.

The attention of Dr. Munro, George III.’s mad doctor,

has just been attracted by the clever drawings in the barber’s

window in Maiden Lane ;
Porden, the architect, employs him

for skies and backgrounds ;
and Raphael Smith—first in Maiden

Lane, then in King Street, Covent Garden—to colour prints.

With the aid of Tom Girtin, the clever apprentice of

Dayes, who is patronised by the Duke of York, the boy

advances.

Turner told Mr. Trimmer that he got his first lessons in
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painting from a person who taught him to place a small piece

of carmine in the centre of the cheek, and to lose it by degrees.

This might have been the itinerant painter who painted his

father’s blocks, and who is actually said to have instructed him.

‘ I have been told,’ says Mr. Trimmer, ‘ that old Turner

was left by a relation 200/., with which sum he placed out his

son with an architectural draughtsman, who, seeing some of

his productions subsequently, said, “ He is not indebted to me
for this.”’

It was when Turner was probably about fourteen that his

father resolved on this important step.

The several architects who employed his son to wash in

blue seas of sky had gradually impressed the old man’s narrow,

scraping mind with a sense of the importance of the Vitruvian

profession. Accordingly, not venturing to try plausible Porden

again, he arranges with Mr. Hardwick, the architect, who pro-

bably has employed his boy before now
;
and to that gentle-

man’s office the boy goes, and there he continues for some time.

Much of the work he then executed survives in the house of the

present Mr. Hardwick, the designer of St. Katherine Docks

;

and I was looking at the sketches only the other day. They
show wonderful skill for a boy of fourteen, being robust and firm

in execution, though prosaic and dry in style, and are careful

and full of thought. The most interesting of them is one of

Wanstead New Church, built by his master—a rectangular,

plain structure, rather in the meeting-house manner. The sky

in this is finely treated, and the dull length of the receding side-

wall cleverly varied by a gleam of reflected light. Besides

these there are several very early water-colour drawings of the

pupil’s
;
perhaps as early as any of the genuine survivors of the

time. One of them is a very harsh, rude sketch of Wanstead

Old Church—taken before its demolition, I suppose, by way
of preserving some memory of the hideous, pagan-looking

stuccoed edifice, with the bricks showing here and there

through the rents and doors
;
and in the front a sexton digging

a grave. The execution betrays a very childish hand. It

looks like a first effort in sketching in colours from Nature.

The same collection, probably dating from nearly the same
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time, shows Turner at Isleworth sketching the river and boats

with the conventional Indian ink and umbery sails; and also

at Lambeth, in a street behind the Palace, drawing a suburban

inn, and some curious old houses, with a tall, gaunt, ill-shaped

man leaning in a doorway. These two sketches are, however,

great advances on that of Wanstead Old Church.

When Mr. Hardwick, years after, showed the artist these

drawings of his youth, Turner remembered them, and, pointing

to the Lambeth public-house, said, * Ha ! yes
;
up against

that inn there was a board stuck up, on which was written

—

“BE SOBER, BE VIGILANT;”

and close by were the parish stocks, I remember. * On looking

closely into the drawing, which is neat, low-toned, and careful,

may be discerned a board on the wall
;
which probably repre-

sents the one on which the warning to topers was written,

perhaps by some ecclesiastic connected with the Palace.

It is difficult to fix the exact date of Turner’s going to Mr.

Hardwick’s, but his drawing of Wanstead Old Church proves it

to have been about 1 789 or 1 790, when he was fourteen or fifteen

years old. As the church was rebuilt in the latter year, Turner

must have visited it in the former, since his drawing was an-

terior to the erection of the scaffold or other preliminary to re-

building. The ugly brick tower, with its plaster half peeled off,

is as crudely sketched as the trees in the foreground, where the

sexton plies his vocation. Evidently it is one of the boy’s

earliest essays in water-colours, and it is not in monochrome.

The architectural drawing of the new church, with its Portland

stone porches, Doric portico, cupola at the west end, and Doric

pillars, evidences an advance in art, simple as the colour is, for

again the dull line of the side wall is cleverly and truthfully

illumined by a white reflection from the ground
;
and the sky

also is solid. Quite a year’s difference is visible in the work of

the two drawings.

In 1789, or soon after, under Mr. Hardwick’s advice,

Turner must have become a student of the Royal Academy.

Here he drew the 1 Genius of the Vatican ’ and other subjects,

studied hard, and pursued his work till fuller employment on
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topographical themes sent him wandering in Kent, Wiltshire,

Yorkshire, and Oxfordshire ; a pilgrimage as long as it was

fruitful. On the banks of the Thames—our dear, dirty old

river—Turner began his art; and on the banks of the Thames
he lay down to die.

How long Turner remained in this architect’s office cannot

be discovered; probably the period did not extend over many
months. He was but making trial of the profession, and never

set his thumb on the red seal of an indenture. His ambition

for copying was fast getting fainter, while his passion for sketch-

ing in the open air was increasing in intensity. His imagina-

tion was beginning to bud. Palladio, Vignola, and Vitruvius

could not compete with Nature. The brush he found to be

better than the compass
; the pencil than the T-square. Mr.

Hardwick, more generous than Porden, not desiring to enslave

the boy for seven years—to his own misery, but to his master’s

infinite profit—went to Hand Court, and informed the barber

—

whom one can mentally picture listening to him, tongs and wig

in hand—that the boy was too clever and too imaginative to be

tied down to severe science. He recommended him to be

sent as a student to the Royal Academy, for the purpose of

qualifying himself for the profession of an artist.

This generous advice being accepted by the father, Turner

is sent to the Academy, where he goes through the usual forms

and ceremonies. As a proof of fitness, in two months’ time he

submits a drawing of a Greek statue, a foot long, and carefully

shaded and stippled
;
and at the next council held by the

Academicians he is admitted as probationary student. But, ere

he can claim the privilege of gratuitous instruction, he has to

attest his progressive fitness. A second Greek statue has to be

drawn, equally accurate with its predecessor in respect of ana-

tomical details and of light, shade, and outline
; and this is to

be attended by a ghastly companion—the correct outline of a

human skeleton. These accepted by his judges, he will obtain

the ‘ bone,’ or ticket of admission, good for so many years
;
and

thus he will at length attain the position of a full-plumed Royal

Academy student, entitled to compete for admission into the

* Life School.’
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Like most other students, Turner, I dare say, flung bread

about and cut jokes on the keeper, fits of idleness alternating

with fits of application. What we do know for certain is that,

when he was about the age of fourteen, he was at work in the

Academy school, a recognised student. At the same time he

was colouring prints
;
and one of his early drawings from the

cast, which I have seen, is in the possession of Mr. Hardwick

of Cavendish Square. It is a timid but correct representation

of a statue, rudely shaded in pencil
;
the shadows being neither

flat nor well defined. It is far from being a vigorous perfor-

mance
;
indeed, rubbed as it is (and it is now an antique

itself), it gives no high promise of the juvenile artist. Since,

however, it was used only as the mount to a water-colour draw-

ing, possibly it might have been executed before his admission

as a student to the Academy.

That Turner at a later period could draw the figure power-

fully and nobly, is evident not only from the admirable picture

of ‘Venus and Adonis’ (in the collection of Mr. Munro of

Hamilton Place), which is an imitation of Titian, but from a

life study (in the same collection) which I am unable to assign

to any special period, but which is worthy of Etty for power,

and of Mulready for correctness. The smaller figures in some of

his great pictures, though mere dots, are matchless for their

subtle implication. The drawing to which I now refer is

a black chalk representation of a male model with one hand

fastened up, the body semi-recumbent, and the abdomen and

thigh in most difficult foreshortening.

With the eye of imagination we must pierce as well as we
can the darkness enveloping his Academic studies to discover

him seated, like his fellows, on a small, square, sharp-edged

box, the slave and worshipper of some Apollo or Antinous

;

in adoration before whom he scrapes his chalk, his hard black

and his soft white, and kneads his bread, as now he sweeps in

lines or dots, and now he stipples the shadows with anxious

care. Hope and fear cast on the bending boy alternate sun-

shine and cloud through the Strand windows of the Somerset

House Academy, in the year of grace 1789.

D
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Mr. Ruskin in the following remarks is very justly severe

on the early days of the Academy :

‘ It taught Turner nothing, not even the one thing it might

have done—the mechanical process of safe oil-painting, sure

vehicles, and permanent colours. Turner, from the beginning,

was led into constrained and unnatural error. Diligently de-

barred from every ordinary help to success, the one thing which

the Academy ought to have taught him (barring the simple and

safe use of oil colour) it never taught him
;
but it carefully re-

pressed his perceptions of truth, his capacities of invention, and

his tendencies of choice. For him it was impossible to do
right but in a spirit of defiance

;
and the first condition of his

progress in learning was the power to forget.

6 One most important distinction in the feelings of Scott

and Turner throughout life was necessitated by this difference

in early training. Scott gathered what little knowledge of

architecture he possessed in wandering among the rocky walls

of Crichton, Lochleven, and Linlithgow, and among the delicate

pillars of Holyrood, Roslin, and Melrose. Turner acquired

his knowledge of architecture at the desk, from academical ele-

vation of the Parthenon and St. Paul’s
;
and spent a large por-

tion of his early years in taking views of gentlemen’s seats,

temples of the Muses, and other productions of modern taste

and imagination
;
being at the same time directed exclusively

to classical sources for all information as to the proper subjects

of Art. Hence, while Scott was at once directed to the history

of his native land, and to the Gothic fields of imagination, and

his mind was fed in a consistent, natural, and felicitous way
from his youth up, a certain good arose even out of this warped

education—namely, his power of more completely expressing

all the tendencies of his epoch, and sympathising with many
feelings and many scenes which must otherwise have been en-

tirely profitless to him. Scott’s mind was just as large and full

of sympathy as Turner’s
; but having been permitted always to

take his own choice among sources of enjoyment, Scott was

entirely incapable of entering into the spirit of any classical

scene. He was strictly a Goth and a Scot, and his sphere of

sensation may be almost exactly limited to the growth of heather.
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But Turner had been forced to pay early attention to whatever of

good and right there was in things naturally distasteful to him.

The charm of early association had been cast around much that

to other men would have been tame
;
while making drawings of

flower gardens and Palladian mansions, he had been taught

sympathy with whatever grace or refinement the garden or

mansion could display, and to the close of life could enjoy the

delicacy of trellis and parterre, as well as the wildness of the

wood and the moorland
; and watch the staying of the silver

fountain at its appointed height in the sky, with an interest as

earnest, if not as intense, as that with which he followed the

crash of the Alpine cataract into its clouds of wayward rage.
* The distinct losses to be weighed against this gain are,

first, the waste of time during youth in painting subjects of no

interest whatever
;
parks, villas, and ugly architecture in ge-

neral
j secondly, the devotion of his utmost strength in later

years to meaningless classical compositions, such as the fall

and rise of Carthage, Bay of Baiae, Daphne, and Leucippus,

and such others, which, with infinite accumulation of material,

are yet utterly heartless and emotionless, dead to the very root

of thought, and incapable of producing wholesome or useful

effect on any human mind, except only as exhibitions of techni-

cal skill and graceful arrangement
;
and, lastly, his incapacity,

to the close of life, of entering heartily into the spirit of any

elevated architecture
;
for those Palladian and classical build-

ings which he had been taught to admire being wholly devoid

of interest, and in their own formality and barrenness quite

unmanageable, he was obliged to make them manageable in his

pictures by disguising them, and to use all kinds of playing

shadows and glittering lights to obscure their ugly details
;
and

as in their best state such buildings are white and colou-rless,.

he associated the idea of whiteness with perfect architecture

generally, and was confused and puzzled when he found it

grey. Hence he never got thoroughly into the feeling of

Gothic ; its darkness and complexity embarrassed him. He
was very apt to whiten by way of idealising it, and to cast aside

its details in order to get breadth of delicate light. In Venice,

and the towns of Italy generally, he fastened on the balcony
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buildings, and used those which he chose merely as a kind of

white clouds to set off his brilliant group of boats, or burning

spaces of lagoon.’

Jn various other minor ways we shall trace hereafter the

evils of this false early training.

Turner is now growing up. He had been allowed to copy

two of Reynolds’s wonderful portraits
;
and it is impossible to

say what might have been the effect on his future life of this

contact with a great painter’s mature mind
;
but it was of short

duration, for Sir Joshua one day, engaged upon Lady Beau-

champ’s portrait, finds his eyes beginning to fail, and with a sigh

resigns his brush all but for ever. On that sad July day when

the sunshine seems to him suddenly to change to blackness,

Turner might have been moved to tears upon hearing the ex-

clamation of Reynolds :
‘ I know that all things on earth

must come to an end, and now I am come to mine.’ Blind

and dejected, Sir Joshua is next seen groping about Leicester

Square in search of an errant pet canary
;
and soon thereafter

his remains are laid in state in Somerset House
;
with the

young Art aspirant most likely in the crowd, and Burke and

Barry, Boswell and Langton, John Kemble and John Hunter,

Townley and Angerstein, looking on in the room draped with

black cloth. With the death of Reynolds Turner apparently

ceased to think much of portraits. Yet his picture of himself

at the age of seventeen, now in the Vernon Gallery, shows that

he had attained no mean skill in that branch of Art. Destitute

though he may be of the grave, wise firmness of Reynolds, and
unequal to the production of mellow reds, pearly greys, and
sunny browns, still he must have learnt many secrets of execu-

tion from this description of copying.

It was towards the close of the great portrait painter’s career

that Turner had access to Reynolds’s house for the purpose of

copying those exquisite women and dignified men. The octa-

gonal, snuff-strewn painting-room with the high northern window
doubtless is a source of attraction to him ; but he paints in the

inner room, containing the casts and the rejected portraits, and
where the Velasquez and Claudes are. We can fancy Sir
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Joshua, with the shrewd face and scarred lip, the white wig,

the beaming spectacles, and the ear-trumpet, regarding him

approvingly, and patting him on the head as he enters with his

square boxwood palette and long mahogany brushes. He
must often have heard Sir Joshua’s oracular dicta about Mi-

chael Angelo, to which neither master nor pupil attended in

practice.

Turner might even have been working hard in Leicester

Square on that same sad July day (1789) when Sir Joshua rose

from before Lady Beauchamp’s portrait with the consciousness

of failing sight; certainly not in the sanctum, the octagonal

room where the red cloth platform on castors is, where the

diary of visitors’ names is kept, and the palette and the long

cloth-yard brushes
;
but in the inner room, in which are a few

old masters that have been frayed and otherwise subjected to

scrutiny—the room where sour, handsome Northcote sits, where

Zoffany chats, where Humphrey copies, and where Jones, and

Gill the Bath pastrycook’s son, finish drapery for Sir Joshua

in the broad, generalising, historical way.

Perhaps the Duchess of Devonshire is on the easel when
Turner is there

;
or it may be leering Laurence Sterne, or

nervous Dr. Beattie, or tender-hearted Goldsmith, or that

tremendous Marquis of Granby, the Mars Ultor of inn signs.

We know for a certainty that the long-haired youth was present

as an ardent student on that eventful day when, as Sir Joshua

was lecturing in the great room at Somerset House, the floor

suddenly gave way. A dreadful panic ensued among the lords

and wits and artists then congregated
;
but Sir Joshua sat calm

as Jove, and, when he was asked afterwards what his thoughts

had been at that critical moment, his reply was, ‘ 1 was think-

ing that, if we all had perished, the art in England would have

been thrown back five hundred years.’ But I suppose, after

the first alarm, Sir Joshua also retreated with the calmest of

those who still remained unmoved, for my story has it that in

escaping Turner and Sir Joshua were close companions. Little

thought he then that the long-haired student, the observant

lad who came to his studio to copy, and who on that occasion
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moved calmly by his side, was a great genius destined to ad-

vance painting beyond the furthest triumph it had at that

period achieved.

The catalogue of pictures exhibited by Turner at the Royal

Academy, which was published by Messrs. Boone in 1857,

opens with ‘ Dover Castle/ assigned to 1787, when Turner was

twelve ;
and the record includes ‘ Wanstead House, the Seat of

Sir James Tilney Long,’ to which is appended * W. Turner, at

Mr. G. Turner’s, Walthamstow
;

’ but this picture is not by our

J. M. W. Turner, but by some one of the same name. It is

curious, however, that one of the great painter’s earliest sketches

was at Wanstead, and one of his earliest copies a view of

Dover.

To most of the early Bristol drawings the family ascribe

the same date as that of his first picture, which would make
Turner fifteen at the time, 1790 being the year after he entered

the Academy, and that in which was exhibited * Lambeth

Palace/ The Turner family also have in their possession a

drawing of Redclifife Church, simple and careful, painted when
he was eighteen. That of the Palace is inscribed ‘ Done by

J. M. W. Turner, when a lad about sixteen or seventeen years

old
;

’ but this is evidently a mistake, as the fact of its exhibi-

tion in 1790 is well known and undisputed.

Among the boy’s earlier works is a rude drawing of ‘ The
Clifton Hotwell House/ long since pulled down. It is entirely

deficient in atmosphere, and the objects all crowd on the eye

after the manner of a Chinese landscape. A vessel in full sail

is coming up the river, and there is a boat on shore on the

stem of which is lettered * William Turner.’

All this time Turner was colouring prints and washing in

skies for architects. When artist friends in after life used to

express their wonder to him at his having ever worked, as

a boy, at half a crown a night putting Indian-ink ^kies to

amateurs’ sketches, he used to say defensively, ‘ Well ! And
what could be better practice?’ And he was right, for he

acquired facility from those sketches, and he learnt the value

of gradation from the habit of using only one colour. It pre-

pared him to work for the engraver, who has but one colour,
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and has to make the most of it. A great man indeed can do

nothing, see nothing, from which he does not gain instruction.

We have already observed that the existing Indian-ink drawings

of Malton have much of his pupil’s simplicity and breadth,

with a certain stolidity and dulness superadded. Malton’s

school in Long Acre taught Turner how to put backgrounds to

architects’ drawings—one of the sources ofincome to the strug-

gling artist of Turner’s age. Profits were small then, and em-

ployment was scanty. The pictures of English artists, unless

portrait painters, were little cared for. ‘ I knew him/ said an

old architect I once met, ‘ when a boy, and have often paid him

a guinea for putting backgrounds to my architectural drawings,

calling upon him for this purpose at his father’s shop in Maiden

Lane, Covent Garden. He never would suffer me to see him

draw, but concealed, as I understood, all that he did in his bed-

room.’

Turner at this time, says Mr. Lovell Reeve, was a short,

sturdy, sailor-like youth, endowed with a vigorous constitution,

and inured to hard beds and simple fare. There could not be

better qualifications for the pedestrian sketching tours that he

now commenced. He often walked from twenty to twenty-five

miles a day, with his baggage tied up in a handkerchief swing-

ing on the end of his stick; rapidly sketching all the good
pieces of composition he met

;

making quick pencil-notes in

his pocket-book, and photographing into his mind legions of

transitory effects of cloud and sky with the aid of a stupen-

dously retentive and minute memoiy.

One of his earliest tours was to Oxford for the purpose of

executing some commissions for his kind patron Mr. Hender-

son. The tour was made on foot, in the company of a poor

artist named Cook, who afterwards turned stone-mason. Cook’s

feet got sore, and I believe he was soon left behind by the in-

defatigable Turner. As for sleeping, the thrifty lad, careful

never to affect prematurely the style of the fine gentleman,

rested in any humble village public-house whereat he could

obtain shelter.

Mr. Ruskin devotes a very noble but mistaken chapter to a

contrast between the Venice of Giorgione’s boyhood and the
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London of Turner’s. The golden city paved with emerald

(dreadful bilge-water smell, by the way, always in Venice),

where the deep-hearted, majestic men moved in sway of power

and war (terrible Tartars, with pozzi and thumbscrews), he

compares with dirty, foggy, low-spirited, peddling, cramped-up,

dear old London. And yet I really think (in all humility) that

Turner had not so much, after all, to lament. If he had not

men with sea-rust on their armour, he had at least freedom; he

had none of those horrid burning prisons under the leads. If

he had not the ships of Lepanto, he had Nelson’s men-of-war.

If he had not Venetian discoverers, he had Cook and Anson ;

and I verily believe he was not so badly off with poor Old
England and her great glory as his birthright, after all.

Speaking of Maiden Lane, Mr. Ruskin says Turner all his

life loved to draw and paint anything resembling Maiden Lane

or the Thames shore
;
wherefore he liked ‘ dead brick walls,*

blank square windows, old clothes, market-women, anything

fishy and muddy recalling Billingsgate or Hungerford Market,

black barges, patched sails, and every possible condition of fog,

dinginess, smoke and soot, dirty sides of boats, weeds, dung-

hills, straw-yards, and ‘all the soilings and stains of every

common labour.’ He liked litter, too, * like Covent Garden
wreck after market.’ * The last words,’ says his critic, ‘ he ever

spoke to me were in gentle exultation about his “ St. Gothard ”

—“ that litter of stones which I endeavoured to represent.”
’

Turner soon began to teach water-colour drawing at schools,

obtaining first five shillings a lesson, then ten shillings, and

subsequently a guinea
;
and, his talent becoming known, he was

employed at even more advanced prices to make drawings for

Mr. Harrison, a publisher of Paternoster Row. He was also

engaged to make views for the Oxford Almanac. Thus he
acquired a reputation which caused his drawings to be sought

after, and procured for him introduction to several noblemen

and gentlemen. We are now arrived at the period of Turner’s

life when he had become fairly established in his profession.
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CHAPTER IV.

LOVE AND AMBITION.

To this period of the painter’s life perhaps it is that we must

assign an event that undoubtedly affected his mind for ever.

When he was at Margate, as we have before said, Turner had

formed an acquaintance with the family of one of his school-

fellows
;
and to his school comrade’s sister he soon became

attached. She has long been dead now
; but, whether she was

beautiful or not, Turner was one of those who could have seen
‘ Helen’s beauty in a brow of Egypt.’ That he loved her there

can be no doubt. The misery of his whole scathed life, and

the constant dwelling on those sad words ‘the fallacies

of hope,’ are fully sufficient to prove that
;
and love must have

transformed the dull houses of Margate, which he afterwards

was so fond of visiting, to golden palaces.

Turner at this time was not, let us remember, the red-faced,

blue-eyed, slovenly dressed old painter he afterwards became.

He was a bright-eyed young genius, always old-looking, as tra-

dition says, but still winning and agreeable. He did not grunt

out his dry monosyllables then
; the love of money had not yet

corroded into him
;

he was not silent, suspicious, and mis-

trustful, though already reserved about his art and anxious

about his profits.

He caught the old ailment we all have suffered from : he

sighed, wrote verses, blushed, and, doubting certainties, was

certain about love tokens that to any sane person were more
than doubtful. He wished himself dead

;
he trembled

;
his

heart was now a lump of lead, and now it seemed to sing for

joy. He grew hot
;
he grew cold

;
he turned pale

;
he turned

red ; he talked nonsense at twilight ; he walked, swam, rode,

and drove, thinking but of her ; seeing her name written on the

sands and radiant in the clouds, hearing it whispered by the

trees and warbled by the birds above the hop-fields of Kent.

One eventful hour in the summer dusk he dares to ask the

question; and, when the bashful ‘Yes’ is returned, his soul
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soars up again to the seventh heaven, and there joy crowns it.

Now he cares not if pictures fail or not; if work comes not, or

comes; if rivals triumph, or if patrons grind. But here a

blunder creeps into the tradition, for it goes on to say that the

courtship proceeded until Turner, at the age of nineteen, went

abroad in order to study his art, and that, before leaving, vows

of fidelity were exchanged between the two lovers. Now,
Turner did not make his first tour till he was twenty-seven

;
yet

the story comes to me from one who heard it from relations of

Miss
,
to whom she herself told it.

Perhaps the date of the lovers’ separation was not Turner’s

first Continental tour, but that of his first setting out on his

home tours in Wales or Yorkshire, betokening the increase of

business and employment—that greatest foe to love. In

default of better dates, therefore, let us take it as some tearful

day in 1796, when he was twenty-one, on which the lovers

parted, heedless of the omens of evil that issued from the

moaning sea. The young painter promises that he will write

frequently, and that their marriage is soon to take place. He
leaves her—as a pledge—his portrait, painted by his own hand.

I wish I could think that it was the one preserved now in the

Vernon Gallery—the dark, pale face. Month follows month,

and no letters come from him
;
but Hope, at first chilled and

sad, still guards the dear memory. The forsaken girl, however,

begins to find home miserable, for a step-mother rules there,

and treats her as step-mothers do so often treat their adopted

children. Still no line from her lover—no token that she is

remembered. If she hears of him it is only at a distance,

through some newspaper recording his excellent contributions

to a London exhibition
;
and this intelligence serves but to bring

the tears into her eyes, and to inflict a fresh pang of disappoint-

ment and grief. Unhappy at home, and persuaded fully that

the young artist must either have forgotten her or have trans-

ferred his love to some one else, the poor girl, with no one to

confide in, anxious to escape from her step-mother, and
feeling forsaken by one she really loved, began to listen to

another lover, who in the meantime had been pressing his

suit
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After the lapse of two years, when she believed herself to

be free, Miss
,
unable any longer to resist the chance of

disengaging herself from her step-mother’s persecution, yielded

to her suitor’s importunities, and gave him her hand. The day

for the marriage was fixed
; the dresses were prepared. Within

a week of the appointed day Turner suddenly arrived from a

distant tour. He immediately went to visit his accepted bride

;

and he was frantic at hearing of what had occurred. He had

written constantly
;
and, notwithstanding he had received no

replies, his faith in Miss had remained unshaken. He
still loved her with all fervour and all truth

;
and he urged her

in the most passionate terms to break off the alliance she was

about to form. But the lady, reckoning her honour involved,

pronounced mournfully that it was then too late, and that she

felt she had no resource left but to take the step that was im-

minent. Entreaties and adjurations were unavailing
; all a

lover’s arguments were employed in vain
;
and Turner left her in

bitter grief, declaring that he would never marry, and that his

life henceforth was hopeless and blighted.

The marriage, which took place within a few days of this

singular interruption of the course of domestic events, proved

to be most unhappy
;
Turner’s curse was upon it, a superstitious

person might have said ; and not till after it was it discovered

that the cruel step-mother had intercepted all his letters. Thus
the machinations of one bad woman availed to wreck the

happiness of two lovers and to spoil two lives. Incalculable

was the harm this early and sore disappointment wrought upon
Turner’s nature. He gradually began to change—not into the

misanthrope, for that he never was—but into the self-concen-

trated, reserved money-maker. It contributed towards souring

the natural generosity of his character
;
yet it had the effect of

intensifying his passionate devotion to Art, for his love of it for

its own sake was stimulated and enforced by his love of it for

the money’s sake. Let us not forget that habits of thrift and

accumulation had been early instilled into his mind by the

scraping old barber. 1 How can you wonder?’ Turner used to

say sometimes to his old friends. * Dad never praised me for

anything but saving a halfpenny 1
’
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Saving was in the Turner blood
;
and the thriftiness which

had once been a virtue had by degrees degenerated into some-

thing almost like a vice, for the repression of which marriage

and its unselfish cares alone would have availed.

About this time Mr. Bell, an engraver associated in business

with Groyer, was introduced to the celebrated water-colour

painter residing with his father in Maiden Lane. From his

MS. notes (communicated to me by Mr. Adhurst) I find that

this introduction took place in 1795, and that Mr. Bell stood

by in the little room of Maiden Lane while Turner made his

first attempt in oil, from a sketch in crayon, of a sunset on the

Thames, near the Red House, Battersea. The sketch had

been taken on the previous day, when the boat in which were

Bell and Turner having, by the action of the tide, nearly got

stuck fast in the mud at some distance from the shore, it

was with great difficulty that they eventually got afloat, so heed-

less had the enthusiasts been of either tide or time. The same

valuable record mentions also that Turner’s first oil picture of

any size or consequence was a view of flustered and scurrying

fishing-boats in a gale of wind off the Needles, which General

Stewart bought for 10 1.

Mr. Bell had previously accompanied Turner on his first

tour, which extended to six weeks, to Margate, Canterbury, and

elsewhere. ‘ On our return to London/ says the writer, ‘ we
often went on the river Thames sketching.’ This brief note

we are able to verify from another source
;
for we find that in

1793 a Mr. Walker planned a topographical work, which was

to eclipse all its predecessors, and, like the last rocket, to rise

higher and shine brighter than all the rest Girtin, growing

rich and famous, and always careless and independent, at first

refused his aid, but finally joined the company, while Turner,

always saving and cautious, lost no time in associating himself.

In the summer of 1793, at the age of eighteen, full of hope

and life, Turner started on the very six weeks’ tour mentioned

by Mr. Bell, his companion. Past hop-fields and green meadows
speckled with golden blossoms, past old castles, manor-houses,

and dockyards, the young artist must have tramped on towards

the white chalk cliffs buffeted by the trampling waves. During
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this tour it was that Turner visited Rochester, and made a

drawing, which was engraved. He had frequently visited the

town before, and indeed was so fond of the river Medway that

in after years he loved to throw out those dark hints that made
many curious people believe he was a Kentish man. He had

been to school at Margate, so dear to him in memory ; and

there he first studied the green water of the incoming wave that

turns the chalk rock it covers, for a moment, to an emerald

wall. With the fishermen’s houses at Dover and the pig-tailed

sailors he was quite familiar, for he had copied and coloured

them in his juvenile days from his patron Mr. Henderson’s

sketches. In Kent, in fact, he had received several topographical

commissions. The zest of Walker’s money, and the pleasures

of those long country rambles, sank deep into Turner’s memory

;

and with the tour is connected the tradition of another oil

picture by him that claims to be as early as that of the Battersea

sunset.

A gentleman at Rochester, who had adopted the notion of

the Sandbys that water-colour painting was but a secondary

branch of the profession, now easily inflamed the lad’s ambition,

absolutely bringing him the colours with which to make his

first effort.

It was in the parsonage at Foot’s Cray, the residence of

the father of Dr. Nixon, the Bishop of Tasmania, that what

was Turner’s first oil picture (according to this tradition) was

finished
;
a view of Rochester Castle, with fishermen drawing

their boats ashore in a gale of wind. One who has seen it pro-

nounces that it bears a strong resemblance to De Loutherbourg,

and is well drawn ; being carefully and thinly painted, with thin

scumbles of semi-opaque colour used in so fluid a state as still

to show where it had run down the picture from his brush. It

reveals the experienced water-colour painter at first using a new
and denser material timidly, and with a hesitating hand that

was soon to grow more daring.

On one of these tours Turner is reported to have subsisted

for four or five days on a guinea. He once told a friend that

in some of his early sketching rambles the price of the drawing

—

thirty pounds—did not pay his expenses
;
whereupon he took
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to a broader, quicker style. While travelling for Mr. Cadell it

is remembered that he declined to saddle the publisher with

the expense of a post chaise, but took the ordinary mail coach,

for Turner was always thrifty.

CHAPTER V.

turner’s predecessors in water and oil.

It behoves me here to give a short account of the more eminent

water-colour painters who had already risen to eminence when
Turner appeared upon the stage; particularly Paul Sandby,

whom he learned to pencil from
;
Hearne, whose quiet purity

and simplicity he imitated
;
and Cozens, one of the earliest

painters who attempted to convey a sense of vastness and

multitude in sunsets and Alpine effects; a great model for

Turner at the outset of his career. Paul Sandby, the generous

friend of Wilson and Barry, and a fashionable drawing-master

and celebrity, was born at Nottingham in 1732. He therefore

was considerably Turner’s senior. As a boy of fourteen, he

came to London, and was admitted a student in the drawing-

room at the Tower, where he made great progress and evinced

much talent. In 1748—that is, three years after the great rebel-

lion in Scotland—Sandby was appointed draughtsman to General

Watson, and travelled with him through the Highlands. On
his return to Edinburgh he made etchings of the sketches he

had taken, which on his return to London he published in a

folio ; thus first attracting the world to the hitherto unknown
wild and beautiful scenery of Scotland. In 1752 he went to visit

at Windsor, where Sir Joseph Banks purchased seventy drawings

of his scenes in the neighbourhood, that were then considered

wonderful for accuracy, taste, and spirit.

Next he accompanied Sir Joseph to Wales, where, under the

patronage of Sir Watkin Williams Wynne, he filled his portfolic

with sketches of North Wales, which soon after were published

in aqua-tinta, in imitation of bistre or Indian-ink drawings
;
a pro-
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cess said to have been taught him by Mr. Charles Greville, an

eminent dilettante.

In 1753 Sandby exerted himself vigorously to extend the

usefulness of the St. Martin’s Lane Academy, which Hogarth

vigorously opposed, declaring that gratuitous education would

fill the studios with lazy fellows whose parents wished to save

the cost of schooling. This led to much bitterness of contro-

versy and feeling
;
and Sandby, himself a humorist, was daring

enough, when Hogarth published his ‘ Analysis of Beauty/ to

produce six or eight prints in ridicule of the theory of the undu-

lating line, which Hogarth never openly resented. The good-

hearted man, however, had the still greater mental fortitude to

express his regret for their issue.

In 1768, when the Royal Academy was founded, Sandby

became one of its members, and in the same year he was

appointed to the post of chief drawing-master at the Military

Academy at Woolwich, which he held down to the date of his

death, which occurred on November 7, 1808.

At a time when Gainsborough’s house in Pall Mall was

crowded with unsold Suffolk landscapes, and when poor Wilson

was hawking his Italian scenes in the smoky window of a boot-

maker in Long Acre, Sandby was helping to make the landscape

of our own land fashionable. In colour he was truthful and

transparent, yet low-toned, timid, and conventional; and he

may fairly be considered as one of the special precursors of the

style of Turner.

In 1807 Hearne published his ‘ Antiquities of Great Britain
*

in two volumes, illustrated by views of monasteries, castles, and

churches, and Turner’s name appears in the list of subscribers.

They were engraved by Byrne, F.S.A., in a sound but rather

monotonous manner
; and the sketches for many of them seem

to have been taken as early as 1778, three years after Turner’s

birth. Wherever there is stone it is indicated by parallel wavy
lines

;
the ground is nearly always filled up with dotted diamonds

;

and the skies are thin, flat, hard-edged, yet effective. The Gothic

work is seldom given with any detail
;
and, in nearly all the

sketches ofabbeys and ecclesiastical ruins, pigs, horses, or donkeys

are introduced, by way of conveying, it is to be presumed, a
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sense of desolation. The gentleman travellers,or sight-seers,wear

cocked hats and pig-tails
;
and the ladies little cockle-shell hats,

poised on small mountains of hair. The letter-press is of the

baldest and most unfeeling kind
;
dwelling on dates, tenures,

and the heraldry of country gentlemen who were his subscribers.

Distance and luminousness are little aimed at, and his trees are

conventionalised ;
still he often gives us a sense of peculiar

calm and repose. Sometimes, as in the view of Hereford

Cathedral, he preserves the record of a memorable event. For

instance, he shows us the state of the cathedral after the fall of

the west tower in 1786.

Thomas Heame, the designer of these engravings, and one

of the patriarchs of English water-colour art, was born at Brink-

worth in Wiltshire in 1 7 44. He came up to London at a tender

age, designed for commercial life
; but, upon revealing a taste

for Art, he was articled to Woollett, the famous engraver of

Wilson’s 1 Niobe,’ with whom he continued for six years. Soon,

however, he relinquished engraving
;
and engaging as draughts-

man to the first Lord Lavington (then Sir Ralph Payne), who
had been appointed Governor of the Leeward Islands, he accom-

panied him to the West Indies, where he continued to burn and

yellow for nearly five years. On his return to England in 1776

(a year after Turner’s birth), his fondness for antiquities led him

to study landscape and Gothic architecture, and to the taste he

thus fostered we owe much of Turner’s subsequent loitering

among ruins. In 1778 he associated himself with Byrne, and

executed the whole of the afore-mentioned drawings for the
4 Antiquities of Great Britain,’ which proclaimed the first dawn
of the modern Gothic and Romantic revival.

Hearne’s manner was small and careful, and his colour pale

and neutral, with a uniformity of buff stone, cold green trees, and
pale, sketchy sky. As a man, he was distinguished by a good
judgment and a correct, retentive memory. His manners (his

biographer says) were 4 agreeable, gentlemanly, and modest.’ He
died in Macclesfield Street, Soho, April 13, 1817.

Our third patriarch is Michael Rooker, the son ofan engraver

of architectural subjects, born in 1743 ;
also, therefore, Turner’s

senior. He was a pupil of Sandby, and in 1 7 7 2 exhibited a view
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of Temple Bar, which was considered meritorious. Louther-

bourg at that time scene-painting for Garrick at Drury Lane,

Rooker became scene-painter for the then little theatre in the

Haymarket ;
in the summer often breaking loose from the din

and smoke of London into the quiet and sunny clearness of the

country, where he took sketches for drawings to be afterwards

completed. Anticipating Turner in that respect, he made accu-

rate drawings for the headpieces of the Oxford almanacs, which

he also engraved himself, receiving for each what was in those

days the very liberal remuneration of fifty pounds. This engage-

ment he relinquished some years before his death, from dis-

like to the toil of engraving. He died March 3, 1801, and was

buried in the cemetery of St. Giles’s-in-the-Fields. His drawings

(during a sale of four days) produced the sum of 1,240/. Rooker

was one of the first elected Associates of the Royal Academy.

Our next water-colour pre-Adamite is Alexander Cozens, a

Russian (according to a foolish tradition, an illegitimate son of

Peter the Great) who settled in London as a drawing-master.

He was a dashing, reckless painter, who, though he never

troubled Nature much, yet had considerable poetry of imagina-

tion. One of his fancies was to follow the example of Leonardo

da Vinci, who used to derive suggestions for landscapes from

the stains on old plastered walls. While Hogarth was painting

from wax figures, and Gainsborough from pieces of moss and

stones, Cozens covered his paper or china plate with blots and

flourishes of paint, from which he afterwards, with absurd

industry, culled his landscape outlines, in disdain of Nature,

who in vain spread her countless changing pictures around him.

Sometimes by chance, naively says Pilkington, 1 he elicited

grand objects

;

but they were in general indefinite in their execu-

tion and unpleasing in colour/ This idealist published a tract

upon the subject of his process, a'nd another on the ‘ Principles

.

of Beauty relative to the Human Head/ with plates by Bartolozzi,

.

the great coadjutor of Cipriani. He also wrote an eccentric

work on ‘The Various Species of Composition in Nature.’ Like

Paul Sandby, he was for some time a fashionable drawing-master.

He taught at Eton, and gave some lessons to George IV. when
Prince of Wales. He died in 1786.

£
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His father’s position must have given a fair start in life to

his son, John Cozens, who, abandoning the paternal dreams

and theories, went straight to the only true instructress—Nature.

His colour was pale
;

his trees were generally of a tender

willowy green, and his distances of an evanescent pallid blue : but

he was, nevertheless, a true artist, and carried his art many
degrees further than his predecessors. Always careful and

minute, he attempted atmospheric effects undreamt of by

Heame and Sandby. He soon became a fashionable drawing-

master, and the Cozens manner was long the rage with the

ladies of Queen Charlotte’s dull Court. His greatest triumphs

in Art were obtained when making a tour with Beckford, the

Wilts millionaire, a young man of the most refined taste and of

the most doubtful morals, who had been brought up with Pitt,

had gathered political wisdom from the Earl of Chatham, and

had learnt music from Mozart and architecture from Sir William

Chambers; a man who, at his majority (for the father, the

democratic Lord Mayor, had died when the son was a child),

came into a million of ready money and one hundred thousand

a year.

Guided by and at the same time guiding the taste of the

plutocrat, Cozens rambled, sketching, over Switzerland and

Italy
;
his style soon becoming more ambitious, and soon withal

more chaste, tender, and reflective. The view of a Glacier

Valley
,

1 executed at this period, is worthy of all praise for its

multitudinousness, breadth, and grand, harmonious simplicity, as

well as for the dazzling purity of its colour. In other works of

his 2 I find the most admirable taste, particularly in some
curious Sicilian scenes; in a pale, rosy sunset outside Rome,
with St. Peter’s a mere opaque mound of shadow, and quiet

deer feeding dozily under the stone-pines of the Medici Gardens
;

and notably in a minutely finished drawing of an English

country seat, with a beautiful distance of bosky, receding hills.

Dr. Munro had many Cozens’s, which Turner must have

1 Now in the admirable collection of that refined virtuoso Mr. Bale

of Cambridge Terrace.
2 In Mr. Munro’s and Mr. Girtin’s col ections ; the first unsurpassed

in Great Britain.
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studied and thought over much. Some of these Girtin, I

know, copied at the Doctor’s request. Among them were ten

sketches of ‘ Swiss and Italian Views/ ‘ View on the Coast

near Naples/ the ‘ Bay of Salerno and Lake Nemi/ the ‘Tomb
of Virgil and Villa Sanazzaro/ and ‘ Scenes on the Neapolitan

Coast.’ These probably had all the artist’s merits and defects. 1

Among the latter we find lumpy and shapeless trees, feebly

defined
;
water too pale

;
timid and rather green skies, and

generally a rather feminine and small touch ;
while among the

former are miles of receding air, and a sublime sense of infinity,

distance and multitude, to which up to that period landscape

art in any country had been a total stranger.

From this artist Turner learnt much
; indeed, the poetry of

his art descended from Cozens in a direct line. Dayes had

made him minute and careful. From Nicholson (as he himself

owned2
), Sandby, Hearn e, and Girtin he learnt much, as he

did also from Wilson, Gainsborough, and Loutherbourg
;
but

from Cozens he acquired his earliest relish for the higher

poetry of landscape, and for the special qualities of infinity,

distance, and aerial perspective, which subsequently became
his own.

Poor Cozens became a lunatic in 1799. Whether the

affliction took the form of melancholy or of ambitious madness

I do not know. Mr. Henderson, of Montague Street, pos-

sesses his last work, an Italian scene executed for his father ;

a feeble performance, showing painful symptoms of a relaxing

hand and a weakened brain. The water is rippled in a hesi-

tating way, that only too clearly implies the extreme doubt with

which it was executed
;
yet even this last effort has the tender

air of poetry which characterises all he did. Cozens died in a

madhouse under the care of the same Dr. Munro who was the

patron of Turner and his young friend Girtin. Art has not

sent many of its votaries to that dreadful Valley of the Shadow
of Death; but Cozens, Newton, and Dadd, alas ! were of the

limited number.

1 * Cozens saw with an enchanted eye, and drew with an enchanted

hand/ was the judgment of Fuseli.

* To his friend Mr. Munro of Hamilton Place.

E 2
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Cozens washed in his effects on the spot. His cloud and

distant mountain tints he compounded of Indian red, a small

portion of lake, indigo, and yellow ochre
;

in the middle dis-

tance he used diluted black
;
and his foregrounds were chiefly

of black and burnt umber. His distant trees he toned down
with the warm washes used in his skies, and those nearer still

with yellow ochre, indigo, and sometimes burnt sienna
;
the

same tint, darker and stronger, being used for the foreground.

The pale greenish tints of Cozens’s distance are clearly visible

in Turner’s early works
; and Girtin also copied him in many

points of manner, though he was incapable of his tender deli-

cacy and poetry.

This is a fitting place to briefly particularise a few of the

English landscape oil-painters who preceded Turner. Barrett,

Wilson’s successful rival, passed away when Turner was still

young, for he died and was buried at Paddington in 1787, when
Turner was twelve years old. He was a Dublin man, and came
to England about 1763. His scenes were mostly from the

English Lakes, and he was famous for aerial perspective and

flat distances. The dark pictures were thought the best, the

warmer ones being too powerful in colour for the age ;
and his

blacklead studies of trees (particularly the ash and willow) were

lauded as most light, firm, and spirited. His pictures were

unequal, because Barrett was loaded with commissions and

employed hosts of subordinates. While Wilson was all but

starving, he was making two thousand a year, and carrying off

Art prizes for landscapes. Eventually he failed, and caused

great misery to his family by his extravagance.

Then there was Loutherbourg’s pupil, Sir Francis Bourgeois,

who was knighted for painting a portrait of a son of the King

of Poland. He never studied from Nature, so that he soon

became a mere mannerist
;

his light and shade being spotty,

his colouring chalky, and his figures and animals often being

outrageously ill drawn.

Brooking, who was a marine painter of great promise, after

having being, during his career, an obscure slave of the dealers,

died at an early age. He certainly understood ships. His

colouring is bright and clear, and his water transparent. His
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contemporary, Dayes, accorded to him the credit of having ‘ a

firm, broad, spirited touch.’

Thomas Daniel, born at Kingston-on-Thames, was an un-

successful painter who, on his return from a trip to the East

Indies, published a fine series of aquatints. Dayes charac-

terised his colouring as sweet, though not always solid, and his

touch as firm, particularly in his buildings. Such of his sketches

as I have seen seemed to me too dark and cold to represent

accurately Indian atmosphere.

Joseph Farrington, R.A., like Sir George Beaumont, was a

pupil of Wilson. Critics pronounced his colour transparent

and brilliant
; but his composition was poor, and his pencilling

often hard.

William Hodges also was a pupil of Wilson, known for his

East Indian aquatint views and his illustrations to Cook’s last

voyage. Competent judges held that his colour was mono-

tonous, and often abrupt and heavy. His best ideal work was

a forest landscape from ‘As You Like It,’ well engraved by

Middiman. Having realised a fortune, Hodges took to banking,

whereat he failed
;
and at his death in 1797 he left his wife and

children in great distress.

Julian Ibbetson was originally a ship painter at Scarborough,

but he turned artist, and accompanied Lord Cathcart on his

mission. In poverty he took to copying Berghem, in a clear,

firm, rather hard manner, with clayey tones. His cattle pieces

were most esteemed.

James Marlow, a landscape painter of this date, was famous

for buildings. Though his distances were low and his trees ill-

formed, he was admired for a rich ambery tone he knew how
to impart. His master was Scott, one of the earliest of modem
men to attempt to assimilate the strength of water-colour draw-

ings to that of paintings. His ‘ Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo

by Moonlight ’ is much praised by Dayes.

Abraham Pether is styled by Dayes an ingenious little man,

who was not merely a painter, but also an excellent musician

and mechanic. He was famous for ‘ sweet distances,' clear

and brilliant colours, and great power of handling ;
but he had

only a limited knowledge of clair-obscure, and repeated him-
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self through the infrequency of his visits to Nature. His

cousin William was a portrait and miniature painter. He also

engraved in mezzotinto from Rembrandt and Wright of Derby,

and executed some tolerable landscapes in oil.

Though last not least comes Wilson, whose genius, great

as it was, owed so much to the even greater mind of his en-

graver, Woollett. Poor Wilson, classical as he was with his

Tivolis, Niobes, and solemn Italian compositions, was never

appreciated in his own day
;
even the pawnbrokers being im-

patient of his fine works, and the King disregarding him, to

pamper the mediocrity of West. After a miserable life of

poverty and pining the unfortunate man, who drank hard, ex-

pired in Wales, whither he had retired to end his days in

peace, in a condition of extreme distress both physical and

mental.

Gainsborough’s graceful and poetical (but somewhat flimsy)

landscapes, though little appreciated in their day, also con-

spired with Morland’s to have an effect on the mind of Turner,

than whom no man was more ready to admire and profit by

the talent of another.

CHAPTER VI.

TURNER AND GIRTIN AT DR. MUNRO’S.

It is generally supposed that Turner’s early patron, Dr. Munro
ofAdelphi Terrace, was first attracted to his works, about 1793,

by seeing some of his rural sketches suspended at the dingy

door in Maiden Lane. It is not improbable, however, that he

may have heard of the juvenile artist through his friend Ralph

Smith, the engraver, Morland’s friend, who was at this time

employing a clever lad named Girtin, with Turner, to colour

prints; and who was intimate also with Cozens, the celebrated

landscape painter who had accompanied Beckford, the young

millionaire of Wiltshire, to Italy. If indeed the acquaintance

arose as late as 1 790, when Turner began to exhibit, the lad’s

own productions at Somerset House would have been quite

enough to attract an exhibition-haunting amateur.
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His other great patron in Adelphi Terrace, Mr. Henderson,

probably heard of Turner through Dr. Munro. Dr. Munro, one

(but not the most famous) of George III.’s mad doctors, lived at

No. 4 or 6, I am not sure which
;
and Mr. Henderson at No. 3

or 4 ;
while Garrick, who died in 1779, had inhabited No. 5,

the centre house. Topham Beauclerk—Dr. JohnsonV great

friend, so often mentioned by Boswell—had lived in the same

row, built by the two Scotch brothers, whom the Earl of Bute

patronised, on the site of one of the old Strand palaces.

On winter evenings (for in summer the lads were out at

work on the Thames or in the country) Turner and Girtin

repaired to the Doctor’s costly furnished house, where they

spent an hour or two in sketching and in colouring. The
‘ good Doctor/ as Turner was wont to call him in after life,

was in the habit of giving them half a crown each for their

night’s drawing, and a supper into the bargain. Nor was

Turner forgetful of the Doctor’s kindness, says Mr. Alaric

Watts, for a reference to that period of his career, in the course

of a conversation with David Roberts, elicited the remark,

‘ There 1 ’ pointing to Harrow, 1 Girtin and I have often walked

to Bushy and back to make drawings for good Dr. Munro at

half a crown a piece and a supper.’ Girtin, it is noted, had

enjoyed the benefit of a more regular education than had fallen

to the lot of Turner, through having been a pupil of Dayes,

and a student of the Royal Academy for nearly three years

;

and he had also the advantage of having accompanied one of

his early patrons on repeated tours amid the most picturesque

scenery in England, Scotland, and Wales, at a time when his

friend’s means afforded him no opportunity of sketching from

Nature beyond the outskirts of the metropolis.

The cheery fire, on those pleasant winter evenings, shone

especially on a wild landscape by Salvator Rosa, the ‘ Search

for Orlando ‘A View of the Ponte Sesto/ by Van Lint; an

Italian landscape, by Zuccarelli
;

‘ A Boy Picking Fruit/ by

Snuyders
; the ‘ Condemnation of Haman/ by Rembrandt

—

Esther, in sheeny white satin, miraculously mellow and dimpled

with light, not to be forgotten
;
and a fascinating Gainsborough

landscape, brown and transparent ; an Italian villa, with a man
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leading horses, full of the Suffolk man’s witchery and ease. On
this last Turner no doubt often fixed his keen eyes.

The Doctor’s portfolios—swollen with wealth—must also

have furnished copious matter for thought. Both lads, with

the plastic minds of their age, must have derived deep im-

pressions from these sketching and copying evenings. Here

Girtin saw the Canaletti drawings of London and Venice that

he so much loved to imitate. Here Turner saw the Louther-

bourgs, the Hearnes, the Sandbys, and the Cozens’s from

which he learnt so much, and which we shall presently find him

first copying, then rivalling, and lastly excelling. Here, too,

he saw many of those neat, careful, dry architectural studies by

Dayes, Girtin’s master
;
and here he pondered over Wilson’s

and Gainsborough’s studies, learning grace from the former,

and dignity, harmony, and breadth from the latter.

Fortunately we are enabled, by means of a catalogue of Dr.

Munro’s pictures kindly supplied to me by Mr. G. Christie, to

learn what were the sketches the two lads executed under

Dr. Munro’s eye.

It is easy for us to imagine them looking round the walls

and over the portfolios. They would both of them admire the

playful grace of Gainsborough’s sketchy landscapes
;
his airy

pencillings, his ‘ Figures at a Cottage Door,’ his ‘ Cart on a Road/
his ‘Figures Dancing,’ and his ‘Cows Crossing a Brook.’ Turner

would chuckle, too, over the Suffolk man’s humorous ‘landscapes

on blotting-paper ;’ and his blue paper would suggest the atmo-

sphere that might be obtained by using such material, while

Dr. Munro, contemplating some day living at Harrow, would

point out Gainsborough’s view of its pleasant hill on blue paper.

Here Turner had access to other Gainsboroughs—a ‘Gentle-

man’s Seat ‘ Horses and Cattle at a Shed ;’ ‘ Landscape, with

Pigs ;’ ‘ Road Scenes, with Sheep ;

’
‘ Trees and Pool of Water ;’

‘Landscape, with Tower;’ ‘River Scene, with Sloop and

Figures;’ ‘Road Scene, with Mounted Figures;’ and ‘Rocky
Landscape, with Waterfall ’—all misty, sketchy, graceful frag-

ments of an unsuccessful landscape painter’s poetry.

Then, if the patron is in a very good humour, perhaps he

shows them the camera obscura, with ten subjects of landscapes.
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sea-pieces, and moonlights, beautifully painted by Gainsborough

;

or takes down the spirited and clever sketch in oil, by the same

artist, for them to look at
—

‘ A Landscape with an Italian villa

and trees, near a wood, in which is a man leading a horse.*

Of this delightful painter indeed the Doctor is proud, for he

has many copies from him, and sketch-books besides, from

which valuable hints are to be got.

The Doctor is also rich in Cozens’s,which Girtin copies, and

which Turner studies closely
; landscapes and pen sketches,

Swiss views and Italian views, particularly on the Neapolitan

coast and from the Bay of Salerno and the Tomb of Virgil,

from which the lads may learn aerial perspective and poetry

combined. So also of Dayes, with his neat small figures and

his slight dry manner, there are many specimens, comprising

coloured sketches of antiquities, and views in Wales and on

the Lakes
;
Kentish scenes, castles and cathedrals, in blue and

Indian ink, and the Thames from Greenwich Park
;
just as

Turner was afterwards to sketch them.

Nor did the big portfolios lack Heame’s views of the very

scenes that Turner either had already visited, or would soon

visit and gather laurels at
;
views at Bristol, and on the Border

;

lonely castles and Scotch ruins
;
Wiltshire Druidical temples

;

and Edinburgh and Kenilworth, so soon to be irradiated by

Scott’s genius.

Then there was plenty by the dull tribe
;

Barrett, with his

commonplace parks and waterfalls
;
and Smith of Chichester,

with his broad but slight ‘ Italian buildings in black chalk, * and

his i Italian views and hills on blue paper.’ Of great Wilson

there are ‘ Lambeth and Westminster from the River, on coloured

paper heightened with white
;

’
‘ Cottage from the River, on blue

paper heightened by white
;

* and * View on the Thames at

Twickenham, on drab paper heightened with white ;
* while

Sandby, Wilson’s tender friend, was represented by a box of

architectural designs, besides views of Conway, Dartmouth,

Windsor, Salisbury Cathedral, Glasgow, and Richmond Castle.

These sketches must at least have tended to direct Turner’s

mind to the subjects he should like best to paint in England.

Finally, of Loutherbourg, whose neighbour Turner subsequently
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became and whose art he so much admired, there were a few
* washed views in Switzerland

;

’ pen-and-ink sketches on card,

made in Wales ;
Indian-ink notes of English scenery

;
studies

of shipping and costume ; and one special view in the neigh-

bourhood of Schaffhausen.

For Girtin there were Canaletti drawings to copy; and for

both, pen-washed, bistre, and Indian-ink drawings by Rem-
brandt, Ostade, Paul Potter, Yandervelde

; above all, a robust

landscape in pen and ink by Titian, and Italian buildings by

Claude, revealing the very skeleton and framework of their art

;

besides flighty sketches by Kobel, Momperts, Boucher, and

hosts of smaller men—all showing what to seek and what to

avoid.

As Dr. Munro in after years bought whole bound volumes

of Turner’s sketches in Italy and Switzerland, as well as books

of sketches in Wales, round Dover, or on the Lakes, it is difficult

to determine accurately from the catalogue which were the early

sketches made in Adelphi Terrace under the system of half a

crown a night and a supper, which was continued even after the

removal of the patron to Harrow. One may feel pretty sure,

however, that the earliest were those of London and home sub-

jects, and those that went at low prices from being in the timid

and imitative manner characteristic of youthful efforts.

Among those drawn for Dr. Munro we may specify (Views

and Ruins in colours on cards) ‘View in North Wales
;

* a ‘View

of London from the Temple Gardens, in blue and Indian ink ;

y

‘ Hadley Church, Wilsden and Waltham ;
* Norbury Park

;
Ship-

ping in Dover Harbour
;

‘ Imitations of Loutherbourg ;’
* Views

on the Thames
;

* Boxhill, Mickleham, and Dorking Churches ;

the ‘ Ruins of the Savoy Palace
;

’ and ‘ a Street in Dartford ’

—

the same, probably, that Girtin copied from Mr. Henderson’s

sketch. Now, if these were the drawings obtained for half a

crown each, the patron’s kindness obtained a better reward than

such truly disinterested kindness generally does, for we find, at

the sale of his effects in 1833, the ‘View of London from the

Temple Gardens ’ fetching four guineas, and the ‘ Ruins of the

Savoy Palace * three. By this time they are probably worth

twice as much, and they will go on advancing in price.
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Of Girtin’s drawings the Doctor does not seem to have pos-

sessed many. What he had, however, show us pretty well what

sort of work Girtin did in those pleasant river-side rooms—views

after Cozens, Hearn e, and Barrett
;
pencil sketches of York

;

and views in Surrey (Boxhill and Norbury Park amongst them,

probably sketched in company with Turner). ‘ Monmouth
Bridge ’ is the furthest afield he seems to have gone, though his

‘Foreign Views’ may be either copies, or some of the results of

his last tour in France.

At the residence of that great Art amateur Mr. Henderson,

in Adelphi Terrace, Girtin and Turner also met to draw and

copy, even as they did at their other patrons ’. Here Girtin

copied Canaletti’s works especially,and studied Piranesi’s prints.

Mr. Henderson possessed many of Malton’s engraved London
views, with Girtin’s copies of them

;
among these were the pre-

sent site of the Bank, and St. George’s, Hanover Square, with a

sedan-chair passing. In every case the copy is better than the

original, for it is rather a paraphrase than a copy, and invariably

is more thoughtful and judicious. For instance, Malton has a

view of the Mansion House, with the Mansion House, the special

object of the engraving, thrown into shadow. Girtin in his copy

has irradiated it with light, and thus it becomes the proper centre

of the picture. Malton’s work, though very dull and unfeeling,

has a breadth which perhaps Girtin admired
;
and it is never

small and dry, or 4 cut up.’ Girtin’s copies of Canaletti (notably

one, done with the reed pen, of the Rialto) are specialty admir-

able, the little dotted touches being very free and decisive;

and in some of those of the Venetian pictures the figures

seem boldly put in at once with the brush, without pencil

outline.

The same collection embraced pencil sketches of scenes at

and near Dover, with pig-tailed boatmen and old, shaky seaside

houses, drawn by Mr. Henderson’s father, who was himself an
admirable amateur artist. There is, for instance, a view of the

chief street at Dartford (1794), copied by Girtin after an existing

sketch by Mr. Henderson
; executed, I suppose, as a sort of

drawing-lesson. There are also several scenes after Hearn e, one

very admirable one of Tintern
; and many on the river Thames,
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varied from sketches by Mr. Henderson of the shot-tower and

buildings opposite his Adelphi balcony.

There were two water-colour drawings that specially interested

me
;
two rival views of Dover Castle by Turner and Girtin after

a sketch by Mr. Henderson. Both are weak and timid, for

neither yet had probably seen chalk cliffs or sea. In the former

the cliff is grand out of all proportion
;

in the latter the black

roll of coast is daring, but altogether superfluous and untrue.

In both, however, the boats (which they had already drawn on

the Thames) are well executed. There was also a copy by

Girtin of Morland’s vulgar picture ‘ Dogs Hesitating about the

Pluck/ ‘ Dogs Preparing to Fight over their Food ;
’ but there

can be no doubt that the Canalettis to which he had access at

both Dr. Munro’s and Mr. Henderson’s were what eventually

formed Girtin’s manner, and gave him that crisp, staccato touch

which imparted such breadth to all his architecture. At first

he was little more than a monochromist, his local colour being

far more sombre than that of Nature; but latterly he threw a

golden tone over his work that was Turner’s special delight.

When a friend wished to please the latter in his old age, he had

but to extract from his portfolio some of ‘poor Tom’s yellow

drawings/ and Turner’s satisfaction was complete.

Dr. Munro died in 1833 ;
and at his sale Turner, I believe,

bought up many of his own drawings. A portion of this catalogue,

as connected with our theme, will be found in the Appendix. The
Doctor is represented to have at some later date given Turner

a commission for one hundred drawings
;
but Turner was then

rising, and abstained from executing it.

And now I must devote a short chapter specifically to that

ill-fated young genius Girtin
;
a painter who not only is far too

little appreciated, but deserves to take the highest rank among
English artists as an imitator of his friend Turner’s talent.
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CHAPTER VII.

turner’s friendly rival, girtin.

Girtin was born in February 1775 ; s0 that he was two

months older than his companion and neighbour. It was to

Chambers Hall that Turner once said of one of Girtin’s yellow

drawings, now in the British Museum, ‘ I never in my whole

life could make a drawing like that
;

I would at any time have

given one of my little fingers to have made such a one.’

Girtin’s father, who was, I believe, a rope manufacturer, was

killed out hunting
;
and his widow, with her two boys, the future

painter and the future engraver, took rooms over a shop in St.

Martin’s-le-Grand. She subsequently married Mr. Vaughan,

an eminent pattern-drawer
;
but this was not till near her son’s

last illness, or after his' death. Chambers Hall purchased

Vaughan’s fine collection of thirty-six Girtin drawings (which

he afterwards left to the British Museum, where they now lie

buried) from Jackson, the father-in-law of Girtin’s half-brother,

an eminent builder who contributed to the extension of Pimlico ;

Jackson himself having bought them of Girtin’s brother, who
laid claim to all he could find at the painter’s house in compen-

sation for money lent. Girtin died at his brother’s residence,

from which he was too ill to be removed.

Girtin married the only daughter of Mr. Borritt, a rich

liveryman of the Goldsmiths’ Company, who was fond of Art,

and had all but adopted the young artist. He regarded his

son-in-law with great affection, insomuch that for years after his

death he could scarcely speak of him without tears. Lord Essex,

Lord Harewood, Lord Mulgrave, and Sir George Beaumont
were all patrons of Girtin. A malicious notice of him by
Edwards contains the reflection that ‘ intemperance and irregu-

larity have no claim to longevity.’ In opposition to this we
have the testimony of Girtin’s son, a surgeon still living at

Islington, and the author of the capital book ‘ The House We
Live In,’ who says,

4 My father was almost ascetically tempe-

rate, and his taste always inclined to the refined and elegant.*
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In early life, as we have before seen, Girtin was appren-

ticed to an architectural draughtsman, who had no sympathy

for his genius, and treated him as a mere means of making

money. Dayes was a conceited, jealous man, who eventually

got embarrassed and committed suicide, partly, it was thought,

from envy of the progress of his contemporaries—Turner and

his old pupil. His works (‘Tour in Yorkshire ' and ‘Art

Biographies ’) were published after his death for the benefit of

his widow. Girtin, naturally bold and reckless, soon began to

find that he was more than paying back by work the premium

paid for his apprenticeship. Accordingly he refused to wash in

any more skies for his master, and demanded in justice the

cancelling of his indentures. Dayes refusing to consent to it,

Girtin became obdurate
;
wherefore he was had up before the

City Chamberlain and committed to Bridewell as a contuma-

cious apprentice. Here Girtin amused himself by covering the

walls of his cell with chalk landscapes. The turnkey, who was at

once delighted and astonished at these works of the imprisoned

genius, informed his friends of them, and brought many of

them to inspect the frescoed cell. Among others who thus

heard of the singular achievement was the Earl of Essex, who
hastened to the scene, and was so impressed by what he saw

that he forthwith went to Dayes and bought up the apprentice's

indenture, which being burnt before Girtin’s eyes secured his

liberty. The Earl then took him down to the almost regal

luxury of Cashiobury, where Girtin, free and happy, produced

some of his greatest works. Even as Fra Lippo Lippi’s libera-

tion from slavery was owing to a portrait he took of the Moor
his master, our contumacious apprentice’s release from Bride-

well was effected by his decorating the white walls of his cell

with chalk landscapes.

At Raphael Smith’s—the pupil of Pether, the mezzotinto

engraver—Turner and Girtin were associated in colouring

etchings; and they subsequently worked together, putting in

skies and flat tints for the architects, and touching up sketches

and topographical views for amateurs.

That Dayes never forgave his contumacious apprentice is,

I think, quite clear from the fact that, when years after Girtin’s
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death he himself committed suicide under the pressure of debt,

a depreciatory account of Girtin was found among his papers,

and published by his executors among other fairer biographies

of those contemporaries who had outstripped him in the race,

and jealousy of whose success is said to have been one of the

accelerating causes of his dreadful death. It runs thus :

—

‘ This artist died November 9, 1802, after a long illness,

in the twenty-eighth year of his age. Biography is useful

to stimulate to acts of industry and virtue
;

or, by exhibiting

the contrary, to show the fatal consequences of vice. While

our heart bleeds at the premature death of the subject of this

paper, it becomes equally an act of justice to warn young per-

sons against the fatal effects of suffering their passions to over-

power their reason, and to hurry them into acts of excess that

may in the end render life a burden, destroy existence, or bring

on a premature old age. Though his drawings are generally

too slight, yet they must ever be admired as the offspring of a

strong imagination. Had he not trifled away a vigorous con-

stitution, he might have arrived at a very high degree of excel-

lence as a landscape painter.’

Of Turner, in 1804, Dayes writes

—

* Highly to the credit of this artist, he is indebted princi-

pally to his own exertions for the abilities which he possesses

as a painter, and for the respectable situation he holds in

society. He may be considered a striking instance of how
much may be gained by industry (if accompanied by tempe-

rance), even without the assistance of a master. The way he

acquired his professional powers was by borrowing, where he

could, a drawing or picture to copy from, or by making a sketch

of any one in the Exhibition early in the morning, and finishing it

at home. By such practices, and by a patient perseverance,

he has overcome all the difficulties of the art
;
so that the fine

taste and colour which his drawings possess are scarcely to be

found in any other, and are accompanied with a broad, firm

chiaroscuro and a light and elegant touch. This man must be

loved for his works, for his person is not striking, nor his con-

versation brilliant. He was born in Maiden Lane, where his

father conducted a decent trade. Though his pictures possess
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great breadth of light and shade, accompanied with a fine tone

of colour, his handling is sometimes infirm and the objects are

too indefinite
;
he appears, indeed, to have but a superficial

notion of form.’

Girtin, who had studied under a pupil of Pether, and had

acquired Malton’s traditions—whatever they might be worth

—

from Turner, gained facility from print-colouring for Raphael

Smith. From the redrawing and touching up of amateur

sketches, and the washing in of skies for architects, he no doubt

derived his breadth of tone and ease of composition.

At Mr. Henderson’s and Dr. Munro’s he copied Piranesi

and Canaletti, as well as Hearne, and many of the other topo-

graphical artists of the day. Like Turner, he also studied

Cozens for gradations of tone and aerial effect
;
you always

feel you can breathe in one of the Cozens’s landscapes. By
slow degrees he launched out strongly into the beautiful world

of colour (his earliest works were mere monochromes in sepia)—
here a red slab of tile, there a blue tinge of slate

;
here a patch

of yellow moss, there a grey paling. Surely, yet timidly, colour

began to rise over his works, and tinge them with lustre and

beauty.

From Piranesi he acquired vigour, and from Canaletti his

firm staccato touch; but his sense of Art soon began to lessen

his desire for truth, while with Turner, on the contrary, it only

served to increase it. His boldness is often recklessness; his

vigour but carelessness and disregard of form; and his breadth,

always admirable, is sometimes conventional, and obtained by

the sacrifice of truth. Girtin, in short, was a great artist
;
but

he was not a great poet, as Turner was.

Girtin and Turner’s first sketching trips were short flights up

the Thames, to the rickety boat-sheds and fishermen’s houses

at Westminster and Lambeth; old crippled buildings with over-

hanging gables, rusty planks crutched up with posts and logs and

broken pillars
;
but places where once cavaliers took wine and

merchants dwelt. They delighted in these, finding in them the

poetry of the ruins they had heard of as existing elsewhere, but

had not yet seen. Sandby had already drawn their attention to

them. In fact, it was a drawing of the Savoy to which Girtin
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attributed his rise in the world, even as Turner traced his success

to ‘ Norham Castle.’ The Savoy that Girtin sketched was a

water-side fragment of the old palace of John of Gaunt, partly

rebuilt after Wat Tyler’s rebellion, and becoming, by various

transmutations of time, a rogue’s sanctuary, a deserter’s prison, a

printing-office, a beggar’s haunt, and a parish church.

About the time that Turner was beginning his country tours,

Girtin also was on the move. Mr. James Moore, an amateur

artist and Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries, following the

example of Hearne’s and Sandby’s patrons, took the clever

dark-eyed lad to Scotland with him to make drawings and help

him in sketching, altering, and putting in effects. Several of

these views were subsequently published, somewhat unfairly,

with only Moore’s name appended to them. Turner meanwhile

was busy at Oxford and Lincoln, in rivalry of numerous illus-

trated topographical works. For Miller’s ‘ Picturesque Views ’

Girtin eventually made drawings of Windsor, Totne?, Kings-

weare, Pembroke, Marlow, Newcastle, Bamborough, Warkworth,

the Marine Barracks at Davenport, Appleby, Newcastle-upon-

Tyne, Christchurch, Abernethy and Tarnaway Castles, and lastly

Woolwich.

Girtin and Turner profited by their separation, one being in>

Kent and the other in Scotland. They individually became

more original. The one increased in breadth and harmony of

colour, while the other grew more delicate, accurate, and atmo-

spheric
;
but neither forgot the lessons he had learnt from the

vast fragments of mutilated masonry at the Savoy, or from the

brick towers ofLambeth Palace. They remembered the white,

billowing clouds at which they had wondered as they floated

through the arches of the London bridges; nor did they forget

the red, brazen ruins viewed through crimson fogs, or the molten

gold of London sunseis.

Girtin was too frank and careless not to have numerous

amateur followers. His imitators were jealous of him. If he
saw a man had no talent, he told him so, for he had none of

the oleaginous insincerity of the courtier about him. One of his

great cronies was 1 Jack Harris,’ a picture-frame maker in

Gerrard Street, Soho, who, moreover, was a dealer in drawings;

Y
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and through his agency both Girtin and that wild reprobate

Morland, who equally disliked collector;*, disposed of many of

their works. Girtin was a humorist, and that mental quality

made him indifferent to high life, where fashionable indifferent-

ism, reserve, and forced equality destroy all individuality. The
foolish chatter of dilettanti was his aversion likewise; yet he

had moments, after his visits to Cashiobury, when he would

lament to his wife that, after association with great people, the

manners of the women of his own rank in life became ungrate-

ful to him. But, when once engaged in familiar chat about Art

at Jack Harris’s tavern club, he soon forgot Cashiobury and all

its attractions.

Girtin now established a sketching class, which was open to

patrons and amateurs as well as to artists
;
and for three years

this little society of enthusiasts met on winter evenings for

mutual improvement. ‘ No little coterie could be more re-

spectable/ says a frequent visitor. How often the talent of the

hairdresser’s son must have been discussed in that circle ! This

society was the model, no doubt, for the celebrated one at

whose meetings Chalon, Leslie, and Landseer, long after, spent

so many happy hours. They met alternately at each other’s

houses. The subject was generally taken from an English

poet, and was treated by each in his own way. The member at

whose house they met supplied stained paper, colours, and

pencils, and all the sketches of the evening became his property.

The society consisted of ten members—T. Girtin (the founder),

Sir Robert Ker Porter, Sir Augustus Callcott, J. R. Underwood,

G. Samuel, P. S. Murray, J. T. Colman, L. Francia (pupil of

Girtin’s), W. H. Worthington, and J. C. Denham.
They met at six o’clock (hours were earlier then), and had

tea or coffee, reading over their harmless cups the verses re-

lating to the subject, and discussing its treatment and the

several results to which it would naturally give rise. After this,

with heads down and bated breath, they worked hard till ten,

when came in cold meat, bread and cheese, or other such

humble, solid fare
;
and at twelve, as the day expired, they

separated with hearty greetings. Beautiful works of art were

often produced in this impromptu way, and the first ideas of
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great pictures were often suggested in dreamy hints that some-

times possessed a charm almost exceeding that revealed by
their completion. Turner, however, would never join this club.

Already he had his secret, and preferred working in solitude

;

and he could not at this time afford to sell a ten-pound sketch

for a cup of tea and a slice of bread and cheese. Perhaps, too,

he was at this time slow in execution, and found two hours in-

sufficient to elaborate any thought worth painting.

About this time Girtin had married the daughter of the

rich City goldsmith, and begun to assume a position in the Art

world more worthy of his vigorous genius.

He has been most unfairly set down as a careless, dissolute

artist, fond of low society. Nothing can be more untrue. The
fact is that he was of humble origin, and by nature rather shy.

Early associations, a love of character, and a free, kindly dis-

position made him a favourite with all ranks, from Jack Harris,

the picture-frame maker, up to Lord Elgin and the Earl of

Essex. The very vicissitudes of his wandering profession led

him among poor wayfarers, whom he wisely sought to please,

and from whom he tried to extract amusement in turn. He
was eminently a sociable man ;

and he liked to have friends

round him as he worked, which Turner (I think wisely) did

not. As a shy man Girtin perhaps felt more at ease with

the poor than with the rich, amongst whom his monetary de-

pendence compelled him to move as a tolerated inferior; a

position degrading to honest pride. He began life not knowing

but that he might have to go through it as a poor man
;
he

therefore studied the poor, whom he might have to make his

companions.

Far be it from me to sneer at Girtin’s relish for humour and

adventure, or at his going to Northumberland in a dirty collier,

eating salt beef, smoking black pipes, and bandying North

Country jokes. A young prig of a dandy would have main-

tained a dogged silence, except now and then to express his

nausea and disgust at the general filthiness of the vessel and

the boorishness of the ‘ crew/ The one would have been

dubbed ‘a cursed jackanapes the other would have been
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cheered at parting as * a right good-hearted fellow as ever trod

shoe-leather.’

In the inland counties Girtin resorted to the inn kitchens,

just as Hogarth did when he visited Salisbury or Rochester.

There he would quaff his ale and sketch the waggoners and

post-boys, as Morland sketched smugglers and fishermen in

the Isle of Wight cabins, or Salvator Rosa the robbers of the

Abruzzi. There he was in lependent, free, and happy, whereas

at Cashiobury every wo: d and look had to be planned accord*

ing to the rules of polite slavery.

Had Girtin stooped to flattery, there is no knowing what

social eminence he might not have gained. The inn kitchen

was his not from any necessity, but from choice. Lord Elgin

wished to take him to Greece with him, even as previous noble-

men had taken Hearne and Sandby, and as Beckford took

Cozens to swell his suite. Gentlemen of high birth were

among the members of his sketching club
; at which I must

not forget to add that Miss Jane Porter, the novelist, was a

frequent attendant, even selecting themes for the evenings.

Girtin was a visitor at Lord Hardwicke’s
;
the Earl of Essex

was his great patron; and the Hon. Spencer Cowper had the

finest collection of his drawings possessed by anyone of that

day. Lord Mulgrave also admired his frank spirit and his

genius, and after his death offered princely aid to the widow to

educate her only son, which she refused with an independence

worthy of the brave spirit of her husband.

Undoubtedly he never manifested the prudence and pro-

gressive ambition of his friend and rival Turner. He did

not exhibit at all till 1794, when Turner had been four years

an exhibitor ;
and he did not attempt oil-painting (his only

chance of becoming an R.A.) till 1801, when Turner had

essayed oil-painting for many years. The next year he went

to France for his health
;
and in the autumn thereof he died.

In the same year Turner set out on his first foreign tour. Thus

it was only in his compulsory visit to the Continent that Girtin

anticipated his younger rival.

An epitomist of his career says

—

1 Girtin exhibited his first drawing in 1794, at which time
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he resided with his mother at No. 2 St. Martin’s-le-Grand.

It was a view of Ely Cathedral. In the following year he ex-

hibited three drawings. These were views of Warwick Castle,

and Peterborough and Lichfield Cathedrals. In 1797 he had

removed to No. 35 Drury Lane, and in that year he exhibited

ten drawings—an Interior of St. Alban’s Church, two views of

Jedburgh, two of St. Cuthbert’s, Holy Island, four views of

York, and one of Ouse Bridge in the same city. His next

residence, in 1798, was at 25 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden,

in which year he exhibited nine drawings—“ Coast of Dorset,”

“ Berry Pomeroy Castle,” two drawings of Rivaulx Abbey, In-

teriors of Exeter and Chester Cathedrals, “ Cottage from

Nature,” a view of a Mill in Derbyshire, and St. Nicholas’s

Church, Newcastle. In 1799 he had again removed, and we
find him, while residing at No. 6 Long Acre, exhibiting a
“ Mill in Essex,” two views of Bethgellert, “ Warkworth Her-

mitage,” a “ Study from Nature,” and “ Tatershall Castle.”

Girtin next resided with his wife’s father, Mr. Phineas Borrit, at

No. 11 Scott’s Place, Islington, and in 1800 exhibited—“ Bristol

Hot Well,” “York,” and “Jedburgh.” This year Turner had

been elected an A.R.A., and it is possible that Girtin may have

aspired to the same honour, which, while he continued to

exhibit water-colour drawings only, he could not obtain. We
therefore find him, in 1801, sending to Somerset House for the

first time a picture in oil. This was * Bolton Bridge,’ and the

last time he appeared on the walls of the Royal Academy, for

in the spring of the following year he went to France, and in

the autumn of the same year he died.

* Amid his numerous works Girtin completed a panorama

of London, said to have been one of the finest views of a city

ever painted. It was amongst the first of those topographical

representations which have since his day become so popular,

and represented a view of St. Pauls, with the buildings run-

ning east and west. It was taken from the lofty roof of the

Albion Mills, which were then standing at the foot of the south

side of Blackfriars Bridge, and was universally admired when
exhibited in Castle Street, Leicester Square, and in the Great

Room, Spring Gardens. For several years after his death it
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was rolled up and in the possession of an architect named
Howitt, in St. Martin’s Lane, who, about the year 1825, sold it

to a Russian nobleman, and by him it is said to have been

taken to St. Petersburg.

‘ In Paris he made a beautiful series of drawings, which

were purchased by the Earl of Essex, but are now in the col-

lection of the Duke of Bedford
;
which he etched and pub-

lished in a style of engraving then recently introduced, but

now almost obsolete, called “ aquatinta.” The first of these

etchings he has dated June 16, 1802, and the last October 4
of the same year, or but little more than a month before he

died. We may almost trace the decline of the master hand in

the appended dates, and by the longer intervals that intervened

between the production of each plate: they also prove that

he “ died in harness,” working to the last.

June July Aug. Sept. Oct.

16 6 4 2 4!!!

18 12 9 29

25 16 17 the last.

28 19

‘They were published by his brother, John Girtin, a writing

engraver, who lived in Castle Street, Leicester Square, until his

house and stock were destroyed by fire a few years after his

brother’s death. His wife, who was ill at the time, died in his

arms as he was carrying her out through the surrounding flames.

This fire destroyed many of Girtin’s best works.’

The drawings Girtin made in Paris during the lull of the

Peace of Amiens were executed under circumstances of great

difficulty. Forbidden to sketch, he drew them from the win-

dow of a fiacre. They are very elaborate, and fuller of colour

than his previous works
;
yet they are broad and free, with

something in the village scenes of the dotty Edridge manner

that Prout afterwards imitated so successfully. The figures,

even in masses, are painted with great truth and beauty.

Meanwhile the bony hand came gradually nearer and

nearer, pushing him onward towards the clean, square-cut

grave. Girtin, who had never been strong, had dangerously
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indulged in late hours. Careless liver though he might be,

intemperate he never was. Brain work all day, and bodily ex-

haustion resulting from the social strain of sitting up through

the night, brought on pulmonary disease. The spring-time of

1802, spent in the milder and more equable climate of France,

was not equal to saving the invalid, especially when he per-

sisted in spending half his day at work.

Poor Girtin died at Rome in the same autumn in which

Turner went to Macon to see the vintage, and was buried in

St. Paul’s, Covent Garden. Turner, who always loved to speak

of ‘poor Tom/ must have pondered much on this death, and

have set to work with greater vigour than ever to develope his

own genius, lest that also should be quenched in the cold earth

with similar rapidity. His generous heart could never have

felt envy of his friend’s talent, whatever foolish friends and

small, malignant enemies may have done to rouse his jealousy,

for he was incapable of such a base passion. Girtin, it should

be recorded, received his first instruction from Fisher, a draw-

ing-master in Aldersgate Street. At a later period he was

under Dayes, who ridiculed the low, dirty colour of his

imitators.

Turner painted his friend’s portrait in oil. It is, I believe,

still extant, but I have never seen it. I am familiar, however,

with the admirable, stalwart likeness Cornish Opie took of him. 1

It reveals the frank, generous nature of the hearty
;

kindly

fellow whom Turner and everyone would love; the strong

black brow, the crisp dark hair curling down over it, the keen,

far-seeing eyes, the bold chin, and the pronounced features.

And, as I look at it, Turner’s statement, ‘ Had Tom Girtin

lived, I should have starved/ rises to the memory as testifying

his great and genuine admiration of the deceased. At the time

of Girtin’s death, indeed, there were many who regarded him as

a greater artist than Turner; and even now there are not a few

who hold that, had Girtin lived, he would have surpassed

Turner.

Certainly I am not of that opinion. It is true that Girtin’s

prodigious dash, vigour, and breadth had become the rage to

1 Now at the house of Mr. Girtin, Canonbury Square.
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such a degree that foolish admirers even imitated his low tone

by washes of dirty colour, and with hues never seen either in

the heavens above or on the earth beneath. They smeared

immense sheets of atlas with brown and indigo, and thought

they had succeeded in catching their master’s gem-like depth

and grand simplicity. But Girtin, though sometimes rapid, was

strikingly patient. He was as bold as Wilson, and equally

careful. His vigour and richness he obtained not by slavish

copying of Canaletti, but by looking at Nature with his own
eyes. Beginning with mere neutral greys and greens, he soon

advanced to laying the chiaroscuro with the three primitive

colours, producing warm and cool russets by their combination,

and afterwards glazing. Subsequently, however, like Turner,

he laid in at once the local colour that he saw in an object.

That Girtin had an imaginative mind I do not think. He
had a fine, dashing, broad manner, frank, pure, and honest as

his own nature; but he could never have designed the ‘ Dragon

of the Hesperides/ nor could he have thrown such an atmo-

sphere of poetry round the old ‘ Temeraire ’ as Turner did. His

mind was not so far-reaching, so insatiably active, so compre-

hensive. He was a social man, and he did not live for his art

alone. He was not the enthusiast, all compact, like Turner;

and yet I have seen (thanks to Mr. Wilkie Collins) an evening

view at Battersea by him so full of tranquil poetry that I have

for the moment been inclined to rank him almost above

Turner. Even Cuyp himself scarcely ever produced a harmony
more perfect, more full of inner yet half-dimmed light. It has

something of De Wint’s low-toned colour, but is instinct with a

higher genius.

* Just before Girtin’s death/ says one of his contemporaries,
* Dayes happened to call on a collector of drawings—an old dri-

velling dilettante—who patronised every dashing style, when he
saw a smart portfolio inscribed in gilt letters with the name of one
of Girtin’s closest imitators. “ What have we here? ” said Dayes.
“ They are the works of a pupil ofyour old disciple,” replied the

collector. “ Pray, Mr. Dayes, look at them, and favour me with

your opinion.” Dayes untied the portfolio, and on beholding

the first subject, a large drawing of a mountainous scene among
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the lakes in Cumberland, he exclaimed, in his emphatic manner,
“ Oh, ye gods, the blue-bag ! the blue-bag !

” Dayes was a man
of quick discernment, and very pointed in his remarks, and

nothing could be more characteristic of the whole collection

than his exclamation; and so he kept on, as he turned over

every drawing, still making the burthen of his song, “ Oh, the

blue-bag ! the blue-bag !

” “ So,” said he, “ because Master Tom
[Girtin] chooses to wash in dirty water, ergo this puppy, this ass,

this driveller, and the rest of this herd forsooth must wash in

dirty water too ! Yes, by the Lord ! and with the very puddle-

water which he has made more dirty !
” Then laughing aloud,

he exclaimed, “ Dietreci begat Cassanova ! Cassanova begat

De Loutherbourg ! Loutherbourg begat Frankey Bourgeois [the

founder of the Dulwich Gallery]
;
and he, the dirty dog, quar-

relled with Nature and bedaubed her works.” 1

A contemporary writer pronounces

—

‘It was a great treat to see Girtin at his studies. Unlike Turner,

he was always accessible. When he had accomplished the

laying in of his sky, he would proceed with great facility in the

general arrangement of his tints on the buildings, trees, water,

and other objects. Every colour appeared to be placed with a

most judicious perception towards effecting a general union or

harmony. His light stone tints were put in with thin washes of

Roman ochre, or the same mixed with light red, and certain

spaces, free from the warm tints, were touched with grey, com-

posed of light red and indigo, or, brighter still, with ultramarine

and light red. The brick buildings with Roman ochre, light

red, and lake, and a mixture of Roman ochre, lake, and indigo,

or Roman ochre, madder brown, and indigo; also with burnt

sienna and Roman ochre, and these colours in all their combi-

nations. For finishing the buildings which came the nearest to

the foreground, where the local colour and form were intended

to be represented with particular force and effect, Vandyke
brown and Cologne earth were combined with these tints, which

gave depth and richness of tone, that raised the scale of effect

without the least diminution of harmony : on the contrary, the

richness of effect was increased from their glowing warmth, by
neutralising the previous tones, and by throwing them into their
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respective distances, in proper keeping. The trees which he

frequently introduced in his views, exhibiting all the varieties

of autumnal hues, he coloured with corresponding harmony to

the scale of richness exhibited on his buildings. The greens for

these operations were composed of gamboge, indigo, and burnt

sienna, occasionally heightened with yellow lake, brown pink,

and gamboge; these mixed, sometimes, with Prussian blue. The
shadows for the trees were of indigo, burnt sienna, and a most

beautiful shadow-tint, composed of grey and madder brown,

which, perhaps, is nearer to the general tone of the shadow of

trees than any other combinations that can be formed with

water colours. He so mixed his greys that, by using them judi-

ciously, they served to represent the basis for every species of

subject and effect, as viewed in the middle grounds under the

influence of Girtin’s atmosphere, when he pictured the autumnal

season in our humid climate, which constantly exhibits to the

picturesque eye the charms of rich effects in a greater variety

than any country in Europe.’

Another version of his favourite tints has it that for blue

clear skies he used washes of indigo and lake, and for cloud

shadows, Indian red and indigo, with an occasional addition of

lake; while his favourite greys were Venetian red and indigo, or

Indian red and indigo; Roman ochre, indigo, and lake being

employed for a warm, and cold, and harmonious one.

Chambers Hall had a drawing said to be by Girtin, but

bearing evidence of Turner’s hand, in which the latter— as if

by an after-thought—has introduced a boat, with a figure push-

ing it along by means of a boat-hook. On the hill by a cathe-

dral are some houses, and here also are notable the same

handling and colour, as if, while working upon it, Turner had

observed the drawing to be weak or defective in that particular

part, and retouched it. Mr. Henderson has a copy of the same

drawing, but by^vhom done, unless by his father, it is impossi-

ble to say. This also has the boat and figure above mentioned.

Like Turner, Girtin was beyond his age. His mind was an

original one. Paul Sandby, Michael Angelo Booker’s master,

was truthful and picturesque; Heame was chaste in manner;

Cozens was better than either, for he was original and poetic,
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and had a great power of representing vastness of space, but

ftill his colour was scarcely more than tinted chiaroscuro.

Before that we had little but pasticcios of Pillemant and Chate-

lain, touched in black chalk and tinted, or drawings with penned

outlines, shaded with Indian ink, and washed with thin colour.

Girtin and Turner, in fact, invented modem water colours; and

the former was one of the first to give the correct local colour

of each object. He neglected form and detail, however, and

was careless in execution. No longer using one shadow-colour

for every object, he aimed at low chiaroscuro; splendid tone

and magical effect of colour. His mountains were grand; his

hazy vapours of receding darkness admirable; his valleys blue

and fresh
;
and his light was exquisitely carried through. His

masses were low, broad, and abrupt; his harmony was low-toned,

but perfect. His clouds were generally in large groups, but

sometimes quiet, serene, and simple.

‘ He laid on his skies first,’ says a contemporary; 1 and they

were always remarkably luminous. Sometimes he used warm
tinted paper and left it for the light; his moonlight was brilliant,

his variety of light and shade captivating; but his style was not

light and elegant enough for pastoral and classical landscapes,

like Turner’s. Girtin was a poet in a masculine way, but not

an idealist.’

Girtin’s imitators exaggerated all his faults. They rudely

opposed cold and warm colour; they introduced shapeless

architecture and nondescript trees; they left blank spaces; their

animals and figures were incoherent
;
their darks were dotted

and splashed.

It is said that Girtin was one of the first to attempt an

evening effect in water colours. He had gone to an old town

and made an outline sketch of it in the daytime. The same
evening he passed it again, and the dark arches, the reflections,

and a gleam of pale horizon determined him to attempt a twi-

light effect. He did so, and succeeded.

Gainsborough’s cork models and careless blue paper draw-

ings had been as mischievous to Art as the elder Cozens’s mode
of studying compositions from the chance figures formed by

paint splashed into a china plate. So had been Sandby and
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Hearne’s efforts to throw back the distance by darkening the

foreground and making it blacker towards the lower edge, or

perpetually introducing banks and hollow trees for deep

shadows, in their right or left hand corner.

But, tardy though its arrival was, improvement had come.

J. Varley, who taught drawing, had introduced a classic air and

poetical effect. W. Havell, who had a great love for Cumber-

land scenery, was broad, bold, and highly finished in style,

taking out his high lights for future glazing with bread, hand-

kerchief, and clean brush. Heaphy, whom Reynolds praised,

delighted in night-cellar, fish-market, and low scenes; and

Cristall, whose execution was broad, bold, and slight, drew

classic figures, Virgilian peasants, and cottage groups in a large

manner. But Girtin surpassed them all in depth, breadth, and

harmony.

Canaletti for touch, and Rubens for colour, were his chief

models. He first introduced the system of drawing upon rough-

lined double cartridge-paper (purchased at a shop at Charing

Cross)
;
by which means he got force and freedom, and avoided

4 the spotty, glittering glare ’ of the ordinary white paper. This

paper became so fashionable that collectors even liked to see

on their property the mark of where it had been hung across a

string to dry. At first he drew in his work with a reed pen, but

latterly, to avoid hardness and edginess, he blotted in the

general form with Indian ink. His enemies said he used the

architect’s rule too much, as in his copies of Canaletti, and

that his effects were tricks
;
but the criticism is absurd, for he

really owed his success to his free hand and sure eye. He
used, too, a richer palette than any of his contemporaries, with

the exception of Turner, and gave water-colour painting rather

the appearance of oil.

‘ Whoever inspected his palette,’ says an Art critic,
* would

find it covered with a greater variety of tints than almost any

of his contemporaries employed.’ He accompanied his first

patron, Mr. Moore, to Peterborough, Lichfield, Lincoln, and
many other places remarkable for their rich scenery, either in

nature or architecture. That gentleman had a drawing by
Girtin of Exeter Cathedral, which was principally coloured on
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the spot where it was drawn, for he was so uncommonly inde-

fatigable that, when he made a sketch of any place, he was

loth to quit it until he had given it all the proper tints.

The artist’s best pictures now in the possession of bis son

at Islington are ‘Stoke Pogis Church/ ‘A Mill in Essex'

(splendid in tone and breadth, occasionally degenerating into

carelessness), ‘ Kirkstall/ * Rivaulx/ and ‘ Ouse Bridge, York.*

Chambers Hall, who once went to try and purchase some
Girtins of Jackson, overheard him in the next room rating Lord

Essex for his insolence in treating him with aristocratic pride, as

if he were a mere vendor of pictures. Of course Hall despaired

of ever prevailing on him to part with any of the pictures
;
but,

to his astonishment, Jackson presented him with them all.

The artist of Turner’s admiration, next to Girtin, was Rey-

nolds. He drew his purse to buy Sir Joshua’s palette to present

to Shee. ‘ His admiration for Girtin took a less tangible form/

says Peter Cunningham. ‘ In a fit of generosity he talked of

erecting a monument to mark the grave of his friend and rival

in Covent Garden churchyard
;

but when the amount was
named—a few shillings over ten pounds—he shrugged his

shoulders, and rested satisfied with the bare intention. The
grave, we are sorry to say, is still unmarked. A headstone to

Girtin would be a graceful tribute from either the Old or the

New Water-Colour Society.’ Now, all this is just an example

of the way in which men write when they are determined to

blame. A tombstone was put up to Girtin
;
but whether by

Turner or not, I do not know. A friend of mine saw it, made a

sketch of it, and warned the sexton of its precarious state.

It has since been removed.

CHAPTER VIII.

TURNER THE DRAWING-MASTER.

There are old people still living who remember Turner in

1795 or J 79^—that is to say, when he was twenty or twenty-

one, and taught drawing in London, at Hadley (Herts), and at

other places. One of them, in a letter to myself, describes him
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as ‘ eccentric, but kind and amusing.’ He was too reserved

and too tongue-tied to be able to teach what he knew, even if

he had cared to disclose his hard-earned secrets. He would

hate the work, though it did bring some ten shillings a lesson.

His ambition would render him impatient of amateurs ;
and

he would not fLtter like the ordinary time-serving teacher. He
would be silent and rough, and leave the puzzled pupils pretty

well alone while lie thought over some sketch of his own.

Indeed, Turner always held that those who could not under-

stand a hint would not understand a volume of advice. Blake,

who was one of his pupils, complained of being left quite alone,

and one day, indignant at his master’s heedlessness of some

commissions for drawings he had obtained for him, went and

nibbed out the addresses he had already given, and so cancelled

the orders. I have no doubt Turner’s disregard of the com-

missions meant something, and that he took the cancelling

quietly and as matter of course.

But, now that we are discussing Turner’s life as a teacher

and a water-colour painter, let us consider the nature of the art

he taught, and the various improvements he introduced into it.

On the interesting question of Turner’s method of water-

colour painting, our greatest authority, Mr. Ruskin, writes

:

* The large early drawings of Turner were sponged without

friction, or were finished piece by piece on white paper; as he

advanced he laid the chief masses first in broad tints, never

effacing anything, but working the details over these broad tints.

While still wet, he brought out the soft lights with the point of

a brush, the brighter ones with the end of a stick ; often, too,

driving the wet colour in a darker line to the edge of the light,

in order to represent the outlines of hills. His touches were

all clear, firm, unalterable, one over the other : friction he used

only now and then, to represent the grit of stone or the fretted

pile of moss ; the finer lights he often left from the first, even

the minutest light, working round and up to them, not taking

them out as weaker men would have done. He would draw

the dark outlines by putting more water to wet brushes, and

driving the colour to the edge to dry there, firm and dark. He
would draw the broken edges of clouds with a quiver of the
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brush, then round the vapour by laying on a little more colour

into parts not wet, and lastly dash in warm touches of light

when dry on the outside edges.

‘ In his advanced stage, and in finished drawings, he no

doubt damped and soaked and pumped on his paper, so as to

be able to work with a wooden point The superfluous colour

he would remove, but he never stifled or muddled one tint with

another
;
nor would he use friction so as to destroy the edge

and purity of a colour. His finer vignettes (as for his Milton)

are on smooth cardboard, his coarser ones on sheets of thin

drawing-paper; and in some of his sketches he would colour

on both sides, so that the paper could never have been soaked.

There is no doubt, too, that besides his work on wet paper with

wooden point, and his wonderful method of taking out high

lights with bread, he had many secrets of manipulation, as, for

instance, in imitating the dark broken edges of waves. In an

Italian drawing that Mr. Allnutt now possesses there is an

evident intentional graining given to a large block of stone in

the right foreground by the pressure of a thumb in half-wet

colour. You can still see the impression of the pores of the

painter’s skin.

‘The painting exhibited by Turner in 1805, “The Battle of

Fort Rock in Val d’Aosta,” combines all the painter’s peculiari-

ties. There are lights bluntly wiped out of the local colour of

the sky, and sharply and decisively on the foreground trees ;

others scraped out with a blunt instrument while the colour was

wet, as in the moss on the wall, and part of the fir trees on the

right-hand bank
;

lights scratched out, as in one of the water-

falls; others cut sharp and clear with a knife from the wet

paper, as in the housings of the mules on the mountain road
;

and then for texture and air there has been much general surface-

washing.

‘ In the “ Hornby Castle ” (South Kensington), painted in

his best time, all his expedients to secure effect are employed.

He has washed down broken tints to obtain variety and grada-

tions in the distance by (I quote again Mr. Redgrave) abrasion

of the paper, thinning the surface for sharp and sunny glitters

of light, and removing lights by wiping out.’
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In one drawing I find what appear to be touches of yellow

chalk over a scratched surface. In fact, as Reynolds is said to

have worked snuff and cinders into his pictures, so Turner

seems to have rejected the aid of no accident.

Touching the gradual introduction of colour into Turner’s

work, Mr. Ruskin says

—

4 The “ Crossing the Brook,” and such other elaborate and

large compositions, are actually painted in nothing but grey,

brown, and blue, with a point or two of severe local colour in

the figures
; but in the minor drawings tender passages of com-

plicated colour occur not unfrequently in easy places
;
and even

before the year 1800 he begins to introduce it with evident

joyfulness and longing in his rude and simple studies, just as

a child, if it could be supposed to govern itself by a fully

developed intellect, would cautiously, but with infinite pleasure,

add now and then a tiny dish of fruit or other dangerous luxury

to the simple order of its daily fare. Thus in the foregrounds

of his most severe drawings, we not unfrequently find him in-

dulging in the luxury of a peacock; and it is impossible to ex-

press the joyfulness with which he seems to design its graceful

form, and deepen with soft pencilling the bloom of its blue after

he has worked through the stern detail of his almost colourless

drawing. A rainbow is another of his most frequently per-

mitted indulgences
;
and we find him very early allowing the

edges of his evening clouds to be touched with soft rose-colour

or gold
;
while whenever the hues of nature in any wise fall into

his system, and can be caught without a dangerous departure

from it, he instantly throws his whole soul into the faithful

rendering of them. Thus the usual brown tones of his fore-

ground become warmed with sudden vigour, and are varied and

enhanced with indescribable delight, when he finds himself by

the shore of a moorland stream where they truly express the

stain of its golden rocks, and the darkness of its clear, Cairn-

gorm-like pools, and the usual serenity of his aerial blue is en-

riched into the softness and depth of the sapphire, when it can

deepen the distant slumber of some Highland lake, or temper

the gloomy shadows of the evening upon its hills.

*

Bearing witness to Turner’s versatility, the same eloquent

writer says

—
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* There is architecture, including a large number of formal

“ gentlemen’s seats ”—I suppose drawings commissioned by the

owners; then lowland pastoral scenery of every kind
;
including

nearly all farming operations—ploughing, harrowing, hedging

and ditching, felling trees, sheep-washing, and I know not what

else
;
then all kinds of town life— courtyards of inns, starting of

mail coaches, interiors of shops, house-buildings, fairs, and

elections; then all kinds of inner domestic life—interiors of

rooms, studies of costumes, of still life and heraldry, including

multitudes of symbolical vignettes; then marine scenery of

every kind, full of local incident; every kind of boat and

method of fishing for particular fish being specifically drawn,

round the whole coast of England; pilchard-fishing at St. Ives,

whiting-fishing at Margate, herring at Loch Fyne
;
and all kinds

of shipping, including studies of every separate part of the

vessels, and many marine battle pieces—two, in particular, of

Trafalgar, both of high importance—one ofthe “ Victory ” after

the battle, now in Greenwich Hospital
;
another of the death of

Nelson, in his own gallery : then all kinds of mountain scenery,

some idealised into compositions, others of definite localities
;

together with classical compositions—Romes and Carthages,

and such others by the myriad, with mythological, historical, or

allegorical figures—nymphs, monsters, and spectres, heroes and

divinities. What general feeling, it may be asked incredulously

can possibly pervade all this ? This, the greatest of all feelings

—an utter forgetfulness of self. Throughout the whole period

with which we are at present concerned, Turner appears as a

man of sympathy absolutely infinite—a sympathy so all-em-

bracing that I know nothing but that ofShakespeare comparable,

with it. A soldier’s wife resting by the roadside is not beneath

it
;
Rizpah, the daughter of Aiah, watching the dead bodies of

her sons, not above it. Nothing can possibly be so mean as

that it will not interest his whole mind and carry away his

whole heart; nothing so great or solemn but that he can raise

himself into harmony with it; and it is impossible to prophesy

of him at any moment whether the next he will be in laughter

or in tears.*

c
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Of Turner’s extraordinary rapidity Mr. Ruskin tells the

following interesting story:

—

‘ There is a drawing in Mr. Fawkes’s collection of a man-
of-war taking in stores; it is of the usual size of those of the

England series, about sixteen inches by eleven. It does not

appear one of the most highly finished, but is still further

removed from slightness. The hull of a first-rate occupies

nearly one-half of the picture on the right, her bows towards

the spectator, seen in sharp perspective from stem to stern, with

all her portholes, guns, anchors, and lower rigging elaborately

detailed. There are two ships of the Line in the middle dis-

tance drawn with equal precision, a noble breezy sea dancing

against their broad bows, full of delicate drawing in its waves;

a stone-ship beneath the hull of the larger vessel, and several

other boats, and a complicated cloudy sky. It might appear

no small exertion of mind to draw the detail of all this shipping,

down to the smallest ropes, from memory, in the drawing-room

of a mansion in the middle of Yorkshire, even if considerable

time had been given for the effort. But Mr. Fawkes sat beside

the painter from the first stroke to the last. Turner took a

piece of blank paper one morning after breakfast, outlined his

ships, finished the drawing in three hours, and went out to

shoot.’

To the surprising knowledge of Nature displayed by Turner

in some of his early water-colour drawings Mr. Ruskin bears

full testimony in the ensuing admirable analysis. Of the

‘Nottingham ’ he writes

—

‘ Now one instance will be sufficient to shew the exquisite

care of Turner in this respect. On the left-hand side of his

Nottingham ’ the water (a smooth canal) is terminated by a

bank fenced up with wood, on which, just at the edge of the

water, stands a white sign-post. A quarter of a mile back, the

hill on which Nottingham Castle stands rises steeply nearly to

the top of the picture. The upper part of this hill is in bright

golden light, and the lower in very deep grey shadow, against

which the white board of the sign-post is seen entirely in light

relief, though, being turned from the light, it is itself in delicate

middle tint, illumined only on the edge. But the image of all
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this in the canal is very different. First, we have the reflection

of the piles of the bank sharp and clear, but under this we have,

not what we see above it, the dark base of the hill (for this being

a quarter of a mile back, we could not see it over the fence if

we were looking from below), but the golden summit of the

hill, the shadow of the under part having no record nor place in

the reflection. Now this summit, being very distant, cannot be

seen clearly by the eye while its focus is adapted to the surface

of the water, and accordingly its reflection is entirely vague and

confused
;
you cannot tell what it is meant for—it is mere

playing golden light—but the sign-post, being on the bank close

to us, will be reflected clearly, and accordingly its distinct

image is seen in the midst of this confusion, relieved, however,

not now against the dark base, but against the illumined summit

of the hill, and appearing therefore, instead of a white space

thrown out from blue shade, a dark grey space thrown out from

golden light. I do not know that any more magnificent

example could be given of concentrated knowledge, or of

the daring statement of most difficult truth. And we have a

further instance in this passage of the close study which is re-

quired to enjoy the works of Turner—for another artist might

have altered the reflection and confused it, but he would not

have reasoned upon it so as to find out what the exact alteratioji

must be—and if we had tried to account for the reflection, we
should have found it false or inaccurate. But the master mind
of Turner, without effort, showers its knowledge into every

touch, and we have only to trace out even his slightest passages,

part by part, to find in them the universal working of the

deepest thought, that consistency of every minor truth which
admits of and invites the same ceaseless study as the work of

Nature herself. There is, however, yet another peculiarity in

Turner’s painting of smooth water, which, though less deserving

of admiration as being merely a mechanical excellence, is not

less wonderful than its other qualities, nor less unique—a pecu-

liar texture, namely, given to the most delicate tints of the

surface, when there is little reflection from anything except sky

or atmosphere.’
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Describing the conventionalism of Turner’s young days, and

the daring and originality he must have possessed to have

been able to escape from its paralysing atmosphere, Mr. Ruskin

writes :

—

‘ Turner’s drawing is even better than a model of the

ground, because it gives the aerial perspective, and is better

than a photograph of the ground, because it exaggerates no

shadow, while it unites the veracities both of model and photo-

graph. Nor let it be thought that it was an easy or creditable

thing to treat mountain ground with this faithfulness in the days

when Turner executed these drawings. In the “ Encyclopaedia

Britannica ” (1797), under article “ Drawing,” the following are

the directions given for the production of a landscape :

—

‘If he is to draw a landscape from Nature, let him take his

station on a rising ground, when he will have a large horizon, and
mark his tablet into three divisions downwards from the top to the

bottom, and divide in his own mind the landscape he is to take

into three divisions also. Then let him turn his face directly

opposite to the midst of the horizon, keeping his body fixed, and
draw what is directly before his eyes upon the middle division of

the tablet
;
then turn his head’ but not his body [What a comfort-

able as well as intelligent operation sketching from Nature must

have been in those days !], to the left hand, and delineate what he

views there, joining it properly to what he had done before
;
and,

lastly, do the same by what is to be seen upon his right hand,

laying down everything exactly, both with respect to distance and
proportion.

‘ The best artists of late, in drawing their landscapes, make
them shoot away, one part lower than another. Those who make
their landscapes mount up higher and higher, as if they stood at

the bottom of a hill to take the prospect, commit a great error

;

the best way is to get upon a rising ground, make the nearest

objects in the piece the highest, and those that are farther offto shoot

away lower and lower, till they come almost level with the line of

horizon, lessening everything proportionably with its distance, and
observing also to make the objects fainter and less distinct the

farther they are removed from the eye. He must make all his

lights and shades fall one way, and let everything have its proper

motion
;
as trees shaken by th« wind, the small boughs bending

more, the larger ones less
; water agitated by the wind, and dash-
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ing against ships or boats, or falling from a precipice upon rocks

and stones, and spirting up again into the air and sprinkling all

about
;
clouds also in the air, now gathered with the winds, now

violently condensed into hail, rain, and the like
;
always remember-

ing that whatever motions are caused by the wind must be made
to move all the same way, because the wind can blow but one way
at once.’

‘Such was the state of the public mind and of public

instruction at the time when Claude, Poussin, and Salvator

were in the zenith of their reputation
;
such were the precepts

which, even to the close of the century, it was necessary for a

young painter to comply with during the best part of the years

he gave to study. Take up one of Turner’s views of our

Yorkshire dells, seen from about a bank’s height of expanse

above the sweep of its river, and with it in your hand, side by
side read the old “ Encyclopaedia ” paragraph.’

The following quizzical note, which appeared about 1789,

conveys an idea of the ordinary process of washing in skies to-

water-colour drawings :

—

‘ “ What a fine, clear morning ! I will do my sky. Betty l

tell your mistress, if anyone calls, I can’t be seen—I’m skying.

Betty ! Betty ! bring me up a pan of water, and wash that

sponge : it really is so hot, I cannot lay my colour smooth.

Where’s the flat brush? Oh dear! that Prussian blue is all

curdled.” “ Please, pa, ma says, will you take any refreshment ?
”

“ Get away
!
get away ! how ever can your ma think about

refreshment, when she knows I’m doing my sky? There,

you’ve knocked down my swan’s quill, and how am I to soften

this colour? It will all be dry before you wash out the dirE

Give me that brush. Oh, it is full of indigo ! there is the

horizon spoilt
!

Quick
!
quick ! some water ! Oh, that’s gall l

And the sky is flying away ! Why did your mother send you
here? She might have known that I was skying.” ’

At a late exhibition of early water-colour paintings at the

Society of Arts, I made the following notes upon Turner and
some of his youthful contemporaries :

—

J. A. Gresse is remarkable for simple breadth. John
Cozens (‘ Elba and Chigi Palace at Albano ’) is clear and pure
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in tone
;
in the latter, gleams of light and shade bar the height

on which the palace stands
;
quite an early Turner effect. A.

Davis’s ‘ Landscape ’ is simple and pleasing. Loutherbourg’s
4 Storm ’ is excellent for spirit, effect, and sympathy. Edridge’s

‘ Le Pont Neuf’ is vigorous. 4 Chinese Drawing ’ by Alexander

is neat, delicate, well drawn, and with some atmosphere. J. T.

Serres’s ‘Waterford, 1785’ is pleasing. J. A. Carne’s ‘Wood
Scene ’ shews elegance in composition of trees. M. A. Rooker’s

‘St. Botolph’s Priory’ is full of light. Glover’s ‘Views of

Tivoli ’are marked by good distance. Dayes’s ‘Hyde Park,

with Ranger’s Cottage ’ discloses breadth of light and true dis-

tance. J. Webber’s ‘Near Bala’ is full of light. Girtin’s

‘Jedburgh Abbey’ is monochrome almost; but parts of it are

fine, and the general effect is broad and powerful
;
while his

‘St. Asaph’s Cathedral’ is elegant in arrangement of lines and

treatment of subordinate parts. J. Varley’s ‘ Beddgelert Bridge’

is admirable, with light coming suddenly through mist. Nichol-

son’s ‘ View on the Hill near Ripon ’ is poetical in tone, and

tranquil
;
and in Howell’s ‘ Kilgaran Castle ’ the forms are fine

and the colour is good.

Turner’s ‘ St. Alban’s Abbey ’ struck me as remarkable for

good daylight effect, still more for poetry and power; the

‘ Waterfall,’ for its ponderous motion, though the objects round

it are entirely artificial in colour. In his ‘ Easby Abbey, York-

shire,’ the colour is nearly a deep cold green
;
the warm light

on the ruined wall to the right being rather sudden and limited,

but of a delicious mellow sunset tone.

At a recent Turner exhibition at Manchester, that manly

and honest writer on Art, Mr. Tom Taylor, singled out for

praise first his outline drawings in pen or pencil, slightly washed

in Indian ink or Prussian blue, and next the noble works of his

early manhood— ‘ The Falls of Clyde,’ and ‘ The Loudon,’

wrought out in a narrow scale of colours, but still masterly in

composition, atmosphere, light, and shade, and subordination of

parts to the whole. For poetry he particularised the magni-

ficent ‘ Land’s End ’ and the little vignette ‘ The Bridge ofSighs.*

Turner did not abandon teaching
;
but teaching about this

time probably abandoned Turner. He was too rough and odd
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for fashionable people. As he was not disposed to reveal

guinea secrets for five shillings, he let his pupils paint on as

they liked.

CHAPTER IX.

RISE AND PROGRESS OF WATER-COLOUR PAINTING IN

ENGLAND.

I will here devote a chapter to the origin of the art of water-

colour painting in England.

That accomplished writer on antiquarian art Mr. Scharf

says that the earliest Saxon and Old English MSS. have pas-

sages of transparent colour, either upon white grounds, or

introduced to enrich tempera pictures—that is, pictures painted

in opaque colours. Queen Mary’s Psalter, for instance, in the

British Museum, has its tender and delicate outlines on vellum

enriched with transparent tints .
1

The old Italian masters (as we see by the beautiful draw-

ings in the Louvre and elsewhere) were in the habit of tingeing

the glorious creatures they had built up and vivified with

green and brown tints, by way of accentuating the shadows

already expressed with the chalk point or the reed pen.

Raphael’s angelic drawings are pure water-colours, heigh-

tened with washes of sepia and bistre .
2 The Flemings also

painted tapestry on cloth or linen dipped in gum-water, and

then strained on frames. The same principle is seen in the

illuminated books and paintings of King Rene of Anjou;

the weak dilettante monarch whom Scott brings so clearly

before us in ‘Anne of Geierstein.’ His landscape and drapery

painting was all the result of water-colour painting, probably

derived from Flanders.

To return to the Italians: Raphael’s grand portrait of

1 The MS. Life of King Edward the Confessor, in the library of

Trinity College, Cambridge, exhibits the same technical peculiarities and

glazings.

3 Sir Charles Eastlake quotes a MS. of Alcherius, of the date of 1410,

mentioning the fact that London artists painted in transparent water-colours

tempered with gum arabic.
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Timoteo della Vite, now in the British Museum, shews the

effect of transparent washes of colour
;
but Jordaens really was

one of the first artists to attempt varieties and intensities of

colour. Ostade and Rembrandt continued the process with

great success
;
and pen-washed drawings of Rembrandt are also

frequently found. In these Dutch drawings the high lights

are not marked with opaque white, but are left on the light

paper.

In England water-colour drawings were from the first found

to be the quickest and best way of taking topographical views,

as the originals then served as copies for the print-colourer.

The opinions entertained by Mr. Redgrave, an excellent

authority upon the subject of the origin of English water-colour

art, are most true and valuable. He says that for water-colour

miniatures the English were always celebrated from the earliest

times, even on the Continent. Hillyard, the two Olivers,

Hoskins, and Cooper were the best masters of this art; they

used opaque pigments, but inclined chiefly to transparent

colours, in which respect they resembled the missal painters.

Water-colour art declined in Charles lids time.

Opaque pigments tempered with water were used by Lam-
bert, the scene painter, and Taverner, whom Walpole foolishly

compared to Poussin. Paul Sandby also painted sometimes in

solid opaque colour; but from what was called stained drawing

modem water-colour art really emerged. By this method topo-

graphic drawings were carefully wrought up in Indian ink, and

a few tints of pale local colour added timidly as a finish. The
South Kensington collection shows specimens by Rooker,

executed in 1795; Hearne, in 1796; and Payne, about the

same date. Of about the same period there are examples of

Ibbetson, 1795; Pococke, 1790; Weber, circa 1790-1 ;
and

Alexander, 1796. To this style of art Hearne and Rooker
(like Prout and Nash afterwards) added pen outlines drawn in

before the colour was applied. This pen-drawing (perhaps in

Edridge's manner) was frequently adopted by Girtin; but latterly

he took to drawing with his brush only.

Cozens was one of the first men to break away from this

coloured print practice to a blue and grey monochrome, feeble,
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yet exquisitely delicate and poetically beautiful. Turner and

Girtin, however, were the real founders of the art. Turner’s

earliest works (executed when he was sixteen) shew negative

tints and pale colour of the stained drawing kind. The
‘Malmesbury Abbey,’ dated 1791, and a view of Cook’s Folly,

on the River Avon, have the local colours added. The latter

work, though probably of the same date, evidences a rising

genius for colour.

About 1795 the mode of working water colours began to

change. Monochrome being abandoned, the local colour was

laid on at once on its proper spot, and shadowed and tinted

with graduated tones varied by reflections. The old practice

was reversed: the local tints were first laid in, and the shadows

added after. Paintings by Girtin, before 1802, attest the

change, as does Turner’s magnificent ‘ Edinburgh/ painted in

1804.

‘ The grey ground is no longer used in its entirety as a pre-

paratory method, but is judiciously confined to the large and

broad masses of shadow, as on the castle in the distance, the

bridge and buildings in the middle ground, and the mass of the

rock on the left of the picture; in the lights local colours are

laid on primarily, and advanced by their own neutralised tints

or shadows.
* But even in this fine work it may be presumed that the flat

masses ofgrey tint were judiciously retained to supply the broad

cool masses of sun-setting shadow, since we find in a picture by

F. Stevens, if the date (1806) is correct, how completely the art

had thrown off the trammels of the old manner. The transition

period was a short one; and a painting by John Smith, dated

1803, and the works by Prout, may be studied to illustrate it.

Powder, brilliancy, and truth were so evidently the result of the

new manner that it soon superseded the old one
; and such

works could no longer be classed, as heretofore, as drcnvings,

but began to take rank as water-colour paintings. Water

colour, as thus practised, has an innate brilliancy arising from

the transparency of the colours and the pure white ground of

paper beneath them. This constitutes much of its peculiar

excellence, subjoined to delicacy and refinement/
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Writers on Art differ widely about many things, but about

none more than the true origin of water-colour drawing. The
missal painters, it is true, employed water colours

;
but it is to

Holland and the Bloemarts, Everdingen, and others that we
really owe the chief improvement and the extension of the pro-

cess for modern uses. Van Huyssen painted landscapes in

water colours. Towards 1800 the new art broke away from

mere topographic record, and culminated (but not suddenly) in

Turner. Cozens used transparent colour timidly yet beautifully,

washing it over drawings already made out in neutral blue tints.

Poetry, delicacy of colour, and repose are his great characteris-

tics. Nicolson, whom Turner imitated before he established

his own individual style, was famous for coasts with stormy

seas; and in his later works, as in the * Waterfall of Rhaider

Mawr/ he resorted to the new method of rubbing and cutting

out. Cristall, about 1814, and Turner as early as 1808, wiped

and picked out freely, with no hesitation. John Varley was

famous for the firmness of his broad washes, the quietness of

their unbroken surfaces, and the transparency and tenderness

of his skies. He was among the first to practise the art of

obtaining deep tone by keeping the paper he worked on con-

stantly moist. Of Turner’s best works at South Kensington,
* Eastby Abbey/ of which the tone is subdued, shews him

distancing his contemporaries; and ‘ Hornby Castle, Lincoln-

shire/ reveals nearly his highest powers
;
while ‘ Edinburgh ’

and the ‘Mist in the Valley’ are fine examples of a later

period.

In 1805, when Turner was in his thirtieth year, the water-

colour painters had grown strong enough to brave the Academy
and open an exhibition of their own. They complained that

their small transparent pictures were crowded out into comers

by the large, pretentious oil pictures, which made their simple

works appear poor, thin, and flimsy. Resolved to do justice to

themselves, they held their first meeting to consult on the

matter at the rooms of a well-known miniature painter named
Shelley, a protege of Sir Joshua, and, subsequently obtaining the

adhesion of toe other members of their profession, arranged to

open an exhibition, limited to water-colour paintings executed
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by the members of the new society only. Accordingly the first

exhibition of the Society of Painters in Water Colours was

opened to the public on April 22, 1805, at the rooms built by

Vandergucht, the engraver, afterwards a picture seller, in Lower

Brook Street, Grosvenor Square. After a time their exhibitions

were removed to Bond Street, and next to Spring Gardens; and

finally, on the changes made in that neighbourhood under the

direction of Nash, the architect, to the rooms in Pall Mall East,

where the annual exhibition continues still to be held. The
original members were G. Barrett, J. Cristall, W. J. Gilpin, J.

Glover, W. Havell, R. Hills, J. Hoiworthy, J. C. Nattes, F.

Nicholson, W. H. Pyne, S. Rigaud, S. Shelley, J. Varley, and

C. Varley, W. F. Wells.

Girtin >ad died three years before; the very year, in fact, in

which Turner became a Royal Academician. Turner now was all

intent on earning fame by oil painting, and he was, moreover,

obliged to exhibit at the Academy, to which he remained always

loyal.

Not having to depend entirely on topographic works, and

with the aid of patrons, water-colour artists now rapidly advanced

the new art. Many improvements in execution were effected,

and several ingenious artifices originated. Of these the most

important, Mr. Redgrave says, were due to the genius of

Turner. Girtin had introduced coarse paper
;

Varley had

attained deeper tones; and Cozens had secured matchless sim-

plicity and purity: but Turner, versatile, thoughtful, and inven-

tive, discovered a hundred different means of obtaining new
effects. Scratching and scraping he invented for himself, besides

improving the inventions of others. He was the first to take

out lights from masses of colour by means of bread, which

startled and delighted his rivals and friends when he exhibited

works so treated; he used repeated washings, as Robson and
others did later, to obtain a granulated surface; he stippled, as

the cattle painter Hills afterwards did to excess.

Turner seldom, if ever, cared to sacrifice the purity and

transparency of his beautiful material by loading with opaque

colour in hopes of obtaining crispness and solidity. He never

tried to rival oil ; he never used gum or body colour, or but
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rarely
; and he never forgot that oil and water have each their

own individual beauties, excellences, and drawbacks.

With the extension of water-colour painting, and the increase

of professors of the art, arose the necessity for a special exhi-

bition
;
and, accordingly, in the year 1832 was formed a society

called the New Society of Painters in Water Colours. They
adopted the same principles as the older society of exhibiting

only the works of members.

When Turner was only thirteen he employed himself in

copying pictures by Morland in oil
;
but ‘ Moonlight at Mill-

bank,’ exhibited in 1797, when he was twenty-two, was his first

oil-picture introduced to the public, as ‘ Lambeth Palace ’ was

his first water-colour drawing similarly submitted. Another

production pertaining to the same year was suspended in the

ante-room in the company of his four architectural drawings.

‘ Morning among the Coniston Fells,’ which was his effort the

next year, revealed his powers as a painter; whereas, in the

anxiety to avoid over-transparency and slightness of manner,

his first essays in oil were dark and heavy.

In 1844 he exhibited ‘ Van Tromp’s Shallop at the Entrance

of the Scheldt,’ and ‘ Rain, Steam, and Speed : the Great

Western Railway.’ The latter is a fine effect of a train visible

in a shower of rain, with a hare running before the engine ;

the velocity of the train being expressed by the large intervals

between the puffs of steam. With the lapse of time, unfortu-

nately, the beautiful sky has become sadly discoloured.

CHAPTER X.

TURNER IN YORKSHIRE.

Turner liked Kent, but there was no county in England to

which he was so deeply attached as he was to Yorkshire.

There his first great successes had been gained, and there he had

found his kindest patrons. Moreover, it was on the wolds and

beside the banks of the Wharfe that he first (after Wales) saw

really wild scenery.

His first visit to Yorkshire cannot, I think, be placed earlier
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than 1797, when he was twenty-two
;
and in 1798 he exhibited

4 Autumnal Morning, Winesdale, Yorkshire
;

* 4 Refectory of

Kirkstall Abbey ;
’ and 4 Dormitory, Fountains Abbey.’ In

1798 he contributed drawings of Sheffield and Wakefield to

Walker’s 4 Itinerant;’ and in 1800 Whitaker’s 4 Parish of

Whalley ’ had several by him, among which was one of Farnley.

The early Yorkshire efforts that I have seen are very fine, and

chiefly in the Girtin manner ; the hot and cold colour strongly

opposed, but both hot and cold melted into one fine and

solemn harmony of tone.

One of his oldest and dearest friends was Mr. Fawkes, of

Farnley Hall, near Otley, in Yorkshire. With this kind and

hospitable squire he became acquainted about 1802, in the

course of one of his early topographical tours in the country,

made for the purpose either of visiting Richmond for Whittaker,

or of sketching for Lord Harewood, who lived not far from

Fawkes.

Some ten thousand pounds’ worth of his water-colour draw-

ings and oil pictures still adorn the walls of Farnley.

The early oil pictures founded on Yorkshire sketches are, as

Mr. Ruskin describes them, solemn and simple in subject,

gloomy in chiaroscuro, and brown in tone. The drawing is

manly, but careful
;
the minutiae often are exquisitely delicate.

The best of these pictures are generally mere views, or unam-

bitious, quiet, detached thoughts, such as the 4 Calder Bridge,’ the

property of Mr. Bicknell. He had not yet founded his system

of colour
;
he was feeling his way by a series of experiments.

Turner never sketched much in oil
;

he always got the

colour too brown, as he once told his travelling companion Mr.

Munro. When the executors were examining his boxes after

his death, they suddenly came upon several oil sketches. 4 Now/
said Sir Charles Eastlake, 4 we shall find many more of these,

for I remember being with Turner once in Devonshire, when
he made sketches in oil.’ But no more were found. He gene*

rally preferred the pencil-point, writing in here and there the

colours and effects.

4 In this respect he had,’ writes Mr. Ruskin, 4 some peculiar

views induced by early associations. His first conceptions of
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mountain scenery seem to have been taken from Yorkshire;

and its rounded hills, far-winding rivers, and broken limestone

scars to have formed a type in his mind to which he sought, as

far as might be obtained, some correspondent imagery in all

other landscapes. Hence he almost always preferred to have a

precipice low down on the hill- side, rather than near the top

;

liked an extent of rounded slope above, and the vertical cliff to

water or valley, better than the slope at the bottom and wall at

the top ;
and had his attention early directed to those horizontal,

or comparatively horizontal, beds of rock which usually form

the faces of precipices in the Yorkshire dales; not, as in the

Matterhorn, merely indicated by veined colouring on the surface

of the smooth cliff, but projecting, or mouldering away, in

definite succession of ledges, cornices, or steps.

‘ This decided love of the slope or bank above the wall,

rather than below it, is one of Turner’s most marked idiosyn-

crasies, and gives a character to his composition as distinguished

from that of other men
;
perhaps more marked than any which

are traceable in other features of it (except, perhaps, in his pear-

shaped ideal of trees, of which more hereafter). For when
mountains are striking to the general eye, they almost always

have the high crest or wall of cliff on the top of their slopes,

rising from the plains first in mounds of meadow-land, and

bosses of rock, and studded softenings of forest
;
the brown

cottages peeping through grove after grove, until, just where

the deep shade of the pines becomes blue or purple in the haze

of height, a red wall of upper precipice rises from the pasture

land, and greets the sky with glowing serration. . . .

‘ Now, although in many of his drawings Turner acknow-

ledges this structure, it seems always to be with some degree of

reluctance; whereas he seizes with instant eagerness, and every

appearance of contentment, on forms of mountain which are

rounded into banks above, and cut into precipices below, as is

the case in most elevated tablelands, in the chalk coteaux of

the Seine, the basalt borders of the Rhine, and the lower gorges

of the Alps;’ so that Turner literally humbled the grander Swiss

mountains to make them resemble the Yorkshire scaurs. ‘The
simpler a line is, so that it be cunningly buried within its sim-
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plicities, the grander it is; and Turner likes to enclose all his

broken crags by such a line.’ This was one of the great man’s

mannerisms, as also were his elongated figures and oval elms,

and his flat-topped pines.

* Nevertheless, I cannot but attribute his somewhat wilful

and marked rejection of what sublimity there is in the other

form to the influence of early affections; and sincerely regret

that the fascination exercised over him by memory should have

led him to pass so much of his life in putting a sublimity not

properly belonging to them into the coteaux of Clairmont and

Meauves, and the vine terraces of Bingen and Oberwesel,

leaving almost unrecorded the natural sublimity, which he could

never have exaggerated, of the pine-fringed mountains of the

Isere and the cloudy diadem of the Mont Verd.

‘In all cases of this kind it is difficult to say how far harm

and how far good have resulted from what unquestionably has

in it something of both. It is to be regretted that Turner’s

studies should have been warped by early affection from the

Alps to the Rhine; but the fact of his feeling this early affection,

and being thus strongly influenced by it through his life, is in-

dicative of that sensibility which was at the root of all his

greatness. Other artists are led away by foreign sublimities

and distant interests, delighting always in that which is most

markedly strange and quaintly contrary to the scenery of their

homes. But Turner evidently felt that the claims upon his

regard possessed by those places which first had opened to him

the joy and the labour of his life could never be superseded. No
Alpine cloud could efface, no Italian sunshine outshine, the

memory of the pleasant dales and days of Rokeby and Bolton;

and many a simple promontory dim with southern olive, many
a lone cliff that stooped unnoticed over some alien wave, was

recorded by him with a love and delicate care that were the

shadows of old thoughts and long-lost delights, whose charm

yet hung like morning mist about the chanting waves of YVharfe

and Greta.

‘ The first instance, therefore, of Turner’s mountain drawing

was from those shores of YVharfe, which, I believe, he never

could revisit without tears; nay, which, for all the latter part of
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his life, he never could speak of but his voice faltered. We
will now examine this instance with greater care.

‘It is first to be remembered that, in every one of his

English or French drawings, Turner’s mind was, in two great

instincts, at variance with itself. The affections of it clung, as

we have just seen, to humble scenery and gentle mildness of

pastoral life. But the admiration of it was, more than any other

artist’s whatsoever, fostered on largeness of scale. With all his

heart he was attached to the narrow meadows and rounded

knolls of England; by all his imagination he was urged to the

reverence of endless vales and measureless hills; nor could any

scene be too contracted for his love, or too vast for his ambition.

Hence, when he returned to English scenery after his first

studies in Savoy and Dauphine, he was continually endeavour-

ing to reconcile old fondnesses with new sublimities.’

The attachment of Turner to place, the debt of gratitude he

felt for special localities, was a very marked feature of his cha-

racter. Kent he loved, because at Dover and Margate he

had made his earliest drawings, and at Rochester his earliest,

or one of his earliest, efforts in oil. Devonshire he loved, be-

cause his race came from there, and because he had there

collected the materials for his grand picture of 1 Crossing the

Brook.’ But he loved Yorkshire, because from its ruined

abbeys he had gathered the chief treasures of his ‘ Liber,’ and

because there among pleasant friends he had found the past and

present times in the most striking juxtaposition. Long years

afterwards he delighted to reproduce Scarborough and Whitby
;

and our only regret is that he died without illustrating Words-

worth’s beautiful poem of the ‘ White Doe of Rylstone ’ with a

complete panorama of the lovely Wharfe scenery. On this

subject we cannot quote a higher authority than Mr. Ruskin:

—

‘ The scenery whose influence I can trace most definitely

throughout his works, varied as they are, is that of Yorkshire
;

of all his drawings, I think those of the Yorkshire series have

the most heart in them, the most affectionate, simple, unwearied,

serious finishing of truth. There is in them little seeking after

effect, but a strong love of place ; little exhibition of the artist’s

own powers or peculiarities, but intense appreciation of the
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smallest local minutiae. These drawings have unfortunately

changed hands frequently, and have been abused and ill-treated

by picture dealers and cleaners : the greater number of them are

now mere wrecks. I name them not as instances, but as proofs

of the artist’s study in this district
;

for the affection to which

they owe their excellence must have been grounded long years

before. It is, I believe, to those broad wooded steeps and
swells of the Yorkshire downs that we in part owe the singular

massiveness that prevails in Turner’s mountain drawing, and

gives it one of its chief elements of grandeur. I am in the

habit of looking to the Yorkshire drawings as indicating one of

the culminating points in Turner’s career. In these he attained

the highest degree of what he had up to that time attempted

—

namely, finish and quantity of form united with expression of

atmosphere, and light without colour. His early drawings are

singularly instructive in this definiteness and simplicity of aim/

Of Turner’s early love for Yorkshire Mr. Ruskin in another

place writes beautifully:

—

1 At last, Fortune wills that the lad’s true life shall begin; and

one summer’s evening, after Turner’s wonderful stage-coach

experiences on the north road, which gave him a love of

stage coaches ever after, he finds himself sitting alone among
the Yorkshire hills. For the first time the silence of Nature

around him, her freedom sealed to him, her glory opened to

him. Peace at last, and freedom at last, and loveliness at last

:

it is here, then, among the deserted vales—not among men ;

those pale, poverty-struck, or cruel faces—that multitudinous

marred humanity—are not the only things which God has

made.

‘Here is something He has made which no one has

marred.
‘ He must be a painter of the strength of Nature

;
there was

no beauty elsewhere than in that
; he must paint also the

labour, sorrow, and passing away of men—their labour, sorrow,

and death/

Turner’s early Yorkshire drawings, such as ‘ Ingleborough/

are of great purity of colour and of infinite beauty. The colour

has a slightly greenish-blue tinge, which, despite its mannerism,

n
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is not unpleasing. The sense of space is great without being

exaggerated, and the detail is wonderfully treated. About
many of the larger ones, such as ‘ Eastby Abbey,’ there is a

deep sense of profound tranquillity and peace.

CHAPTER XI.

turner’s first continental tours.

After labouring, writes Mr. Alaric Watts, for five years as a

patient Academy student at his father’s humble abode in

Maiden Lane, Turner, in 1796, took a house in Hand Court.

During that brief period he exhibited no fewer than fifty-nine

pictures. In 1800, when he was twenty-five years of age, he

removed to ^o. 64 Harley Street—a step which may be re-

garded as indicating improved resources
;
and in the same year

he was elected an Associate of the Royal Academy, at which he

had been an annual exhibitor for ten years. In 1802, the year of

his first foreign tour (the French war having previously debarred

him from travel), he attained the distinction of Royal Acade-

mician. This dignity seems to have aroused his ambition to

the full, for in the same year he exhibited his first oil pictures

—

* Ships Bearing up for Anchorage,’ * Fishermen upon a Stormy

Lee Shore,* and 1 Kilchern Castle, with the Cruchan-Ben Moun-
tains.* His power over his new materials was at once acknow-

ledged.

Bright the artist and Turner once either travelled together

or met on the Continent. They even became intimate, and
Turner is said to have bought pictures of his companion. It

were curious to speculate as to what became of these. Cer-

tainly no tradition exists, known to me, of the purchase by

Turner of any pictures, except Bright’s and Girtin’s. Mr.

Newby Lowson, of Witton-le-Wear, in Durham, also travelled

with Turner, I believe, in Italy. He had the reputation, con-

firmed to me in various quarters, of being a gentleman of great

taste, and of no mean skill as an amateur
; and the presentation
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to him of a picture in water colours may perhaps be accounted

for, independently of these qualifications, by the circumstance

that he acted as paymaster during the tour.

When I think of Turner abroad, I seem to see him wher-

ever I have myself been. I find him on the Cypressed Hill,

looking down from San Miniato on the red-tiled dome of Flo-

rence, on the Arno, and among the sapling trees of the Cascini.

I see him at Naples, where, in the calm sunshine, Vesuvius

feathers up its quiet plume of pure white smoke. I meet him
at Rome under the shadow of the massy double arches of the

Coliseum. I spy him on the Montanvert, watching the keen,

icy Aiguille pierce the sunset. I recognise him on the blue

Moselle, and, as the vessel floats on, dreaming of a still fairer

river and of still more radiant skies. I observe him at Paris,

in Pere la Chaise, looking down upon the little dome of the

Invalides, blue in the distance. Where Schaffhausen thunders,

and where St. Gothard glooms, Turner presents himself to me.

The Rev. Mr. Judkin once met him suddenly at Boulogne,

when he did not relish the blunt * Why, who expected to see

you here?' Mr. Judkin saw no more of him till just as he

was leaving, when he caught a glimpse of him in a boat bobbing

off the shore, drawing in an anxious, absorbed way, and heed-

less of all else. He also met him once on a Margate coach

;

and he found they had been travelling together for some time

without any approach on Turner’s part. When reproved for

his shyness, Turner jocularly exclaimed, ‘ Why, how could I

venture to speak to a great divine ?
*

Mr. Wornum, a great authority, assigns the date of 1801 to

Turner’s first Continental tour; and, according to him, Mr. Newby
Lowson accompanied the painter either on this or on a subse-

quent journey; the condition imposed on the association being

that he never sketched any view of his own selection. Turner,

it is added, did not show his companion a single sketch.

He told one fellow-traveller that to mix oil with water

colours was dangerous, and expressed his dislike of drawing

with pens because they were apt to splutter. He used to stick

wafers on a picture to show the faults. ‘ He preferred to spit in

his powder colours/ is the vigorous phrase of an eye-witness.
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Among Turner’s later coloured sketches, says Mr. Ruskin,

* there was one magnificent series of sketches made on or near

that east and west reach of the Rhine between Constance and

Basle. Most of these were of Rheinfelden, Seckingen, Lauf-

fenbourg, Schaffhausen, and the twin Baden.’

We so seldom succeed in obtaining glimpses of Turner on

his tours that I gladly insert here two letters which show him,

in October and November 1828, hard at work in quiet lodgings,

at No. 12 the Piazza Mignanelli, Rome.
The letter to his old ‘ fat ’ friend Chantrey seems to me full

of kindly fun and outspoken common sense. How whimsically

he criticises Gibson’s superfluous Cupid, and Thorwaldstefi’s

(spelt wrong, of course) love of animals !

To Francis Chantrey
,
R.A.

No. 12 Piazza Mignanelli, Rome:
Nov. 6, 1828.

My dear Chantrey,—I intended long before this (but

you will say, Fudge) to have written ; but even now very little

information have I to give you in matters of Art, for I have

confined myself to the painting department at Corso ; and

having finished one
,
am about the second, and getting on with

Lord E.’s, which I began the very first touch at Rome ; but as

the folk here talked that I would show them not
,
I finished a

small three feet four to stop their gabbling : so now to busi-

ness.

Sculpture, of course, first, for it carries away all the

patronage, so it is said in Rome
; but all seem to share in the

goodwill of the patrons of the day. Gott’s Studio is full.

Wyatt and Rennie, Ewing, Buxton, all employed. Gibson has

two groups in hand, ‘ Venus and Cupid ;
’ and * The Rape of

Hylas,’ three figures, very forward, though I doubt much if it

will be in time (taking the long voyage into the scale) for the

Exhibition, though it is for England. Its style is something

like ‘ The Psyche,’ being two standing figures of nymphs
leaning, enamoured, over the youthful Hylas, with his pitcher.

The Venus is a sitting figure, with the Cupid in attendance;

and if it had wings like a dove, to flee away and be at rest, the

rest would not be the worse for the change. Thorwaldsten is
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closely engaged on the late Pope’s (Pius VII.) monument.

Portraits of the superior animal, man, is to be found in all . In

some the inferior—viz. greyhounds and poodles, cats and

monkeys, &c. &c. . . .

Pray give my remembrances to Jones and Stokes, and

tell him I have not seen a bit of coal stratum for months.

My love to Mrs. Chantrey, and take the same and good

wishes of,

Yours most truly,

J. M. W. Turner.

The letter to Mr. Jones is still more frank and characteristic.

How capital his pretended fit of the spleen at seeing the white

mountains out of which Chantrey had scooped so many thou-

sands ! How considerate his anxiety that his 1 people * at

Queen Anne Street should not be alarmed by exaggerated

reports of his illness !

To GeorgeJones
,
R.A.

Rome: Oct. 13, 1828.

Dear Jones,—Two months nearly in getting to this Terra

Pictura, and at work
; but the length of time is my own fault.

I must see the South of France, which almost knocked me up,

the heat was so intense, particularly at Nismes and Avignon ;

and until I got a plunge into the sea at Marseilles, I felt so

weak that nothing but the change of scene kept me onwards

to my distant point.

Genoa, and all the sea-coast from Nice to Spezzia, is re-

markably rugged and fine
;
so is Massa. Tell that fat fellow

Chantrey that I did think of him, then (but not the first or the

last time) of the thousands he had made out of those marble

craigs which only afforded me a sour bottle ofwine and a sketch

;

but he deserves everything which is good, though he did give

me a fit of the spleen at Carrara.

Sorry to hear your friend Sir Henry Bunbury has lost his

lady. How did you know this? You will answer, of Captain

Napier, at Siena. The letter announcing the sad event arrived

the next day after I got there. They were on the wing—Mrs.

W. Light to Leghorn, to meet Colonel Light, and Captain and
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Mrs. Napier for Naples
; so, all things considered, I determined

to quit instanter, instead of adding to the trouble.

Hope that you have been better than usual, and that the

pictures go on well. If you should be passing Queen Anne
Street, just say I am well and in Rome, for I fear young

Hakewell has written to his father of my being unwell ;
and

may I trouble you to drop a line into the twopenny post to

Mr. C. Heath, 6 Seymour Place, New Pancras Church, or send

my people to tell him that, if he has anything to send me, to

put it up in a letter (it is the most sure way of its reaching me),

directed for me, No. 12 Piazza Mignanelli, Rome, and to which

place I hope you will send me a line? Excuse my troubling

you with my requests of business. Remember me to all friends.

So God bless you. Adieu.

J. M. W. Turner.

Mr. Rippingille, who instituted enquiries in Rome as to the

appreciation of Turner, writes

—

‘ No other country appears to have felt his kind of merit as

it was felt at home, and in this we see the clue to Turner’s

great success and popularity. I do not find that in foreign

countries Turner was at all esteemed. In a subsequent portion

of his life Turner was in Rome, and there exhibited pictures

which (no disgrace, I must say) won him no credit. At the

time he was in the Eternal City, an English tradesman was

living there who made a great to do, and sold English mustard

;

and, when his namesake came and exposed his wares, the

Romans, who are a peculiar class of jokers, proclaimed that

one sold mustard and the other painted it. Some intelligent

Romans, with whom I talked, wondered that the English could

be so devoid of taste as to admire and tolerate such extravagant

productions.’

There is a story told of Turner meeting a well-known water-

colour painter on the Moselle, and fraternising with him. He
even went so far as to invite him to rather a handsome dinner,

whereat the wine passed freely as the comrades discussed the

scenery with enthusiasm. At last it was time to separate, and

Turner and his guest exchanged friendly farewells. The next
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morning the weaker vessel arose late. His first enquiry was if

Monsieur Turner had gone out sketching yet. ‘Left for good at

five o’clock this morning, and said you would settle both bills/

was the petrifying answer.

Home of course returned the artist to give in the last bulletin

of Turner’s meanness
;
not seeing that the whole thing was a

rough practical joke, which no one would have enjoyed more

than the perpetrator himself, had he been the victim.

Mr. John Murray, Byron’s eminent publisher, met Turner

twice
;
once at Dijon and once in the Tyrol. At the latter

place he had much court paid to him by a small official of the

neighbourhood who had a taste for painting. A carriage was
obtained; and away went Turner and his cicerone to visit every

rock worth seeing as a point of view in the valley of the Inn :

but Turner was very careful to let the over-zealous and pro-

bably interested official pay for the carriage. One night he

took up his candle, and wished Mr. Murray good night. The
next morning he was offat day break, without a word of salutation.

It was eccentric, this abruptness ; but, unless he had loaded

Mr. Murray with professions of friendship, we can see no in-

sincerity in it.

One day Mr. G. Jones, having discussed the merits of the

‘ BayofBaiae ’ with a traveller who had recently been there,

was surprised to find that half the scene was sheer invention ;

upon which Mr. Jones playfully wrote on the frame, ‘Splen-

dide Mendax.’ When the inscription caught his eye, Turner

only laughed
;
and when his friend protested that, where he had

planted some hills with vineyards, there was nothing in reality

but a few dry sticks, he observed with a smile that it was all

there, and that all poets were liars. The inscription remained on

the frame of the picture for years
;
Turner never removed it.

Of all his tours, the amplest records pertain to the one

he took with Mr. Munro in 1836; and this one of itself

attests the painter’s almost womanly tenderness for those he

really received into friendship. A serious depression of spirits

having fallen on Mr. Munro, which gradually became a burden

he could not shake off, Turner proposed to divert his mind
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into fresh channels by the expedient of travel. Starting from

a part of France which Turner desired to inspect, and after

visiting Chamouni and Mont Blanc, which he ardently longed

to behold, they went by the Valley of Aosta into Italy, re-

tracing their steps by way of Turin.

Mr. Munro found, as he told me himself, that Turner enjoyed

himself in his way—which was a sort of honest Diogenes way

—

but he disliked teasing questions as to how he got this or that

colour. On one occasion, in the Aosta Valley, he was dis-

satisfied with a sketch, which he altered and sponged till the

drawing got a sort of white greenness about it which was not

pleasant. He became quite fretful thereat, and his abuse of

colour-sketching wound up with the remark, ‘ I could have

done twice as much with the pencil.’ His first enquiry in the

morning, when they started to sketch, was always, * Have you

got the sponge? ’ It was with the sponge that he obtained

many of his misty and aerial effects.

Turner never rhapsodised about scenery, but at some dis-

tance from his companion—generally much higher—applied

himself to work in a silent, concentrated frame of mind. The
superior elevation he required for the purpose of obtaining

greater distance and more of a bird’s-eye view. The sketches

were rapid, and with the aid of his tremendous memory were

completed subsequently, at leisure, at the inn. He had a horror

of what he said Wilson called 1 being too mappy.’ He used

no maul-stick
;
his touch was so sure and decisive, and his

materials were of the rudest—brushes worn away to single

hairs, and now thrice as valuable as they were when new.

If you bore with his way, Mr. Munro said, it was easy to

get on very pleasantly with him. Indeed, there was a sort of

half-resolution come to that the two should visit the East in

company.

It was in the course of this tour that the sketch was taken

which was afterwards converted into his picture (now in Mr.

Munro’s gallery) of the ‘ Avalanche
;

’ one of his grandest and

wildest flights of imagination.

When Mr. Munro gave him a commission for a view of
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modern Rome from a fine point that included the Tiber and

some of the chief antiquities, the artist employed some time

in looking for the place indicated, surprising Sir Charles East-

lake, who was with him, by his solicitude to discover the pre-

cise spot. He had been particularly anxious to comply with

the requirements of ‘ a copy/ not an ideal picture. A £ copy r

was asked for, and a copy he made. So faithful, indeed, has

the painter been in this beautiful picture that he has, even at

some peril to his success, introduced in the left-hand fore-

ground a long monotonous row of modern houses
;
but these

he has so cleverly varied with slant shadows that they become

pleasing and conduct the eye to where it should go—the match-

less distance. It was, I believe, for this painting that Mr.

Munro gave the artist his own price, only 300/. ;
Turner re-

fusing to raise the price beyond that of some other picture

Mr. Munro had had. He was full of these punctilious notions

of justice.

Turner also went to Venice for Mr. Munro, insisting on his

travelling expenses being paid. The commission was for a

drawing ; but, on his return, he brought a large, ambitious

painting, which Mr. Munro never much took to. The artist, who
was greatly mortified at seeing his patron’s disappointment, at

first declined to sell him the picture
;
but at last he consented.

When Mr. Munro got tired of it a few years ago it produced

3,000/.

Among the Turner pictures in Mr. Munro’s collection is a

view of the Forum, a beautiful work of genius. Some black

goats are in the cool grey foreground
; but the church cupola

on the left is rendered unpleasant by being painted in that

mustardy yellow which furnished the wits of modern Rome
with so many jokes. Another is

‘ Cicero’s Villa/ and a third

the ‘Wreck Buoy’— an early picture, on which Turner spent

six laborious days, quite at the end of his life, much to Mr.

Munro’s horror
;
but it came out gloriously with a whitened,

misty sky and a double rainbow.

The last special delight of Turner in foreign travel was the

Lake of Lucerne and the scenery of Mount St. Gothard. Ot
these latter works Mr. Ruskin says :

—
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1 The drawing of the St. Gothard was designed from a

sketch taken in the year 1843; but with it was made another

drawing. Turner made in that year a series of sketches taken

in the neighbourhood of the Pass
;
among others, one of the

Valley of Goldau, covered as it is by the ruins of the Rossberg.

Knowing his fondness for fallen stones, I chose this Goldau

subject as a companion to the “ St. Gothard.”

* It is a subject which, like the “St. Gothard,” is far too full

of detail to admit of reduction. [The engravers found Turner’s

pictures very unprofitable work
;
they were so full and so subtle.]

It is, besides, more than usually difficult to translate this draw-

ing into black and white, because much of the light on the

clouds is distinguished merely by orange or purple colour from

the green greys which, though not darker than the warm hues,

have the effect of shade from their coldness, but cannot be

marked as shade in the engraving without too great increase of

depth. Enough, however, has been done to give some idea of

the elements of Turner’s design.

* Detailed accounts of the Rossberg Fall may be found in

any ordinary Swiss Guide. The only points we have to notice

respecting it are, that the mountain was composed of an indu-

rated gravel disposed in oblique beds sloping towards the valley.

A portion of one of these beds gave way and half filled the

valley beneath, burying five villages, together with the principal

one of Goldau, and partly choking up a little lake, the streamlets

which supplied it forming irregular pools among the fallen frag-

ments. . . . Turner has chosen his position on some of

the higher heaps of ruin, looking down towards the Lake of

Zug, which is seen under the sunset, the spire of the tower of

Aart on its shores just relieved against the light of the waves.
‘ The Rossberg itself, never steep, and still more reduced in

terror by the fall of a portion of it, was not available to him
as a fonn explanatory of the catastrophe

; and even the slopes

of the Righi on the left are not, in reality, as uninterrupted in

their slope as he has drawn them
; but he felt the connexion

of this structure with the ruin amidst which he stood, and brought

the long lines of danger clear against the sunset, and as straight

as its own retiring rays.’
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Turner had a profound sense of the tragic. The beautiful

and the terrible were both at his command. His shipwrecks are

full of terror
;
and from these he is able to pass away into sun-

shine, or leap up in a rainbow, and so scale heaven. Now he

will watch children at play
\
and the same evening, perhaps, he

will draw Rizpah guarding those shrouded skeletons beside the

moon-lit barley-field.

* Turner’s imagination was always instinctively in possession

of those truths which lie deepest, and are most essentially

linked together, in the expression of a scene.’

He did not care for the mere prosaic fact of any place

;

he was no local topographer
;
he did not draw for the towns-

men or villagers. What he tried to do was to crowd into one

drawing all the salient features of the whole neighbourhood.

Knowing how limited Art was, he sought to extend its frontier.

If a steeple is a hundred feet high, it is sometimes necessary to

draw it as if it were three hundred, to convey the effect of its

real measurement.

One or two points connected with these twin drawings, says

Mr. Ruskin, are of yet more touching interest.
1 They are the

last drawings which Turner ever made with unabated power.

The one of the St. Gothard, speaking with strict accuracy, is the

last drawing ;
for that of the Goldau, though majestic to the

utmost in conception, is less carefully finished, and shows, in the

execution of parts of the sky, signs of impatience, caused by

the first feeling of decline of strength. But the Goldau is still

a noble companion to it—more solemn in thought, more sub-

lime in colour, and, in certain points of poetical treatment,

especially characteristic of the master’s mind in earlier days. He
was very definitely in the habit of indicating the association of

any subject with circumstances of death, especially the death of

multitudes, by placing it under one of his most deeply crimsoned

sunset skies. The colour of blood is thus plainly taken for the

leading tone in the storm-clouds above the Slave Ship. It occurs

with similar distinctness in the much earlier picture of “Ulysses

and Polyphemus,” in that of “ Napoleon at St. Helena,” and,

subdued by softer hues, in “The Old Temeraire.” The sky of

this “Goldau” is, in its scarlet and crimson, the deepest in tone of
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all that I know of Turner’s drawings. Another feeling, trace-

able in several of his former works, is an acute sense of the con-

trast between the careless interests and idle pleasures of daily

life, and the state of those whose time for labour, or knowledge,

or delight, is passed for ever. There is evidence of this feeling

in the introduction of the boys at play in the churchyard of

Kirkby Lonsdale, and the boy climbing for his kite above the

little mountain churchyard of Brignall Banks. It is in the same

tone of thought that he has placed here the two figures fishing,

leaning against these shattered flanks of rock—the sepulchral

stones of the great mountain-field of Death.

‘ Another character of these twin drawings, which gives them

especial interest as connected with our enquiries into mediaeval

landscape, is that they are precisely and accurately illustrative

of the two principal ideas of Dante about the Alps. I have

already explained the rise of the first drawing out of Turner’s

early study of “ The Male Bolge ” of the Splugen and the St.

Gothard. The Goldau, on the other hand, might have been

drawn in purposeful illustration of the lines [ofDante] descriptive

of a “ Loco Alpestro.” *

During some three years Turner was associated in the pro-

duction of the * Rivers of France ’ with Leitch Ritchie. They
travelled, however, very little together

;
their tastes in everything

but Art being exceedingly dissimilar. * I was curious,’ says his

companion, ‘ in observing what he made of the objects he selected

for his sketches, and was frequently surprised to find what a

forcible idea he conveyed of a place with scarcely a single correct

detail. His exaggerations, when it suited his purpose to exag-

gerate, were wonderful—lifting up, for instance, by two or three

stories, the steeple or rather stunted cone of a village church

—

and when I returned to London, I never failed to roast him on
this habit. He took my remarks in good part, sometimes indeed

in great glee, never attempting to defend himself otherwise than

by rolling back the war into the enemy’s camp. In my account

of the famous Gilles de Retz I had attempted to identify that

prototype of “ Blue Beard ” with the hero of the nursery story

by absurdly insisting that his beard was so intensely black that

it seemed to have a shade of blue. This tickled the great
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painter hugely ;
and his only reply to my bantering was, his

little sharp eyes glistening the while, “ Blue Beard ! Blue Beard !

Black Beard l
” ’

While missing the true spirit of Italy through slender fami-

liarity with classical and mediaeval history, while changing and

perverting Venice, while robbing the Alps of their sharpness

and even of their snows, Turner thoroughly enjoyed and appre-

ciated the hitherto despised scenery of France. The feeling of

association that some men derive from long reading was not

strong in him
;
but certain places affected him deeply. From

his childhood France must have been much in his mind. She

was our old, steadfast enemy
;
and our victories over her had

been the subject of his juvenile conversation. Napoleon’s won-

derful career had imparted a deep interest to France ; and he

wished to convey to Englishmen a sense of its outward aspect,

for as yet it had had no landscape painter. On this subject

Mr. Ruskin pronounces

—

1 Of all foreign countries Turner has most entirely entered

into the spirit of France
;
partly because here he found more

fellowship of scene with his own England
,

1 partly because an

amount of thought which will miss of Italy or Switzerland will

fathom France, partly because there is in the French foliage and

forms of ground much that is especially congenial with his own
peculiar choice of form. To what cause it is owing I cannot

tell, nor is it generally allowed or felt ; but of the fact I am cer-

tain, that for grace of stem and perfection of form in their trans-

parent foliage the French trees are altogether unmatched ; and

their modes of grouping and massing are so perfectly and con-

stantly beautiful, that I think, of all countries for educating an

artist to the perception of grace, France bears the bell
; and

that not romantic nor mountainous France, not the Vosges, nor

Auvergne, nor Provence ; but lowland France, Picardy, and

Normandy, the valleys of the Loire and Seine, and even the

district so thoughtlessly and mindlessly abused by English travel-

lers as uninteresting, traversed between Calais and Dijon
;
of

which there is not a single valley but is full of the most lovely

1 And partly because France was the cheapest country to visit, and the

most accessible.
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pictures, nor a mile from which the artist may not receive instruc-

tion ; the district immediately above Sens being perhaps the

most valuable, from the grandeur of its lines of poplars and the

unimaginable finish and beauty of the tree-forms in the two

great avenues without the walls. Of this kind of beauty Turner

was the first to take cognizance, and he still remains the only,

but in himself the sufficient, painter of French landscape/

Mr. Ruskin ranks many of the subjects included in the

‘Rivers of France’ among Turner’s most successful works of

the class, and refers to them as helping very materially to illus-

trate the principles of his art. We transcribe a few of his

remarks :

—

* “ Chateau Gaillard.” Black figures and boats
;
points of

shade; sun touches on castle and wake of boat; of light. See

how the eye rests on both, and observe how sharp and separate

all the lights are, falling in spots edged by shadow, but not

melting off into it.

‘“Orleans.” The crowded figures supply both points of

shade and light. Observe the delicate middle tint of both in

the whole mass of buildings, and compare this with the black-

ness of Canaletti’s shadows, against which neither figures nor

anything else can ever tell as points of shade.
‘ “ Blois.” White figures in boats, buttresses of bridge,

dome of church on the right for light
; woman on horseback,

heads of boats, for shadow. Note especially the isolation of

the light on the church dome. “ Chateau de Blois.” Torches

and white figures for light ; roof of chapel and monks’ dresses

for shade. “ Beaugency.” Sails and spire, opposed to buoy

and boats. An exquisite instance of brilliant, sparkling, isolated

touches of morning light. “ Amboise.” White sail and clouds

;

cypresses under castle. “ Chateau of Amboise.” The boat in

the centre, with its reflections, needs no comment. Note the

glancing lights under the bridge. This is a very glorious and

perfect instance.

“‘St. Julien, Tours.” Especially remarkable for its pre-

servation of deep points of gloom, because the whole picture is

one of extended shade.’

From the same series of plates Mr. Ruskin enumerates a
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few examples of chiaroscuro more especially deserving of study

— namely, ‘Scene between Quilleboeuf and Villequier;’ ‘ Hon-

fieur;’ ‘The Siene between Nantes and Vernon;’ ‘The Lan-

tern of St. Cloud
;

*
‘ Confluence of the Seine and Marne

;
’ and

4 Troyes.’ He also instances the following :

—

‘ “ Jumieges.” The haze of sunlit rain of this most magni-

ficent picture, the gradual retirement of the dark wood into its

depth, and the sparkling and evanescent light which sends its

variable flashes on the abbey, figures, foliage, and foam, require

no comment. They speak home at once. But there is added

to this noble composition an incident which may serve us at

once for a further illustration of the nature and forms of cloud,

and, for a final proof, how deeply and philosophically Turner

has studied them. We have on the right of the picture the

steam and the smoke of a passing steamboat. Now, steam is

nothing but an artificial cloud in the process of dissipation
;

it

is as much a cloud as those of the sky itself—that is, a quantity

of moisture rendered visible in the air by imperfect solution.

Accordingly, observe how exquisitely irregular and broken are

its forms, how sharp and spray-like ; but with the convex side

to the wind, the sharp edge on that side, the other soft and

lost. Smoke, on the contrary, is an actual substance, existing

independently in the air, a solid opaque body, subject to no

absorption but that of tenuity. Observe its volumes ; there is

no breaking up or disappearing here; the wind carries its

elastic globes before it, but does not dissolve nor break them.

Equally convex and void of angles on all sides, they are the

exact representations of the clouds of old masters, and serve at

once to show the ignorance and falsehood of the latter, and

the accuracy of study which has guided Turner to the truth.’

Mr. Ruskin also instances the following subjects from plates

contained in the same volume, as remarkable examples of the

varied effects of light given by Turner:— ‘ Beaugency,’ as

representing the sun half an hour risen
;
cloudless sky. ‘ Lan-

tern of St. Cloud
;
’ midday, serene and bright, with streaky

clouds. ‘ Amboise ;
’ sun setting, detached, light cirri, and clear

air. ‘ Troyes
;

’ sun setting, cloudless ; new moon. ‘ Caudebec
; (

sun just set; sky covered with clouds; new moon setting.
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, Montjean ;’ sun five minutes set, serene
; new moon. 1 Chateau

de Blois
;

* sun a quarter of an hour set, cloudless. ‘ Clairmont
;

*

sun half an hour set; light cirri. ‘ St. Julien, Tours
;

’ an hour

after sunset; no moon; torchlight. ‘Nantes;’ the same hour,

moon rising. ‘Calais;’ midnight; moonless, with lighthouses.

For grand simplicity of treatment he refers to Honfleur,

and the scene between Clairmont and Mauves ; the latter more
especially for its expression of the furrowing of the hills by

descending water, the complete roundness and symmetry of

their curves, and the delicate and sharp shadows which are

cast in the undulating ravines
;

* Caudebec ’ being cited parti-

cularly as an example of the mode by which the height of

the observer above the river is indicated by the loss of the

reflections on the banks.

Turner’s illustrations to Rogers’s ‘Italy’ have never been

equalled. The poet-artist’s best work is there engraved in the

best manner and printed on the costliest paper. The figures

and animals—such as the banditti, the dogs, and the monks,

the boating party on Como, the goats on the Campagna, are

among the best he ever drew; the Alps and the Lake of

Geneva, his Moonlight and his Rome, are gems. All that he

liked to do best he seems to have done then. The Moonlight

is serener, the Rome more solid, and the Venice more fairy-like

than anyone else’s Rome, Venice, or Moonlight ever was.

CHAPTER XII.

TURNER AT HAMMERSMITH AND TWICKENHAM.

In 1808, the year in which Turner was appointed Professor of

Perspective in the Royal Academy, he removed to the Upper
Mall, Hammersmith, but without giving up the old house

in Harley Street. His attachment to the river no doubt led

to this westward flitting, and it is surmised that he also

desired to be near Loutherbourg, a German artist, whose daring

effects of fire and storm he much admired.

Loutherbourg, who was born at Strasbourg in 1730, came to
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England in 1771 ; was made Academician in 1779, when his

future admirer was only four years old; and died in 1812, a year

or so before Turner went to live at Twickenham. His most

famous pictures were ‘ The Destruction of the Armada/ ‘ The
Fire of London/ and ‘Lord Howe’s Victory’ (1794). His

drawings are neat and correct, and often shaded in blue.

Loutherbourg was a book-illustrator, a landscape-artist, and

Garrick’s chief scene-painter. His effects of tempest and fire

led to many of Turner’s efforts in the same manner. Wright of

Derby, in his lamplight effects, was merely imitating in a

vigorous way Schalcken and other Dutch painters
;
but Louther-

bourg was one of the first to carry such effects into the regions

of landscape-painting; and Turner, who was too cautious to

tell many secrets, was not too proud to learn of anyone.

Loutherbourg’s greatest effort was a combination of scene-

painting and landscape, which he exhibited under the designa-

tion of the ‘ Eidophusikon.’ It was the panorama of that day,

and attracted the popular favour first, I believe, in Panton

Square, and latterly at Exeter Change. It followed Hubert

Stoppelaer’s Patagonian Theatre, for which Dibdin wrote pieces,

and which succeeded Powell’s puppet-show, whose performance

in Salisbury Square is so often mentioned in the early numbers

of the ‘ Spectator.’ The origin of the Eidophusikon is to be
sought in the reduction of De Loutherbourg’s salary as scene-

painter for Covent Garden on Garrick’s retirement from the

stage.

Gainsborough was a passionate admirer of this exhibition ••

and Reynolds, who was a frequent visitor, recommended all

his lady sitters to take their daughters there to observe

the wonderful effects and to improve their taste. De Louther-

bourg, who had studied in the Alps, the Pyrenees, and his own
Alsatian mountains, was the first foreigner who had the courage

to proclaim that ‘ no English landscape-painter needed foreign

travel to collect grand prototypes for his study.’

In his curious book entitled ‘ Wine and Walnuts ’ Mr. Pyne
describes the stage as little more than six feet wide and eight

deep
;
yet the horizon seemed miles distant. The opening

scene represented the view from the summit of One Tree Hill,

I
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m Greenwich Park, looking up the Thames towards London,

On one side rose Flamstead House
;
on the right was Green-

wich Hospital, with its cupolas cut out of pasteboard
;
and in

the rear of scattered groups of trees were the towns of Green-

wich and Deptford, with the long shores stretching from Poplar

to Chelsea. Behind were the hills of Hampstead, Highgate,

and Harrow, with the Port of London, crowded with shipping,

in the middle distance. The heathy foreground, the sand-pit,

and lichens were formed of broken cork. At first the scene

was dim
;
then came daybreak, with a faint vapourish-grey and

a gleam of living saffron, brightening by degrees till at last the

sun rose, lighting the tree-tops and gilding the vanes, and the

whole scene was bathed in the light of day.

The clouds, which waved with the appearance of nature,

were painted in semi-transparent colours, and could be lighted

by Argand lamps behind and before. The linen on which

they were painted, it may be explained, was stretched on large

frames, which rose diagonally by a winding-machine. De
Loutherbourg excelled in representing clouds

;
and in this ex-

hibition their varied motion and density were accurately repro-

duced. The lamps on the stage were above the proscenium,

invisible to the spectators
;
and before them were introduced

slips of stained glass, by the shifting of which natural or super-

natural tints could be thrown over the scene.

The ‘ picturesque by sound * was also theatrically called in to

aid the effect of the scene. In the ‘ Storm at Sea and Loss of

the Halsewell Indiaman ’ Loutherbourg imitated the signals of

distress, which he produced from a large tambourine, with a

whalebone spring attached to it headed with sponge. The
thunder was imitated by shaking a large sheet of thin copper

hung to a chain
;
and the waves, carved in soft wood, were

coloured and varnished so as to reflect the lightning. A machine

regulated the speed of their revolution, and each one turned on
its own axis, and in a contrary direction to its neighbour. The
vessels were beautifully modelled and correctly rigged, those to

the rear being coloured to suit the required aerial perspective.

The rush of the waves was simulated by an octagonal paste-

board box full of shelves, which, charged with shells and peas,
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was; ground round. The wind was imitated by silk strainers,

that gave out a sort of hollow whistling sound
;
and the rain

and hail, by revolving tubes filled with small seeds and beads.

One of the most interesting scenes represented an Italian

seaport
;
the waves calm, the moon pure and cold, and the moun-

tains and wTater contrasting with a picturesque lighthouse situ-

ated on a jutting promontory of broken rock. The red light

of the lantern lit one-half the water, while the moon silvered

the other half ; in the foreground was moving shipping, and a

fleet in the offing, which slowly melted into air. The clouds,

which at intervals were painted opaque, rolled now luminous,

now obscure. But the grandest tableau was reserved for the

conclusion. It represented Hell, with Satan arraying his troops

on the banks of the Fiery Lake, and Pandemonium .rising as

described by Milton. De Loutherbourg had already been very

successful with effects of fire in Garrick’s Theatre. First the

spectator saw rising an immeasurable vista stretching, between

snowy mountains, and a dark chaotic mass, which gradually

assumed form till it appeared a vast and gorgeous temple of

molten brass. It changed to a sulphurous blue, next to red,

then to a lurid paleness, and ultimately to the dreadful white

heat of a raging fiery furnace
;
and all this time the room was

filled with groans and thunder, and the sounds of rain and of

lashing waves.

De Loutherbourg, however, was beyond his age
;
the exhi-

bition lasted only twro seasons
;
and the painter degenerated

into a disordered enthusiast who conceived he could cure all

diseases by prayer. On a certain occasion he invited by adver-

tisement the sick of London to come at a day and hour named,

and be healed. They responded to the invitation in hundreds;

but, finding after some time that they remained uncured, they

commenced a riot, and all but pulled the house down about

the madman’s foolish ears.

It is said that Mrs. Loutherbourg grew very jealous of

Turner’s frequent visits to her husband, and that at last, sus-

pecting the young painter was obtaining all her husband’s

secrets from him, she shut the door in his face and roughly

refused him admittance.
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* At the beginning of the century Turner had a place at

Hammersmith Mall,’ writes a friend. ‘ The garden, which ran

down to the river, terminated in a summer-house
;
and here,

out in the open air, were painted some of his best pictures.

It was here that my father, who then resided at Kew, be-

came first acquainted with him
;
and expressing his surprise

that Turner could paint under such circumstances, he remarked

that lights and room were absurdities, and that a picture could

be painted anywhere. His eyes were remarkably strong. He
would throw down his water-colour drawings on the floor of the

summer-house, requesting my father not to touch them, as he

could see them there, and they would be drying at the same

time.’

It was here Mr. Trimmer remembers walking, when a child,

with his father and Turner at night under the blaze of the great

comet. Turner was fond of children
;
and children reciprocated

the affection.

In 1813 or 1814 he secured acottageat Twickenham, which

was introduced by Havell into one of his drawings for the issue

of Cooke’s ‘ Thames Scenery ’ for the latter year. He lived in

it more or less until 1826, when he sold it to a Mr. Ford.

Probably he found it inconvenient to be so far from the Academy,

and from the engravers, and his patrons the Art publishers. A
bom Londoner always grumbles at London, and yet, when
absent, pines for it.

The powder tax that the Tories imposed in 1795 (when

Turner was twenty) drove out wigs, for the simple republican

manners of the Revolution had already undermined and spoiled

the barber’s foolish trade. The paternal Turner gave up his

shop some time between this and 1800, in which year his son

went to live in Harley Street, and removed with him to Twick-

enham. ‘ The old man latterly,’ says Mr. Trimmer, 1 was his

son’s willing slave, and had to strain his pictures, and varnish

them when finished
;
which made Turner say that his father

began and finished his pictures for him. But I doubt if he

varnished many pictures; few of them, I believe, were varnished

at all
; still he was of great assistance to his son, and I think

it was Mr. Turner the engraver who told me that, once making
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bold to enter Turner’s studio, he found the old man on his

knees colouring a canvas, when Turner made his appearance,

and good-humouredly trundled out the visitor, telling him he was

on forbidden ground. Turner was much attached to his father,

and at his death stayed with us a few days at Heston for change

of scene. He was fearfully out of spirits, and felt his loss, he

said, like that of an only child. When at Sandycomb Lodge,

Turner senior was much respected, and I was told by the

vicar that he was a regular attendant at the parish church. As
he advanced in years, his son had him with him in London,

and sold the place at Twickenham, much to the old man’s

dislike. I have heard Turner censured for it
;
but he told my

father that ‘ Dad ’ was always working in the garden and

catching cold, and required looking after. Turner never ap-

peared the same man after his father’s death
;

his family was

broken up. Phrenologically speaking, the father had the

better skull of the two.’

The father is described to me as very like his son in the face,

particularly as to the nose. He was a little, thin, common-
looking old man, very short, and endowed with all the tonsorial

loquacity. He had a habit of nervously jumping up on his

toes every two or three minutes (St. Vitus !), which rather asto-

nished strangers. The father and son lived on very friendly

terms together
;
and the elder attended to the gallery, showed

in visitors, and took care of the dinner, if he did not himself

cook it. That he ever received the shillings at the door is, I

believe, entirely untrue, though, had they been offered to him,

X fear the temptation might have been too much for him to

resist.

Scon after Turner first went to Solus Lodge at Twickenham

a friend met the old man, very disconsolate, in Queen Anne
Street. The cost of coming up daily to open the gallery was

weighing heavily on his heart, and life was embittered to him

by thought of the expenditure. A week after the same friend

met him again, but he was in another frame of mind. He was

gay, happy, and jumping up on his old toes ;
and when asked

the reason of the sudden change in his spirits he replied, ‘ Why,

lookee here, I have found a way at last of coming up cheap
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from Twickenham to open my son’s gallery. I found out the

inn where the market-gardeners baited their horses ; I made
friends with one on ’em

;
and now, for a glass of gin a day, he

brings me up in his cart on the top of the vegetables.’ Even

after his removal to Twickenham he used to come up at stated

times to dress the wigs of his old customers round Maiden

Lane. He died in 1830, and was buried in St. Paul’s Church,

Covent Garden, where the son erected a monument, for which

he himself wrote the following confused epitaph :

—

In the vault

Beneath and near this Place

are deposited the remains of

William Turner,
many years an inhabitant of this parish,

who died

September 21st, 1830.

To his memory and of his wife,

Mary Ann,
Their son, J. M. W. Turner, R.A.,

has placed this tablet,

August 1832.

Always fond of architecture from the period of his service

as a draughtsman to architects, Turner several times essayed

the arduous task of designing a house. Thus he designed his

own house, Solus Lodge, at Twickenham
;
he designed his own

doorway in Queen Anne Street
;
and he made designs for

portions of his friend Fawkes’s house at Farnley. The title of

Solus Lodge—bestowed, I suppose, in commemoration of its

owner’s desire of solitude—he afterwards changed into Sandy-

comb Lodge, which has a sort of Devonshire flavour about it.

Here he once entertained some Academicians, including Mr.

Mulready, at tea ;
and here he once feasted Mr. Pye, his cele-

brated engraver and the great opponent of Academic abuses,

with cheese and porter. It was here that he used to protect

from birds’-nesting boys the blackbirds who sang and cheered

him after his day’s work
;

for which act of ornithological

kindness they christened him * Blackbirdy ;
’ and it was here,

in his rude tangle of a garden, that he grew the water-plants

which he loved to introduce into his foregrounds. To be near
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Reynolds’s old house at Richmond is said to have been one

of his chief reasons for building Solus Lodge. More probably

it arose from his wish to be undisturbed, to study the Thames,

and to be near his old schoolboy home at Brentford.

Chantrey’s early days were mostly spent at Twickenham,

says Mr. A. Watts, where the famous sculptor’s future wife re-

sided with her parents in a fine oid house, subsequently known
as Jonas Burdett’s, in which a room was allotted to him as a

studio
;
and this vicinity to Turner, combined with their mutual

love of angling, brought them for some years into constant

companionship. They used to hire a boat at Isleworth, and,

after an early lunch of bacon and eggs, would angle out the

day.

Let into the wall over the dining-room chimney in Turner’s

villa at Twickenham is a pretty little piece of sculpture, the

subject being Paul at Iconium, from the cartoon, but with

variations. This is supposed to have been the gift of Chantrey.

And here I gladly introduce some reminiscences of Turner

when at Twickenham, which have been furnished me by the

eldest son of his oldest friend the Rev. Mr. Trimmer, rector of

Heston, near Brentford. They do not exclusively relate to this

period of Turner’s life
; but I give them in full to preserve the

interest of their sequence.

‘About this time/ Mr. Trimmer deposes, ‘Turner removed

to Twickenham, where he purchased Sandycomb Lodge, near

Richmond Bridge. It was an unpretending little place, and

the rooms were small. There were several models of ships in

glass cases, to which Turner had painted a sea and background.

They much resembled the large vessels in his sea pieces.

Richmond scenery greatly influenced his style. The Scotch

firs (or stone-pine) around are in most of his large classical

subjects, and Richmond landscape is decidedly the basis of

“ The Rise of Carthage.”

‘ Here he had a long strip of land, planted by him so thickly

with willows that his father, who delighted in the garden, com-

plained that it was a mere osier-bed. Turner used to refresh

his eye with the run of the boughs from his sitting-room

window.
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‘At the end of his garden was a square pond—I rather

think he dug it himself—into which he put the fish he caught.

The surface was covered with water-lilies. I have been out

fishing with him on the Old Brent, with a can to catch trout

for this preserve
;
but the fish always disappeared. At last he

discovered that a jack was in the pond
;
and Turner would

have it that it had been put in to annoy him.

* I have dined with him at Sandycomb Lodge, when my
father happened to drop in, too, in the middle of the day.

Everything was of the most modest pretensions
;
two-pronged

forks, and knives with large round ends for taking up the

food
;
not that I ever saw him so use them, though it is said to

have been Dean Swift’s mode of feeding himself. The table-

cloth barely covered the table, and the earthenware was in

strict keeping. I remember his saying one day, “ Old dad,” as

he called his father, “ have you not any wine ? ” whereupon

Turner senior produced a bottle of currant, which Turner

smelling said, “ Why, what have you been about ? ” The
senior, it seemed, had rather overdone it with hollands, and

it was set aside. At this time Turner was a very abstemious

person.

‘ I have also dined with him in Queen Anne Street, where

everything was of the same homely description. I should say

that he never altered his style of living from his first start in

Maiden Lane
;
not that I think him censurable for preferring

the frugal meals of past times. You were welcome to what he

had
;
and, if it was near his dinner-time, he always pressed us

to stay, and brought out cake and wine. The cake he would

good-naturedly stuff into my pocket. I mention this for the

benefit of those who think Turner destitute of humanity.
‘ When, as a child, I have been out fly-fishing with him on

the Thames, he insisted on my having the fish, which he strung

on some grass through the gills. He seemed to take more

pleasure in giving me the fish than in taking them himself.

These little incidents mark character. He threw a fly in first-

rate style, and it bespeaks the sportsman wherever the rod is

introduced into his pictures.

‘ He had a boat at Richmond, but we never went farther
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than the water’s edge, as my father had insured his life. I have,

however, seen him start on his sketching expeditions. From
his boat he painted on a large canvas direct from Nature. Till

you have seen these sketches, you know nothing of Turner’s

powers. There are about two score of these large subjects,

rolled up, and now national property. In my judgment these

are among his very finest productions : no retouching, every-

thing firmly in its place. If the subject had been photographed,

there would have been greater exactitude, but Turner’s would

have carried the bell in elevation of sentiment and mind. This

is the perfection of the art
; but Turner’s mind was so compre-

hensive that he could not carry out the detail, though he was

far from despising it
;
and I was told by Howard he would

spend hours sketching a stone. There is a red sunset (simply

the sky) among the rolls
; the finest sky, to my mind, ever put

on canvas. Probably these are thrown aside as worthless, and

not popular
;
but what studies for young painters ! Reynolds

has said that no painter has ever made above one or two de-

signs
;
and, when Wilson hit upon one of these, he varied them

and called them breeding subjects ; but Turner, like Nature,

never reproduced himself.

‘ Besides his boat, he had a gig and an old horse ; an old

crop-eared bay horse, or rather a cross between a horse and a

pony. In this gig he used to drive out sketching, and take my
father and myself with him. His sketching apparatus was under

the seat. I remember once going on an expedition of this

kind to Staines, and thence to Runnymede, where he made
some sketches. From there he painted a picture which strongly

resembles the place to this day. We went, I remember, at a

very steady pace, for Turner painted much faster than he drove.

He said, if when out sketching you felt at a loss, you had only

to turn round or walk a few paces farther, and you had what

you wanted before you.
1 He has immortalised his old crop-ear in his “ Frosty

Morning,” which is now exhibited. There are two horses, but

they are both taken from Crop-Ear. Turner could not paint a

horse
; still, he has been very happy in catching the stiffness of

old Crop-Ear’s fore legs. And, on the subject of horses, I once
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asked him, long afterwards, if Gilpin had not painted the horse

in “ Hannibal Crossing the Alps.” It was his own design, he

said ; no painter had ever touched any picture of his.

1 The “ Frost Piece ” was one of his favourites. Once he

talked of giving it to my father, who greatly prized it. He said

he was travelling by coach in Yorkshire, and sketched it en

route

;

and the coach is introduced in the distance in the

picture. My father told me that when at Somerset House it

was much brighter, and made a great sensation. It was over

the fireplace in his gallery. The girl with the hare over her

shoulders, I have heard my father say, reminded him of a

young girl whom he occasionally saw at Queen Anne Street,

and whom, from her resemblance to Turner, he took to be a

relation. The same female figure appears in his “ Crossing the

Brook.” This picture I consider one of Turner’s happiest

productions, and totally distinct from Cuyp, with whom it is

injudiciously confounded.
1 Henry Howard, R.A., was an early friend of my father’s ;

and he and Turner have stayed with us at Heston. I remember,

when I was about five years old, going to Penn, in Buckingham-

shire, with Howard, Turner, and my father
; all of them in

search of the picturesque. We went in a postchaise, and, when
tired, my father carried me pick-a-back. We came to a halt

in a grove or copse where luxuriated wild flowers in profusion.

It was a charming day
;
and, though so many “ years bygone,”

I can see now vividly before me my father and Howard, both

standing legs a-straddle, and Turner at a little distance in a

ditch, all hard at work at the sesthetical. After a while Turner

emerged from his retreat with a capital water-colour, with which

Howard and my father were in raptures. He said he got into

the ditch to avoid the sun, but Howard whispered my father

that it was to avoid showing his modus operandi. I have heard

this from my father subsequently ;
but I remember after this

going up Penn steeple on my father’s back, part of the way up

a ladder, then on the leads. The great Turner, Howard, my
father, and myself were there fifty years ago

;
but Death has

mowed them all down but myself. I dare say Turner did not

think that that little child would be telling about it half a
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century afterwards, or that he would ever be the subject of

such homage.
1 Turner was strong in the creative faculty, and his power

of invention was exhaustless. His remarks on pictures were

admirable
; no beauty and no defect escaped him.

4 Howard, inferior though he was to Turner as an artist, was

his superior in education
;
and, though he did ample homage

to his genius, he often got into warm professional disputes

with him. But Turner was mostly in the right. They once, I

remember, had a very hot dispute, and for the time being lost

temper. Howard maintained they should paint for the public

;

Turner, that public opinion was not worth a rush, and that one

should paint only for judges. But, according to all artists, no

one but an artist can judge of the difficulties of painting, and

consequently of the merits of a picture.
1 Whether the instincts of mankind are to be pitted against

the taste of the cultivated few, I am not prepared to discuss. The
vulgar, on the whole, would understand form better than colour,

and low subjects better than cultivated ones
;
so that Turner

argued wisely, with reference to himself, in painting for the cul-

tivated few. Still no one felt more keenly the illiberal strictures-

of the newspapers
;
and I have seen him almost in tears, and

ready to hang himself, though still only valuing their opinions at

their worth. Independently of his artistic powers, his ability

was over the average of his brother artists.

6 Turner was very communicative to my father, and would

point out to him any defect in sketching. I think he fairly

instructed my father in painting in his own method
;
which was

to lay the dead colours as nearly as possible in the forms you
wished, leaving as little as possible for finishing, using as a

vehicle nothing but linseed oil, diluted as required in spirits of

turpentine. I forgot to say that, in his picture of “ Hmeas and
Dido Hunting,” the equi effrenati are without bridles. My father

told him the Libyan horses had no bridles, and Turner said he

knew it, though I doubt if their views are borne out by modem
critics.

* Turner, when beginning his great classical subjects from

the 44 ^Lneid,” regretted his ignorance of Latin
;
and my father
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undertook to teach him for instruction in painting in return. My
father, who was accustomed to teaching, has told me Turner

sadly floundered in the verbs, and never made any progress

—

in fact, he could not spare the time. But, though his early

education was deficient, Turner was never idle or unemployed;

he had always a brush or pencil in his hand
;
in the evening he

latterly went from home, mostly to the Academy.
‘ Turner told my father that he had painted a certain picture

on a tablecloth
;
but, having once had an opportunity of

examining it, I found it must have been some other picture that

he meant.
* At this early time my father has seen his pictures in pro-

gress, and considered that he availed himself largely of body

colours. A picture dealer who repaired one of his large pictures,

and whose name I forget, told me that Turner came and worked

over it with body colours, and then varnished them. At Somerset

House I have been told by Howard that he worked over his

pictures with body colours, using brushes with very small handles,

and painting from little jars.

‘ From the examination I made of his half-finished pictures

after his death, I could find no traces of body colour
;
every-

thing was firmly put in in oil
;
and I extend this remark to an

unfinished picture of Titian’s I once examined. In my opinion,

Turner painted all his early pictures in oil, and used body colours

very sparingly in his later ones. In fact, I never detected

any traces of body colour in any picture of his, nor did I see

any body colours in his studio, although he might have employed

dry colour. I believe Turner (like Reynolds) never kept to one

plan for any length of time
;

I mean latterly, when he began to

paint Italian subjects, and was striving to get more vivid effects.

He was ignorant of chemistry and the affinities of colour
;
and

I have heard him say that no one could tell if a method would

answer, as he would be dead before it could be proved. He
was far from satisfied with his own method, and would gladly

have changed it for a better. My father, who was fond of

experiments in colours, often talked the subject over with him.

Turner was always impressed with the idea that the old masters

had a much better method than the moderns. He considered
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old Ward’s method a good one
;
and my father tried through a

friend to obtain his vehicle, but obtained a false one. I had it

afterwards from a pupil of Ward’s ;
it was a preparation of spirit

varnish, but difficult to manage.
‘ He once told my father he had gone nine times over one

of his large skies. My father one day said to him, “ Nothing is

to be done without ultramarine.” “ Cobalt is good enough for

me,” was Turner’s reply. Mr. Jones, his executor, told me that

at his suggestion Turner introduced Prussian blue into his skies,

as nearer Nature
;
and Mr. Danby, who prepared his palette,

informed me he also used smalt largely. On the subject of

skies, the “ Carthage ” in the National Gallery had an entirely

new sky painted at the desire of Lawrence and other brother

artists, who, when he had altered it, said the picture was ruined.

The sun was yellow in Turner’s gallery
;

it is now white.

‘ Looking at a black cow against the sun, in the course of a

walk out with me, he observed, “ It is purple, not black, as it is

painted.” In his later pictures he employed blue-black freely,

and had no fear of the canon, “ Don’t use black when painting

a blackamoor.”

‘Yellow, he said, was his favourite colour, “for pictures

wanted colour.” In his walks painting was seldom from his

thoughts
;
he would point to a piece of moss or a weed growing

out of a wall, and observe, “ That is pretty.” He made his

observations in a low voice
;

or, rather, he half made them,

leaving your suggestive faculty to supply the gap.

* He never appeared illiberal when speaking of the great

masters. When he called on me once, he spoke in raptures of

a picture of (I think) Poussin’s—“Jonah Cast on the Shore,”

then exhibited in Pall Mall—calling it a wonderful picture, and

despatching us to see it. I have heard him speak most enthu-

siastically in praise of Gainsborough’s execution and Wilson’s

tone, and he plainly thought himself their inferior. My father

had some admirable oil sketches of Gainsborough
;
and these

Turner one evening examined by candle-light so closely that the

next morning he complained of having hurt his eyes.

‘ We were one day looking at a Vandervelde, and on some
one observing, “ I think you could go beyond that,” he shook
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his head and said. “ I can’t paint like him.” I never heard him
speak highly of modern pictures

;
and he told me once that he

considered the art at Rome at the lowest ebb. I think he

hardly did justice to his brother landscape-painters, most of

whom, I fear, he considered beneath criticism
;
and when one

considers that such painters as Glover were placed above him,

not only by the public but by the press, his sensitiveness is

hardly to be wondered at.

* When at the height of his fame he admired the leafage of

some landscape painter whose name he did not mention, and

asked him to let him see him work, which he did
;
but Turner

said it was so tedious it was of no use to him. Nothing angered

Turner more than piracy. Owen, the water-colour painter, had

been imitating him
;
on which he wrote him a very brisk note,

requesting him in future to draw from his own resources, and

not from his. Once observing some one making a memorandum
of his pictures in the Queen Anne Street gallery, he walked up

to him and whisked him out forthwith, greatly to the surprise

of the individual.

‘ Having on one occasion forgotten to take the bait with us

when we went out fishing, we had to send back for them.

Turner gave the messenger a shilling
;
he would not let me

give it. This was about twenty years ago. He had taken

Campbell’s “ Pleasures of Hope ” with him
; and, indicating

one of the prints, he remarked, “ That is pretty.” “ Nothing

first-rate,” I interposed, “ is it ?
” “ It is pretty,” was the reply

;

“ and he is a poor man with a large family.” This he said with

much good feeling.

* The funeral of Sir Thomas Lawrence was in winter, and

there had been a fall of snow that day. During the service

Wilkie, who was next to Turner, whispered into his ear, “ Turner,

that’s a fine effect !
” but from the untimely observation he

turned away with disgust. This I had from Constable, who was

on the other side of him, and who, when telling me the anec-

dote, remarked that Turner had a great deal of good feeling

about him.

‘My father was Turner’s eldest executor; they had known
each other many years. When Mrs. Danby read from the
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“ Times ” the decease of a namesake of my father’s, whom they

mistook for him, Turner was very much affected, and exclaimed,

“ Ah, poor fellow
; so he is gone!” This my father learned

when he called at Queen Anne Street to make enquiries

touching his last moments, when Mrs. Danby, who opened the

door, started as if she had seen an apparition. I mention these

as instances of Turner’s kindness of heart and sincerity in

friendship. Mrs. Danby was his housekeeper, and had lived

with him many years. She had some fearful cancerous malady

which obliged her to conceal her face, which did not add to

the charms of his domicile.

‘At first sight Turner gave one the notion of a mean-

looking little man. In descending a hill while out once on a

sketching ramble, he snapped a tendon Achilles, and the en-

forced limping about thereafter with a stick did not add to his

appearance
;
but all this wore off. To be appreciated, he

required to be known. Though not polished, he was not vulgar.

In common with many men of genius, he had not a good flow of

words; and, when heated in argument, got confused, especially,

I am told, in his lectures on Perspective, though he was master

of his subject. He was rather taciturn than talkative. His

hair was dark brown, bordering on black
;
and his complexion

sallow.

‘ There is a picture of a windmill, a yellow picture, etched

in the “ Liber Studiorum which hung in Turner’s gallery over

the “ Bligh Shore,” and was purchased by one of the executors.

He made the sketch one evening returning from my father’s.

It was “ Hanwell Windmill,” since pulled down, near the site

of the present asylum. It is a most charming picture
;
though

highly ideal, one of the most realistic representations of the

spot. How modern critics can prefer “ Napoleon Standing on

the Shore ” to such charming productions is to me incompre-

hensible. His “ High Street, Oxford ” is a well known sub-

ject, and displays his architectural knowledge. This, he told

my father, he drew in a postchaise in High Street, I think

opposite the corner print-shop.

‘ Turner once went with my father and mother to see the

pictures at Osterley House, collected by Mr. Child. There
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was a splendid Gainsborough my father had once rescued from

a garret Of this picture Turner made, memoriter
,
a small

pencil drawing in the evening, and also a sketch of a woman
gathering water-cresses whom they had seen on the way, on

which he had written, “ Checked blue apron” “ These,” said

my mother, when he had finished them, “ are for me.” “ If you

take them,” said Turner, “ I must do two more.” These were

sold at my father’s sale. However, once at my uncle’s he made
a very clever water-colour drawing, which they have now, of

two of my cousins playing on the floor. I never heard of

another instance of his giving away his drawings.

‘ He once said to my mother, who was looking at “ The
Building of Carthage,” “ That picture shall be my winding-

sheet
;
” but the remark, I am told, was often repeated. He

also said at the same time, pointing to the “ Fall of Carthage,”

“ That is the better picture of the two, but they do not under-

stand it.” Shifting to another subject, I rather think he was

much smitten by a sister of my mother’s. Singularly enough,

my father had written two letters of proposal for rejected

suitors, and Turner wrote to my father a mysterious letter when

they were on the Eastern coast It is of about the date 1813.

I give it elsewhere.’

Turner at this time was thirty-eight
;
and this was his second

disappointment in love. Henceforth the devotion of his soul

was directed exclusively to the idol Fame.

CHAPTER XIII.

TURNER IN WALES AND SCOTLAND.

That Turner should soon set his face towards Wales was the

most natural thing in the world. He went there in search ot

lake and mountain, and of the old abbeys and castles Hearne
had drawn so well

;
and the result of these sketching rambles,

undertaken in 1793, when he was twenty years of age, were

incorporated in the pictures exhibited by him in the succeeding

year—‘ The Devil’s Bridge, Cardiganshire,’ and the interior oi
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the beautiful Abbey of Tintem. In 1795 he exhibited a scene

in Derbyshire, another view of Tintern, and a second view near

the Monach’s Bridge, in Cardiganshire. A second or third

Welsh trip in 1796 results in a study of * Llandaff Cathedral ;*

and next year we find him painting * Ewenny Priory, in Gla-

morganshire.’ He had long before discovered that Hearne and

Sandby had not exhausted the picturesque wealth of Great

Britain.

As British and Welsh proclivities had led him to Wales, so

Yorkshire rambles and the Lakes soon lured him on to Scotland.

In 1797, probably, he drew his favourite study of ‘Norham
Castle, on the Tweed,’ to which he attributed so much subse-

quent good fortune
; and some time during 1801 it must have

been that he made his first appearance in Scotland ; for in 1802

he exhibited pictures of the * Falls of the Clyde ’ (afterwards

used in the ‘ Liber ’), ‘ Kilchurn Castle, with the Cruchan-Ben

Mountains,’ and ‘Edinburgh from Leith and Ben Lomond.’

But his two great visits, severally undertaken for the purpose of

illustrating Sir Walter Scott’s works, were in 1818 and 1831;

the first being the year of his Waterloo picture, and the second

that of the exhibition of ‘ Caligula’s Palace and Bridge.’

Lockhart, in his delightful Life of Sir Walter, describes

his father-in-law as busy in 1818 collecting and revising

for publication his ‘ Topographical and Historical Essays,’

which had originally appeared in the successive numbers of

that splendidly illustrated work entitled ‘ Provincial Antiquities

of Scotland.’ He did this partly to gratify his own love of the

subject, and partly because, well or ill, he must be doing some-

thing. He even generously declined all pecuniary recompense

for his labour of love
;
but afterwards, when the success of the

work was secure, he accepted from the proprietor some beautiful

drawings by Turner, Thomson of Edinburgh, and other artists,

which had been prepared to accompany the rest
;
and these

were hung in the little breakfast-room at Abbotsford, the same

which had been constructed for his own den.

In 1818, when Turner first visited Edinburgh to make

drawings for the ‘ Provincial Antiquities,’ for which Scott wrote

the letter-press, that emperor of novelists was in his prime.

K
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The wonderful novels were then bringing in 10,000/. a year.

Eighteen hundred and eighteen was the year in which the
‘ Heart of Midlothian’ appeared, and that in which he began

the ‘ Bride of Lammermoor/ two of his most tender and noble

works
;
and it was the very year in which Lockhart describes

meeting Home Drummond in Scott’s study in Castle Street, a

small room behind the dining-parlour.

In this house it was that Kirkpatrick Sharpe, the Skenes,

Terry, Constable, and the Ballantynes—all Scott’s cronies—met

to barter wit and anecdote over whiskey toddy and good claret.

The one window of this den looked out on a small patch of turf

;

and the floor was strewn with folios and octavos (Comines for

‘ Quentin Durward ’ and Pepys for ‘ Peveril ’), while Scott sat

at a desk with drawers, the top of which was covered with

sessions papers, letters, proofs, red tape, and green tin-boxes.

Maida sat watching his master
;
on the book-ladder perched a

large favourite cat
;
and the walls were adorned with Highland

targets and dirks that encircled a portrait of Claverhouse.

This was the year in which, attended by his sarcastic and

haughty son-in-law, whose pride vanished in Scott’s presence

alone, the Wizard of the North (still hoarding his secret with

proud humour) visited with him Plolyrood, the Grassmarket,

the Cowgate, and Canongate—scenes that he has invested with

a magic light, a light that can never fade. It was also the year

in which, in Lockhart’s company, we find Scott consulting with

Tom Purdie about laying down the bowling-alley at Abbotsford,

which was rising fast like a dream-castle, or ascending the

turrets to muse over the distant Eildons, and to see Melrose

gleam like alabaster in the twilight.

‘Peter’s Letters to his Kinsfolk/ published about 1818,

contains several eulogies of Turner. We read therein : ‘For

the first time is Scotland now possessed of admirable landscape

painters, as well as of historical painters. With regard to land-

scape painting, it is very true that she has not yet equalled the

present glories of the sister kingdom
; but then the world has

only one Turner, and Scotland comes far nearer to the country

which has had the honour of producing that great genius than

any other country in Europe.’ 1

1 Vol. iii. p. 28a
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Then follows a long critique on Mr. Williams, and the writer

proceeds

—

‘But there is no want of admirable artists in the same
department of this city. There is Mr. Thomson, the

clergyman of Duddingston, a village in the immediate neigh-

bourhood of Edinburgh, whose works, in masterly ease and
breadth of effect, seem to me to approach nearer to the master-

pieces of Turner than those of any other artist with whom I am
acquainted, and who, you will be happy to observe, is engaged

along with that prince of artists in Mr. Scott’s great work of the

“Provincial Antiquities of Scotland.” ’

This shows in what high estimation the Scotch people held

Thomson at that time.

Turner is mentioned again with sincere appreciation :

—

‘When I passed by this fine ruin (Borthwick Castle and

Keep), the air was calm, the sky was unclouded, and the shadow

of the square masonry pile lay in all its clear breadth upon the

blue stream below
;
but Turner has caught or created a perhaps

still more poetical accompaniment. You may see it to at least

as much advantage as I did in his magnificent delineation.’

I do not know whether it is of this or of the second visit

that Scott wrote that he should have liked Thomson, but as they

had engaged Turner, and as he was all the fashion, he supposed

he must acquiesce in the arrangement.

In the autumn of 1831 Turner was employed by Mr. Cadell

to make a collection of twenty-four sketches for a new edition

of Scott’s poems, with the condition that the publisher was to

retain the drawings. He had not seen the Trosachs or Loch

Katrine till this year ;
but, after visiting the scenes immortalised

by Scott, he expressed his increased admiration of the

fidelity of his descriptions. Corriskin, in the Isle of Skye, he

used to say, was the grandest scene he had ever beheld
;
and

it was at Corriskin that he all but perished while clambering

about the crags.

On the passage ending with the line ‘the bleakest mountain-

side,’ in the ‘ Lord of the Isles,’ the following note occurs :

—

‘ The “ Quarterly ” reviewer says, This picture of barren

desolation is admirably touched ;
and, if the opinion of Mr,

K 2
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Turner be worth anything, no words could have given a truer

picture of this, one of the wildest of Nature’s landscapes. Mr.

Turner adds, however, that he dissents in one particular—but

for one or two tufts of grass he must have broken his neck,

having slipped when trying to attain the best position for taking

the view which embellishes this volume.’

When Turner went to Scotland the second time, Lockhart

writes of his visit

—

‘I am not sure whether the Royal Academician Turner was

at Abbotsford at the time of Mr. Adolphus’s last visit
;
but

several little excursions were made in the company of this great

artist, who had come to Scotland for the purpose of making

^drawings to illustrate the scenery of Sir Walter’s poems. On
.-several such occasions I was of the party, and one day deserves

especially to be remembered. Sir Walter took Turner that

morning, with his friend Skene and myself, to Smailholm

Crags
;
and it was while lounging about them, while the painter

did his sketch, that he told Mr. Skene legends of the place.

He then carried us to Dryburgh, but excused himself from

attending Mr. Turner into the enclosure. Mr. Skene and I

perceived that it would be better for us to leave him alone, and

we both accompanied Turner.

‘ Lastly, we must not omit to mention Bemerside. For that

ancient residence of the most ancient family [the Haigs] now
subsisting on Tweedside he was resolved there must be a fit

memorial by this graceful hand. The good laird and lady

were of course flattered with this respect
;
and, after walking

about a little while among the huge old trees that surrounded

the tower, the artist made his sketch.’

The sketch of this picturesque Peel, and its * brotherhood

of venerable trees/ is probably familiar to most of my readers.

With true Scotch clannishness, Sir Walter (as we have seen)

had, before Turner’s arrival, expressed his preference for his

countryman Thomson
;
but he yielded at last with a good grace

to having the man who was the fashion. Sir Walter was a great

novelist and a great poet
;
but he knew nothing of Art, or he

would have at once realised the importance of securing one who
was likely to prove so great an ally. In Scott’s delightful com-
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pany Turner went to several of the scenes around Edinburgh

that he had selected for his illustrations. Foremost amongst

these was the scene of his fine ballad the ‘ Eve of St. J ohn,’ a

spot specially dear to the poet-novelist. It was here he had

been sent, the poor lame son of the Edinburgh lawyer, for

health
;
and here, on the turf under the ruins, he had played

among the sheep and listened to the cow-bailie’s legends.

From this spot there is a view of nearly half the region immor-

talised in his novels and poems. Every field you see has been

a field of battle, and every rivulet has been immortalised in

song.

The lady looked in mournful mood,
Looked over hill and vale,

O’er Mertoun’s wood, and Tweed’s fair flood,

And all down Teviotdale.

The panorama here, as Lockhart says, is beautiful. Dry-

burgh and its yew trees are at your feet
;
opposite rise the

purple peaks of the Eildons, where Thomas the Rhymer met

the Queen of the Fairies. Yonder are Ercildoun, and the

black wilderness of Lammermoor. Eastward the desolate

grandeur of Hume Castle breaks the horizon
; and as the eye

travels on to the blue range of Cheviot, a few miles westward,

Melrose rises like a tall rock, clasping the windings of the

Tweed
;
while in the distance are Gala, Ettrick, and Yarrow.

In the epistle to Erskine, Scott has sketched Smailholm

with an intense and loving truth. He shows us the naked

cliffs with occasional velvet tufts of green
;
the broken arches,

overgrown with wall-flowers and honeysuckle
;
and the rusty

window-bars through which he fancied so often that he saw

grim, scarred faces peering. In this farm-house, overhung by

the crag on which the ruined tower stands, Scott felt the first

consciousness of existence
;
and he told the painter that * the

habit of lying here on the turf among the sheep and lambs,

when a lame infant, had given his mind a peculiar tenderness

for those animals, which it had ever since retained.’ This was

in the autumn of 1830, when Scott must have been in one of

his saddest and most reflective moods, for the turbulent state

of the people agitated him, and his health, too, was failing.
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1831 was the year in which he was pelted by the Selkirk

electors
;
in which he broke down in a fit of apoplexy over

* Count Robert of Paris
;

’ and in which eventually, both mind

and body worn out by his desperate efforts to pay his debts,

he went abroad, to be brought home, alas ! only to hear the

dear Tweed murmur once more to him, and then to die.

Turner caught all the mournful poetry of the old poet’s

reveries. In how many of the scenes does he give us the

moonlight rising and the cows pacing homeward

!

He ransacked the Borders of Scotland with a design very

different from that of Sir Walter, whose poems and historical

narratives he was illustrating. Scott, charged to overflowing

with old romance, had galloped through the Border country in

search of ballads and legends, caring little for any place if it

had not been hallowed by tradition. He had ransacked Scot-

land with the patience of an antiquary and the fervour of a

poet. But Turner knew little of Scotch history, and cared,

I should imagine, less. What were the Elliots and Johnstones

to him but cattle-stealers of three hundred years ago ? What
he wanted was to paint beautiful dreams of quiet lakes, and of

calm old castles mouldering majestically away to the dust from

which they sprang
; and so he could do that, and carry off a

good bagful of guineas to boot, he cared not for the Douglas

of the Bleeding Heart, nor for Bruce of Bannockburn himself.

I do not say (far from it) that Turner had not read Scott’s

poems. No doubt he had, and enjoyed heartily the vigour

and truth of their mediaevalism
;
but still his works betray no

especial appreciation of the poet. They are distinct creations,

with a tender and exquisite beauty of their own ; showing us

the scenes, not as they were, but as they are—contrasting the

feudal and the past as much as possible, and as sadly as

possible, with the present. Take, as an example, ‘ Unroofed
Jedburgh Abbey,’ with the bare-legged hizzies washing
clothes; and ‘Smailholm Tower,’ with the kye coming home
to the byre at moonrise. One thing Turner will always show
us in a ruined castle, and that is, that it is the work of a far

receding and contrasting age. At Lochmaben Castle he gives

us boatmen dragging in their boats
; and at Caerlaverock,
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where Kirkpatrick was murdered by his guest, the artist, un-

interested in a crime many hundred years forgotten, is intent

on the reflective dazzle of the moon, the net circling in the lake,

the sheep flocking home, or the plaided man and his noisy, faith-

ful collie. Bemerside, where the Haigs are and will be for aye,

he quite disregards, to pay a compliment to Scott as ‘ Thomas
the Rhymer,’ and to introduce Sir Walter and the old laird.

Very often he evidently dislikes his subjects, as in his

drawings of * Ashestiel,’ where Scott wrote ‘ Marmion.’ The
cottage is a mere rude square box

;
but Turner takes refuge in

the hills above, where he can escape to the distance. Occa-

sionally, however, as in Carlisle, where from the wooded scaur

he sees the town fair and bonny, he is reasonably contented ;

so he clothes it in sunshine, or throws up a rainbow, and is

happy with the beauty before him, though it may not be quite

the beauty he is then specially in the mood for. He is con-

tented in his way with Newark Castle, where the minstrel sang

his last lay to the Duchess of Buccleuch. He is more than

usually pleased with Johnny Armstrong’s tower, seen from the

bridge the Carlisle coach traversed, as it stands bold and

unroofed on the bare hill
;
and at Kelso he contrasts pig-

tailed men with the staring white Grecian bridge to which he

gives quite a dignity. But these are not his moments of

supreme genius. No
;
he always soars highest (as all men do,

genius or no genius) when he loves his work, when he can

convey a sense of infinity, carrying the eye up to the farthest

range of a telescope.

Turner’s greatest triumph was when he depicted the intense

wildness and savage desolation of the Hermitage Castle, where

wicked Lord Soulis suffered. The mountains there are terrible ;

the wilful torrent in the foreground is passionately reckless
; even

the tone of colour is lurid and sad. It might be a glen in the
* Inferno ’ for all the happiness Turner has thrown over air, earth,

and water. The sadness is the sadness of the old ballad :

—

He looked over fell
;
he looked over flat

;

But nothing he wished he saw,

Save the pyot on a turret that sat,

Beside a corby craw.
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* Glencoe ' and 1 Killicrankie ’ are both fine
;
but they are

as nothing, though stern and bold enough, to the ‘ Edinburgh *

in 1 Marmion,’ and the ‘ Loch Corriskin’ in the ‘ Lord of the

Isles.’ The first is full of ambition and enjoyment. To give

importance to the drawing, he has represented himself helping

Scott up Arthur’s Seat. He has followed the poet, too, with

delight in giving us the strong spine of the Pentlands, and far

beyond the castle the Ochil Mountains, the shore of Fife, the

Frith, Preston Bay, and Berwick Law. The amethyst and

emerald of the poet’s distance are shown by the artist
;
and so

are the lesser beauties of those heroic and passionate lines :

—

Such dusky grandeur clothed the height

Where the huge castle holds its state,

And all the steep slope down,

Whose ridgy back heaves to the sky,

Piled deep and massy, close and high,

Mine own romantic town !

Loch Achray, with its sheet of living gold, its empurpled

islands and grand sentinel mountains, is not unworthily de-

picted
;
neither is Dryburgh, with its vassal wood of trees, and

the great silver loop-chain of the Tweed
;

nor Staffa, with

the moon shining through the wave- wasted arch of basalt
;
but

perhaps the chef-d'oeuvre is that tremendous scene ‘ Loch Cor-

riskin, in the Isle of Skye :
’

—

For rarely human eye has known
A scene so stern as that dread lake,

With its dark ledge of barren stone.

Seems that primeval earthquake’s sway
Hath rent a strange and shattered way
Through the rude bosom of the hill

:

And that each naked precipice,

Sable ravine and dark abyss,

Tells of the outrage still.

The wildest glen but this can show
Some touch of Nature’s genial glow.

But here above, around, below,

On mountain or in glen,

Nor tree, nor shrub, nor plant, nor flow’er,
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Nor aught of vegetative power,

The weary eye may ken.

For all is rocks at random thrown,

Black waves, bare crags, and banks of stone,

As if were here denied

The summer sun, the spring’s sweet dew

;

That clothe with many a varied hue

The bleakest mountain-side.

In the upheaved waves and pinnacles of rock Turner revels,

as he does in the mist that rolls up the receding glen, and

darkens the small black grave of the Goblin’s Lake. The
danger of the scene is hinted by the precarious seat in which

the painter sits, while his guide lies down and waits. ‘ Bare

as Cheapside,’ says one traveller; ‘all but a few shrubs of

juniper.’

Among the lesser beauties of his illustrations to Scott

should be mentioned ‘The Junction of Greta and Tees,’ with

the countless billows of tree-tops, and the painter’s favourite

subject of ‘ Norham Castle, the Lord Warden’s Castle,’ so beau-

tifully lit up by the moon, with its cliffs, nets, mills, and other

objects.

The Scotch drawings, both for the Poems and the ‘ Life of

Napoleon,’ which are nearly all in the possession of Mr. Munro
of Hamilton Place, are beautifully executed. They are small

vignettes, painted in water colours (drawn through a reducing-

glass), of the size required by the engraver ; which was one of

the conditions imposed by the publisher. The most beautiful

for colour that I have seen is the ‘ Inverness Bridge.’ In many
of them the figures and adjuncts are exceedingly careful and

expressive, through microscopically small—such, for instance, as

the mounted farmer and the reaper in the ‘Dumfermline; ’ the

schoolboys in ‘ Ashestiel
;

’ the girl and the dog in the ‘ Dum-
barton Castle;’ the steamer and boats in the ‘ Dunstaffnage’

(notable for motion)
;

the lovers in the ‘ Craigmillar
;

’ and

Scott’s open book and stick on the seat in the ‘ Rhymer’s Glen.'

Nor are some of the illustrations to Scott’s ‘ Life of Napoleon*

and the French ‘ Tales of my Grandfather ’ less admirable.

We have no space to dilate on the savage grandeur of the
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* Chateau d’Arc/ or the cocked-hat men who repair the road

outside Rouen
;
but we must rest a moment at the ‘ Simplon/

the ‘ Fontainebleau/ and the ‘ Bellerophon.’

In the ‘ Simplon ’ he has succeeded in conveying a sense of

the wonder and danger of Napoleon’s mountain road by means

of a corner rock in profile, with soldiers entering one of the

galleries. The firs, though small as weeds, are beautifully

painted. In the two other scenes he has given us wonderful

figures—small as pins’ heads, but expressing everything. In

neither is the figure of Napoleon larger or thicker than a gnat’s

body; yet it is seen directly, and tells a complete story. The

sentiment, too, of the ‘Fontainebleau/ though produced as usual

by an unjustifiable exaggeration of the height of the building,

is truly poetical ; so ghastly and fading does the vast pile of

palace seem by the light of a sullen moon.

The figures in the ‘Murder of the Due d’Enghien’ are espe-

cially admirable
;
and so is the Napoleon in the sketch of his

early lodgings in the Quai de Conti. But in these foreign works

Turner is unequal. Nothing can be worse, for instance, than

the figures in the foreground of the ‘ Verona/ or the archi-

tectural ornaments in the ‘ Venice.’ The ‘Jerusalem’ is very

unoriental, and ‘ Mayence ’ very shaky about its towers. Then,

again, he is otten disappointing
;
the drawing of Shakespeare’s

tomb is far inferior to that of Dryden’s monument, and neither

‘ Waterloo ’ nor ‘ Hougoumont ’ is very grandly treated. The
* Malmaison ’ is crowded with incomprehensible figures. The
* Milan Cathedral’ is not far enough off

;
‘ Pere-la-Chaise ’ is

confused and uncomfortable
;
and the ‘Brussels’ is taken from

a bad point of view. All these faults are forgotten, however,

when you look at ‘ Brienz ’ or ‘ Piacenza.’ The latter especially

is remarkable for its headlong, scouring flight of despairing men
and tired horses.

Turner and Thomson of Duddingston, whom he met at

Edinburgh, belonged to the same set of artists and painters,

and used to go out sketching and painting together. At the

meetings of the clique Turner would constantly battle with

them upon the subject of light, trying to gain from Brewster

and other savans information thereon
;
and it is supposed that
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the discussions contributed to form a theory which enabled him

to create the varied effects he has displayed in his works. To
such a height, indeed, did he carry the verbal contests that the

subject, it is said, finally was prohibited
;
and he then became

more earnest to discover what combination of colour would

produce light.
1

Turner once called upon Thomson, by appointment pro-

bably, for the express purpose of seeing the painter-parson’s

works. Thomson, of course, was delighted to receive the great

landscape painter, and naturally expected his own pictures

would receive some notice and even praise
;
but, after Turner

had taken a survey, the only remark he made was, ‘ You beat

me in frames/ Some of Thomson’s admirers had gone so far

as to say that at times he was equal to Turner. This Turner

may have heard, and felt piqued at the fulsome flattery. Thom-
son, it is easy to understand, was sadly mortified on the oc-

casion.

Many years ago, when he was making sketches for the
* Provincial Antiquities/ in the company of Cadell, the Edin-

burgh bookseller, as they passed Norham, Turner took off his

hat and made a low bow to the ruins. Observing this strange

act of homage, Cadell exclaimed, * What the Devil are you about

now ?
’ i Oh/ was the reply, ‘ I made a drawing or painting

of Norham several years since. It took
;
and from that day to

this I have had as much to do as my hands could execute/

Many of the sketches he made on this trip he opened with the

foreground
; and he often sent some of the party forward to see

if there was any rock, or other object, which from his position

could not be seen
;

all being duly noted down. After they

were engraved, the drawings made for Scott’s works were sold

1 The story communicated by Mr. Birch is correct in the main ; but Sir

David Brewster himself could not have been among the savans with whom
Turner discussed optics, for, on being applied to, Sir David says :

‘ The
only time I ever saw Turner was at a dinner given to Lord Grey, at

Edinburgh, in 1834 [?], when I sat between Turner and Sir Charles Bell.

On that occasion he exhibited none of his peculiarities/ In a later chapter,

treating of Turner’s interest in photography, I bring forward many instances

in point of his intense desire to understand the law of colours.
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by Cadell for 500/. They were nearly all in the hands of Mr.

Munro of Hamilton Place.

Most probably his earliest Scotch tour produced the ‘ Nor-

ham Castle ’ (‘ Summer’s Morn ’) which was exhibited at the

Royal Academy in 1798, and used again in the ‘Liber’ in

1816. It also served as an illustration to ‘ Marathon.’ In

several drawings of it by him, which have come under my
inspection, it is to be noted that he generally sets the castle as

a dark mass against the rising sun, with cattle and boats in the

foreground.

Turner always cherished a kind remembrance of Scotland.

Upon Mr. Munro’s periodic return from Edinburgh, it was his

wont to enquire how they got on at ‘ Modem Aythens,’ and

whether ‘ Thomson and that set had discovered Titian’s secret

yet*

CHAPTER XIV.

turner’s home tours.

There are few places in England where I do not seem to see

Turner. I find him on the Derbyshire hills, and among the ruins

of Yorkshire abbeys. I meet his ghost on the banks of the

Wharfe, and on the sea-shore at Dover. I come across him in

the green hop-fields of Kent, and in the marshes of the Thames.

I see his short, stalwart spirit pacing about the Scotch moors,

and around the pebbly margins of Scotch lakes. I never go on

the Thames, and look at St. Paul’s, but his boat goes by me in

the direction of dear old Chelsea. In Wales, at Oxford, in

Sussex, in Wiltshire, I still cannot disengage myself from his

apparition. He haunts Fonthill, Petworth, and Tabley
;
he

emerges at every old castle and abbey in England
; he has

been on every river, and in every county.

A careful study of the catalogue of pictures exhibited by him

at the Royal Academy yields the following results as to the

dates of some of his home and foreign tours :

—

In 1789 he was painting with Girtin on the Thames;
in 1790 he was at Eltham and Uxbridge; in 1791 at
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Malmesbury ;
in 1792 at Bristol and in Wales

;
in 1792-3-4-5

in Wales, Worcestershire, Staffordshire, Essex, and on the sea-

coast
;
in 1797 in Yorkshire, at the Lakes, on the Border, and in

Scotland
;
in 1798 probably again in Wales, where he got ma-

terials for his diploma picture
;
in 1 799 in Wiltshire

;
and in 1801

in Scotland. His first Continental tour to France and Switzer-

land was undertaken in 1802. In 1809 he was painting at

Petworth
;
in 1812 in Devonshire; in 1818 in Scotland; in

1819 on the Rhine
;
in 1828 in Italy

;
in 1832 in France ; in

1838 in Switzerland
;
and in 1843 in Switzerland.

When on the Northumberland hills, making those beautiful

drawings of the Chain Bridge and the High Force, he one

evening got ten miles out of the way, and was all but benighted.

In his drawing he has introduced a solitary grouse-shooter, and

in the foreground, not far from himself, some timid birds cower-

ing under the heather.

An intimate friend, while travelling in the Jura, says Mr.

Lovell Reeve, came to an inn where Turner had only just

before entered his name in the visiting-book. Anxious to be

sure of his identity, and to be in pursuit of him, he enquired of

his host what sort of a man his visitor was. ‘ A rough, clumsy

man/ was the reply
;

‘ and you may know him by his always

having a pencil in his hand/

He was in Keswick many years ago ; and a guide used to

point out a small but beautiful waterfall in the great wood,

where he spent many days sketching one bit of rock. Turner’s

materials were not worth half a crown, he adds, though he was

not shabby * his sell

He visited Wiltshire in 1800, when he was thirty-two. The
date may be determined by the aid of one 1 of five sketches of

Fonthill Abbey he made that year for Beckford, which I have

carefully examined. The abbey was then in course of erection

for that great voluptuary and millionaire. They severally were

—

an afternoon effect
;
morning

;
south view, evening

;
east view,

noon
;
and north-east view, sunset. Of these Mr. Allnutt has

two, and two others are the property of Mr. A. Morrison and

his brother. They are large, ambitious drawings, of a mellow,

1 Now in possession of Mr. Morrison, of Fonthill-Bishop, Wiltshire.
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subdued tone, and remarkable for a rather careless breadth.

The foliage of the ash trees in the foreground is not at all made
out, but is washed in in low-toned flat tints, with hardly any de-

tails
;
and here and there it is touched with white. The sky is

not very good ; the clouds are hard in the edges, and rather

stiff in shape. As is too common with him, little attention is

devoted to fidelity, cottages and water being introduced where

cottages and water do not exist
;
and there are rough prints of

figures, subsequently obliterated, and some half-shaped out

animals—deer, I think. The sky is serene
;
but the great aim

of the artist seems to have been to shed a flood of white light

on the tower, which stands like a beacon on the crest of the

wooded hill. The fir trees, that stretch in ranks up the sides

of this slope, are but rudely indicated by small, shapeless dashes

of green. The fir Turner could seldom manage, and probably

he disliked it.

Mr. Morrison also possesses a small water-colour sketch,

somewhat opaque, made on the spot. Taken from the quarry

whence the stone for the abbey was hewn, it is true in its

details. A well-known picture dealer, now living, remembers

being down at Fonthill, during Turner’s stay with Beckford,

when the three had luncheon together in a tent pitched near

the spot selected by the artist.

In the first picture the tone is very subdued, nearly all of a

reddish-yellowish brown, or greenish blue
;
the lighter parts of

the sky are rather pale, and the atmospheric effect of dis-

tance on the hill is expressed by a vague softness and absence

of outline. The manner is a strong imitation of Girtin’s, even

to the dots of dark colour on the trees and foliage.

Mr. Cyrus Redding, who met Turner in 1812 on one of his

Devonshire tours, remembers that his sketches were not larger

than sheets of letter-paper. From his autobiography, which

contains most characteristic traits of Turner in his home tours,

I submit some passages, written in so hearty, amiable, and

gossiping a style, and withal so full of interest, that it would be

quite unfair to the writer to paraphrase them. I therefore quote

them in full. They reveal Turner as a vigorous pedestrian,

joyously rou0hing it at a homely Devonshire inn, and as much
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at his ease there as amid the princely splendour of an English

nobleman’s house
;
frank and merry at the picnic as the hos-

pitable giver of the feast
;
and stealing from his friends to climb

a cliff and take eager notes of a stormy evening sea. We see

him, too, that brilliant dewy morning, sketching the bridge that

he afterwards idealised and lighted up with an Italian sky in

one of his noblest pictures.

‘Turner, the landscape painter,* says Mr. Redding, ‘had

arrived in the West on a professional tour. Among those who
entertained him with admiring hospitality was Mr. John Collier,

whom I have mentioned among my own most respected friends,

and as having preceded Turner to the grave.

‘ The unprepossessing exterior, the reserve, the austerity of

language, existed in Turner in combination with a powerful,

intelligent, reflective mind, ever coiled up within itself
; he had

a faculty of vision that seemed to penetrate the sources of

natural effect, however various in aspect, and to store them in

memory with wonderful felicity. His glance commanded in an

instant all that was novel in scenery, and a few outlines on

paper recorded it unintelligibly to others. He placed these

pictorial memoranda upon millboard, not larger than a sheet of

letter-paper, quite a confused mass. How he worked out the

details from such sketches seemed to me wonderful. His views

around Plymouth, in the engravings from his pictures, were

marvellously varied in effect, as well as faithful representations.
1

His first sketches showed little of the after picture to the un-

practised eye ;
perhaps he bore much away in memory, and

these were only a kind of shorthand, which he deciphered in

his studio.

‘We once ran along the coast to Borough, or Bur Island, in

Bibury Bay. There was to be the wind-up of a fishing account

there. Our excuse was to eat hot lobsters, fresh from the water

to the kettle. The sea was boisterous, the morning unpropitious.

Our boat was Dutch built, with outriggers and undecked. It

belonged to a fine old weather-beaten seaman, a Captain Nicols.

Turner, an artist ; a half-Italian, named Demaria, an officer of

the army
;
Mr. Collier, a mutual friend

;
and myself, with a

sailor, composed the party. The sea had that dirty, puddled
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appearance which often precedes a hard gale. We kept towards

Rame Head to obtain an offing, and when running out from

the land the sea rose higher, until off Stokes Point it became

stormy. We mounted the ridges bravely. The sea in that part

of the Channel rolls in grand furrows from the Atlantic, and we
had run about a dozen miles. The artist enjoyed the scene.

He sat in the stern sheets intently watching the sea, and not at

all affected by the motion. Two of our number were sick.

The soldier, in a delicate coat of scarlet, white, and gold, looked

dismal enough, drenched with the spray, and so ill that at last

he wanted to jump overboard. We were obliged to lay him on

the rusty iron ballast at the bottom of the boat, and keep him

down with a spar laid across him. Demaria was silent in his

suffering. In this way we made Bur Island. The difficulty

was how to get through the surf, which looked unbroken. At
last we got round under the lee of the island, and contrived to

get on shore. All this time Turner was silent, watching the

tumultuous scene. The little island, and the solitary hut it

held, the bay in the bight of which it lay, and the dark long

Bolt head to seaward, against the rocky shore of which the

waves broke with fury, made the artist become absorbed in

contemplation, not uttering a syllable. While the shell-fish

were preparing, Turner, Avith a pencil, clambered nearly to the

summit of the island, and seemed writing rather than drawing.

How he succeeded, OAving to the violence of the Avind, I do not

knoAv. He probably observed something in the sea aspect

which he had not before noted. We took our picnic dinner

and lobsters, and soon became merry over our wine on that

Avild islet. Evening approached
;
the AA'ind had rather increased

than diminished in violence. The landsmen did not approve

of a passage back that must run far into the night, if not the

morning. Some one proposed we should walk to Kingsbridge

and sleep. Captain Nicols declared he Avould return
;
his boat

would defy any sea. We ought not in good fellowship to have

separated
;
when it was Ioav Avater we could reach the main

land over the sands. We left the boat, and the captain with

his man set sail back alone, and Avas obliged to run off the coast

nearly to the Eddystone to make the Sound. Some of the
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men-of-war there were firing guns to give notice that they were

dragging their anchors. We slept at Kingsbridge. Turner and

myself went early the next morning to Dodbrook to see the

house in which Dr. Wolcot (Peter Pindar) was born, of which

the artist took a sketch. We walked a good part of the way
back. *#**#*

‘ I wTas one of a picnic party of eight or nine ladies and

gentlemen, which he gave in excellent taste at Mount Edg-

cumbe. There we spent a good part of a fine summer’s day.

Cold meats, shell-fish, and good wines abounded. The donor

of the feast, too, was agreeable, terse, blunt, almost epigram-

matic at times, but always pleasant for one not given to waste

his words, nor studious of refined bearing. We visited Cothele

on the Tamar together, where the furniture is of the time of

Henry VII. and Henry VIII.

‘ The woods are fine, and the views of some of the head-

lands round which the river winds are of exquisite beauty. In

one place he was much struck, took a sketch, and when it was

done said, “ We shall see nothing finer than this if we stay till

Sunday
;
because we can’t.” It was the last visit he paid to

the scenery of the Tamar before he quitted the West. It was

to the honour of several of the inhabitants of Plymouth that

boats, horses, and tables were ready for his use during the time

he remained. Everybody felt that in paying him attention they

were honouring a most extraordinary genius, whose artistic

merit had not been exaggerated.

‘ I remember one evening on the Tamar
;
the sun had set*

and the shadows become very deep. Demaria, looking at a

seventy-four lying under Saltash, said, “You were right, Mr.

Turner; the ports cannot be seen. The ship is one dark

mass.” “ I told you so,” said Turner
;
“ now you see it all is^

one mass of shade.” “ Yes, I see that is the truth, and yet the

ports are there.”
* “ We can take only what we see, no matter what is there.

There are people in the ship : we don’t see them through the

planks.” “ True,” replied Demaria.
* There had been a discussion on the subject before between

L
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the two professional men, in which Turner had rightly observed

that after sunset, under the hills, the port-holes were undis-

cemible. We now had ocular proof of it.

* * * # # *

‘ When we came to the Lara passage we met Lord Baring-

don (aftenvards Earl of Morley), who invited Turner, Demaria,

and myself to Saltram, to dine and sleep, the following day.

We went accordingly. In the morning we ascended the high

ground in the park, where there is a fine view. There is also

some fine scenery near the eastern entrance, at the mouth o

the Plym
;
and Turner made some sketches there.

‘ Among the guests at Saltram was Madame Catalani, who
sang some of her favourite airs. Zuccarelli’s best paintings

adorn this hospitable mansion, but I could not extract from

Turner any opinion regarding them. In the billiard room was

Stubbs’s fine picture of “ Phaeton and the Horses of the Sun,”

with which, I remember, the artist was much pleased, as indeed

everybody must be ;
but it elicited no further remark than the

monosyllable “Fine!” Turner, on retiring to rest, had to

pass my bedroom door, and I remarked to him that its walls

were covered with paintings by Angelica Kaufmann—nymphs,

and men like nymphs, as effeminate as possible. I directed

his attention to them, and he wished me “ Good night in your

seraglio !
” There were very fine pictures at Saltram by the

old masters, but they seemed to attract little of his attention,

though they might have done more than I imagined, for it was

not easy to judge from his manner what was passing in his mind.

* On looking at some of the wonderful fancy works of this

artist painted a little subsequently, I perceived that several

were composed of bits of scenery we had visited in company.

He told me afterwards, in London, that if I would look into

his gallery I should see a picture [“ Crossing the Brook ”]

some of the features of which I could not fail to recognise. I

went accordingly, and traced three distinct snatches of scenery

on the river Tamar, especially a spot near Newbridge. It was

a beautiful work. Though I cannot recollect what name he

gave it, I recognised a scene on that river which he told me
on the spot he had never observed in Nature before. I know
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that the Headlands of Plymouth Sound closed the distance

twelve miles off, and that the intervening objects were those to

which he alluded. In his gallery at that time I first saw, too,

his picture of “ Hannibal Crossing the Alps.” Another picture

which was in the Exhibition he told me was the fruit of our

expeditions. I speak of his fancy compositions, for his pictures

of existing scenery in the West cannot be mistaken, so faithful

are they, so true to nature, and so deeply imbued with the

magic of his genius. I was with Turner when he sketched

Plymouth Sound, with part of Mount Edgcumbe
; when he

visited Trematon Castle, Saltash
;
the Wear Head, Calstock

—

in fact, all the views he made on the banks of that picturesque

river which have been since engraved.
1 We had one day reached the Wear Head of the Tamar, no

great way below the Duke of Bedford's cottage at Endsleigh,

when night came on. Turner was struck with admiration at

the bridge above the Wear, which he declared altogether

Italian. Our party consisted of four. To go down the river

in the night was impracticable, on account of the chance of

getting on shore upon the mud-banks. There was an inn hard

by, at which beds could not be obtained ; and some course

must be resolved upon. We might walk to Tavistock, thiee or

four miles off
;
but a vehicle which had come from Plymouth

that day with two of our party could do no more than carry

two to the town. Turner said that he would rather stay until

the morning, on the spot where we were debating the subject

He did not mind sitting up. Would anyone volunteer with

him ? The horse would come over fresh in the morning with

those who might then leave. I volunteered. Our friends drove

off, and the painter and myself soon adjourned to the miserable

little inn. I proposed to “ plank it,” in the sailor’s phrase

—

that is, to go to sleep on the floor—but some part of it was

damp, and the whole well sanded, so that it was not a prac-

ticable couch, however hard. Turner said, before he considered

any other matter, he must have some bread, cheese, and porter.

Very good bread and cheese were produced, and the home-

brewed suited Turner, who expatiated upon his success with a

degree of excitement which, with his usual dry, short mode of
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expressing his feelings, could hardly be supposed. I pleased

him further by enquiring whether bacon and eggs could be ob-

tained ; and, getting an affirmative reply, we supped in clover,

and sat up until midnight in conversation. I found the artist

could, when he pleased, make sound, pithy, though somewhat

caustic, remarks upon men and things, with a fluency rarely

heard from him. We talked much of the Academy, and he

admitted that it was not all which it might be made in regard

to Art. The “ clock that ticked against the wall ” sounded

twelve; I proposed to go to sleep. Turner leaned his elbow

upon the table, and, putting his feet upon a second chair, took

a position sufficiently easy, and fell asleep. I laid myself at

full length across three or four chairs, and soon followed his

example.
‘ Before six in the morning he rose, and went down towards

the bridge. The air was balmy
;
the strong light between the

hills, the dark umbrage, and the flashing water presented a

beautiful early scene. Turner sketched the bridge, but appeared,

from changing his position several times, as if he had tried more

than one sketch, or could not please himself as to the best

point. I saw that bridge and part of the scene afterwards in a

painting in his gallery. He had made several additions to the

scenery near the bridge from his own imagination. The picture

was poetical
;
and, if I remember rightly, he had introduced

into it some of the fictitious characters of the heathen mytho-

logy ;
he had bathed it in the gorgeous glories of the southern

sun, clothed it in barbaric pearl and gold—in fact, enriched it

with that indefinable attraction which true genius confers on all

its works. In delineating ocean, storm, or calm, the effulgence

of southern glory on the chaste and highly decorated, but

soberer scenery of his native land, Turner seemed to me then,

as still, without a compeer. His sea pieces far excel those of

the higher Dutch painters. His pictures of Italy’s sunny clime,

her melancholy ruins, and the unsullied azure of her blue

heaven, have received from Turner a charm which is scarcely

to be found in any other painter. He was truly the poet of

painting.
1 Turner said that lie had never seen so many natural
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beauties in so limited an extent of country as he saw in the

vicinity of Plymouth. Some of the scenes hardly appeared to

belong to this island. Mount Edgcumbe particularly delighted

him, and he visited it three or four times. I have now in my
possession a pencil sketch, of the roughest kind, which he drew.

It is from the side of that fairy spot which looks into Cowsand

Bay. There is the end of the seat, over which projects a

thatched roof, the table, the bottle of wine, and a full-length of

myself in the foreground—not the most flattering of his little-

flattering impersonations. In the bay are several line-of-battle

ships at anchor. This, a mere scrawl, is as full a representation

as he took of many scenes of which he made some of his finest

pictures. His slender, graphic memoranda induce me to think

that he possessed the most extraordinary memory for treasuring

up the details of what he saw in Nature of any individual that

ever existed, and that such outlines were to him what the few

heads of a discourse would be to a person who carried them

away with a good memory. Some have said that he was not

conscious of his own superiority
;

I believe that he was, and

enjoyed the reflection as much as a nature would permit that

did not participate in common susceptibilities, nor build its

satisfaction upon such pleasures as the common mind most

esteems. His habits were of the simplest character
;

he

had no relish for the tawdry displays that obtain so much con-

ventional estimation. A splendid house and large establishment

would have been an encumbrance rather than a luxury to

Turner
;
his mind was set on higher objects. If he desired

what everyday people estimate highest, it was at his command.

He was called close and niggardly
;
but he had no desire to live

and enjoy beyond the style of living and enjoying to which he

was habituated. His mind lived in his art
; he did not wish to

appear other than he was. His wealth he had long determined

to devote to a better purpose than giving dilettanti dinners, or

assembling in a drawing-room the customary bevy of visitors

that come and go to no good purpose, either as regards them-

selves or others. He was rather content to follow the path of

most great men who have devoted themselves to a pursuit to

which they have given their whole hearts. He did not fawn, as
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artists continually do, in the crowded rooms of men of rank and

fortune for interested ends, while he did not shun an occasional

intermixture in good society ;
his own time was too precious to

be wasted as too many waste theirs. Turner felt that he bore,

and desired still to bear, no surreptitious name in coteries ;
but

to leave behind enduring renown as an artist. Concealed

beneath his homely exterior there was much that was good and

aspiring. Who with such ideas, humbly born as he was, so

pre-eminent in Art, destitute of fluency in language, though

always speaking to the point—who with such ideas has ever

existed without being an object of attack from some quarter or

other ?

‘ He was charged with being close in money matters. If he

satisfied his simple personal wants, who has a right to call him
niggardly when he preserved his wealth for a noble purpose?

I denied to several artists who told stories of his love of money
that his character was as they represented it. The most miser-

able of wretches is he who makes life a burden in order to move
in the track of other people’s ideas. When I was out with

Turner in Devonshire, he paid his quota at the inns with cheer-

fulness
;
and some of our bills were rather higher in amount

than bread and cheese would have incurred. Turner accom-

modated himself as well as any man I ever saw to the position

of the moment.
* I chanced to relate to one of his brother Academicians

that I was of a party to whom Turner had given a picnic in

Devonshire, but I was scarcely credited. Never was there

more social pleasure partaken by any party in that English

Eden. Turner was exceedingly agreeable for one whose lan-

guage was more epigrammatic and terse than complimentary

upon most occasions. He had come two or three miles with

the man who bore his store of good things, and had been at

work before our arrival. He showed the ladies some of his

sketches in oil, which he had brought with him, perhaps, to

verify them. The wine circulated freely, and the remembrance

was not obliterated from Turner’s mind long years afterwards.

My opinion is, that this great artist always understood the

occasion, and was prepared to meet it as any other individual
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would do. At home he led the life he preferred ; he was not

calculated for any but his own pursuit, and in that he shone

;

he knew and felt it. When I see a deviation from the common
track in such a man, I feel persuaded that it is the result of a

preference or inclination that should be respected. He had a

great regard for his own fame.***•*•
* Suddenly a battery of twenty-four pounders opened only

four or five feet above our heads. I was startled with the

shock, but Turner was unmoved. We were neither of us pre-

pared for the concussion
; but he showed none of the surprise

which I betrayed, being as unmoved at the sudden noise and

involvement in the smoke as if nothing had happened.
*We visited Cothele together, where the furniture is ofthe date

of the reigns of Henry VII. and Henry VIII. Turner did not

seem much interested in the building
;
but with the woods and

the views from some of the headlands round which the river

winds he was so much taken that, following him with a gig, we
could not return, and were obliged to take out the horse, and

lift the vehicle over a hedge by main strength. In doing this

and getting upon the hedge, there burst upon the view a noble

expanse of scenery, which we had not anticipated. Here the

artist became busy at once, but only for a short time. “ Now,”

said he, “ we shall see nothing finer than this, if we stay till

sundown
; because we can’t. Let us go home.” It was the last

visit we paid to the scenery of the Tamar together. We subse-

quently had a picnic on the romantic banks of the Plym, and

visited the crags and precipices of Sheep’s Tor together. This

visit closed nearly three weeks for the most part spent in

similar rambles. It was during these rambles that I im-

bibed higher ideas, not only of the artist, but of the man, than

I had previously held, and still hold, now death has closed his

shining career.

‘ Many years afterwards he spoke to me in London of the

reception he met with on this tour, in a strain that exhibited

his possession of a mind not unsusceptible or forgetful of kind-

nesses. Among his entertainers some preceded him to the

narrow house, and foremost among them the late John Collier,
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then resident at Mount Tamar, and subsequently member of

Parliament for Plymouth.

* As the birthplace of Turner has recently appeared to some

persons a matter of doubt, I may here observe he was born at

Barnstaple, and neither in Maiden Lane nor at South Molton,

if his own words go for anything. The latter place, it is true, is

but twelve miles from Barnstaple. We were sailing together in

a boat on the St. Germains river, near Ince Castle
;

I recollect

it as well as if it occurred yesterday. Turner, Collier, and

myself were the only persons present, except the boatmen. I

was remarking what a number of artists the West of England

had produced, particularly Devon and Cornwall. I enumerated

all I could remember from Reynolds to Prout. When I had

done, Turner said, “ You may add me to the list; I am a Devon-

shire man.” I demanded from what part of the county, and he

replied, “ Barnstaple.” I have many times since repeated the

incident to others, who would insist that the artist was a Lon-

doner. His father was of the same trade as the parent of the

distinguished equity lawyer Sugden, and came to London when
Turner was young. I remember the little, plain, but not ill-

made old man letting m-e into Turner’s house, or rather gallery,

in Queen Anne Street more than once. He was not as stout nor

as bluff-looking as his son, allowing for the difference in years/

The following interesting communication, relative to probably

the same tour, was kindly supplied by the late Sir Charles East-

lake :

—

‘Turner visited Plymouth (my native town) while I was

staying there in the summer of 1813, or perhaps 1814 (1812?),

painting portraits. As he wished to see the scenery of the

river Tamar, I accompanied him, together with Mr. Ambrose
Johns, of Plymouth (a landscape painter of great merit, lately

deceased at a great age), to a cottage near Calstock, the resi-

dence of my aunt, Miss Pearce, where we all stayed for a few

days. From that point as a centre Turner made various ex-

cursions, and the result of one of his rambles was a sketch of

the scene which afterwards grew into the celebrated picture of
“ Crossing the Brook.” The bridge in that picture is Calstock

Bridge
;
some mining works are indicated in the middle dis-
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tance. The extreme distance extends to the mouth of the

Tamar, the harbour of Hamoaze, the hills of Mount Edgcumbe,

and those on the opposite side of Plymouth Sound. The whole

scene is extremely faithful.

‘Turner made his sketches in pencil and by stealth. His

companions, observing his peculiarity, were careful not to in-

trude upon him. After he returned to Plymouth, in the neigh-

bourhood of which he remained some weeks, Mr. Johns fitted

up a small portable painting-box, containing some prepared

paper for oil sketches, as well as the other necessary materials.

When Turner halted at a scene and seemed inclined to sketch

it, Johns produced the inviting box, and the great artist, finding

everything ready to his hand, immediately began to work. As
he sometimes wanted assistance in the use of the box, the pre-

sence of Johns was indispensable, and after a few days he made
his oil sketches freely in our presence. Johns accompanied him

always
;

I was only with them occasionally. Turner seemed

pleased when the rapidity with which those sketches were done

was talked of ;
for, departing from his habitual reserve in the

instance of his pencil sketches, he made no difficulty of showing

them. On one occasion, when, on his return after a sketching

ramble to a country residence belonging to my father, near

Plympton, the day’s work was shown, he himself remarked that

one of the sketches (and perhaps the best) was done in less than

half an hour.

‘When he left Plymouth he carried off all the results. We
had reckoned that Johns, who had provided all the materials,

and had waited upon him devotedly, would at least have had a

present of one or two of the sketches. This was not the case ;

but long afterwards the great painter sent Johns in a letter a

small oil sketch, not painted from Nature, as a return for his

kindness and assistance. On my enquiring afterwards what had

become of those sketches, Turner replied that they were worth-

less, in consequence, as he supposed, of some defect in the

preparation of the paper ;
all the grey tints, he observed, had

nearly disappeared. Although I did not implicitly rely on

that statement, I do not remember to have seen any of them

afterwards.’
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CHAPTER XV.

ENGLISH ENGRAVERS.

So limited was the number of good engravers in England in

1 703 that, to procure plates for his folio ‘Caesar/ Tonson had to

go to Holland in search of artists. 1

In George II.’s reign Vandergucht and Faber, the one a

Fleming, the other a Dutchman, engraved a few plates ; but,

in 1725, the thirteen octavo volumes of Rapin’s ‘History of

England/ translated by Tindal and illustrated with George

Vertue’s portraits, drew much attention to native talent. In

1732 a folio edition of this work was published in weekly

numbers, and sold by thousands.

To this followed Picart’s ‘ Religious Ceremonies of all Na-

tions/ illustrated by Gavelot and Scotin
; whom Hogarth also

employed, together with Ravenel, Grignon, and Walker. In

1719 Dorigny completed his plates from Raphael’s Cartoons ;

and in 1751 Messrs. Knapton published a series of historical

prints after the English artists Hayman and Blakely
;
while in

the same reign Dubose brought out ‘ The Battle of Blenheim/

and Pine his copies of ‘ The Tapestry in the House of Lords.’

In fact, between 1740 and 1750 engraving began to develope

English talent ;
mezzotint portraits became common, and the

printsellers commenced to exhibit likenesses of distinguished

characters.

Illustrated editions of English works now increased in num-
ber, and the magazines rivalled each other in their engravings

and increased the taste for Art. Reckless Hayman, Hogarth’s

friend, who decorated Vauxhall, drew largely for the booksellers

at two guineas a drawing ; inferior artists received only one

1 Our earlier engravers were—Faithome, who died 1691 ; Whister,

who died 1704; Smith (mezzotint), who died 1720; Boydell, born 1 7 19,

died 1804 ;
Strange, born 1721, died 1792 ; Basile, born 1730, died 1802,

Ryland, bom 1732, died 1783; Woollett, born 1755, died 1785 ;
Sharp,

bom 1740, died 1824; Rooker, bom 1748, died 1801.
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guinea, though Lownes, the publisher, gave Wale for each of

his designs to ‘ Clarissa Harlowe * half a crown extra. Hayman
illustrated Moore’s ‘Fables’ in 1744, Hanmer’s ‘Shakespeare’

in 1744, and Milton’s Works in 1749. Gavelot also drew

antiquities, designed for upholsterers, and illustrated books be-

tween 1735 and 1745. His best work is the ‘ Decamerone,’

1757—a work published, however, after his return to France.

In 1741 Boydell, a young English engraver, began to pub-

lish a series of views in and about London, the size folio and

the price one shilling
;
which were placed for sale in toy-shop

windows. Encouraged by success, he extended his tours to

the whole of England and Wales between 1741 and 1755.

From 1780 Rooker, Ryland, Strange, and Woollett began

to get patronage. In 1751 Strange commenced his series of

copies from the old masters
; and in 1752, the year that Rey-

nolds returned from abroad, and Zuccarelli came to live in

England, Knapton and Dodsley published some historical

prints. At the same time Dalton’s work on Greece and Egypt

employed the talent of Basile, Mason, Chatelain, and Vivares.

In 1753 Cipriani came to England; and in 1755, the year

Wilson returned from Italy, Stuart returned from Greece, and
commenced a folio work on Athens, illustrated with engravings

by Basile, Rooker, Strange, Walker, Grignon, and others.

In 1754, through the exertions of Mr. W. Shipley, a North-

amptonshire gentleman, a Society for the Encouragement of

Art was founded in London, in imitation of one founded by
Dr. Madden in Dublin in 1740. About 1755 Mr. Wedgwood,
the Staffordshire potter, began to introduce high Art into ceramic

manufacture.

Among the early engravers we may reckon—F. Legat, a

Scotchman, and pupil of Runciman, who engraved for Boydell

Northcote’s ‘ Children in the Tower,’ Stothard’s ‘ Fall of Aber-

cromby,’ West’s ‘ King, Queen, and Laertes,’ ‘ Cassandra,’ after

Romney, and the ‘ Death of Cordelia,’ after Barry
;
and who

died of disappointment in 1809. Hall, a pupil of Ravenet, who
engraved, among others, West’s pictures of Penn’s ‘ Treaty with

the Indians ’ and ‘ Cromwell Dissolving the Parliament,’ became

historical engraver to George III. Robert Strange, chiefly an
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engraver of the old masters, bom 1721, died in 1772. Vivares,

^Frenchman, originally a tailor, was a beautiful etcher of trees,

and was often assisted by Chatelain, who lived in Great New-
port Street

;
he was born in 1709 and died in 1780. And last,

yet first of all, Woollett, who engraved Wilson’s ‘Niobe.’ He
was born at Maidstone in 1735, an<i died in 1785. He also

engraved the * Phaeton/ ‘Celadon and Amelia,’ ‘Ceyx and
Alcyone.’ Gavelot, who kept a drawing-school in the Strand,

also drew for Grignon. MacArdell engraved much for Rey-
nolds, and also fine mezzotints of Hogarth’s ‘ Captain Coram. *

Luke Sullivan, who etched the ‘ March to Finchley,’ was also a

miniature painter
; he died in poverty. Nor must we forget the

unfortunate Sherwin, who engraved portraits of Mrs. Robinson,

Mrs. Siddons, and others.

For the ‘ Death of General Wolfe,’ 1776, Woollett received

some 6,000/. or 7,000/., participating in the profits of the pub-

lisher
;
nor was the ‘Battle of La Hogue,’ published in 1781,

less popular. They were both copied in Paris and Vienna.

The mezzotints of Earlom helped to swell the 200,000/. re-

ceived by the English in one year for engravings from foreign

customers.

Gradually topographical works became more numerous, and

began to improve in merit. Our artists were few, especially

landscape artists, and even of these not many there were who
cared to go and see Nature for themselves. The brown tree, the

upas tree of Art, flourished in every studio. Spring and autumn

had never yet been painted, and green grass was despised as

mere salad
; the real high-Art grass being of the colour of an

old violin.

In 1780 illustrated works made a considerable advance in

the shape of Harrison’s ‘ Novelist’s Magazine for which Stot-

hard’s first drawing was one to illustrate ‘Joseph Andrews,’ the

remuneration being half a guinea, and for later drawings a

guinea. For engraving one of these Heath received five

guineas.

From about 1780 Heath stood high among English line-

engravers
;
and after the French Revolution arose Raimbach

and Warren. It is not known exactly when steel engraving

superseded copper, but Pye tells us that in 18 11 Raimbach
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engraved a steel plate for the Bank of England, and that steel

engraving was then a proved thing. 1

In 1786 Boydell, growing wealthy, determined to encourage

historical painting by publishing by subscription a series of

prints illustrative of Shakespearian scenes ;
and the pictures

painted for the work were exhibited in a gallery built expressly

for their reception in Pall Mall (now the British Institution).

For this collection Northcote painted his ‘ Death of Wat Tyler/

and Reynolds his 1 Robin Goodfellow/ the * Vestal Tuccia/

the ‘ Holy Family/ the * Gleaner/ ‘ Cardinal Beaufort/ and the

‘ Caldron Scene in Macbeth/ 2

1 The following record of engravers’ prices is valuable:—For Duro-

veray’s plates after Westall and others, sixteen and twenty guineas each

;

Warren twenty, and Heath eighteen
;

for Sharpe's Classics, 1308,

fifteen guineas each, but eighteen to Bromley, Raimbach, and Warren ;

two plates by P. Sharpe, in the Spectator, twenty guineas each
;
and

the Rival Beauties, by Parker, twenty-five guineas. Warren received

for The Heiress and Dr. Sangrado, in Inchbald's Theatre, after Smirke,

thirty guineas each
;

for the plates in The Arabian Nights, after

Smirke, thirty-eight guineas each ; for the Broken Jar, after Wilkie, fifty

guineas. Raimbach received for his four beautiful plates for Suttaby's

Spectator after Stothard, one hundred guineas
; for the plates for the World,

twenty-five guineas
;
for Smirke’s Don Quixote, fifty guineas. Cook, for

the illustrations to his edition of the Poets, gave but six or seven guineas

each.

2 Among the artists employed by Boydell were

—

Angelica Kaufmann Highmore Smirke

Barry Hodges Stothard

Beechey Howard West
Farington Northcote Westall

Fuseli Opie Wheatley

Hamilton Reynolds Wilson

Hearne Romney

d among the engravers were

—

Aliamet Fittler Picot

Bartolozzi Grignon Ravenle

Baron Val. Green Schiavonetti

Brown Hall Sharpe

Byrne Heath J. Smith

Carnot M'Ardell Vivares

Chatelain Mason Woollett

Earlom Middiman
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In 1803 the catalogue published by Boydell of the plates

forming his stock extended to forty-eight volumes. 1

In 1804 Boydell obtained the sanction of Parliament to dis-

pose of his Art property by lottery ; when the gallery fell to the

share of Mr. Tassie, a modeller, of Leicester Square, who died

in 1861. Boydell had spent 500,000/. in plates for prize prints,

46,266/. in pictures and drawings, and 30,000/. in the Shake-

speare Gallery. The lottery was drawn in 1805. Boydell had

died in the previous year.

In 1811 the bequest of the Desenfans pictures to Dulwich

College by Sir Francis Bourgeois contributed largely to ad-

vance English Art. In 1819 Mr. J. O. Robinson purchased

the Boydell stock, and in connexion with Mr. Hurst carried

on the trade of print-selling and publishing. In 1822 they

entered into an agreement with Sir Thomas Lawrence to give

him 5,000/. per annum for the exclusive privilege of engraving

plates from his pictures ; and for the right of engraving the

portrait of the Duke of York, the two children called 1 Nature *

(by G. D. Doo), the ‘ Little Red Ridinghood ’ (by Lane), and

the portrait of George IV. (by Finden), with two or three

others never finished, they paid him 10,000/. From Messrs.

Moon, Boys, and Graves, who purchased Messrs. Hurst and

Robinson’s stock in 1825, Wilkie received 1,200 guineas for

the right of engraving the ‘ Chelsea Pensioners,’ which he

had painted for the Duke of Wellington.

About 1824 the frivolous Keepsake mania, though origi-

nating mere literary confectionery, gave an impetus to mo-

dern Art. Keepsakes are said to have originated in an idea

suggested by Mr. Alaric Watts, the poet, at that time the editor

of a Manchester paper. He proposed to Messrs. Hurst and

Robinson, Sir Walter Scott’s London publishers, to start an

annual volume (half art, half literature) in imitation of the

German pocket-books. Scott, Byron, Lady Blessington, Mrs.

1 After Boydell’s enterprise followed Macklin’s Illustrations of the

Poets of the Bible, and Bowyer’s Illustrations of the History of Eng-
land.
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Shelley, Wordsworth, Southey, Praed, and the like were to

contribute ;
Turner, Leslie, Newton, Stothard, Alston, Law-

rence, Collins, Danby, and Martin were to furnish drawings

;

and Hall, Finden, Watt, Goodall, and Pye were to engrave.

The * Literary Souvenir * appeared in 1824, and was followed

by the ‘ Amulet * and ‘ Keepsake/ the latter of which ran its

course for ten years. Thousands of these ephemeral pro-

ductions were sold
;

of some editions as many as 14,000

copies
; and a single speculator is said to have spent some

50,000/. thereon; the engravers receiving between 150/. and

200/. each. Finding, however, that these butterflies injured

the Christmas sale of their books, the authors clubbed to put

them down.

Like all great movers of the world, Turner was bom at

the precisely right moment. The planets were in due con-

junction over his house of life. Illustrated books began to be

popular, and engraving flourished, just as Turner’s talent began

to be known. We have already seen that in 1778, when he

was three years old, appeared * Hearne and Byrne’s Antiqui-

ties/ some of the drawings in which, as a boy, he copied and
revised. In 1779 came out Harrison’s ‘Novelist’s Magazine/

which Stothard, a young apprentice to a Spitalfields pattern-

drawer, began to illustrate with great elegance and poetry.

Then came out in rivalry ‘Paul Sandby’s Views/ the ‘Vir-

tuoso’s Museum/ ‘ Watt’s [one of Hearne’s engravers] Views of

Gentlemen’s Seats/ ‘ Milton’s Views in Ireland/ ‘ Middiman’s

Views/ and in 1782 Bell’s illustrated edition of the ‘British

Poets/ Turner was then eight years old.

In 1793, when he was eighteen, Turner was engaged by
Walker to make his earliest tours to Kent, Staffordshire, Derby-

shire, and Cheshire.

We have already seen that Turner was a bitterly disap-

pointed man. He had been cruelly frustrated in love, and his

nature was one that could not forget. In Art, too, he had had
hard struggles. His oil pictures did not sell at first: the

engravings from his works were unlucky. The ‘ Liber ’ was
stopped because it was at first partially a failure; and Jiis
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plates to the ‘ History of Richmondshire ’ were a great loss to

the publishers. Was it any wonder, then, that he learnt to

despise a public who could not understand his genius, and

would have let him starve had he been less fertile in resources ?

Even his drawing-lessons missed success. An authority pro-

nounces that the 4 plates from “ Cologne ” and “ Dover ” were

not successful; whilst Whitaker’s “ History of Richmondshire,”

containing twenty engravings from some of the finest of his

designs, entailed a heavy loss on its proprietors. All these

works, however, are now sought with the greatest avidity, and

fetch, when the impressions are really good, prices greatly

beyond their original value.

A review of Mr. Stokes’s elaborate index of the engravings

from Turner presents some view of his Art progress in con-

junction with his paintings, and enables us to see that his fame

as a painter profited largely by the reputation he acquired

through his engravings.

In 1794, when Turner is nineteen, he is drawing Rochester

and Chepstow for Walker’s ‘ Copperplate Magazine
;

’ his tours

have been as yet chiefly in the home counties and on the

coast, and in Wales. In 1795 he makes drawings of Notting-

ham, Bridgenorth, Matlock, and Birmingham for the same

periodical ;
the Tower of London and Cambridge for the

‘Pocket Magazine and Worcester and Guildford for Messrs.

Harrison. In the next year, for that and other magazines,

from previous tours he makes drawings of Chester, Leith,

Peterborough, Tunbridge, Bath, Staines, Bristol, Wallingford,

and Windsor. In 1797 he sketches in Flint, Herefordshire, and

Lincolnshire ;
and the first illustrations of his to a genuine

topographical work, the ‘Views of the County of Lincoln/

appear.

In 1798 the ‘Itinerant’ contains his ‘ Sheffield ’ and ‘Wake-

field / and in 1 799, when illustration work seems unusually scarce

with him, he begins the first of his nine years’ drawings for the

‘Oxford Almanac.’ In 1800 work apparently comes with a

rush, and he furnishes numerous drawings of abbeys and

gentlemen’s mansions to Angus’s ‘ Seats ’ and Whitaker’s

‘ Parish of Whalley.’
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In 1801 he contributes his only drawing to the ‘ Beauties

of England and Wales ;’ and in 1803 to Byrne’s ‘Britannia

Depicta.’

In 1807 he issues the first volume of his ‘ Liber Studiorum/

and does little else for the engraver till 1812, when he contributes

a drawing ofFountains Abbey to Whitaker’s ‘ History of Craven/

He had now become sufficiently known to venture on single

plates engraved from his drawings. The first was ‘ Brocklesby

Mausoleum;’ the next was ‘ Dunster Castle ’ (in 1800, when

he was twenty-five). This was a great step. Not until 1814,

however, did he find full scope for his ambition in Cooke’s

‘Southern Coast,’ the first number of which contained the

following drawings :
—

‘ St. Michael’s Mount,’ ‘ Poole/ ‘ Land s

End/ ‘ Weymouth/ and ‘ Lulworth Cove.’ This work employed

him regularly till 1826. In the meantime he had begun to

progress. In 1820 and 1821 he contributed some of his finest

works to Whitaker’s ‘ History of Richmondshire.’ Of these the

most matchless are the * Ingleborough ’ and the ‘ High Force
;

’

the ‘ Kirkby Lonsdale Churchyard ’ and the ‘ Wycliffe
;

’ the

‘Junction of the Greta and Tees;’ and the ‘Hardraw Fall’

(engraved by the inimitable John Pye).

In 1820 he completed some drawings from camera-obscura

sketches for Hakewell’s ‘ Picturesque Tour in Italy/ from which

country he had recently returned. They are careful, but rather

blue in tone. One of them was privately published on a large

scale by Mr. Allnutt, who became the owner by purchase.

In 1824 appeared Turner’s ‘ Rivers of England/ published

by W. B. Cooke, including the ‘ Norham Castle/ which he had

always considered the turning-point in his career. Worn out,

I believe, by the exactions and petty tyranny of Cooke, he

began in 1827 his ‘England and Wales.’ The alphabetical

plan of this series, which lasted eleven years, indicated the

desire for comprehensive unity that specially distinguished

Turner’s mind. When his later Venetian pictures were bought,

he was always saying, ‘What do people want with such scraps?’

His study in the ‘ Liber ’ had been to epitomise all landscape

ideals ;
his study in the ‘ England and Wales ’ was to epitomise

all the beauties of his own country.

M
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In 1826 he took a higher flight, proceeding to illustrate the

greatest poet of the age, Lord Byron, for Murray’s octavo

edition. The sketches were not always over-accurate ; the

‘ Athens’ is specially bad. In 1833 he contributed some

similar drawings to Finden’s ‘ Landscape and Portrait Illustra-

tions of Byron/

In 1829 he executed several drawings of Fonthill for the

‘Anniversary;’ and from 1828 to 1837 extended a series of

drawings for the ‘ Keepsake,’ beginning with ‘ Florence,’ and

ending with ‘The Sea—the Sea.’ About this time, I think,

came out his very unequal engravings to Finden’s ‘ Illustrations

of the Bible.’

In 1830 and 1834 he executed some of his most charming

drawings for Rogers’s beautiful edition of his ‘Italy;’ and, in

the latter year, others for his complete Poems. In the ‘ Mont
St. Bernard’ the figures were by Stothard, and the dogs by

E. Landseer. The moonlight in the ‘Villa Madonna’ is

steeped in the most delicious poetry
;
the figures in the ‘ Scene

with Banditti ’ are full of spirit.

Nor does this lengthy enumeration of his labours exhaust

the list of the engravings from Turner’s pictures and drawings.

In my Index will be found a long list of subscription plates,

conspicuous among which are the ‘ Dido and ./Eneas,’ the

‘Caligula’s Bridge,’ the ‘Mercury and Herse,’ the ‘Crossing

the Brook,’ the ‘Ancient and Modern Italy,’ the ‘Cologne’

and ‘ Ehrenbreitstein,’ the ‘ Golden Bough,’ the ‘ Lake of

Narni,’ and several Venetian pictures. To these we must add

a long series of single plates.

In 1834 appeared further illustrations to Byron’s works;

and the same year was marked by a succession of Scotch and

French landscapes in the edition of Scott’s ‘ Prose and Poetical

Works ’ published by Cadell of Edinburgh.

Turner’s tours in 1833-4-5 embraced the rivers of France,

including chateaux, bridges, and towers innumerable. In the

last year were published^ his seven illustrations to Macrone’s

edition of Milton’s works, the least successful of all his book
illustrations. In 1837 he rendered service to Campbell; and,

in 1839, to Moore’s ‘Epicurean.’ These also were feeble,

strained, and misunderstood productions.
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In 1836-7 he had prepared for the engraver some careful

drawings of views in India, from sketches by Lieutenant White.

His single plates commenced with the 1 Brocklesby Mauso-

leum/ ‘Norham Castle/ and * Ivy Bridge 7

in 1827, and ended

with a frontispiece for 1 Pilgrim’s Progress ’ in 1847. There are

also some mezzotints after Turner, such as ‘ Whiting-Fishing

off Margate/ the ‘Eddystone Lighthouse/ the ‘ Wreck of the

“ Minotaur,” 7 the 1 Wreck/ a 1 Shipwreck/ and the 1 Burning

Mountain ’ (engraved in colours). To these we must add

the ‘ Ports of England 7 and ‘ Views in Sussex. 7

This constant issue of engravings was the real secret of

Turner’s wealth, and explained the two cart-loads of proofs

that he left behind him. From some of them he must have

reaped large sums. No one knows, moreover, how many of

the ‘ Liber 7 were sold
;
probably at least three times as many

copies as the 1 coppers ’ ought to have produced. He was

always furbishing them with new effects.

’ CHAPTER XVI.

turner’s work for the engravers.

The sixteen interesting letters which are introduced in the

following chapter were addressed to Mr. J. Wyatt, a carver and

gilder of Oxford, who was also an artist, and to Mr. W. Miller,

of Edinburgh, who was Turner’s favourite engraver. They
possess considerable value, as containing the ipsissima verba of

a very reserved and taciturn man, and as revealing the kindness

of his heart and the ceaseless and anxious care with which he

followed the development of his engraved works. If Reynolds

was correct in his definition of genius as only 1 well applied in-

dustry/ an argument in support of his dictum might be derived

from these letters. Indeed, in all Turner did there was a rest-

less aspiration after supreme excellence, a sleepless care, an

untiring watchfulness to discover and to unite the beautiful with

the true.

In 1809, the date of these letters, Turner—at the time Pro-

fessor of Perspective at the Royal Academy—exhibited ‘ Boat-

M 2
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men Recovering an Anchor off Spithead;’ two views of Tabley,

in Cheshire, the seat of Sir J. F. Leicester, Bart.— one ‘ A Windy
Day,’ and the other ‘A Calm Morning ’—and also one of his few

figure pictures, ‘The Garreteer’s Petition’—a faint echo of

Hogarth’s ‘ Grub Street Post.’

The first letter runs thus :

—

‘West End, Upper Mall, Hammersmith
‘Fridy, Novemb er 23, 1809.

‘ Sir,—I will do what I can in respect to size, time, &c., con-

sidering your last letter’s conclusion as to choice of price. But,

concerning the engraver, it is a difficult thing to know who to

choose; their prices are as different as their abilities, and there-

fore that point must remain with you. But if Mr. Warren will

undertake a large plate, surely his abilities may be said to equal

to the task; or Middirnan, Lowry, young Byrne, or Miton, &c.

The question is certainly of the first importance tome; but you

must decide; and all I can do respecting advice
,
&c.

}
to whomso-

ever you may ultimately choose, shall be at his or your service.

‘ Your most truly obedient

‘ J. M. Turner.

* “ Britton’s Antiquity ” contains some good specimens of

engraving for depth, clearness, and well-laid lines, but [I] cannot

recollect their names.

‘Mr. J. Wyatt,
Carver and Gilder,

High Street, Oxford.’

‘December 9, 1809: 9 o’clock, Saturday.

‘Sir,—By some accident or other your letter arrived but

just now, and therefore I shall despatch this answer by the

coach to-morrow morning, for to wait for the next post would

prevent your getting the proposal printed by Tuesday, and

which even now appears to be doubtful.

‘ I think that a print or an engraving should follow the words

“ proposal for subscription ” (which you think best), and that it

is so near the size of “ Niobe” that to mention it would perhaps

induce some to think of yours as a comparison print. Another

thing, you should by all means particularise how many proofs

you intend to take off, and at what price, for the public like to
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fiave more than assurances; they now want particulars, and which

leads me to hope that you will be very particular about men-

:ioning Mr. Middiman’s name; for to insert it in the prospectus

without being sure of his co-operation would mar your

endeavours in the eye of the public, for the least deviation from

1 proposal renders all subscriptions void. Be pleased to accept

diis hasty advice; and am glad to hear Mr. M. is inclined to

engrave the picture. Respecting your sketches, I only want

the honour to judge whether or not they are worth introducing;

but you have not said or hinted at a second view, and therefore

it is not of so great a consequence of taking in the corner ot

Queen’s College.
‘ However, I have no objection to a trip to Oxford, but

:ould wish it warmer weather.

‘Your most truly obedient

‘
J. M. Turner.

‘Mr. J. Wyatt, West End, Upper Mall.’

‘December 26, 1809,

‘ Sir,—I cannot but think it very unhandsome of Mr. Taylor,

md therefore will do all that is within my power to accommodate

pour wishes. Will leave here some day this week for Oxford.

[ therefore wish you to get me a sheet of paper pasted down on

1 board in readiness, about two feet by one foot.

‘ I think of coming by the Shrewsbury or Birmingham coach,

ind therefore hope to be at Oxford by twelve at night. Could

wish you, if possible, to secure me a bed at the inn.

* Yours most truly,

‘J. M. Turner.’

In the next year the Academy Catalogue enables us to de-

termine Turner’s residence to have been at 64 Harley Street, in

conjunction with his rural retreat on the Upper Mall, Hammer-
smith. 1810 was the date of his exhibition of two fine views

of Lowther Castle, the seat of the Earl of Lonsdale, one being

a morning effect, and the other an evening; and also ‘A Dewy
Morning,’ the scene taken from his favourite Petworth, painted

for his close friend the good-natured Earl of Egremont.
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* February 28, 1810.

‘Sir,—I did not receive yours yesterday early enough to

answer by post. But with respect to the picture, I have con-

tinued it on the same size, only 2 feet 3J inches by 3 feet 3 inches

at most measures
;
yet the sky, I do think, had better be an

inch at least under the top rabbet. Therefore I should advise

you to make the rabbet deep, so that it can be hid; therefore

the right measures may be as follows:—3 feet 2^ inches by
2 feet 2\ inches.

‘ The picture, you may inform Mr. Middiman, can be seen if

he will favour me by calling, and with a time when it will so suit

him, that I may be sure to be at home. I am afraid it will not

be finished as early as you mentioned, but I shall not long ex-

ceed that time (March 7), for it certainly would be desirable to

you to have it while Oxford is full.

‘The figures introduced are as follows:—Two clericals, one

in black, with a Master of Arts gown; the other with lawn

sleeves for the bishop (being in want ofa little white and purple

scarf), and followed by a beadle. Now arises some ques-

tions—First, is it right or wrong to introduce the bishop cross-

ing the street in with his robes ? Whether he should

wear a cap ? What kind of a staff the beadles use, and if they

wear caps ? In short, these are the principal figures, and if you

will favour me with answers to the foregoing questions, and

likewise describe to me the particularity of each dress, I should

be much obliged to you, for I could wish to be right.

‘ I am your most obedient

‘ J. M. Turner

‘P.S.—A Proctor’s gown has, I think you said, velvet

sleeves ?

‘ Mr. J. Wyatt.*

‘March 4, 1810.

‘ Sir,—I have not heard or seen Mr. Middiman, and not being

so fortunate as to meet with him at home yesterday evening,

I now write to ask how to proceed, thepicture beingfinished, and

in a day or two can be varnished for the last time. The packing-

case is likewise ready; therefore be so good as to say what con-
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veyance you wish me to use to send it by, and whether you posi-

tively wish Mr. M. to see it first, in which case you had better

write to him again; or perhaps my delivering the picture to him

you may consider the same (sending you a receipt for it).

‘ As to the figures introduced, I have made use of those you

sent, and therefore hope you will find them right; but I took

the hint, for the sake of colour, to introduce some ladies. The
figures taking down old houses are not only admissable, but I

think explaining their loss and the removal of the gateway. In

short, I hope that the picture will please, and that you will

find your endeavours seconded and prove ultimately very

advantageous.

‘Your most truly obedient

‘J. M. Turner.

‘ P.S.—The prints shall be returned as you direct, and allow

me to thank you for sending them.

‘ Mr. J. Wyatt.*
* 1810.

‘Sir,—I am glad to hear the picture is so approved of.

Really I thought of you long before you wrote, and I could not

have rested a day or two more without writing for uneasiness

as to the safe conveyance of it by the coach or othenvise.

However, that is past; and respecting the spires, crosses, and

window, they can be done after the 10th. As you proposed,

you may send it to Mr. Middiman direct; for I shall be in town

about that time to finish: therefore I can do what you wish

there. I feel some concern about the spire of St. Mary’s. Many
who look at that spire at the side opposite will, in the street,

think that it should look equally high at the angle, but which

wholly changes its character. It becomes more dignified than

lofty. However, if you can get me the height and

base from the springing or setting off of the spire, or from the

clock, it shall be altered to measure.

* You must be the best judge how far a second print would

meet the support of your friends; but as you ask my opinion, I

should think you could very well try now co?iditionally
,
by which

you would feel the of your present friends about it; but I

still think that it should be merely for names, and not to confine
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them by a deposit (or a very small one); for in case it should

be returned to try the other end of the high spire, it would be

at least three or four years before the same engraver could

furnish you with the engraving. 1 Yours most truly,

‘ J. M. Turner.

‘ The book will be serviceable to me to make some memo-
randa respecting the dresses. Let me have it a little longer,

as I am now so very busy. If you think, or Mr. M. wishes for

it, let me know, and I will return it safe to him.

‘ Mr. J. Wyatt.’

In 1812 Turner, then an R.A., living in Queen Anne
Street, West, in the course of his unrelaxed efforts to obtain

fresh victories over Nature, exhibited ‘ A View of the Castle of

St. Michael, near Bonneville, Savoy; ’ a view of the ‘ High

Street’ of his favourite Oxford; another of the same learned

city from the Abingdon Road; and finally that fine picture

‘ The Snow-Storm, with Hannibal and his Army Crossing the

Alps/ to which were appended some grandly obscure lines from

that mysterious MS. epic ‘ The Fallacies of Hope

—

Craft, Treachery, and Fraud—Salassian force

Hung on the fainting rear ! Then Plunder seized

The victor and the captive—Saguntum’s spoil

Alike became their prey. Still the chief advanced,

Looked on the sun with hope
;
low, broad, and wan.

While the fierce archer of the downward year

Stains Italy’s blanch’d barrier with storms.

In vain each pass, ensanguined deep with dead,

Or rocky fragments—wide destruction roll’d.

Still on Campania’s fertile plains—he thought,

But the loud breeze sobbed, ‘ Capua’s joys beware.’

The original idea of this truly great picture was suggested

to Turner by a thunderstorm over the Yorkshire hills seen from

the terrace of Farnley, where he always found warm welcome.
The correspondence continues :

—

‘Friday, April 10, 1812.

1 Dear Sir,—I received yours last night upon my return from
the Royal Academy, where your two pictures are; let me there-

fore thank you for the enclosed bill it contained. As to the
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frame, it is very handsome, and makes the picture look very

well, but I fear that by the time it gets back to Oxford the

centre ornament will be wanting, for it projects beyond the

back, so it has no guard.

‘ Mr. Pye called to-day with proofwith the alteration of the

pavement, and that has improved it. He talks of sending you

one down shortly for your inspection, and he hopes approval.

‘ Your obedient

‘ J. M. Turner.
* Mr. J. Wyatt.*

‘Saturday, November 6, 1812.

‘Sir,—First let me thank you for the sausages and hare.

They were very good indeed. As to the I understood

you that Mr. Pye would have it immediately after the high

spire should be finished; therefore I began it at Christmas. But

respecting the venerable oak or elm, you rather puzzle me. If

you wish either, say so, and it shall be done; but fancy to your-

self how a large tree would destroy the character—that burst

of flat country with uninterrupted horizontal lines throughout

the picture as seen from the spot we took it from. The hedge-

row oaks are all pollards, but can be enclosed if you wish. As
to figures, I have not determined upon them, and even with

them, if you have any predilection for any, or object, it is the

same to me, or if, as I suppose, the have carved some
out for me in order at least; so their opinions may be taken,

reserving to myself the use or adaptation of them as most fit or

conducive to my subject as to colour, &c.
‘ Mr. Pye called to-day with a proof; the spire is much better,

and it begins to look rich, clean, and full. How long he will be

yet I know not; but as to me to send the picture to

the Exhibition, you must make haste with the frames, for the

pictures are to be sent on the 5th and 6th of next month. The
size is the same as the other picture, only 3 feet 3 by 2 feet 2 J
in the straining frame, and to hide part of the sky with the high

p., for it would be scarcely worth while to make the inch in the

sky to change the size of frame.

‘Your most obedient Servant,

‘J. M. Turner.
« Mr T Wv»tt »
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In 1841, when he was in the fall height of his later period,

in which everything was sacrificed to colour, and his eye had

lost its old far-reaching power, he exhibited his ‘ Ducal Palace,

Dogana, with parts of San Giorgio; * 4 Giudecca, la Donna
della Salute, and San Giorgio;’ ‘Rosenau, Seat of H.R.H.

Prince Albert of Coburg, near Coburg, Germany; ’
‘ Depositing

of John Bellini’s three Pictures in La Chiesa Redentore,

Venice;’ ‘Dawn of Christianity: the Flight into Egypt;’

and ‘ Glaucus and Scylla.’

Addressing Mr. Miller, he writes thus :

—

* Saturday, '^October 22, 1841.

‘My dear Sir,—So much time (for I only returned from

Scotland last night) since your letter and the arrival of the proof

(for Mr. Moon has sent only one), that I hope you have pro-

ceeded with the plate, in which case it is evident you must

take off ihree
,
and mark the two for me, if you adopt the same

medium of transfer; but I would say, send them direct. My re-

marks would be wholly yours, and some inconvenience to both

avoided. If you have not done anything, take off one for me.

So now to business.

‘ It appears to me that you have so far that I do think

I could now recollect sufficiently without the picture before

me, but will now write points out and answer your questions,

viz. if the sky you right you could advance more con-

fidently. Therefore do not touch the sky at present, but work

the rest up to it. The distance may be too dark, though it wants

more fine work, more character of woods, down to the very

Campagna of Rome—a bare, sterile flat, much lighter in tone.

‘ The question of a perpendicular line to the water—pray do

not think of it until after the very last touched proof, for it has

a beautiful quality of silvery softness, which is only checked by
the rock, which is the most unfortunate in the whole plate.

How to advise you here I know not, but think fine work

would blind the scene with the reflection of it with the water.

This is the worst part, and I fear will give us some trouble to

conquer, and if you can make it take the water in the middle of

the plate, I should like it better. The houses above, and par-
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ticularly from the figures, and the parts from and with the boys

looking down, are what I most fear about, which range all along

the south, and the broken entrance and the shrine want more

vigour to detach from the town all the corner figures, &c. The
foreground will be required to be more spirited, and bold, open

work dashing like touches, and bright lights. So do all you

can in the middle part town and leave it all for the present

in front. The figure in front would be better with the white cloth

over the face done by one line only
;
and perhaps a child

wrapped up in swaddling-clothes before her would increase the

interest of the whole. The ground on which she kneels break

into small pebbles or broken pavement. Now for the good
parts, the greatest part of the sky, all the left side

,
the upper

castle and palaces and partly round to the Sybil temple, town

and on the right side, and the water in the middle

particularly good, and I hope to keep it untouched if possible.

* I am glad to hear you say I can know the picture after the

first touched proof, and trust this long letter of directions will

be equal to one
,
and you will be able to proceed with confidence.

Write if you feel any difficulty, and believe me truly yours,

‘J. M. W. Turner.

‘ P.S.—Very sorry to hear of the loss you have sustained.*

In 1842 Turner’s power of sight and accuracy was fast de-

clining, and even brown sherry could not brace the once dex-

terous fingers or clarify the clouding eyes. Poor Wilkie’s death

the year before, and his burial at sea off Gibraltar, had pro-

foundly touched the waning man; and this year he exhibited

that fine dream of the scene, now in the National Collection,

and also another national picture singularly imaginative and sin-

gularly eccentric— ‘ The Exile and the Rock Limpet ’ (Napoleon

at St. Helena), full of strange errors and phantasmagoric

reflections of scarlet; allegorical, no doubt, and subtle enough

to please even Mr. Ruskin or the wildest of pre-Raphaelites.

In the Royal Academy Catalogue for this year the list of

Turner’s exhibited works stands thus:

—

‘The Dogano, San Giorgio, Citella, from the steps of the

Europa.’
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‘ Campo Santo, Venice.’

‘Snow-Storm: Steamboat off a harbour’s mouth making

signals in shallow water, and going by the lead.’ The author

was in this storm on the night the ‘ Ariel
5

left Harwich.

‘ Peace : Burial at Sea.’

The midnight torch gleam’d o’er the steamer’s side,

And Miret’s corse was yielded to the tide.

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

i War • the Exile and the Rock Limpet.*

Ah ! thy tent-formed shell is like

A soldier’s nightly bivouac, alone

Amidst a sea of blood

. . . . but can you join your comrades ?

MS. Fallacies ofHope.

Other letters to Mr. Miller are as follow :

—

‘ 47 Queen Ann Street, West

:

‘June 24, 1842.

‘ Dear Sir,—I have now nearly done all I have to do before

I for my trip\ so make all haste possible to get your plate

finished first and foremost.

‘ Let me know as soon as possibly you can, and ask your

printer what he will print 500 eagle—eagle or

columbin—India and plain for (paper included). Note every

proof to be numbered and marked by him when taken off, and

all failures in printing or so doing to be all

by marking and given up, but not charged. What time the

500 will take printing, and all sent to me or in London; and if

the number is increased, what reduction per hundred; and if

ready money, what discount.

‘Your answer as soon as possible, or at your earliest conve-

nience, will oblige,

‘ Yours truly,

‘ J. M. W. Turner.
*W. Miller, Esq., Hope Park, Edinburgh.’

‘ Saturday, July 9, 1842 :

* 47, Queen Ann Street, West.

* My dear Sir,— I beg to thank you for the terms of the
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printer, and will thank you for your kindness in offering to look

to the printing during progress, but your plate is Mr. Moon’s

;

and for a plate of my own. Only may I now trouble you

further by asking him (the printer) if he allows discount for

ready money
;
and how many printing-presses he has

;
and if

two or more plates were worked at the same time what deduc-

tion he could make in proportion ?

* Yours most truly,

‘ J. M. W. Turner.

* P.S.—Your box has not arrived
;
but have the goodness to

get me an answer about the printing at your earliest conve-

nience. Your proof shall be touched immediately it arrives in

Queen Ann Street. Excuse haste, &c., and all to be in time

for the post to-night.’

‘Saturday, November 5, 1842.

‘ Dear Sir,—I have received a case left by Mr. Lloyd, the

printer, directed to Mr. Moon. It appears to me, by the direc-

tion and handwriting, to be from you.

‘ I therefore, having no message with it, write to you to know
what it contains, and what you wish or want me to do.

* Yours most truly,

4

J. M. W. Turner/

‘47 Queen Ann Street, West:

‘Saturday, December 10, 1842.

* Mr. Miller,—I beg to know when and how (as to time) you

received the last touched proof, which I touched more copiously

to meet your wishes expressed in your last letter. The box was

returned to the parties who left and called twice for it. You will

write if you afterwards sent the amended proofs and touched

proof back to me, and how, for none having reached me, and

Mr. Lloyd is now printing the plate.

‘ Therefore I declare that, not having seen your amended

proof or my touched proof since that, I consider the plate of

“ Modern Italy” unfinished.
1 Yours truly,

‘
J. M. W. Turner.

‘Mr. W. Miller, Hope Park, Edinburgh.’
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The following letters, two of which have unfortunately no

date, are all directed to Mr. J. Wyatt, of Oxford, and serve to

show Turner’s attachment to places which had been the scenes

of early and deeply-relished success :

—

* Dear Sir,—Ycur pictures are hung at the Academy, but not

to my satisfaction at least. I therefore wrote to you, for as I

did not wish to counteract your wishes, or expectation as to the

benefits which you suppose might probably result from them by

exhibition at the Royal Academy, consequently they were sent

;

and if you still think, notwithstanding their situations are as

unfortunate as could possibly be allotted them (from the

pictures close to them), that their remaining there may be ad-

vantageous to you, there they shall remain

;

but if indifferent

about their being exhibited there with me
,
or at the British

Institution next season
,

I must confess I should like to have

the option of withdrawing them. Provided nothing can be done

to make them (and another which I have sent) more satisfactory

in point of situation to my feelings, I must request an answer

by post to Queen Ann Street, West, and beg that you will

think of yourselffirst and afterwards

‘ From your most truly obliged Servant,

‘ J. M. Turner.

1 Sir,—You may prepare a frame two feet three inches high

by three feet three long, but I think it must be cut less, having

at present too much sky
; so do not put the frame together until

you hear again from me. By way of consolation let me tell you

the picture is very fo7‘ward. But I could wish you to send me
back the annexed sketch, with information how the several

windows are glazed, and those blank in the front of the All

Souls entrance, particularly those in the large gable porch> if

they project in a bow like the two by the gateway, as I find two

marked in my second sketch more than in my first, and there-

fore suppose some alteration has taken place since the first was

made.
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* Pray tell me likewise of a gentleman of the name of

Trimmer, who has written to you to be a subscriber for a print.

‘Your most obedient Servant,

‘ J. M. Turner.
* West End, Upper Mall, Hammersmith :

‘Saturday, February 4, 1810/

‘West End, Upper Mall: Friday afternoon.'

‘Sir,—The approaching election for the Chancellorship

should not pass without a prospectus

;

and, therefore, as far as

relates myself, to say that I will do you a drawing or painting,

but must apprise you that there is no possibility of reaching

your size frame, for my pictures are all three feet by four feet,

200 guineas, half which size will be 100, but shall not mind an

inch or two a drawing.

‘I will do you for 80 guineas. You will be pleased to turn in

your mind which will suit your purpose best
;
and if you print

a prospectus
,
will thank you to let me see it before you print

off a number for delivery.

‘ The size of the engraving you had better settle with your

engraver about, for it is rather difficult to get a large one done,

for many engravers think the print of Wilson's Niobe large, but

it appears to me the proportion should be about 3 to 2, or

18 inches by 30 inches.

‘ Your most obedient Servant,

‘ J. M. Turner/

‘I acknowledge the receipt of the draft for 105/. upon

Messrs. Ham—for the picture, and beg to add my thanks, and

am glad to find that yours have answered finally with Mr.

Middiman and Pye, for I greatly feared Mr. M. would decline,

because the subject proved more architectural than he ex-

pected.

‘ I shall varnish it for the last time this evening, and on

Saturday morning 9 o’clock, by Gilbert Coach, it shall be for-

warded to Oxford.
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‘ Sincerely trusting that every idea you

‘I am, &c. &c., with haste,

‘ Your most truly obliged,

‘
J. M. Turner.

4 P.S.—I shall be ever ready to assist in advice or otherwise

in your undertaking with Mr. M. or Mr. Pye.’

CHAPTER XVII.

turner’s prices.

From some of Mr. W. B. Cooke’s account books, kindly lent

me by Mr. Lupton, I derive a very clear view of the prices

Turner obtained for drawings from 1817 to 1824. As all the

figures are given in the Appendix, here I will only select a few

of the leading items to comment on.

For such drawings (prepared for the engraver’s use) as
* Brixham,’ * Fowey,’ and ‘ Ilfracombe ’ he received 10/. ioj\ ;

and for the loan of drawings for the * Rivers of Devon,’ such

as the ‘ Eddystone ’ and the ‘ Junction of the Tamar,’ presum-

ably not made specially for the work, but lying by him in his

portfolio, 5/. 5<r. But the charges vary, I suppose, according

to certain degrees of finish and goodness, since 31/. was the

price paid for two drawings of Vesuvius for some work on

Pompeii, while drawings of Battle Abbey (1818), and Win-

chelsea (1817), obtained only six guineas. Then come, on

the creditor side, in August 1818, charges for copper supplied

for the ‘ Liber Studiorum.’

In the same year 1 Hastings, from the Sea,’ for Mr. Fuller’s

work, is charged at 42/. This sum represents, I presume, the

purchase money for a work perhaps in oil
;
and farther on

189/. is paid for ‘ Dover Shipwreck’ (large drawing for Exhi-

bition, 1823), and * Margate—Sunrise.’ In 1822 occur charges

of 2/. 2s. for touching Tomkinson’s 1 Cuyp ’ and Girtin’s
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* Kirkstall;’ the drawings of Colne, Rochester, and Norham
are charged 8/. Ss. each ;

and three of the Rhine, 85/. In

1824 a large drawing of 4 Smugglers Fishing Gin ’ is marked

63/. Then comes a counter item of fourteen numbers of the

‘ Liber Studiorum/ at 1/. ij*. each, 20 per cent, allowed

;

making a total of 11 /. 15.5*.

In 1824 Turner’s charges for lending drawings increase.

He now receives 25/. for the loan of ‘ Brougham Castle,

Totnes,’ and * Oakhampton Castle,’ for the 4 Rivers
;

’ and for

the first two drawings, for the continuation of the ‘ Coast ’

(bought by Mr. Tomkinson), he obtains 52/. ioj-. His oil

pictures might not sell j but he was still getting money in many
ways— by making drawings and lending drawings, by publishing

the ‘ Liber/ and by retouching paintings.

The 4 Times’ of 1851 records that 120 guineas have not

unfrequently been given for a small sketch of Turner’s in water

colours
;
and a small sketch-book containing chalk drawings of

one of his river tours on the Continent has lately fetched the

enormous sum of 600 guineas.

The prices of his more finished oil paintings have ranged,

in the last few years, from 700 to 1,400 guineas. All his works

have now acquired triple or quadruple the value of the sums

originally paid for them.

Apropos of prices, we are told that one day Mr. Gillott, the

well-known manufacturer of Birmingham, sallied forth from his

hotel, determined at any price to obtain admission to the

enchanted house in Queen Anne Street. He was rich
; he was

enthusiastic; and he believed strongly in the power of the

golden key to open any door. Arrived at the blistered,

dirty door of the house with the black-crusted windows, he

pulled the bell, which answered with a querulous, melancholy

tinkle. After a long, inhospitable pause, an old woman with a

diseased face having looked up from the area, presently as-

cended and tardily opened the door. She snappishly asked

Mr. Gillott’s business
;
and when he told her in his blandest

voice, ‘ Can’t let ’e in ’ was the answer
;

after which she tried

to slam the door. But during the parley the crafty and deter-

mined Dives had put his foot in
;
and now, declining further

N
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interruption, he pushed past the feeble, enraged janitress, and

hurried upstairs to the gallery. In a moment Turner was out

upon him with the promptitude of a spider whose web has been

invaded by another arachnid. Mr. Gillott bowed, introduced

himself, and stated that he had come to buy. 4 Don’t want to

sell,’ or some such rebuff, was the answer ; but Gillott shut his

tars to all Turner’s angry vituperations. 4 Have you ever seen

Our Birmingham pictures, Mr. Turner?’ he enquired with un-

ruffled placidity. ‘ Never ’eard of ’em,’ was the answer. Gillott

now drew from his pocket a silvery, fragile bundle ofBirmingham

bank-notes (about 5,000/. worth). 4 Mere paper,’ observed

Turner with grim humour; a little softened, however, and

evidently enjoying the joke. 4 To be bartered for mere canvas/

said Gillott, waving his hand at the 4 Building of Carthage ’ and

its companions. This tone of cool depreciation seemed to

have a happy effect. ‘ You’re a rum fellow !
’ exclaimed the

painter
;

after which he was induced gradually to enter into

negotiations, which finally resulted in the deportation in

Gillott’s cab of some 5,000/. worth of Turner’s pictures. It

was the manufacturers, as I have said, and not the noblemen

of England, who were Turner’s best patrons.

Mr. Britton is our authority for another characteristic story.

In his early days Turner was busy one morning in the bed-

room at Maiden Lane, -working at some drawings for one of

Britton’s patrons—I think for the Earl of Essex—when the door

suddenly opened, and Britton entered, nominally to enquire

how the drawings progressed, but really to spy out all he could

of the artist’s professional secrets. In an instant Turner covered

up his drawings, and ran to bar the crafty intruder’s progress.
4 I’ve come to see the drawings for the Earl.’

4 You shan’t see

’em/ was the reply. 4 Is that the answer I am to take back to

his Lordship ?
’ 4 Yes ; and mind that next time you come

through the shop, and not up the back way. I allow no one to

come here
;

’ and so, shutting the door on his visitor, the artist

returned to growl at him over his work.

Turner often was unjustly accused of being extravagant in

the prices he demanded for his drawings
;
but the complaining

purchaser forgot that he was buying something which in a few
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years would be worth perhaps double the money given for it.

Mr. Cockerell, for instance, on his return from Greece, engaged

Turner to execute for him a drawing of a temple in ASgina

from rough hints furnished him. It was a troublesome task,

and probably uncongenial to the artist, whose mind it diverted

from its own channels
;

for he had to paint a country and

people he had never seen. However, he set to work, and

executed his task with a patience and care worthy of one who
had to win his spurs

;
the result being that he produced in the

given time a beautiful and elaborate water-colour drawing fit for

the engraver, and highly finished enough to afterwards adorn a

gallery. The sum of thirty-five guineas, which he asked for it,

was thought by Mr. Cockerell to be an exorbitant demand
from an old friend. A few years after, however, the drawing

was sold for fifty guineas. It is now in the possession of Mr.

Munro, and would most probably fetch, if it were submitted to

auction, at least some sixty guineas. So, again, for a picture

which one of his patrons preferred to forfeit a hundred pounds

rather than take, the offer of a thousand pounds was subse-

quently declined.

Induced thereto by the recommendation of a R.A., Chan-

trey, without even seeing it, purchased one of Turner’s early

Venetian pictures, on a varnishing day, for 250/. At the sculp-

tor’s death this picture, though much damaged by an ignorant

dealer, was secured at Christie's, by one who also had not seen

it, for the enormous sum of 1,500/.

Mr. Ruskin represents that if Turner disliked his theme, he

painted slightly, and let the purchaser take his chance; whereas,

if he liked his theme, he would give three hundred guineas’

w'orth of work for a hundred, and ask no thanks. He also

altered the engravings from his drawings to suit the public

taste. Sometimes, it is said, when an engraver came with a
plate to be touched, he wrould take a piece of chalk (or whiting)

in his right hand and of black in his left, with the enquiry
,

1 Which
will you have it done with ? ’ The engraver having chosen either

black or white, according as he thought his plate w*eak or heavy,

the other piece of chalk would be thrown dowm, and the plate

reconstructed with the added lights or darks in ten minutes*

N 2
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* He was never troublesome about detail/ writes one engraver

to me; ‘yet I remember that in one small engraving he took

enormous pains to get a little doe’s head in the foreground

exactly true to Nature.’ His touched proofs he sometimes

worked on with pencil.

‘ He never broke a promise or failed in an undertaken trust/

is the emphatic testimony of Mr. Ruskin. His sense of justice,

indeed, was strangely acute. One of my friends had long de-

sired to possess a picture which Turner resolutely declined to

sell. Originally it had been painted as a companion to another;

but, while its fellow was sold, this was reserved. After the

lapse of several years, however, he consented to part with it.

In the interval the value of canvas of the proportions of the

picture having doubled, question arose as to what was to be

the price. ‘ Well/ said Turner, ‘ Mr. had the companion

for so much ;
you must be on the same footing.’ He had no

intention of doing a favour
;

his sole study was to be just.

Numerous stories are related of Turner’s dealings with a

merchant (let us call him Mr. Dives) of Liverpool. Whether

from sincere regard for the great magician’s works, or from

pure love of commercial profit alone, it is certain that the

hero of these stories came to market with princely liberality.

On one occasion he is represented as having offered to buy the

whole stock of paintings, drawings, and engravings in Queen
Anne Street for 100,000/.; and, confident of acceptance of the

offer, to have asked for the key of the house, in order that he

might forthwith cart off the valuables. But Turner said, ‘No,

sir; I have refused a similar offer before;’ and well he might, for

even then the stock was wrorth far more than that in the market,

and in the hands of a monopolist might have realised any

sum. ‘ I’ll make it guineas/ was the seductive invitation; but

it was resolutely declined. He had willed it all to the nation.

When the same magnificent Dives purchased the ‘ Mercury

and Argus’ of Turner, the painter, from some caprice, perhaps

from his favourite notion of a series, refused to sell it alone.

He insisted upon associating with it another picture of the

same kind, at the same price. The eager purchaser made no

objection to the arrangement.
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On another occasion, according to Mr. Birch, Turner

enumerated to Dives various books of sketches that he pos-

sessed, and several of which he produced; they are now national

property. They were coloured memoranda, valuable as jewels,

embracing notes in pencil and chalk; blue gleams of sea and

sky, wafts of mist, ochry sails, and white frozen waves of Alps.

To the eager merchant these were exhibited with a certain

savagely selfish satisfaction, such as that wherewith an ill-con-

ditioned old maid exhibits the family diamonds to her poor but

pretty niece, or an affluent antiquary sets forth his cameos

before a juvenile collector. Turner’s delight was expressed by

many a chuckle distributed through the interview, during which

it was his study to tantalise the inflamed spectator in every

possible way; and such was his amiability on the occasion that

he even induced him to make several offers. But it was only

playing at business; Turner simply was amusing himself by ob-

serving the mercury rise again in the well-known price-barometer.

His increased favour with rich purchasers he delighted thus to

realise. Each of these books consisted of about a hundred
leaves of sketches, and the offers gradually mounted to the

large sum of a thousand pounds a piece; when, after delibe-

rately closing them one by one, and laying them aside, he
proceeded to enquire, ‘ Well, would you like to have them ?

7

‘Yes! yes!’ was the answer, returned with all the impetuosity

characteristic of one burning to secure his treasures. ‘ I dare

say you would !
’ was the final exclamation, to which a slily

malicious laugh lent not a little point by way of aggravation.

Probably Turner took an especial delight in tormenting this

particular man; upon whom accordingly he chose to inflict as

much annoyance as he possibly could, in satisfaction (as it were)

for the wrongs he had himself endured in early days at the

hands of trading oppressors. Certain it is, however, that the

interview terminated in a quarrel; and having learned that this

would-be patron, whom he had fondly regarded as a genuine

admirer, had sold some of the pictures that had been painted

for him, Turner declined thenceforth to have any dealings with

him, and thus the companion to ‘Mercury and Argus* was
never painted.
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We have already seen him refuse a private offer of 2,000/.

for the ‘ Rise of Carthage/ We have now to record in con-

nection with the same picture one of his greatest and most

heartfelt triumphs; when he refused the sum of 2,500/. from a

body of eminent public men, who desired to present the pic-

ture to the nation. It is to be remembered that all he had to

do was to keep silent; and, forgetting his generous intention,

he might have pocketed the money without anyone being

conscious of his change of purpose; and, besides, he had other

pictures to leave.

At a great meeting at Somerset House, at which Sir Robert

Peel, Lord Hardinge, and others were present, it was unani-

mously agreed to buy two pictures of Turner for presentation

to the National Gallery, as monuments of Art for the incitement

and instruction of artists and Art-lovers for all time
;
and a

memorial was drawn up and presented to the artist by his

sincere old friend Mr. Griffiths, who exulted in the pleasant

task. The offer was 5,000/. for the two pictures, the ‘ Rise 7

and ‘ Fall of Carthage/ When Turner read the memorial his

eyes brightened. He was deeply moved, even to the extreme

of shedding tears; for he was capable, as all who knew him are

well aware, of intense feeling. He expressed the pride and

delight he felt on receiving such a noble offer from such men;
but, directly his eye caught the word ‘Carthage/ he exclaimed

sternly, ‘ No, no; they shall not have it;’ and, upon Mr.Griffitbs

turning to leave, he called after him and said, ‘ Oh! Griffiths,

make my compliments to the memorialists, and tell them
“ Carthage ” may some day become the property of the nation/

One of his oldest friends tells me that the week in which

Turner sold a picture he invariably wore a look of dejection and
oppression; and, when pressed with enquiries as to the reason,

he would sorrowfully exclaim, ‘ I’ve lost one of my children

this week.’

A merchant who had one day expended 10,000/. in the

purchase of pictures from Turner, suddenly, as he was on the

point of leaving, made a proposal to him. ‘ Now, Mr. Turner,

there are three more pictures in your gallery
;

I’ll give you

5,000/. for the three, if you will allow me to pick/ ‘ Well/
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was the answer, 4
tell me which they are.’ The merchant began

with the 4 Rise of Carthage;' but Turner stopped him at once.
4 No/ he said; 4

it's a noble offer ; but I have willed it/ The
purchaser then pressed him to let him have two for 5,000/.

The liberality of the offer seemingly affected Turner; but he

merely repeated, 4
1 have willed it/

The picture, it is said, was originally painted for 100/. for a

gentleman who declined to take it when the critics and the

press began to attack it; so that we cannot express surprise at

the satisfaction with which the artist dwelt on this incident,

exclaiming again and again, ‘This is a great triumph!' His

pride had been deeply wounded by the original rejection of the

picture, and the noble revenge he took was to refuse 2,500/. for

it and leave it to the nation.

Mr. Heath, once seeing some papers lying on the table,

asked him what he had got there. 4 Oh,' was the reply; 4 some
old receipts and papers not wanted/ Mr. Heath’s attention

had been attracted by a bill of exchange for 200/., evidently

unpaid, and due on that very day, of the existence of which

Turner appeared to be wholly unconscious. This carelessness

did not, however, extend to many of his transactions, for never

was anyone more rigorous in exacting the last farthing in a

contract than he was, or more punctual in executing within the

stipulated time whatever he undertook. Mr. Heath was wont

to declare that, in spite of his exactions and the difficulty of

bringing him to any reasonable terms, he had greater satisfaction

in dealing with him than any other artist. When once he had

pledged his word as to time and quality, he might be impli-

citly relied on.

The following letter to Mr. Finden is a good specimen of

Turner’s business communications. It is like one of Caesar’s

despatches, so terse and free is it from all superfluous words :

—

‘ 47 Queen Ann Street, West.

‘Dear Sir,—I shall want some money before I leave

London for my summer tour, which will take place in about

a fortnight.

4 Yours truly,

‘J. M. W. Turner.
‘W. Finden, Esq.
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1 Mr. MacQueen called (to look about printing my plates).

I did not see him, but sent down word that I would thank

him to send me the remaining proofs belonging to you. His

answer [was] that he did not know he had any of Mr. Finden’s;

if he had, he would send them. This somewhat says that you

have not said anything to him for my remaining proofs or

book.

‘J. M. W. T.’

This question of proofs, indeed, was an endless source of

quarrel between Turner and his engravers. Even as an author

claims so many copies of his book from a publisher, so an

artist claims from his engravers so many proofs. In the author’s

case this right is generally decided by a written agreement,

which is legally binding; but in the case of artists I believe

there is no distinct law laid down, the number of proofs de-

pending on the engraver’s liberality or good-nature. The
artist gets as many as he can. Such, however, was Turner’s

cupidity and acquisitiveness that he invariably advanced claims

which his engravers sometimes refused to concede, whatever

loss they might sustain from a quarrel with the great artist.

On one occasion words rose so high that a well-known engraver

threatened, upon principle, to burn the proofs before his eyes

rather than surrender them; another turned him out of doors.

Impelled by that love of hoarding which attained almost the

gravity of a mental disease with him, Turner would keep the

smallest scrap of paper that contained the note of a single

hint or thought. In truth, he had dreadful fights with the

print publishers. He regarded them as Pharaohs; as cruel

task-masters, who thought a few guineas could buy any man’s

brains; as men who did not care what they got for their money,

so it had but a good name appended to it; as men who were

hucksters of Art, mental pedlers, costermongers of brain-produce.

He viewed them as perpetuators of his serfdom; and, like

Bliicher at Waterloo with the French, he had to revenge on

them the injuries and insults of years. Not that he was in-

solent to them, but he would have all the money he could get;

seeing no reason why the mere interchanger of commodities
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should derive greater profit from them than those who origi-

nally produced them. He knew his value in the market,

and he used that knowledge with somewhat exacting severity.

Moreover, it must not be forgotten that engraving with Turner

was a compulsory and not a voluntary work. He was born a

painter, not an engraver. He painted for fame; he engraved

for bread.

With Cooke, at whose house the scene of many a story is

laid, Turner never seems to have been on really amicable terms;

and we now are in no position to determine to which side the

blame is to be chiefly ascribed. I have in my possession a

most violent letter from the former, dated January 1, 1827, on

the subject of the ‘ Coast’ drawing, in which he accuses Turner

of misrepresentation and deception. The idea of the ‘ Coast,’ it

appears, originated with the publisher, who gave the artist a

commission for 400/. worth of drawings; to which Turner added

a demand of twenty-five sets of India proofs before letters.

Seven pounds ten shillings was the price originally paid for

each drawing, but eventually it was raised to 10/. Turner now
claimed the same rate of remuneration for the earlier drawings,

which he had contracted to supply for 7/. 10s. a piece.

There can be no doubt that he had a confused notion of

Cooke’s intentions, or had been deceived by the keener trades-

man. Cooke begins by underpaying him, and then writes to

the artist, promising him twelve guineas and a half for the
‘ drawings for the future “ Coast.” ’ Turner chooses to consider

this offer as referring to work already done, as well as to that

which is in hand. Ever dogged and obstinate when he believes

himself defrauded, he goes to Cooke, and says

—

‘ I will have my terms ! I will have my terms ! or I will

oppose the work by doing another “ Coast.”
’

Then Cooke goes on to complain of Turner’s giving him a

drawing called ‘Neptune’s Trident’ as a present to his wife,

and afterwards reclaiming it, with the charge of two guineas for

the loan. It is probable that Cooke must have mistaken a

loan for a gift, for Turner never could have been intentionally

guilty of such meanness.

The indignant engraver concludes by asking insolently if
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Hakewell’s ‘ Italy/ the 1 Scottish Scenery/ or the 4 Yorkshire *

work had ever returned the capital laid out on them, asserting

that Turner quite over-calculated the profits of the 1 Coast ’

work. But let the letter speak more fully for itself :

—

‘January I, 1827.

* Dear Sir,—I cannot help regretting that you persist in de-

manding twenty-five sets of India proofs before the letters of

the continuation of the work of the “Coast/’ besides being paid

for the drawings. It is like a film before your eyes, to prevent

your obtaining upwards of two thousand pounds in a commis-

sion for drawings for that work.
‘ Upon mature reflection, you must see I have done all in

my power to satisfy you of the total impossibility of acquiescing

in such a demand. It would be unjust both to my subscribers

and to myself.
‘ The “ Coast ” being my own original plan, which cost me

some anxiety before I could bring it to maturity, and an immense

expense before I applied to you, when I gave a commission for

drawings to upwards of 400/. at my own entire risk
,
in which

the shareholders were not willing to take any part, I did all I

could to persuade you to have one share; and which I did from

a firm conviction that it would afford some remuneration for

your exertions on the drawings in addition to the amount of the

contract. The share was, as it were, forced upon you by myself,

with the best feeling in the world; and was, as you well know,

repeatedly refused, under the idea that there was a possibility of

losing money by it. You cannot deny the result: a constant

dividend of profit has been made to you at various times, and

will be so for some time to come.
1 On Saturday last, to my utter astonishment, you declared

in my print-rooms, before three persons who distinctly heard it,

as follows:—“ I will have my terms! or I will oppose the work

by doing another ‘ Coast!’” These were the words you used;

and everyone must allow them to be a threat.

‘And this morning (Monday) you show me a note of my
own handwriting, with these words (or words to this immediate

effect):

—
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* “ The drawings for the future 1 Coast ’ shall be paid twelve

guineas and a half each.”
1 Now, in the name of common honesty, how can you apply

the above note to any drawings for the first division ofthe work,

called the “ Southern Coast,” and tell me I owe you two guineas

on each of those drawings ? Did you not agree to make the

whole of the “South Coast” drawings at 7/. 10s. each? and did

I not continue to pay you that sum for the first four numbers ?

When a meeting of the partners took place, to take into con-

sideration the great exertions that myself and my brother had

made on the plates, to testify their entire satisfaction, and con-

sidering the difficulties I had placed myself in by such an agree-

ment as I had made (dictated by my enthusiasm for the welfare

of a work which had been planned and executed with so much
zeal, and of my being paid the small sum only of twenty-five

guineas for each plate, including the loan of the drawings, for

which I received no return or consideration whatever on the

part of the shareholders), they unanimously (excepting on your

part) and very liberally increased the price of each plate to

40/. ;
and I agreed, on my part, to pay you ten guineas for each

drawing after the fourth number. And have I not kept this

agreement? Yes; you have received from me, and from

Messrs. Arch on my account, the whole sum so agreed upon,

and for which you have given me and them receipts. The work
has now been finished upwards of six months, when you show

me a note of my own handwriting, and which was written to

you in reply to a part of your letter, where you say, “ Do you

imagine I shall go to John o’ Groat’s House for the same sum
I receive for the Southern part ? ” Is this fair conduct between

man and man, to apply the note (so explicit in itself) to the

former work, and to endeavour to make me believe I still owe
you two guineas and a half on each drawing ? Why, let me ask

you, should I promise you such a sum ? What possible motive

could I have in heaping gold into your pockets when you have

always taken such especial care of your interests, even in the

case of “ Neptune’s Trident,” which I can declare you presented

to me; and in the spirit of this understanding I presented it

again to Mrs. Cooke. You may recollect afterwards charging
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me two guineas for the loan of it, and requesting me, at the

same time, to return it to you; which has been done.

‘ The ungracious remarks I experienced this morning at

your house, when I pointed out to you the meaning of my
former note—“ that it referred to the future part of the work,

and not to the ‘ Southern Coast * ”—were such as to convince

me that you maintain a mistaken and most unaccountable idea

of profit and advantage in the new work of the “ Coast;” and

that no estimate or calculation will convince you to the con-

trary. Ask yourself if Hakewill’s “ Italy,” “ Scottish Scenery,”

or “ Yorkshire ” work have either of them succeeded in the

return of the capital laid out on them.
1 These works have had in them as much of your individual

talent as the “ Southern Coast,” being modelled on the princi-

ple of it; and although they have answered your purpose by the

commissions for drawings, yet there is considerable doubt re-

maining whether they will ever return their expenses, and

whether the shareholders and proprietors will ever be reinstated

in the money laid out on them. So much for the profit of

works.

‘ I assure you I must turn over an entirely new leaf to make
them ever return their expenses.

‘ To conclude, I regret exceedingly the time I have bestowed

in endeavouring to convince you in a calm and patient manner

of a number of calculations made for your satisfaction; and I

have met in return such hostile treatment that I am positively

disgusted at the mere thought of the trouble I have given

myself on such a useless occasion.

* I remain, your obedient Servant,

‘W. B. Cooke/

A more inflexible man than Turner, when once the idea of

being defrauded or tricked had entered his mind, it would not

be easy to imagine.

The following letter contains little of special interest; but it

shows us Cooke and Turner again at cross purposes, respecting

the beautiful Swiss drawings at Farnley:

—
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* Saturday morning.

‘My dear Sir,—I rather expected you would have called

yesterday, as your messenger said there required no answer

when he left your letter. However, I have seen Mr. Fawkes
this morning, and there appears a great misconception respect-

ing the extent of the drawings offered to you, for the Swiss

drawings are either hound together
,
or cannot be lent. I shall be at

home all to-morrow, if you can give me a call.

‘ Yours most respectfully,

‘J. M. W. Turner/

(Pencil note on a slip of paper fastened to the above letter

by a pin.)

‘ I told your brother George, on Thursday or Saturday last,

that I expected to have heard or seen you before then, particu-

larly when I had heard you did not go to Brighton, and to tell

you so, you having left a message that things must remain until

you returned, that the list you sent me had an inaccuracy or two,

which required me to see you, and will call to-morrow before

twelve, or after two o’clock.

‘ Yours,

‘J. W. Turner.’

The two next letters also relate to the connexion between

Turner and Cooke. They refer to the letterpress of the ‘ Coast

Scenery,’ written by Combe, the author of ‘ Dr. Syntax.’

Turner has evidently been trying his hand at a description of

St. Michael’s Mount, probably a favourite scene. Combe
cannot understand it, and pronounces it to be the most extraor

dinary thing he ever read, and to be badly punctuated; upon

which Cooke suppresses the contribution with a sort of insolent

contempt. Combe, who evidently knew his man, directs Cooke,

unless he wishes to drive Turner ‘ stark, staring mad/ to send

him uncorrected sheets of the suppressed article.

‘ Friday afternoon.

* My dear Sir,—I am really concerned to be obliged to say

that Mr. T ’s account is the most extraordinary composi-
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tion I have ever read. It is impossible for me to correct it,

for in some parts I do not understand it. The punctuation is

everywhere defective, and here I have done what I could, and

have sent the proof to Mr. Bulmer. I think the revise should

be sent to Mr. T
,
to request his attention to the whole,

and particularly the part that I have marked as unintelligible.

In my private opinion, it is scarcely an admissible article in its

present state
;
but as he has signed his name to it, he will be

liable to the sole blame for its imperfections.
* Your faithful humble Servant,

‘ W. C.’

* Friday morning.

‘ My dear Sir,—When I had just finished the article of St.

Michael’s Mount, and introduced all I possibly could into it

of Mr. Turner’s, I received your note requesting me not to

insert a syllable of his writing. This has, of course, occasioned

a considerable delay, as I must write the whole over again.

Mr. Buhner, however, shall have it to-morrow, and Pool shall

follow.

1 I enclose the proofs
;
but if you do not mean to drive

Mr. T stark, staring mad, you had better get two uncor-

rected sheets from Mr. Bulmer.

* Your faithful humble Servant,

‘ W. C.’

I have no doubt at all Cooke was a timid, time-serving

tradesman, with no real appreciation of Turner’s genius, and

vexed the great man by his small, higgling ways.

It seems to be a general opinion amongst engravers that

Turner disliked them as a body. I am afraid he regarded

everyone who came to him for money as an enemy
;
yet he

was very punctual and very just, though never liberal. Some
of them refused his work, finding it took up too much time to

be profitable. One engraver, whom he accused unjustly of

eavesdropping, ordered him out of his house
;
but seven years

after Turner met him in Regent Street, and nobly confessed

his fault by offering him his hand
;
for magnanimity was one of

the artist’s noblest qualities.
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I believe that * Loch Corriskin/ in the Isle of Skye (illustra-

tion to Scott’s ‘ Lord of the Isles ’), engraved by Le Keux, 1
is

almost the only work of Turner’s which was not touched or

corrected by him. There are lines in the curves of the rocks

which, admirable as they are, he would doubtless have altered.

The publishers always treated Turner as a Jew ;
and an

excellent story is told in point of that conviction. When he

went down there to make his drawings for Whitaker’s * History

of Richmondshire,’ he took with him a letter of introduction

from a London publisher to one in Yorkshire, which concluded

thus :
* Above all things remember that Turner is A great

Jew.’

The intimation was taken seriously and literally to heart,

and down came the little man, looking ‘ the very moral ’ of a

master carpenter, with lobster-red face, twinkling staring grey

eyes, white tie, blue coat and brass buttons, crab-shell turned-

up boots, large fluffy hat, and enormous umbrella. The next

day happened to be Sunday
;
and after breakfast the publisher,

signifying his departure to church, expressed a hope that Turner

would amuse himself with the books and pictures till he

returned. Turner was somewhat nettled at being thus obviously

treated as a pagan, but preserved silence until dinner arrived
;

in the course of which some apology was made about an un-

lucky and mal-a-propos ham
;
whereupon Turner broke out

—

‘ What on earth do you mean, sir ?
’

‘ Why they wrote to me that you were a Jew,’ was the

explanation of the astonished host.

The engravers were sometimes puzzled with the obscurer

parts of Turner’s later efforts. In transferring to steel one of

the Venetian pictures, some ships were turned into houses
;

but, as houses did quite as well, they remained. The picture

was meant to be not topographically correct, but a beautiful

dream, true in the feeling it conveyed.

He never, if he could help it, gave an opinion on the

authenticity of a picture of his own, having once been called,

1 One of the earliest engravers remarkable for imitating crumbling

stone, and much employed by Mr. Britton.
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to his great vexation, as witness in a case of this kind. It

was a severe wound to his pride.

He was thoroughly aware of the necessity of contrast in

engraving, and, as Mr. Ruskin thinks, injured himself by unduly

aiming at meretricious black and white to please a public he

despised—a public who would buy his engravings, but would

not buy his pictures.

About his touched proofs he was always quarrelling with

the engravers. He required the return of every proof on which

he had written directions, and sometimes he was baffled. In

this I think he was right, for the law on the subject is only tra-

ditional
;
and, if he was just, he had a right to be severe and

thrifty, though I think it is a pity that, as a rich man, he con-

descended to wrangle about such trifles : but we must remem-

ber that he was doggedly obstinate
;
and the desire to retain

the touched proofs was r.ither a matter of pride than of parsi-

mony, for he did not sell them again. He stood on his right

;

he felt he was asserting a principle
;
and we must not forget

that his early life had been embittered by the exactions of em-

ployers. These wrongs had hardened him. Gooall, the clever

engraver of his * Caligula’s Villa,’ was one of those with whom
he had a most violent quarrel on the subject.

The ill feeling thus generated flamed out even in public.

At a conversazione in Freemasons’ Hall a dispute once occurred

between Cooke and himself about the return of some drawings

(of the ‘ Annual Tour,’ I believe), to which both artist and

publisher laid claim. Turner’s red face became white with the

depth of his rage, while Cooke grew hot and red, and high

words ensued even to the extreme of 1 rogue,’ to the terror of

those who unfortunately witnessed the verbal contest.

It was his habit, Mr. Munro told me, to visit Turner on

Sunday afternoons, when the painter was often at leisure. In

the course of a pleasant chat on one of these occasions—for

they were sincere friends—their social privacy was invaded by

the irruption of Cooke, who, with all the air of a bullying

tailor come to look after a poor sweating journeyman, wanted

to know if those drawings of his were never to be finished.

When the door presently closed behind him, the big salt tears
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came into Turner’s eyes, and he murmured something about
* no holiday ever for me.*

The corrections marked on the proofs were of enormous

value to the engraver, giving reasons as they did for the

minutest change even in the curve of a twig. Sometimes, how-

ever, to one he trusted great latitude was allowed; the direction

being general as to this sky being heightened, or those towers

being raised
;

and on one occasion he even allowed Mr.

Goodall to introduce figures of his own. It is almost certain

that many of Turner’s proofs, especially of the ‘ Liber,’ were

secretly stolen and sold by a workwoman who was trusted with

the sewing together of the numbers.

In 1805 the first engraving ever made from an oil picture

by Turner was published. The subject was taken from Sir

John Leicester’s 1 Shipwreck.’

As this is somewhat an epoch in Turner’s Art life, let me
here introduce the prospectus issued upon the occasion, and

the terms of his contract with the engraver :

—

Proposal for publishing by subscription, with permission of Sir

John Leicester, Bart., a print from that celebrated picture of

A SHIPWRECK,
WITH BOAT ENDEAVOURING TO SAVE THE CREW.

By J. M. W. TURNER; Esq., R.A,

To be seen at his Gallery, No. 64 Harley Street, until July f,

1805 ;
and after at No. 50 Warren Street, Fitzroy Square. To be

engraved in mezzotinto by C. Turner. Size of the plate will be

33 inches by 23^ inches. Prints, 2/. 2s.
;
proofs, 4/. 45-. Those in

colours to be under the direction of the artist. Half of the money
to be paid on subscribing, and the other on delivery, which will be
in December next, 1805.

C. Turner has the pleasure to inform his friends, as it will be
the first engraving ever presented to the public from any of Mr.

W. Turner’s pictures, the print will be finished in a superior style ;

and, as only fifty proofs will be taken, gentlemen desirous of fine

impressions are requested to be early in their application, as they

will be delivered in order as subscribed for.

Subscriptions received by the engraver, No. 50 Warren Street,

Fitzroy Square.

O
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Terms of Contract.

1. To receive the 31st of Sept. 25 guineas for the loan of the

picture.

2. To pay Mr. C. Turner the price of 1 /. 6s.
,
or trade price, lor

all I want to colour.

3. The price of the print two guineas, proofs double size of the

plate, viz.

—

4. For J. M. W. T. not to part with any coloured print under

four months after the publishing the proofs.

The plate to be finished by the end of Dec. 1805. it. 12s.

trade price for 2/. 2s.

The following prospectus relating to ‘ The Ports of England,

1826/ is also interesting, as showing the style in which Turner’s

engraving ventures were presented to the public :

—

Under the patronage and dedicated, with permission, to his

Most Gracious Majesty George the Fourth.

PORTS OF ENGLAND,
FROM ORIGINAL DRAWINGS, MADE EXPRESSLY FOR THE WORK,

By J. M. W. Turner, Esq., R.A.

To be engraved in highly-finished mezzotinto by Thomas Lupton.

Size of the plates, 9 inches by 6£, and to be printed on small folio.

Price of the work : Prints, Ss. 6d.
;
proofs, 12 s. 6d.

;
proofs on India

paper, 14^.

Notwithstanding the many splendid and useful publications

undertaken by various persons within the last twenty years, it

appears somewhat extraordinary that in a maritime nation like

England, immeasurably indebted to her naval achievements for

opulence and glory, a subject so deeply interesting and so inti-

mately connected with her general history as a series of views

illustrative ol her several seaports and harbours, should have been

to this period neglected.

A work of this kind (hitherto unattempted on an extended

scale), comprising all the licensed and chartered ports of the

country, has been long in preparation, and is now proposed to be

published in numbers, the first of which will appear on the 1st of

May next, and will contain two views, to be delivered in the order

of subscription : twelve numbers to form a volume. At the com-
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pletion of each volume will be published, in handsome letterpress

(detached), an Historical Account of the Rise and Progress of the

Ports up to the Present Time ; the whole forming a complete

graphic and historical illustration of the British ports.

As the greatest care and attention will be given to the execu-

tion of this work, it is determined not to endanger its excellence

by a rigid compliance with a fixed period of publication : the inter-

vals between the production of each number will, however, be as

short as the requisite attention to the work will allow.

When it is considered how many pleasing associations, how
many recollections dear to the well-founded national pride and best

feelings of Englishmen, arise even involuntarily on contemplating

such subjects—the almost countless host of naval heroes who with

well-omened hope have embarked from these ports and have re-

turned to them n glorious triumph, shedding immortal lustre on

their country—the magnificence and national importance of the

ports themselves, and their immense superiority over those of other

nations—it is impossible for the artist to feel otherwise than confi-

dent of the patronage of a discerning public.

London
:
published (May 1826) by Thomas Lupton, 7 Leigh

Street, Burton Crescent; R. Ackermann, Strand; and Messrs.

Colnaghi, Son & Co., Pall Mall East.

Mr. Miller, the well-known Edinburgh engraver, deposes to

his business transactions with Turner in these terms :

—

* Living at a distance from London, my personal interviews

were not many
; and the communications which passed between

us during the twenty years or upwards that I was executing

engravings from his works were chiefly confined to the margins

of the proofs, and were mostly returned to him. When in

London, I occasionally met him either at his own house or in

company at a friend’s. On one such occasion, at the house of

W. B. Cooke, the landscape engraver—where were also present

Hugh W. Williams (whose talents as an artist Turner respected),

Lupton, the mezzotinto engraver, and Geo. Cooke—during the

evening, when Turner and Williams were discoursing on some
scene, and differing in opinion as to the forms of some lines in

the subject, a piece of paper was produced, upon which each

artist made a slight sketch in pencil to elucidate his views.

At the conclusion Lupton was somewhat slily appropriating the
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sketch, a proceeding which Turner's keen eye disappointed by

transferring it to his own pocket, notwithstanding Lupton’s

claim of property as having furnished the paper. My friend

George Harvey, the artist, relates an amusing and highly

characteristic anecdote of an interview between Turner and a

gentleman (whom he named) who had recently purchased from

a third party a Turner landscape. In the course of the con-

versation he explained with great glee the mode in which sundry

parts of the picture had been got up—in particular that a dog

in the foreground was cut out of an engraving and stuck on,

and a lady’s parasol was in like maimer a wafer attached and

painted over. The current story of a cap flying through the air

has, I think, a reference to the engraving of the “ Mouth of the

Yare, Yarmouth Roads.” There are several articles of clothing

apparently in motion in the foreground, and I recollect being

puzzled at first about them.’

One of the most painful things that ever happened to any of

Turner’s engravers occurred to Mr. Lupton, one of the most

talented of them. He took great pains in executing a mezzo-

tint of the ‘ Calais Pier
;

’ but from some reason or other it

never satisfied the painter, and after much loss of time and

innumerable corrections it was left unfinished. In justice to

Mr. Lupton, I append his own manly and straightforward ver-

sion of the matter
;
but in my opinion the picture was far too

dark to work from :

—

*
J. M. \V. Turner employed Mr. Lupton to engrave his

large picture of “Calais Pier” (nowin the National Collection),

of the same size with the beautiful print of the “ Wreck,” en-

graved by Charles Turner. All the engravings Mr. Lupton

made from Turner he was in the practice of showing to the

painter in their progress (that is, the working proofs from the

very commencement of the plates); of course “Calais Pier”

being a large plate and an important picture, the engraver pre-

sented the second or third working proof off the plate for the

painter’s inspection. The painter, upon looking at it, instantly

exclaimed, “ This is not the proportion of my picture ! There

is some mistake here.” The engraver replied that was impos-

sible, because all engravings from pictures were reduced upon
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mathematical principles
;
consequently it was a correct reduc-

tion, and in true proportions to the picture. The painter

again exclaimed, “ Well, if it is so, it won’t do. These are

perfect doll’s boats ! Therefore the boats, &c. &c., must all be

considerably increased in size, or there must be a large piece cut

off all round the plate to give the boats or objects in the picture

more importance
; at present it is all sea and sky, and it won’t do.”

‘ As the engraver’s principal object in undertaking so large

and laborious a work was to produce an engraving equally large

and valuable as a work of Art as Mr. Charles Turner’s “ Wreck,”

he objected, or refused to have the plate reduced from the ori-

ginal size first intended. The painter then declared the objects

must all be increased. Now, it may be proper here to remark,

in the first place, that beautiful and unrivalled as the picture of

“ Calais Pier ” is, it is thought by artists to be a little heavy in

colour, or too dark in tone
;
and as this character of blackness

in the picture was increased by the early proof shown to the

painter (in mezzotinto), the process of which style is from black

to white, this unavoidable blackness of the proof in its working

state no doubt tended to increase the delusion in the painter’s

mind that the picture had not been correctly reduced
;
but the

engraver’s opinion was, and still is, that if Mr. Turner had

allowed the engraver to proceed and scrape away the super-

fluous black of the plate up to the light and finish of the pic-

ture, the painter would have felt differently about it. But no :

at it the painter went, increasing every boat and sail in the

picture, and this on a plate that had been most elaborately and

carefully worked towards completion. The two principal boats

in the picture—a lugger going out and a passage boat coming

into the harbour—were first operated upon. In the former (the

lugger) the mainsail was lifted an inch higher on the plate, the

boat itself widened to prevent the sail being too large for the

boat. Then came the Dover and Calais passage boat, the

mainsail of which was both lifted and widened, also the foresail

greatly increased, and, last of all, a large topsail was added to

it
;

and, indeed, another boat also was introduced into the

subject. (These various touched proofs, with the alterations,

the engraver believes are in possession of Mr. Dillon.) The
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above alterations were made at various times, and each always

after a laborious taking out of work and replacing it as well as

could be done by the engraver from loosely touched proofs in

chalk
; so that at last the engraver found it impossible to follow

them satisfactorily to his reputation, and therefore declined

proceeding further with the engraved plate until the painter

could give him a matured and perfectly finished picture to com-

plete the almost new design which the painter had, pas ctpas
,

created on the plate. The engraver regrets to say that this,

though contemplated, was never done, which accounts for the

engraving never having been finished, and at the same time for

the altered state of the subject now on the plate as compared

with the original picture in the National Gallery, from which

the engraving was commenced/

CHAPTER XVIII.

TURNER AT PETWORTH.

With the exception of Farnley in Yorkshire, there was, per-

haps, no place in England which Turner so often visited as

Lord Egremont’s seat at Petworth, in Sussex, where he spent

some of his happiest days, either in sketching with the patient

devotion that was his characteristic, or in chatting and fishing

with Chantrey and his old friend George Jones, R.A. The
cunning, rough, honest old nobleman of Petworth liked Turner,

and the pair of eccentric men got on well together.

Petworth House, the old seat of the Percys, does not date

back further than 1730, nearly all the earlier buildings having

been removed by the Duke of Somerset. The present erection

is a large, commonplace-looking building, fronting a park which

is fourteen miles in circuit; a long, straight, white structure, full

of windows. The interior is fine; the rooms of white and gold

are large and light, and the visitor passes through marble halls

to carved chambers; from the Duke of Somerset’s room to the

square dining-room; and from the Beauty Room to the north
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gallery, delighted and astonished at some of the finest Vandykes

and Holbeins that are to be found in England. The grand

staircase is decorated with a French version of the classics
;
and

the fine gallery built by Lord Egremont is full of English pic-

tures, antiques, and some fine specimens of Flaxman’s works;

the finest among which are the colossal group of the Archangel

Michael piercing Satan with his spear, and a study of a shep-

herd boy, which Waagen pronounces to be one of Flaxman’s

best works. But in spite of the beautiful landscapes by Gains-

borough, Copley Fielding, and Loutherbourg, the pre-eminent

pictures in the north gallery are the landscapes painted by

Turner for the Earl of Egremont. ‘ The Thames and Windsor

Castle;’ ‘The Thames at Weybridge;’ ‘The Thames near

Windsor;’ ‘An Evening Scene, with Men Dragging a Net on

Shore; ’
‘ The Thames from Eton College;’ ‘ A Scene at Tabley,

in Cheshire;’ ‘The Tower in the Lake ;’ ‘An Evening Scene,

with a Pond Surrounded by Willows—Cattle Drinking, and Men
Stripping Osiers;

’
‘ A sea View, with an Indiaman and a Man-

of-War;’ ‘ Echo and Narcissus; ’ and ‘Jessica,’ should all be

carefully noted.

Turner’s pictures suffer from being surrounded by carvings

which are of a light-brown colour; it would be a great improve-

ment to have a black line painted round them by way of relief

to the eye. They have also sustained considerable injury from

being placed in front of the light. Indeed, the beautiful

painting of ‘ Chichester Canal ’ is cracked all to pieces.

‘ The greater part of the present building,’ says my friend

Mr. G. Storey, ‘ was erected by the proud Duke of Somerset,

James’s favourite, Overbury’s mortal foe, and the father of the

beautiful angel Lady Ann Carr, whose portrait by Vandyke is

so matchless; and here the Duke and Duchess spent their last

days, doubtless holding in their hearts many terrible secrets.

But to enter upon historical details would transport us too far.

Striking, however, are the fine old massive walls, especially by
lamplight. The effect of these receding into intense darkness

is most impressive
;
and in the long passages, or cloisters, one

might paint sunny “ De Hooghes.” ’

The following notes were written beside the pictures by
Mr. Storey:

—
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*33. A grand sea-piece by Turner. The waves are full of

wind, and the wind full of strength
;

the sky looks stormy;

some small frigates are beating into harbour, a fine old India-

man is waiting for a favourable wind; while a man-of-war, lit

by a stream of light that breaks through the dark clouds, is

lying at anchor, her white masts and giant sides rolling about

;

and behind her is the black storm.

* 5. “ The Thames at Weybridge.” I mention this picture as

most highly finished; the foreground is large and beautiful, and

every leaf truly and exquisitely drawn.

*2i. “ The Thames near Windsor.” Has a fine sky; a very

sweet little girl carries a baby, which baby is holding out its

little joyous arms to its mother. On the river fishermen are

engaged with their nets; but the water looks dirty.

* 108. “ The Thames at Eton.” Another very lovely pic-

ture, full of peace and poetry, extremely simple, but rather

yellow with age. The calm river winds away by the distant

college; summer trees are reflected in it, white swans swim in it,

and some men in a punt fish in it; but the effect of the picture

is subdued, and after the sun ot those in the carved room is

little more than darkness.

* 46. “ Echo and Narcissus.” This is simply grand as a line

of Homer. The scenery is very true and vivid
;
a deep blue

bay, in the distance pale mountains, and an ancient city built

round the brink of the waters; rocky hills rise round the valley

in the middle distance, which is full of rich, deep-coloured

autumn trees. In front of the wood Narcissus bewails over

the image in the stream.

* There are some sweet Gainsboroughs, of course very in-

ferior to Turner as regards drawing and knowledge, depth and

vigour, but sweet in the extreme. A tree is only a tree witli

Gainsborough, whereas with Turner it is a willow or an oak

besides being a tree. Yet there is such tender sentiment, such

harmony of colour and composition, that his pictures are

pleasant to the eye as music is to the ear. While Turner lays

hold of us with a firm, a giant grasp, Gainsborough steals into

our hearts like soft melody, and we can but say, “ Play on, gentle

musician.” 28 is a most charming sketch by this artist. A
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shepherd and shepherdess meet at a fountain whither they have

led their thirsty cattle, while the summer’s day, so hot, is soft

declining. The fair shepherdess sits on the grass, looking up

into her rosy lover’s face, and delicate trees, bending gracefully

over, enclose this tranquil place of rendezvous. It truly is a

pleasant pastoral. There are also many good specimens of the

old landscape painters.
1 The dining-room has its walls almost covered with carved

work executed by Grinling Gibbons and his pupil Selden

;

the rest being by a Cumberland man named Ritson, who lost

his life by saving this carving when the house was on fire. The
curiously-worked clusters of leaves, flowers, and birds are the

perfection of wood carving, and are quaintly intermingled with

fiddles, flutes, and every variety of ornament and trophy that

the artists of the Renaissance have heaped together. “ There

are birds,” says Horace Walpole, “ absolutely feathered, and

two antique vases with bas-reliefs as perfect and beautiful as if

they were carved by a Grecian master.” Two of the pictures

(the panel pictures in the Carved Room) represent the lake in

the park. In the one taken from a window of the house, the

sun is shining, glowing over the grass, making long shadows of

the stags that grow out towards you as you look at them; and
some cricketers are enjoying the evening in lusty sport. But

it seems to me that the other picture (142) is much grander in

subject; it is a nearer and larger view of the lake. Here the

glory of the sun is supreme. The autumn trees all cringe

before him as he pours his burning light through their trembling

leaves.

'A view of “Chichester Canal at Sunset” is full of light,

and yet solemn, calm, and almost plaintive. There is even

gentle movement in it, for the smooth waters glide along and
carry us with them into the picture. We all know that the sun

does not go out like a candle, yet the old way of painting it

was nearly this. But here the sun, though partly sunk behind

the hill in the distance, seems by its intensity to be in front of

it, and to bum a fiery gap and hollow in it. I dare say you have

often noticed this effect in Nature. I cannot help thinking that

I would rather have this picture of the four, but I do not pre«
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tend to pass judgment. Turner, instead of trying to make the

sun look bright by surrounding it with darkness, has made it

look brighter by surrounding it with brightness. So truthful is

the effect that we begin to class it with the real sunsets that we
remember to have seen, and forget that we saw this one in a

picture. Nothing could be simpler than the composition.
1 Eight of Turner’s early pictures hang in the gallery devoted

to British artists, in company with Reynolds, Romney, Leslie,

Gainsborough, Hofner, and Wilson. (There is such a lovely

“Woman in White,” with downcast eyes, by Reynolds.) Com-
pared with his own later works, they are the careful studies of a

humble man; yet through this humility alone he was enabled

to obtain full mastery over his more profound and daring sub-

jects. No. 39,
“ Evening,” is one of the sweetest landscapes

that I ever saw. Some beautiful willows, exquisitely drawn,

lean over a quiet pool, where a red cow stands bathing her feet

in the water, and her back in the warm rays of the setting sun

come through the leaves and branches, filling the whole picture

with a rich evening glow. There are four beautiful views on
the Thames; one very delicate in colour, and most highly

finished. In the foreground a proud peacock, perched on a

piece of a ruined palace, seems to typify a poor descendant

perched on the forgotten pride of his ancient family. The rest

I have not time to describe, nor is there any need. The picture

called the “ Mustard Pot,” Turner’s “Jessica,” is a roundabout

proof that Turner was a great man; for it seems to me that none

but a great man could have painted such a mistake.

‘ I took a most delightful walk,’ continues Mr. Storey, 1 with

a very pleasant guide, who led me over a common, through

woods ringing with the music of birds, and bright with countless

primroses. We were greeted by the hoarse crow of the pheasant,

and by the always distant cuckoo. At every turn some fresh pic-

ture opened upon us—now a far-outlying view going miles and

miles away; now a quaint old cottage, or a farm with its tumble-

down barn and moss-covered walls. Almost every variety of

picturesqueness peculiar to Old England seems to abound

unmolested either by the artist or the model farmer. Indeed, so

delighted was I with all I saw, so fresh and hopeful at this early
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spring time, that I thought of taking up my abode here for

a while, in order to study the great beauty that Nature, left to

herself, can bestow upon the meanest object, not only by the

delicate working of her moss-spreading fingers, her infinite

variety of lovely leaf and flower industry, but by the various

lights that sun or moon, night or day, cloud or blue sky, cast,

altering into a thousand pictures one modest valley. To-night

I sauntered almost sadly, and in a somewhat sentimental

mood, to that valley where in the morning I had seen the little

boys of the last century playing at marbles. The calm moon
shone down on the graveyard through the black firs, casting

their long shadows down the dusky slope, flowing away in sub-

dued mystery over the wide view beyond, sending down another

gentle but ample stream behind an outstanding hill; behind it,

dark delicate trees, swimming away over to the distant hills,

and so softening them with light that they almost mingled with

the sky, the glittering sky. There was no sound but that of the

little brook, rising clear and constant in the distance. Such

scenes teach the artist something of the deep soul of Nature,

which unless he can get at, his pictures are but worthless, cold,

material pieces of cleverness; forgotten as soon as left; admired,

perhaps, but never loved. I once heard a remark from a refined

and witty lady which struck me at first as odd, but of which I

have often felt the truth. She said that she did not care for

any landscape that could not make her cry. I remember
noticing two drawings of the same old castle (I forget which),

one by Turner, and the other by a very ordinary drawing-

master. The latter had painted it in its cold, everyday reality

—had almost photographed it—and we turned it over at once.

But the other was by Turner; he had gone down to the other

side, where there was a river; he had gone there when the calm

light of evening was lying along at the back of the black ruin

;

the waters were still; the sullen walls were reflected clear and
deep in the stream; the castle itself towered high above, and one

seemed to look up to it with reverence and with sadness. The
day departing, the strong walls broken down by time, and the

deep, still-flowing river, flowing on through the dark night of

the future, made me think of the littleness of everyday life, and
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the greatness of that other life that only the soul can under-

stand. And all this beauty, all this solemn majesty, depended

on Turner’s choosing his time and his place, and on his feeling

that the sentiment of Nature was her noblest attribute.

‘ There is a pretty little lake in the park where Turner was

so fond of passing hour after hour with his fishing-rod. It is a

pleasant place, especially on a summer’s day; full of tranquil-

lity and delight, little troops of ducks swimming on its sparkling

waters, timid fawns nibbling on its green banks, and birds

whistling out of the reach of bird-nesters, enjoying their own on

the very tiny islands that dot its surface, and are hardly large

enough for the many roots of the trees that grow out of them,

some standing in the water, and dabbling in it with the ends of

their delicate drooping branches.’

It is from the upper park of Petworth that the bolder views

of Sussex scenery are to be obtained. The lower is somewhat

tamer after the highlands of Surrey; but from the Prospect

Tower a grand expanse opens before the eye. A steep, heathery

descent leads to the Stag Park, and beyond that the view

stretches away to the precipitous crests of Farnhurst and Hey-

shott, with the line of black Down, extending beyond them. On
the other side are the South Downs, with Chanctonbury Rings ;

east is a wide range of woodlands, the heart of the Weald
;
and

from the Raven’s Clump there is also a fine view of sketching

scenery extending towards Hindhead.

CHAPTER XIX.

turner’s poetry.

Turner was a dumb poet. His brush was a lightning con-

ductor, but his pen a torpedo. Perhaps no one ever more vigor-

ously wrestled for a blessing with the Angel of Poetry
;
perhaps

no unlucky bard, not even Tate or Brady, got more unlucky

throws and more vexatious falls. All his life, as his sketch-

books prove, he seems to have beguiled his time by efforts at

verse, generally utterly destitute of rhyme, and always lacking
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and stammering in sense. True rhythm, harmony, music,

variety, everything is wanting; though occasionally a grand

sounding line occurs
;
sometimes a happy epithet offers a sus-

tained dull clock-beam cadence imitative of Pope, showing

that in Turner’s brain the organ of ‘ tune * was not altogether

undeveloped
;
and at intervals come imitations of Crabbe and

Thomson.

The following extracts 1 from the longest fragment found

among Turner’s papers will convince even the most sanguine

enthusiast of the utter hopelessness of the painter’s ever attain-

ing to the rank of a great poet, ambitious as he must always

have been of such an honour :

—

‘ To that kind Providence that guides our step

Fain would I offer all that my power holds (?),

And hope to be successful in my weak attempt

To please. The difficulty great, but, when nought

Attempted, nothing can be wrought,

Though (?) thankful for the mental powers given,

Whether innate or the gift of Heaven.

Perception, reasoning, action's slow ally (?),

Thoughts that in the mind awake?ied (?) lie,

—

Kindly expand the monumental stone,

And, as the .... continue power (?).*

1 A steady current, nor with headlong force,

Leaving (?) fair Nature’s bosom in its course,

But, like the Thames, majestic, broad, and deep,

Meandering quickness (?) in each circling sweep,

Through variegated Chelsea's (?).... meads,

To Twickenham bowers that .... reads (?),

In humble guise (?) should each my (?).... assume
My self-reared (?) willow, or the grotto’s gloom,

’Twould be my pride to hold from further scorn

A remnant (?) of his ... . which once the bank adorn.

What once (?) was his can’t injure, but—

’

1 If then my ardent love of thee is said with truth,

Agents (?) the demolition (?) of thy house, forsooth,

Broke through the trammels, doubts (?), and you, my rhyme,

Roll into being since that fatal time.*

1 Mr. W. Rossetti complains that these extracts are not made the best of.

I wish he would kindly sew them together, for I cannot.
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1 Lead me along with thy armonuous verse,

Teach me thy numbers, and thy
^y^jj

rehearse

Throughout the lingering (?) night’s careers to stand (?),

And .... incidents (?) to write by Nature’s hand,

The passing moments of a chequered life to give,

To cheer a moment’s pleasure that we live ;

To call what’s heroic (?) into force and show.

But inimitable alas
! (?) the glow-worm’sfire (?).’

‘ From thy famed banks I’ll make way {make my way t\
And with regret must leave, and leave to stray,

Traverse the gloomy heath of Hounslow wild (?)

Render (?) more dreary the remembrance side (?)

That by the .... nettles nowhere tell (?)

Do sore-fraught grains .... rebel

And wreak full mischief stand around
And air blackens, horribly resound

The rains around, who beat (?) the silver Thames.*

‘ Put (?) arts and the love of war at mortal strife,

Deprives (?) the needy labourer of his life,

Until those days when leagued (?) barons strong

Dared to tell their monarch acted wrong,

And wrung a charter from his fallen pride,

And to maintain its freedom all have died,

The parched tracks of Memphis . . arid sands,

And platited (?) laurel-wreath in hostile lands.

Thus Nature bravely (?) liberty decreed,

Received the stimulus-act from Runnymede :

A little island still retains the name,

Saved (?) by its parent (?) .... Fame (?).*

4 Ah ! little troubled seems the humble cot

That marks the island (?), and its inmates’ lot

!

The meshy nets bespeak the owner poor,

Like (?) to the spider-web in evil hour,

The finny tribe andfancy (?) playful webs

Within its mazes struggles but to die.

Westward the sandy tracks of Bagshot rise,

And wonder .... have the circling skies

Alas ! the gloomy care .... create

.... a princely (?) state

Should hang so long to a clear .... coy.'
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* Oft changes on the moon the gleam of joy

So fair, so gay, assumes a gloom and woe,

And prince and peasant feel alike the blow.

But distant rising through the darkling skies

The bleak expanse of Sarum’s plain arise,

Where mouldering tumuli sepulchral sleep

Gives but a niggard shelter e’en to sheep ;

The stunted .... and holly barely live,

And Nature asks of Heaven a short reprieve 5

The scudding clouds distil a constant dew,

And by the high exposure (?) life renews.’

* Hill after hill incessant cheats the eye,

While each the intermediate space deny.

The upmost one long (?) call to attain,

When still a higher calls on toil again.

Then the famed .... street appears a line,

Roman the work and Roman the design.

Opposing hill or streams alike to them
;

They seemed to scorn impediments ; for when
A little circuit would have given the same,

But conquering difficulties cherished Roman fame.*

* There on the topmost hills exposed and bare

Behold you .... court the upper air,

To guard the road, maintain the watch and ward ;

’Twas (?) then Old Sarum knew their high regard,

The ..... ditch
;
but here where Earth denied

Her kind assistance they by will (?) supplied :

Witness the inmost mount of labour all,

And still remains a monument and wall,

What perseverance can attain and bind

The unconquerable germ that sways the human mind ;

Power on abettance (?) thus by mutual (?) strife

Of priests and soldiers .... to life.’

Peaceful the streams lave now the .... hills,

No warlike clans of hostile armies thrill

The timorous female with dire alarms,

Or tear a vassal husband from her arms.

Now roams the native o’er the wide domain,

No feudal rights demands or claims,

The recompense of labours all his own,

Content and pleasure crown his humble home
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That, by the prattling murmur of the rill

Which, rushing onwards, feeds the valley (?) mill.

Whose stores the neighbouring farms supplied,

And roll (?) a justice (?) newer ear denied.

Close to the mill-race stands the school,

To urchin dreadful on the dunce’s stool

:

Behold him placed behind Ihe chair,

In doleful guise twisting his yellow hair,

While the grey matron tells him not to look

At passers-by through doorway, but his book.

Instant the .... goes round the louder (?) throng.

Who meet (?).... vve dash (?) along.’

* Close to the household way-worn stone

Her coifs hang bleaching on the .... thorn

—

Her only pride besides the thread and reel,

For time had steeled her bosom even to feel

;

Though once, in May of life, that half-closed eye

Had taught the proudest of her time to sigh
;

But mutual impulse only triumph gained,

And homely love to higher thoughts maintained.

But here again the sad concomitant of life,

The growth of family, produced strife.

Roused from his long content cot he went

Where oft he labour and the .... dent (?)

To form the snares for lobsters armed in mail (?),

But man, more cunning, over this prevail,

Lured by a few sea-snail and whelks, a prey

That they could gather on their watery way,

Caught in a wicker cage not two feet wide,

While the whole ocean’s open to the pride.

Such petty profits could not life maintain
;

From his small cot he stretched upon the main :

And, by one daring effort, hope to gain

What hope appeared ever to deny,

And from his labours and his toil to fly.

And so she proved, entrapped and overpowered,

By hostile force in Verdun dungeon cowered,

Long murmured ’gainst his hard-thought lot,

Rebelled against himself, and even his wife forgot.

But she, returned (?) yet hoped, no tidings gained

And, fondly cherished, chid (?)—yet hope remained

;

Would sighing pass delusive many an hour.’
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* By Cross (?) Church ancient walls and .... frowned

That Nature gave by verdant greensward ground,

Amidst a marsh of pashes (?) saved by mounds
That irrigate the meadows, .serve for bounds

To the overwhelming influx of the sea,

Which makes the marsh appear an estuary.

Westward the sands by storms and drift have gained

A barrier, and that barrier maintained,

Backed by a sandy heath, whose deep-worn road

.... the groaning wagon’s ponderous load.

This branches southwards at the point of Thule,

Forms the harbour of the town of Poole.

A little “ headlong ” on a marshy lake,

Which probably contemptuously was given

That deeps and shallows might for once be even.

The floating sea-weed to the eye appears,

And, by the waving medium, seamen steers.

One straggling street here constitutes a town ;

Across the gutter here ship-owners frown,

Jingling their money,—passengers deride,

The consequence of misconceived pride.’

‘ Southward of this indentured strand

The ruins of Corfe’s ruined turrets stand,

Between two lofty downs whose shelving side

The upper (?) mountain for her towers supplied,

Caused by two slender streams which here unite,

But early times give .... of her might.

The arched causeway .... towering keep,

And yet deep fosse, scarce fed the straggling sheep,

While overhanging walls, and gateway’s nod,

Proclaim the power of force and Time’s keen rod :

Even earth’s inmost caverns own his sway,

And prove the force of Time in Scudland (?) Bay,

Where massy fragments seem disjoined to play

With sportive sea-nymphs in the face of day,

While the bold headlands of the sea-girt shore

Receive (?) ingulphed old ocean’s deepest store.

Embayed the unhappy Halswell toiled,

And all their efforts Neptune herewith (?) foiled :

The deep-rent ledges caught the trembling keel,

—

But Memory draws the veil, where Pity soft doth kneel,

p
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And ask St. Alban why he chose to rest

Where blades of grass seem even to feel distressed

’Twixt parching sun (?) and raging wind,

And others here (?) a ... . waters (?) find/

‘ Disjointed masses breaking fast away
Tell the sad news (?).... and the sway

Of wintry billows foaming o’er
;

In fell succession, waves incessant roar,

Denying all approach. Ah ! happy they

Who from mischance .... means convey (?)

Or jutting headland for another takes,

For Nature’s jealous—has allowed no breaks

Of streams or valleys sloping, save but one,

And there she still presents a breast of stone :

Above are downs where press (?) the nibbling sheep,—

Below, the seamews full possession keep.

A little hollow, excavated round,

To a few fishing-boats give anchory ground,

Guarded with bristling rocks, whose strata rise

Like .... scoria to southern skies,

Called Lulworth Cove,—but no security to those

Who wish from storming sea a safe repose.

Whoever lucklessly are driven (?)

From Portland seeks an eastern (?) haven

Must luff against the south-west gale

And strike (?) for Poole alone the tortured (?) sail

;

For Wight again the safe retreat denies,

The Needles brave the force (?) of southern skies/

* The long, long winter months, but summer skies

Permit the quarry to give up its prize,

The tinkling hammer and the driving bore

Detaching fragments from the massy store :

Then, squared or rough, in a shallow yawl

The wadding (?) workmen by mere strength do hawl
Invention, kindest friend to weak-formed man,
Taught him the lever, accumulating span.

Seems palsied, paralyzed, hopeless, here,

Even Swanage Dock (?) can’t boast a pier,

A single cart conveys a single stone

Into deep waterprejudice must (!) own.’
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‘ But .... alas ! follow, and we find

That each excuse most savours of the kind.

Hence rugged Portland steps upon our view

And the same efforts tracing but anew,

The ponderous shaft each track contains

U nless a load drags on a lengthened chain,

As down the track-worn step it glides,

And, by its dragging weight, even serves to guide

;

Keeps the poor horse beneath the ponderous load

From overpowered adown the shelving road.

Some small endeavours of mechanic still

To ship they cheer overhangers (?) at the will (?)

Of tackle (fixed

)

place by the jetties ride,

But here no depth of water even at tide

Allows what Nature all around has thrown

With (?) great profuseness : here alone is stone.

Along the south and west no creeks appear,

No bay or harbours, labouring eyes to cheer,

Who, vain watching, throng the creaking shrouds,

When night and darkness mix the gloomy clouds

—

Chaotic warfare ! surges tell alone (?)

The trembling pilot to beware, nor hold

An onward course, nor (?) while the cable holds

The struggling ship her bows into the wind,

Nor rush on danger by the hope to find

Upon the iron coast the Portland race/

* Nor hope amongst direful (?) reefs a resting-place.

Indented (?) west and north a bank extends :

Now to the utmost stretch the eye.

Loose shelving beach thrown up by restless waves

A useful, barren, careful nature craves.

Beneath the western waves the marshes lie,

Luxuriant, bearing every varied dye :

Even Melcombe sands their safety owes,

Melcombe, whose sands oft bear the lover vows (?),

Whose yielding surface tells the lovM name,

But Neptune, jealous, washes out the same.

Alas ! the yielding type commixing gives

Its tender hope and then coquettish leaves.

So hopeful fancy leads us through our care,

Stretch wide our visionary minds, on air

p 2
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Builds all our inmost wishes could attain,

Even to the sandy frailty of the main.

And ask the blessing which we all desire

To give what Nature never could inspire,

What madness asked, or passion fans the flame,

At once our pilot and our early bane

:

Enrapt we wish the object not in scope,

And prove a very libertine to hope.

Can ardour (?).... our of if) youthful fire,

Check for a moment (?) all our warm desire/

‘ Tempts us to declare to all who view

The name we hold most lovely and hope true.

But thought created by the ardent mind
Proves oft as changing as the changing wind.

A great .... renders all our care

A short (?) to others who are thought more fair.

Absence the dreadful monster to delight,

Delusion like the silent midnight blight,

Frailty, that ever courted, oft beloved,

And modesty though slighted, most approved,

All give and urge the intolerable smart

Of loves when absent, rankling at the heart.

Moreover (?) the ....
No church and meads in (?).... as the road (?)

Or anxious shivered in (?).... bands (?)

And longed (?).... on the oozy sands (?).

She tended oft the kine, and to the mart

Bore all the efforts of her father’s art
;

And, homeward as she bore the needful pence,

Would loiter careless on, or ask through mere pretence

—

To youth much mischief (?) ;
for, maturely grown,

It proved, alas ! a mischief all her own.

Guileless and innocent she passed along,

And cheered her footsteps with a morning (?) song

;

When craft, and lechery, and .... combined
Proved but to triumph o’er a spotless (?) mind.

To guard the coast their duty, not delude

By promises as little heeded as they’re good

:

When strictly followed, give a conscious peace,

And ask at the eve of life a (?) just release.

But idleness, the bane of every country’s weal,

Equally enervates the soldier aad his steeL
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Lo ! on yon bank beneath the hedge they lie,

And watch with cat-like .... each female by :

One sidelong glance or hesitating step

Admits not of recal who once o’erleap.

The deep-ploughed sands are .... up by the main,

But time denies the cure (?) of love or gain :

Deep sinks the (curse?) of lucre (?) at the heart,

And virtue stained o’erpowers the greater part.

Wan, melancholy, sits the once full-blooming maid,

Misanthrope stalks her soul in silent shade :

On the bold promontory thrown at length she lies,

And sea-mews shrieking are her obsequies.

Or on the blasted heath or far stretched down
Exposing still the field by iron sown,

Barrow after barrow
;

till with silent awe
The dreadful cause pervading Nature’s law,

That the rude hands of warfare
( feudal ?) strife,

Denying peace, and oft denying life

Along the topmost ridge, the narrow (?) way,

The work of Norman prowess braves the day,

With triple ditch and barbican arise

Defying the hand of Time and stormy skies

Which from the wide .... drawmg o'er (?)

Pour o’er those bulwarks .... clouds or showers .
1

* Oh
!
powerful beings, hail ! whose stubborn soul

Even o’er itself to urge even (?) self-control.

Thus Regulus, whom every torture did await,

Denied himself admittance at the gate

Because a captive to proud Carthage power,

But hisfierce (?) soul would not the Romans lower.

Not wife or children dear, or self, could hold

A moment’s parley,—love made him bold,

Love of his country
;
for not aught beside

He loved,—but for that love he died.’

‘ The same inflexibility of will

Made them to choose the inhospitable hill

;

Without recourse they stood supremely great,

And firmly bid defiance even to fate.

Thus stands aloft this yet commanding1 fort,

“ The Maiden ” called, still of commanding port.

1 Another word substituted, perhaps 1 encinctured.’
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So the famed Jungfrau meets the nether skies

In endless snow untrod, and man denies.

With all his wiles
;
precipitous or bold,

The same great characters its summits hold :

Thus graves (?) o’er all the guarded area tell

Who fought for its possession, and who fell.*

‘ The chieftain’s tumule, and the vassal’s sword,

Own the dread sway of Death, tremendous lord.

On every side, each hill or vantage ground,

The awful relics everywhere abound,

And feelingly its ancient prowess own,

Though power, and arms, and carnage, roam
O’er' other lands

;
yet still, in silent pride,

It looks around, majestic, though decried

And useless now. So on the sea-girt shore

Where Abbotbury cliffs re-echo to the roar,

Another guards the passage to the main,

And on the right in-land some vestige yet remain.*

* Where the soft .... flowing gives renown,

’Mid steep worn hills and to the low-sunk town
Whose trade has flourished from early time,

Remarkable for thread called Bridport twine,

Here (?) roars the busy mell (?) called breaks

Through various processes o’ertakes

The flax in dressing, each with one accord

Draw out the thread, and meet the just reward.

Its population great, and all employed,

And children even draw the twisting cord.

Behold from small beginnings, like the stream,

That from the high-raised downs to market breem (?).*

‘ First feeds the meadows where grows the line,

Then drives the mill that all its powers define,

—

Pressing (?), dividing all vegetatingpass (?)
1

\
Withdrawn

,
high (?) swell the shiny (?) mass— J

On the peopled town who all combine
To throw the many (?) strands in lengthened twine ;

Then onward to the sea its freight it pours,

And by its prowess holds to distant shores ;

The straining vessel to its cordage yields :

So Britain floats the produce of her fields.

1 Uncertain whether these lines come here.
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Why should the Volga or the Russians

Be coveted for hemp ? Why thus supplied

The sinew of our strength, our naval pride?

Have not we soil sufficient rich ? or lies

Our atmosphere too temperate, or denies

The Northern .... to harden, or mature

The vegetable produce ? or can it not endure

The parching heat of summer’s solstice o’er ?

Weak argument ? Look round our shore.

Sterile and bleak our uppermost appear,

And barren left through all the varied year,

With whinns (?) and gorse alone possessed.

Would here the seedling hemp then be distressed?

Look farther—north of vaunted (?) Scotia’s heights,

With firs, and snows, and winter’s full delights •

Not—North enough, then, transatlantic lay

Some vast-extended land of Hudson’s Bay.7

* If heat is requisite more than our suns can give,

Ask but the vast continent where Hindoos live

—

More than the mother-country ten times told,

Plant but (?) the ground with seed instead of gold.

Urge all our barren tracts with agricultural skill,

And Britain, Britain, British canvas fill

;

Alone and unsupported prove her strength

By means her own to meet the direful length

Of Continental hatred called blockade,

—

When every power and every port is laid

Under the proscriptive terms themselves have made.*

* O’er the Donetian downs that far expand
Their scathed ridges into Devon’s land

The mounting sun, bedecked with purple dyes,

As o’er their healthy summits beaming flies.

The gilding radiance on the upmost ridge

That, looking eastwards, on rocky rampart stood

A garden once, like others, through the land

Where native valour dare to make a stand

Against [despotism ?] and Rome .... taught

The prayer of valour, gained (?) though dearly bought
Thus wrought through habit (?) by prorogued (?) disease,

As morning fogs that rising tempt the breeze,
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Grey and condensing, hovering o’er the swamp
Of deep-sunk woods, or marshes dull and dank,

Crowd like tumulous legions beneath the hill,

Like congregated clouds, and eddying reel

This way or other, as the air incline,

Till the all-powerful doth on them shine,

Dispersed, and showing on their edge its power

In varied lights. Sometimes, in force combined,

It seems to have the force of sun and wind

;

Blotting the .... (?), sheds a doubtful day,

Besprinkling oft the traveller on his way.

As others, stealing ’neath each down of hill,

And, scarce diaphanous, the valley fill :

Then day brings on his coursers and sultry car,

—

All Nature, panting, dreads the ruling star,

—

Along the narrow road whose deep-worn track
;

Till, up with heavy dusk, the usual (?) burdened pack

Plods heavily and dull, with heat oppressed,

And champs of snorting tell his great distress,

Burdened with stone or sand, where the steep ascent

Prevents the East (?) or slides
;
whose quick descent

Makes o’er a load of nothing endless toil,

And to the overladen path ever quick (?) recoil

Upon its galled withers
;
and the heavy band,

Upheld by pegs, within the panniers stand

Relieved from its load the other flies,

When (?) Satan scales aloft in nether (?) skies,

Or sulphurous cloud at open east foretels

Where atmospheric contraries (contraction ?) doth dwell

And the warm vapour, condensing from the main,

O’er the wide welkin darksome clouds remain :

Till, borne by various currents, dimly spread,

The sickening (?) rays of the wan sunbeam’s head.

A gloomy lurid interval succeeds,

As from the high (?).... noon the orb recedes.

Spotty as partial, quenches (?) the evening sky

In .... of clouds of every shape and dye.

Meantime an ever inwards (?) rolls around the clouds,

And bear against the blast the thunders loud,

Breaking on the upmost hills
;
then quick ascends (?)

The scattered . . . ., and conquering tends (?)
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To the full-charged elementary strife

—

To man even fears, and oft ... . life.

A corse tremendous, awful. Dark indeed

Died (?) the smitten wretch (?) not doomed to bleed,

—

The current dread charred (?) with the veins,

Sulphurous (?) and livid, still the form retains.

Most dreadful visitation ! Instantaneotis (?) death

Of supreme goodness allows the fleeting breath

To fall, apparently without a thought of pain.

‘Exalted sat St. Michael in his chair

Full many a fathom in the circling (?) air.

Scarce can the giddy ken of mortal sight

Behold the dreadful chasm but in height/

The tenacity with which Turner held on to a resolve could

not be exemplified better than by these painful and stammering

efforts of his muse. Now he seems to be thinking of Shenstone

and Thomson, then of Crabbe, and next of Pope
;
yet never,

in any form of imitation, does he spell well or carry on a clear

and consecutive meaning for ten lines together. There is never

a perfect picture, never a continuous strain of thought. The
impulse for verse is there, but not the power of expression. It

is the dumb man making noises, and fancying himself an

eloquent speaker. Let us review this poem. At Bridport our

struggling poet becomes more than usually obscure and more

than usually didactic. He introduces to us amid steep worn

hills ‘ the low sunk town,’

from early time

Remarkablefor thread called Bridport twine.

The practical bard rejoices much in the large population

employed in dressing flax and twisting cord. He then suddenly

grows interrogative and argumentative. Why, exclaims he,

should the Russians grow hemp, ‘ that sinew of our strength,’

for us ? Have we not soil sufficiently rich, or is our atmosphere

rather too temperate ? Are there not sterile and bleak cliffs on

our shores, now overgrown with whinns and gorse, where hemp
might be sown? Or, if more cold is wanted, are there not

‘Scotia’s heights,’ with their firs and snows; and, further still, ;
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is there not the * vast extended land of Hudson’s Bay ’ ? If

heat is required, there is ‘ the vast continent where Hindoos

live.’ Indeed, pursues the bard, if all our barren tracts were

but sown, Britain, alone and unsupported, might prove her

strength against Continental hatred and Napoleon’s direful

* blockade ’ of the foreign ports.

At Corfe Castle the poet stops, and depicts to us the arched

causeway and the towering keep
;
the overhanging walls, the

nodding gateway, and the deep fosse where the straggling sheep

obtain their scanty meal. Presently he passes on to Roman
camps, and jolts out the story of Regulus, one of those ‘power-

ful beings ’ and ‘ stubborn souls ’ the poet seems to sympathise

with
;
for he instantly goes on to sketch another Roman fort

on the coast, and says

—

The same inflexibility of will

Made them to choose the inhospitable hill.

And he proceeds to compare it to the ‘Jungfrau.’

It is curious, however, to trace everywhere in these verses

the sympathy of the writer with a sea life. From stories of

seductions by coast-guard men, and a rather prosaic description

of the stone quarries of Portland, he turns to painting ship-

wrecks and sketching the embayed ‘ Halswell,’ whose ‘trembling

keel ’ is caught by the ‘ deep-rent ledges
;

’ and, when he gets

to Lulworth Cove, he writes indeed more like an examiner of

pilots than a simple poet

:

‘ No security to those

Who wish from stormy sea a safe repose.

Whoever lucklessly are (fiercely) driven

From Portland, seeking (then) an eastern haven,

Must hit against the south-west gale,

And strike for Poole, where the tortured sail

For Wight again the safe retreat denies.

The Needles brave the force of Southern skies.’

These directions certainly are honest and earnest ; but they

are not altogether remarkable for perspicuity.

What this work was meant for, I cannot tell. It reads like
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an attempt at a rhymed gazetteer of England, or a new Polyol-

bion. In one place he talks of wishing

The passing moments of a chequered life to give ;

and then he wanders to descriptions of Hounslow and Bagshot

heaths—as if they were the first stages of some journey he had

tumbled into rhyme. Presently we find him at Poole, in Dorset-

shire, which he sketches sarcastically in the following lines :

—

One straggling street here constitutes a town ;

Across the gutter here ship-owners frown,

Jingling their money,—passengers deride,

The consequence of misconceived pride.

Now, the first three lines are tolerably terse
; but the last is

merely a hint at sense, and sadly wants beating again on the

anvil.

In one place, it is true, he sketches a village school with

some eye to character
;
he shows us the dunce’s stool, and the

grey matron chiding the boy, 1 who twists his yellow hair,’ and

bidding him look at his book and not at the passers-by. Close

by the school, upon a thorn, the dame’s caps hang bleaching

;

and these are her only pride, besides her spinning-reel. The
dame was once a village beauty, and made ‘ the proudest of

her time to sigh.’ Then follows a line or two of chaos, from

which we gather that after all she married a fisherman, who,

disdaining lobster-catching when the whole ocean was opened

to him, turned privateer, because he

By one daring effort hopes to gain

What hope appeared ever to deny.

For once the balance of the lines is preserved
; but the un-

lucky adventurer is caught by the French, and thrown into

Verdun’s dungeon. His wife, who can gain no tidings of him,

still hopes on and passes the delusive hours in sighing.

In one of his note-books I find these lines of Cunningham’s

copied :

—

O’er the Heath the Heifer strays

Free—the Furrow’d task is done.
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Now the village windows Blaze

Burnish[ed] by the setting sun.

Now he sets behind the Hill

Sinking from a Golden sky ;

Can the pencil .... mimic skill,

Copy the refulgent Dye ....

Shivered by a thunder stroke

From the Mountain .... misty ridge

O’er the Brook a ruined oak

Near the Farm House forms a Bridge.

They attest at least the copyist’s intense enjoyment of new
and grand objects, of clear, calm sunsets, of mountains and

misty ridges, and of rude bridges formed by lightning-rent oaks.

The last verse seems to be his own. There is, too, an instruc-

tive sense of Art in the word free, so strongly placed with a full

emphasis on it as the commencement of a line. The spelling,

as usual, is wanting in finish and detail. On the whole, I think

that for 1792 the verses are rather an anticipation and a pro-

phecy of the restoration of poetry by the Lake school, some

twenty years later. Bad as they are, they are better than pas-

toral sentiment, punning epitaphs, or ribald epigrams.

There is hardly much hope for a poet who cannot even

spell correctly. Turner felt poetry and painted poetry, but he

could not write it. Persevering and yet indolent, he never took

the trouble to learn the commonest laws of metre or rhythm.

This desire to write verse was one of the ‘ Fallacies of Hope ;

’

a poem which, if it ever did exist, was not found among his

sketches or papers after his death.

In early years his pictures at exhibitions were accompanied

with various quotations, descriptive of atmospheric effects, from

Thomson, interspersed with two or three from Milton, and one

from Mallet.

‘In 1800,’ says Mr. Ruskin, ‘some not very promising
“ Anon.” lines were attached to views of Dolbadern and Caer-

narvon Castles. Akenside and Ossian were next laid under

contribution. Then Ovid, Callimachus, and Homer. At last,

in 1812, the “ Fallacies of Hope ” begin, apropos of “ Hannibal’s
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Crossing the Alps
;
” and this poem continues to be the prin-

cipal text-book, with occasional recurrences to Thomson, one

passage from Scott, and several from Byron. The “ Childe

Harold ” (picture) is an important proof of his respect for the

genius of Byron.’

Secretive by nature as Turner was, he no doubt enjoyed the

mysterious rumours constantly circulating about this poem,

which he knew he should never print.

CHAPTER XX.

turner’s friends.

Turner was neither an ascetic, nor a miser, nor a misanthrope.

He loved his friends with deep tenderness
; he left the nation

that neglected him 140,000/. ;
and he was one of the most

social of men. Nor was he unaccustomed to the society of

men of wealth and rank. Lord Egremont delighted to have

him at his table
;
Lord Harewood knew him well in the easy

intercourse of life
;
at the houses of his friends, the Rev. Mr.

Trimmer, Mr. Ruskin, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Griffith, Mr. G. Jones,

and others, he was ever welcome. At Royal Academy dinners

or private meetings he was the gayest and merriest of the band.

He was fond, too, of water excursions
;
and when down in

Yorkshire with his old friend Mr. Fawkes, of Farnley, he shot

grouse and fished with the enjoyment of a boy.

Of the suspiciousness which was an unpleasing part of his

character Mr. G. Jones testifies

—

‘ In early life every hand extended to him sought to profit

by his talent at the smallest expense possible
;
he encountered

extortions of time and work; he discovered that he was unjustly

used to fill the purses of others rather than his own. He became
by degrees so suspicious and sensitive that he dreaded the

motives of all by whom he was surrounded. He desired to be

wealthy, and took every honourable means to become so
;
not

to indulge in luxury or ostentatious display, but to be inde-

pendent of the world.’
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Turner was too reserved to be often praising, but he never

uttered a word of critical disparagement or detraction. The
poisonous distilment of envy never flowed perpetually from his

tongue. Stothard, however, he frequently praised, for he loved

the gentle poetry which suffused all that good man did
;
the

pastoral grace, the beautiful simplicity (as of ‘The Golden

Age ’), that irradiated with a foretaste of heaven the happy

pictures of 4 the English Watteau,’ as he was truly called. It is

tru^ that he painted his Boccaccio picture in distinct rivalry of

Stothard ;
but he openly expressed his desire that Stothard,

above all men, should like his pictures. Etty, I believe, he did

not like
;

for Constable personally he had no relish
;
and

Constable, I fear, had an aversion for Turner’s works. I have

been told he has been seen to spit with disgust at the very sight

of some of them.

Of Girtin, the companion and rival of his youth, he was, as

I have said, never tired of speaking. 4 If Girtin had lived,’ he

used to say with true generosity and pathos, 4 1 should have

starved.’ All through his life, the sight of one of Girtin’s yellow

drawings made his eyes sparkle, and often would he earnestly

declare that he would lose a finger willingly, could he learn how
to produce such effects.

Mr. Field, author of 4 Chromatics,’ was a friend of Girtin’s,

and it is on his authority I give the following anecdote. Girtin

had finished a water-colour drawing of St. Paul’s, looking up

Ludgate Hill. Turner, after inspecting it first closely, and then

at a distance, turned to Girtin and observed, 4 Girtin, no man
living could do this but you.’ In later life he often expressed

to Mr. Trimmer and Mr. Field his high opinion of Girtin’s

power. 4 We were friends to the last,’ he used to say,
4 although

they did what they could to separate us.’ How much of regret

and tenderness is summed up in these words !

Mr. Lupton, the celebrated engraver, says

—

4 Turner was a man who not only considered that time was

money, but he acted upon it, and worked from morning till

night
;
indeed, it would be correct to say he laboured from

sunrise to sunset. He would often ask his brother artists, sar-

castically, if they ever saw the sun rise. These industrious
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habits, and his love of his profession, gave him a very long life,

and account for the great number of works he left behind him,

for it may be truly said he worked as many hours as would

make the lives of two men of his own age. He was a great

observer of all that occurred in his profession. Of reserved

manners generally, but never coarse (as has been said), though

blunt and straightforward, he had a great respect for his profes-

sion, and always felt and expressed regret if any member of it

appeared to waste or neglect his profession.

* In the sale of his pictures he always took a high moral

position. When asked the price of a picture by a purchaser

(for instance), he would say, “ Two hundred guineas.” The reply

has been, “ No
;
I will give you one hundred and seventy-five.”

“ No; I won’t take it.” On the morrow the applicant for the

picture has come again. “ Well, Mr. Turner, I suppose I must

give you your price for that picture : the two hundred guineas.”

Mr. Turner has been known to reply, “ Ah, that was my price

yesterday, but I have changed my mind also
; the price of the

picture to-day is two hundred and twenty-five guineas.” The
applicant went away, and perhaps the next day was glad to have

the picture at another increased price. Turner among his

social friends was always entertaining, quick in reply, and very

animated and witty in conversation. He was well read in the

poets.’

It is generally supposed that Turner never painted a picture

in conjunction with any other Academician ; but the following

story will show the contrary. On occasion of a visit to the

house of his old friend the Rev. Mr. Trimmer, by whose children

he was much beloved, as a kind, funny old gentleman, Turner

was present while Mr. Howard painted the portrait of one of

the children. The poetical painter of Venuses and Hebes had

got into a hobble ;
the picture would not come right. Turner,

who was called in as consulting physician, cast his eagle eye

instantly on the fault. There being want of warm colour in the

foreground, he advised the introduction of a cat wrapped up in

a red handkerchief. The now forgotten poet was horrified at

the suggestion, and confessed his inability to work it out

;

whereupon Turner instantly took up his brushes, and painted
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in the ingenious expedient The picture was saved by the

alteration
; and, thus saved, it still exists at Mr. Trimmer’s

house, an interesting relic of Turner’s sagacity.

Mr. Trimmer himself was not unskilled in Art, having

painted landscapes, I am told, with great skill. A picture

dealer opposite Furnival’s Inn once showed him a portrait by
Sir Joshua Reynolds with a tree in the background, which in

the sale-room had been compared for breadth and knowledge to

Titian. It was well known Reynolds had made fine sketches

of the sea in Devonshire, and had once or twice painted land-

scapes that lay round his villa at Twickenham
;
but this tree !

—Mr. Trimmer smiled at the pedantic cant of the trade, for he

had himself added that object to the portrait, which had once

been his own property.

Turner on one occasion was much struck by a picture in

which a sea-fog had been cleverly and truthfully introduced.

The mystery of it delighted him, for he had found such effects

most difficult. When, however, Mr. Trimmer stood up and ex-

plained that it was painted by himself, Turner was quite angry,

and never praised anonymous pictures again. His 4 Mill and

White Horse ’ in the 4 Liber ’ he took from a sketch made by

Mr. Trimmer from a lock near Brentford.

Mr. Trimmer’s sons, who are still living, remember Turner

as an ugly, slovenly old man, with rather a pig-like face
;
in

fact, somewhat of 4 a guy
;

* and describe how he made them

laugh, and how pleasant and sociable he was. They recollect

him mixing some sort of paste with his umbrella, and their

mother, on one occasion, in fun, carrying off one of his sketches

against his will, for he was by no means a member of 4 the give-

away family.’ He liked to be at Heston, not merely for the

fishing and fresh air, but because Mr. Trimmer was an old

friend and a lover of Art, and because he was close to his old

school at Brentford Butts, now a public-house, near the 4 Three

Pigeons.’ During these visits to Mr. Trimmer he always be-

haved with great decorum, and regularly attended church.

Indeed, I have a strong belief that the interior of a church in

the 4 Liber’ is taken from Heston. It is almost the only church

interior painted by him ; and he did it twice, once by daylight
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and once by lamplight. It was with this friend that he

bartered lessons in painting for lessons in Greek. Mr. Trimmer
was remarkable for a habit of keeping all letters that he ever

received
;
and the result of this literary accumulation was

that, after his death, his son, exhausted by the labour of reading

a packet or two of crabbed MS., set to and with ruthless hands

burnt some twenty sacksful of original and unpublished letters,

including, no doubt, some hundreds of Turner’s. When I first

heard this, I thought of the fatal fire at Warwick that destroyed

Shakespeare’s relics, and of the great conflagration that Amrou
made in Egypt of the vast Alexandrian Library ; but Mr.

Trimmer consoled me by telling me that Turner never wrote

often or at any great length to his father, because he was then

living at Solus Lodge, within walking distance
;
and, moreover,

like most artists, he did not like writing. He firmly believes,

however, that some verses perished, and is not sure that such

destruction was a loss to the world.

One letter, however, which he found and preserved was of

interest. Penned when Turner was about forty, it described

him as being deeply in love with a lady, a relation of Mr.

Trimmer’s, staying in the house at Heston. It was the letter

of an affectionate but shy and eccentric man
;
imploring his

friend to help him at his need
;
talking of soon coming down

again, but expressing his fear that he should never find courage

to pop the question unless the lady helped him out. But no ;

cruel Fate stepped in
;
some small pebble turned the painter’s

foot aside
; and he died unmarried, with no hands save those of

mercenary Love to close his eyes and smooth his dying pillow.

Of this second attachment I know no more than the following

singular letter discloses. We may presume, however, that the

lover lacked courage
;
that fresh ambitions arose, and more

daring suitors
; and so Turner was left to sink into the cheerless,

selfish old bachelor, with no children to prattle round his knees,

and no kind heart to double his joys and halve his sorrows.

[Redirected

\

i Rev. Mr. Trimmer,
* Southwold,

‘ Suffolk.]

Q
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‘Tuesday, August I, 1815:
* Queen Ann Street

* My dear Sir,—I lament that all hope of the pleasure of

seeing you, or getting to Heston, must for the present probably

vanish. My father told me on Saturday last, when I was, as

usual, compelled to return to town the same day, that you and
Mrs. Trimmer would leave Heston for Suffolk as to-morrow,

Wednesday. In the first place, I am glad to hear that her

health is so far established as to be equal to the journey, and

to give me your utmost hope for her benefiting by the sea air

being fully realised
;

’twill give me great pleasure to hear, and

the earlier the better.

‘ After next Tuesday, if you have a moment’s time to spare,

a line will reach me at Farnley Hall, near Otley, Yorkshire,

and for some time, as Mr. Fawkes talks of keeping me in the

North by a trip to the Lakes, and until November. Therefore

I suspect I am not to see Sandycombe. Sandycombe sounds

just now in my ears as an act of folly, when I reflect how little

I have been able to be there this year, and less chance (perhaps)

for the next. In looking forward to a Continental excursion,

and poor Daddy seems as much plagued with weeds as I am
with disappointment—that if Miss would but waive bashful-

ness, or, in other words, make an offer instead of expecting one,

the same might change occupiers
;

but not to trouble you

further, allow me, with most sincere respect to Mrs. Trimmer

and family, to consider myself
‘ Yours most truly obliged,

4

J. M. W. Turner.*

Mr. Trimmer’s eldest son, who was very fond of drawing,

one day scrawled a man with his legs close together. 1 Why
do you draw the legs together ? ’ was Turner’s question. Stimu-

lated by the rage of the day, the boy then took to battle-pieces

—little queer men, all swords and plumes, men slashing, and

horses kicking. Turner loved to run over these, observing with

a good-humoured grin at each of them, ‘ That’s better;' 1 Not

so good;' ‘ He’ll never hit him,’ and so on; and he advised
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the tender aspirant to change his style, there being no play for

talent in military costume. In fact,
1 1 commenced as battle-

painter myself] was his emphatic declaration. He even lent

him some sketches done by a military friend on the field of

Waterloo during the action, which he considered to be very

spirited
; but later on he dissuaded him from being an artist,

for which profession he had a great bent, telling him it was the

most wretched calling he could turn to.

Mr. Field having sent Turner his treatise on ‘ Chromatics/

when they next met, asked him his opinion of it.
‘ You have

not told us too much/ was Turner’s dry remark. Almost the

last conversation Mr. Trimmer had with him was respecting

colours, which he did not consider were reducible to scientific

rules ; and on that occasion he pronounced Field’s book to be

fallacious. Genius, Mr. Trimmer observed, was the uncon-

scious pursuit of rule
;
and, even as oratorical canons had been

deduced from Cicero’s orations, of which the orator was not

aware, Turner’s pictures might form the basis of a scientific

system of colouring. Field used to maintain that Turner’s

most extravagant conceptions were in perfect harmony ; Nature

in a very high key, as seen through a prism
; the painting being

off-hand, and the most inimitable effects produced without the

slightest effect. An oil painter should never paint but in oil,

said Constable, who held that Turner’s pictures were only large

water-colours, after testing them with a diminishing-glass, writes

Mr. Trimmer.

Many years ago two of Turner’s friends were standing at

the door of an exhibition where some of his water-colours were

on show, and were debating about the entrance fee. Suddenly

a little man dashed up to the astonished custos and snatched

two tickets from him, having given which to the applicants, he

set off instanter. It was Turner, who had that morning met

them in the street, and asked them if they would like to see the

drawings.

Mr. E. Swinbum, himself an accomplished artist, was very

intimate with Turner
;
who, I have heard, used to stay in

Northumberland, at the seat of Sir John Swinburn, Bart.

Mr. Allnut, of Clapham, I think, bought many of Turner’s

Q2
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- drawings, one of which, the ‘Fall of Terni,’ he published.' G.

F. Robson, the eminent water-colour painter, who met him

there, found him to be ‘ civil and communicative/

Turner and Carew were once fishing in the pond at Lord

Egremont’s at Petworth, when the latter, in his blunt, honest,

Irish way, broke silence, and said, ‘ Turner, they tell me you’re

very rich/ Turner chuckled and enquired, ‘Ami?’ ‘Yes;

everybody says so,’ was the observation. ‘Ah !’ replied he
;

‘ I

would give it all up again to be twenty years of age again/
* What !

'

exclaimed the other, ‘ do you like it so well as all

that ?
’

‘ Yes, I do/ was the response.

Mr. David Roberts, his old friend, bears the following testi-

mony to Turner’s kindness of heart and general sociability :

—

‘ I afterwards became well acquainted with him, being in

the habit of meeting him at the dinner table of General Phipps,

in Mount Street, where one was always sure to meet the best

artists of the day—Wilkie, Chantrey, Calcott, Collins, Mulready,

Etty, &c. &c. Although reserved, he was ever kind and in-

dulgent to younger men : I mean such as myself. I write more

especially of my own knowledge, as, besides meeting him at

General Phipps’s, I had many other opportunities of meeting at

dinner, particularly at Munro’s, of Novar, and the Rev. E.

Daniel’s, to whom he was much attached. Poor Daniel, like

Wilkie, went to Syria after me, but neither returned. Had
Daniel returned to England, I have reason to know, from

Turner’s own mouth, he would have been entrusted with his law

affairs.

* Turner, though kind to younger men, could frown, and show

his contempt fearlessly for those whom he considered unworthy

his friendship. He was ever modest of his own abilities, and I

never remember him uttering a word of disparagement of others.

Of a contrary disposition was Constable, ever talking of himself

and his works, and unceasing in his abuse of others. We had

met one night at the General’s, shortly after the hanging of the

Royal Academy. Constable was, as usual, lavish of the pains

he had taken and the sacrifices he had made in arranging the

Exhibition. But, most unfortunately, he had, after placing an

important work of Turner’s, removed it, and replaced it by one
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of his own. Turner was down upon him like a sledge hammer
;

it was of no use his endeavouring to persuade Turner that the

change was for his advantage, and not his own. Turner kept

at it all the evening, to the great amusement of the party ; and,

I must add, he (Constable) richly deserved it, by bringing it on

himself.
i
It would be useless to add his many personal acts of kind-

ness to myself, and of confidence he placed in me, which led to

my seeing much of him towards the latter part of his life.

When he dined with me, I always contrived to get those to

meet him that I knew would be agreeable
;
a very simple

method of making your friends happy. I was myself too much
occupied to trouble myself about his private affairs, for his life

partook of the character of his works. It was mysterious, and

nothing seemed so much to please him as to try and puzzle

you, or to make you think so ;
for if he began to explain, or

tell you anything, he was sure to break off in the middle, look

very mysterious, nod, and wink his eye, saying to himself,
“ Make out that if you can

;
” and it no doubt was this love of

mystery that led, at last, to the sad muddle in which he left his

affairs. No doubt, like many others, he intended some day to

put them all right, but the grim gentleman stepped in before

he could make up his mind.
*
I and others knew he had another home besides Queen

Anne Street, but delicacy forbade us prying further. We all

knew that whoever he lived with took great care of him, for he

was not only better dressed, but more cleanly and tidy
,
than in

former years. He was ever constant in his attendance at all

meetings of the Academy, and at such meetings he usually took

a part in the debates
; but such was the peculiar habit of his

thoughts, or of his expressing them (the same aerialperspective

that pervades most of his works pervaded his speeches), that

when he had concluded and sat down it would often have

puzzled his best friend to decide which side he had taken.

‘ I might mention instances of his kindness to myself, but

they are of little interest to others. Suffice it to state one,

on my first exhibiting at Somerset House a picture of the front

of Rouen Cathedral, painted for the late Lord Northwick. He
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took Sir William Allan out of the Great Room (where they were

at work on varnishing day) to the School of Painting, where

my picture had been placed, and said, “ Here is a man we must

have our eye upon.” This, Sir William gave me to understand,

was no trifling compliment from the great painter.

* After all, much may be said in mitigation of his reserve

and love of mystery. Uneducated as he was (a thing not un-

usual with men of genius), he would naturally avoid society,

where he knew he would be seen to a disadvantage. But that

he was not the recluse Ruskin has pictured him, is well known
io all who knew anything about him

,
for he loved the society of

his brother painters, and was in reality “a jolly toper,” never

missing a night at the meetings of the Royal Academy Club,

usually then held at the “ Thatched House
;
” and, as a proof

that he loved them and these jolly parties, he willed that 50/. an-

nually should be spent expressly for that purpose on his birthday;

but I regret to add, it has not been fulfilled, although the

Academy have it in contemplation to do so from the 20,000/.

awarded them by the Court of Chancery. Meantime the

interest, 600/., is distributed amongst certain old painters, not

members of the Academy, but whose necessities are such as

compel them to ask charity, in annual grants of 50/. each
; so

that, after all, his wish has in some measure been realised/
1 Jack Fuller/ as he was generally called—one of Turner’s

patrons and friends—was an eccentric, blunt old bachelor, who
had considerable property in Sussex, as well as some West

Indian estates. He lived at Rose Hill, in the neighbourhood

of Battle, and represented the county of Sussex for many years.

He was much beloved by his friends and tenantry in spite of

his rough manners ;
and as an Art amateur he became known

as a purchaser to Turner.

It is of Jack Fuller, the boisterous English country gentle-

man of the Lord Egremont stamp, that one of the best stories

connected with debates in the House of Commons is related.

It is well known that an Irish reporter, under the influence of

too much whisky and water, once had the audacity to call out

from the gallery, ‘A song from Mr. Speaker !
’ This is reckoned

an outrage of the grossest character
; but Jack Fuller, it is said,
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was even more audacious. The story is that once upon a time

—it was after dinner—he was guilty of some indecorum in the

House of Commons, and the Speaker was obliged to administer

a rebuke, beginning, ‘ It has been brought to my notice that an

honourable member ;
’ when Fuller burst out with, ‘ What’s the

use of beating about the bush? My name is honest Jack

Fuller, and everybody knows it 1
’ Thereupon he snapped his

fingers at the majestic presence, called him a little man in a

great wig, and eventually was committed to the custody of the

sergeant-at-arms.

Turner knew Tom Moore, from whose ‘Journals and Cor-

respondence * (vol. vii. p. 77) I take the annexed interesting

extract :

—

1 March 1.—Wretchedly wet day. Hard at work in

Paternoster Row, as was also Tom at his Sunday exercise, I

occasionally helping him. Dined at Rogers’s, to meet Barnes

;

an entirely clandestine dinner, none of our Whig friends in the

secret ;
and R. had been a good deal puzzled as to whom he

should ask to meet him. Tried Lord Lyndhurst, with whom
Barnes is intimate

;
and he would have come had he not been

engaged. Could then think of none but Turner the painter ;

and he, Barnes, and myself formed the whole of the guests. . .

.

Had some talk with Turner in the evening. Mentioned

to him my having sometimes thought of calling in the aid of

the pencil to help me in commemorating, by some work or

other, the neighbourhood in which I have now so long resided.

The recollections connected with Bowood (where so many of

the great ones of the time have passed in review before us

—

Byron, Madame de Stael, Mackintosh, &c.), the ancient and

modern associations that give such a charm to Lacock Abbey,

the beauty and music of Farley Castle, the residences of Bowles

and Crabbe, the Druidical vestiges in so many directions,—all

would afford subjects such as might easily be rendered interest-

ing, while the natural beauties of this immediate neighbourhood,

though hardly worthy, perhaps, of the pencil of a Turner, would

supply scenes of calm loveliness to which his fancy could lend

an additional charm. All this I now put down here rather as

what was in my mind to say to him than as what I actually did
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say
;
for he interrupted me by exclaiming, “ But Ireland, Mr.

Moore, Ireland ! There’s the region connected with your

name ! Why not illustrate the whole life ? I have often longed

to go to that country, but am, I confess, afraid to venture my-
self there. Under the wing of Thomas Moore, however, I

should be safe.” . . .

’

It was Wilkie who teased Turner about his titles, and

nicknamed him R. A. P. P.
; and who used to observe of his

change of style that he was 4
getting into a weak and vapid

tone of painting.’ Beaumont called it * innovation
;

* and his

clique of proteges sneered at the daylight manner as ‘ the white

and yellow school;’ so Turner and Wilkie quarrelled. When
Wilkie, on a hanging-day, maliciously suspended a Rembrandt
among the modern pictures, with the remark that it looked like

‘a hole in the wall,’ it must have been to deride the Tumerians.

From his dislike of Beaumont sprang Turner’s jealousy of

Wilkie. Sir John Beaumont, who was born in 1782, seven

years after Turner, died in 1827, the year Turner exhibited his

* Now for the Painter !
* He never understood Wilson

; he

patronised Wilkie
;
and he tried to sneer down Turner. He

was a type of the unoriginal, conventional amateur, and did

great injury to English Art.

‘Mr. Rogers gave Turner a commission to illustrate his
u Pleasures of Memory ” and his “ Italy.” Turner was so

satisfied with the elegant way the works were published that

he would only receive five guineas a piece for the loan of the

drawings. Campbell, the poet, desired Turner to make a set

of drawings for an edition of his works, for which Campbell’s

circumstances did not allow him to pay, and he had the

honesty to confess that it would be inconvenient for him to

discharge the debt
;
on which Turner, with kind sympathy,

told the poet to return the drawings, which he afterwards gave

to a friend.’

Mr. Cyrus Redding, however, after mentioning Turner’s

complete exemption from nervousness, and the resolute way in

which he laid on his touches, gives quite a different version of

this story of Campbell, which certainly reflects more credit on

the painter than on the poet :

—
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4 Within two years of the decease of Campbell, the poet,

I met him in Cavendish Square. 44
1 am coming,” he saidr

44 from your quondam acquaintance, Turner. I have just

played him a trick.”
44 What do you mean?” 44 Why,” ob-

served Campbell, 44
1 had gone to a great expense for Turner's

drawings, to be engraved for my illustrated poems.” (I forget

the number he said, for each of which he had paid twenty-five

guineas.) 44
1 was also told not to mind the expense ;

the

drawings would sell, being Turner’s, for what I had paid for

them, as soon as the engravings were finished. They could

not be disposed of at anything like the price. It was said they

were not in his best style ; in short, I thought I should be
compelled to keep them. One day I saw Turner, and told

him what had occurred, and that I had hoped to make something

of them. I added, in joke, that I believed I should put them

up to auction. Turner said, feeling annoyed, I suppose, at my
remark, 4 Don’t do that

;
let me have them.’ I sent them to

him accordingly,” said the poet, 44 and he has just paid me fo?

them.” I think Campbell said twenty guineas each, but I am
not sure of the sum, my recollection failing me about the

precise amount. I could not help saying, 44 Turner does this

because he is tender about his reputation
;
he will not have

them in the market.” Campbell had just before been censured

for lending his name to books written by other people, which

struck me when I made the remark. The poet, however, was

too joyous about his bargain to apply the remark to himself.

I have since thought whether Turner did not do this with a

desire to befriend Campbell. He was just the character to do
such an act silently and bluntly.’

One of Turner’s oldest friends writes—
4 The late Earl of Egremont was much attached to him, and

well did he merit sincere attachment when he was known. He
has and had many to disparage him. He was much used, and
much abused, because he knew not how to make use of others,

and so became the victim himself. Although unaccomplished

in manners, he was as sound in heart and as good as any man
I ever knew.’

Mr. Fawkes, of Farnley, deposes

—
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1 When Turner was so much here in my father’s lifetime,

I was but a boy, and not of an age to appreciate or interest

myself in the workings of his mind or pencil. My recollection

of him in those days refers to the fun, frolic, and shooting we
enjoyed together, and which, whatever may be said by others

of his temper and disposition, have proved to me that he was,

in his hours of distraction from his professional labours, as

kindly-minded a man and as capable of enjoyment and fun of

all kinds as any that I ever knew.
* Though often invited, Turner never came here after my

father’s death; and, as I have seldom gone to London, our

meetings since I had learnt his value had been few and far

between : but up to the last time that I saw him, about a year

before his death, he was always the same to me that I had

known him in my boyhood, always addressed me by my boy

name, and seemed ever anxious to express in his kindness to

me his attachment to my father, and still glowing recollections

of his “ auld lang syne ” here.’

From Mrs. Wheeler, the daughter of Mr. Wells, the artist,

I have received the following interesting record of their

friendship :

—

*
I had a life-long acquaintance with the late Mr. Turner,

my father being one of his earliest and most esteemed friends.

* It is over sixty years since a friendship began which

ended only at the death of Mr. Turner, who, in very early life,

was a constant and almost daily visitor at my father’s house,

whom he regarded as an able counsellor in difficulties. He
usually spent three or four evenings in every week at our fire-

side; and, though very much more than half a century has

elapsed, I can still vividly recall to mind my dear father and
Turner sketching or drawing by the light of an Argand lamp,

whilst my mother was plying her needle, and I, then a young
girl, used to read aloud some useful and entertaining work.

These and many such recollections of my dear departed friend

often present themselves to my mind, and are cherished as the

dream of days long passed by. Indeed, there was more
hidden good and worth in his character than the world could

imagine. He had a tender, affectionate heart, such as few
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possess. Like all great men, his faults were largely published

to the world, and greatly exaggerated, while, from his very

reserved disposition, his many virtues were known only to a

very few, though they clearly show forth the noble mind of the

man who devoted the whole of a long life to one end and aim,

and that the generous wish of providing an asylum in old age

for the decayed members of his own profession. Unhappily,

either through ignorance or carelessness, or something worse,

this noble design has been frustrated ;
but surely the man is to

be honoured who, denying himself almost the comforts of life,

could steadily devote the accumulated wealth of long years

of toil to so noble a purpose ; and let it not be thought

that Turner’s heart was closed to the many appeals to his

benevolence which came before him. I know he gave un-

grudgingly, but he was no boaster of his good deeds. Another

trait of character, which ought to be named, is the liberality

with which he viewed the works of other artists. If he could

not speak a word of praise, he carefully abstained from giving

any opinion. I never heard him utter a syllable in dispraise

of any artist.

4 Though thoroughly modest and unpretending, yet he had

a full appreciation of his own merits, and no one so much
enjoyed his exquisite pictures as he did himself. It was a matter

of real sorrow to him to part with any favourite picture, and

on more than one occasion, when he has been looking graver

than usual, and I have asked if anything vexed him, he has

said, “ No, only I have been sending some of my children away

to-day.”

4 His art was his life’s employment and his leisure’s charm.

4 His painting-room was emphatically his sanctuary, his

harbour of refuge.
4 In early life my father’s house was his second home, a

haven of rest from many domestic trials too sacred to touch

upon. Turner loved my father with a son’s affection
;
and to

me he was as an elder . brother. Many are the times I have

gone out sketching with him. I remember his scrambling up a

tree to obtain a better view, and there he made a coloured
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sketch, I handing up his colours as he wanted them. Of course,

at that time I was quite a young girl. He was a firm, affec-

tionate friend to the end of his life
; his feelings were seldom*

seen on the surface, but they were deep and enduring. No-

one would have imagined, under that rather rough and cold

exterior, how very strong were the affections which lay hidden

beneath. I have more than once seen him weep bitterly, par-

ticularly at the death of my own dear father, which took him
by surprise, for he was blind to the coming event, which he

dreaded. He came immediately to my house in an agony of

grief. Sobbing like a child, he said, “ Oh, Clara, Clara ! these

are iron tears. I have lost the best friend I ever had in my
life.” Oh ! what a different man would Turner have been if

all the good and kindly feelings of his great mind had been

called into action
; but they lay dormant, and were known to

so very few. He was by nature suspicious, and no tender

hand had wiped away early prejudices, the inevitable conse-

quence of a defective education. Of all the light-hearted, merry

creatures I ever knew, Turner was the most so ;
and the

laughter and fun that abounded when he was an inmate in our

cottage was inconceivable, particularly with the juvenile mem-
bers of the family. I remember one day coming in after a

walk, and when the servant opened the door the uproar was so

great that I asked the servant what was the matter. “ Oh, only

the young ladies [my young sisters], ma’am, playing with the

young gentleman [Turner].” When I went into the sitting-

room, where Turner was seated on the ground, with the chil-

dren winding his ridiculously large cravat round his neck, he

exclaimed, “ See here, Clara, what these children are about !

”

‘Turner, who was greatly interested in the science ot

geology, met Dr. M‘Cullock, the celebrated geologist, at our

house. The Doctor was delighted with his acute mind, and
observed, “ That man would have been great in any- and every-

thing he chose to take up. He has such a clear, intelligent,

piercing intellect” I have often heard Turner say that, if he

could begin life again, he would rather be an architect than a

painter.'

One of his oldest and dearest friends was Mr. Fawkes of
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Farnley Hall, near Otley, in Yorkshire. With this kind and

hospitable squire he became acquainted about 1802, in the

•course of an early topographical tour in the district, when he

was visiting Richmond for Whitaker, or sketching for Lord

Harewood, whose seat was in the vicinity of Farnley.

Some ten thousand pounds' worth of his water-colour draw-

ings and oil pictures still adorn the walls of the house. In the

<lrawing-room, shining yet like a sun, is the great picture of

* Dort/ while on the surrounding walls are the ‘ Red Cap/
4 Rembrandt's Daughter/ a most poetical figure-picture, and an

oil painting representing the ‘ Victory/ with the body of Nelson

on board, in three positions, as she was seen approaching

Portsmouth.

Farnley Hall looks down on the Wharfe, the river that

flows beneath the walls of Bolton Abbey, one of Turner's

favourite scenes. Those rounded scaurs that he all his life

delighted in, and to some semblance of which he even moulded

the eternal Alps, stretch in a misty and sun-barred line oppo-

site the peacock-guarded terraces of the fine old Carolan hall.

At Farnley he delighted to be ; there he shot and fished,

and was as merry and playful as a child. An exquisite water-

colour drawing by him still survives of a grouse that he himself

shot and then immortalised. There is also a drawing by him
of Mr. Fawkes's tent on the moors, some six miles off

; the

servant is drawing corks, and the luncheon is being prepared.

It was on one of these occasions that, on the return from shoot-

ing, nothing would satisfy Turner but driving tandem home
over a rough way, partly through fields. I need hardly say

that the vehicle was soon capsised, amid shouts of good-

humoured laughter
;
and thenceforward Turner was known at

his host’s by the nickname of ‘ Over-Turner.' A caricature of

him by Mr. Fawkes still exists at Farnley, which is thought by
old friends to be very like. It shows us a little Jewish-nosed

man in an ill-cut brown tail-coat, striped waistcoat, and enor-

mous frilled shirt, with feet and hands notably small, sketching

on a small piece of paper held down almost level with his

waist.

The Farnley portfolios abound with his sketches of the
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house and estate, all rapidly but beautifully wrought. Some
are rough, while others are chefs-d'oeuvre

,
particularly a brook-

side with wood-flowers, and a water scene. He drew the oak-

panelled study and the white drawing-room, the Cromwell

relics, and the staircase ; the porches (one designed by himself),

and the conservatory ; the latter a beautiful fairy-like drawing

of a greenhouse studded with grapes, hung with gay Chinese

lanterns, crossed with errant sunbeams, and wonderfully elabo-

rate in execution.

The Farnley collection also includes a matchless series

of drawings, representing a complete Rhenish tour. They
number, I think, fifty-three

; and, though they were done at the

prodigious rate of three a day, they are miracles of skill, genius,

and industry. On his return from this particular tour Turner

landed at Hull, and came straight to Farnley
; where, even

before taking off his great-coat, he produced the drawings, in a

slovenly roll, from his breast pocket ; and Mr. Fawkes bought

the lot for some 500/., doubtless to Turner’s delight, for he

could not bear that any series of his should be broken. Then
saying that Mr. Fawkes should have no expense in mounting

them, he stuck them rudely on cardboard with wafers, to the

infinite detriment of the drawings, as it was found when they

came to be remounted.

These Rhenish drawings are most exquisite for sad tender-

ness, purity, twilight poetry, truth, and perfection of harmony.

They are to the eye what the finest verses of Tennyson are

to the ear
;
and they do what so few things on earth do : they

completely satisfy the mind. Few of them are gorgeous in

colour
;
most are in a minor key, somewhat subdued and re-

gretful, as if the present Rhine were not quite the Rhine of his

earlier days. There is one, I remember, I christened 1 The
Primrose,’ from the pale, tender yellow atmosphere that enwraps

the whole scene. Perhaps one of the most matchless is the

saddest of all
—

‘ Twilight in the Lorelei
;

’ all grey and dim, but

with just a speck of light here and there from boats on the

river.

Turner was so sensitive that he could never make up his

mind to visit Farnley after his old friend’s death
; but his sue-
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cessor once brought the Rhine drawings to London for the

purpose of showing them to Turner. When they came to the

grey Lorelei, tears sprang out of the old man’s eyes ; and

glancing his hand over the faint light in the sky and water, as

if he were working, he groaned, ‘ But Hawkey ! but Hawkey 1

’

as much as to say

—

When, ah ! woful when
,

How far unlike the now and then.

‘One stormy day at Farnley,’ says Mr. Fawkes, ‘Turner

called to me loudly from the doonvay, 11 Hawkey ! Hawkey !

Come here i come here ! Look at this thunder-storm. Isn’t it

grand ?—isn’t it wonderful ?—isn’t it sublime ? ” All this time

he was making notes of its form and colour on the back of a

letter. I proposed some better drawing-block, but he said it

did very well. He was absorbed—he was entranced. There

was the storm rolling and sweeping and shafting out its light-

ning over the Yorkshire hills. Presently the storm passed, and

he finished.

‘ “ There ! Hawkey,” said he. “ In two years you will see

this again, and call it “ Hannibal Crossing the Alps.’”

At Farnley is a drawing ofa man-of-war, complete, elaborate,

and intricate, with a fine frothy, troubled sea in the foreground.

This Turner did, under Mr. Fawkes’s observation, in three

hours ;
tearing up the sea with his eagle-claw of a thumb-nail,

and working like a madman
;
yet the detail is full and delicate,

betraying no sign of hurry. There is also a large fir in one

of the Farnley drawings, so true, so vigorous, so matchless, that

it shows not only that Turner could draw the fir when he chose,

but that he might have been one of the finest painters of trees

the world ever saw.

When Mr. Fawkes visited London, he would go and sit in

the Queen Anne Street Gallery for hours, but he was never

shown the painting-room. On one occasion he invited Turner

to dinner at a London hotel, when he took, as was his wont

latterly, a great deal too much wine. For once he became

vain, and, staggering about, exclaimed, ‘ Hawkey, I am the

real lion—I am the great lion of the day, Hawkey.’
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In the course of one of his foreign tours, Mr. Fawkes, in

his travelling carriage circling round the Simplon past those

blessed hospices and through those wonderful rock-galleries,

suddenly met a well-known little thickset man walking, with

no luggage except a large faded umbrella. It was Turner.

The Famley collection of Turners, specially valuable

(apart from their intrinsic worth) as consisting of ungraved

pictures, has for its sun the luminous ‘ Dort,’ a favourite picture

of the painter’s. It includes some almost monochrome but

powerful water-colour Swiss scenes of 1804. One of a jagged

glacier with shattered pine and goats is especially fine. There

are sketches also of the Colosseum and St. Peter’s, somewhat

wanting in solidity
;
a fine fancy sketch of the Pyramids, and

a poetical but rather flimsy one of Stonehenge.

A very beautiful cold, bright, frosty morning scene, ‘Flounder-

Fishing off Battersea,’ is remarkable for two large and very

humorous figures of old boatmen, excellent for character. The
name of the boat is ‘ The Owner’s Delight ;’ one little triangular

white flounder glitters in the net, and the frost lies white on

the rueful old man’s beard.

For poetry of time and place, and graceful appropriateness,

the ‘Ulverstone Sands’ delights me
;
the water on the sands is

so transparent—the distance is so truly admirable. The acci-

dent to the diligence on Mont Cenis is equally wonderful for

local effect, especially for the dazzle and glimmer of snow.

The * Scarborough ’ is radiant with golden colour ; the Swiss

scenes are full of graceful figures. The sea in the ‘ Red Cap *

(an oil picture) is perfect for motion and sweep.

The ‘ Rembrandt’s Daughter ’ is a beautiful day-dream, and

there is a comely, plump prettiness and poetry about the Dutch

girl as she stands by her bedside, blanched in the sunshine, and

reading the love-letter, which her majestic father, coming in

behind, is about to detect.

For twenty-four consecutive years one of those wonders of

the North, a goose pie, was sent to Turner from Yorkshire.

The twenty-fifth pie was already packed when news reached

Famley of the painter’s departure from the reach of his friend’s

kindness. One of the letters acknowledging the annual present
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I am enabled to give, through the kindness of Mr. Fawkes. It

is dated December 24, 1849, two years before his death. It is

curious, as an intelligent friend of mine remarks, to observe the

quaint and somewhat contradictory ceremoniousness of the

letter, which, beginning with ‘ Dear Hawkesworth/ ends with

‘your obliged servant

a

conventional deference that is almost

royal. The letter, on which the postmark is ‘ Queen’s Road,

Chelsea/ runs thus :

—

‘Dear Hawkesworth,—Mother Goose came to a re-

hearsal before Christmas Day, having arrived on Saturday for

the knife, and could not be resisted in my drinking your good

health in a glass of wine to all friends at Farnley Hall, also

wishing happiness and the C07iipts
of the season to all. The pie

is in most excellent taste, and shall drink the same thanks on

Christmas Day. Many thanks for the brace of pheasants and

hares—by the same train—indeed, I think it fortunate, for with

all the strife and strike of pokers and stokers for the railroads^-

their commons every day growing worse—in shareholders and
directors squabbling about the winding up of the last Bill, to

come to some end for those lines known or supposed to be ini

difficulty.

‘ Ruskin has been in Switzerland with his whife this summer,-,

and now said to be in Venice. Since the revolution shows not

any damage to the works of high Art it contains, in Rome not

so much as might have been expected. Had the “Trans-

figuration ” occupied its old situation, the St. Pietro Montoreo,.

it most possibly must have suffered, for the church is com-
pletely riddled with shot and balls. The convent on Mount
Aventine much battered with cannon balls, and Casino Magda-

lene, near the Porto Angelino, nearly destroyed
; occurred by

taking and storming the Bastion No. 8.

‘ This is from an eye-witness who has returned to London
since the siege by Gen. Oudinot.

‘ I am sorry to say my health is much on the wain. I can-

not bear the same fatigue, or have the same bearing against it,

I formerly had—but time and tide stop not—but I must stop

R
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writing for to-day, and so I again beg to thank you for the

Christmas present.

‘ Believe me most truly

* Your oblidged Servant,

‘ J. M. W. Turner.
W. H. Fawkes, Esq., Farnley Hall/

The letter is curious also as showing that an involved and

confused style, and uncertain spelling, were characteristic of

him down to the very close of his days.

Amongst the wonderful examples at Farnley of the versatility

of TumeFs genius, I must not forget to particularise the Civil

War illustrations—elaborate vignettes, full of thought and

poetry
;
and the drawings of birds, wonderful for minute truth

and gorgeously delicate in colour. There is a heron’s head

ludicrously forcible, a peacock that is all green velvet and

amethyst, a game-cock that is a perfect constellation of warm
colour, and doves all opaline and mother-of-pearl, with varying

green, glances of rose and glimmers of purple.

Another old friend of Turner’s, Mr. Rose of Jersey, fur-

nishes me with the following reminiscences of Turner en

famille
;

memories undimmed by the flight of twenty-six

years :

—

‘ I fancy I can see him trudging down the avenue something

after the manner of Paul Pry, by which I mean that an umbrella

invariably accompanied him. Rain or sunshine, storm or calm,

there was that old faded article tucked under his arm. Now,
the umbrella answered a double purpose, for by some contri-

vance the stick could be separated from the other parts ;
this

then formed a fishing-rod, being hollow, with several joints

running one into the other. I have seen him sitting patiently

for hours by the side of a piece of water belonging to the pro-

perty, his piscatory propensities keeping up his excitement,

though perhaps without even a single nibble
;
yet it must not

be understood that he was always unlucky, for when fortune

favoured him in securing any of the finny tribe, it was not

long before we were made acquainted with his success, at

which he appeared as much pleased as a boy from school.
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* Cowley Hall is about fifteen miles from London. This

distance he generally walked, coming in heated and tired,

carrying a small carpet-bag, which was kept like a sealed book,

never allowing the key to go out of his possession. The ladies

tried various means to induce him to give up its possession,

ostensibly to arrange his articles of clothing which they pre-

sumed it contained, though it must be confessed that female

curiosity was the predominating cause
;
but he clung as tena-

ciously to his key as a miser to his gold. On one occasion,

on his returning from fishing, he came in wet and tired—

a

sudden shower of rain having fallen when his umbrella had

been metamorphosed into a fishing-rod. The servant was sent

to the bedroom for his slippers
;
only one was to be found.

Here was an opportunity not to be missed. The ladies ordered

the servant to bring down the carpet-bag, hoping doubtless to

obtain a glimpse of its contents
;
but a sly look from our friend,

with a peculiar shrug of his shoulders, and the two mono-

syllables “ No, no/’ effectually put to flight their hopes. As a

dernier ressort, one then offered to take his key and bring down
the slipper. To that he replied, “ I never give it up and they

never learnt its contents. “ The man with the c; rpet-bag” was

not then known, or doubtless he would have obtained that sobri-

quet. The name, however, by which he was known at our house

•was certainly not very euphonious. How it was obtained I can

scarcely surmise, unless it was from his manner and his figure,

which was short and thick
;
but it was a common expression

on seeing him approach the entrance to cry, “ Here comes Old

Pogey.”
‘ Mrs. R one day had a pet spaniel lying in her lap,

while Turner sat close by her, reading. A sudden impulse

induced her to ask him to make a drawing of her favourite.

The R.A. opened his eyes with astonishment, at the same time

replying, “ My dear madam, you do not know what you ask.”

The lady ever after went by the name of “ My dear Madam,”
given her by her friends who were present at the time.

* On one occasion, after the ladies had retired, Turner and

myself were left alone. On the table stood a large jug of

water and a bottle of cognac. Turner never having been very
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communicative, I could hardly anticipate what was going to take

place (and here I must express my regret at not noting down
what would have been highly interesting)

;
but he gave me a

slight sketch of his travels, adverted to during the course of

the evening, but of which, from the lapse of time, I have but

a very faint recollection. He took me up and down the Pyre-

nees, describing various scenes. I recollect asking him if he

had seen the Falls of Gavarnie, to which he replied in the

negative. He then branched off to various places ; one was

the Fall of Foyers, in Scotland. This is brought to my mind
by the umbrella, for I recollect his stating he had one blown

out of his hand by a sudden gust of wind, and whirled down
some great depth. During the evening I mentioned my in-

tention of spending a few months in Jersey the ensuing

summer. He remarked that, should I cross over to St. Malo,

I was to be sure to proceed by the Ranee to Dinan, as that

river afforded many picturesque scenes, and the views were the

most pleasant in that neighbourhood. During the course of

the evening his tumbler had never been emptied
;

first a dash

of brandy, then an addition of water, and thus he continued,

never entirely exhausting its contents, until it struck two in the

morning, when, quietly remarking it was getting rather late, we
separated each to our domiciles.

‘On one occasion I had the audacity to ask him if he

painted his clouds from Nature. One has heard of “ calling up
a look.” The words had hardly passed my lips when I saw my
gaucherie. I was afraid I had roused a thunder-storm

;
how-

ever, my lucky star predominated, for, after having eyed me for

a few moments with a slight frown, he growled out, “ How would

you have me paint them ? ” Then seizing upon his fisking-rod,

and turning upon his heel, he marched indignantly out of the

house to the water’s edge.

‘ Two ladies, Mrs. R and Mrs. H , once paid him

a visit in Harley Street, an extremely rare (in fact, if not the

only) occasion of such an occurrence, for it must be known he

was not fond of parties prying, as he fancied, into the secrets of

his menage. On sending in their names, after having ascer-

tained he was at home, they were politely requested to walk in,
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and were shown into a large sitting-room without a fire. This

was in the depth of winter ; and lying about in various places

were several cats without tails. In a short time our talented

friend made his appearance, asking the ladies if they felt cold.

The youngest replied in the negative
;
her companion, more

curious, wished she had stated otherwise, as she hoped they

might have been shown into his sanctum or studio. After a

little conversation he offered them wine and biscuits, which

they partook of for the novelty, such an event being almost

unprecedented at his house. One of the ladies bestowing

some notice upon the cats, he was induced to remark that he

had seven, and that they came from the Isle of Man.
‘ On the first occasion of Turner visiting at Cowley Hall, on

the morning after he had left, one of the servants came to

Mrs. R with several shillings in her hand, stating she had

found the silver under the pillow where Mr. Turner had slept,

and asking her mistress what she should do with it. She was

told it was doubtless intended for herself, but on his next visit

she would soon learn if it had been left in mistake. Such,

however, did not appear to be the case, for under the pillow

was always a little mine of the argentum vivum
,
or silver that

will slip through the fingers.’

Here I may suitably introduce several extracts from the

letters of a lady in Jersey referring to Turner :

—

‘ Sept. 23, 1831.—Mr. Turner is returned from Scotland,

where the weather has been very boisterous, and his health

not improved by the excursion. He is building in the neigh-

bourhood of Rickmansworth, and I believe he will be there

before we leave.
lJan. 10, 1840.—The Maws are at Hastings. They invited

Turner down, but he did not go to pass the Christmas. He
always inquires after you, and desires his kind regards.

* April 1 8, 1 840.—I have not seen Mr. Turner lately. He has

been fully occupied preparing for the opening of the Academy.

\
Jan. 7, 1842.—J. M. W. T. is very well. He was very

much shocked at the demise of his old friend Sir F. Chantrey ;

but grief will not long hang upon his mind ; and so much the

better, as it answers but little purpose.
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‘ April 14, 1842.—I think I wrote you Turner had been

very ill. He is now better, but it has shook him a good deal.

He is living by rule.

‘ Oct. 6, 1843, Brighton.—J. W. T. did not go with us or

join us this year, but I hear he is safely landed on this side the

water again.’

CHAPTER XXI.

turner’s predecessors and early contemporaries.

To Mr. Trimmer I am indebted for the following communica-

tion, which embraces some valuable reminiscences of Turner’s

early and later contemporaries :

—

* Thomas Gainsborough was a native of Sudbury, in Suffolk,

where his father was a tailor. As a child he went to the local

iree school, where he distinguished himself by making ink

drawings on the desks instead of writing his copies.

‘Joshua Kirby, my father’s grandfather, was one of his

earliest friends
;
and, as is well known, Gainsborough’s last

request was to be laid beside his old friend in Kew churchyard.

He was an architect, who was acquainted with the artists of

the day
;
and, on their forming themselves into a Society of

British Artists, he was elected as president, and it was by his

instrumentality that the Royal Academy was formed, under the

auspices of George III., whom he had the honour of instructing

in drawing and perspective. Kirby, who was a Suffolk man,

first became acquainted with Gainsborough at Ipswich, whither

he had removed from Sudbury, as a place better adapted for his

profession ; and it was by his urgent persuasion that the latter

left his native county and went up to London.
‘ Gainsborough was notoriously liberal in giving away his

productions, and Kirby came in for the lion’s share. Besides

painting his portrait twice, and that of his wife, he gave him his

first drawing (now in my possession), and his first sketch in oils,

sold at my father’s sale, after the manner of Waterloo, whom in

his early days he much studied ; and whose etching, Gains-
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borough’s gift, I have in my possession. He also gave him

above a hundred drawings in pencil and chalk, most of which I

still have
;
and six or seven small landscapes in oil, among

which was his original or first picture of the Gipsies
;
so that

my family possessed the best collection of his early or Suffolk

productions I have ever seen. There is a full-length portrait of

himself reclining on a bank, looking at a sketch on a stretching-

board on which he is engaged. It was sold at my father’s sale

as an unknown figure (the catalogue having been got up in a

hurry), but it fortunately was lithographed by Lane, his nephew.

Gainsborough was very personable in his youth, and in this

sketch he presents a remarkably fine figure. A sketch of him-

self and his wife on a small piece of paper before they were

married is among my treasures. She was very pretty. They
are both strong likenesses, as I was told by a sister of my father’s

who knew them.
1
1 have also a crayon painting (a head) of Gainsborough by

himself, apparently at the age of twenty. He has on a dingy

yellow coat, black neck-handkerchief, and small collar
;
with

dark-brown hair, brown eyes, and full under-lip, as in a portrait

I once saw of his daughter. The features are delicately chiselled,

and his complexion delicate
;
the forehead by no means highly

developed
;
but in the two others, which are profile, his Roman

nose shows a face full of intelligence. There are, I believe, no

other portraits of Gainsborough in his best days ;
the one he is

known by is that of a faded middle-aged man.
‘ There is a celebrated engraving, by Wood, of Gains-

borough’s Gipsies
;
the etching, which is by Gainsborough, I

have. It is first-rate : I merely mention this because he has

been said to have failed in his etchings, which is not untrue as

regards a few late aquatints. He had a commission from a

gentleman near Ipswich to paint a group of gipsies. When
about two-thirds of it were finished—for Gainsborough in his

early works, owing to his great execution, finished as he went

on—he came to see it, and was not pleased with it
;
he said he

did not like it “ Then,” said Gainsborough, “ you shall not

have it
;
” and, taking up his pen-knife, he drew it directly across

it. In this state Joshua Kirby begged it
;
my father had it
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mended, and it was sold at his death. It was a terrific gash,

and Gainsborough must have been in a flaming passion when
he did it. After this he painted for the same person the picture

from which the engraving is taken ; but I never could hear of

this picture in Suffolk, though I have had good opportunities

for inquiry.

* I have heard my father’s sister, who knew him when she

was young, say that he was an odd, droll man, excessively fond

of music, and that he played on the violoncello. In fact, there is

no doubt of his understanding music, from the masterly way in

which his figures hold their instruments, as Turner’s figures do

the fishing-rod.

‘Gainsborough painted an oil picture of Joshua Kirby, on

seeing which long afterwards at his daughter’s (Mrs. Trimmer),

he exclaimed, “ Ah, there is old Kirby in one of his brown

studies.” Hanging near this was a painting by Kirby, almost

the only one he ever did, on which Gainsborough remarked,

“ He would have made a good painter if he had gone on

with it.”

‘As I have said, he gave Joshua Kirby eight landscapes in

oil, most admirable specimens. Thirty years ago Emerson, the

picture dealer, offered my father fifty guineas a piece for them,

and pronounced them unique. These Turner, as I have said

elsewhere, examined so carefully one evening that the next

morning he said he had hurt his eyes ; and Constable used to

say it made him cry to look at them, and that no one at the

present day [twenty years ago] could approach him. These

were sold at my father’s sale for a mere song, though inferior

pictures made large sums.

* As my mother came close from Sudbury, in my youth I

knew Gainsborough’s sketching grounds well. Thirty years

ago, before the oaks were cut down and the thatched cottages

done away with, every step one took reminded one of him,

not the least the slim-formed though rustic figures
; and my

relative Captain Syce, who was one of his admirers, has told

me that the village churches around are those introduced in

Gainsborough’s early pictures.

‘ I have dwelt on his early works, because picture dealers,
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though his figure subjects being more saleable, always decry

them, and say he never painted a picture fit to be seen till he

left Suffolk—men who, place them in the green fields, cannot

tell one tree from another. It is true his early works are less

artificial and less academical, but they are far truer to Nature,

to elevated Nature. His early pictures exhibit a remarkable

variety of form in his trees ;
his oaks are inimitable ; latterly,

all his trees assumed one form; for he mistook system for

Nature.

‘Joshua Kirby’s son was brought up a painter and died

at Rome. He was some time with Gainsborough, but did not,

I have been told, like him as an instructor. He often had

disputes with his brother artists
; but artists are proverbially

quarrelsome.

‘When I was a boy, I remember Miss Gainsborough, his

daughter, who had a house at Acton. He had another daugh-

ter, who was deranged
;
an additional proof that genius often'

passes into mental aberration. Mrs. Lane, the mother of

Lane the engraver, was (I think) another daughter. Both the

young ladies were remarkably handsome, and, when young,

were constantly introduced by him into his pictures. There is

a fine cattle piece, painted for Mr. Child of Osterly House,

now at Middleton, Lord Jersey’s place
;
in which one of them

is so introduced. At Acton, opposite Miss Gainsborough,

lived a Mr. Briggs, a young amateur artist, to whom she was

very partial, insomuch that she left to him all her father’s

pictures and sketches. Among these was a charming portrait

of herself, which, as I have said, so far as I recollect, strongly

resembles my crayon of her father about the lips. She was

accustomed to sit in her father’s painting-room. His colours

were very liquid, she said, so that if he did not hold the palette

right they would run over.

‘There were several admirable landscapes and studies

from Nature among Mr. Briggs’s collection
;
a very clever study

of sheep, equal to one by a professed animal painter ;
but the

masterpiece was some cows, which was lithographed by Lane,

and called by him “ Repose
;
” a warm, glowing picture. Still

one would hardly have expected a countryman to have made
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cows recline while feeding of an evening, unless he looked

upon it as an artistic license. This (like Turner’s “ Carthage ”)

was one of Gainsborough’s favourite pictures
; and, not to be

tempted to part with it, he had it hung in a dark passage, where

it remained for many years. It underwent sundry glazings,

and was a long time in hand. If I remember aright, Mr. Briggs

told me it had a wash of tobacco water. It was subsequently

cleaned by Cobbett, when it came out blue
;
Cobbett told me

the yellow coating was merely the varnish turned, but after this

it lost value in Mr. Briggs’s eyes, and he sold it. I remember
this from the circumstance of my father having recommended
Cobbett to Mr. Briggs.

4 Many years ago there resided at Heston a Mr. Nesbitt, a

person of substance, who in his younger days was a companion

of George, Prince of Wales, who once possessed Gains-

borough’s “ Blue Boy.” He acquired it thus :

—

44 Nesbitt,” ex-

claimed the Prince at one of his entertainments, 44
that picture

shall be yours.” At first he was disposed to treat the matter as

a joke, but when he saw that it was in earnest, Nesbitt, being

an old beau of the very first water, made all due acknow-

ledgments for his Royal Highness’s generosity. Next morning

the 44 Blue Boy ” arrived at his residence, followed in due time

by a bill of 300/., which he had the satisfaction of paying. I

heard him many years ago tell the story at my father’s table.

4 Gainsborough's Palette.—This I had from Mr. Briggs, but

have lost it
;

still, as I have copied several Gainsboroughs,

I think I can furnish you with it. Yellow
:

yellow ochre,

Naples yellow, yellow lake, and for his high lights (but very

seldom) some brighter yellow, probably some preparation of

orpiment, raw sienna. Reds : vermilion, light red Venetian,

and the lakes. Browns : burnt sienna, Cologne earth (this he

used very freely, and brown pink the same). He used a great

deal of terra verte, which he mixed with his blues, generally

with ultramarine. His skies are ultramarine. In his earty

pictures I could never trace other colours. Latterly he used

Cremona white
;

this he purchased of Scott in the Strand, who
on retiring from business gave me what remained. It was the

purest white I ever used, and accounts for the purity of his
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1

carnations. His early pictures are painted on oil-non-absorbent

grounds of a yellow tint, and in the greys of the sky he availed

himself of the yellow of the ground. His later pictures are

on absorbent grounds of a dark chocolate colour. In the

leafing of his trees he employed gold size
;
also sugar of lead,

as I have detected by a magnifier, both late and early. In his

early pictures he used wax. The application of the iron,

though not hotter than usual, to a picture my father had lined,

destroyed all the foliage. Turner tried wax ; but, if it facili-

tates working, it turns yellow, and is highly objectionable.
1 From what I have said of Gainsborough you will perceive

that I rank him with the non-terrestrials. “ O deus certe !

”

I place the English school thus :—Gainsborough, Wilson,

Turner, Reynolds
,

1 and then ten abreast at random.

‘To Gainsborough I assign the first position because ot

his great originality. No one can copy him with success, and

his genuine pictures pronounce themselves unmistakably.

It is a mark of the genius of Turner, Wilson, and Reynolds

that they have left their impress on the art subsequently.

They have not only had herds of imitators, but painters have

not been able to paint from Nature without introducing their

feelings into their works
;

yet, although it may seem para-

doxical, it is perhaps even a greater mark of Gainsborough’s

powers that so little of him is seen in other paintings. This

has arisen from his fine execution and exquisite delicacy of

sentiment. As in rifle-shooting the first sight is the most

correct, so Gainsborough’s first outline admitted of no im-

provement, and this is probably the reason that his drawings

are considered even superior to his paintings. How rare the

talent to select from Nature her choicest forms, and embody
them with all the certainty of instinct

!

* In the estimation of Gainsborough’s powers, the striking

exactitude of his likenesses is not to be overlooked. There are

1 ‘ I exclude Hogarth by reason of the nature of his subjects ; his end is

the comic, not the beautiful. In his department he stands alone, and foreign

schools have nothing to compete with him. I know of no English painter

who has so completely the command of his colours, and the texture of his

pictures is unrivalled. ’
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portraits of his three generations back, family features of which

are still seen in their descendants. It is painful to see the

clumsiness and incorrectness of outline in Reynolds, and the

tameness of Lawrence, when placed by the side of a Gains-

borough. Whether he painted childhood, youth, adolescence,

or age, male or female, a nobleman or a ploughboy, a rustic

girl or a courtly dame, humanity became elevated under his

plastic fingers. Gainsborough has also restricted himself to

home subjects, which is another of his excellences. I believe

it to be no less impossible to paint foreign subjects than it is to

speak a foreign language well without having been familiarised

to it from childhood. How do Dutch painters handle Italian

subjects, or French caricaturists English ones—John Bull, for

instance ? They are themselves pleased, while to English eyes

it is merely a burly Frenchman. I never heard of an Italian

recognising Turner’s Italian subjects, or a German his German
ones

;
and his crossing the Channel is, in my opinion, the date

of his decline ;
and, although it has been objected to Gains-

borough that he never had the advantage of going abroad, it is,

I believe, this very circumstance which makes him our great

English painter.

‘ The texture of his pictures has been objected to. There

is said to be a washiness and want of solidity in them not de-

sirable to imitate. This may be true as regards imitation
;
but,

with Gainsborough’s masterly execution, the thinness and

docility of his vehicle is no small part of its merit. Had he

painted in a fat, unyielding material, the delicacy and playful-

ness of his pencil would have been lost, though it must be

owned that unsuccessful attempts to obtain a good vehicle

mark his period. He is also charged with mannerism; but

this is only true of his later productions, where for the wild

beauty and untrammelled variety of Nature, as seen in his early

works, he seems to have fallen into Hogarth’s line of beauty

and other fallacies of the day. In some of his later portraits

he has followed Vandyke, where he would have done better to

have relied upon himself.

* As I have said, Turner did not believe that colour was

reducible to system ;
and Gainsborough, when painting his
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“ Blue Boy,” seems to have been of the same opinion. I think

it was the remark of Mr. Field, when we were looking at that

celebrated picture, that Gainsborough’s eye was truer than his

head, since against his theory he had introduced a sufficiency

of warm colours into the flesh tints to balance the predominating

cold of the picture
;
and this reminds me of a dictum of Gains-

borough I had forgotten. Joshua Kirby was strong in perspec-

tive, of which Gainsborough made very light, and used to say

in his joking way that the eye was the only perspective master

needed by a landscape painter.

‘ No one is perfect
;

yet, whatever his defects, I place

Gainsborough at the head of our English painters ;
and he

must be an able hand who gets beyond him.

‘Among the relics bequeathed by his daughter to Mr.

Briggs, besides a model of an old horse, was the bust of Mrs.

Sheridan, the charming Miss Linley. It is considered a mas-

terpiece equal to his paintings, as showing his versatility ot

talent. Of this my father had a cast from Mr. Briggs, but I

think it is before the public—quite small. Some of the Gains-

borough Du Ponts, of Sudbury, have some pictures of his.’

Of Sir Thomas Lawrence Mr. Trimmer writes

—

‘ Lawrence had the reputation among his friends of being
“ the finished gentleman,” which in the George IV. period con-

sisted in certain conventionalities one could scarcely practise

now without being remarkable. This was outreed in successful

professionals, as Halford, Astley Cooper, &c.
;
in fact, it was

thought to chalk out the line between the base and the noble,

and its absence precluded all access to the higher castes. We
are apt to confound it with sycophancy, but in Lawrence it

was considered among his enviable qualities
;
and that pliant

manner was perhaps in some degree natural to him.

‘ Up to the day of his death Lawrence enjoyed unbounded
popularity

;
but, the moment he dropped, his works sank and

he seemed to be forgotten. If he was overrated during his life,

he has certainly been underprized since. As President he was

much esteemed by his brother artists, and was as much flattered

by them as by the public. It was greatly to his credit that he

painted not for gain, but for reputation. He parted with his
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money faster than he could make it. He was devoted to the

advancement of the Fine Arts, and laid out large sums in col-

lecting Rembrandt’s etchings, for many of which he gave, or

perhaps undertook to give, greatly more than their value. I have

heard that he was much in debt to a printseller in St. Martin’s

Lane, whose portrait he painted in consequence, and a most

striking likeness it was. I doubt if Lawrence had painted a head

so far removed from royalty for many a year.

* He was very liberal in showing his etchings, and my father

once passed a whole day in looking them over with some artists.

This was before we had a National Collection. Neither was

there any difficulty in seeing his rooms, which were well worth

the inspection. There were pictures in all stages of progress

and of all dates, canvas behind canvas
;
some merely the first

sitting, merely the first coat on the features, laid in with the

greatest care and delicacy, the rest in chalk or oil outline. I

have been told by Howard (a good authority) that he always

made a crayon drawing of the sitter, from which he did his oil

;

but, if this had been the case, the drawings would now be in

existence. At first there is no doubt he was a crayon painter

;

and hypercritics, even as they have pronounced Turner’s oils

large water-colours, have called Lawrence’s oils large crayons,

the old chalky manner still adhering. At Etwall Hall, Stafford-

shire, are tw’o of his early crayons in small. They are well*

finished, but he had not at that time mastered the ear.

‘ In his painting-room was head after head painted years

before, lovely angelical faces which had long cruelly left their

owners. A lady’s portrait done some twenty years before, was

pointed out to me—a charming, faultless face, which most de-

cidedly at that later time could have given no inspirations for a

second sitting. So fleeting are our complexions, though happily

we are not awrare of it ! As is customary, all these first sittings

were half paid for
;
and it was said Sir Thomas -would gladly

give one a first sitting, and then came the hitch. But this, I

believe, was not correct. There was a rush of pretty faces, and

of others as well, and poor Sir Thomas was fairly beset. It

was impossible he could meet so many claimants.

‘ There is a celebrated print of young Lambton (I think)
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sitting on a rock, engraved by Lane, which at the time made a

great sensation. His father presented himself at Sir Thomas’s

with the request that he would paint his son. Lawrence flatly

refused ; it was out of the question. “ If you saw my child I

think you would relent,” was the paternal suggestion
;
and such

was the child’s beauty that, when he saw him, the painter

yielded. Lawrence was so pressed that, unless for high rank or

great beauty or celebrity, he would execute no commissions.

I doubt if ever any painter in this country, unless it were Van-

dyke, had such a run as Lawrence. His full-lengths, first of

Lady Agar Ellis (late Lady Dover), and that of her sister, Lady
Gower (Duchess of Sutherland), carried his popularity to the

height People who cared nothing about painting flocked to

the exhibition to see his pretty women, and Lawrence was on

everybody’s lips ; while his praises were sung by all the charm-

ing daughters of the aristocracy, which in those days made up

humanity, strictly so called, not to mention the homage of his

brother artists. If under these circumstances he found his

head whirl, whose was the fault, his or theirs ? Certainly he

was vain, as we should have been
;
and one of his vain fancies

was to paint his own portrait as near like that of Canning as the

original would admit of. He was said to be like Canning.

Napoleon, Wellington, Canning, Lawrence, and others not

worth naming were all said to be bom at the same batch—the

year I have forgotten.

* Henry Howard, Secretary to the Royal Academy, was an

unbounded admirer of his, and belonged, I was told, to what

was called the Lawrence party in the Academy ; and Frank

Howard, his son, was one of his pupils. “ I shall teach you till

you beat me,” was the remark addressed by the teacher to the

pupil. Howard once showed some of my landscape sketches

to Lawrence, who very kindly promised to assist me with his

advice, if I followed the profession.
* They used to say that he made ten guineas a day. He

worked slowly, everything neat and exact, with the absence of

all dash. He finished feature by feature, and would work a

whole day on an eye. He had a great many pupils, who made
duplicates of his pictures. I once saw a duplicate, a head of
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the Duke of York, done by Frank Howard
;
and, after his

father had worked over it, it looked very like Lawrence

;

Howard, however, told me that Lawrence would go completely

over it, which would make a great alteration in it for the

better.

* He was choice in his pigments, and had his madders from

Field
,

1 which he used freely. A preparation, I think of mer-

cury, called orange vermilion, was first prepared by Field at

the desire of Sir Thomas, who was in want of a flesh tint
;
and

with it he was much pleased. I owe this item of information

to Field himself.

‘At one time he considered white out of harmony with

other colours, and used cream instead. After his death there

was an exhibition of his pictures in Pall Mall, some of which

bore traces of this error. There was also a large picture of

Satan at one end, the largest and perhaps the worst picture he

ever painted.
*
I exclude Lawrence from the great portrait painters

—

Titian, Rubens, Vandyke, and the like. Perhaps in genius he

was inferior to his contemporary Jackson. He had no difficulty

in carrying out his conceptions, but then they were not first-rate.

A tameness and want of spirit pervades his works. Still Law-

rence is but a face painter. There is an absence of vulgarity

and coarseness, and his likenesses are photographically exact.

But for Reynolds and Gainsborough we might feel nationally

proud of him. In private life he fell a victim to the extrava-

gance of the times, and sank under pecuniary embarrassment.

‘ A couple of anecdotes of Lawrence and George IV. are, I

think, worth preserving.

‘ The first has reference to the time when a gold chain was

placed by the sovereign on Lawrence’s neck—I conclude at the

inauguration to the Presidency. Quoth the monarch, “ I give

this chain to you and yours,” &c. (I forget the exact terms.)

“ Sire,” said Lawrence, “ does your Majesty mean my family or

my successors? ” “ Your successors,” answered the King. The

1 Field resided at Little Lyon House, Isleworth, and supported himself

by his pen. He also devoted his talents to pigments, and his madders were

then unrivalled. He was well known by the leading artists.
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King turned red
;
and, when it came to the unrobing, he broke

out as follows :
“ Damn the fellow ! what does he mean ? Damn

his family ! What do I care for his family ? ” I think it was

before this that he had given offence. Among the drawings

contained in the portfolio taken for royal inspection was one

of the young Due de Reichstadt, who is said to have been

poisoned
;
which Lawrence had taken from life, I think in Ger-

many. “ Lawrence,” said the King, “I must have this.” Lawrence

bowed low in acquiescence. “ If your Majesty will permit me,

as it is not quite finished, I will return with it in the morning.”

The fact was that Lawrence had no inclination to part with it

;

so he forthwith set about making a copy, which he took to the

King the next day. “ It is not the same,” was the angry excla-

mation upon seeing it
;
and, thrusting his nails into it after the

manner of a cat, he drew them deeply across the face. Thence-

forth Lawrence was in disgrace.

‘ These two anecdotes I had from Lane, nephew to Gains-

borough
; the last being derived by him from Lawrence him-

self, who showed him the scratches/

Of Flaxman Mr. Trimmer writes

—

‘ Flaxman was acquainted with my father’s family, and my
father, as a boy, always received great kindness from him on

the score of his attachment to Art. Flaxman wished him to be

a sculptor, and offered to teach him modelling, but taught him
drawing instead. A number of anatomical studies in red chalk,

taken from life, and the finest I have seen, he lent my father. I

rather think they have been published of late years.

‘ Flaxman had two sisters, who, like himself, were most

ordinary figures, not to say deformed. How often does a

beautiful mind take its lodgment in such an abode ! What
other Englishman, or rather what modern, possessed so fine a

feeling of the antique ? His illustrations of the Greek tragedians

display a variety of design which is wanting even among the

Greeks. These were drawn by him of an evening with a crow-

quill in Indian ink
;
generally one of an evening, his sisters

sitting as models. One of his sisters, who told my mother this,

threw out her long, distorted arms in the way she had sat for

these rare conceptions of modernised Greek. It seemed quite

s
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laughable to my mother that anything so misshapen could supply

a hint for such charming creations. But no doubt there are

“ sermons in stones.”

‘ My father always spoke of Flaxman as an estimable person.

From his brother artists I have heard that he was partial and an

oppositionist/

Of Zoffany we learn

—

* He lived at Chiswick, and, as my father lived at Kew,

they were friends— that is, my father as a boy was often at

Zoffany’s. But all I remember to have heard from my father,

who was constantly in his painting-room, was that he had a

good method of laying on his colours. He used his brush as

if he were shading with a pencil, thus showing the drawing in

his pictures ;
but this probably was the German method. Like

Fuseli and West, he is hardly to be claimed as an English

celebrity/

Of Henry Howard Mr. Trimmer writes

—

‘Henry Howard, R.A., 5 Newman Street, Secretary to the

R.A., was of the same age as Turner. His father was, I think,

an heraldic painter
;
which accounts for his great neatness.

Fie gained the prize at the R.A. for drawing, and was told, on

being presented with it by the President, Sir Joshua Reynolds,

that it was the best design that had received the award of the

Academy. This eulogium, I have no doubt, was just. His

early sketch-books and academical studies shew a perfect com-

mand of the human figure, and great promise.

‘ Howard was sent by the Academy to study at Rome,
where he remained several years. Here he made great pro-

gress, and his outlines from the antique are admirable. He
also made copies in oil from the old masters, besides oil

sketches from Nature in the environs of Rome, full of taste and

talent. On his return from Rome, he copied some pictures at

Chiswick House, where my father made his acquaintance, which

continued through life. He married a daughter of old Reinagle’s,

a most amiable person. They had a large family, and lived

happy and united. He died at an advanced age from paralysis,

occasioned, it was supposed, by the absorption of white lead

into his system while painting a cartoon for the House of

Lords.
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‘Howard was an ardent admirer of the antique, and believed

that all excellency came from Greek statuary. He was very

well read in heathen mythology, and his early pictures on his

return from Italy have a fine classical feeling. His genius lay

in floating female figures and fairy scenes. He also painted

subjects from early Greek and Roman history.

* It appears to me that to paint classical subjects one should

have that race of humanity for models. And certainly this

view is borne out by Howard, whose classical feeling declined

from the time of his leaving Rome, and partook more and more
of the Saxon or home type amid which he lived.

* His first sketches for his pictures, which he made small in

oils, are always his best, and are (in my judgment) the finest

mythological subjects I have seen by an English hand, not

excepting Etty. I do not suppose that, had he carried out his

style to his utmost wish, his pictures would have been saleable,

incompatible as they were with public taste. To earn a liveli-

hood he fell back on portraiture
;

in which he was not so

happy. His heads are always in good drawing, in which respect

he stood next Lawrence
;
and his method of painting was safe

and durable, he being averse to all experiments
;
but still his

portraits are not attractive, and his colouring is dull, and too

brown.

‘ Not holding the first position, he laboured under the great

disadvantage of having ordinary models
;
of which I have heard

him complain bitterly. He had to paint vulgar people with

disgusting features, before which the genius of a Gainsborough

must have quailed. But, when he obtained a pretty sitter, his

pictures were admired. He often exhibited pictures of two of

his daughters in fancy costume, that always sold. When a

child, I remember being painted by him myself, running bare-

foot between two country girls in a shower of rain. This was

purchased by some nobleman. But his heart was in “ fairy-

land
;
” and some of his scenes, especially his early ones, if not

first-rate, at least possess great merit.

‘ His pictures stand well. They were painted in macgilp

(he made it himself by pouring oil on litharge), and look

brighter now than the pictures which eclipsed them in Somerset
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House. He was a better draughtsman than a colourist, and, like

Constable, was fond of altering. He never knew when to stop,

and made bad figures wooden and spiritless by working on
them too long. When one is unpopular, one gets out of heart

and loses confidence in oneself.

‘ It is pleasing to think how many painters of that time,

careless of gain, devoted their talents to their profession, and
strove to improve public taste. Howard was one of these.

He was a most amiable person, bore an unblemished character,

and served the office of Secretary to the Royal Academy with

much credit and ability. One wishes he had been more suc-

cessful.’

Of John Constable, R.A., Mr. Trimmer writes

—

‘ It is said you may tell a man by his paintings as you may
one by his handwriting. I knew Constable’s paintings long

before I knew Constable himself, and formed a very wrong
estimate of his character. His paintings give one the idea of

a positive, conceited person, whereas anyone more diffident of

his own powers could not be. Once, not long before his death,

when I was with him on Heston steeple, he scratched on the

leads those well-known lines of John Milton where he describes

Fame as the last infirmity of noble minds, and introduces the

Fury with her abhorred shears. Constable could not have

described his own character better.

‘ From his first start in life he was always making some
great preparation to render himself worthy of notice

;
a point

from which in his own eyes he seemed always receding. He
seemed to think his works would never live

;
and very few of

his brother artists either. He certainly underrated himself.

Landscape painters are never popular, and, had he carried his

own style to the extent of his desire, it may be questioned

whether his admirers would have been increased.
1
It was one of the dicta of that time that, in proportion as

you individualised, you lost in general effect. Constable’s

great aim was breadth, tone, and moral sentiment ;
meaning by

the latter that a good picture is calculated to produce a human-

ising effect
;
and to these ideas probably he sacrificed detail

and correct drawing.
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*
It was his persuasion that you should always work in one

material : if a water-colour painter, that you should take Nature

in water colour
;

if an oil painter, in oil. Not that he rigidly

carried out his own views, as he always had a small sketch-book

with him in which he noted down anything that struck him
;

but his sketching, both in water colour and pencil, was very

inferior to his oils.

‘ When a young man in Essex, he did a number of oil

sketches, which have much of the fine feeling of Gainsborough,

of whom he was an enthusiastic admirer, and at that time an

imitator. Later he aimed exclusively at originality. There

were a great number of oil sketches sold at his sale, done on

the principle that there is no outline in Nature. They are full

of truth and genius, and possess more variety than his pictures.

That such productions did not find admirers was not the fault

of the artist
;
but they required to be seen not simply by the

eye, but by the mind.
‘ His great aim, as I have said, was originality, and to take

something fresh from Nature
;
holding the opinion that young

artists greatly impaired their original powers by copying from

prints instead of Nature. It is not easy—perhaps it is impos-

sible—to divest oneself of surrounding influences
;
and all

painting, like all writing, seems stamped with the impression of

its own times. It is not to be denied that Constable was an

original painter, but he would take objects, as vistas of trees, in

ordinary points of view, which proved less unlike others than

he was apt to imagine.

Spring and Midsummer he regarded as the stirring times for

the landscape painter, and not Autumn. In his opinion an old

tree, half decayed and almost leafless, presented no fitter subject

to the painter than an old emaciated man. The idea of taking

Nature in its full blood is strongly urged by Laresse
;
yet surely

Nature has a charm under every point of view. If fine old oak

scenery is not the picturesque, it seems hopeless to seek it.

Still Constable was the first, I believe, in this country who
ceased to paint grass yellow ochre, although it appears to me
that we are now in the other extreme; for by the non-employ-

ment of yellow, green pictures show a want of sunlight, and
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allowance is not made for the yellow of the frame, especially at

the edge of the picture
;
yet Constable is entitled to great praise

for having brought the art back to a truer standard. Green is

the colour for trees, and the Midsummer shoot gives the green

in its greatest variety.

‘ It has been well said of photography that it strikes Nature

dead. Constable’s great aim was to give freshness and motion.

I have seen him lying at the foot of a tree watching the motion

of the leaves, and pointing out its beauty. He would also

stand gazing at the bottom of a ditch, and declare he could see

the finest subjects for painting.
1 By the French he has always been considered our best

landscape painter
;
and he was much admired by Louis Phi-

lippe, who purchased one of his best pictures—a waggon and

three horses passing a brook—of which Constable used to re-

late that the old attendant at Somerset House pronounced,

“ That’s a good picture, sir
;
so natural, all the frost on the

trees
;
” whereas the picture represented Midsummer. People

always mistook his dog-days for Christmas. Fuseli used to say,

“ Where is my great coat ? Iam going to see Mr. Constable’s

pictures.” This anecdote is also told of Turner. As I have

heard Constable say, “ Do away with this crispness, and all the

merit of my painting is destroyed.”
1 His great object was to obtain the glitter and sparkle of

Nature after a shower
;
and for this purpose, passing by the oak

and elm, our two first trees, he took the white poplar and the

ash—the one for the leaf, the other for the bark. This I had

from himself, and it is a key to his pictures. A French pay-

sagiste once came from Paris to request him to show him his

method of painting. Constable said he should have been most

happy to meet his wishes, but that unfortunately he had no
method, and got his pictures up he did not know how. This I

had from Mr. Field, who was present. Yet certainly a method
he had, and very unlike that of other people, which inclined to

dead colour in white and black, or vermilion and Prussian blue.

He used the spatula freely, and the vehicle he employed enabled

him to plaster. This was copal varnish and linseed oil diluted

in turpentine. His sketches were of equal size with his pictures,
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and some of these sketches are more spirited than his pictures

from them. His fault was working too much, and, like many
another not appreciated by the public, mistaking alteration for

improvement.
‘ He had his colours from Field, who was celebrated for his

madders, which he used freely, as well as ultramarine. The
madder and blue form a purple, and his clouds are purple in-

stead of grey
;
but time may improve them in this respect. In

his early pictures, where I consider he is true to Nature as

regards colour, he employed vermilion and light red

‘ When at work, he was life and soul in his subject
;
and the

last time I saw him he told me he once put on his great coat,

and sallied forth in a snow-storm to Hampstead Heath, to

sketch an ash for some picture he was about.

‘ He was acquainted with Archdeacon Fisher, and painted

for him Salisbury Cathedral and several views in that neighbour-

hood. I have stood on the exact spot from which he took the

cathedral, which is very like, though not sufficiently confined

for his style of painting. “ Old Sarum,” too, is among his most

interesting productions.

‘ I knew David Lucas, the engraver, well. He was almost

exclusively engraver to Constable
;
at least. Constable was out

of temper if he took a plate from elsewhere. While Constable

lived this was well enough, but at his death Lucas had to make
fresh connexions. Always soaring to the unattainable, Con-

stable was never satisfied with the plates
;
and after having

once kept Lucas at alterations on a large plate (I think “ Salis-

bury Cathedral ”), his final exclamation was, “ Lucas, I only wish

you could bring it to the state it was nine months ago.”

‘ Of the plates by Lucas, two small ones are the best ; and

of these one of the most successful is “ Clearing up of a Storm.”

Though admirable for chiaroscuro, in which he excelled, they

are all on too dark a scale
;
but this was much against the

better judgment of the engraver. He did one etching, of which

I have an impression, but in his work there is a want of light-

ness of touch, and it is simply a curiosity. It must be conceded

that these plates, though somewhat dull, are most original, and

must always stand high in the estimation of the lovers of Eng-
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lish landscape. Constable lost a large sum by them. I doubt

if he ever supported himself by his profession
;
but he painted

simply for fame, and not for remuneration. He has left some

half-finished lectures on landscape painting, but they contain

little new matter, and do not exceed mediocrity.
1 Constable was bom at East Bergholt, Essex, and, like

Rembrandt, was the son of a miller, but in easy circumstances.

He was highly respectable, and a most agreeable person
; by

far the most agreeable artist I ever knew
;
endowed with a

great flow of words, and well informed. He was devotedly

attached to his wife, who married him, I have heard, against

her father’s approval. Her death by consumption threw a

gloom over his after life from which he never rallied. His own
death was sudden. In height he was above the average

;
with

dark hair and eyes, a Roman nose, and a pleasing expression.

The likeness of him taken after death by his friend Mr. Leslie

is not unlike, but there is an expression of death about it which

makes it unpleasing. As I write (June 10, 1861) John Con-

stable stands next to Gainsborough as a painter of English

landscape. Whoever passes him will paint well indeed.’

Of Sir Joshua Reynolds we are informed

—

‘ Years ago I knew a Devonshire lady who knew Sir Joshua.

She did not endorse my suggestion that he must have been a

very interesting person. His deafness, she said, made him

unfit for society ;
and she seemed to describe him as a bore.’

CHAPTER XXII.

TURNER AND THE ROYAL ACADEMY.

Turner was devoted to the Academy, with all its faults. It

had been quick to see his genius, and to confer on him honours.

He had been a student thereat, and was now an Academician

;

and he felt for it, therefore, the affection a child feels for its

mother, for his great heart was most susceptible of gratitude.

There is a singular story in confirmation of this view of his

character. The day poor wrong-headed Haydon ended his
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untoward life Maclise called upon Turner to tell him of the

horrible catastrophe. The narrator’s imagination was roused

to the uttermost by the suddenness and ghastliness of the

event; but to his astonishment his hearer scarcely stopped

painting, merely growling out between his teeth, ‘ He stabbed

his mother
;
he stabbed his mother.’

‘ Good heavens !
’ said Maclise, so excited that he was pre-

pared for any new terror. ‘You don’t mean to say, Turner,

that Haydon ever committed a crime so horrible ?
’

Making no other reply, Turner repeated in a deep, slow

voice, ‘ He stabbed his mother
;

he stabbed his mother/

Nothing but this could his startled friend wring from him;

and, as he left the house, ‘ He stabbed his mother
;
he stabbed

his mother ’ still pursued Maclise down the passage. It was

not till he reached home, and before spreading the story sat

down quietly to think over what Turner could mean by such a

horrid charge, that he came to the true conclusion that it

merely was a figurative allusion to the ingratitude of Haydon’s

attacks on the Academy that had educated him.

In Academic matters Turner was essentially conservative.

It is not for me to impugn the motives of his steady fidelity to

the Royal Academy. Naturally one of the most generous and

grateful of men, he could not forget the fact that from that

body he had obtained early recognition of his genius. More-

over, he had enjoyed the dignity of an Academician for nearly

half a century ; and from his brethren he had received neither

check nor injury. His relations to them therefore were of the

pleasantest class. In Art, however, he owed nothing to them

—

but his imperfect drawing of the figure.

Let us review the origin of the Academy.
In 1 7 1 1 Sir Godfrey Kneller instituted a private academy

;

and in 1724 Sir James Thornhill built one at the back of his

own house in Covent Garden, giving tickets to all who applied

for them. The artists disliking, however, this sense of obliga-

tion, turned an old meeting-house into a School of Art, but it

lasted only a few years. In 1 734, on Sir James’s death, Hogarth

bought the apparatus of the abandoned academy, and founded

a school ot thirty or forty persons, first in Arundel Street, then
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in Peter’s Court, St. Martin’s Lane. A committee of sixteen

members, chosen annually, collected the subscriptions and
managed the affairs. The ‘ Turk’s Head,’ Gerrard Street, Soho,

became then a rendezvous for artists and a nucleus for future

union.

As early as 1753 an attempt was made by the St. Martin’s

Lane Society to found an Academy, but the scheme failed. In

1755 the plan was renewed.

The Dilettanti Society were then negotiated with
;
but the

members, being refused all share in the government of the new
Academy, withdrew their aid, and so the affair again dropped

to the ground.

In 1759 the artists, at a meeting at the ‘Turk’s Head,’ agreed

to institute an Annual Exhibition, the funds obtained by which

were to be devoted to the relief of aged and infirm brethren

;

and accordingly in 1760 the first exhibition was held at a room
in the Strand, opposite Beaufort Buildings, belonging to the

Society of Arts. To this exhibition sixty-nine artists contributed

a hundred and fifty works.

Some disagreement ensuing in 1761 between the members,

some of them exhibited at an auction room in Spring Gardens,

and others in the room of the Society of Arts. The Spring

Gardens faction called themselves the ‘Society of Artists of

Great Britain;’ Hogarth aiding them, exhibiting with them,

and illustrating two of their catalogues.

In 1767 Mr. Dalton, a librarian to the King, obtained the

King’s name for the Spring Gardens Society, took premises in

Pall Mall in the name of the Royal Academy, and removed all

the figures from St. Martin’s Lane.

In 1765 the Strand Society, now enrolled as the ‘Free

Society of Artists,’ exhibited in a large room in Maiden Lane

;

and, in 1767, at the bottom of the Haymarket This associa-

tion lingered till 1779, exhibiting first at Cumberland House,

Pall Mall, and subsequently in St. Alban’s Street; while the

rival Society languished at the Lyceum, and finally died out

in 1791.

The quarrels of the artists continuing, in November 1768
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eight directors sent in their resignation, and co-operated with

sixteen others who had been ejected. These eight were

—

The King promising his support, which had been intrigued

for by West, a meeting was called, laws were drawn up, and on

December 10, 1768, the Royal Academy of London was

founded: Reynolds being President; Chambers, Treasurer

;

Newton, Secretary; Moser, Keeper; Penny, Professor of Paint-

ing; and Dr. William Hunter, Professor of Anatomy. The
incorporated society instantly started a studio over the famous
‘ Cider Cellar' in Maiden Lane. Woollett, the engraver, was

their secretary till 1773; when he was succeeded by John
Hamilton, landscape painter; and in 1774 by Isaac Taylor.

The British Institution for Promoting the Fine Arts was

established in 1805, the year in which the Society of Painters

in Water Colours started in 20 Lower Brook Street, Bond
Street. The Associated Artists in Water Colours originated

in 1808.

In Buckingham Palace is a picture, painted for George III.

by Zoffany, which contains portraits of all the earlyAcademicians.

It was engraved in mezzotinto by Earlom in 1773. In the

centre is Reynolds, with his speaking-trumpet, talking to J. M.
Newton, the Secretary ; and between them is Sir William

Chambers, listening; while at the back of Newton are John
Richards, William Tyler, and Thomas Sandby, the last of whom
is talking to Paul Sandby. Behind him are Dominic Serres,

Jeremiah Meyer, and Tan-Chet-Gua, a Chinese artist
; and in

front of these are Wilton the sculptor, and George Barret. In

the left comer are Benjamin West, John Gwynn, and J. B.

Cipriani. In the front is Zoffany
; to the right, leaning on a

drawing-board, is Mason Chamberlin, and, next him, Francis

Hayman, Hogarth’s friend, looking at the model. On the right

from Reynolds are Dr. W. M. Hunter, Bartolozzi, and Carlini

;

and above them is Wilson. In front are Charles Cotton, the

J. Wilton

E. Penny

R. Wilson

B. West

W. Chambers

G. M. Moser

P. Sandby

F. M. Newton
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carriage painter
;
Richard Geo. Samuel Wale, the sign painter

Edward Penny, the drawing-master
;
and Peter Toms, Reynolds’s

drapery painter. Moser is placing the model. Zuccarelli, Hone,
Cosway, William Hoare, and Nollekens also are of the company.

On the wall are the portraits of Angelica Kauffman and Mrs.

Moser.

A picture by Ramberg represents the Royal Academy Exhi-

bition of 1789. In the centre is George III., attended by
Reynolds and West, and beside him is some bishop or arch-

bishop
;
on the left-hand wall is Opie’s ‘ Death of Rizzio,’ and

facing it Northcote’s ‘ Death of Wat Tyler both of which now
are in the Council Room of the Guildhall. Beneath the Opie

is Reynolds’s picture of the ‘ Heads of Angels,’ now in the

National Gallery. In the middle wall, high up, is Black’s

portrait of Tattersall, the horse dealer
;
and beneath is Lady

St. Asaph, by Reynolds. In the centre is West’s ‘ Shipwreck

of St. Paul •/ afterwards painted on a larger scale for the altar

piece of the chapel at Greenwich Hospital.

In Brandoin’s picture of the Exhibition of 1771 the chief

centre picture is Barry’s ‘Adam and Eve;’ and Dr. Johnson

and the King are again introduced.

Turner objected to leaving Somerset House, and hoped to

see the day when the Royal Academy would be rich enough to

construct a building for itself. This feeling made him careful

in the extreme as to the expenditure of the establishment, save

in the cause of benevolence, to which he never shut his ear or

his heart. He was long one of the auditors of the accounts
;

and in the discharge of that office he was as zealous as he was

useful. His anxiety to honour and reward meritorious officers

was evinced when Sir Robert Smirke first tendered his resigna-

tion of the post of treasurer. Turner rose in the general meeting,

and would not sit down until he had persuaded the members
not only not to accept the tender, but to beg the worthy

treasurer to continue in office
;
which proposal was gratefully

acceded to by Sir R. Smirke, who retained the office for many
years after.

Turner liked much to be in temporary office as visitor to the

Royal Academy. He enjoyed the authority, as he did the
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companionship
;
yet it was always difficult to get him to receive

the usual pecuniary remuneration. He took it, it is true
; but

he took it with a protest, for money had not in this instance

been his object

Turner’s speeches, according to Leslie, were 1 confused and

tedious,’ while Mr. G. Jones describes him as irresolute in

business details. There is no doubt that his speeches at the

Academy councils were extremely difficult to follow, for he

spoke in a deep and, latterly, in an indistinct voice. You saw

the great man’s mouth move, and imperfectly heard certain

sounds proceed therefrom ; but out of these you seldom caught

more than ‘ Mr. President ’ and ‘ namely,’ the two verbal forms

to which the speaker had recourse when he had hopelessly

entangled himself in the subtleties of his own rhetoric. To add

to the darkness of all this mumbling confusion, Mr. E. Ward
tells me, the bells of St. Martin’s used to break in, merrily and

mischievously, with their

ONE TWO—THREE FOUR — FIVE SIX—SEVEN EIGHT

ONE THREE TWO FOUR
FIVE SEVEN SIX EIGHT

;

and then came a lull, through which you heard again ‘ Air.

President ’ and ‘ namely.’

Of Turner’s Academic speeches, opaque as they were, little

indeed can be said. Most impartial people thought that, though

undeveloped and obscure, they nearly always tended to the

right thing. His opinions on Art were listened to with respect,

but his judgment on business matters secured little attention.

Sometimes it was really difficult to know what he did mean ;

but the haze, as in his pictures, generally enveloped some great

or beautiful reflection, grotesque and painful as was the delivery.

His thoughts invariably were deep beyond the range of his

vocabulary ; the faculty of expression was entirely absent in

this dumb poet. Chantrey used to say that both Turner and

Wilkie had great thoughts, if only they could express them.

When he lectured on Perspective, Turner often was at a

loss for words to express the ideas he laboured to communicate.

To aid his memory, he occasionally would commit passages to

writing
;
but even these, upon consultation, he could not readily
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read. Sometimes he would not make his appearance at all,

and the disappointed students were sent away with the excuse

either that he was ill, or that he had come from home without

his lecture. But when the spirit did stir within him, and he could

secure utterance to his thoughts, he soared as high above the

common order of lecturers as he did in the regions of Art His

language was often elegant, while his ideas were original and

most attractive ;
and it is to be regretted that copies of his

graphic diagrams, as sketched on the lecture boards, were not

preserved with his notes.

This painful lack of expression rendered him almost useless

as a Professor of Perspective, in spite of the great trouble he took

to prepare the most learned diagrams. His sketch-books contain

many drawings evidently made in preparation for these lectures ;

but he honestly confessed that he knew more than he could

communicate. On one memorable occasion the hour had come

for his lecture. Soon the Professor appeared, and the buzz of

the students subsided. The Professor mounted his desk, and

every eye was fixed on him and his black-board. The Professor,

however, betrays signs of confusion and perturbation. He dives

now into one pocket and now into another—no ! He proceeds

to open his discourse
;
but what he says is, ‘ Gentlemen, I've

been and left my lecture in the hackney coach.’ I have no

doubt he would rather have painted five epical pictures than

have had to deliver one lecture on Perspective.

On this subject of Turner’s lectures Mr. Ruskin writes

:

‘The zealous care with which Turner endeavoured to do his

duty is proved by a large existing series of drawings, exquisitely

tinted, and often completely coloured, all by his own hand, of

the most difficult perspective subjects—illustrating not only

directions of line, but effects of light—with a care and com-

pletion which would put the work of any ordinary teacher to

utter shame. In teaching generally—he would neither waste

time nor spare it—he would look over a student’s drawing at

the Academy, point to a defective part, make a scratch on the

paper at the side, say nothing. If the student saw what was

wanted, and did it, Turner was delighted
;
but if the student

could not follow, Turner left him.*
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Turner himself used Hamilton’s Perspective. He was fond

of puzzling over problems in this science ; and one special

difficulty with some domes he never surmounted
;
but he used

to say to a friend in his dogged way, ‘ I think somehow I could

do that yet.’ He was lecturer for nearly thirty years (up to

1837) ;
but he lectured only during two or three ;

which caused,

says Mr. A. Watts, some dissatisfaction.

* Turner,’ says one of his Academic friends in reference to

the council meetings, ‘ was ever anxious to allay anger and bitter

controversy. Often I have heard him, in subdued tones, try to

persuade the excited to moderation
;
he would do this by going

behind the speaker, and by a touch or word soothe an acri-

monious tone by his gentleness. He was unable to speak, but

would by his attempt to express himself delay a question until

it received more serious and calm consideration.’

When George III. sold Somerset House to the Government,

it w*as on the condition that his pet chicken—the infant Royal

Academy, which he had hatched under his own wings—should

not be disturbed
; no cast was to be removed, no picture taken

away. Years went on
;
in due rotation the schools opened

;

and the annual exhibitions flung wide their doors. By-and-by

the exhibitors increased, says an old Academician, who furnishes

me with particulars of Turner’s Academic habits. Space was

required for displaying the works of Art, and the steep ascent

to the upper rooms wras found to be an inconvenience. At

length the Government saw the difficulty in which the Academy
was placed, and, wishing to appropriate the rooms at Somerset

House to public offices, suggested the building of a National

Gallery ; and offered the Royal Academy accommodation in

the same building. This was a most rational project, for the

schools assuredly should be where the best examples for study

and imitation are to be found. The proposal therefore was

readily entertained by the majority of the Academicians
; but

there were those who dreaded the interference of the Govern-

ment or of the House of Commons it the Academy were

established in a building erected at the cost of the public.

Long before this period Turner and several other members had

dwelt upon the prospect of an Academic home that should be
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the property of the institution, and, to realise it, had endea-

voured to amass a sum adequate for the purpose. New mem-
bers, however, brought with them fresh opinions, and dependence

was finally preferred to independence.

Like Chantrey, for whom he had a great affection, Turner

was exemplary in the discharge of his duties as councillor,

visitor, or auditor. Always zealous and watchful, he was pre-

sent at all the general meetings; and, to enable him to do this,

he postponed his excursions abroad until the business of the

Academy was suspended by the vacation. At the social meet-

ings of the members, unfrequent as they were, he never failed

to appear. Both the great dinner before the opening of the

exhibition, and the exhibitors’ dinner at its close, he invariably

attended. The latter he deemed a most important opportunity

of becoming acquainted with artists likely to associate them-

selves with the institution as members. This dinner unfortunately

has been displaced by a soiree, which is unproductive of the

advantages proposed to be secured by the gathering around the

social board.

During the forty-nine years of his membership—we have the

authority of Mr. A. Watts for the statement—Turner failed to

exhibit at the Academy only four times
;
namely, in 1815, 1821,

1824, and 1851.

CHAPTER XXIII.

turner’s character.

When Bird, the son of a Wolverhampton clothier, first (about

181 1) sent a picture to the Royal Academy—it might have been
‘ Good News,’ or 1 Choristers Rehearsing,’ or some other of

those early anticipations of Wilkie and Webster—Turner was

one of the ‘ Hanging Committee,’ as it was opprobriously called.

Everyone pronounced the picture of the new man to have

great merit, but no suitable place for it was left unoccupied.

The guest was desirable, but the inn was full. The R.A.’s

looked stolidly content, like people inside an omnibus on a wet

day when the conductor enquires at the window ifany gentleman
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would like to go outside and make room for a lady. The R. A.’s

joked and talked, undisturbed by the event, for the days of

chivalry are no more
;
but Turner was othenvise affected. He

growled out his displeasure, and protested that, come what may,

the young man’s picture 4 must have a place.’ Thereupon arose

the cry of ‘ Impossible,’ and members proceeded to discuss

other topics. But Turner adhered to his point. He was not

to be lightly overcome. He had genuine, honest stuff in him

with not a little of the resolute indomitability of the bull-dog.

While his brethren indulged in gossip he subjected the picture

to a severe scrutiny
; the result of which was that it won his

approbation completely. In generous recognition of its merits

he shouted aloud, * We must find a good place for this young

man’s picture.’ * Impossible—impossible,’ was the official

deliverance, this time made with unusual emphasis. Turner

said no more, but quietly removed one of his own pictures and

hung up Bird’s in its place.

The memory of this event recurred to me when last I went

to South Kensington. Standing before his swarthy crimson

picture the ‘ Fiery Furnace,’ the heat of which is so blinding,

and the black luridness of which is so intense, I could not help

thinking of his noble unselfishness, one April, in proposing to

remove this, which was hung in a good place, in order to

accommodate a little picture by his friend Mr. G. Jones, also in

the same collection, to which was assigned a far inferior position.

The removal was interdicted by authority; but the generous spirit

of self-sacrifice which dictated the offer is none the less admirable.

It bespeaks the fundamental kindliness of his character. The
fact is that, while he studiously refrained from depreciation of

his contemporaries, Turner never lost an opportunity of doing a

kindness. Unlike Dr. Johnson’s noble patron, he endeavoured

to rescue the drowning man
; he did not await his safe arrival

ashore, in order then to encumber him with help. Turner had

the brave self-confidence that genius always has
;
he never

flattered, and he never liked to be flattered. But he was often

generous with hints and friendly counsel even to the young and

unknown. Of his. kindness in this respect my friend Mr. Hart,

R.A., favours me with an excellent example. Mr. Hart, as a

T
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young man, had sent to the Academy a clever representation of
* Galileo in the Dungeon of the Inquisition.’ It was a thoughtful

picture, telling a fine moral of the ingratitude and blindness of

his generation to that great benefactor of mankind. Turner,

whose heart was too large for the nursing of envy, evidently

was pleased with it
;
and he expressed his gratification in a

marked manner. After looking at the picture for a moment,
he swept in with a twirl or two of the brush some concentric

spheres upon the prison wall. The operation was a brief one

;

yet those simple circles were worth twenty guineas to the young

aspirant.

Fond of moneyas he was, and of the pleasant freedom from

worldly cares derived from its possession, Turner never ex-

pressed envy of the wealth of other artists, or sought to

supersede them in obtaining commissions. When he met

them in the public lists, he met them smiling and with open

face.

W’hen his picture of ‘ Cologne ’ was exhibited in the year

1826, it was hung between two portraits, by Sir Thomas
Lawrence, of Lady Wallscourt and Lady Robert Manners. The
sky of Turner’s picture being exceedingly bright, it had a
most injurious effect on the colour of the two portraits, and
Lawrence naturally felt mortified, and openly complained of the

position. Artists at that time, it should be added, were per-

mitted to retouch their pictures on the walls of the Academy.

At a private view on the morning of the opening of the Exhi-

bition, a friend of Turner’s who had seen the * Cologne *
in all

its splendour led a group of expectant critics up to it. He
started back from it in consternation. The golden sky had

changed to a dun colour. He ran up to the artist, who was in

another part of the room. t Turner, Turner, what have you

been doing to your picture ?
’

‘ Oh !
’ muttered Turner, in a

low voice
;

1 poor Lawrence was so unhappy ! It’s only lamp-

black. It’ll all wash off after the Exhibition l

* He had actually

passed a wash of lampblack in water-colour over the sky, and

utterly spoiled his picture for the time
;
and so he let it remain

through the Exhibition, to gratify Lawrence.

For many years, while the Exhibition was held at Somerset
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House, Turner was daily indebted to groups of admiring artists,

who generously occupied themselves in teaching the public to

feel the poetry of his original style. An instance of his own
unselfish recognition of the merits of others occurs to me here.

On being told that Calcott had painted one of his finest scenes

on the Thames on commission for two hundred pounds, he

observed, in the presence of several patrons of the Fine Arts,

‘ Had I been deputed to set a value upon that picture, I should

have awarded a thousand guineas.’ 1

I cannot permit myself to alter one word of the narrative

communicated to me by Mr. Hammersley, the well-known

painter. Its style is so unaffected ; it is so full of generous

humility, poetry, and feeling, and does so much credit to the

writer’s heart that no paraphrase is permissible.

Mr. Hammersley writes—

-

1 Many years ago—I should certainly hesitate saying how
long, did not the following letter from Turner to my father

betray the date—I was supposed to have obtained all the in-

struction that local artists could give me. My father, with

more affection for me—more warmth of hope for me—than

perception of the audacity of his proceedings, wrote to ask

Turner to give me further instruction ! I knew nothing of this

at the time, nothing for years
;
indeed, absolutely nothing until

I lost a parent whose every thought, word, act, and feeling evi-

denced perpetual self-sacrifice for my advantage. However
little I may have attained towards the ideal he had pictured for

me, this much I have obtained—an undying reverence for his

truth and love.

‘The following is Turner’s answer, which I copy ver-

batim :

—

* “ 47 Queen Ann Street, West, London :

“Dec. 4, 1848.

* “ Dear Sir,—I have truly, I must say, written three times

and I now hesitate
;
for did I know your son’s works, or, as

you say, gifted merit
,
yet even then I would rather advise you

to think well, and not be carried away by the admiration which

1 Wine and Walnuts
, p. 295 (1823).
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any friendly hopes (which ardent friends to early talent) may
assume : they know not the difficulties or the necessities of the

culture of the Fine Arts, generally speaking. In regard to your-

self, it is you alone can judge how far you are inclined to sup-

port him during perhaps a long period of expense
;
and parti-

cularly if you look towards tuition, the more so
;
for it cannot

insure success (however much it may facilitate practice), and

therefore it behoves you to weigh well the means in your power

before you embark in a profession which requires more care,

assiduity, and perseverance than any person can guarantee.
1 “ I have the honour to be,

* “ Your humble Servant,
‘ “ J. M. W. Turner ”

4 Directed—
4 “John Hammersley, Esq.,

“Liverpool Road,
4 4 Stoke-upon-Trent,

“Staffordshire Potteries.”

1
1 leave you to comment upon the latter portion of this

letter, which appears to me to contain a world of thought and

appreciation of the hugeness of the work Turner had always

before him, and of his sense of the responsibility of the artist

;

contrasting this with the flippancy and self-satisfaction with

which outsiders, and some painters
,
look upon the practice of

Art.
1 Later in life, and while holding a Government situation in

.relation to Art, I became acquainted, quite accidentally, with

Leitch Ritchie, the author of the text to Turner’s “Rivers of

France.” From this acquaintance several incidents arose re-

lating to Turner, which I will detail to you. It is due to

myself, still more to the memory of Turner, to say at once that

I am not writing from memory, with a huge interval of time

between the circumstance and its narration here. At the time

I entered the following particulars in my journal, and you may
rely upon the precise accuracy of the language. Many hard

things have been said of Turner’s want of feeling, of his

moroseness, of his parsimony, and of his want of sympathy

with others pursuing Art through all its doubts and difficulties.
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What I am about to relate may illustrate some of these points

of character
;
and that one of parsimony is somewhat met by

the fact that he was in no hurry to accept whatever my fathei

would have given him for lessons to me, and this would have

been whatever Turner might have chosen to ask within any

reasonable limits. Turner, in this matter of instruction, was

right, as he was right in most other things. He knew well

enough that all technical and practical matters could be taught by
fifty men as well as, or better, than he could have taught them

;

and no less certain was he that those things which evidenced

thought, personal feeling, and the giving out of soul, were

altogether incommunicable
;
and he would not lend himselt to

a huge imposture for lucre. He decided to advise honestly

rather than gain meanly.
4
I had lived something like a year in London, during which

period I had heard much of Turner’s gallery in Queen Anne
Street. I had heard this from persons who, from their literary

or artistic position, had some right of entree within its sacred

precincts. I had never for a moment thought it likely that I

should gain admission, and had no thought whatever of seeking

the privilege, when one evening Leitch Ritchie voluntarily said

that he would ask Turner if he would permit me to see his

pictures, adding the further proposal that he would ask Turner

to meet me. With my feelings then, and, I am happy to say,

with my present feelings, this suggestion was received by me
with a reverential awe, yet delight, which I will make no attempt

to describe. Those who read and think—those who have

feeling duly urging—of God’s ways of manifesting Himself,

will feel with me that it was like suggesting meeting Homer,

Dante, or Shakespeare.
4 In a few weeks after Ritchie made the proposal I received

a short note from Turner, to the following effect :

—

4 44 Dear Sir,—Mr. L. Ritchie intimates to me that you

desire to see my pictures. The weather is fine, and if you will

call here either on Thursday or Friday this week, not earlier

than eleven o’clock, I shall be glad to see you.
4 44 Your obedient Servant,

4 44

J. M. W. Turner.”
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1 Thursday was not very fine, but I found it quite impos-

sible to wait until Friday. I wrote a note to Turner, in due

acknowledgment of his communication, and precisely at eleven

o’clock I found myself at his door. I left the door, walked

across the street, looked at the house, gained breath, for I had

nearly run all the way from Somerset House, and, foolish as it

will appear, I could have worshipped the dirty windows that

let in light enough to one whose soul saw at all times the

whole brilliancy of Nature. After a short time I became steady

enough and calm enough to walk to the door again. I rang,

and tardily enough the well-known old housekeeper opened the

door to me, and I was placed in what I suppose was Turner’s

dining-room. I waited there for a short time, all eyes, all ears,

when I heard a shambling, slippered footstep down a flight of

stairs—slow, measured, yet as of one who was regardless of

style or promptitude—what the world calls shambling, in fact.

When the door opened, I, nobody, stood face to face with, to

my thinking, the greatest man living. I shall attempt no de-

scription
;
you know how he looked. I saw at once his height,

his breadth, his loose dress, his ragged hair, his indifferent quiet

— all, indeed, that went to make his physique and some of his

mind
;
but, above all, I saw, felt (and still feel) his penetrating

grey eye !

‘ Remaining only a moment longer in the cold and cheerless

room, at his request I followed him into his gallery, which you,

doubtless, remember well. The room was even less tidy than

the one we had left—indeed, was an Art chaos, all confusion,

mouldiness, and wretched litter—most of the pictures, indeed

all those resting against the wall, being covered "with uncleanly

sheets or cloths of a like size and character. Turner removed

these protections to his pictures, and disclosed to my wondering

and reverent observation many of those works which are now
known so generally

;
among them, and the most prominent,

being the “ Opening of the Walhalla.” I make no remark about

any of the pictures which I found in the gallery. Far abler

hands than mine have given to the world a whole body of the

noblest criticism, based upon the great painter’s labours; it
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merely rests with me to detail any traits of character presented

to my observation. Turner and I walked many times from end

to end of the apartment, he occasionally giving briefdescriptions

of the pictures, and asking after my proceedings at the institu-

tion with which I was connected. Generally I may say that

he was taciturn, though still sufficiently chatty to remove all

idea of inattention or discourtesy. After we had been so

occupied for, say, five minutes, he turned somewhat quickly

towards me and said, “ Mr. Hammersley, this gallery is cold

;

pray keep your hat on.” I moved in acknowledgment of his

solicitude, but did not obey him
;

I kept it off quite involun-

tarily, I am sure, and, I trust, as a perfectly natural action. In

a few minutes he turned to me again, reiterating his request,

when, quite honestly and naturally also, I told him that I

“could not think of being covered in his presence.” He looked

at me very steadily for a few seconds, and then said, “ Mr.

Hammersley, I shall feel much more comfortable myself if you

will comply with my wishes in this respect.” I put on my hat

at once, seeing that he believed in my sincerity, and feeling

how undoubtedly he was speaking his real wishes. This is but

a small matter
;
but it seems pregnant to me of a kindly and

most considerate mind, and, as so much evidence that way, is

worth preservation.

‘On the 26th of November, 1844, I paid my second visit

to the Turner Gallery. I shall not readily forget this visit,

though it began and ended in something less than ten minutes.

I entered the dingy dining-room as before, and was immediately

joined by Turner, who, as before, led me up to his gallery. Our
proceedings then resembled our proceedings on the former

visit, distinguished from it, however, by the exceeding taci-

turnity, yet restlessness, of my great companion, who waved
about and occasionally clutched a letter which he held in his

hand. I feared to break the dead silence, varied only by the

slippered scrape of Turner’s feet as we paced from end to end

the dim and dusty apartment. At last he stood abruptly, and

turning to me, said, “ Mr. Hammersley, you must excuse me. I

cannot stay another moment
;
the letter I hold in my hand has

just been given to me, and it announces the death of my friend
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Calcott.” He said no more. I saw his fine grey eyes fill as he

vanished; and I left at once/

To me there is something very beautiful and touching in

this interview between the young artist and the veteran
;
and it

is easy to see how impressed the great disappointed genius was

with the simple-hearted respect and veneration of his visitor.

Let us note also that the letter of advice to the father on his

son’s choice of a profession is at once wise and sad. How
thoughtfully he speaks of the anxieties he had himself felt, and

how modestly of ‘ the care, assiduity, and perseverance ’ re-

quisite for success !

When his friends were in ill health Turner was all con-

sideration. He was as anxious as a mother or a wife, and as

careful as a nurse. In this respect they used to compare him

to his patron Lord Egremont. To be ill was to secure a visit

from the owner of Petworth. Such was the strength of local

associations in the case of some of his friends that Turner could

not be prevailed on to enter their houses after their death.

As I have already explained, he never went to Farnley after

the death of its proprietor.

‘I well remember,’ says Mr. Jones, 1 the morning after

Chantrey’s death, that he came to the house of our deceased

friend. He asked for me, and I went to him, when he wrung

my hands, tears streaming from his eyes, and he rushed from

the house without uttering a word. Turner’s executors dis-

covered that the rents for houses in Harley Street had not

been paid during some years. On application to the lawyer,

the answer was that “ Mr. Turner would not allow him to

distrain.”
*

On occasion of a visit to Petworth, Mr. G. Jones, Turner’s

great friend and crony, hurt his leg. Nothing could surpass

Turner’s kind anxiety, and almost womanly tenderness and

consideration. He was untiringly assiduous in obtaining every-

thing that could tend to recovery, and he took the greatest

pains to enlist every member of the household who might be

useful, and that with an unselfish, hearty effectiveness that was

as zealous as it was warm-hearted.

Cowper, with almost morbid sensitiveness, declared he would
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renounce the friend who would willingly set his foot upon a

worm. Of this I am assured, that genuine goodness of heart

is most frequently revealed in a love and guardianship of

animals, in sympathy with their wants and in pity for their

sufferings. Turner was very fond of animals. Even early in life,

when he lived at Sandycombe Lodge, Twickenham, he was

known to the boys of the place as ‘ Old Blackbirdy/ because

he would not let them take birds’ nests in his garden hedges.

He was the angry guardian of the little black choristers, and

loved to hear the little scraps of heaven’s music that the angels

had taught them. His house in Queen Anne Street was full of

tailless Manx cats. Mercy regulated even his piscatorial

pursuits. His old angling companion Mr. Jones says

—

1
1 was often with him when fishing at Petworth, and also

on the banks of the Thames, when we were making our annual

visit to Sir J. Wyattville at Windsor Castle. His success as an

angler was great, although with the worst tackle in the world.

Every fish he caught he showed to me, and appealed to me to

decide whether the size justified him to keep it for the table or

to return it to the river
;
his hesitation was often almost touching,

and he always gave the prisoner at the bar the benefit of the

doubt.’

Now this, I think, is a striking testimony to Turner’s tenderness,

for fishermen generally are not over-considerate. Even good old

Izaak Walton, indisposed as he was wantonly to hurt a fly,would

nevertheless, when transported to thebanks ofthe Lea, disembowel

and drawand quarter, like any red-handed butcher. A kind heart

is not exactly identical with sensitive tenderness. There are those

who relieve their poor friends with bank notes
;
but they convey

their benefits with so little regard to the feelings of their recipients

that they make pellets of the salutary missives. If they give a
beggar a shilling, they slam the door in his face, and knock

him off the door-step in the operation. If they rub oil into your

wounds, they do it with an emphasis utterly removed from

gentleness. This was not Turner’s way. He was full of

sensibility
;
and his sensibility was all the more real for its un-

obtrusiveness. A few stories will prove this as well as a thousand.

While down at Petworth he hears his noble host mention a
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friend’s name several times and in rather a hurt tone. * I have

written to ask him, but he won’t come,’ repeats blunt but sound-

hearted Lord Egremont. Turner, as he paints, thinks over this

ominous remark, and sees mischief in it. He probably will

have to pen another ‘ Fallacy of Hope ’ if his friend declines

any more invitations. He writes to him forthwith in a strain of

warning
;
his kindly meant and sensible advice is taken, and all

is well. {Aphorism—The only thing a man never forgives is

your declining an invitation
;
the only thing a man never believes

is a friend’s excuse for not coming to dinner.) Mr. Jones

came
;
and within three weeks Lord Egremont died.

To his intimate friends Turner was most affectionate
;
and

he did not attempt to conceal his affection. One of his dearest

friends he used to call
1 Georgey ’ and * Joney ’ alternately; but,

though I believe he was a Tory, he loved liberty and those

who fought for it
;

so, when his friend’s villanous namesake

betrayed the Hungarians, he said to Jones, ‘I shall not call

you Georgey any more.’ The name thenceforth was hateful to

him.

Stumpy, slovenly, lame, often not over-clean in dress, awk-

ward and unconciliatory in habits, and suspicious of pseudo-

friends, greedy relations, selfish legacy-hunters and concealed

enemies, he had not the manner of one who either could or

cared to win the favour of the general world
;
but by those

who really knew and understood him he was beloved. In the

circle of his friends he was ever cheerful and social, delighting

in fun, and a most welcome companion at all times. How
could one expect courtly demeanour from Turner? He was

scantily educated ; his early life was spent in bitter struggles

for bare subsistence
; and his middle life was passed in drawing

for engravers, and in struggling for fame with the black ghosts

of the old masters that then filled the galleries of English noble-

men
;
while his latter days, uncheered by the companionship

of a wife, were consumed in the pursuit of various ideals. Now
his acquired habits of parsimony had grown inveterate, and

he could not unfreeze himself into hospitality. Let us not

forget that no man ever endured more that was qualified to

pctrity the heart than Turner. A cruel deception robbed him
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of her he was about to make his wife. That was the blight

upon his opening career, which permanently affected it to its

close. Destitute of the nourishing aid of patronage, his supreme

genius next was expended in the service of, and in contests with,

engravers, while he was fully conscious that he had outshone

Cuyp, distanced Vandervelde, beaten Ruysdale, rivalled Cana-

letti, and transcended even Claude ;
that he had founded

English Landscape, that he had advanced Art beyond the

utmost limits it had ever attained. When old age arrived, it

found him rich but hopeless ;
without faith and without solace,

save that imparted by his art. The domestic element that

might and would have humanised him was wanting to his

household, With wife and children to comfort him, a healthier

spirit would have been infused into his being
; his thoughts

would have been diverted from their ordinary channels
; the

solitariness of self would have been exchanged for the expansive

geniality of society. Terrible in its severity was the discipline

to which he was subjected : but even that did not avail to ex-

tinguish his native benevolence. No ! The one great thought

that ceaselessly occupied his mind was as to how he could best

consecrate the hard earnings of a long and laborious life to the

cause of charity. Scant as was the measure of consideration

he had meted to him by the world, yet he loved his kind with

silent ardour. He might perhaps have been gratified to think

that the poor barber’s son would be entombed among the

magnates in St. Paul’s. Assuredly he might well have been
proud of the reflection that a national collection of pictures

bearing his name would delight the English people for genera-

tions to come.

His sarcastically quiet love of mystification was mistaken

for wilful deception
;
his self-denying and sparing habits were

taken to exemplify the greed of avarice. Every story raked up
from the familiar lives of Elwes or of Guy (who was his historic

prototype) was believed of him when he was not present to

contradict them
; but the moment he died, and it was found

that he had bequeathed an enormous fortune for the benefit

of his poor comrades in Art, the vast edifice of lies so indus-

triously erected crumbled to fragments before the astounding
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disclosure. Here was the cold, sullen, misanthropic miser,

who had consumed his miserable, lonely years in higgling like a

Jew pedlar about the odd penny to be paid for his pictures,

dying and leaving the whole earnings of his life to found a

charity that would last while England endured. How many
hours had those black tongues spent in defamation of him ;

and all their malicious expenditure had been in vain !

The sole aim proposed to himself by Turner was to benefit

Art, and to found almshouses, near where he had once lived,

for the relief of the poor foot-sore soldiers in the mighty army
of Art It was no paltry vanity that filled the mind of this large-

hearted, yet I fear unhappy, man. To execute this cherished

design he had lived like the half-starved steward of a miser’s

property. For this he had let his house grow into a den, and

had worked like a miner amid a sordid gloom. It was in behalf

of those whose talents could not command success, for the

world’s failures, that he had ground down insolent publishers.

It was for weeping widows and orphans that he had wrangled

about additional shillings for picture frames and cab hire. It

was to pay for poor artists’ funerals that he had toiled and

travelled. It was to chase the wolf from other men’s doors

that he had patiently submitted to be vilified as ‘miser, Jew,

and dog.’

One of Turner’s executors, who also was one of his oldest

friends, one whom he loved and whom he had known for years,

tells me solemnly and without reserve that he believes his cha-

racter to have been entirely without stain. ‘ I never knew a

man, ’ says he, ‘ freer from guile or of a kinder nature, not-

withstanding his occasionally rough demeanour; but envy,

jealousy, and cupidity made him their victim as far as they were

able.
’

Turner was unlucky enough to have enemies of various

kinds. First came his professional rivals
;
men of inferior quali-

fications who hated their conqueror and monarch.

Next were the legacy-hunters, who felt that they had made

no progress in his favour, and therefore hated him with a viru-

lent hatred. And these were reinforced by the mere loose-

tcngued chatterers of the clubs, who partly invent and partly
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enlarge the current malice of the day, and who love to get a

typical character to hang their gossip upon. Some of these

magpies’ stories may have found admission into these pages ;

but I trust they are but few. Unluckily it is impossible to

verify every line in a biography.

And now, before I proceed to sum up Turner’s character

let me adduce some proofs of his undeviating kindness and

amiability.

All his surviving friends testify with one voice to the bene-

volence and compassion he displayed whenever an occasion

arose for charity or sympathy. The rough and unforbidding

exterior concealed the warm heart. His speech might occa-

sionally be harsh, but the harshness was only verbal
;
and he

was most careful not to wound the feelings of anyone.

Turner rarely gave away pictures .
1 His closeness in this

respect was of course ascribed by his enemies to avarice. But

the fact was that he regulated himself by a principle derived

from his observation ofhuman nature, that men never value pre-

sentation pictures as highly as pictures to obtain which they have

expended money or made some sacrifice. He was solicitous of

increasing the estimation of his work, which involved the advance

of his fame
;
and, after all, was he not hoarding his best pictures,

and refusing thousands for them, that he might leave them to

the people whose nobles had neglected him ?

Mr. Wilkie Collins tells me, in illustration of Turner’s ten-

derness, that on the occasion of the last visit paid by his father,

then dying of disease of the heart, to the Exhibition of the

Royal Academy, when his numerous friends and fellow-Acade-

micians were pressing forward to offer him help, Turner was
the first to give him his arm and lead him in with all the

consideration due to his enfeebled condition. Nor was he less

kind in money matters, though to most men he falsely seemed
so grasping and obdurate. He once returned to Mr. Charles

Heath bills representing 1000/. advanced to him for work done
for the Keepsakes, with the intimation of his willingness to

allow the payment to be determined by the state of Mr. Heath’s

1 He seldom visited Mr. Griffiths without bringing him touched proofs

as a present
;
and those, too, ofa set his friend was collecting.
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affairs. But this is a very trifle in comparison with another less

known but thoroughly proved instance of his large heart and
generous disposition. I tell the story, but suppress the names.

An early patron of Turner, when he was a mere industrious

barber’s son working at three-shilling drawings in his murky
bedroom, had seen some of them in a window in the Hay-
market, and had bought them. From that time he had con-

tinued his purchases and his kindness to the rising artist
;
and

Turner was not insensible to his patronage. Years afterwards

he heard that his old benefactor had become involved, and
that his steward had received directions to cut down some
valuable timber on the estate, to relieve the pressure. Instantly

Turner’s generous impulses were roused. Shaking off his

habitual parsimony (all, be it noted, directed to one great object),

he forthwith wrote to the steward, enjoining him to conceal

his real name, and sent him the amount required ; many,

many thousands—as much as 20,000/., I believe. The gentle-

man never knew who in truth his benefactor was ; but in the

course of time his affairs rallied, and he was enabled to repay

the whole sum through his agent, who kept the secret strictly.

Long years thereafter, the son of Turner’s benefactor became
involved. When the birds of the air brought the news to the

guardian angel of the family, again he forwarded the necessary

thousands anonymously ;
and it is intensely satisfactory to add

that the generous advance enabled the gentleman to recover

nimself and to return it with his warmest acknowledgments

through the same channel.

One element in Turner’s success Mr. Lovell Reeve judges

to have been his indifference to praise. Though proud of his

works, he was not a vain man
;
and he never suffered from

the disappointments arising out of a premature desire for fame.

According to Peter Cunningham, Mr. Ruskin’s superlative

eulogies did not gratify him. ‘ He knows a great deal more

about my pictures than I do/ was the semi-protesting exclama-

tion
;

‘ he puts things into my head, and points out meanings in

them that I never intended.’ Nor was it easy to direct him to ad-

miration of his own pictures. A well-known collector, with whom
the artist had long been intimate, once invited him to be present
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at the opening of a new gallery which was hung round with his

most beautiful drawings. To the disappointment of the con-

noisseur, Turner scarcely noticed them, but kept his eyes fixed

upon the ceiling
;
which was panelled and neatly grained in oak.

* What are you looking at so intently ? * enquired the host. * At

these boards,’ was the reply
;
‘the fellow that did that must

have known how to paint.’ And he could not be induced to

turn to the magnificent pictures that sparkled on the walls. He
never talked about his own pictures, says Mr. Reeve

;
but he

occasionally would favour artists with hints, which invariably

proved upon adoption to be improvements
;
and the same

authority emphatically records that he never heard of Turner

saying anthing likely to give pain, though he felt keenly the

ignorant criticisms and ridicule with which his own pictures

were sometimes assailed.

So far from being the sordid hunks and miser he was mis-

represented to be, Turner was of a tender and kind nature.

How could generosity express itself more adequately than in

the representation he was wont to address to an intimate

friend

—

4 Don’t wish for money
;
you will not be the happier

;
and

you know you can have any money of me you want ’ ?

There is good authority for the statement that a poor woman
once interrupted his day’s painting by teasing him with a beg-

ging petition. He roughly chid her and dismissed her
;
but

before she had got to the hall door, his conscience goading

him, he ran after her and presented her with a 5/. note—

a

large sum for a closely thrifty man to give away thus on a

sudden impulse.

Another incident bears overwhelming testimony against the

traducers of Turner’s character.

The death of a drawing-master deeply affected him, and his

regard for the memory of his old friend was manifested by kind-

ness to the widow. He had lent her sums of money at various

times of need until the total was considerable. Fortune, how-

ever, favoured the exertions of the poor woman, and she waited

upon him for the purpose of repayment. But Turner would not

accept it. Resolutely keeping his hands in his pockets, he
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desired her to apply the amount to the education of her children.

In the same spirit he cancelled many a debt, and of magnitude

too
;
for of cruelty or rapacity he was incapable.

Many stories, says Mr. G. Jones, are told of Turner’s par-

simony and covetousness, but they are generally untrue. He
was careful, and desired to accumulate. This he acknowledged

;

and, often adding to the jokes against himself, he would say

with an arch expression of countenance, when congratulated on

the successful sale of a picture, * Yes, but there is the frame,

or the carriage, or the time spent in alteration or varnishing/

These, however, were indulgences in the ridiculous, which

always excited mirth and gave him pleasure.

When Turner was engaged on his picture, formerly in St.

James’s Palace and now at Greenwich, he was criticised and

instructed daily by the naval men about the Court. During

eleven days he altered the rigging to suit the fancy of every

fresh critic
;
and he did it with the greatest good-humour. In

fact, he always joked about having worked eleven days without

any pay or other profit.

Several who employed Turner (proceeds the same autho-

rity) complained that he had not completed the commissions

as they expected. Probably Turner could not or would

not work as they desired; yet he never scrupled to retain

the pictures or drawings objected to, though he often

declined to make another effort to give satisfaction. The
drawings he executed for Mr. Rogers’s work were in his pos-

session at the time of his death, he having received only a

small sum as copyright for the designs made expressly for the

poet.

Turner, as we have seen, was very fond of fishing. He
seldom went to visit a country friend without binding up a rod

with his pilgrim’s staff and the inevitable umbrella. He was an

intensely persevering fisherman too; no bad weather could

drive him from his post, or ill-luck exhaust his patience. Even

here we discern the elevation of his character. The bodily

frame that endured the long day’s rain was animated by the

soul that wrestled manfully for fame. The hand that for hours

without repining held the unlucky rod was the hand that for
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years continued to paint pictures, though they would not sell

At Petworth he pursued his angling with systematic ardour;

and, when he went to revisit the scenes of his childhood at

Brentford, or walked over from his house at Twickenham to

call upon his friend Mr. Trimmer at Heston, he invariably

appeared carrying his rod. One of Mr. Trimmer’s sons, still

living, well remembers seeing Turner sit on the lawn at Brent-

ford, fishing in a pond for carp. It was a raging wet, dreary

day
; but the indomitable sportsman mitigated its severities by

adopting a kitchen chair for his seat and a board for resting his

feet on
; and, thus equipped, with one hand he held his huge

umbrella, and with the other his rod. The weather was as un-

desirable as it possibly could be; but there he sat till the

dinner bell rang, with the quiet fortitude of a hero, not to be

lightly turned from his piscatorial purpose.

It is highly probable that the melancholy monotony of sport

under such uninviting conditions was relieved to Turner by the

sense of being amid Nature; and it is not unlikely that even

on that wet day he carefully noted its special features—the

ripples, reflections, and eddies of the water, the gleams of green

weed and the silvery glances of the sullen fish. All these, it

may be, were garnered up in that vast and tenacious memory
which no note-taking habits could weaken.

Turner sometimes, I believe, ventured a little money at

cards.

Leslie relates a story of the mode in which he once surprised

a large party of brother artists who were dining together at

Blackwall. Whitebait and champagne had been copiously

associated on that occasion, to the serious amplification of the

bill, -which in due time was handed in with all fitting solemnity

to the chairman of the feast. That officer happened to be

Chantrey, the jolly and the fat; and he in pure mischief passed

it on to Turner. Great was the admiration of the company
when he not only discharged it instantly, but would suffer nc

contribution towards the amount.

Turner, who liked society, particularly that of his brother

artists, often lamented that he could not be hospitable. He
was a member of the original club of Academicians ; and, when

u
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that club was revived by Mr. Pickersgill, he joined it with

infinite pleasure. He also once set an example of social kind-

liness at the Athenaeum, by defraying the expenses of rather a

large dinner enjoyed by his brethren of the Academy. He did

so in the hope that his example would be followed
; but the

project failed after one or two successive meetings. Nor are

these solitary instances of his social spirit. Reluctant as he

generally seemed to be in parting with his money, yet, when he
dined with two or three at some place of amusement, his com-
panions often found, when the bill was called for, that he had

already defrayed the expense.

Turner, in truth, was no sour-blooded recluse. According

to Leslie, who knew him well, ‘in careless conversation he

often expressed himself happily, and was very playful; at a

dinner table nobody was more gay and joyous.’ He was a

social man by nature, and his habit of solitude arose from the

wish to have more time to devote to Art.

Here I transcribe Leslie’s estimate of Turner :

—

‘On December 19, 1851, died the greatest painter of the

time, by some thought the greatest of all the English painters.

By many, however, and perhaps by the best judges, Turner will

be placed in that class

‘ Whose genius is such

That we can never praise it or blame it too much.

* The artists, with scarcely an exception, had from the be-

ginning of his career done him justice; but he passed through

life little noticed by the aristocracy (Lord Egremont being, as

he had been in the case of Flaxman, the principal exception),

and never by royalty. Calcott, and other painters immeasur-

ably below him, were knighted; and, whether Turner desired

such a distinction or not, I think it is probable he was hurt by

its not having been offered to him. Probably also he expected

to fill the chair of the Academy on the death of Sir Martin

Shee ;
but, greatly as his genius would have adorned it on

almost every other account, he was incapable of occupying it

with credit to himself or to the institution, for he was a con-

fused speaker, wayward and peculiar in many of his opinions,

and expected a degree of deference on account of his age and
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high standing as a painter which the members could not in

variably pay him consistently with the interests of the Academy
and the Arts.

‘Having said that he received but little notice from the

nobility, with the exception of Lord Egremont, I must not

omit to mention that he painted one of his largest and grandest

pictures for Lord Yarborough, and another as fine for the

Marquis of Stafford. Mr. Rogers, with less means of patronage,

was always his great admirer, and has associated his name with

that of Turner in one of the most beautifully illustrated volumes

that has ever appeared.
‘ It is remarkable that the poet was equally the friend and

admirer of Flaxman and Stothard, while the titled and wealthy

of the country lost for themselves the honour of connecting

themselves with names that will probably outlive their own.
‘ Sir George Beaumont was a sincere friend to the Arts, but

in many things a mistaken one. He was right in his patronage

of Wilkie and Haydon, but he ridiculed Turner, whom he

endeavoured to talk down. He did the same with respect to

Stothard
;
and, though personally veiy friendly to Constable, he

never seems to have had much perception of his extraordinary

genius.

‘ In the year 1822 Constable thus wrote :
—“ The art will go

out
;
there will be no genuine painting in thirty years.” And it

is remarkable that within a few months of the date thus specified

Turner should have died ;
almost literally fulfilling, as some of

his admirers may think, Constable’s prophecy.

‘ It is difficult to judge of the condition of Art in our own
time, but I think it cannot be denied that painting is in a much
lower state in this country now than in the year 1822. At that

time Stothard, Fuseli, Wilkie, Turner, Lawrence, Owen, Jack-

son, Constable, and Etty were living; James Ward was in the

full possession of his great powers, as were also most among
the present eminent painters. But those who have since come
forward, however they may hereafter rank, cannot, I think,

at present be considered as forming anything like such an

assembly.’

In the original sketch of Elgin Cathedral made by an
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amateur, the windows in the nave were closed or built up ; but

the revised drawing by Turner represented them as open.

When his attention was invited to this matter a few years after,

he protested that the alteration was as it should be :
‘ How

much better is it to see the light of day in God’s house than

darkness !

’

Quaintness was inseparable from the reasons he was ready

to allege in behalf of all he did. When the plate of Wicklilfe’s

birthplace was being engraved for Whitaker’s ‘Yorkshire,’ in

touching the proof he introduced a burst of light which was

not in the drawing. To the engraver’s enquiry as to why he

had done so he replied, ‘ That is the place where Wickliffe was

horn, and there is the light of the glorious Reformation.’ The
explanation so far was satisfactory. ‘ But what do you mean by

these large fluttering geese in the foreground?’ Not a little in-

genuity was demanded to justify the anserous prominence; but he

was equal to the occasion. ‘ Oh ! those—those are the old super-

stitions which the genius of the Reformation is driving away.’

Equally happy was the reply he made to Mrs. Austin, who
subsequently became the aunt of Mr. Layard, of Nineveh re-

nown. ‘ I find, Mr. Turner,’ said that lady, ‘ that in copying

one of your works touches of blue, red, and yellow appear all

through the work.’ He answered, ‘ Well, don’t you see that

yourself in Nature ? Because, if you don’t, Heaven help you !

’

As the writer of the obituary notice in the ‘Times ’ accurately

observed, this shrewdness of observation and playfulness of

wit were displayed only in the familiarity of close intercourse.

‘ Everywhere he kept back much of what was in him
;
and

while the keenest intelligence, mingled with a strong tinge of

satire, animated his brisk countenance, it seemed to amuse him

to be but half understood. His nearest social ties were those

formed in the Royal Academy, of which he was by far the

oldest member, and to whose interest he was most warmly

attached.’

On one of those pleasant varnishing-days which were pro-

ductive of so much unrestrained mirth, Mulready had the

jocular audacity to liken a cow in the great landscape painter’s

foreground to one of those little dough pigs with currants for
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eyes that they sell to children at country shops. Turner, whose

appetite for joke was of remarkable keenness, relished this

sally hugely, and continued to chuckle over his painting for

some time, the while chewing the cud of Mulready’s quiet

humour as only a great man entirely free from vanity could do.

On varnishing-days Turner would arrive at a very early hour

with his dirty chest of colours and worn-out brushes, and a

palette of which the uncleanliness was sufficient to shock a

Dutch painter; and he would sit on steps, or erect himself

upon a pile of boxes, if his picture happened to hang at an

elevation.

Not seldom he directed his fun against the profession.

In 1826 Stanfield, whose artistic dominion was over the

sea, painted a picture of a calm, which he named * Throwing

the Painter/ but unfortunately was unable to complete it in

time for the Exhibition. Callcott, hearing of it, produced one

which he jocularly entitled ‘ Dutch Fishing-Boat missing the

Painter.’ Studio jokes of this sort appealed to Turner’s sense

of fun, and it was his wont to chuckle over them with amazing

satisfaction. He now secretly resolved to put the finishing

stroke to the contention. Accordingly he came out next year

with ‘ Now for the Painter/ with the radiant triumph of a boy
who at leapfrog takes the last and highest back. It is easy to

see that this was but conducting the joke started by Callcott to

a further stage
;
yet detractors perverted it to Turner’s defa-

mation.

‘ Seclusion was Turner’s own fault/ says Leslie. * No death-

bed could be more surrounded by attentive friends than his

might have been, had he chosen to let his friends know where

he lived. He had constantly dinner invitations, which he

seldom even answered, but appeared at the table of the inviter

or not as it suited him. It may well be supposed that a man
so rich, admired in life, and, as it was thought, without near

relations, would be much courted. He had for many years

quoted in the Academy catalogues a MS. poem, “ The Fallacies

of Hope ;
” and I believe that among his papers such a MS.,

though not in poetic form, was found by some of his friends to

be his will.’
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*1 met Turner/ writes a friend of mine, ‘at Sir Richard

Westmacott’s. One of the party was about to start for Italy,

and asked Turner if he could do anything for him. “ No,” was

the playful reply, “ unless you will bring me some Naples

yellow.” *

He had a singular aversion to disclosing the date of his

birth. A fellow-student at the Academy, who had been his

companion from boyhood, once said to him, 1 William, your

birthday can’t be far off
; when is it ? I want to drink a glass

of wine to my old friend/ 4 Ah !
* was the growling response

;

* never mind that
;
leave your old friend alone.’

It is worth noting, as an illustration of the double dis-

advantage under which Turner’s memory labours, that, while

sheer ignorance of the facts gave birth to the incessant com-

plaints that he never did a generous act in his life, and that

he was especially ungrateful to the engravers by whose aid he

had earned so many thousands, crass stupidity was ever ascribing

to avarice what was simply due to drollery. It is not neces-

sary to challenge the accuracy of stories like the following.

Their blundering interpretation, however, may fairly be com-

plained of. Thus runs one of this class :

—

4 Turner once refused a sum which he had lent
;
but that

was after a sumptuous dinner to which he had been invited.

While enjoying the dessert, the host, all at once remembering

the transaction, said,
44 Let me see, Mr. Turner, I owe you a

little money.” “What for?” said Turner, setting down the

wine which he was just raising to his lips. “You paid six-

pence for the gate when I drove you down,” answered the host.

“ Oh !
” said Turner with a look of disappointment, as he again

had recourse to the glass, “ never mind that now.”
’

The dulness of malice could not be more aptly exem-

plified than by this painful straining of the matter. The
slightest knowledge of Turner’s style would have sufficed to

reveal the grotesque emphasis he would lay upon 4 now/ and

the chuckle with which he would accompany it. So much for

malicious misinterpretation of an ordinary incident.

With regard to Turner’s ingratitude to the engravers, it is

very remarkable that I have failed to obtain from anyone of
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those whom he employed a single example of wrong or in-

justice. That he was exacting in his engagements is notorious;

but let it be remembered to his credit that he was unflinchingly

true to the terms when once settled.

Under this head I give frankly—for I desire nothing but the

truth—some of the most reliable stories I can gather together of

Turner’s parsimony.

Mr. Alaric Watts relates that Turner once offered, to the

amazement of the whole body of Royal Academicians, to pur-

chase cloth for re-covering the seats in the room where one of

his pictures was hung. ‘ No one divined the reason for this

apparent generosity and most unaccountable act. He was

always very particular that everything should aid the effect of

his pictures, even to the hanging of those placed around them.

To keep up this colour, he would continue painting on his

pictures after they were hung, during the varnishing-days. On
one occasion, however, he was “ checkmated ;

” and, as he

could not produce the effect he wanted by paint, he set about

accomplishing it by policy. He studied how it might be done

by a foil, and soon found that, if he got a mass of bright red

in the foreground, his object would be accomplished.’ ‘ The
seats are not fit to sit on,’ protested Turner to the hangers

;

* they are very shabby ; they must be re-covered.’ He was re-

ferred to the Council ;
and, as there was no Council, he called

upon the President. But some forms had to be complied with

which would involve delay, and delay did not suit his secret

purpose. Impatiently he denounced the whole affair as disgrace-

ful to the Academy, and finally he exclaimed, ‘ I’ll do it at my
own expense.’ To this proposal, which provoked his laughter,

Sir Thomas made no objection; and accordingly Turner lost no

time in executing his self-imposed commission. Seeking the

President, he said, ‘ Well, I’ve got the cloth ! Suppose I may
charge for the men’s time and nails ? ’ Sir Thomas, observing

his determination, obtained the necessary permission to incur

the whole expense, and the seats were covered with the cloth

which Turner had selected. Not until completion of the first

form, however, was his deep design made manifest. He then

placed the foil in the foreground of his picture, and the chuckle
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of satisfaction in which he inwardly indulged betrayed the

whole secret.

Another story recounts how he once was 1 very near ’ giving

a dinner.

Having received many civilities from Mr. Thomson of

Duddingston, whose house in Edinburgh he had made his home,

Turner, on leaving, pressed the reverend artist to return the

compliment if he ever came to London. This Mr. Thomson
unexpectedly did, much to the surprise of Turner

;
who,

however, invited his visitor to dine with him, when it is repre-

sented that he was delighted to find the gentleman had an

engagement. Next day, therefore, was determined upon. Now,
it happened that Mr. Thomson in the course of the day called

upon a nobleman, who also asked him to dine. He pleaded

the excuse of pre-engagement
; but, when the nobleman learned

that it was Turner who proposed to entertain him, he directed

Mr. Thomson to bring the artist with him. ‘ He will not be

sorry for the change,’ was the comment. Then he thought it

would be better for him to call upon Turner, and tender the

invitation in person, more especially as that would enable him

to gratify his desire to see the pictures. Turner accordingly

was waited upon, and accepted the invitation after a little

demur. ‘ Well, if I must, I s’pose I must
;
but ’ Before

he had time to complete the sentence his father, who had been

listening while preparing a canvas for the son, perhaps dreading

lest any hesitation should necessitate the dinner at home, thrust

open the door, and, without any disguise of his own feelings,

exclaimed, ‘ Go, Billy
! go ! The mutton needn’t be cooked,

Billy!’ A dinner cooked in Queen Anne Street, proceeds the

criticism, would have caused an alarm in the neighbourhood ;

for to have seen anything beyond the feeblest curl of smoke
attempting to struggle and escape from Turner’s chimneys would

have raised an alarm of ‘ Fire !

’

Another story goes that a friend of Sir Thomas Lawrence’s,

who resided at Clapham Common, commissioned the amiable

President to order of Turner a picture at a most liberal price.

When it was finished both Lawrence and Turner were invited

to dinner to see to its proper hanging
;
but the former was
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summoned to Windsor on the morning of the appointed day.

Turner, however, arrived with the picture, which was greatly

admired
;
and when the ladies retired after dinner, the gentle-

man, noting Turner’s uneasiness, said, ‘ We will now to busi-

ness. Excuse me for a moment while I write you out a cheque/

The cheque was written and handed to Turner; but, instead of

putting it into his pocket, he kept turning it over, eyeing first

the gentleman and then the cheque. Apprehensive of error,

the gentleman now observed, * I have made it guineas, I believe ?

It was to be guineas; was it not?’ ‘Yes; the guineas are

right enough,’ was the gruff return ;
‘ but I paid six shillings for

the coach
; and that’s not down !

’

Another story relates to the erection of the tablet to his

father in St. Paul’s, Covent Garden. Mr. Cribb, the church-

warden, had paid the sum of seven shillings and sixpence for

some mason’s work done to it, relying upon repayment of the

same by Turner when he came to look at the tablet. Turner

attended to view it, and expressed satisfaction with all the details

up to the point of the last item being mentioned, when he

directed the churchwarden to call on him some day with a

receipt for the money, without which he should not pay it.

The money not being worth the trouble, says the narrator of

the story, Turner got the mason’s work without paying for

it.

That these stories are not altogether unfounded I readily

admit
;
but they have been maliciously accentuated

;
they have

been ingeniously framed so as to present Turner in the most

unamiable light
; and they betray their issue from a concealed

enemy. Take the story of the cloth at the Academy. I maintain

that an elaborately malicious construction has been put upon the

transaction. In the first place, the painter’s anxiety to avoid

the neutralising effect of dull-coloured seats upon the pro-

duction of his brush needs little justification
;
next, the whole

affair was one of those strokes of sly humour upon which I am
sure he must have expatiated with delight for many a day.

The story of the tablet is equally susceptible of explanation.

Turner may have forgotten about the small bill, for, with all

his thrifty habits, he was careless about money; or it may have
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been his desire to rebuke the insolence of a pompous official

by insisting on his waiting upon him with the receipt for the

paltry sum.

The story of his demanding the coach fare may well be

credited, for he often asked for small extras, and even made his

pertinacity in this respect the subject of a standing joke with

his friends. He would have his due, down to the last penny,

both because he was a sturdy asserter of what he took to be

his rights, and because thrift was indelibly imprinted on his

character
;
but he was restrained by native sagacity and humour

from carrying the love of money too far. Indeed, his own
peculiarities served to supply him with material for satire

directed against himself.

Turner was not a wit, but he had a sarcastic humour of his

own that vented itself most disagreeably against those he dis-

liked. One memorable encounter with Fuseli, however, in

which he was worsted, I must not omit to record.

Turner had sent a canvas to Somerset House with the

subject so undefined that it caused considerable speculation

among the Royal Academicians, when they assembled on the

morning of the first vamishing-day, as to what he intended to

represent. One suggested a * Moonlight ’ another a ‘ Storm.’

At last Howard submitted it might be an ‘ Allegory.’ ‘ Yes/

remarked Fuseli, ‘ the allegorie of Blazes at a dejeuner a la four

-

chette, wid molten lead !’ Turner, who had arrived just in time

to hear the keeper’s remark, retorted
,

1 No, that’s Limbo
;
where

they are going to send your “ Sin and Death ”
’ (a celebrated

picture). Thereupon Fuseli, throwing himself into an attitude

of mock terror, exclaimed, * Gentlemen, we are ondone ; we all

know Touwer to be an imp of de old one transformed into an

angel of light by his double shadow.’ * Yes,’ put in Beechey
;

‘ but Turner’s shadows are only double when he sees double.’

‘Ah !’ added Fuseli, with an affected sigh
;
‘gentlemen, it is

what Turner sees dat concerns us, now he is in his fader’s

confidence, and he tells him all about de beesiness in his great

fire-office below.’ The picture was altered, but Turner never

again ventured on a joke with Fuseli.

And yet there was something absurd in Fuseli, who lived in
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a murky world of dreams, ridiculing the poetical obscurity of

Turner, which, after all, was at that time only a temporary

fault with him.

Destitute of epigram or bon-mot as he might have been,

Turner had his own quiet way of annoying the enemy. Even

that most courtly landlord’s son Lawrence did not escape an

occasional hit, as the following story will manifest.

Turner, who was at first a stem opponent to engraving on

steel, and had no notion of supplying plates for 4 the million/

called upon Sir Thomas Lawrence one day just as he had re-

ceived a proof with which he was highly pleased. Showing it

to Turner, Sir Thomas said,
4 By the way, Turner, I wonder

you don't have some of your drawings engraved on steel.'

4 Humph ! I hate steel.’
4 But why?’ 4

1 don’t like it. Besides,

I don’t choose to be a basket engraver!’ 4 A basket engraver!

A basket engraver, Turner! What is that?’ enquired the Presi-

dent Regarding Lawrence with a malicious leer in his little

penetrating eyes, which heralded the advent of some mis-

chievous saying, he explained, 4 When I got off the coach

t’other day at Hastings, a woman came up with a basketful of

your Mrs. Peel, and wanted to sell me one for sixpence.’

Of the cheap sale of his works he had a mortal horror
;

which is accounted for by the circumstance that he was most

acutely sensitive to anything likely to lower his reputation. He
was even reluctant to sit for his portrait, from an apprehension

that people who saw his portrait would be induced to think less

of his paintings. Of this over-solicitude for his fame a striking

example is attested by an eminent printseller, whose shop he

once entered to purchase, if possible, an engraving made many
years before from one of his pictures. It is a curious illus-

tration of the value he attached to the veriest trifle from his

own hand, and of his nervous fear lest it should be turned to

account somehow. His description of the subject he aided

by a few rude lines scrawled with a pen on a fragment of paper
;

and this slip in the process of turning over the portfolio in

quest of the print was blown behind the counter. The print

was ultimately discovered, but, the scrap of paper being now
missed, it was eagerly demanded from the unconscious print-
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seller, whose confusion only served to redouble Turner’s anxiety;

which was not to be appeased until the fragment was recovered

from a dark corner, when it was carried away carefully wrapped

with the engraving.

Turner generally bought in his own works when they were

put up for auction. If time pressed and he was unable to

attend in person, he would sometimes entrust his commission

to the auctioneer
; but his ordinary practice was to send an

agent, with written instructions, to bid in his behalf, and he was

not always very fastidious in his selection of one. At the sale

of the pictures of Mr. Green, the well-known amateur of Black-

heath, two by Turner were among the most attractive lots,

though they were neither important in size nor of his best time.

In those days their market value might have been about eighty

guineas each. They would, however, have been knocked down
for considerably less, but for the impetus given to the biddings

by his representative, whose personal appearance did not warrant

the belief that he was in search of pictures of a very high order.

He was, in fact, a clean, ruddy-cheeked butcher’s boy, in the

usual costume of his vocation, and he had made several ad-

vances, in five-guinea strides, before anything belonging to him,

excepting his voice, had attracted Mr. Christie’s notice. No
sooner, however, did the veteran auctioneer see what kind of

customer he had to deal with than he beckoned him forward,

with a view, no doubt, of reproving him for his impertinence.

Nothing daunted, however, the boy put a small piece of greasy

paper into his hand
;

it was a credential from the painter him-

self. The auctioneer smiled, and the biddings proceeded. Both

pictures brought high prices, and the object of the painter was

as successfully achieved as if Count d’Orsay had been his

representative.

When the son of Charles Turner (the late eminent engraver)

was dying, the subject of this biography was most regular in

his visits to the house for the purpose of learning the condition of

the youth|and of the family. He never, however, left his name ;

and this constant solicitude was not known to the parents until

after the son’s death, when the servant reported that a short

gentleman, of odd manners, had called every evening enquiring
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tenderly after the sufferer. Such was the character of this

misappreciated man
;

and numerous examples of the sort

doubtless were similarly concealed. I know that in one instance

he cancelled a bond for 500/.

Turner carried the same secretiveness into his professional

sphere. He resolutely refused to disclose the process by which

he obtained breadth and depth in his water-colour painting. He
generally painted with his door locked, if he was at a stranger’s

house
; and if anyone approached him, or idlers tried to over-

look him, he covered his drawing. He had no special secrets

to hide
;
for Turner’s colours were of little use to men who were

not equally gifted to employ them. But he had been accus-

tomed, as a boy, to paint up in his bedroom, and he could not

shake off the solitary habit. He did not like imitators, and

did not desire idle tales to be spread of his mechanical artifices.

Moreover, there was in this isolation a special gratification of

his innate love of mystery and concealment. Strange to

say, however, at Edinburgh he communicated all he knew to

a struggling artist, at a time when the secret of his modes
of sponging and bistre washing was worth 100/. to anyone.

CHAPTER XXIV.

turner’s character—

(

continued).

Just about the time (1843) when Mr. Ruskin had been herald-

ing Turner as the apostle of Nature the latter was seen on a

Margate steamer, eating shrimps out of an immense red silk

handkerchief laid across his knees. ‘ An apostle, surely,’ ex-

claimed a bystander, ‘ in the strangest guise.’

In summer he often went to Margate on Saturday morning

by the * Magnet ’ or ‘ King William ’ steamer. Most of the

time he hung over the stern, watching the effects of the sun

and the boiling of the foam
;
but about two o’clock he would

open his wallet of cold meat in the cabin, and, approaching

anyone with whom he was in the habit of chatting, would beg

a clean plate and a hot potato ; nor was he above accepting
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one glass of wine. He would not, however, take a second.

It need hardly be added that he was no favourite with the

waiters.

When some one told him of Mr. Knight’s house having

been broken into, ‘ That’s the worst of being rich ’ was his

comment.

A friend of his remembers Turner coming to see a water-

colour drawing he had purchased of him. After looking

at it a long time (I think it was a view of Windermere) he

pulled a box of colours out of his pocket, and set to work at it

again for some hours ‘ like a tiger.’ When people called upon
him, he would sometimes come down quite dizzy * with work.*

But I fear that latterly he drank sherry constantly while he

painted.

There are men living who have seen him in bitter anger

about the neglect shown to his exhibited pictures. Pointing

to a stack of them against the wall, he would say, ‘ Don’t talk

about ’em; all of them came back. They might have had

’em ;
now they shan’t have ’em.’

When he was visiting once at some grand place in York-

shire, he paid the gardener 2s. 6d. for putting him up a small

hamper of plants for his London garden. On his next visit he

made a point of seeing the gardener, and informing him 1 Those

plants of yours all died.’ Bystanders were cruel enough to

think he rather hoped that the gardener would return the bit

of silver in consideration of the vegetable failure.

Turner never would verify a picture. He had done so once,

he told a friend, and the result was that he was put in the

witness box at a trial. ‘ It was the first,’ he said,
1 and it shall

be the last time.’ Among his papers were found the leaves of

flowers and careful notes of their times of opening. It is said

that letters remained unopened on his table for months.
‘ They only want my autograph,’ he used to say.

‘ Turner’s manners,’ says one of his friends, 1 were odd, but

not bad. He was fond of talking of poetry.’ Those friends

to whom Mr. Jones introduced him always liked him, and were

delighted to have him at their tables. 1 My own admiration of

him,’ says Mr. Ruskin in his last volume, * was wild in enthu-
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siasm
;
but it gave him no ray of pleasure

;
he could not make

me, at that time, understand his main meanings. He loved

me, but cared nothing for what I said, and was always trying to

hinder me from writing, because it gave pain to his fellow-

artists. To the praise of other persons he gave not even the

acknowledgment of this sad affection.
*

He had a great aversion to appearing kind. * Drawing,*

says Mr. Ruskin, ‘with one of his best friends (Mr. Munro) at

the bridge of St Martin’s, the friend got into great difficulty

with a coloured sketch. Turner looked over him a little while,

then said in a grumbling way, “ I haven’t got any paper I like ;

let me try yours.” Receiving a block-book, he disappeared for

an hour and a half. Returning, he threw the book down with

a pout, saying, “ I can’t make anything of your paper.” There
were three sketches in it, in three distinct stages of progress,

showing the progress of colouring from beginning to end,

clearing up every difficulty into which his friend had got.*

Of the same person, who produced a sketch which had no
special character, he enquired, ‘ What are you in search oft *

Sometimes the advice would come with startling distinctness.

A church spire having been left out in a sketch of a town,
‘ Why did you not put that in ? ’ ‘I had not time.’ ‘ Then you

should take a subject more suited to your capacity.’

Of Turner’s character Mr. Ruskin writes :
‘ He had a

heart as intensely kind and as nobly true as God ever gave

to one of His creatures. . . . Having known Turner for ten

years, and that during the period of his life when the brightest

qualities of his mind were in many respects diminished, and

when he was suffering most from the evil-speaking of the world,

I never heard him say one depreciating word of living man or

man’s work. I never saw him look an unkind or blameful

look. I never saw him let pass, without some sorrowful remon-

strance, or endeavour at mitigation, a blameful word spoken by

another. Of no man but Turner whom I have ever known
could I say this; and of this kindness and truth came, I repeat,

all his highest power ;
and all his failure and error, deep and

strange, came of his faithlessness.’ 1

* A word Mr. Ruskin uses, I suppose, for ‘ despair.*
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Turner was indifferent, utterly indifferent, to praise, even

when it came from the most appreciating. 1 In silence, with a

bitter silence, Turner only indicated his purpose,’ says Mr.

Rusk in, ‘ or by slight words of contemptuous anger. When he

heard of anyone’s trying to obtain this or the other separate

subject, as more beautiful than the rest, “ What is the use of

them,” he said, “ but together ? ” The only thing he would

sometimes say was, “ Keep them together ;
” he seemed not to

care how they were injured, so that they were kept in the series

which would give the key to their meaning. I never saw him
at my father’s house look for an instant at any of his own
drawings. I have watched him sitting at dinner nearly oppo-

site one of his chief pictures ; his eyes never turned to it. But

the want of appreciation touched him sorely, chiefly the not

understanding his meaning. He tried hard one day, for a

quarter of an hour, to make me guess what he was doing in

the picture of “Napoleon,” before it had been exhibited, giving

me hint after hint in a rough way ; but I could not guess, and

he would not tell me.’

On one occasion, at a dinner party at Mr. Hardwick’s,

Turner and another guest took and wheeled his friend, who had

been pertinacious in some argument, into an inner room,

and locked him in, amid roars of good-natured laughter. No
one enjoyed a joke more than Turner when he liked his

company.

Many of his pictures have cracked ; many are faded
;
others

are but ghosts of what they once were. The sky of the ‘ Bligh

Sands,’ an artist friend tells me, has lost its beauty
;
the sugar

of lead used in the clouds having turned to a rusty brown.

The varnish, too, has suffered from time. He latterly used

copal, which is a quick dryer, in order to promote expedition.

Some of his later pictures were half in distemper, and were

sometimes washed out in cleaning.

He was a great observer and appreciator of the thoughts

and ingenuities of other painters. On one occasion the Rev.

Mr. Judkins, an amateur artist friend of considerable merit,

exhibited a landscape, in the foreground of which, to convey

a sense of solitude, he had put a robin upon a post The
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next time Turner met him, his sly greeting was * I saw your

robin.’

To some one who once complained that Turner was

ungenerous, his friend answered, ‘No; for he once paid the

toll over Waterloo Bridge for me.’

The Rev. Mr. Judkins once saw him in St. Paul’s Church-

yard, wrangling with an omnibus conductor who had promised

to take him to the Bank. ‘ If you don’t do as you promised, I

don’t pay,’ said Turner; and the artist sturdily walked off un-

impeded.

He was not a rash man, and no fair sarcasm moved him at

all. ‘ Your “Rome” is cracked,’ said Mr. Judkins to him one:

day at the Exhibition. ‘ I will soon doctor that,’ was his

laughing reply. But perhaps he had his revenge, for he could?

be sarcastic. Mr. Judkins one day was speaking in a depre-

cating tone of a work of his in the Exhibition Room. ‘ If you

can paint better, why not send it?’ was Turner’s searching

inquiry.

At Lawrence’s sale he stepped forward and forbade a

drawing of his, which he had lent to the dead artist, being put

up for auction.

His pride, when hurt, was unappeasable. When Mr.

Griffith published some of his great Carthaginian pictures, and
they began to sell after their first failure, he would not allow

any more to be disposed of. When the prices of the ‘ Liber ’

began to improve, he one day came suddenly into Mr. Col-

naghi’s shop, and said oracularly, ‘ I give no more discount tcx

the trade.’ ‘Very well, Mr. Turner,’ was the deprecating

answer
; but it did not allay his wrath. When he found that

Mr. Windus had re-sold some of his drawings at higher prices,

he refused to make him any more, though offered his own price ;

for Turner was as proud and sensitive as he was obstinate. In

the same way, when Mr. Allnutt had a drawing of Tivoli by
him engraved, he wanted additional money for the copyright

;

and, on being refused, he declined to sell him some sketches

on the Rhine. Nothing could pacify him when he once thought

himself ill-treated.

If he was firm, he always was tremendously obstinate.

x
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One day at Petworth, Lord Egremont and he had a dispute as

to the number of windows in the front of a show-house in the

neighbourhood. * Seven/ said the lord. * Six/ maintained

Turner
;

1
1 counted them.’ As neither of them would yield,

Lord Egremont instantly rang the bell, and ordered a post

chaise to the door. Off they went accordingly, when the

windows were counted, and Turner was found to be in error.

He was rough in his manner to applicants for charity
;
but

it was after the mode of Abemethy—only assumed to conceal

his true feelings. * He often/ says one of his most intimate

friends, * would give half a crown where others would only have

offered a penny/

The injustice of the low prices he got in his early career

had been deeply felt by him. It hurt his pride, and even

checked his desire to save. To the injury of his pocket and

the reduction of his fame, he became s&spicious of all business

men, because they had pinched and ground him, and bated

own the produce of his mind. His thirst for revenge on these

money spiders was most keen. He would sell nothing but at

his own rate ; he would save up his money for royal deeds of

posthumous charity. As to his ceaseless thoughts on charitable

objects, we have the testimony of his friend Mr. Jones, who
says

—

1 During twenty-five years he indulged the pleasing hope

that he should leave a testimony of his goodwill and compassion

for unfortunate artists. To his intimate friends he constantly

talked of the best mode of leaving property for the use of the

unsuccessful ;
he wished his survivors to employ his property

in building houses for the above-named purpose
;
he did not

like to call them almshouses, but had selected the denomi-

nation of “ Turner’s Gift.” His benevolence was conspicuous

whenever he was tried, though he often used terms of harshness

in which his feelings had no part; but he hated idleness,

extravagance, and presumption. He thought that artists had not

time for the duties and pleasures of domestic festivity, yet

believed that they should often meet to strengthen fraternal feel-

ing without much expense
;
therefore he was zealous in support

of the Academy Club, tried to establish an artists’ dinner at
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the Athenaeum, and left 50/. in his will to be expended annually

on a dinner for the members on the anniversary of his birth-

day. It is very probable that Turner’s hint about leaving pro-

perty for the benefit of his brother artists suggested to Chantrey

and to Mr. Vernon the desire to raise their names by their

benevolence. The first has done so ; the last intended to leave

70,000/. to secure his reputation for taste, liberality, and charity ;

but in the end preferred seeking his commemoration by leaving

his name as a county man in Berkshire, in lieu of being

immortalised by the godlike attribute of benevolence/

Turner, who was as fond of amusement, good cheer, and

fun as his affectionate friend Chantrey, often expressed his sin-

cere regret at his not being able, from his solitary and rude life,

to follow the example of the lavish hospitality of Sir Francis.

He had no servants, and no appliances for large dinner parties ;

but he was always ready to contribute his share to get up a pro-

fessional party, and enjoyed it more than anyone. He was

not averse to joining in jokes directed against his own close

and careful habits. He would even originate them, and extend

those launched by others beyond their original bounds, for his

humour was free from all fretful or malicious vanity.

He never appeared morose and displeased but when people

had been trying to cajole or defraud him, or when he observed

in anyone an unbecoming desire to pry into his private affairs.

This he never forgave. Mr. Jones deposes

—

* My great intimacy with him arose from his confidence (that

I had his confidence Turner proved by his appointing me his

executor in 1831, without my knowledge) that I had no desire

to know his secrets, control his actions, or suggest changes in

his course of life. He never interfered with nor condemned
the habits of others. If he thought them incorrect, he was

silent on the subject
;
and, if any excuse or palliation could be

made, he was always ready to accept, adopt, and promulgate

the excuse. I never heard him speak ill of anyone.’

By his enemies, whether simply rivals or the detractors who
swarm, small and poisonous as gnats, round all great men, the

wildest exaggerations of Turner’s reserve and love of solitary

study were spread
;

yet, singularly enough, of what was bad in

x 2
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him they were ignorant
;
and it was what was purely good in

him that they blackened and defamed. That his love of plea-

sure was inordinate and unrestrained they did not know
;
but

they accused him of shunning mankind and avoiding society,

of which he was not guilty. They did not know that in old age

pleasure had still, unhappily, but too irresistible a magnetism

for him. Whereas they accused him of being a flint-hearted

miser, his whole life was one long, unchanging scheme of

benevolence. Everything he did was perverted by these men
industrious and ingenious in evil alone. His sturdy deter-

mination not to let his great works be bought at insufficient

prices was disfigured into the habit of griping meanness.

He was intensely obstinate. I think it was during a visit

to Petworth that a discussion ensued between Lord Egremont

and Turner as to whether carrots could float in water. I suppose

he introduced some in one of the Petworth pictures.

* Carrots don’t swim.’
4 They do.’

‘ They don’t.’

4 They do.’

Lord Egremont thereupon rings the bell, and calls for a

bucket of water and some carrots. The water is brought, and the

carrots are thrown in
;
when the obstinate painter is discovered

to be correct in his affirmation.

Turner’s conversation was sprightly, but desultory and dis-

jointed. Like his works, it was eminently sketchy. He would

converse in this manner for half an hour, and then be amazed

at finding his companions in doubt of what he had been talking

about. He knew that his ideas were original, and he could not

understand that they never reached his tongue. He was like a

man with a wonderful Cremona, which he cannot play. He
was poetical, he was scientific, he had travelled, he had observed,

he was fond of humour
;
and yet he could not give these

thoughts and fancies expression. The winged soul which was

imprisoned in his body could speak only by the medium of

pencil. He felt deeply—he saw deeply— he knew deeply
;
yet

he could find no voice to utter his dreams and oracles.

* He wrote few letters,’ says Mr. Lovell Reeve, and these
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were, like his conversation, abrupt, and referred little to Art.

The following, accepting an invitation to dine with his valued

friend and patron Mr. Windus of Tottenham, on the occasion

of his birthday, is characteristic :

—

* My dear Sir,—Yes, with very great pleasure, I will be with

you on the B.D. Many of them to yourself and Mrs. Windus ;

and with the compliments of the season believe me
‘Yours faithfully,

* J. M. W. Turner.'

Turner did not value the works of Copley Fielding, or of

Harding. All imitators he despised, but Pyne he regarded as

poetical. I think I have heard that he had a great dislike to

the faces of Etty’s nude studies
;
but he never found fault with

or spoke detractingly of anyone.

All his life he had the peculiar love of mystification which is

the result of suspicious reserve, when accompanied by humour.

As a youth he concealed his processes of water colours from all

but special friends with the narrow distrust of a petty tradesman

guarding trade secrets ; and, at a later period, he stole back-

wards and forwards to the Continent with the jealous secresy

with which a detective officer effects his silent journeys. As
for his ‘ Fallacies of Hope/ that imaginary and unwritten poem
was the standing joke of his life. Latterly in the names and

even the subjects of his pictures he sought to puzzle and tease

the public. His charitable intentions were mysteries
;
his resi-

dence was a mystery
;
where he had been to, where he was going

to, and what he intended to do, were all mysteries
;
and so

powerful was this habit of reserve that I have no doubt he died

absolutely rejoicing in the fact that even his best friends knew
not where he lay hid.

Turner had found hope after hope fail him, as rope after

rope, sail after sail, blows from a foundering vessel. Only one

thing had survived immutable, and that was Nature. On the

Yorkshire fells or beside the Swiss lakes he forgot his cares in

the love and gratitude he felt for the stainless beauty of God’s

world. Then alone he trampled all sorrows under foot, and
became once more happy as a child.
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I am not sure that, apart from everything relating to the Art

faculty, his brain was of very great calibre, for even his thirst

for scientific knowledge was remarkable chiefly for its leaning

towards Art. His forehead, phrenologically speaking, was full

but narrow and receding
;
the brain projected over the eyes.

It rose round and full, but narrowed at ideality, and then sloped

backwards.

Either his education was scanty and imperfect, or his mind
was singularly unreasoning and inaccurate, else he would not

have spelt so badly. The names of French and Italian towns

he spelt to the end of his life as they were pronounced, not

as they were written. In speaking he never seemed to get

quite the right word : he would say ‘ the internal of a cottage
*

for the ‘ interior.’ His will is an extraordinary mash of grammar ;

and even his father’s epitaph has the awkward expression

‘ Under and beneath this stone lie.’ He was, in truth, a great

single-facultied man.

There are two old boatmen still living at Sunbury who well

remember rowing him out on his sketching excursions. It is

still their unspeakable wonder how * a man like that,’ who always

took a bottle of gin out with him for inspiration and never gave

them any, could have been a great genius. Turner has many
admirers, but these obstinate Sunbury boatmen are not of the

number.

Mr. Ruskin bears the following testimony to the general

kindness and goodness of Turner’s nature :

—

* Imagine what it was for a man to live seventy years in this

hard world, with the kindest he.crt and the noblest intellect of

his time, and never to meet with a single word or ray of sym-

pathy, until he felt himself sinking into the grave. From the

time he knew his true greatness, all the world was against him.

He held his own
;
but it could not be without roughness of

bearing and hardening of the temper, if not of the heart. No
one understood him, no one trusted him, and everyone cried

out against him.

‘ Imagine, any of you, the effect upon your own minds, if

every voice that you heard from the human beings around you

were raised, year after year, through all your lives, only in con-
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demnation of your efforts and denial of your success. This

may be borne, and borne easily, by men who have fixed religious

principles, or supporting domestic ties. But Turner had no

one to teach him in his youth, and no one to love him in his

old age. Respect and affection, if they came at all, came too

late. Naturally irritable, though kind— naturally suspicious,

though generous—the gold gradually became dim, and the most

fine gold changed, or, if not changed, clouded and overcast.

The deep heart was still beating
;
but it was beneath a dark

and melancholy mail, between whose joints, however, some-

times the slightest arrows found entrance and power of giving

pain. He received no consolation in his last years, or in his

death. Cut off in great part from all society—first by labour

and at last by sickness—hunted to his grave by the malignities

of small critics and the jealousies of hopeless rivalry, he died

in the house of a stranger—one companion of his life, and one

only, staying with him to the last. The window of his death-

chamber was turned towards the west; the sun shone upon his

face in its setting, and rested there as he expired.

‘ Brother artists ! I will tell you how jealous he was. I

knew him for ten years, and during that time had much familiar

intercourse with him. I never once heard him say an unkind

thing of a brother artist, and I never once heard him find a

fault with another man’s work. I could say this of no other

artist whom I have ever known.
‘ But I will add a piece of evidence on this matter of peculiar

force. Probably many have read a book which has been lately

published, to my mind one of extreme interest and value, the

life of the unhappy artist Benjamin Haydon ! Whatever may
have been his faults, I believe no person can read his journal

without coming to the conclusion that his heart was honest,

and that he does not wilfully misrepresent any fact or any

person. Even supposing otherwise, the expression I am going

to quote to you would have all the more force, because, as you

know, Haydon passed his whole life in war with the Royal

Academy, of which Turner was one of the most influential

members. Yet in the midst of one of his most violent ex-

pressions of exultation at one of his victories over the Academy
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he draws back suddenly with these words :
“ But Turner be-

haved well, and did me justice.”

* Northcote had a dark picture in the Exhibition, and wras

very angry with the arrangers for putting a bright one of Tur-

ner's immediately below it. “ You might as well have opened

a window under my picture,” said the painter. The compli-

ment was as handsome as it was unintentional. But even

Turner has complained of other pictures putting his down. In

1827, when he exhibited his “Rembrandt’s Daughter,” with a

red robe, it happened that a portrait of a member of Dublin

University was hung alongside of it, with a College gown that

was still redder. Upon finding this out on varnishing-day,

Turner was observed to be very busy adding red lead and

vermilion to his picture, in order to out-rouge his neighbour in

brilliancy. “What are you doing there, Turner?” remarked

one of the arrangers. “ Why, you have checkmated me !
” said

the painter, pointing to the University gown.
‘ In a proof impression of a plate lately submitted to me,

the engraver had failed to discern the distant representation of

a village at the base of a hill, and had substituted some un-

intelligible nothings. Turner had run a heavy pencil line into

the margin of the paper to intimate that these were “ houses
;

”

and the miniature village seemed to come into focus as if by

magic. Look closely at Turner’s pictures, and a few patches,

and dashes, and streaks only are visible, seeming only an un-

intelligible chaos of colour; but retire from the canvas, and

what magnificent visions grow into shape and meaning. Long
avenues lengthen out far into the distance, and sun-clad cities

glitter upon the mountains, while cloud-illumined space pre-

sents itself to an extent that is inconceivable, manifesting a

grandeur of conception and a largeness of style that must serve

to demonstrate and glorify the genius of the painter to the end

of time.

‘ When at the Royal Academy dinner the gas was turned on,

as is customary on the Sovereign’s health being drunk, his

pictures shone like so many suns on the walls. While other

meritorious works looked flat in comparison, there was an

effulgence in Turner’s that seemed to grow upon the observer.
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making the contrast more apparent. “ They seem to represent

so many holes cut in the wall,” said a veteran connoisseur at

one of these Art festivals, “through which you see Nature.”

This observation was probably suggested, however, by one

made some years before by Northcote. Turner’s pictures were

always the terror of exhibitors, from showing whatever were the

defects in colour of those placed nearest them.
1 “ The Burning of the Houses of Lords and Commons ”

was almost entirely painted on the walls of the Exhibition.

His facility at this period of his life was astounding. He
would frequently send his canvas to the British Institution

with nothing upon it but a grey groundwork of vague, indis-

tinguishable forms, and finish it upon varnishing-day into a

work of great splendour. Likewise at the Academy he fre-

quently sent his canvas imperfect and sketchy, trusting entirely

to varnishing-days for the completion of his picture. It was

astonishing what he accomplished on those days. . . . Turner

was always the first at the Academy on those occasions, arriving

there frequently as early as four o’clock, and never later than

six
;
and he was invariably the last to quit in the evening. He

might be seen standing all day before his pictures
;
and, though

he worked so long, he appeared to be doing little or nothing.

His touches were almost imperceptible
;
yet his pictures were

seen in the end to have advanced wonderfully. He acquired

such a mastery in early life that he painted with a certainty

that was almost miraculous. Although his effects were imper-

ceptible on a near inspection of the picture, he knew unhesi-

tatingly how to produce them without retiring from his work to

test the result. He was never seen, like Sir Thomas Lawrence

and others, to be perpetually walking about, but kept hard at

work, nose to the canvas, sure of his effects.
1

I am sorry to own that I cannot say very much for Turner’s

moral character. A selfish, brooding, solitary life, and naturally

strong passions could not be expected to lead to anything but

a selfish and vicious old age. Latterly he resorted to wine

while he painted, to rouse his imagination
;
and at Chelsea I

fear he gave way to even greater excess. Nor were these his

only excesses. Towards the end of his career he would often,
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I am assured on the best authority, paint hard all the week till

Saturday night
;
and he would then put by his work, slip a five-

pound note into his pocket, button it securely up there, and

set off to some low sailors’ house in Wapping or Rotherhithe,

to wallow till Monday morning summoned him to mope through

another week.

He left four illegitimate children, and bequeathed money to

the mistress with whom he passed the later years of his life.

* I once/ says a friend, ‘heard Crabb Robinson (the friend of

Wordsworth) casually mention a remark dropped by the late

Miss Maria Denman when the two were out for an excursion

with Rogers (I think), and had put up at an inn in a village

near London. “ That,” said the lady, pointing to a youth who
happened to pass, “ is Turner’s natural son.”

’

He was indeed a man whose character was full of contra-

dictions. The head of gold was united to feet of clay. Like

others of us, he was not all black, nor all white, but of a mixed

colour
; a divine genius, yet one not free from human passions;

with faults in his art, as in his life. I am not going to construct

special pleas for him, after the manner of the hireling advocate

who sees only that part of the truth which he is paid to see. I

am going to point out the good and the bad, and not merely

the good, because my object is not to paint a sham, lying,

flattering portrait of him, but to draw his real likeness with the

unerring fidelity of a photograph.

We find him mean, grinding, parsimonious, to the degree

almost of disease. Here we see innate acquisitiveness nourished

by a narrow-minded father, and stimulated by the painful

growth of his own struggling ambition. The faculty of generosity

never recovered from this early season of frost, never again

extruded its leaves confidingly to the sunshine. A devotee to

Art, naturally shy and reserved, and cramped by long adherence

to habits of close parsimony, Turner in later life, when he grew

rich, became incapable of launching into a wider hospitality.

But, oh, the contradictions ofhumanity ! Was all this retirement

and penury the result of avarice? Was it avarice to refuse

thousands for a single picture, and to work and pinch and fret.
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in order to leave 140,000/. to found an almshouse for decayed

artists—a plan over which he had all his life been brooding ?

That all the ordinary opinions of Turner are wrong ; that

he was neither unsociable nor misanthropic ;
that he was neither

a cynic nor an anchorite, neither a miser nor a cheat, the pre-

ceding chapters have, I think, already proved to satiety. If

it was necessary to clear his genius from the charge that in

ordinary life he was a mere stupid, brutal man, half mad, selfish,

and friendless, I believe I have succeeded in accomplishing

that task.

I have explained that he had a large circle of friends, 1 in-

cluding noblemen and gentlemen of education and refinement,

who loved him sincerely, and in whose memory his name still

holds a dear place. 1 have shown that, though shy, he was

most sociable—fond of children and amusement, and delighting

in fun and good-natured humour. I have shown that he was un-

alterable in gratitude, obstinately attached both to persons and

to places, and sensitive as a child. I have shown him, too,

capable of great and sudden sacrifices of money, even in his

lifetime, to rescue friends from difficulty.

I have tried to show him as a disappointed and unhappy

man, who yet continued to work with giant industry to develope

his genius and display his powers. I have shown that, far from

being false and slovenly, he was an artist of extreme, most
painful, and extraordinary accuracy. I have shown him to be a

brave friend, and a rival whose generosity was without a flaw.

I hope I have shown in a more condensed form what Mr.

Ruskin has already proved with such fulness and consummate

ability—the vastness of Turner’s genius, its depth, width,

and elastic versatility
; its great compass ; its comprehension

1 Turner and Rogers got on very well together. Turner liked Rogers’s

taste and liberality, and Rogers admired (without criticism) the genius of

Turner. ‘ Ah !
’ he would say, looking through his telescoped hand, ‘ there’s

a beautiful thing
;
and the figures, too—one of them with his hand on the

horse’s tail—not that I can make them out, though.’ There was always a

dash of the lemon about Rogers’s sayings. The poet was once expressing

his wonder at a beautiful table that adorned Turner’s parlour. 1 But how
much more wonderful it would be,’ he exclaimed, ‘to see any of his friends

sitting round it.’
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of all lesser powers ;
and its wide range, extending from the

* Lambeth Palace * to the 1 Building of Carthage/ from the

Vandervelde imitations to the old ‘Temeraire.’ Yet can I never

hold with Mr. Ruskin that Art knows any finality. I would

not encourage rising artists to copy Turner
; I would bid

them go and study Nature with Turner’s patience, industry,

and love. Nor am I at all persuaded, even by Mr. Ruskin’s

eloquence, that England has yet seen the greatest of her land-

scape painters .

1

1 Mr. E. Goodall tells me that Turner often wrote on his touched proofs

* More figures.’ He was glad to have his perspective improved, and would

make rude marks with white chalk where he wished the engraver to

introduce them, as in the ‘ Bridge of Caligula.’ Of Turner’s quarrel with

G. Cooke Mr. Goodall gives the following account:—Turner met Cooke

at a meeting of the Conversazione Society (now the Graphic, held at the

* Freemasons’ Tavern’), when words ensued about certain touched proofs in

the possession of Mr. Goodall. Turner grew white with rage, and Cooke

red as fire
;
and presently Cooke came up to Mr. Goodall and said, ‘ If you

give them up, I shall call you a mean fellow.’ Next day Mr. Goodall went

to Turner’s house about a plate, when the storm commenced. Turner

lamented that the Conversazione should have no more pleasure for him

since these quarrels, and demanded the proofs. Goodall refused to give

them up, and even half thrust them into the fire, when the blaze caught

them. In terror of fire, Turner, whose chimney was never swept, ran with

shovel and tongs to save the house, exclaiming, * Good G ! you’ll set

the house on fire !’

Years afterwards Turner, I believe, renewed his acquaintance with Mr.

Goodall, and gave him fresh work to do for him ; and again, in spite of his

previous warning, he demanded the touched proofs. Again Mr. Goodall

resolutely refused. Turner asked to see them, and a large bundle of them

was brought out and shown him. After eyeing them wistfully, he ad-

dressed himself to the engraver. He threatened, he coaxed, he argued.

He showed they were useless to others, and uninteresting but to himself

;

he proved they were utterly valueless. Such was his persistency that

eventually he won the day, and went off with the treasure under his arm

—

no doubt to throw them into a lumber room, to rot and mildew with some

thousands of others that after his death were found half spoiled.
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CHAPTER XXV.

TURNER AT QUEEN ANNE STREET.

Turner painted in Queen Anne Street in what he called his

drawing-room, in which there was a good north light Here he

would be surrounded by water-colour drawings in all states of

progress. Once in the presence of Mr. Trimmer’s son, then a

child, he took up a drawing and said, ‘ I shall put in some

sheep and cattle here.’ The quick child, with an innate love

of Art, replied, * Yes
; but you cannot put in sheep over grass in

water-colours;’ upon which Turner smiled at the child’s igno-

rance of the power he had over materials.

The sordid and unhappy-looking room in Queen Anne
Street was remarkable for a dusty and dirty buffet, bought at

some second-hand Jew broker’s. In this he kept the immemo-
rial sherry bottle with the broken cork that served him for a

decanter, and which no rallying of friends could induce him to

change. This was the identical bottle and buffet of which the

old story was current at the clubs. A friend who called upon
him was treated to a glass of sherry from the old bottle and the

old buffet—one glass. About the same time next year the

artist came again, had another glass, and praised the wine. * It

ought to be good,’ said Turner ;
1
it’s the same bottle you tasted

before.’

The 4 Bligh Shore,’ that hung in the gallery near the fire-

place, was a great favourite with him. It served as the blind to

a window that was the private entree of the painter’s favourite

cat, who one day, indignant at finding such an obstinate ob-

stacle in her way, left the autograph of her ‘ Ten Command-
ments ’ on the picture. Did the misanthrope lose his temper

and instantly flay her alive? No; all he did was to say to Mrs.

Danby, ‘ Oh, never mind.’ He would not have her punished.
‘ Nobody ever seemed to enter the house,’ says Mr. Rippin-

gille;
1 and, while all the houses round it from time to time

smartened themselves up, this alone remained unchanged.’ It

looked cold, dirty, and forsaken, like a bankrupt’s warehouse ;
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* nor was anything alive/ says the bitter writer, * ever seen in

it, pass when and as often as you would, but an old tabby cat

lying upon a bit of ragged green baize on a table at the area

window, and sometimes an old woman in a mob-cap, who looked

like a being of the last century, or the other world.’ Of course

this is a picture darkened by the spirit of the writer, who could

see nothing in Turner but a sordid, repulsive miser, and to

whose imagination, therefore, the house seemed to be the abode

of Despair.

Turner’s friends, on the other hand, describe the house as

neglected, but not sordid by any means.

Let me here introduce a vivid picture of the house in

general, communicated to me by Dr. Shaw (who was a maternal

relation of his), who went to claim relationship with the great

man; a mode of introduction that Turner regarded with pecu-

liar abhorrence. My informant was not one of the number;

but his other relations, no doubt, had ignored him in poverty,

and sought to ingratiate themselves with him in his prosperity.

Dr. Shaw says

—

‘ I once had an interview with the great artist, and once

only, with a view to claim the relationship. A time was duly

appointed for an interview. Accordingly I went to his residence

in Queen Anne Street, when I was ushered into a dark room,

where the mantelpiece was so covered with dust that I had

great difficulty in ascertaining whether it was wood or marble, in

the testing of which a large finger-mark remained as an evidence

of careless and bad management in house-keeping. The door

outside was as shabby as if it had formed part of a ruin
;
a

circular space surrounding the knocker showed the original

grain of the wood, all the paint having disappeared for many
years past. This circular space was a remarkable feature of

the door, being nearly white, and this vividly contrasted with

the dingy accumulated paint and dirt which was visible on

every other part of the door. The iron chain communicating

with the kitchen bell outside was as thoroughly rusted as if it

had lain twenty years in a desert, without shelter from the

oxidising influences of rain and dew. It could not have been

painted for twenty years at least, perhaps not for forty. As I had
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to wait some ten minutes at least before Mr. Turner made his

appearance, I had leisure to examine the room and its contents.

I have now forgotten the kind of furniture, but I well remember

the dark, dirty, murky-looking windows. They appeared to me
as though they had been cleaned but once, and that must have

been when they first came from the hands of the glazier. The
room appeared to be less under the influence of the beautiful

light of heaven than any other apartment I ever remember to

have seen. It was a comparative dungeon with two dark-

lanterns for windows. In the midst of various cogitations,

which necessarily occupied my mind while alone in this dirty

dungeon, on a sudden the great artist made his appearance. I

bowed, not too obsequiously nor too low, putting a question to

him immediately after the salutation as follows:—“May I ask

you if you are the Mr. Turner who visited at Shelford Manor,

in the county of Nottingham, in your youth ? ” “I am,” he

answered in a tone and manner full of dignity, evidently evincing

feelings of an untoward nature. He was clearly paving the way
for a magnificent outburst of passion ; the thunder-storm was

gathering. To appease him I became somewhat bland in

manner
;

I tried to throw oil upon the troubled waters. As-

suming a manner which perhaps might be denominated one of

a more winning kind, I said, “ May I take the liberty of asking

you whether your mother’s name was Marshall ? ” He replied

in a tone of voice, accompanied with the look of a fury, clearly

showing that the flash of lightning had appeared to warn me
that the storm was about to break. After this I began to feel

uneasy. I felt half inclined to say something monstrously un-

civil to him for his bearish manners. I waited, however, for

him to begin the attack, which soon followed. He drew him-

self suddenly into the most dignified attitude I ever beheld

even from a clever actor or an infuriated duke. His manner
was full of majesty, accompanied with a diabolical look. He
said, “ I consider, sir, that you have taken a most unwarrantable

liberty with me by the manner in which you have obtruded

yourself upon me.” I immediately apologised; to which he

replied (by one of the most dignified and elegant bows I ever

remember to have seen from duke, lord, dancing-master, or
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actor), “ I accept the apology.” After humbling myself, I then

felt that it was my turn, in justice to myself, to confront the

great artist in a very bold and independent manner, accom-

panied with resentment. “ I beg leave, sir, to state to you,”

I said (at the same time assuming all the dignity of manner at

my command), then marching to within a yard of him, and

eyeing him as the warrior would look at the man he was about

to bayonet, I addressed him as follows :
“ I am independent, sir,

both in spirit and in pocket, and be assured that my whole and

sole object in calling upon you was to connect myself with the

distinguished name of Turner.” The smile that he gave me at

this moment I can only compare to the rays of the sun suddenly

breaking through dark and stormy clouds. “ I hope, sir,” he

replied, “ whenever you come to town, that you will give me the

favour of a visit; I shall always be glad to see you.” He then

preceded me to the door, which he opened, politely bowing. I

frequently went to lounge away halfan hour in his gallery, without

ever obtruding myself upon him; I had also the privilege of

taking any other person. This was our first and last interview.’

Turner almost entirely rebuilt his house in Queen Anne
Street, and took great care to cut down the architect’s bill.

He himself designed the doorway
;
but neither doorway nor

building has any merit or originality. There are several designs

for houses in Turner’s sketch-books
;
and he planned a porch

in his friend Mr. Fawkes’s house at Farnley, in Yorkshire. Had
he attempted architecture, Turner would of course have followed

the classical school, the Gothic never having much real charm

for him.

Everything about the gallery in Queen Anne Street seemed

of a piece to those who went with a scornful determination to

find there the miser and the philanthropist. The drugget, once

red, was grey and threadbare. The screen was made of the

black strips of some refuse or ‘ remainder.’ The red cloth on

the walls, marked all over with tack holes, had been bought

by Turner as a bargain, after having been used at the Abbey for

the Queen’s coronation. Against the wall there were heaps of

dirty frames, and stacks of dusty pictures, with their faces turned

inward. As for the sofa, it seemed dangerous to your future
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peace to rest on it The drawing-room was peopled by filthy

tailless cats—pets, I suppose, of the old housekeeper. Its chief

furniture was a common oak-grained table, once, it is believed,

the property of Lawrence ;
a huge paint-box, sheafs of uncleaned

short brushes in a tin case, and a palette that also once belonged

to Sir Thomas.

Those who were familiar with Turner’s secretive and sus-

picious habits took care never to express any of their opinions

in a loud voice when left alone in the gallery. Not that he was

an intentional, but he certainly was often an accidental, eaves-

dropper
;
and he has been known to go the next day and

stormily accuse his acquaintance (sometimes, too, in error) of

judgments pronounced there.

The gallery latterly got most dilapidated
;
the oiled paper of

the skylight hung down in black, sooty, furred slips. The damp
here and there had free access ; and it is certain that, while many
of the pictures ripened and improved, others were cracked,

warped, chilled, and seriously injured. Both the ‘ Hero and

Leander’ and ‘The Building of Carthage’ suffered. Mr. E.

Goodall tells me that in one picture, particularly, a great white

button of paint that had stood for the sun had dropped off.

‘I think some one has picked it off intentionally,’ he could

not help saying. * I think somebody has,’ replied Turner, quite

unmoved.

The gallery had a fire in winter
;
but there were times when

it wanted supervision more than mere heat. And in this sordid

den were all the thirty thousand proofs of engravings rotting and

mouldering, uncared for by anyone but the cats, who hid behind

them.

From the ‘Times ’ of November 10, 1856, I quote a clever

description of that dreary Queen Anne Street hquse •

although not entirely free from exaggeration, yet is valuable
as embodying the public opinion of 1856 as to the gloomy and
misanthropic way in which Turner had lived towards the end of
his career. It runs thus *

‘ In that region of dull and decorous streets which radiates
to the north and west from Cavendish Square, Queen Anne
Street is one of the dullest and dingiest

; and of that dreary

y
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Queen Anne Street the dreariest house any thirty years before

1851 was No. 47. Judging from its weather-stained and soot-

grimed walls, its patched windows dark with dust and foul with

cobwebs, its wood-work unfreshened by paint, its chimneys

from which curled no smoke, its unsound threshold, it might

have been in Chancery, it might have been haunted, it might

have been the scene of a murder. Yet it was not uninhabited.

Not unfrequently a visitor might be seen to knock, and, after

long waiting, the door would be half-opened by a withered

and sluttish old woman, or, before 1830, by a little, shabby, lean

old man. Nay, repulsive as the house might be, and grim as

might be its guardians, carriages would sometimes be seen

drawn up before its door for hours, while their gay and elegant

freight found occupation inside. Could they be prying into the

laboratory of an adept, or consulting a wizard, or driving a hard

bargain with some sordid old hunks of a money-lender ? Truly,

neither deep alchemy, nor potent witchcraft, nor hard-fisted

meanness was wanting inside that dreary door. But it was the

alchemy that coins sunlight from pigments—the witchcraft that

evokes beauty out of the brain—the nearness that is capable of

life-long self-sacrifice to consummate an intention of noblest

patriotism.

‘In that desolate house—47 Queen Anne Street, West

—

from 1812 to 1851, lived Joseph Mallord William Turner, the

greatest landscape painter of the English school. Hanging

along a bare and chilly gallery on the first floor of that gloomy

house, stacked against the walls, rolled up in dark closets, flung

aside into damp cellars, the rain streaming down the canvasses

from the warped sashes and paper-patched frames of the ill-

fitting skylights, were collected some of the noblest landscapes

that were ever painted, while piles of drawings even more

masterly, and reams of sketches, the rudiments and first thoughts

of finished works, were piled away in portfolios, and presses,

and boxes, in every nook and corner of the dark and dusty

dwelling. Notes for hundreds, cheques for thousands, had been

offered again and again in that gallery to the painter of these

pictures. He was said to adore money, and yet he refused both

notes and cheques—scornfully often, sometimes regretfully and
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as if by an effort, but always persistingly. Dealers wondered

;

patrons were in despair ;
artists scoffed, or sneered, or doubted.

“ Turner was mad ; he meant to be buried with his

* Carthage ’ for a winding-sheet.”
*

The writer is correct. The house latterly was indeed dull and
dingy ; soot-stained and weather-stained; and its chimneys emit-

ted no smoke. The door was paintless ; and the area rails were

orange-red with rust. It might have been the house of Despair.

Death’s door could scarcely have been less inviting to knock at.

CHAPTER XXVI.

THE ORIGIN OF SEVERAL PICTURES.

Two of the best stories extant about the motives which led

Turner to paint particular pictures are the following, which were

kindly communicated to me by Mr. G. Jones, the painter’s

special crony and comrade. The first relates to * The Burial of

Wilkie/ that funereal picture in which every tone and tint is so

attuned to the subject that the whole seems as if it were painted

on crape. It dates the time back to when Wilkie, on his return

to England, died near Gibraltar, and was buried in the sacred

blue water close to Trafalgar
;
and it strikingly reveals the depth

of Turner’s feeling, and his desire, without regard to buying or

selling, to paint a monumental picture that might record his

esteem for Wilkie’s talent.

Shortly after Wilkie’s death and burial at sea a conversation

took place between Turner and his friend Jones.

‘ T. I suppose nobody will do anything to commemorate
Wilkie?

‘ y I shall pay a humble tribute by making a drawing

representing his funeral.

* T. How will you do it ?

‘ y On the deck of the vessel, as it has been described to

me by persons present, and at the time that Wilkie’s body was

lowered into the sea.

‘ T. Well, I will do it as it must have appeared off the coast.
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1 The picture by Turner and the drawing by Jones appeared

in the ensuing Exhibition ;
the former under the title of “ Peace

:

Burial at Sea.”

‘Turner painted the sails of the steamer as black as he

could make them, which occasioned a remonstrance from

Stanfield, who justly thought the colour and effect untrue
;
upon

which Turner said, “ I only wish I had any colour to make
them blacker.” It is very like him to have indicated mourning

by this means, probably retaining some confused notions of the

death of ^Egeus and the black sails of the returning Theseus.’

The second story relates to that swarthily crimson picture

‘ The Fiery Furnace
;

’ and the dialogue between the same

persons is worthy of notice, as proving Turner’s willingness to

be on the most social terms with his brethren.

‘ Turner asked his friend what he intended to paint for the

ensuing Exhibition of 1832.

‘ y. The fiery furnace, with Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-

nego.

‘ T. A good subject ; I’ll do it also
;
what size will you do

it?

i y Kit-cat.

‘ T. I’ll paint it Kit-cat size too. Will you have an upright

or a long picture ?

‘ y Upright.

‘ T. I’ll paint it upright. What will you paint it on?
4 y On panel.

‘ T. I’ll paint it on panel. Have you ordered a panel ?

i y No.
‘ T. Then order two, and tell the maker to send one of

them to me
;
but remember that, if I come into your room

while you are painting that subject, you hide it instantly.

‘ The pictures were painted and exhibited in 1832. The
members of the Academy were surprised to find that they had

been executed with the most perfect sympathy.’

These narratives show that Turner was too great a man,

and too original, to be afraid of, sometimes from idleness or

caprice, borrowing from a friend. The humorous suddenness

with which he seized, in the one instance, the notion of painting
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a picture in remembrance of Wilkie, and, in the other, the

quickness with which he made up his mind to imitate his old

crony, are eminently characteristic of him. So is the obstinacy

with which he resisted Stanfield’s advice to make the sails of

the funeral vessel lighter. He knew what he wanted
;
who

should know better? He had the idea of grief to express
;
and

the expression of that idea was more important to him than the

trivial technicalities of Art.

The picture in the Ellesmere Gallery was painted for the

Marquis of Stafford as a rival to a Vandervelde. The same

evening he received the order he went home, stretched a canvas,

and had it all in dead colour before he left it. He worked with

the greatest rapidity, commencing at four o’clock in the morning.
‘ I never saw him idle,’ was his old housekeeper’s declaration to

Mr. Trimmer.

Burnet, the celebrated engraver of Wilkie’s ‘ Blind Fiddler/

supplies the following instance of the strength of Turner’s

memory of natural effects:

—

As he was once driving down with Mr. Woodburn to the

latter gentleman’s house at Hendon, a beautiful sunset burst

forth in all its gorgeous but transitory pageantry. Turner asked

if the carriage might be stopped, and remained some time in

intense and silent contemplation of the sky. Some weeks after-

wards Mr. Woodburn called at the Queen Anne Street Gallery,

and saw the identical sky fixed on canvas. He instantly begged

to have a landscape added to it. Turner refused the commis-

sion; he would not part with it. Wilkie used to call these

studies his ( stock in trade.’

He entered one day the shop of Cobalt, the picture cleaner,

when he had a fine Cuyp under his treatment. There was one

comer where the golden brown, the sherry colour, was so trans-

parent and luminous that you seemed to see deep down into it.

Turner exclaimed, ‘I would give a thousand pounds to have

painted that !’ This transparency, it is thought, can be obtained

only on panel.
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CHAPTER XXVII.

TURNER ON VARNISHING-DAYS.

My kind friend Mr. Wilkie Collins sends me an item of his

boyish recollections of Turner.

Mr. Collins used to attend his father with his paint box, and

make himself generally useful. On one of these occasions he

remembers seeing Turner (not the more perfect in his balance

for the brown sherry at the Academy lunch), seated on the top

of a flight of steps, astride a box. There he sat a shabby Bac-

chus, nodding like a mandarin at his picture, which he, with a

pendulum motion, now touched with his brush, and now receded

from. Yet in spite of sherry, precarious seat, and old age, he

went on shaping in some wonderful dream of colour; every

touch meaning something, every pin’s head of colour being a

note in the chromatic scale.

That admirable, frank, and simple writer on Art the late

Mr. Leslie also sketches Turner on these pleasant days. He
says

—

‘ Turner was very amusing on the varnishing, or rather the

painting, days at the Academy. Singular as were his habits

—

for nobody knew where or how he lived—his nature was social,

and at our lunch on those anniversaries he was the life of the

table. The Academy has relinquished, very justly, a privilege

for its own members which it could not extend to all exhibitors.

But I believe, had the varnishing-days been abolished while

Turner lived, it would almost have broken his heart. When
such a measure was hinted to him, he said, “ Then you will do

away with the only social meetings we have, the only occasion

on which we all come together in an easy, unrestrained man-

ner. When we have no varnishing-days, we shall not know one

another.”
*

In 1822, when Constable exhibited his ‘Opening ofWaterloo

Bridge,’ it was placed in the School of Painting, one of the

small rooms at Somerset House. A sea piece by Turner was

next to it—a grey picture, beautiful and true, but with no posi-
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tive colour in any part of it. Constable's picture seemed as if

painted with liquid gold and silver, and Turner came several

times into the room while he was heightening with vermilion

and lake the decorations and flags of the city barges. Turner

stood behind him, looking from the 4 Waterloo 1

to his own pic-

ture; and, putting a round daub of red lead, somewhat bigger

than a shilling, on his grey sea, went away without a word. The
intensity of the red lead, made more vivid by the coolness of

his picture, caused even the vermilion and lake of Constable to

look weak. On Leslie entering the room just as Turner had

left it,
4 He has been here/ said Constable, 4 and fired off a gun.'

On the opposite wall was a rather warm picture, by Jones, of

‘Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego in the Furnace.’ 4A coal/

said Cooper, ‘has bounced across the room from Jones’s pic-

ture, and set fire to Turner’s sea.’ Turner did not come again

into the room for a day and a half; and then, in the last

moments that were allowed for painting, he glazed the scarlet

seal he had put on his picture, and shaped it into a buoy.

This is a matchless story. The fact was that Turner did

not much like Constable, and was not going to let himself be

checkmated. And what a vast reach of knowledge it involved

—this sudden alteration of the whole plan of his picture, and

yet not spoiling it. Constable, in secret, was most severe on

Turner’s pictures; and Leslie, his worshipper, acquired some-

what of the same prejudice: but his strong good sense soon

mastered it. Once Constable was pacing impatiently before a

picture, the effect of which somehow or other did not please

him. It was true to rules, but still there was something want-

ing (perhaps a mere red cap, a blue apron, or a tree stem); yet

what it was he could not for the life of him tell. It was a line

either too much or too little in the composition; evidently it

was a speck of colour either redundant or deficient. At that

moment Turner entered.

‘ I say, Turner/ cried Constable, 4 there is something wrong

in this picture, and I cannot for the life ofme tell what it is. You
give it a look.’ Turner looked at the picture steadily for a few

moments, then seized a brush, and struck in a ripple of water in

the foreground. That was the secret; the picture was now
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perfect; the spell was completed. The fresh, untired eye of the

great magician had detected the want at a glance.

CHAPTER XXVIII.

TURNER AS A CORRESPONDENT.

Turner was notoriously a barred-up man, one who would come
to the threshold of his mind and talk to you perhaps, but would

by no means throw open the door and usher you as a welcome

guest into the palace; yet he was cheerful and social among
friends, loving them and beloved by them in turn. I introduce

here a batch of letters, trifling enough, but valuable by reason

of the scarcity of his letters. They convey a very fair notion of

his epistolary manner in 1844. The first is addressed to Mrs.

Carrick Moore, 38 Brooke Street, Grosvenor Square:

—

*47 Queen Ann Street : Thursday, 18th inst.

‘Dear Madam,—Mr. Jenkins will take the benefit of the

Act himself, and will (without asking counsel’s opinion thereon)

appear before the court of Brook Street on Wednesday, the

24th instant, quarter before seven o’clock, and abide by the

same.

* I have the honour to be for Mr. Jenkins’s case.

‘J. M. W. Turner.*

* Dear Madam,—It is very, very, very unlucky for me that

although dear Miss Rogers had induced me to hope for your

kind invitation, it should be thwarted in any manner, and par-

ticularly by me, against my own inclination; but I have received

a summons to attend the Council of the Royal Academy at

half-past eight on Saturday evening, to consider on a case which

friend Jones will tell you more about if you feel inclined to know
why I am constrained to defer (I hope only in the present case)

your kind and friendly feelings towards me.
‘ I have the honour to be, dear Madam,

‘Yours most truly obliged,

‘
J. M. W. Turner.

‘To Mrs. Carrick Moore, i Saville Row.’
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4

J. M. W. Turner presents his compliments to Miss Moore,

and requests her to make his thanks to Mrs. Moore for the very

kind offer of forgiveness to him, which he will avail himself of

with very great pleasure on Sunday next, at a quarter past six

o’clock.

‘February 3, 1840: 47 Queen Ann Street

‘To Miss H. Moore/

‘Wednesday, 20th, 1841.

‘Dear Miss Moore,—I am very sorry to be engaged on

the 29th, Friday, and therefore excluded from the happiness of

being in Brook Street on that day.

‘Very many thanks for the name of the church, 1 Redentori.

‘ Yours truly,

‘ J. M. W. Turner/

*47 Queen Ann Street : December 9, 1841.

‘ Dear Madam,—I am truly sorry in being engaged Tues-

day and Wednesday next (out of town), particularly sorry on
present occasion of your kind invitations.

‘ Most sincerely,

‘J. M. W. Turner.

‘ P.S.—Very low, indeed, for our loss in dear Chantrey.

‘Mrs. Carrick Moore, Albemarle Street/

‘47 Queen Ann Street: June 16, 1847.

* My dear Miss Moore,—Very glad to hear Mr. Moore is

quite well again, and hope Mrs. Moore will now be better,

being relieved from the anxiety attendant on the illness of Mr.

Moore.
* Many thanks for the news of the whereabouts of the Jones’s,

and his piece of your letter sent me enclosed ! ! ! How we all

grumble in search of happiness or benefits for others, yet find

home at home.

‘Yours truly,

* J. M. W. Turner/

1 ‘He asked me to find the name of the church in Venice which

contained three pictures by G. Bellini/—M.
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‘ J. M. W. Turner begs to present his respects to Miss

Moore, and begs to say he is sorry an engagement for Christ-

mas Day will prevent him offering his apology and contrition

for his misdeeds and errors, regretted the more by him because

he cannot but defer expressing his disappointment in person. *

‘ Respects.

‘To Miss H. Moore.
1

‘Saturday, January 9, 1847.

1 Dear Miss Moore,—Charming weather for the Arts
;
they

must be fine this weather of uniformity.

‘ Sorry to be likewise engaged on Sunday next, the 10th;

best regards to Mr. and Mrs. Moore, yourself, and all the

family.
1 Yours truly,

‘J. M. W. Turner.

‘Miss Moore, ii Grafton Street, Bond Street.’

‘Tuesday night.

1 Dear Miss Moore,—Jones must have pulled a feather from

the wing of Time; so, with your permission, and Mr. and Mrs.

Moore’s, I will be selfish, and try to borrow it on Saturday; but

if I should be beyond a quarter past six pray ask him for the

loan (for me), fearing others are like.

‘Yours truly,

‘J. M. W. Turner.

‘Miss Moore, 38 Brook Street, Grosvenor Square.’

In a playful strain runs the next :—

*

‘ Mr. Avalanche Jenkinson presents his thanks to Mrs.

Moore for the kind invitation to Wonhams, which by some

mischance he did not find till this morning, because “ ’twas not

in sight,” and he feels his mishap the greater because the

chance becomes the lesser, for the Exhibition closes to-day, the

anniversary dinner on Monday, and the Spanish Fleet ( alias

pictures) will be removed from their present moorings to be

scattered east, west, north, and south, like the Armada.
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•Therefore Mr. Jenkinson fears he may be driven before

the wind with his passport before the end of next week, but he

begs to offer his sincere thanks, though with slender hope of

being able to have the pleasure of being at Wonhams until his

return from Switzerland. Mr. Jenkinson, with great respect,

becoming to all enquiring friends,

4 Most sincerely,
4

J. M. W. Turner/

The explanation of the unusual designation is that Mrs.

Carrick Moore used to call him Mr. Jenkinson, as being a

common, insignificant name.

These letters, with their pithy brevity and cheerful jokes, are

very characteristic of the man. How drolly he rejoices in the

nickname of ‘ Mr. Avalanche Jenkinson/ and throws in here

and there a clever thought or kind remembrance. 4 The loss of

dear Chantrey’ shows how deeply his heart felt the loss of

friends. Chantrey the 4 gay ’ and the 4 good/ as he calls him in

the next letter addressed to his friend Jones, he seems especially

to have loved.

I here interpolate a letter dated as far back as 1830 (for

these communications are too few to be worth arranging

chronologically), written to his friend Jones when at Rome; in

which he adverts with much feeling to the death of Lawrence

and Dawe, and of his father, and to the contingency of his

own ; and in which he is quietly sarcastic on the heartless

custom of great people sending their empty carriages to public

funerals, and hints at Academy intrigues. The conjunction of
4 yellow ’ with Italy refers to the mustard tone of his later Italian

pictures, which Chantrey seems good-naturedly to have joked

him about :

—

‘London : February 1830.

4 Dear Jones,—I delayed answering yours until the chance

of this finding you in Rome, to give you some account of the

dismal prospect of Academic affairs, and of the last sad cere-

monies paid yesterday to departed talent gone to that bourne

from whence no traveller returns. Alas ! only two short months
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Sir Thomas followed the coffin of Dawe to the same place.

We then were his pall-bearers. Who will do the like for me,

or when, God only knows how soon. My poor father’s death

proved a heavy blow upon me, and has been followed by others

of the same dark kind. However, it is something to feel that

gifted talent can be acknowledged by the many who yesterday

waded up to their knees in snow and muck to see the funeral

pomp swelled up by carriages of the great, without the persons

themselves. Entre nous
,
much could be written on this subject;

much has been in the papers daily of anecdotes, sayings, and

doings, contradictory and complex, and nothing certain, except-

ing that a great mass of property in the unfinished pictures will

cover more than demands. The portraits of the potentates are

to be exhibited, which will of course produce a large sum.

The drawings of the old masters are to be offered to his

Majesty in mass, then to the British Museum. Thomas
Campbell is to write Sir Thomas’s life at the request of the

family, and a portrait of himself, painted lately and engraved,

for which great biddings have been already made. I wish I

had you by the button-hole, notwithstanding all your grumbling

about Italy and yellow. I could then tell more freely what has

occurred since your departure of combinations and concatena-

tions somewhat of the old kind, only more highly coloured, and

to my jaundiced eye not a whit more pure. . . . Chantrey is as

gay and as good as ever, ready to serve : he requests, for my
benefit, that you bottle up all the yellows which may be found

straying out of the right way; but what you may have told him

about the old masters which you did not tell me, I can’t tell,

but we expected to hear a great deal from each other, but the

stormy brush of Tintoretto was only to make “ the Notte ” more

visible. May you be better in health and spirits.

1 Adieu, adieu ;
faithfully yours,

‘J. M. W. Turner.'

Turner’s letters to Mr. Ruskin I have not incorporated.

They are very brief, being chiefly friendly answers to invita-

tions. In one of them he alludes bewailingly to the November

fog that stops his painting.
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He was fond of Calcott’s style of painting, his cool, sober

manner; and Mr. Munro has a picture by him of a Dutch, town

closely after the manner of that artist. A letter from Turner to

him is extant in which, in place of his full name, a wild duck (a

mallard) is subscribed. Turner was fond of these little good-

natured bits of fun, for his spirits were high, deep as were

occasionally his fits of melancholy.

The following letters also claim a place here :

—

* Dear Sir,—Herewith I submit for your inspection and

observations my remarks on your picture of “ Pope’s Villa

and, if you wish to make any alterations to the same, I will

readily comply with your suggestions. I must beg the favour

of you to return this sheet by the first post, as I must print

the account immediatefy. I am sorry I could not submit it to

you previous to your leaving town. Pray inform me if you can

make it convenient to oblige me with two or three drawings of

Lindisfarne
;
they shall be engraved in the very best manner.

4 Yours truly,

4

J. Britton.

‘November 1 6, 1811 : Tavistock Place.*

4
Sir,—I rather lament that the remark which you read to

me when I called in Tavistock Place is suppressed, for it es-

poused the part of Elevated Landscape against the aspersio

.... of map mak .... criticism
; but no doubt you are

better acquainted with the nature of p . . . . tion, and mine is

a mistaken zefil. As to remark, you will find a . . . alteration

or colour in pencil. Two groups of sheep. Two fishermen

occur too close ; baskets to entrap eels is not technical, being

called eel pots
;
and making the willow tree the identical Pope’s

willow {sic) is rather strained. (?) Cannot you do it by allusion,

and with deference. (?) Mellifluous lyre—seems to deny energy

of thought—and let me ask one question. (?) Why say the

Poet and Skophite are not often united ? for if they are not,

they .... ought to be : therefore the solitary instance given

of Dodsley acts as a <^;zsure. The fourth and fifth line requires,

perhaps, a note as to the state of the grotto, that gratfull pos-
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terity from age to age may repair what remains. It . J I . will

in .... I would ask a little more to be added
; but, as it is,

use your own discretion (?), and therefore will conclude cavaling

any further with Dodsley’s lines.

* Your most truly obed.

* J. M. W. Turner.

* P.S.—Respecting Lindisfame, we will have some conver-

sation when I return ; and you may see the sketches which will

best suit, and I must .... know what size, &c., you wish,

before I can positively accept of your proposal, as one more I

think .... bring into “ Liber Studiorum.” I had not time

to return this by post yesterday, but hope that no delay has

been experienced in the printing/

The next two are addressed to Sir Thomas Lawrence :

—

‘July i, 1825: Queen Ann Street.

* Dear Sir Thomas,—I have just now received a letter from

the Lord Chamberlain’s office, stating that the amount for my
picture will be paid upon demand. I therefore feel the neces-

sity of again asking you if you do authorise me in demanding

the 600 guineas you mentioned ; or, if in your warmth for the

service of the Arts, you did exceed (in your wishes) the terms

proposed ? Do, pray, have the goodness to tell me.

‘In regard to the fees, I beg to renew my objections; but

do believe me to be,

‘ With true regard, yours most faithfully,

* J. M. W. Turner/

‘ Thursday morning.

C

J. M. W. Turner presents his respects to Sir Thomas
Lawrence, and he feels sorry his engagements will prevent him

the pleasure of waiting upon Sir Thomas to-morrow morning

;

he called in Russell Square to request he might be excused

giving any opinion of the picture, in consequence of his having

positively declined so doing to Mr. Wright, a particular friend

of Sir W. Pilkington, on the part of Mr. Gray/
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CHAPTER XXIX.

TURNER’S VENETIAN PICTURES.

It was from the great middle class, and not from the aristocracy

of England, that Turner obtained patronage; and to that class,

from which Shakespeare and our foremost men have sprung,

English Art owes its present flourishing condition. It was only

after the Reform Bill had passed both Houses that the national

pictures were treated as national property, and rendered acces-

sible to the people. Gradually, as the popular element began

to leaven Parliament, and new intellect to quicken it, committees

on Art subjects began to sit, and Art was considered as a

national question
; not as the luxury of the few, but as the

birthright of the many. Then good modern pictures rapidly

began to assert their claims over third-rate, doubtful, black old

masters, and modern Art emerged from the deluge, thanks, not

to the nobles of England, but to the great merchants of the

North. From them Turner obtained his most generous com-

missions
;

for taste that had grown paralysed in drowsy country

seats began now to bloom afresh amid factory smoke and the

roar and buzz of wheels, amid cotton fluff, and in the vaporous

Manchester engine rooms.

Mr. Henry M‘Connel was, I believe, one of the first gen-

tlemen to give him commissions for his later Venetian pictures.

He was one of the earliest in the Northern district who had

the originality of taste to admire and purchase Turner’s works ;

and his collection became one of the best in the whole region.

He generally gave commissions to artists direct In this way

he obtained that admirable picture, so full of pathos and inte-

rest, Landseer’s 4 There’s Life in the Old Dog yet;’ representing

a Highland deer-hound that had fallen into a chasm in the

ardour of his pursuit. He had also in his gallery Sir Charles

Eastlake’s ‘ Slave Market/ and Wilkie’s ‘ Sancho Panza and his

Mother at the Fountain/ not the happiest effort of that excellent

artist
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Of one of Turner’s small pictures of Venice, now in the

Vernon Gallery, a pleasant story is told, which shows his good-

nature and his love of practical joking. The picture in ques-

tion, one of those so full of vivid reflections (not always quite

true to fact), was hung next a view of Ghent by his old friend

George Jones, R.A. On the varnishing-day at the Academy
Turner, who delighted in these opportunities of working

and chatting amongst comrades, said to his friend, ‘Why,

Joney, how blue your sky is ! But I’ll outblue you.’ And
immediately scrambling upon a box, chuckling audibly, he

deepened the sky of his Venice with a scumble of ultramarine.

‘I’ve done you now, Georgey,’ he exclaimed, as he passed on

to another picture. In his absence Jones, jocularly determined

to baffle him, instantly set to work and painted the sky of

Ghent a blank white, which, acting as a foil, made Turner’s

Venetian sky look preposterously blue. Turner laughed hear-

tily, when he returned to his picture the next day, to find

himself again checkmated. ‘Well, Joney,’ was the admission,

‘ you have done me now
;
but it must go ;

’ and he went to

work briskly and merrily at the water, ships, and fairy-like

buildings, but altering the sky no more.

For this dream of Venice Mr. Vernon gave him two hundred

guineas
;
and this price the painter evidently thought extrava-

gant, for he was heard to say, ‘ If they will have scraps they

must pay for them;’ by which oracular utterance he meant, I

presume, that the picture was only a fragment of an harmonious

whole—a merry, fanciful sketch; and it is certain that he

despised such studies in comparison with his earlier and more

solid, though less poetical works.

In Leslie’s Autobiography we have the following account

of the first picture by Turner that went to America. He says

—

‘ It fell to my lot to select the first of his pictures that

went to America. Mr. James Lennox, of New York, who
knew his pictures only from engravings, wished very much to

possess one, and wrote to me to that effect. I replied that

his rooms were full of unsold works, and I had no doubt he

would part with one. Mr. Lennox expressed his willingness

to give 500/., and left the choice to me. I called on Turner,
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and asked if he would let a picture go to America. “No;
they won’t come up to the scratch! ” I knew what he meant;

for another American had offered him a low price for the “Te-

meraire.” I told him a friend of mine would give 500/. for

anything he would part with. His countenance brightened,

and he said at once, “He may have that, or that, or that,”

pointing to three not small pictures. I chose a “ Sunset View
of Staffa,” which I had admired more than most of his pictures

from the time when it was first exhibited. It was in an old

frame, but Turner would have a very handsome new one made
for it. When it reached New York, Mr. Lennox was out of

town, and we were in suspense some time about its reception.

About a fortnight after its arrival he returned to New York,

but only for an hour
;
and wrote to me, after a hasty first

glance, to express his great disappointment. He said he could

almost fancy the picture had sustained some damage on the

voyage, it appeared to him so indistinct throughout. Still he

did not doubt its being very fine, and he hoped to see its

merits on further acquaintance; but, for the present, he could

not write to Mr. Turner, as he could only state his present

impression.

‘ Unfortunately, I met Turner at the Academy a night or

two after I received this letter ; and he asked me if I had

heard from Mr. Lennox. I was obliged to say “Yes.” “ Well,

and how does he like the picture ?
” “ He thinks it indistinct.”

“ You should tell him,” he replied, “ that indistinctness is my
forte.”

1 In the meantime I had answered Mr. Lennox’s letter,

pointing out, as well as I could, the merits of the picture

;

and concluded by saying, “ If, on a second view, it gains your

estimation, it will assuredly gain more and more every time you

look at it” Mr. Lennox, in reply, said, “You have exactly

described what has taken place. I now admire the picture

greatly, and I have brought one or two of my friends to see it

as I do
;
but it will never be a favourite with the multitude.

I can now write to Mr. Turner, and tell him conscientiously

how much I am delighted with it.”

* Mr. Lennox soon afterwards came to London, and bought

z
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another picture of Turner’s at a sale, and, 1 think, another of

himself, and would have bought the “Temeraire,” but Turner

had then determined not to sell it.

‘ It was reported that Turner had declared his intention of

being buried in his “ Carthage,” the picture now in the Na-

tional Gallery. I was told that he said to Chantrey, “ I have

appointed you one of my executors. Will you promise to see

me rolled up in it?” “Yes,” said Chantrey, “and I promise

you also that, as soon as you are buried, I will see you taken

up and unrolled.” This was very like Chantrey
;
and the story

was so generally believed that, when Turner died, and Dean
Milman heard he was to be buried in St. Paul’s, he said, “ I

will not read the service over him if he is wrapped up in that

picture.” I have said that Turner often expressed himself

happily. I remember that, when it was proposed that the new
Houses of Parliament should be decorated with pictures, he

exclaimed, “ Painting can never show her nose in company with

architecture without being snubbed.” *

Some of Turner’s enemies accuse him (very unjustly, as I

hold) of latterly taking advantage of his name, and selling at

large prices experiments that had cost him neither labour nor

thought. I can see neither fraud nor injustice in Turner selling

his later pictures. They were bought voluntarily by men with

their eyes open. If they were slight, they were wonderful

;

they were what no one else could do; they were gorgeous

ideals of colour and effect ; they were efforts to carry Art

beyond its hitherto known limits. Turner did not know that

they were unworthy of him
;
his sight and brain were failing

:

but there was still the lifetime of a great man in each of them
;

they were what only such a man at the end of life could do

:

and after all, as even his enemies avow, the worst of them were

of great interest; wonderful proofs of power, failing only because

trying for impossibilities. They had a value as riddles, ex-

periments, and prophecies.

‘Turner’s late peculiarities,’ says Mr. Jones, ‘in painting

arose from the neglect of his earlier works by the public. If he

had been encouraged at the time he painted the “ Carthage,”

the “Tenth Plague,” and the “Garden of the Hesp ‘rides,” he
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would not have become eccentric in his art; his preference

for the style of picture last named is proved by his leaving

the pictures of the “ Rise of Carthage ” and the “ Dutch Coast ”

to the National Gallery, on the condition of their being hung

between the “ Seaport " and the “ Mill ” by Claude Lorraine.

His latter style, though possibly extravagant, was only an excess

in representing the developments of Nature. He exaggerated all

he saw, but the foundation was truth. The vivid and warm
colouring ofNature he painted with the deepest reds and yellows

;

the greys he attempted to imitate with blues of too strong a

tint
;
yet the whole was true in principle, both in general and in

particular. Warm colour was never admitted where reason and

experience denied its presence, and the same with cold colours;

and, although such a gorgeous display of colour may not often

be seen in Nature, yet it may be seen partially and in grada-

tion/

CHAPTER XXX.

THE BUSINESS MAN.

Turner, who began life by painting sailors with pigtails in

Dover Harbour, lived to see railways in full operation and to

profit by them, having sold a small meadow of his at Twicken-
ham for a very large sum to the South-Western Railway Com-
pany. The narrative of the negotiation, as related to me by
Mr. Williams, who managed the matter for him, exhibits him
to us in a new light. The sale happened after this wise :

—

‘In the autumn of 1848 the late Joseph Mallord William

Turner, Esq., R.A., who was one of the copyholders of the

Duke of Northumberland’s manor of Isleworth Syon, in

Middlesex, called on Thomas Williams, Esq., of Northumber-
land House, the steward of the manor

;
and after stating that

he had received a notice from the South-Western Railway

Company that they required, under the authority of Parliament,

for their proposed line of railway from Richmond to Windsor,

a few square yards of a small piece of copyhold meadow land

in the parish of Twickenham and lying detached from his resi-
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dencc there, he asked Mr. Williams what he had better do in

the matter, when the following conversation took place :

—

‘ Mr. Williams.—As, no doubt, Mr. Turner, you have a

solicitor, you should consult him, for there must be a nego-

tiation to enter into with the Railway Company as to the price

and costs of conveyance.

‘ Mr. Turner.—I have no solicitor, Mr. Williams; and, as I

understand that the matter must come before you as steward

of the manor, I request you to undertake the business for me;

for, if I employ a solicitor, I shall incur double costs.

‘ Mr. Williams.—As you have no solicitor, I will act for

you with pleasure
; and, as the land is so small in quantity

and detached from your residence, I think the railway com-
pany should take the whole. If I am able to induce them to

do so, what do you expect to get for it ? Remember, it is only

little more than half an acre.

‘ Mr. Turner.—As I shall be compelled to let them have the

few yards they require, I shall be glad to sell the whole ;
and I

think I ought to get 300/. for it.

‘ Mr. Williams had the land, which had frontages to two

roads, surveyed and valued as building-ground; and, after

much discussion and many interviews with the surveyors, the

price agreed upon for the whole of the half-acre of land was

550/. When Mr. Turner was told this by Mr. Williams, his

eyes sparkled with delight, and he said, “A good price, indeed;

more than I hoped for. Thankyou very much. But I suppose I shall

have some heavy costs and fees to pay out of it ? ” Mr. Williams

told him he thought he ought to give the surveyor he had em-

ployed a cheque for twenty guineas, for he had obtained a large

price for him ;
but he had stipulated that all the other costs for

abstract of title, conveyance, and fees should be paid by the

Railway Company. Mr. Turner readily gave Mr. Williams a

cheque for the surveyor ; and, when the conveyance was ready

for his signature, Mr. Williams accompanied Mr. Turner to the

office of the solicitors of the Company (Messrs. Dalrymple and

Drake, in Old Palace Yard), on December 28, 1848, when he

executed the deed, and received a cheque for the purchase

money, 550/.
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‘On getting into the street Mr. Turner observed, “ Oh dear!

This cheque is on Currie’s, in Cornhill, and I must go there for

the cash.” Mr. Williams saved him that trouble by taking him

to his bankers, Messrs. Drummond, Charing Cross, where he

got the cheque cashed, and handed to him the bank-notes. Mr.

Turner then shook Mr. Williams by the hand, thanked him
again for his great success on his behalf, and took his way
home. Mr. Williams saw Mr. Turner several times afterwards,

but this transaction with the Railway Company was never

alluded to.

‘A few weeks afterwards Mr. Drake, the solicitor of the

Railway Company, whom Mr. Turner saw when he executed

the conveyance, requested Mr. Williams to ask Mr. Turner’s

permission to shew him a picture he had purchased as a Turner.

When Mr. Williams mentioned this request to Mr. Turner, he

replied, “No, Mr. Williams; certainly not. If Mr. Drake has

purchased a Turner, he ought to know it as a Turner. I was

once silly enough to look at a picture that I was told had been

painted by me, and I found myself soon after stuck up in a

witness box, giving evidence about it. I then said, I’ll never be

so silly again.”
*

The narrative, which is admirable for its business-like clear-

ness, does not, it will be seen, fail to record how Turner’s

eyes sparkled when he heard of the large price that had been

obtained for him; but, sordid as many represented him to be,

we do not find him hesitating for a moment to pay the surveyor

the handsome sum of twenty guineas, at Mr. Williams’s sugges-

tion. Whether he ought also to have given Mr. Williams more

than mere barren thanks, depends entirely on the relative posi-

tion of the two men. No doubt it gave him great pain so soon

afterwards to have to refuse Mr. Williams a favour; but Turner

was not theman to break through a principle on any mere impulse

of courtesy.

The following letter of 1822 doubtless refers to a negotia-

tion with Hurst and Robinson, upon which a celebrated anec-

dote is based. It is an answer to a proposition to engrave

four of his pictures, which might be executed in rivalry of

Wilson and Woollett’s greatest efforts; and it reveals his ambi-
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tion to excel Wilson, his early model. It will be noted how
severe, business-like, and guarded he is in his arrangements (he

had had many rude lessons, I have no doubt), and how he cau-

tiously excepts the ‘Carthage’ picture from the list:—

•J. Robinson, Esq.,

‘ 90 Cheapside,

‘ Comer of Ironmonger Lane.

‘June 28, 1822, Friday morning.

‘ My dear Sir,—In the conversation of yesterday respect-

ing prints, you said that if I would have engraved a plate worthy

of any of my pictures, that you would take 500 impressions,

provided none were sold to any other person for two years. If

you really meant the said offer for me to think of, it appears to

me that my scheme, which I mentioned to you in confidence,

would hold—viz. four subjects to bear up with, the “ Niobe,”

“ Ceyx,” “Cyledon,” and “Phaeton” (in engraving as speci-

mens of the power of the British school). Whether we can in

the present day contend with such powerful antagonists as

Wilson and Woollett would be at least tried by size, security

against risk, and some remuneration for the time of painting.

The pictures of ultimate sale I shall be content with; to succeed

would perhaps form another epoch in the English school ; and,

if we fall, we fall by contending with giant strength.

‘If the “Hannibal,” or the “Morning of the Chase,” be

taken, the first plate would stand thus:

—

1. Plate, in two years.

2. Picture to be painted, three years.

3. Ditto and two years longer, fourth.

4. Ditto and ditto—five years the four plates.

Or if all the pictures are painted, if thought more desirable, then

take the pictures now done, “Carthage” picture excepted; one

year more must be added, making six years, which allows one

year for painting each picture, and two to engrave it, and put

into the hands of different engravers immediately. Mr. Pye to

engrave one or more if your arrangement with him would not

be interrupted thereby, or the general arrangements of time
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broken in upon, for six years added to forty-five is not a

trifle.

‘ Yours most truly,

‘ J. M. W. Turner.

4 P.S.—This is private \ if not to be thought of, burn it im-

mediately, and only mention on July i the receipt of the said

note/

Hurst and Robinson were the successors of the famous

Alderman Boydell, the originator of the Shakespeare Gallery.

Desirous of imitating their predecessor in the publication of

works of importance, and making great ventures for large profit

and wide fame, they waited on Turner to buy his two celebrated

pictures of the ‘ Rise * and the 1 Fall of Carthage/ His price

was soon ascertained. 4 One thousand guineas each
; not a

farthing less/ Mr. Robinson, parrying the thrust with the ordi-

nary tradesman’s skill of fence, without any notion of the

demand being a serious one, blandly suggested, 4 Say eight

hundred guineas each, Mr. Turner/

The painter turned round upon him like a hurt lion; his

clear grey eyes flashed with fury; and his stature acquired in-

crease from the indignation of his soul. Was he going to have

his masterpieces, that surpassed Claude, higgled for by a print-

seller ?
4 No,’ he cried; 4

I’d rather keep them for my winding-

sheet;’ and he meant it, too; for the bitter heats and chills of

life had tempered that soul of his into stuff harder than steel.

But, say his malignant detractors what they may, could a man
who was a mere sordid miser have found it in his heart to spurn

a cheque for i,6oo guineas ?

According to Mr. Alaric Watts, the larger plates from his

works, albeit of unrivalled beauty as works of Art, were pro-

ductive of small profit to their publishers. Indeed, the series

of 4 Views in England and Wales,’ issued in conjunction with

Mr. Charles Heath, yielded 4
so Flemish a balance of profit

’

as to compel its discontinuance at the twenty-fourth part in

1838, when it became necessary to sell off the stock and copper

plates in order to adjust the accounts. The whole property

accordingly was submitted to Mr. Bohn for 3,000/.; but, his
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offer being 200/. below that sum, it was entrusted to Messrs.

Southgate for sale by auction. On the day appointed for

the sale, to the vexation of many who had come prepared

to purchase portions of it, Turner stepped in and bought

it privately, at the reserved price of 3,000/. ;
immediately

after which he walked up to the well-known bibliopole and

said, ‘ So, sir, you were going to buy my “ England and

Wales,” to sell cheap, I suppose—make umbrella prints of

them, eh? But I have taken care of that. No more of my
plates shall be worn to shadows.’ Upon Mr. Bohn representing

that his object was the printed stock—which was very large

—

rather than the copper plates, ‘ Oh ! very well,’ was the reply.

‘ 1 don’t want the stock; I only want to keep the coppers out

of your clutches. So, if you like to buy the stock, come and

breakfast with me to-morrow, and we will see if we can deal.’

When Mr. Bohn presented himself at nine o’clock the next

morning, the artist, giving no thought to the breakfast to which

he had invited, unceremoniously enquired, ‘Well, sir, what

have you to say
? ’ ‘I have come to treat with you for the

stock of your “ England and Wales,” ’ was the answer. ‘Well,

what will you give ? ’ was the sternly definite demand. It was

then explained that in the course of the previous negotiation

the coppers and copyright had been valued at 500/.; so that

2,500/., the balance remaining after deduction of that sum,

would be the amount to be handed over to the painter.

‘Pooh!’ was the contemptuous reply; ‘I must have 3,000/.,

and keep my coppers; else good morning to you;’ and thus

the interview closed.

Mr. Alaric Watts tells several good stories to shew what a

repugnance Turner had to part with money. Thus he gave a

Margate boatman one of his best sea sketches rather than pay

him in hard cash
;
and the old hall-porter oi Mr. Walter

I'awkes, of Famley Hall, who kept the village alehouse, was

the recipient of a drawing of great value in liquidation of a

trifling score of some four or five pounds. The mode in which

discovery was made of the latter transaction was not a little

curious. On retiring from Mr. Fawkes’s service to take his

father’s post at the rural house of entertainment, the man was
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desirous of purchasing the old hall-chair in which he had been

wont to sit for so many years
;
and, being allowed to appraise

it himself at four pounds, he offered, instead of cash, the capital

drawing which his father had accepted from Turner in ac-

quittance of his bill.

CHAPTER XXXI.

TURNER AND CHANTREY.

The good-natured, jovial sculptor had a boundless admiration

for Turner’s genius
;
no one at the time better appreciated the

mental scope of the artist. His lance was ever in rest to

tilt against his maligners
;
hydras that seemed to sprout out

fresh tongues the faster the club fell and the brand scarred.

Yet he was of the old dark school of Art, and thought Turner

a heretic for venturing out of the glorious twilight region in his

‘Carthage,’ * The Tenth Plague,’ and ‘Crossing the Brook’

—

the first two epics in themselves, and the last worth all the

pseudo-pastoral poetry written from the time of Theocritus to

that ofShenstone. He would never, however, allow anyone in

his hearing to disparage his friend’s imagination
;
he could not

endure the sneers of those who, alive only to faults, were blind

to merits. The gorgeous colours he admired, though he did

not altogether approve them
;
the breadth of air he would

allow no one to gainsay. Turner’s wonderful appreciation of

forms, his perfect chiaroscuro, and the learning and grace

with which he varied the lines of his compositions
;

his moun-
tains, skies, water, trees, ships, and buildings

;
all these com-

manded his warmest praise. In these respects he thought

no one was more profound in the knowledge of Art than

Turner. Chantrey estimated him as a poetic genius of the

highest rank
;

in depicting light and atmosphere, as the

greatest of past or present painters
;
perhaps unsurpassable as

a consummate arranger of lines in his landscape and archi-

tectural compositions. He was well assured that his effects

were the result not merely of observation and selection, but of

long thought and treasured learning.
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Chantrey and Turner, who both of them liked Lord Egre-

mont’s rough, hearty manner and kind nature, often met at

Petworth
;
when Turner would rise early and get all his work

done before the other guests were well about ; so that, like Sir

Walter Scott, he could idle the rest of the afternoon as he chose,

to the astonishment of those who did not know his mode.

When Turner was executing a series of landscapes for the

dining-room Chantrey was there. The painter, who, besides

being reserved and loving quiet, had Art secrets of his own,

worked always with his door locked, and no one but the master

of the house was ever admitted. The sculptor, resenting this

seclusion, with mischievous good-humour determined to play

Turner a trick
;
and accordingly one day, when all was still in

the house, he paced down the corridor, imitating Lord Egre-

mont’s peculiar step and cough, and, arrived at the mysterious

door, gave two distinct sharp raps, which were his Lordship’s

signal for admittance ; when Turner instantly shuffled up, the

key turned, and Chantrey slipped in before the mistake could

be discovered. This dexterous feat of Chantrey’s became a

standing joke at Petworth and at Academy meetings.

In the years 1828 and 1837 the two were on the same

Royal Academy Council. There they were in their element,

for, though one was jovial and the other reserved, they both had

humour and enjoyed each other’s jokes ; they understood and

appreciated each other. Chantrey liked Turner’s pictures, and

Turner liked Chantrey’s sculpture. Both were of humble

origin, and neither was ashamed of the clay of which he was

made
;
not even a herald’s imagination could invent pedigrees

for the London barber or the small Hallamshire yeoman. Yet

Chantrey did not spare his friend. He made free of his

pictures, and joked about all their eccentricities, whether of

form or of colour. It is not the joke, it is the manner that

wounds
;

it is not the jest of a friend that stings, it is the visible

intention to give pain that barbs the word. Before Turner’s

face Chantrey waved the jester’s harmless bladder of peas

;

when his back was turned he drew the sword to guard his ab-

sent friend, and spoke in raptures of the pictures he had just

been parodying.
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The two friends must have had many subjects in common
on which to talk. Chantrey was also a landscape artist ;

and

both were enthusiastic disciples of Izaak Walton
;
and Turner

no doubt derived considerable benefit from his friend’s know-

ledge of geology.

Turner hated plagiarism. At one of the councils a drawing

of ‘The Falls of Terni’ came under notice. Turner declared

fiercely that it was a copy of his own drawing. 4 Swear to it
;

sure of it
;
sure of it.’ (No one could represent the dead,

resistless fall of a great body of water like Turner. Harding,

among others, imitated this very Terni : Mr. Munro, I think,

has the drawing.) The secretary, benevolently anxious to ex-

cuse the imitator, suggested, ‘Perhaps, Mr. Turner, the artist

only selected the same spot as you did. This would account

for a resemblance that may after all be mere chance.’ ‘ No,

no, Howard,’ was Chantrey’s observation
;

‘ if the artist had

really been there, then you might be sure his drawing would

not be like Turner’s.’ He meant that Turner was not a mere

copying-machine ; but a selector, reviser, readjuster of Nature

—

elevating what was important, and depressing what was detri-

mental or insignificant
;
throwing in effect, yet never forgetting

the prime value of truth and likeness.

On one of those pleasant varnishing-days of old the weather

was very raw and cold, Chantrey, brimming over with fun as

usual, went up with his beaming red face to a picture of Tur-

ner’s which was specially luminous with orange chrome. Pre-

tending to warm his hands at it, as at a fire, the sculptor said,

‘ Why, Turner, this is the only comfortable place in the room.

By-the-bye, is it true, as I have heard, that you’ve got a com-
mission at last to paint a picture for the Sun Fire Office ?

’

Turner would have chewed the cud of this joke for many a

long day after his old-fashioned, chuckling manner.

Chantrey’s jokes with him on varnishing-days were in-

numerable. He was as full of tricks and mischief as when, as

a boy, he had carried the milk cans to market. Once, when
there was a report that the great artist was using some water-

colour to tone his picture of ‘ Cologne,’ Chantrey, either to test
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the fact, or probably disbelieving the story, went up to the

picture, and, wetting his finger, drew a great school-boy cross

on the sail of one of the vessels. To his horror, surprise, and

bitter regret, he found that he had removed so many inches of

glazing. Turner, however, was not even ruffled
;
he laughed

heartily at the sculptor’s temerity, and at once repaired the

mischief.

During Turner’s generally solitary rambles on the Continent,

Chantrey used to feel great anxiety for his absent friend’s health

and safety, as his intended route was seldom known to any-

one, and no one knew the day he would return. To Jones,

Shee, Chantrey, and other friends it was always a great relief

when he got back.

On the morning of November 26, 1841, the day after

Chantrey died very suddenly at his house, No. 13 Eccleston

Street, Pimlico, Turner called, expecting to find his friend

Jones in the chamber of death. He did find him there ;
but

he could not speak
;
he only wrung his hand with affectionate,

almost passionate vehemence, and rushed out of the house

without uttering a word.

The grief that will not speak

Whispers the o’erfraught heart and bids it break.

Was this a man without heart and without affections, the mere

money-grubber and sordid Harpagon ?

CHAPTER XXXII.

THIRST FOR KNOWLEDGE IN OLD AGE.

One of the most admirable points in Turner’s mind was that

it never grew old. Far from petrifying into unreceptive fixity,

it maintained to the last its thirst for knowledge, and was

ready to grow with the world’s growth. Like Reynolds, Turner

continued to experiment without cessation. A striking proof

of this continuous mental development is supplied by the

interest he took in the science of optics and in the science of
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photography. Mr. Mayall, of Regent Street, kindly furnishes

me with an interesting account :

—

* Turner’s visits to my atelier were in 1847, ’48, and ’49. I took

several admirable daguerreotype portraits of him, one in the act

of reading
;
a position rather favourable for him on account of

his weak eyes and their being rather bloodshot. I recollect one

of these portraits was presented to a lady who accompanied

him. My first interviews with him were rather mysterious
;
he

either did state, or at least led me to believe, that he was

a Master in Chancery, and his subsequent visits and conversa-

tion rather confirmed this idea. At first he was very desirous

of trying curious effects of light let in on the figure from a high

position, and he himself sat for the studies. He was very

much pleased with a figure study I had just completed of

“ This Mortal must put on Immortality; ” he wished to bring

a lady to try something of the kind himself. This was in

1847 ; and I believe he did fix a day for that purpose. How-
ever, it happened to be a November fog, and I could not work.

He stayed with me some three hours, talking about light and

its curious effects on films of prepared silver. He expressed

a wish to see the spectral image copied, and asked me if I had

ever repeated Mrs. Somerville’s experiment of magnetising a

needle in the rays of the spectrum. I told him I had.

* I was not then aware that the inquisitive old man was

Turner the painter. At the same time I was much impressed

with his inquisitive disposition, and I carefully explained to him

all I then knew of the operation of light on iodised silver

plates. He came again and again, always with some new
notion about light. He wished me to copy my views of

Niagara—then a novelty in London—and enquired of me
about the effect of the rainbow spanning the great falls. I was
fortunate in having seized one of these fleeting shadows when
I was there, and I showed it to him. He wished to buy the

plate. At that time I was not very anxious to sell them. I

told him I had made a copy for Sir John Herschel, and with

that exception did not intend to part with a copy. He told

me he should like to see Niagara, as it was the greatest wonder
in Nature

; he was never tired of my descriptions of it In
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short, he had come so often, and in such an unobtrusive

manner, that he had come to be regarded by all my people as
“ our Mr. Turner.”

‘This went on through 1848, till one evening I met him at

the soiree of the Royal Society
;

I think it was early in May
1849. He shook me by the hand very cordially, and fell into

his old topic of the spectrum. Some one came up to me and

asked if I knew Mr. Turner
;
I answered I had had that pleasure

some time. “Yes,” said my informant, rather significantly;

“but do you know that he is the Turner?” I was rather

surprised, I must confess
; and later on in the evening I

encountered him again, and fell into conversation on our old

topic. I ventured to suggest to him the value of such studies

for his own pursuits, and at once offered to conduct any

experiments for him he might require, and, in fact, to give up

some time to work out his ideas about the treatment of light

and shade. I parted with him on the understanding that he

would call on me ;
however, he never did call again, nor did I

ever see him again.

* I recollected putting aside a rather curious head of him in

profile
;
and, you may be sure, on the following morning after

this interview I lost no time in looking up the portrait, which,

I regret to say, one of my assistants had without my orders

effaced. I am almost certain you will be able to trace some

of the daguerreotypes of him, for I made at least four, for

which he paid me
;
and some I rubbed out where we had tried

the effect of a sharp, narrow cross light, in which some parts

of the face were left in strong shadow.
‘ I need not add that at that time I was a struggling artist,

much devoted to improving my art, and had just bought a large

lens in Paris, six inches in diameter. I let Turner look through

it, and the expressions of surprise and admiration were such

that I ought at once to have known him in his true character.

However, he was very kind to me, and by some sort of innuendo

he kept up his Mastership in Chancery so well that I did not.

He sent me many patrons. I used to hear about him almost

daily. When somewhat desponding of my success one day,

I told him London was too large for a man with slender means
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to get along. He sharply turned round and said, “ No, no ;

you are sure to succeed
;
only wait. You are a young man

yet. I began life with little, and you see I am now very com-

fortable.” “ Yes,” I replied ;
“ and if I were on the same side

of Chancery you are, perhaps I might be comfortable also.”

I was at that time fighting the battle of the patent rights of the

daguerreotype. He smiled and said, “ You’ll come out all

right
; never fear.” My recollection now is that he was very

kind and affable to me, rather taciturn, but very observant and

curious. He would never allow me to stop working when he

came, but would loiter and watch me polish the plates and pre-

pare them, and take much interest in the result of my labours.

‘ I recollect Mr. Spence, the naturalist, sitting to me, and
was struck at the time with the resemblance of the two heads.

I mentioned this to Turner, and I showed him the portrait of

Mr. Spence. Mr. Spence was stouter. Turner stooped very

much, and always looked down. He had a trick of putting his

hand into his coat pocket, and of muttering to himself.
‘ Whatever others may have said of his parsimonious habits,

I cannot recollect one act of his that would lead me to infer

he was other than a liberal, kind-hearted old gentleman/

When Mr. Mayall, whose photographic fame now is Euro-

pean, made his first start in a small shop in the Strand, the

wonderful science was uncertain in its results, and few there

were who could at that time foresee the influence it would

exercise over Art. One day, however, during the moral

epidemic of the railway mania, when Mr. Hudson ruled

England, and all the world, from the countess to the coster-

monger, knelt down and laid their heads on the pavement of

Capel Court in passionate idolatry of the golden calf, at Mr.

Mayall’s door hung photographs intended to satirise the

national folly. On one side there was a Stock Exchange man,

radiant at shares being at a premium
;
on the other was the

same man in maniacal despair at the Great Bubbleton Railway

shares falling down to nothing. These pictures (almost the

earliest attempts to make photography tell a story) attracted

crowds; and among them Turner. So interested was he

indeed, that he came into the shop, and asked to see th®
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gentleman who designed them. After this he came so often

that an Abernethy chair was habitually placed for him, so that

he might watch Mr. Mayall without interrupting him at work.

He took great interest in all effects of light, and repeatedly sat

for his portrait in all sorts of Rembrandtic positions.

Turner at this time painted in whichever room of his house

suited the season of the year and the weather. The gallery

was very cold
;
and from want of warmth several of the

valuable prints, which were rolled up in great brown paper

bundles, were blotted and spoiled by the damp. The house

looked as if it had been deserted for fifty years
;
and the area

was a sort of House of Parliament for all the cats in the neigh-

bourhood.

Mr. Trimmer tells me that among Turner’s sketches and

drawings were many which he knew to be by other hands, for

Turner was a great collector of topographical sketches
;
and

he well remembers a relation of his—a naval officer—giving

Turner some sketches of Gibraltar.

I have heard people, friends of Turner, assert that Mr.

Ruskin’s book killed him, by increasing his fame, leading him

more into society, and so altering his social habits. Thus the

poet Clare was driven mad entirely by late London hours, and

the wear and tear of incessant frivolous parties. Latterly

Turner was always to be seen between ten and eleven at the

Athenaeum Club, discussing his half-pint of sherry. As his

health failed he became most talkative after his -wine, and

rather dogmatic. In earlier days he was always shy, especially

before ladies
;
but if thoroughly at his ease and once roused,

or in a vein of joking, he could be very social and amusing.

He was somewhat anxious to obtain a repute for general

knowledge, and was a reader of all the best books and reviews

of the day. The ‘ Edinburgh,’ then in the height of its fame,

was one of his special favourites.

At one time the 4 Yorkshire Stingo’ was his nocturnal

resort
;
but he abandoned it on being recognised there by a

friend. Little did the convivial frequenters of that hostelry

suspect who was the old man that took up his station in the

corner. A friend of mine remembers often seeing him rather
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the worse for grog at Offley’s, in Henrietta Street, when Mac-

ready was bringing out the * Tempest.’ Turner, who at that

time regularly attended the theatre, used to be most indistinctly

voluble on the subject of Shakespeare and of Macready’s scenic

effects.

CHAPTER XXXIII.

THE ARTISTS’ BENEVOLENT FUND.

Mr. David Roberts, one of Turner’s oldest friends, writes

—

‘ I think it must have been in the year 1823 or 1824 that,

being called on to attend a meeting of the stewards of the

Artists’ General Benevolent Fund at the “ Crown and Anchor” in

the Strand, I first saw Turner
;
and my first impression, thus

obtained, was anything but what I had in my imagination

formed of this great painter. I had come from the Theatre

Royal, Edinburgh, to Drury Lane, and my friend Stanfield and
myself, at that time young men, were trying our best to improve

upon the great scene-painters, of whom we were the successors

at Old Drury. De Loutherbourg and Greenwood we knew
only by fame; but the mighty painter of the day that all spoke

of, and whose works were the all-in-all to every young artist,

was Turner, at Somerset House. The first works thought of

by such as ourselves were Turner’s. When Calcott exhibited

his magnificent “ Now for the Painter Rope,” the following year

brought out Turner’s “Now for the Painter.” His works had

been engraved by the greatest engravers of the day—George

and William Cooke, John Pye, Edward Goodall, Miller of

Edinburgh, and many others. As they were seated round a table

covered with green baize—of course, with the exception of my
friend whom I accompanied, John Wilson, all to me were

strangers—a little square-built man came in, to whom all paid

respect. The business having begun, he joined in the conver-

sation, and made some weak attempts at wit—at least I thought

so, for no one seemed to laugh at his jokes but himself ! So I

asked who this very facetious little man was, and my astonish-

A A
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ment on being told that it was “ The Great Turner * (without

meaning a pun) turned my head/

Mr. Roberts has unconsciously anticipated by a year or two
the celebrated picture ‘Now for the Painter,’ which was not

exhibited till 1827. In 1824 Turner exhibited nothing at the

Academy
;
and in the previous year appeared his ‘ Bay of

Baiae.’

It was in connection with the Artists’ General Benevolent

Institution, w'hich he had himself helped to found, that Turner’s

tenderness shone out most conspicuously. But he was always

for saving, for hoarding and scraping for future, even though

they might be remote, emergencies. He was always for collect-

ing and storing a treasure with which magnificent deeds of

charity were to be done. He was a patient man, and looked

forward to schemes of benevolence of wide scope. But mean-

while, complained some, there are the widows and orphans of

poor artists starving. The necessities of the present are un-

provided for, and postponed to the claims of the future. This

saving for future charity, involving as it does present neglect,

is too stoical for us
; the groans of the poor reach our ears and

rack our hearts ; let us open the granary of our benevolence,

and not keep heaping up com against famines that may never

arrive. Turner, however, was inflexible. With the increase of

age wraxed his wilfulness. He became proud, and expected

Submission and deference to his view's, more especially since he

wras one of the founders. He could not help accumulating
;

it

was in his blood. He had amassed when it was necessary

;

now he amassed because he did not know how to spend. He
had for years saved for himself on principle

; he saved now for

others from habit

The younger men w'ere bent, with all respect to Turner,

upon overthrowing this principle
;
they resolved to give their

money nearly all away in contributions. But Turner w'as

treasurer, and sternly refused to relax his hold. While he was

at the door of the money room, no one could hope to effect an

entrance save over his prostrate body. There wras a growling

conflict, but Turner was not to be moved. His opponents

were equally obstinate, for they felt they combated for a prin~
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ciple. At length, with the dogged tenacity to his own views

eminently characteristic of himself, he abandoned the Society

for ever. In vain did Mr. Cockerell, one of the opposition,

go to Queen Anne Street to discuss the matter with him. He
would hardly see him

;
he growled ;

he would not relent even

when he was warned ‘ that he would one day have to answer to

the widows and orphans to whom he had refused bread.’ As
far as I can understand, Turner all but showed his expostulator

the door
; so sore and indignant was he at what I dare say he

denounced as the ingratitude of the Society to himself per-

sonally. The Society then, leaving the implacable Achilles,

proceeded on their own way, and that way prospered; Mr.

Hardwicke, one of the leaders of the opposition, becoming

treasurer under Mr. Mann. The subscriptions thereupon in-

creased rapidly, insomuch that from 300/. given away in 1830,

the Society advanced until in 1861 they distributed 1,050/.

Even their opponents acknowledged its progress, and their

rivals of the Literary Fund compared it most favourably, both

as to economy and as to the general result of its management,

with their own association.

Upon this subject of Turner’s angry secession from a

charity he had helped to found Mr. Roberts represents

—

‘ To Turner we owe the founding and carrying out of this

admirable charity, the Artists’ General Benevolent Fund.

Unfortunately, his views respecting its management differed

from those of other directors, particularly from those of one of

them, who afterwards became its leader, Mr. Andrew Robert-

son, the miniature painter. Turner was for hoarding its funds,

and distributing but a small part yearly to its charity ; the other

directors wished to relieve the applicants as they required.

That they were right is proved by the interest taken in its pros-

perity at the present day. Turner thought otherwise, and

seceded from it
; still he deserves the honour of having origi-

nated it. The other fund, only granting relief to those who
subscribed and were members, was in reality but a benefit fund

for its own members. What Turner’s views may have been, had

his wish been complied with by his co-directors, it is difficult

now to say ; but it is just possible that, instead of the muddle

A A 2
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made at last with his large means, he might have left all to the

benevolent purpose of providing for his less fortunate brethren.
*

If Turner really entertained this generous project, it would

serve to excuse his somewhat haughty efforts to control the

wishes of the majority.

In 1809 the melancholy poverty of Mr. Tagg, a once well-

known etcher, was the occasion for a meeting of artists at the

Gray’s Inn Coffee House
;
and in 1810 was founded the Artists*

Joint Stock Fund, Mr. Mulready being a prominent worker in

the charitable cause. Two separate funds were raised ;
the

Benevolent and the Joint Stock
;
with the object of granting

annuities to members who became superannuated, or were

unable to work from protracted illness. A small annual pay-

ment secured membership, and was supplemented by a volun-

tary subscription made by some.

In 1812, on the death of Mr. Pether, several of the Joint

Stock Society members tried to alienate the money of the

Benevolent Fund by devoting it to purposes of general charity,

instead of confining it to the relief of members only
;
and in

1827 a Charter of Incorporation was obtained, by which the

Annuity Fund and the Benevolent Fund were united.

In 1825 was entertained a proposal made by Mr. John Pye

to publish engravings for the benefit of the Artists’ Fund
;
and

accordingly, Mr. Mulready having obtained the King’s per-

mission to have his celebrated picture of the ‘Wolf and Lamb’
engraved, the task was entrusted to Mr. J. W. Robinson, and

the result was a profit of about 903/.

In 1814 the disaffected members, who desired to devote the

funds to purposes of general charity without any regard to

encouraging self-respect and prudence, started the Artists’

General Benevolent Institution.
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CHAPTER XXXIV.

TWILIGHT.

Turner was not an exhibiter at the Royal Academy Exhibition

of 1851. This was a sign of declining health which his friends

did not fail to notice with alarm. He came, however, to the

private view, when those who saw him thought him breaking

up fast. It was evident that he could not live the year out.

He was shaky
;
he was feeble

;
no longer the sturdy, dogged,

strange being of old, he was now the broken, decrepit old man.

Many of the Academicians knew that Turner latterly had

another home besides the murky house in Queen Anne Street

;

but they did not dare openly to express their curiosity. He
was evidently taken more care of ; he was better dressed ; he

was more cleanly and tidy than in former years ; he even

ventured on a red velvet waistcoat, and his linen had more
daylight whiteness about it than it had had for years.

His prolonged absence from the Academy meetings, at which

he had hitherto been so regular an attendant, alarming his friends,

one of them, Mr. David Roberts, wrote to Queen Anne Street,

expressing the great regret of his brethren thereat, and begging

him, if he was ill and could not attend, to let him know, in

order that he might come and see him ; adding the assurance

that he might rely with confidence on the secret of his place of

residence being unrevealed, if he desired it not to be known. To
this communication Turner did not reply; but some two weeks

after he appeared at Mr. Roberts’s studio in Fitzroy Square,

sadly broken and ailing. Evidently he was deeply moved
by the letter his friend had written, for he said, ‘ You must not

ask me ;
but, whenever I come to town, I will always come to

see you.’
1 1 tried to cheer him up/ says Mr. Roberts, ‘ but he

laid his hand upon his heart and replied, “ No, no
;
there is

something here which is all wrong.” As he stood by the table
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in my painting-room, I could not help looking attentively at

him, peering in his face, for the small eye was as brilliant as

that of a child, and unlike the glazed and “ lack-lustre eye ” of

age. This was my last look. The rest is soon told. None of his

friends had seen him for months ;
indeed, I believe I was the

last, together with my friend George Jones, who I afterwards

learnt had that day also called on him.’

Once only after this did he visit his friend. It was some two

months before his death, which occurred in December of the

same year.

There was one, however, who mourned and wondered at

Turner’s absence from Queen Anne Street far more than any

of his other friends could have deplored and speculated upon

his withdrawal from their circle
;
and that was poor Mrs.

Danby—the guardian of his murky house, the servant who had

for so many long years of rain and sunshine been faithful to his

interests. She was deeply troubled by Turner’s mysterious dis-

appearance
;
she was sure he was ill, but yet knew not how to

find him amid the labyrinths of London. At last, one day, as

she was brushing an old coat of his, in turning out a pocket

she found and pounced upon a letter addressed to him by a

friend who lived at Chelsea. There, then, she felt sure he

must be ;
and it was her duty to sally forth and discover him.

Attended by a companion as aged and infirm as herself,

the poor old lady, whose uneasiness now was unfortunately

aggravated by the addition of jealousy, braced herself up to the

execution of her troublesome mission. Whatever might have

been the difficulties attending their progress thither, they con-

trived to reach the cottage by the river-side. The adjoining

cottage they found to be devoted to the sale of light refresh-

ments, one of which was the conventional ginger-beer
;
and the

outlay of twopence enabled them to hold a gossip with the

proprietor, in the course of which a little judicious interrogation

soon satisfied them that the lady and the old gentleman next door

must be the great painter and his landlady. They were grieved,

however, to learn that the gentleman had been very unwell, and

that he had seldom been out for the last two months. Here-

upon they made all possible haste home, and Mrs. Danby lost
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no time in communicating her information to a relative and to

Mr. Harpur, who subsequently was one of the executors. This

gentleman hastened to find out the cottage at Chelsea, but he

was only in time to see Turner fast sinking. On the next day

he was no more.

Some time before this, feeling himself to be dangerously ill,

Turner had sent for a well-known doctor from Margate whom
he had previously employed, and in whose skill he reposed

implicit confidence. The sick man, who had once declared

that he would give all his money if he could but be twenty once

again, watched the physician’s face with eager anxiety. When
he was told that death was near, * Go down-stairs,’ he exclaimed

;

‘ take a glass of sherry, and then look at me again.’ The doctor

did as he was bidden
; but he could not alter his judgment.

Turner, however, would not believe that the awful change was

so nigh. He had no religious hope, I am afraid, to cheer him

at that hour. He must then have realised the miserable insuf-

ficiency of all his fame and wealth ; and the dark dread of anni-

hilation must have overpowered the heart of one who had done

so much to make men love God’s beautiful world.

On that final day—I believe within an hour of his death

—

his landlady wheeled his chair to the window, to enable him

to look upon the sunshine in which he delighted so much,

mantling the river and illuminating the sails of the passing boats.

Of Turner’s reasons for thus secreting himself at Chelsea

like a runaway bankrupt numerous explanations have been

advanced
;
but the most popular version of the matter is as

follows :

—

Requiring change of air for his health, Turner went to Chel-

sea in search of lodgings. These he found at a moderate cost

at a little cottage not far from the present Cremorne pier, which

looked on the river, and had a railed-in roof, from which he
could observe sky effects. The landlady, seeing a little, thick-

set, shabby man, asked him for ‘reference;’ which demand
provoked the angry retort, ‘ My good woman, I’ll buy the house

outright.’ Next she proposed to draw up an agreement

;

which he parried by exhibiting a roll of bank-notes, and

offering to pay in advance. This was most satisfactory
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to his mystery-loving nature. Another difficulty, however,

awaited him. The landlady wanted her proposed lodger’s

name
;

1 in case, sir, any gentleman should call, you know.*

The requisition was a searching one. ‘Name?* was the

puzzled exclamation, repeated by way of obtaining relief
;

‘ what

is your name ?
*

‘ My name is Mrs. Booth.’ ‘ Then, I’m Mr.

Booth ;’ and by that name Turner was known there. But,

unfortunately for the story, he did not cany about rolls of

bank-notes which he could flourish. All that was found in his

pockets after his death was a solitary half-crown—black from

its long seclusion in a grimy, unvisited pocket.

In the streets of Chelsea, and all along the shore of the

Thames, Turner was known to the street boys as ‘ Puggy
Booth,’ and by the small tradesmen he was designated 1 Ad-
miral Booth for the popular notion was that he was an old

admiral in reduced circumstances. I am told that up to the

period of his very last illness he would often rise at daybreak,

and with blanket or dressing-gown carelessly thrown over him

go out upon the railed-in roof to see the sun rise and to observe

the colour flow, flushing back into the pale morning sky. In

this tenacity of the dying man to his old love there is to me
something very touching, almost sublime. Him Nature could

never weary. With the true humility of genius he felt how
much he had to learn, and how inimitable was the beauty of the

world he had tried to depict

He died with the winter-morning sun shining upon his face

as he lay in bed. The attendant drew up the window-blind,

and the luminary shed its beams upon the dying artist—the

sun he had been wont to regard with such love and veneration.

The sun of the ‘ Building of Carthage ’ and of the ‘ Frosty

Morning ’ still shone on with unfading brightness
; but the

painter who had so often essayed to render its globe of living

flame lay lifeless in an upper room of the river-side cottage

—

not far from the spot where he first floated out in a boat to

study Nature, or from that Lambeth Palace which was the

subject of his first water-colour drawing ; and within easy

reach of that Battersea which had been the subject of his first

effort in oil—no longer the bright-eyed, ambitious boy, full of
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living genius and young hope, but the wrinkled, faded, worn-

out old man, rich and famous, now only cumbering the earth

till the vault can be opened for him to repose, in his regal

mausoleum, between Reynolds and Barry.

For many months his old friend at Heston had seen nothing

of him
; but when Mr. Trimmer was apprised of his death, and

of the fact that he had himself been appointed one of the exe-

cutors to the will, the reverend gentleman forthwith set out to*

town. When he knocked at the familiar door in Queen Anne
Street, it was opened by Hannah Danby, who started at his

recognition. She had, it would seem, heard he was dead, and

was at first disposed to set him down as a ghost. There he

learned that Turner had left him, in common with his co-

executors, the choice of any one of his pictures with the excep-

tion of the ‘Temeraire,’ priority of selection to be determined

by seniority
;

but the codicil embodying this bequest was

cancelled. Indeed, seeing that it did not except the ‘ Building

of Carthage,’ we are compelled to adopt the conclusion that

this codicil must have been the product of an unduly weakened

mind, and never could have been intended to hold good.

For some time before his death Turner had been very

mysterious about his residence. One evening, during a sharp

shower, he took shelter in a public-house, where he sat in the

farthest corner with his glass before him, when an artist who
knew him came in and began with, ‘ 1 didn’t know you used

the house
;

I shall often drop in now I’ve found out where you

quarter.’ Turner looked at him, knit his brows, emptied his

glass, and, as he rose to go out, said, ‘Will you? I don’t

think you will.’ While at Chelsea a gentleman who knew him
well chanced to be out on business in that neighbourhood, and

found him in the same steamboat with himself, going towards

the City. Seeing him in tidy condition, with his face clean

shaved and his shoes blacked, and altogether looking as if he

had just left home, he dropped some remark about his living in

the district, wondering to see him abroad at that early hour.

‘ Is that your boy ? ’ was all the response to be had from Turner,

pointing to the gentleman’s son.

To my kind friend Mr. Trimmer I am indebted for the
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following interesting account of the appearance of Turner’s

house after his death :

—

‘I had often visited Turner, partaken with my father of a

dejeuner d la fourchette
,
and had had my pockets crammed with

biscuits, after the olden fashion. Now, when I entered, all

was altered ; the master mind was gone
;
the mainspring had

snapped. The same aged attendant let us in, but all was the

silence of death. I will describe the interior. First, the en-

trance hall. Here were several casts, from the antique, of

Centaurs in conflict with the Lapithse, and a picture of Sir

Joshua, all very trite and depressing. Turning to the right

was the dining-room; over the fire-place a small model of a

female figure, and a small Wilson obscured by smoke, quite in

keeping with the sombre walls. In Turner’s time there was

also a picture of Tassi, Claude’s master. Backwards stretched

a large unfurnished room filled with unfinished pictures
;
then

a larger and drearier room yet
;

lastly, a back room, against

the walls of which stood his unfinished productions, large full-

length canvasses placed carelessly against the wall, the damp
of which had taken off the colours altogether, or had damaged

them. Some canvasses had a coat of white run over the ground,

doubtless the work of Turner senior; the next stage was

putting in large masses of black and white, apparently with the

spatula ; at least, the brush seemed used but sparingly. Turner

is said to have laid in his dead-colouring with body colour

;

but, so far as my inspection extended, I saw no traces of it

;

it rather seemed fat oil. In common with the great masters,

the colours were well loaded, both lights and darks, but of a

darker tint than when finished. Among them was an extra-

ordinary picture of the “Carnival,” red and black predominating.

Here Turner revelled in all his luxury. A little before his

death (I think Mr. Griffiths is my authority, and he was one of

Turner’s oldest friends and associates) Turner used to go to

the top of the house he lodged in to see the fireworks at Vaux-

hall.

‘ There were many pictures there condemned by a discern-

ing public. Several of Turner’s admirers say that there are

parts of these no one could do but Turner. I must confess
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that I can see no merit in them. Some of the figures, with all

the defects of Rembrandt immensely exaggerated, showed an

absence of all drawing, and effects of light and shade unrealised

by Nature and outraging all analogies.

‘Then we went into Turner’s sleeping apartment. It is

surprising how a person of his means could have lived in such

a room ; certainly he prized modem luxuries at a very modest

rate.

‘ I reserved his studio as the finale of my inspection. This,

during his lifetime, had been enshrined in mystery, and the

object of profound speculation. What would his brother-artists

have given some thirty years before to have forced an entrance

when Turner was at the height of his fame ! Often when
shown into his gallery had I seen him emerge from that hidden

recess. The august retreat was now thrown open ; I entered.

His gloves and neckhandkerchief lay on a circular table, which

had in the middle a raised box (with a circle in the centre) with

side compartments ; a good contrivance for an artist, though I

had never seen one of the kind before. In the centre were his

colours, the great object of my attraction. I remember, on

my father’s observing to Turner that nothing was to be done

without ultramarine, his saying that cobalt was good enough

for him
;
and cobalt to be sure there was, but also several

bottles of ultramarine of various depths
;
and smalts of various

intensities, of which I think he made great use. There was

also some verditer. The next object of interest was the white

;

there was a large bottle of blanc d’argent, and another of flake

white. Before making this inspection I had observed that

Turner used silver white. His yellow pigments consisted of a

large bottle of chrome. There was also a bottle of tincture of

rhubarb and some iodine, but whether for artistical or medi-

cinal use I cannot say. Subsequently I was told by his house-

keeper that ultramarine was employed by him very sparingly,

and that smalt and cobalt were his usual blues. She was in

the habit of setting Turner’s palette. The palette—at least

that in use, for he possessed two large splendid ones—was a

homely piece of square wood, with a hole for the thumb.

Grinding colours on a slab was not his practice, and his dry
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colours were rubbed on the palette with cold-drawn oil. The
colours were mixed daily, and he was very particular as to the

operation. If they were not to his mind, he would say to Mrs.

Danby, “ Can’t you set a palette better than this ? ” Like Wilson,

Turner used gamboge
;
simply pounded and mixed with linseed

cold-drawn oil.

‘ His brushes were of the humblest description, mostly

large round hog’s tools, and some flat. He was said to use

veiy short handles, which might have been the case with his

water colours
; but I observed one very long-handled brush,

with which I have no doubt he put in the effective touches in

his late pictures. According to his housekeeper, he used the

long brush exclusively for the rigging of ships, &c. However,

there were a great many long-haired sables, which could not

have been all employed for rigging. She also said that he

used camel’s hair for his oil pictures
;
and formerly he showed

my father some Chinese brushes he was in the habit of using.

When he had nearly finished a picture, she said, he took it

to the end of his long gallery, and there put in the last touches.

‘ 1 next inspected his travelling-box. Had I been asked

to guess his travelling library, I should have said Young’s

“ Night Thoughts” and Izaak Walton; and there they were,

together with some inferior translation of Horace. His library

was select, but it showed the man. A red morocco pocket-

book, from the wear and tear it exhibited, one might have

imagined to have been his companion through life. There

were cakes of water-colour fastened on a leaf, the centres of

which were worn away
;
the commonest colours, and one being

a cake of verditer
;
one or two sable brushes and lead pencils,

not in wood, with which he seemed to have drawn outlines in

his sketch-book. These consisted of a few lines which he used

to say no one could make out but himself. I have some
doubts if he could have made them out himself without the

assistance of other drawings
; and he seems to have purchased

detail views of foreign scenery, of which there was a large assort-

ment well thumbed ; the drudgery of the art, of which master

minds avail themselves.

‘ There is no doubt that in his early pictures he used wax,
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from their having turned yellow
;
there was a jar of wax melted

with rose madder and also with blue, which must have been

used very recently, though it might have been for water colours.

There was also a bureau of old colours and oils, which I looked

over very carefully
;
a bottle of spirit varnish and a preparation

of tar, tubes of magilp, old bladders of raw umber and other

dark earths, all Newman’s, from whom might be learned what

colours he used.

‘ The above, with numerous unframed pictures around the

apartment, were the contents of his painting-room, which had

no skylight. It had been originally the drawing-room, and had

a good north light, with two windows.
‘ I must confess that a deep melancholy pervaded me as I

made this inspection. Till of late years I had been in the

habit of entering the house from my childhood ; the owner was

no more
;
he stood alone in the world, and his race was

extinct.

‘ There was a small deal box on a side table, the lid of

which my father raised to show me its contents. It was covered

with a glass, and under it was the cast of the great Turner.

Dear old Turner ! There he lay with his eyes sunk and his

lips fallen in. He reminded me strongly of his old father,

whom long years before I had seen trudging to Brentford

market from Sandicomb Lodge, to lay in his weekly supplies.

Alas for humanity ! This was the man whom in my childhood

I had attended with my father, and been driven by on the

banks of the Thames
;
whom I had seen sketching with such

glee on the river’s banks, as I gathered wild flowers in my
earliest years

;
who had stuffed my pockets with sweetmeats,

had loaded me with fish, and made me feel as happy as a

prince.

‘ On his calm face were written the marks of age and wreck,

of dissolution and reblending with the dust This was the man
whose worst productions contained more poetry and genius

than the most laboured efforts of his brother-artists ; who was

the envy of his rivals, and the admiration of all whose admira-

tion was worth having
;
nor was it without emotion or with a dry

eye that I gazed on so sad a sight.
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‘During the Great Exhibition in 1851 he came to Queen
Anne Street, and gave Mrs. Danby strict orders to admit no
one

;
and accordingly none of the visitors saw his pictures. At

this time his gallery was in a most dilapidated state
\
the wet

was running down some of his best pictures, through the leaks

I had noted twenty years before and pointed out to him. Had
the pictures been seen, it would have been at a great dis-

advantage.'

Mr. David Roberts recognised the undertaker at Turner’s

grand funeral as being the man who had managed the interment

of poor Patrick Nasmyth, at Lambeth, fourteen years before.

The functionary had thriven since then
;
and he who had helped

to bury the poor worn-out pauper artist at Lambeth now followed

the great rich man to his grand mausoleum in St. Paul’s.

The ‘ Times ’ gave the following account of the funeral :

—

‘ The mortal remains of the great artist who has just been

removed from us, full of years and honours, were received

within the walls of St. Paul’s, and borne to their final resting-

place in the catacombs. Whatever hesitation might have been

felt by the mass of those who gazed on the later efforts of his

brush in believing that he was entitled to the highest rank in

his profession, none of his brethern seemed to have any doubt

of his decided excellence, and the best of them all have ever

readily admitted his superiority in poetry, feeling, fancy, and

genius. Long ere his death he had the felicity of knowing that

his name and his works were regarded with that reverential

respect and estimation which is given to other artists by pos-

terity alone, and his earlier productions have been placed

among the classical ornaments of our choicest collections and

galleries for many years. Even those who could only sneer and

smile at the erratic blaze of his colour, shifting and flickering

as the light of the aurora, lingered minute after minute before

the last incomprehensible “ Turner ” that gleamed on the walls

of the Academy, and the first name sought for upon the cata-

logue by the critic, artist, and amateur, as well as by those who
could not understand him when they found him, was his also.

Many of the most distinguished of our painters, and many

private friends, paid the last tribute of respect to his remains.
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and followed his hearse yesterday, and a long procession of

mourning coaches and private carriages preceded it to the

Cathedral. Among those who attended the sad ceremonial

were Mr. Harpur, the chief mourner, with crape hatband and

scarf, Mr. Jones, Mr. P. Hardwicke, Mr. Munro, Mr Griffiths,'

Sir Charles Eastlake, Mr. Mulready, Mr. Chalon, Mr. Cooper,'

Mr. Bailey, Mr. Leslie, Mr. Pickersgill, Mr. C. Stanfield, Mr.

Maclise, Mr. Witherington, Mr. Roberts, Mr. Barry, Mr.

Knight, Mr. Landseer, Mr. Webster, Mr. Herbert, Mr. Cope, !

Mr. Westmacott, Mr. Grant, Mr. Creswick, Mr. Redgrave, Dr.

Mayo, Mr. Hart, Mr. Cockerell, Mr. Copley Fielding, Mr.

Haghe, Colonel Thwaites, Mr. Windus, Mr. Hardwicke, the

Rev. Mr. Kingsley, Mr. Stokes, Mr. Marsh, Dr. Price, Mr.

Bartlett, Mr. Drake, and Mr. Pound. His housekeeper—for

the deceased was a bachelor—was also in the funeral procession,

with Mrs. F. Danby. When the hearse arrived at the entrance

to the Cathedral the coffin was received by the clergy, and the

procession slowly stepped up the aisle—the singing boys, vicars

choral, vergers, minor canons, the Dean (Milman), the Arch-

deacon, the Ven. Hale Hale, the Canon Residentiary, and the

Rev. Mr. Champneys being in attendance, and forming in front

of the pall-bearers and mutes. The choristers chanted the

Dead March in Saul, and the organ pealed through the aisle as

the coffin was borne into the chapel, where it was laid down
while the Dean read the commencement of the service for the

dead, after which it was raised ; and while it was being carried

towards the catacombs the rest of the service was performed

according to the rubric, and at the conclusion the coffin was

deposited in one of the vaults. It bore the simple inscription,

“Joseph Mallord Turner, Esq., R.A., died Dec. 19, 1851, aged

79 years.” 1 A considerable crowd was attracted outside by the

ceremonial, and about five hundred persons were present in the

aisles and the chapel/

From the estimate of his genius supplied by the ‘ Times * of

December 23, 1851, I take a few passages :

—

‘ The Fine Arts in this country have not produced a more

1 He was really only seventy-six, having been bom in April 1775.
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remarkable man than Joseph Mallord William Turner, whose

death it was yesterday our duty to record
;
and, although it

would here be out of place to revive the discussions occasioned

by the peculiarities of Mr. Turner’s style in his later years, he has

left behind him sufficient proofs of the variety and fertility of

his genius to establish an undoubted claim to a prominent rank

among the painters of England. So great is the value of his

drawings that 1 20 guineas have not unfrequently been paid for

a small sketch in water colours
;
and a sketch-book, containing

chalk drawings of one of Turner’s river tours on the Continent,

has lately fetched the enormous sum of 600 guineas. The
prices of his more finished oil paintings have ranged in the last

few years from 700 to 1,200 or 1,400 guineas. All his works

may now be said to have acquired triple or quadruple the value

originally paid for them. Mr. Turner undoubtedly realised a

very large fortune, and great curiosity will be felt to ascertain

the posthumous use he has made of it His personal habits

were peculiar, and even penurious, but in all that related to his

art he was generous to munificence, and we are not without

hope that his last intentions were for the benefit of the nation

and the preservation of his own fame. . . .

1 Mr. Turner seldom took much part in society, and only dis-

played in the closest intimacy the shrewdness of his observation

and the playfulness of his wit. Everywhere he kept back much
of what was in him ;

and while the keenest intelligence, mingled

with a strong tinge of satire, animated his brisk countenance, it

seemed to amuse him to be but half understood. His nearest

social ties were those formed in the Royal Academy, of which

he was by far the oldest member, and to whose interests he was

most warmly attached. He filled at one time the chair of Pro-

fessor of Perspective, but without conspicuous success, and that

science has since been taught in the Academy by means better

suited to promote it than a course of lectures. In the compo-

sition and execution of his works Mr. Turner was jealously

sensitive of all interference or supervision. He loved to deal

in the secrets and mysteries of his art, and many of his peculiar

effects are produced by means which it would not be easy to

discover or to imitate. ... For nearly sixty years Mr. Turner
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contributed largely to the arts of this country. He lived long

enough to see his greatest productions rise to uncontested

supremacy, however imperfectly theywere understood when they

first appeared in the earlier years of this century
; and, though

in his later works and in advanced age force and precision of

execution have not accompanied his vivacity of conception,

public opinion has gradually and steadily advanced to a more
just appreciation of his power. He is the Shelley of English

painting—the poet and the painter both alike veiling their own
creations in the dazzling splendour of the imagery with which

they are surrounded, mastering every mode of expression, com-

bining scientific labour with an air of negligent profusion, and

producing in the end works in which colour and language are

but the vestments of poetry/

Turner’s will, copied from the Registry of the Prerogative

Court of Canterbury, will be found in full in my Appendix ;

but here, in view of biographical facts, I insert a condensed

version of its various clauses. First he leaves to his executors

and trustees all his freehold, leasehold, and personal estates,

which, after payment of his just debts, he enjoins them imme-

diately after his death to sell, and directs that the sums obtained

by such sale be united to the money already invested by him
in the Three per Cents. Then come the bequests—To Price

Turner and Jonathan Turner, his two uncles, 50/. each
;
and to

his nephews, John, Joshua, and Jonathan (the sons of Price

Turner), 25/. each. To Hannah Danby, his old housekeeper,

niece of John Danby, musician, 50/. a year for her natural life
;

to the housekeeper’s aunt, Sarah Danby, 10/. a year
; and to

Evelina and Georgiana Danby, daughters of Sarah Danby, 50/.

a year each
;
the first quarterly payment to be due at the ex-

piration of six months from his decease.

To the National Gallery he left ‘ Dido Building Carthage y

and the picture formerly in the Tabley Collection
;
but upon

the express condition that they be hung between the two pic-

tures painted by Claude, entitled * The Sea Port ’ and ‘ The
Mill,’ and be from time to time properly cleaned, framed, re-

paired, and protected
;

and, if these conditions were not

accepted within twelve months of his decease, they were to

B B
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be taken to form part of the charitable funds hereinafter men-

tioned.

With the residue of his funded property he designed to found

a charity for decayed artists of the male sex, bom in England

and of English parents only, and of lawful issue. A suitable

building was to be provided in an eligible place, and the insti-

tution to be under the control of five trustees
;

these being

represented by his executors, and future trustees being elected,

three from the Royal Academicians and two from non-members.

The institution was to be called ‘ Turner’s Gift,’ and to be

governed by the ordinary rules of charitable institutions devoted

to a similar purpose ; and the trustees were directed to reim-

burse themselves for all reasonable expenses that they might be

put to in attending to such functions. This will, which is dated

June io, 1831, and attested by George Cobb, Clement’s

Inn
; John Saxon, Bruton, Somersetshire

;
and Charles Tull,

Winchester Street, London, is written in various legal hands

—all except the first codicil, the whole of which is in Turner’s

own handwriting. A further codicil requires that the gallery

devoted to his pictures should be respectable, and worthy of

the object, and that it should be viewed gratuitously. If the

money should prove to be inadequate, and the charity could

not be founded within five years of his death, then that part of

his will was to be null and void, and his estate was to be dis-

posed of in the following manner :—The pictures were to be kept

entire and unsold in 47 Queen Anne Street, West, and to be

called the 1 Turner Gallery,’ Hannah Danby being the custodian

at 100/. a year, with 50/. for an assistant ; and Georgiana Danby
and Evelina Danby, or Dupree, each having 100/. a year.

The residue was left to the Royal Academy on condition of

their annually giving, on his birthday, the 23rd of April, a

dinner of the cost of 50/. Sixty pounds a year were assigned

to a Professorship of Landscape at the Royal Academy, and a

gold medal worth 20/. for the best landscape every second year.

In the event of the Royal Academy refusing this residue, it was

bequeathed to Georgiana Danby and her heirs absolutely, after

the erection of a monument in immediate proximity to his

remains.
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In another codicil Turner, revoking all the legacies to his

uncles and nephews, and to Georgiana and the other Danbys,

leaves his finished pictures to the National Gallery, provided a

room or rooms were built for their reception, with the distinct

title of * Turner’s Gallery/ The pictures were not to be re-

moved from Queen Anne Street till such rooms were built

;

but if all fell through, and the lease could not be renewed, then

the pictures were to be sold. In this codicil he names Thomas
Griffiths, Esq., of Norwood, Surrey

; John Ruskin, Esq., the

younger, of Denmark Hill
;
Philip Hardwicke, Esq., of Russell

Square
; and Henry Harpur, of Kennington Cross, Lambeth,

gentleman, to act in conjunction with the trustees and executors

already named in the will
;
and to each of them is left the sum

of nineteen guineas for the purchase of a memorial ring. The
codicil is dated August 2, 1848, and is attested by Joseph Tibbs

and Thomas Schroeder.

The next codicil annuls the gifts to the National Gallery, if

the * Turner Gallery
* be not built within ten years after his

decease. In failure of this, a gratuitous exhibition was to take

place at the house in Queen Anne Street, and the pictures

finally sold. The sum of a thousand pounds was reserved for

the erection of a monument to himself in St. Paul’s, wrhere he

desired to be buried among his brothers in Art ; and to his

housekeeper in Queen Anne Street, and Sophia Caroline Booth,

of Chelsea, he left severally an annuity of 150/.; out of the

sale of the finished pictures, 1,000/. to the Pension Fund of the

Academy, the gold medal for Landscape Art to be paid out of

it
; 500/. to the Artists’ General Benevolent Fund; 500/. to the

Foundling
;

500/. to the London Orphan Fund
;
and to Mrs.

Wheeler and her two sisters 100/. each, free from legacy duty.

Mr. Munro’s name is added to the previous list of his executors

and trustees. This last codicil bears the date of February 1,

1845, and is attested by Mr. Joseph Tibbs and Mr. Thomas
Schroeder, clerks to Mr. Harpur.

The only land at Twickenham which, at his death, stood in

the name of Turner was about three-quarters of an acre on the

fourth roadside of the common, which he bought at the time

the Richmond and Twickenham Railroad >vas forming.

b b 2
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The will in the Appendix, as I have before intimated, is

extracted from the Registry of the Prerogative Court of Canter-

bury. The first part, together with the second, third, and fourth

codicils, is written in a legal hand, but not by one and the same

person
;
and the first codicil is entirely in Turner’s own hand-

writing.

Unfortunately for the poor artists of England, the will being

a most cloudy document, full of confusions and interpolations^

it was disputed by the next of kin, who endeavoured to esta-

blish that the testator was of unsound mind. But this effort to

annihilate its validity failed, the testator being held to be of

sound mind, and capable of making a legal disposition of his

estate. The trustees and executors thereupon filed a Bill in

Chancery on the 25th of April, 1852, praying the Court to

construe the will and to enable them to administer the estate.

The next of kin, by their answer, contended that, since it was

impossible to place any construction upon the will at all, it was

necessarily void
;
and further that, even if the will could be

carried out according to the intention of the testator, it was

still void, as the bequests came within the Statute of Mortmain.

The next proceedings were in the Vice-Chancellor’s Court,

before Vice-Chancellor Sir R. T. Kindersley
;
and the following

report of a day’s proceeding in the suit Trimmer v. Danby is

a sample of many such days :

—

‘This suit relates to the will of the late Mr. Turner, the

celebrated artist, who left a great number of testamentary papers

in all stages of alteration, erasure, and cancellation, and some
in duplicate, but so mutilated as to be virtually destroyed, but

generally executed. The executors applied for probate upon

all, and five—namely, one will and four codicils—were ulti-

mately proved
;
and conflicting claims arising under the will,

this suit was instituted, and Mr. Hardwicke appointed receiver.

The testator left pictures of a very great value at his house, 47
Queen Anne Street, and after bequeathing them to the trustees

and directors for the time being of the National Gallery, with

certain directions, declared that in case such pictures should

not be accepted within one year from his decease, his executors

and trustees should found a charitable institution for decayed
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artists, to be called “ Turner’s Gift but in case such institu-

tion could not be legally founded, then he appointed Hannah
Danby the custodian and keeper of his pictures, with ioo/. a

year for so doing, and to keep them entire and unsold at his

residence, to be viewed gratuitously by the public, and called

“ Turner’s Gallery.” The testator’s property was sworn under

140,000/., and the next ofkin and heir-at-law having made claims

the cause now came on upon minutes and for a reference to

chambers, and the chief question was, whether the pictures

should remain in their present position, which it was alleged

was calculated to damage them by reason of damp, &c., until

their final destination could be determined upon.
* The Solicitor-General and Mr. Wickens appeared for the

Crown
;
Mr. Follett and Mr. W. Morris for the next of kin

;

Mr. J. U. Terrell for the executors and trustees
;
Mr. Swanston

and Mr. Stevens for Hannah Danby
;
Mr. Walker and Mr.

Roxburgh for the heir-at-law
;
and Mr. Willcock and Mr. Ellis

for other parties.

‘ The Vice-Chancellor said that if his own opinion were to

prevail, or he was entitled to have any leaning upon the sub-

ject, he should favour the idea of those valuable works of Art

becoming national property
; but as it was most important,

whatever might be the event of the suit, that they should mean-

time be protected from injury, the best way would be to refer

the question to three gentlemen to be chosen, and he (the Vice-

Chancellor) would, if all parties concurred, himself see them on
the subject.

‘ Mr. Hardwicke, Sir C. Eastlake, and Mr. Clarkson Stan-

field were then chosen.

‘ Solicitor for the plaintiff, Mr. Drake ; for the Crown, Mr.

Raven
;
for the next of kin and heir-at-law, Mr. Tepper.’

On Wednesday, the 19th of March, 1856, the following de-

cision was given by Vice-Chancellor Kindersley :

—

‘ Between Henry Scott Trimmer George Jones Charles

Turner Philip Hardwicke Henry Harpur and Hugh Andrew
Johnston Munro Plaintiffs Hugh Danby (since deceased) Mary
Tepper (since deceased) William Turner (since deceased)

Thomas Price Turner Mary Matthews John Widgery and
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Mary Ann Turner his wife John Turner Sophia Caroline

Booth and Her Majesty’s Attorney-General Defendants And
Between Henry Harpur Plaintiff Henry Trimmer Samuel

Rogers George Jones Charles Turner John Ruskin the younger

when he shall come within the Jurisdiction of the Court Philip

Hardwicke and Hugh Andrew Johnston Munro Defendants

And Between the said Henry Scott Trimmer George Jones

Charles Turner Philip Hardwicke Henry Harpur and Hugh
Andrew Johnston Munro Plaintiffs Grace Coham Turner John
Thome Turner Mary Eliza Turner William Coham Turner

Marcella Danby Caroline Malissa Nixon and Theresa Danby
Symondson Defendants And Between the said Henry Scott

Trimmer George Jones Charles Turner Philip Hardwicke

Henry Harpur and Hugh Andrew Johnston Munro Plaintiffs

Jabez Tepper Defendant
1 By original Bill and supplemental orders

* Extract

‘ This Court doth Declare by consent of all parties by their

Counsel (except the Plaintiffs who by their Counsel submit to

act as this Court shall direct and except the Attorney-General

who does not oppose the same) that all the Pictures Drawings

and Sketches by the Testator’s hand without any distinction of

finished or unfinished are to be deemed as well given for the be-

nefit of the public and Doth order that the same when selected

and ascertained in manner hereafter mentioned be retained

by the Trustees for the time being of the National Gallery ac-

cordingly and it is ordered that Sir Charles Locke Eastlake

Knight President of the Royal Academy and John Prescott

Knight Royal Academician and in case they disagree an um-
pire to be named by them by writing under their hands to be at

liberty to select from the said Pictures Drawings and Sketches

now in the National Gallery pursuant to the order made in

these Causes dated the 4th day of August 1854 such of the

Pictures Drawings and Sketches as shall in their opinion have

been painted drawn or sketched by the Testator’s hand with-

out any distinction of finished or unfinished such selection to
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be verified by affidavit and all parties (except the plaintiffs who
by their Counsel submit to act as this Court shall direct and

except the Attorney-General who does not oppose the same)

by their Counsel consenting to abide by the selection of the

said Sir Charles Locke Eastlake and John Prescott Knight or

in case they disagree then by the selection of such umpire as

aforesaid and upon the additional probate duty (if any) and
the legacy duty payable in respect of such Pictures Drawings

and Sketches being paid or effectually released and the sum of

one hundred and eighty-one pounds ten shillings being one

moiety of the expenses of removing the Testator’s works of art

to the place where they are now deposited being repaid to the

said Executors to be by them accounted for as part of the

Testator’s General Estate. It is ordered that the Pictures

Drawings and Sketches so to be selected be retained by the

Trustees for the time being of the said National Gallery

and this Court doth declare that the Trustees for the time

being of the said National Gallery are entitled to hold

the two Pictures that is to say Dido Building Carthage

and the Picture formerly in the De Tabley Collection now in

their possession under the order of the 26th day of July

1852 discharged from the agreement of the 12th day of Novem-
ber 1852 in the pleadings of these Causes mentioned But this

order is to be without prejudice to the claim (if any) of the

persons in respect of the Legacies bequeathed by the 4th Codi-

cil to the said Testator’s Will to the Artists’ General Benevolent

Fund to the Foundling Hospital and to the London Orphan
Fund and by the like consent and submission and the Attorney-

General not opposing and the Trustees of the Royal Academy
of Arts in London by their Counsel waiving all claim to the

Legacy of one thousand pounds by the said Will bequeathed to

the Pension Fund of the Royal Academy and all other benefit

under the said Will and Codicils This Court doth declare that

the Trustees for the time being of the Royal Academy of Arts

in London are entitled to the sum of twenty thousand pounds

sterling free from Legacy duty and it is ordered that the legacy

duty payable in respect thereof be raised by the said Plaintiffs

Henry Scott Trimmer George Jones Charles Turner Philip
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Hardwicke and Henry Harpur by a sale of a sufficient part of

the said Bank 3/. per Cent. Annuities or of the said reduced

3/. per Cent. Annuities respectively forming part of the said

Testator’s Estate and It is ordered that the said last named
Plaintiffs do on or before the 10th day of October next transfer

to the Trustees for the time being of the said Royal Academy
so much of the said 3/. per Cent. Consolidated Bank Annuities

or of the said 3/. per Cent. Reduced Annuities as will accord-

ing to the market price of the said Consolidated Bank Annui-

ties or Reduced Annuities on the day of such transfer be equal

in amount to the said sum of twenty thousand pounds sterling

And it is ordered that the said last named Plaintiffs do pay to

the said Trustees of the said Royal Academy interest on the

said Twenty thousand pounds after the rate of 4/. per Cent,

per annum from the 30th day of June 1856 to the time of such

transfer out of any Cash which may be in their hands or by

sale of a sufficient part of the said 3/. per Cent Consolidated

Bank Annuities or Reduced Annuities and by the like consent

and submission and the said Attorney-General not opposing

this Court doth declare that subject to legacy duty (if any) the

legacy of one thousand pounds by the Testator directed to be

expended in erecting a monument in St. Paul’s Cathedral was

a good and valid legacy and it is ordered that the plaintiffs

Henry Scott Trimmer George Jones Charles Turner Philip

Hardwicke and Henry Harpur do on or before the 14th day of

November next transfer into the name and with the privity of

the Accountant-General of this Court in trust in the 1st 3rd

and 4th above mentioned Causes to an account to be entitled

“The monument account” of the plaintiffs subject to legacy

duty (if any) so much of the said 3/. per Cent. Consolidated

Bank Annuities now standing in the name of the said Testator

and forming part of his Estate as will at the market price of

such Bank Annuities on the day preceding the day of bespeak-

ing such transfer be equal to the sum of one thousand pounds

and interest thereon at 4/. per Cent, after deducting income

tax thereon from the end of one year after the said Testator’s

death to the day preceding the day of bespeaking such transfer

the amount thereof and the said market price to be verified by
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affidavit and the said Accountant-General is to declare the

trust thereof accordingly subject to the further order of this

Court

*J. A. Murray.
‘ C. R. & W.’

The documents in this Chancery suit, which extended to

four years, are of several tons* weight. The bills of costs alone

would fill a butcher’s cart. How Turner would have groaned

to see the lawyers fattening themselves on his hard-earned

savings

!

A compromise was eventually effected between all the

parties to the suit ; and on March 19, 1856, a decree was pro-

nounced, with their consent, to the following effect :

—

1. The real estate to go to the heir-at-law.

2. The pictures, &c., to the National Gallery.

3. 1,000/. for the erection of a monument in St. Paul’s

Cathedral.

4. 20,000/. to the Royal Academy, free of legacy duty.

5. Remainder to be divided amongst next of kin.

The interest and accumulations were to stand as an in-

demnity to the said plaintiffs in respect of their contingent

liabilities for rent and costs of the leasehold estates of testator

or devisee, and of any claims upon them in respect of any

undertaking on the part of the testator ; but all engraved plates

were to be destroyed or cancelled.

The engravings (mentioned in Order made on August 4,

1854), and the pictures, drawings, and sketches, not selected by
Eastlake and Prescott, were assigned to the defendants ; and

the trustees of the National Gallery were to deliver up the same

to Jabez Tepper, on behalf of them.

In relation to the discussions in Parliament about the

Turner bequest the 1 Art Journal ’ wrote

—

‘On June 27, in the House of Lords, Lord St. Leonards

asked the President of the Council whether any steps had been

taken to provide a separate gallery for Turner’s pictures,

according to the conditions under which they were bequeathed

to the nation. “The trustees of the National Gallery took
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324 pictures, besides a vast quantity of water-colour drawings,

and the Royal Academy 20,000/. in money, and both the nation

and the Royal Academy believed they held the property as

their own, not subject to any conditions.” Lord St Leonards

read the codicils of the will of Mr. Turner, to prove that the

pictures were left in trust to the National Gallery, on the con-

dition that a separate room should be built for them, to be
called the Turner Gallery. He then proceeded to comment on
the exhibition of these works by gaslight, observing that, if even

every precaution were taken to secure them against injury from

gas vapour, they were yet exposed to great risk.

4 The rooms containing the Turner pictures were erected

two or three years ago for the reception of the collection on its

removal from Marlborough House ; the money voted for the

building containing these apartments was 10,000/., and the

erections were spoken of as “ temporary.” For the purposes for

which they were intended, these rooms are well suited ;
they

are not lighted according to the best principle, yet Turner's

pictures were never seen until they were placed there. In

Marlborough House they were—as their Lordships described

Turner’s will—“ambiguous and it is not, therefore, matter of

wonder that the “ Avalanche ” should have been criticised

hanging upside down. Turner painted for light, and admitted

into his works the smallest proportion of dark—a rule of Art

whichi to be apprehended, demands the fullest measure of day-

light As we see “ Crossing the Brook ” in that gallery, it is the

grandest landscape of this or any other time ; but in a lower

light its beauties would be obscured. Lord St Leonards is re-

solved that its present abiding-place shall not be the permanent

home of the collection, for he concluded his speech with the

expression of a hope that the Government, in moving the Civil

Service estimates, would propose a vote of credit for the im-

mediate commencement of a Turner Gallery.
* It was a principal condition of the bequest that a room for

the reception of the pictures should be completed in ten years

from the death of the testator ; but Lord Granville’s reply does

not indicate on the part of the Government any immediate in-

tention of fulfilling the conditions of the bequest Though many
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plans have been proposed, they have not yet been considered.

Lord Overstone said he could easily understand that the trus-

tees of the National Gallery found themselves in an embar-

rassing position in consequence of the serious “ ambiguities ”

which attached to the Turner trust. It is a slur upon the

memory of the man that the trustees should shrink from dealing

with the provisions of the will. He was not unfrequently

mysterious with his brush ;
he seems to have been more so with

his pen, for his will is even more difficult of interpretation than

his “ Fallacies of Hope.” But yet he must be had in charitable

and grateful remembrance, for the history ofArt records no similar

act of munificence. We must, however, look at things as they

present themselves, and in doing so we discover in the gold a

large alloy of baser metal than usual. Even the most rabid of

the Turnerini will not presume to deny that the great painter

hampered his presentation of the “ Carthage ” with the condition

that it should be placed between the “ Claudes they will not

deny that he left money to glorify himself in a statue ; nor can

they deny that the condition of his great bequest is absolute in

respect of the separate room to be called the “Turner :” and

of his minor bequest to the Royal Academy, with the medal

equally to be called the “ Turner.” These things are public

property
;
they may be separated from an estimate of the

worth of the public presentation, but they cannot be sifted out

as mere caput mortuum in an estimate of the man. While

Turner was a living myth in that miserable house in Queen
Anne Street—which, from its superior dirtiness and preferable

dilapidation, was by the population of the neighbouring areas

reputed as the den of a mysterious man who was seen only in

the morning and evening twilight—while he lived in Queen
Anne Street he was misunderstood and universally adored.

With the artistic section of society he was great by common
acclamation

;
with the rest of the world he was great by the

grace of public benevolence. He was continually before the

world in black and white—that is, in engraving
;
and in clear-

obscure Turner was greater than any man that has ever lived.

He had his periodical paroxysms of colour
; but still his lights
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and darks were always right, and every engraved subject was a

precious lucid interval. Then indeed

1 Fata canit, foliisque notas et nomina mandat.

And further, like the Sibyl, he cared not to revert to multitudes

of his inditings, as is shown by the thousands of sketches that

are still in the possession of the trustees. At the bidding of

the hierarchy of the art, whole populations have bowed before

the “ Napoleon,” and the “ Ulysses and Polyphemus,” and the

“ Gardens of the Hesperides ;” and, because they do not under-

stand them, would canonise the man who painted them, did

they consider a niche in the calendar a condition sufficiently

respectable for him. It was by no means necessary that

Turner should expose himself in his will, by raising his patro-

nymic into an historical institution. But for that we might

have all believed that he was totally pictorial
;
that all vulgar

essences had been driven off in the passage of a longer course

of years than falls to the lot of many men. To having lived

so long under a veil it is a bad consummation that he should

at last have placed himself under a microscope. The com-

parisons between the “ Liber Studiorum ” and the “ Liber Veri-

tatis,” and between the “ Carthage ” and the “ Claudes,” are in

favour of Turner
;
but the proclaimed challenge of the com-

parisons is against him. These comparisons would infallibly

have been drawn
;
but, in forcing them, Turner was less just

to himself than his friends have been. It is ungrateful to look

at Turner through himself. Through his works he assumes

proportions attained not even by the genii of the Eastern tales

—in this view he is more worthy of a pyramid than Cheops,

and his pyramid is a more pleasing erection.

‘ Lord St. Leonards and Lord Overstone are unwilling to

consider the portion of the Kensington galleries allotted to the

Turners as fulfilling the conditions of the will. The pictures

are most perfectly exhibited where they now are
;
but, if the

legal authorities on whom Lord Granville relies for the interpre-

tation of the terms of the bequest determine that another room

shall be built, it is high time that the money were voted and

the work begun.
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4 Thanks to an order of the House of Lords, on a motion

of Lord St. Leonards, Turner’s Will and the various codicils

attached to it have been printed in extenso. The immediate

occasion of this publication was the official representation of

the Trustees of the National Gallery to her Majesty’s Treasury

respecting the care and custody of the pictures. The period

within which provision was to be made, under the will, for the

gallery to be named after the testator was limited to ten years

after his decease. This will shortly expire
;
and, although the

decree of Vice-Chancellor Kindersley delivered the pictures

to the Trustees without express reference to this condition of

time, there are, say the Trustees, grave doubts, supported by
high legal authority, whether that condition does not still bind

them to erect the gallery on pain of forfeiture. It is added

that, whatever be the legal effect of this decree, there is no
doubt of the moral obligation under which the Trustees lie.

They think Turner intended that his pictures should be ex-

hibited in immediate proximity to the other pictures forming

the National Gallery, and, in order that they may be enabled to

carry out this intention, they appeal to their Lordships of the

Treasury, adding that, whether they hold the pictures under the

will or the decree, or both, there is no doubt of their being

under a moral as well as legal obligation to see the undoubted

.wishes of the testator fulfilled. It is urged that it is not fitting

to impair the completeness of the general collection of national

pictures by the severance from it of such surpassing examples

of the British school. To this is added a reminder that on

repeated occasions the temporary character of the present

location of the Turner pictures has been made the subject of

express acknowledgment and assurance. The representation

concludes by calling attention to the report of the late

Mr. Braidwood on the increased danger of lighting public

buildings with gas, under the influence of which the British

Museum Trustees decided against lighting that building. The
Trustees state that they would not consider their responsibility

met were they not to draw the attention of their Lordships to

the questionable nature of the present location of the Turner
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pictures, and the arrangements under which they are now ex.

hibited by gaslight/

‘The Select Committee appointed to consider in what

manner the conditions annexed by the will of the late

Mr. Turner, R.A., to the bequest of his pictures to the

Trustees of the National Gallery can best be carried out
;
and,

having completed such enquiry, tlr^n to consider and report the

measures proper to be taken with respect to the Vernon

Gallery, and the prospective measures proper to be taken with

respect to any future gifts of the same kind ; and to whom
were referred copies of the will and codicils of the late

Mr. Turner, R.A., and of the decree of the Vice-Chancellor

Kindersley, establishing the right of the nation to the pictures

of Mr. Turner, given by him to the public, and also of the

representations lately made by the Trustees of the National

Gallery to the Treasury upon the subject of Mr. Turner's gift

of his pictures to the nation, and to report thereon to the

House, have reported

—

4 “ That the Committee have met and considered the subject-

matter referred to them, and have come to the following reso-

lutions, viz.

—

4 “That the late Mr. Turner, R.A., by his will gave to the

Trustees of the National Gallery his picture of 4 Dido Building

Carthage/ and his picture formerly in the De Tabley Collection,

for ever, subject to the direction that they should be kept and

placed always between the two pictures painted by Claude, the
4 Seaport ’ and the 4 Mill

;
’ and the right of the Trustees to

these pictures was declared by the decree after mentioned

;

and the two pictures have ever since been, and now are, placed

in the National Gallery between the two Claudes, according to

Turner’s will.

4 44 That Mr. Turner made several codicils to his will. By
the first codicil, which was superseded by the later ones, he

desired a gallery to be erected for bis pictures (except the two

given by his will), and that they should be maintained and ex-

hibited as a separate collection, to be called 4 Turner’s Gallery/

By the second codicil he gave his finished pictures (except the
4 Dido * and the De Tabley pictures) to the Trustees of the

National Gallery, provided that a room or rooms were added to
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the National Gallery, to be entitled * Turner’s Gallery •’ in the

meantime they were not to be removed until rooms were

built
;
the Trustees of the National Gallery were not to have

any power over the pictures unless his wish was fully carried out

by them
;

it was his will that such pictures should either remain

and be called ‘Turner’s Gallery,’ and be the property of the nation,

or remain at his house as one entire gallery, to be viewed

gratuitously
;

if the lease could not be renewed, the pictures were

to be sold. By the third codicil, if the National Gallery should

not carry out the provisions in the second codicil within five

years, on or before the expiration of the lease of his present

gallery, then he declared his bequest to the National Gallery to

be void, and in that case his gallery to be continued upon the

terms mentioned in his last codicil. By the fourth and last

codicil he limited ten years for offering his finished pictures to

the National Gallery
;

if rooms were not built, the pictures

were to be exhibited gratuitously during the existence of the

lease of his Queen Anne Street house, except the last two

years, and then the pictures were to be sold. By the decree of

the Court of Chancery, made in March 1856, the Court de-

clared that all the pictures, drawings, and sketches, wholly or

partially by the testator’s hand, without any distinction of

finished or unfinished, were to be deemed as well given for the

benefit of the public, and were to be retained by the trustees

for the time being of the National Gallery.

“‘That under the above testamentary dispositions and

the decree of the Court of Chancery, the nation is now
in possession of 362 pictures painted by Turner, and of

a very large number of water-colour drawings of the highest

excellence; and the nation ought, in the opinion of this

House, to carry out the conditions annexed to the gift in

like manner as the conditions annexed to the gift of the two
pictures now between the two Claudes have been complied

with.
‘ “ That, for want of a room to receive them at the National

Gallery, the pictures are now at Kensington, but the power of

the trustees of the National Gallery has been preserved over

them
; and it was publicly announced that they were removed

to Kensington only as a temporary measure.
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* “ That Turner died in December 1851, and, in the opinion

of this House, no further delay should take place in providing

a room or rooms for the reception and exhibition of his pic-

tures and drawings, now the property of the nation, in con-

nexion with the National Gallery, to be called 1 Turner's

Gallery.’

* “ That it is expedient that the finished pictures by Turner

should be forthwith deposited and properly hung in one of the

rooms of the present National Gallery, according to the plan

which Mr. Womum, the keeper, has stated in his evidence that

he is prepared to carry out.
* “ But this arrangement, as it will necessarily involve con-

siderable inconvenience in the exhibition of the pictures now
in the National Gallery, must be considered as of a strictly

temporary character, pending the execution of some more

enlarged and comprehensive plan.
* “ That, with a view to provide such accommodation, Mr.

Pennethorne, the architect, has stated in his evidence that he

can undertake to erect rooms fully sufficient for the reception of

the Turner pictures at the back of the present National Gallery,

within a period of time not exceeding twelve months, and at a

cost not to exceed 25,000/.
‘ “ That unless there be some reasonable prospect of seeing

a noble gallery worthy of the fine collection of pictures by the

ancient masters and British artists which the country now pos-

sesses, and which is, year by year, receiving additions of great

importance, erected upon a comprehensive plan on the present

or any other site, it appears desirable that steps should be forth-

with taken for making the limited addition to the present gallery

suggested by Mr. Pennethorne.
‘ “ That with regard to the second portion of the order of

reference—viz. ‘And having completed such enquiry, then to

consider and report the measures proper to be taken with

respect to the Vernon Gallery, and the prospective measures

proper to be taken with respect to any future gifts of the same

kind,’ the late period of the Session making it impossible for

the Committee fully to consider the important questions in-

volved, the Committee beg to recommend to the House that

the subject be again referred early in the ensuing Session.
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“‘And the Committee have directed the Minutes of Evi-

dence taken before them, together with an Appendix, to be

laid before your Lordships.

*“ July 30th.” ’

In a letter which appeared in the * Times * soon after Turner’s

death Mr. Ruskin undertook to select, sift, and arrange the

drawings that Turner left to the nation. He divided them into

three classes : first, finished water-colour drawings ; secondly,

studies from Nature, or first thoughts for pictures, in colour

;

and thirdly, sketches in pencil or pen and ink ; the drawings

belonging to the two latter classes being in various stages of

completion.

In the first class are 45 drawings of the ‘ Rivers of France,*

57 illustrating Rogers’s poems, 23 of the ‘River Scenery’ and

^Harbours of England,’ 4 marine vignettes, 5 middle-sized

drawings (including the beautiful ‘ Ivy Bridge ’), and a drawing,

some 3 feet by 2, finished with exquisite care, of a scene in the

Val d’Aosta; numbering 135 in all.

The larger number of studies forming the second class are

light sketches, valuable only to artists or to those interested in

the processes of Turner’s mind and hand. The total number

of those catalogued by Mr. Ruskin as important is 1,757.

The sketches of the third class usually are more elaborate

than the coloured ones. They consist of studies from Nature

or for compositions, in firm outlines, usually on grey paper,

heightened with white. Among other subjects more or less

complete they embrace 50 of the original drawings for the

. ‘Liber Studiorum,’ and many of the rest are of large folio size.

Mr. Ruskin prefaced his letter with the explanation that

his active executorship to the Turner estate confined itself to

the cataloguing of these drawings, and that, finding his steward-

ship involved some legal difficulties, he threw it up
; and he

concluded by assuring the trustees of the National Collections

and the country at large that no one was so eminently fitted to

arrange and provide for the exhibition of the Turner drawings

as himself, but that he would undertake the task only on con-

dition of the entire management of the drawings, in every par-

c c
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ticular, being entrusted to him. He expressed his desire to

apply himself to the work, and undertook to begin it imme-

diately upon receiving the appointment, and further, in order to

prove the working of the system proposed, to furnish ioo of

the frames, with their cases, at his own cost. Within six weeks

of the day on which he might be permitted to begin work (ill-

ness or accident not interfering) he engaged to have the ioo

drawings arranged, framed, accompanied by a printed explana-

tory catalogue, and ready for public inspection.

Mr. Ruskin was in Scotland, visiting Dumblane, Jedburgh,

and other favourite sites of Turner, when he received a letter

informing him that the trustees of the National Gallery had

granted him permission to arrange the Turner drawings for the

nation. From the autumn of 1857 to May 1858, accordingly,

he laboured assiduously
;
and I can bear witness to this labour

of love. Mr. Ruskin’s account of the condition in which he

found the drawings is full of interest, and not without pathos.

He says

—

‘ In seventeen boxes in the lower room of the National

Gallery I found upwards of 19,000 pieces of paper, drawn upon

by Turner in one way or another. Many on both sides. Some
with four, five, or six subjects on each side (the pencil point

digging spiritedly through from the foregrounds of the front

into the tender pieces of sky on the back). Some in chalk,

which the touch of the finger would sweep away. The best

book of studies for his great shipwrecks contained about a

quarter of a pound of chalk debris, black and white, broken off

the crayons with which Turner had drawn furiously on both

sides of the leaves ;
every leaf, with peculiar foresight and con-

sideration of difficulties to be met by future mounters, contain-

ing half of one subject on the front of it, and half of another

On the back. Others in ink, rotted into holes. Others (some

splendid-coloured drawings among them) long eaten away by
damp and mildew, and falling into dust at the edges, in various

states of fragile decay. Others worm-eaten
;

some mouse-

eaten ;
many torn half-way through

;
numbers doubled (quad-

rupled, I should say) into four, being Turner’s favourite mode
of packing for travelling ;

nearly all rudely flattened out from
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the bundles in which Turner had finally rolled them up and

squeezed them into the drawers in Queen Anne Street. Dust,

of thirty years’ accumulation, black, dense, and sooty, lay in

the rents of the crushed and crumpled edges of these flattened

bundles, looking like a jagged black frame, and producing

altogether unexpected effects in brilliant portions of skies,

whence an accidental or experimental finger-mark of the first

bundle unfolder had swept it away.

* About half, or rather more, of the entire number consisted

of pencil sketches in flat oblong pocket-books, dropping to

pieces at the back, tearing laterally whenever opened, and

every drawing rubbing itself into the one opposite. These
first I paged with my own hand, then unbound, and laid every

leaf separately on a clean sheet of perfectly smooth writing-

paper, so that it might receive no further injury. Then enclos-

ing the contents and boards of each book (usually ninety-two

leaves, more or less drawn on both sides, with two sketches

on the boards at the beginning and end) in a separate sealed

packet, I returned it to its tin box. The loose sketches needed

more trouble. The dust had first to be got off them (from the

chalk ones it could only be blown off), then they had to be
variously flattened ; the torn ones to be laid down, the loveliest

guarded so as to prevent all future friction, and four hundred

of the most characteristic framed and glazed, and cabinets con-

structed for them, which would admit of their free use by the

public/

How sad is the record ! These sketches were the drift and

debris of a moraine, the lumber of an unhappy man’s life, the

half-fulfilled purposes of a confused, entangled life. What
despair there was in that dread of looking over the records of

the past ;
despair of working his destiny into one harmonious

whole ! Who is there, looking at his own lumber, that does

not say to himself, there are so many more unfulfilled inten-

tions, so many dwarfed expectations, so many stunted hopes, so

many disappointments added to the old store ?

c c 2
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CHAPTER XXXV.

THE TURNER PORTRAITS.

There was at one time a notion current to the effect that no
portrait of Turner existed, whereas no great artist perhaps was

oftener sketched. From behind pictures, and from the ambush
of dark corners of exhibition rooms, the busy pencil was per-

petually recording him. Mulready drew him
;
Count d’Orsay

drew him
;
Gilbert drew him

; Linnell drew him
; Dance drew

him ; Mr. Munro drew him
;
Mr. Fawkes drew him ; and,

according to Peter Cunningham, so did Maclise and Mr. Charles

Turner. Yet the secretive painter never sat willingly but once.

He had a settled idea that, if the public saw his portrait, they

would think less of his pictures.

It is certain that Turner sat to Dance for the portrait

published in 1800, when he was R.A., and twenty-five years

old. This portrait, which is one of a series of Academician

portraits published by George Dance, represents a handsome

•young man, with rather large features, a full, prominent nose, a

fine, strong-willed chin, and a rather sensual mouth, the lower

lip of which is fleshy, and the upper lip beautifully curved.

The eyebrow is arched, and the eyelids are long, presenting a

great depth between the eye and the eyebrow. The forehead

is full, but rather receding, and is covered with a stray wisp of

hair, as Turner always kept it. The hair, close, thick, and

somewhat stubborn-looking, is long behind, and tied with a

black ribbon ;
and he wears a white cravat, the ends of which

bulge out in front of his waistcoat. The cape of his coat is of

immense width, and the lapels are thrown back in a careless

yet somewhat cavalier way. Indeed, unless Dance’s pencil has

flattered, Turner here looks a frank, handsome-hearted young

man of genius. The portrait might stand for that of a young

general or a young statesman, for the expression is at once

winning and commanding.
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In 1851, the year of Turner’s death, a clever caricature of

him was published by that feeble dilettante Count d’Orsay,

which Landseer is said to have retouched. It must have been

drawn from memory not many months before, at some soiree at

which Turner and the Count were both present—perhaps at

Mr. Windus’s. The Count evidently drew him, not from any

admiration of his genius, of which he probably understood no-

thing, but as being a character, and old-fashioned in dress and

manner. Some of Turner’s friends hold it to be a base cari-

cature, while others esteem it as being, after all, the best likeness

extant. For myself, I regard it as at least an admirable record

of his costume and attitude. The enormous, loose, large-

buttoned dress coat, with the square wide tails and the outside

pockets, is very characteristic; so are his white cravat and

frilled shirt; and so are the meagre dancing-shoes and the

rudely-made trousers. I like, too, the grim listening air with

which, as he stands near the piano, he stirs round his cup of

tea. Whether he ever wore that wobegone aspect, however, I

cannot say, though the amateur artist has certainly given the

face a look of declining health and vitality. The nose sharpens,

the cheeks sink, the mouth falls in, the eye is feeble, even the

hair is lean and sickly. Death is very near at hand with the

great artist, and is watching him even now in that room echoing

with music and sparkling with lights.

At a dinner party given on a varnishing-day at Mr. Wells’s

Landseer exhibited a little portrait of Turner that he had

painted on his palette at the Academy that morning. It was

very clever ;
everyone liked it

;
many even thought it perfect.

Unluckily an artist present induced Sir Edwin (who knew not

how to refuse) to give it him ; and, in order to carry it home,

the gratified recipient of the gift put it into his hat. The
colours were wet

;
and, when the artist took off his hat on reach-

ing home, he found that the picture had stuck to his hair. It

was entirely blurred and spoiled, and the likeness effaced.

The late Mr. White, the picture dealer of Maddox Street,

had in his possession the precious portrait of Turner painted

surreptitiously by Linnell, from sittings unconsciously given him

at Mr. Daniel’s dinner parties. Mr. White naturally enough
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attached great value to this relic, and kept it enclosed in a sort

of altar case, as if it were a Leonardo or a Raphael
;
yet many

of the best judges do not estimate it for its accuracy as a like-

ness. It was arranged by Mr. Daniel that at these premeditated

dinners Linnell should sit opposite Turner, so as to carry off a

vivid memory of his face
;
but few men, and those only born

portrait painters, can remember faces with perfect accuracy

;

and even then merely as sketches, and not in detail of outline

and colour. With all its defects, however, especially that of

being rather smaller than life, it is an interesting picture, and

worthy of record. The portrait with this strange history repre-

sents him in almost the prime of life, and in the fantastic full-

dress of the George IV. period—red velvet waistcoat, dandy

coat with fur collar, and a high wall of stiff black satin stock,

the ends cascading down over his shirt front, and fastened with

a red coral breast-pin. It is not the barber’s son we see, but

the great Mr. Turner, R.A., who proposed an Irish tour to

Mr. Thomas Moore—the Turner who was kind to poor

Campbell, and who climbed up Arthur’s Seat with Sir Walter.

Mr. Ruskin is one of those who do not think this portrait

like him. On the other hand, Mr. Griffith, who knew Turner

at the time when it was taken, considers it
1 a very good like-

ness.’ My application to Mr. Linnel for his version of the

circumstances attending it produced the following letter :

—

‘ The history of my portrait of Turner the Great is a very

short one. I painted it from recollection, at the request of a

friend of his, at whose table we frequently met. I made no

memorandum at the time of meeting, but painted from memory
entirely, the first opportunity. I believe the portrait was painted

about 1837, and as the friend for whom it was intended died,

it remained with me until I sold it to Mr. D. T. White, the

picture dealer in Maddox Street, Hanover Square. I have also

a very careful outline of Turner’s father, taken when attending

his son’s lecture at the Royal Academy, about 1810, and a

sketch of his eyes and brow looking down at the lecturer. The
picture was intended for Mr. Birch, of Birmingham, and was, I

believe, valued at 200 guineas
; it is now worth triple that sum.
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It is a vivacious likeness, and highly interesting to those who
knew the great painter twenty years ago/

Yet another portrait is recorded by Mr. Lovell Reeve. Mr.

Charles Turner, A.R.A., the mezzotint engraver of his * Liber

Studiorum,’ and his oldest and most constant friend, was so

desirous of securing a likeness of him at all hazards that he

availed himself, from time to time, of every opportunity of col-

lecting memoranda for the purpose. At length he obtained a

most characteristic portrait in oil (small half-size) of Turner in

the act of sketching. The singularity of his dress and figure

is scrupulously attended to, and it has been pronounced an

admirable and faithful likeness. Mr. C. Turner engraved this

portrait twenty years before his death.

‘ He at length,’ says another account, * obtained a portrait

of his friend, which has been pronounced by Sir Charles East-

lake, Mr. George Jones, Mr. Alfred Chalon, Mr. David Roberts,

Mr. Willmore, and other friends of the great deceased who
have seen it to be an admirable and faithful likeness.’

Turner distinctly told one of his friends that he sat for

Dance’s portrait of him. His less enthusiastic friends describe

him as having a red Jewish face with staring bluish-grey eyes,

and the smallest and dirtiest hands on record. His complexion

was very coarse and weather-beaten
;
his cuticle that of a stage-

coachman or an old man-of-war boatswain. It was as tough as

the skin of a rhinoceros, and red as the shell of a boiled lobster.

That complexion told of rough days, when the rain had driven

in his eyes as he sat on diligence roofs, or in boats lifting over

enormous waves. The sea wind had buffeted him ; the hot

Italian sun had parched and browned him. His dress was

always careless and often dirty
;
and his sleeves were long, so

as to hide his small, pliable hands. Latterly he improved in

his costume, thanks to the care of his Chelsea housekeeper, and
even was resplendent at Academy meetings in a red velvet

waistcoat. On one occasion he was particularly struck by his

friend Jones’s blue waistcoat, and its contrast with a red scarf

worn underneath. ‘I like that, Joney,’ said Turner; ‘good

bit of colour, Joney;’ and soon after he appeared in the same
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effective dress. A hat with the nap carefully brushed the

wrong way was also one of his characteristics.

‘ Turner had fine intelligent eyes, dark blue or mazarine,*

says Mr. Trimmer
;

‘ but, as it is said of Swift’s, they were

heavy rather than animated. He had a pleasing but melancholy

expression. His conversation was always sensible, and in all

matters connected with his profession invaluable. He dressed

in black, with short black gaiters, and, though neat, was not

smart. He was retired in his habits, and sensitive in his

feelings
;
he was an excessively kind-hearted person, and fond

of children, says one who knew him. His domestic life was

founded on the models of the old masters, his conversation was

most correct, and no one more upheld the decencies of society .
1

‘ He had been accused of miserly habits
;
but, as it was

known full thirty years before his death that he was accumulat-

ing his property for decayed artists and their families, he cannot

be charged with selfishness. If he exacted from publishers the

market value of his great talents, do such persons as a class act

differently with inferior talents ? I believe he was hard in his

dealings with engravers
;
in fact, he was averse to any but first-

rate hands engraving his pictures.’

Turner’s own portrait, as painted by himself, is rather brown
in colour, but fine in expression. The forehead is high, and

the rather too large nose is cleverly concealed by being taken

full-face. The lip is full, but not unduly so, and the chin

strong and Napoleonic. The young artist wears a huge cape

to his coat, the fashionable double waistcoat, and a full white

handkerchief, with pendent ends, round his neck. The colour

is wanting in tenderness, and in trying for breadth the greys

have been sacrificed.

Turner’s iron-grey eyes (they were really blue), says Mr.

Goodall, seemed to strike through you ; they revealed a great

consciousness of power. When animated, they were quite

handsome, testifies an old friend
; they were blue as enamel,

and were round, staring, and bull-like as those of Frederick the

Great.

1 It is remarkable that in his will he restricts his charities to persons

bom in lawful wedlock.
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Leslie, who derided D’Orsay’s libel, erred in saying that

Turner neither sat to anyone, nor ever would sit
;
but it is

true he thought himself coarse, ugly, unpoetical-looking. He
describes him as short and stout, and with a sturdy, sailor-like

walk. ‘ There was, in fact, nothing elegant in his appearance,’

writes he, ‘ full of elegance as he was in Art. He might have

been taken for the captain of a river steamer at first sight, but a

second would find far more in his face than belongs to any

ordinary mind. There was that peculiar keenness of expression

in his eye that is only seen in men of constant habits of obser-

vation. His voice was deep and musical.’

John Gilbert, one of the first of modern draughtsmen on

wood, took a sketch of him on one of the varnishing-days of

the last Exhibition at the British Institution (1841) to which he

contributed. Turner’s picture was not completed, for latterly

he always finished on the walls. Mounted on a box, the little

squab man was ‘ scumbling ’ (driving opaque paint in a trans-

parent coat) over the rays of the sun, which, in the exact centre

of the picture, projected like the boss on an ancient shield.

Gilbert watched him as he worked thus, and took a sketch,

which he afterwards from memory elaborated. This sketch

(which appeared long ago in one of Cassell’s publications)

represents, very humorously and vigorously, the awkward,

untidy dress of the painter
;
and the swab of a handkerchief

hanging from the side pocket of his tail-coat, the large, almost

Jewish nose, the loose, slovenly trousers, and the eagle eyes,

are not easily forgotten.

One of Turner’s detractors, the late Mr. Rippingille, gives

the following hostile view of his manner, face, and bearing :

—

‘ Personally, Turner was as much a character as his house,

and as cold and forbidding in aspect. I have witnessed meet-

ings between him and those who considered themselves in the

light of friends. I have seen a “ friend ” seize his arm in a

public room, and attempt to walk and to speak with him ; and
have seen him receive much the same treatment as a butcher

would meet with who attempted to put his arm under the fore-

leg of an unsocial and impracticable pig. It is said he could

talk, and that he had a good deal of sedate fun, seasoned with
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a spice of sarcasm : I have heard casual remarks from him,

which betrayed neither of these qualities—except, perhaps, a

little of the last, which I observed was accompanied with a

certain self-complacent grunt. He professed to know me per-

sonally, and once or twice I have put this knowledge to the

direct test by asking him who I was, and by his reply have

ascertained that his recollection was about as good as his word,

or his acquaintance. I know a gentleman who sat next him at

a dinner table, one, too, of such a stock of resources and

acquirements as would move a Stoic ; but not more than a few

words could be obtained from Turner. It was clear that

Turner was at home, from the familiar way in which he

addressed one of the ladies of the family ; and his silence or

sulkiness was afterwards accounted for by the master of the

house calling him aside, and pointedly asking him what was the

matter, when it was ascertained that, upon handing him his

cheque for a seven-hundred-pound picture, he had forgotten to

pay the hire of the coach in which Turner had come and

brought the picture with him. There is but little dependence

to be placed upon the numerous stories extant, and by no means

to his credit
; I therefore speak only of what I know and saw.

Turner was a short, vulgar-looking man, with an ordinary head,

and a coarse, red, “ pimply ” face, utterly devoid of any degree

of refinement or intelligence. I cannot recollect any other

clever man I ever saw who did not carry evidence of the fact in

his face
;
Turner was the exception. It was impossible to make

anything of such a head, such a face, look, and impression. So

far from its bearing the impress of anything like thought, there

was a vulgar, half-suppressed giggle, that seemed imprisoned in

features too rigid or obstinate to let it escape ;
while in the

twinkle of his eye there was a kind of triumph and self-satisfac-

tion, as much as to say, you might look, but you could not

make him out
;
but with this he showed no disposition to face,

but to escape from, observation.’

This description is little better than an effusion of pure

spite. From such men as its author too often come our sati-

rists, our epigrammatists, and our critics ;
and the world, leaning

ever to the worst side, takes their bitterness for honesty. Yet

the representation that Turner was a stumpy, ill-dressed man,
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with a red face and something of a satyr’s mouth, is accurate ;

but this was towards the close of his life.

I have seen an admirable picture of Turner by that clever

caricaturist in colour Mr. Chalon, which gives him with rather

a Jewish look, little staring grey eyes, arched, astonished eye-

brows, and very scarlet face. Mulready also once showed me
an inimitable little sketch of Turnerfurens,

taken by stealth at a

sitting of the Academy Council whereat the artist was thwarted.

He looks ready for a spring
;
Achilles chafing in his tent could

not have appeared more grandly furious. Mulready had caught

the true, though momentary, expression.

Mr. Rippingille, who viewed Turner with the jaundiced eye

of envy, further pronounces him to have been ‘ short, stumpy,

and vulgar, without one redeeming personal qualification,

slovenly in dress, not over cleanly, and devoid of all signs of

the habits of a gentleman, or a man moving in good society.’

CHAPTER XXXVI.

turner’s enemies.

Mr. Ruskin has laid about him, among Turner’s detractors,

with the club of a veritable Alcides
;
but Hydra has many

heads, and it takes a long time to brain and brand each particu-

lar head. Unable myself to wield the matchless weapons of that

truly great writer, I shall dismiss these critics very briefly.

Those who find Turner’s works repulsively monotonous, or see

nothing in them but central splashes of light, with surrounding

groups of dark, I care not to answer. Those who find his

figures more slovenly than Claude’s, and evincing ‘ a coarse,

unscrupulous mind and hand,’ I can only refer to the admirable

figures scattered through his engraved works, and to the fine

picture of the ‘ Departure of Adonis,’ at Mr. Munro’s, painted

in direct rivalry of Titian.

Fuseli was an early admirer of Turner, and so was Calcott.

Hazlitt, too, in his essay on 1 Imitation and Pedantry,’ while

condemning the vagueness of his later pictures, thus praises the

general breadth of his genius :

—
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* We here allude particularly to Turner, the ablest land-

scape painter now living, whose pictures are, however, too

much abstractions of aerial perspective, and representations not

so properly of the objects of Nature as of the medium through

which they are seen. They are the triumph of the knowledge

of the artist, and of the power of the pencil over the barrenness

of the subject. They are pictures of the elements of air, earth,

and water. The artist delights to go back to the first chaos

of the world, and to that state of things when the waters were

separated from the dry land, and light from darkness, but as yet

no living thing, nor tree bearing fruit, was seen upon the face of

the earth. All is “ without form and void.” Some one said of his

landscapes that they were “ pictures of nothing and very like
.” ’

Among the German critics Dr. Waagen stands pre-eminent

for pompous blundering. He has one of those routine minds,

unoriginal, bound by precedent and convention, and holding

to the old and the safe. Here is his dictum, which is evidently

founded on a very scanty knowledge of Turner’s works, especi-

ally of his divine water-colour drawings, without which no one

can judge of his greatness. Dr. Waagen is no Solomon in his

utterances, as the following will show :

—

1 Of all the English painters at the period of my first visit

to England I knew least of Turner, having seen very few of

his works, and those almost entirely of his later time. In my
two last visits (1850 and 1851) I endeavoured to repair this

omission
;
and, having succeeded in examining a number of his

pictures and drawings of the most various periods, I feel myself

qualified to give my deliberate opinion upon them. It appears

to me that Turner was a man of marvellous genius, occupying

some such place among the English landscape painters of our

day as Lord Byron among the modern English poets. In point

of fact, no landscape painter has yet appeared with such versa-

tility of talent. His historical landscapes exhibit the most ex-

quisite feeling for beauty of lines and effect of lighting
;

at the

same time he has the power of making them express the most

varied moods of Nature—a lofty grandeur, a deep and gloomy

melancholy, a sunny cheerfulness and peace, or an uproar of all

the elements. Buildings he also treats with peculiar felicity

;
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while the sea, in its most varied aspect, is equally subservient

to his magic brush. His views of certain cities and localities

inspire the spectator with poetic feelings such as no other

painter ever excited in the same degree, and which is chiefly

attributable to the exceeding picturesqueness of the point oi

view chosen, and to the beauty of the lighting. Finally, he

treats the most common little subjects, such as a group of trees,

a meadow, a shaded stream, with such art as to impart to them

the most picturesque charm. I should therefore not hesitate

to recognise Turner as the greatest landscape painter of all

times, but for his deficiency in one indispensable element in

every perfect work of Art—namely, a sound technical basis. It

is true that the pictures and drawings of his earlier and middle

period overflow with an abundance of versatile and beautiful

thoughts, rendered with great truth of Nature
;
but at the same

time his historical landscapes never possess the delicacy of

gradation and the magical atmosphere of Claude, nor his re-

alistic works the juicy transparency and freshness of a Ruys-

dael
;
while many of his best pictures have lost their keeping

by subsequent darkening, and with it a great portion of their

value. In his later time, however, he may be said to have
1

aimed gradually rather at a mere indication than a representa-

tion of his thoughts, which in the last twenty years of his life be-

came so superficial and arbitrary that it is sometimes difficult to

say what he really did intend. Not that I overlook even in these

pictures .the frequent extraordinary beauty of composition and

lighting, which renders them what I should rather call the

beautiful souls of pictures. The raptures, therefore, of many of

Turner’s countrymen, who prefer these pictures to those of his

early period, I am not able to share, but must adhere to the

sober conviction that a work of Art executed in this material

world of ours must, in order to be quite satisfactory, have a

complete and natural body, as well as a beautiful soul. Of the

earlier period of this great master the Gallery has no specimen.

To his later time belongs “ Lake Avernus, the Sibyl, and the

Golden Bough ” (No. 7), an historical composition
;
while the

two views of “Venice” (Nos. 51 and 57, the last of which,

though somewhat glassy, is most attractive for effect of light)
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show his realistic tendency. In the picture “ The Prince of

Orange Landing at Torbay ” (No. 75) he appears as a very

spirited marine painter, though he is somewhat superficial in

detail.’

About 1844 the wits (they are ever cruel) began to be most

severe on the poor old painter, of whose greatness they were

ignorant, and whose nobler works had pleased a previous

generation. Turner keenly felt their cruelty and ingratitude.

I append some of the smartest of these attacks on the dying

lion, to show how clever and how cruel they were at once :

—

1 Trundler, R.A., treats us with some magnificent pieces.

* 34. A Typhoon bursting in a Simoom over the Whirlpool

of Maelstrom, Norway
;
with a ship on fire, an eclipse, and the

effect of a lunar rainbow.

* O Art, how vast thy mighty wonders are

To those who roam upon the extraordinary deep ;

Maelstrom, thy hand is here.

From an unpublishedpoem*

*4. (Great Room.) Hippopotamuses at play in the River

Scamander.
1
13 1 1. The Duke of Wellington and the Shrimp. (Seringa-

patam, early morning.)

* And can it be, thou hideous imp,

That life is, ah ! how brief, and glory but a shrimp !

From an unpublishedpoem.

1 We must protest against the Duke’s likeness here
;

for

though his Grace is short, his face is not of an emerald green

colour
;
and it is his coat, not his boots, which are vermilion ;

nor is it fair to make the shrimp (a blue one) taller than the

conqueror of Assaye. With this trifling difference of opinion,

we are bound to express our highest admiration of the work.

It is the greatest that the English school of quiet landscape has

produced. The comet just rising above the cataract in the

foreground, and the conflagration of Tippoo’s widow in the
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banyan forest by the sea-shore, are in the great artist’s happiest

manner.’ 1

‘No. 77 is called “Whalers,” by J. M. W. Turner, R.A.,

and embodies one of those singular effects which are only met

with in lobster salads and in this artist’s pictures. Whether he

calls his picture “Whalers,” or “Venice,” or “Morning,” or

“Noon,” or “Night,” it is all the same; for it is quite as easy

to fancy it one thing as another.’
* We had almost forgotten Mr. J. M. W. Turner, R.A., and

Itis celebrated MS. poem, the “ Fallacies of Hope,” to which

he constantly refers us, as “ in former years
;
” but on this

occasion he has obliged us by simply mentioning the title of

the poem, without troubling us with an extract. We will,

however, supply a motto to his “ Morning : Returning from

the Ball,” which really seems to need a little explanation
;
and,

as he is too modest to quote the “ Fallacies of Hope,” we will

quote for him :

—

‘ Oh, what a scene ! Can this be Venice ? No.

And yet methinks it is—because I see,

Amid the lumps of yellow, red, and blue,

Something which looks like a Venetian spire.

That dash of orange in the background there

Bespeaks ’tis morning. And that little boat

(Almost the colour of tomata sauce)

Proclaims them now returning from the ball

:

This in my picture I would fain convey.

I hope I do. Alas ! what fallacy !
* 8

Gilbert k Beckett, who laughed at everything, sacred or

profane, laughed at Turner in his ‘Almanac of the Month/

(1846). Thackeray had laughed in * Ainsworth’s Magazine ’ at

‘The Napoleon and Rock Limpet

A

Beckett laughed at the

‘Undine and Masaniello,’ calling it a ‘lobster salad,’ and

saying the artist mixed his colours on the canvas, or pelted it

with eggs. According to him, it was a ‘ fair specimen of this

slap-dash school;’ and the drawing represents him running

along a wall, painting with a mop and a bucket.

1 Punch
,
vol. vi. p. 200. 1844.

2 Ibid.
}
vol. viii. pp. 233, 236. 1845.
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The fact was that these sorry jokes were chiefly written

by young men, who were totally ignorant of Art in general,

and, living in the present, forgot the past, and Turner’s ante-

cedents in particular. It was as if an ape at St. Helena had

sat down to write a Life of Napoleon, judging him only from

daily observations of him on the island.

I am afraid the tradition is too true that Thackeray, that

mighty and bitter satirist of poor humanity’s weaknesses, had

no small share in thus lashing the dotage of a great man’s

genius. Long after, however, I have heard he was shown some
of Turner’s finest water-colour drawings, upon which he ex-

claimed, * I will never run down Turner again.’ But the

blows had already gone to the old man’s heart, and it did no

good to lament them then.

Of Turner’s sensitiveness to criticism Mr. Ruskin writes

with deep feeling: ‘To censure Turner was acutely sensitive;

owing to his natural kindness, he felt it for himself or for

others, not as criticism, but as cruelty. He knew that, however

little his higher power could be seen, he had at least done as

much as ought to have saved him from wanton insult; and the

attacks upon him in his later years were to him not merely

contemptible in their ignorance, but amazing in their ingrati-

tude. "A man may be weak in his age" he said to me once,

at the time when he felt he was dying ;
“ but you should not tell

him so." What Turner might have done for us, had he received

help and love instead of disdain, I can hardly trust myself to

imagine.’

By way of contrast to the (so-called) criticisms given on a

preceding page, I here condense a few of the excellent remarks

made by Burnet, Wilkie’s engraver, on Turner’s genius. They
are as remarkable for their severe common sense as for the

study, learning, and insight they display :

—

‘ Objects with distinct outline have a tendency to advance.

Wilson’s idea was that no foreground ought to be painted

nearer than thirty feet
;

for this reason the plants in his fore-

ground are broad and blunt. Where Turner makes foreground

objects sharp and clear they are generally too small to interfere

with the general breadth ol his light and shade.
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*A multiplicity of objects prevents repose and breadth of

shadow. The later works of Turner were treated in a lighter

key to avoid spottiness. In the composition of skies he is

more original than any other painter. If the scene is bald, he

breaks his skies into beautiful forms. If the piece is multi-

tudinous, he uses the sky for repose
;
he uses the skies too for

contrast of cool or warm colour. Objectionable lines he loses

in the darks of his clouds
;
agreeable or characteristic lines he

brings into notice by opposition of light.

‘ The skies are admirable, too, for perspective ; the clouds

duly diminish in size towards the horizon.

‘Turner’s figures are not as true as Raphael’s, or as correct as

Paul Potter’s, but they have “ a broad, general look of Nature.”

We must not overlook the truth of character and bluff forms

of Turner’s fishermen and English sailors
;
they are true tran-

scripts of the men they represent—they are portraits. Keeping

the foreground light and warm makes the distance retire.

Turner (unlike Wilson) does this.

‘Turner’s earlier pictures are heavy
;
these he gradually

relieved by scumbling
;
nor even in his later works did he

adopt rich glazings, but perfected his effects by washes of

delicate opaque colours, that counteracted heaviness, but like-

wise destroyed richness and depth. This habit grew upon him*

till his lighter tints at last acquired a milky whiteness. The
pictures of Claude, put beside those of Turner, look dirty and
dingy. He never seems to have imitated Hobbima and Ruys*

dael, but to have extracted the essence of their pictures. The
landscapes of Rubens and Rembrandt contain many of his

principles.

‘Space seems to have been the guiding principle with

Turner. While the pictures of many artists stretch merely from

left to right of the canvas, his works lead the eye from the

foreground to the distance. The light key of colour of the

modem school owes its origin to Turner. Wilson, Gains-

borough, and the dark Dutch school were henceforward laid

on the shelf.

‘ His light tints, the result of pearly scumblings, make his

light pictures as luminous as his water-colour drawings. No
D D
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one but Turner has represented the tremulous, dewy mist

stealing along the ground in fading sunset shadows.

‘ The American and French war left the country too much
excited for any encouragement to painting. Hence the Acade-

micians painted too many pictures, and in too slight a manner.

The early works of Turner have a look of slightness in the

execution.

‘ Turner's style influenced Calcott, Etty, and Wilkie.

Lawrence, except in his lighter pictures, seldom relinquished

his cool shadows. Owen’s backgrounds have an affinity with

Turner.

‘ The theory is false that would make objects less visible as

they recede from the centre to the sides of a picture. We
certainly see this treatment in Rembrandt, but then these

pictures were placed in broad black frames that gave greater

force to the contiguous light. Now that we have gold orna-

mented frames, Lawrence and Turner carry out light and

colour to the borders of their gorgeous works.

‘ Turner cannot be said to have fallen on evil days. The
British Institution and the Academy Exhibitions gave an

impetus to British Art, and still more so did the formation of

the National Gallery. He lived in a time of great poets, whose

works he illustrated
;
he influenced the style of theatrical

scenery and of panoramic exhibitions. He was born, too, in a

time of much chemical change in the manufacture of pigments,

and all new colours he daringly used, whether chrome yellow,

emerald green, or cobalt blue.

‘ In other respects he was before his age
;

his large en-

gravings did not succeed. They had to compete with Land-

seer’s figure subjects and Wilkie’s gem'e pictures. Steel en-

graving did justice to the latter, while landscape requires a

slower and more expensive process. The innumerable small

prints after his designs satisfied curiosity and sated the public.

‘Turner used white grounds. His later pictures are too

ethereal, prismatic, and poetic for the million
;
and thirst for

novelty led Turner to the dreamy grandeur which he attained

by light, and Rembrandt by dark. He was amazed by the

later imitations of him, and by the want of encouragement of
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his early style. Water colours led him partly to this manner.

The most evanescent of Turner’s pictures will acquire a greater

solidity as they grow older.

I Latterly his chief aim was breadth of light and strong

contrast of hot and cold colour. His unfinished pictures are

all cold blue sky, and warm orange-brown foreground.’

In his ‘ Handbook for Young Painters
*
Leslie, with great

coolness of temper and no little severity of reasoning, vindi-

cates Canaletti from some of Mr. Ruskin’s attacks, and points

out, but not invidiously, how open Turner himself occasionally

was to censure. The extract is long, but I do not grudge the

space :

—

‘ Turner began with water colours, a mode of painting which

he practised at later periods of his life with wonderful power.

In his earliest works a resemblance may be noticed to Cozens

(to whom he always acknowledged great obligations), and still

more to Girtin, but with inferior power to either. Contem-

porary with both, and of about the same age with Girtin, had

Turner died as young, his name would only have survived as

that of a second-rate painter. His genius was of later de-

velopment, and first appeared in those grand classic and marine

subjects which he painted in the early part of the century.

The sea pieces were his own
;
the others were made up from

various sources in Art
;
and, though noble works, yet not gene-

rally those on which his fame will ultimately rest. His “Snow-

Storm in the Alps,” however, with “ Hannibal and his Army,”

would alone justify the highest praises of his friends
;
and his

“ Ulysses,” painted at a much later period, is a poem of match-

less splendour and beauty. Among the great multitude of his

conceptions there may be doubtless other classical subjects

equal to those direct from Nature, but they are exceptions to

the rule by which he will be judged.
I I was equally delighted and surprised when I heard that a

very young man had come forward, with extraordinary ability,

knowledge and love of Nature, as the champion of Turner, at a

time when (excepting by painters) his transcendent powers were

little felt or understood. But I own I was disappointed, when
I read Mr. Ruskin’s “ Modern Painters,” at one of the modes

d d 2
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he adopted in the vindication of the great artist’s just claim to

admiration.

‘ There is little enough of excellence in the world, and its

appreciation is always in danger from the obtrusion of clever

mediocrity, and that direction of criticism, with whatever ability

it is conducted, is unfortunate that tends to obscure any of the

true lights in Art, in order that one great luminary may shine

the more brilliantly. I think, therefore, it was equally unne-

cessary and unsafe to the reputation of Turner to assume that

he had fewer faults than other great painters, and to contrast

his beauties with the faults, often indeed imaginary, of Claude,

the Poussins, Cuyp, or Canaletti
;

unnecessary, because his

excellences are of so high an order that his greatest admirers

may fearlessly acknowledge all the defects with which he may
be charged

;
and unsafe, because such a system of comparison

might be more easily turned against him than against any

painter that ever lived, for there never lived one in whose works

greater absurdities or a larger number of impossible effects

might be pointed out. Then, again, the assumption that other

great painters are inferior to him, because they have not done

the same beautiful things, is unfair. Mr. Ruskin describes in

his own vivid manner four or five skies by Turner, and at the

close of every such eloquent passage asks triumphantly, “ Has
Claude given this? ” Now, it would be quite as easy to select

from the works either of Claude, the Poussins, of Wilson, of

Cuyp, of Ruysdael, and even of Canaletti, passages of peculiar

beauty, and to ask, with as little chance of an affirmative reply,

" Has Turner given this ?
”

* I have said that the faults Mr. Ruskin finds in the old

masters are often imaginary
;

and, in proof of this, let us

examine his remarks on the picture in the National Gallery, by
Nicolas Poussin, called “ Phocian.” Mr. Ruskin says: “The
first idea we receive from this picture is that it is evening, and

all the light coming from the horizon
; not so, it is full noon,

the light coming steep from the left, as is shown by the shadow

of the stick on the right-hand pedestal, for if the sun were not

very high, that shadow could not lose itself half-way down, and

if it were not lateral, the shadow would slope, instead of being
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vertical.” Now the fact is that, if the sun were very high, the

shadow of the stick would be continued instead of losing itself,

and the effect in the picture is in reality in accordance with the

more softened light of the sun when near the horizon, while the

shadow of the man’s head near the stick is placed exactly where

an evening sun would cast it. It is true these shadows are

thrown laterally into the picture, but this is quite consistent

with as much of warm light as Poussin has shown in the horizon,

and the contradiction of effects imagined by Mr. Ruskin has no

existence ; while, were it worth while to look for blunders in

Turner, we might notice that palpable one in the “ Dido Build-

ing Carthage ” of a shadow from a beam of wood projecting

from the brick wall on the extreme left of the spectator, in a

direction which can only come from a sun much higher than

that in the picture. Another instance of the detection of a

supposed falsehood by Mr. Ruskin in a great painter, but

which in fact is a truth, occurs in his description of Canaletti’s

manner of treating water. After describing, with much severity,

the ripples in the open part of a canal, he says (and in the way
of censure) that “ three hundred yards away all the houses are

reflected as clear and as sharp as in a quiet lake.” And most

assuredly they are, because Canaletti painted what he saw, and
the water as it approached the houses, being sheltered by them

from the breeze that occasions the ripple in the middle of the

canal, was there as calm as “ a quiet lake.” The reader will see

a fine example of such treatment in the large Canaletti in the

National Gallery. Mr. Ruskin is right in his censure of the

manner, as too mechanical, in which the ripples are painted by
Canaletti—a censure that applies to his execution generally.

Still, the effect in Nature he meant to express is given, and his

colour is always relatively true and well selected, though in a

subdued scale
;
and, however below Turner, Canaletti cannot

be spared from the list of great painters
; and, in proof that

Turner is at least as vulnerable, I would notice that, among
the impossibilities in his pictures, we often find reflections

on the uneven surfaces of large waves exactly perpendicular

to the object reflected, and as they could only be seen on calm

water.
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1 Mr. Ruskin, I know, will agree with me in considering it

unfortunate for Turner that his picture of “Dido Building

Carthage ” is placed in the National Gallery beside Claude’s
“ Embarkation of the Queen of Sheba for his notice of the

two pictures of Carthage is among the few instances in which

he admits a fault in Turner. “The foreground,” he says, “ of

the ‘ Building of Carthage/ and the greater part of the archi-

tecture of the 1 Fall/ are equally heavy, and evidently paint,

if we compare them with genuine passages of Claude’s sun-

shine.” For my own part, when I look at the “Building of

Carthage,” I feel as if I were in a theatre decorated with the

most splendid ofdrop scenes
;
but when I stand before Claude’s

“ Embarkation,” I am in the open air enjoying the sea breeze,

and listening to the plash of the waves on the beach. Yet this

does not convince me that Claude was a greater man than

Turner, because it is a comparison of one of the most artificial

pictures of the English painter with one of the most natural

works of the Frenchman
;
and I only make the comparison

to show that Claude is not to be deposed, to place on his throne

one who wants it not, because he has raised himself to a throne

unoccupied before, and from which his sway is extended over

a wider dominion, though, for that very reason, with less abso-

lute power in every corner of it Claude could not paint a

storm ;
Turner’s sea storms are the finest ever painted

; and,

though Claude is best seen in tranquil sunshine, yet there are

many beautiful and brilliant midday appearances, of perfect

stillness, that were never seen on canvas till Turner gave them

with a power precluding all imitation
;
and I can well believe,

with Mr. Ruskin, in the truth of his Venetian scenes, those

splendid palaces and churches under the brightest skies and

reflected in the clearest waters. Others may have painted with

more truth many of the lesser facts
;
but he alone has given

the great facts that are the prevailing associations with Venice*

I have never seen Switzerland
;
but I have known those who

have gone there sceptics with respect to Turner’s excellence,

and returned worshippers
;
and I know enough of lake scenery

to feel how great a painter he is of mountains and lakes, with

all their changes of sunshine, cloud, and mist. Such are the
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things which are the real praise of this wonderful painter of

light, and space, and air.

‘I have read with attention Mr. Ruskin’s remarks on

Turner's trees and foliage, but without being convinced that

he was so great a painter of these as of other features of Nature.

With the exception of here and there a willow, and in his

Italian views the frequent pine and cypress, I look in vain for

a specific discrimination in his trees, or in the vegetation of his

foregrounds, in which there is little that is English. I cannot

remember an oak, an elm, an ash, or a beech, in any picture

by him (only a fine decayed oak in one of his vignettes)
;
nor

do I remember anything much like the beauty of an English

hedge. Neither has he expressed the deep fresh verdure of

his own country
;
and hence he is the most unfaithful (among

great painters) to the essential and most beautiful characteristics

of English midland scenery. Constable said to me, “ Did you

ever see a picture by Turner, and not wish to possess it?” I

forget the reply, but I might have named his “ View from the

Terrace at Richmond from which, with the exception of the

general composition, every beauty of that noble landscape is

left out. I remember, in a summer of unusual drought, when
the trees became embrowned and the grass was burnt up, that

the colour of the woods and meadows seen from Richmond
approached to that of Turner’s picture ; but I never remember

to have met with trees of such forms as those which he has

placed in its foreground, in any part of the world
;
nor am I

acquainted, in Nature, with those trees often to be seen in his

middle distances, which Mr. Ruskin accurately describes as

shaped like pears with the stem downwards.’

Except one by Turner we have no recollection of any other

picture by an artist of reputation in which snow is represented

‘ in action.’ His ‘ Snow-Storm ’ was painted, and exhibited at

the Academy, in 1842. In the catalogue it bore the title of

* Snow-Storm : Steamboat off a Harbour’s Mouth making

Signals, in Shallow Water, and going by the Lead
;

’ and we
also learn, from the same authority, that the painter 1 was in

the storm the night the “Ariel” ’—the name of the steamer—

Heft Harwich.’
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Critics of all kinds, learned and unlearned, were furious

when it was exhibited
;
some of them described it as a mass of

‘soapsuds and whitewash.’ ‘Turner,’ says Mr. Ruskin, ‘was

passing the evening at my father’s house on the day this criti-

cism came out ;
and after dinner, sitting in his arm-chair by the

fire, I heard him muttering low to himself, at intervals, “ Soap-

suds and whitewash !
” again, and again, and again. At last I

went to him, asking why he minded what they said. Then he

burst out, ‘Soapsuds and whitewash ! What would they have?

I wonder what they think the sea’s like ? I wish they’d been

in it.” It is thus, too often, that ignorance sits in judgment on

the works of genius.’

One of the severest of his critics, Mr. Rippingille, writes of

his works

—

‘ Many of the pictures in the gallery appropriated to him in

Marlborough House are lamentable examples of want of care,

as well as conscience
;
and, critically speaking, the collection,

as a whole, somewhat impeaches the talent and powers of the

artist, and to a very great extent impairs the influence exercised

to swell his reputation as a grand imposition. None question

Turner’s merits and powers as a painter ; but these qualities

are not found evidenced in all his works. The man of true

taste and honesty will not fail to see a repulsive monotony of

treatment pervading every subject, and a total absence, in most,

of that freshness of feeling which is as often exhibited by him-

self as by any artist living or dead, and which ever attends an

earnest yearning after excellence. In a great number of these

productions there is no proof of the true motive
;
such pictures

appear to be made by a recipe, and to order. They are same,

and mannered to excess. Each contains a large splash of light

in the centre, with certain masses of darks grouped round.

Nor is there often any variety, novelty, or ingenuity comprised

in these
;
so that the treatment, in a few examples, becomes

vapid and commonplace. This continual trick, often much
marred in the process by slovenly treatment, has the less to

recommend it since it has no claim to originality in Art
; and,

as regards Nature, it is partial, insulting, and injurious to the

boundless and eternal variety of effects in which she presents
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herself to our notice and admiration. Take, as a test of the

truth of this observation, the three or four pictures by Claude,

hung in conjunction with about the same number of Turners

in the National Gallery. In the first, as you enter, Claude

gives you this effect of the sun in the centre of his picture,

better executed and more effective than anything of the sort of

which Turner is the imitator. But in Claude you do not find

this effect repeated; in each of the other specimens are those

varied effects by which Nature is ever characterised. Return to

Turner, and in each example you find this effect repeated.

Claude was a sloven in his figures
;
but what shall be said of

Turner? Perhaps that he was a landscape and not a figure

painter. Then he should not have put them into his pictures,

but have done as sometimes Claude did, get another painter to

do them. No man can look upon these works without per-

ceiving the coarse, unscrupulous mind and hand from which

they came, and which, in spite of all false criticism and sordid

interests can do, will not save them from the condemnation of

a wfiser and more honest generation.’

The greatest impetus to Turner’s fame was the publication

in 1843 °f ^r* Ruskin’s first volume of the * Modern Painters/

The painter whose reputation lay chiefly among his professional

brethren, and who had somewhat tired the public with his later

riddles, fantasies, and experiments, was now clearly proved to

be the greatest landscape painter the world had ever known.

With great genius, eloquence, and technical learning, and with

a logic almost too subtle, Claude was lowered, Salvator crushed,

Raphael criticised, and Turner’s works reviewed, eulogised, ex-

plained, and elevated.

Such wonderful books on Art had never before been pub-

lished. They exasperated some, electrified others, and de-

lighted the majority. Works of Turner forgotten by the ordi-

nary public were recalled
; the painter’s genius was focussed ;

and its lustre gained by the focussing. His timid admirers now
grew bolder

;
his enemies were gradually silenced

;
then came

the generous and magnificent bequest to awaken fresh interest

;

lastly, with deeper convictions, arose an almost universal thrill

of proud satisfaction that England had at last produced a truly
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great painter. Those who at first affected to think the praise

extravagant and paradoxical, gradually became converts
;
and

with each volume Turner’s votaries increased in number.

Latterly there have been gainsayers, with whom I have no

sympathy, treasonable enough to think that, though equally

eloquent, industrious, acute, and original, Mr. Ruskin has be-

come almost too voluminous and episodical, interlarding his

commentaries on Turner with too much of Scriptural quotation,

and growing almost too subtle in reasoning, and too technically

and laboriously scientific. There are even heretics daring

enough to doubt whether Turner ever plunged so deeply into

geological theories, mythological mysteries, abstruse spiritual-

isms, and Biblical allegories as is made out For myself, I do

not think he went much further than Lempriere for his ‘ Poly-

phemus,’ and some poor translation of Ovid for his 1 Liber ’

subjects. He had meaning in all he did
;
but it needed no

Swedenborgian interpretation to discover it.

For myself, if there be such faults in the great Art critic, I

forget them all when I read those splendid rhapsodies that

swell on the ear with an almost Miltonic diapason, those ex-

quisite passages of almost Athenian subtlety in reasoning, those

elaborate and oratorical comparisons of the genius of different

painters, those fervid outbursts, those eloquent and glowing

comments on ancient and modern poets, those keen guesses

that seem to lay bare before us the very soul of Titian, Angelico,

Velasquez, or Veronese. When I read these, I grow regardless

of all faults, and readily pardon them to an imagination as in-

tense as that of Dante, if not so inventive
; to a soul as devout

as that of Angelico, if not so simple
; to a colourist as gorgeous

as Giorgione, if not of such depth ; to a genius as versatile as

Turner, if his shaping power be less and his sense of composi-

tion weaker.

About this time appeared a race of young painters anxious

for sounder and more finished painting, and less manufacture

from old cracked conventional moulds. Need I say that

Messrs. Millais, Holman Hunt, and Rossetti were the giants

among them ? A small magazine with an affected name, 1 The
Germ/ first organised the sect ; and slowly, through much
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anger and laughter, their works began to emerge in the Exhibi-

tions. Mr. Millais’s ‘ Ophelia’ and ‘Huguenot’ were among
the early pictures

;
wonderful works for colour and finish,

though not without certain drawbacks. Mr. Holman Hunt’s

‘ Hireling Shepherd,’ and ‘ Claudio and Isabella,’ revealed both

the power and the defects of the new school, its daring am-

bition, its indifference to beauty, and its determination to be

unusual. Crimson flesh, rainbow sheep, ill-drawn horses, ugly,

ascetic faces, and exaggerated trivialities were among its pecu-

liarities
; and yet its admirers increased, especially when Mr.

Ruskin advanced to the front, lance in hand, to prove that

these men were painting on true Turner principles, that they

were painting faithfully what they saw, with all truth and love,

and that their finish was not minuter than that of the old

masters. Their full daylight effects gratified those who were

tired of the old brown studio gloom. Then came the great

success of Mr. Millais’s ‘ Order of Release,’ a noble picture,

almost without a fault
;
and, still later, the even greater triumph

of Mr. Holman Hunt’s ‘Christ in the Temple.’

The progress of photography doubtless led to much of this

desire for finish and detail. Our school of Art had grown sadly

slovenly
;

it wanted a drastic and a tonic. Reynolds had done
more harm by the sham idealism he taught than he had done

good by the excellence of his example. But the new school

still has much to learn. They disregard composition too

much
;
and they weaken their memories by the habit of draw-

ing and painting everything, even to a straw, direct from

Nature. Now, Turner might have taught them that Nature

must be selected from, even must at times be slightly re-dressed

and re-arranged, and that Nature is not always at her best, nor

ripe for the painter.

In his celebrated pamphlet on ‘ Pre-Raphaelitism ’ Mr.

Ruskin showed the true descent of the new sect’s creed from

the Tumerian principle of truth and finish. The following is

the celebrated comparison between Millais and Turner, the

short-sighted and the long-sighted man, in which the great

writer elaborates his argument. He says

—

‘ Suppose, for instance, two men equally honest, equally
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industrious, equally impressed with a humble desire to render

some part of what they saw in Nature faithfully, and otherwise

trained in convictions such as I have above endeavoured to in-

duce ; but one of them is quiet in temperament, has a memory
which nothing escapes, an invention which never rests, and

is comparatively near-sighted. Set them both free in the

same field, in a mountain valley. One secs everything, small

and large, with almost the same clearness—mountains and

grasshoppers alike, the leaves on the branches, the veins in the

pebbles, the bubbles in the stream
; but he can remember

nothing and invent nothing. Patiently he sets himself to his

mighty task
;
abandoning at once all thoughts of seizing tran-

sient effects, or giving general impressions of that which his

eyes present to him in microscopical dissection, he chooses some
small portion out of the infinite scene, and calculates with

courage the number of weeks which must elapse before he can

do justice to the intensity of his perceptions, or the fulness of

matter in his subject. Meantime the other has been watching

the change of the clouds, and the march of the light along the

mountain-sides
;

he beholds the entire scene in broad, soft

masses of true gradation, and the very feebleness of his sight is

in some sort an advantage to him in making him more sensible

of the aerial mystery of distance, and hiding from him the multi-

tudes of circumstances which it would have been impossible for

him to represent. But there is not one change in the casting

of the jagged shadows along the hollows of the hills, but it is

fixed on his mind for ever ;
not a flake of spray has broken

from the sea of cloud about their bases, but he has watched it

as it melts away, and could recall it to its lost place in heaven

by the slightest effort of his thoughts. Not only so, but

thousands and thousands of such images, of older scenes, re-

main congregated in his mind, each mingling in new associa-

tions with those now visibly passing before him, and these again

confused with other images of his own ceaseless, sleepless ima-

gination, flashing by in sudden troops. Fancy how his paper

will be covered with stray symbols and blots, and undecipher-

able short-hand. As for his sitting down to “ draw from Nature,”

there was not one of the things which he wished to represent
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that stayed for so much as five seconds together
;
but none of

them escaped for all that—they are sealed up in that strange

storehouse of his. He may take one of them out, perhaps, this

day twenty years, and paint it in his dark room, far away.’

Remarkable is the strain in which Mr. Ruskin addresses

the periodical writers of the day. His exhortation of them

felicitously conveys at the same time a bit of kind advice to

Turner :

—

‘ Our periodical writers, therefore, may save themselves the

trouble either of blaming or praising. Their duty is not to pro-

nounce opinions upon the work of a man who has walked with

Nature threescore years, but to impress upon the public the

respect with which they are to be received, and to make request

to him, on the part of the people of England, that he would

now touch no unimportant work, that he would not spend time

on slight or small pictures, but give to the nation a series of

grand, consistent, systematic, and completed poems. We
desire that he should follow out his own thoughts and intents

of heart, without reference to any human authority. But we
request in all humility that those thoughts may be seriously

and loftily given
;
and that the whole power of his unequalled

intellect may be exerted in the production of such works as

may remain for ever for the teaching of the nations. In all

that he says we believe ;
in all that he does we trust. It is

therefore that we pray him to utter nothing lightly, to do no-

thing regardlessly. He stands upon an eminence, from which

he looks back over the universe of God, and forward over the

generations of men. Let every work of his hand be a history

of the one, and a lesson to the other. Let each exertion of his

mighty mind be both hymn and prophecy ; adoration to the

Deity, and revelation to mankind.*

A friend of Turner’s assured me that he once told him
‘that he had never read a line of Ruskin.’ At the same time

there is a vague tradition of his being vexed at the panegyrics,

and saying that Mr. Ruskin put ideas into his head he had never

conceived. The two stories are mutually contradictory. It is

impossible that both can be true, and it is unlikely that either

is true.
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Turner's Style.

In discussing Turner’s finish, Mr. Ruskin praises the curves

in his tree drawings, which, when you look long, * seem to be

all tremulous and wavering along every edge into endless

melody of change
;

’ and, in defending Turner from the charge

of being unable to represent the higher snow-fields of the Alps,

he writes with great truth

—

1 For rocks of this kind, being found only in the midst of

the higher snow-fields, are not only out of the general track of

the landscape painter, but are for the most part quite beyond

his power—even beyond Turner’s. The waves of snow, when
it becomes a principal element in mountain form, are at once

so subtle in tone and so complicated in colour and fold, that

no skill will express them so as to keep the whole luminous

mass in anything like a true relation to the rock darkness.

For the distant rocks of the upper peaks are themselves when
in light paler than white paper, and their true size and relation

to near objects cannot be exhibited unless they are painted in

the palest tones. Yet, as compared with their snow, they are

so dark that a daguerreotype taken for the proper number of

seconds to draw the snow-shadows rightly will always represent

the rocks as coal-black. In order, therefore, to paint a snowy

mountain properly we should need a light as much brighter

than white paper as white paper is lighter than charcoal. So

that, although it is possible with deep blue sky and purple rocks

and blue shadows to obtain a very interesting resemblance of

snow effect, and a true one up to a certain point (as in the best

examples of body-colour drawing sold so extensively in Switzer-

land), it is not possible to obtain any of those refinements of

form and gradation which a great artist’s eye requires. Turner

felt that, among these highest hills, no serious or perfect work

could be done ; and although in one or two of his vignettes he

showed his knowledge of them, his practice, in larger works,

was always to treat the snowy mountains merely as a fading

white cloud, concentrating the interest of his picture on nearer

and more tractable objects.’
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CHAPTER XXXVII.

turner’s art life.

Turner’s first drawing exhibited at the Royal Academy was

suspended in the humble room set apart for sculpture and

drawings, miniatures and models in wax. The ‘ Rising Squall,

Hot Wells ’ (1793) was one cf the earliest pictures that made
critics think a new poet had arisen. In the same year he went

to make a drawing for Walker at Rochester, and soon after

began his first oil picture. In 1794 he contributed drawings to

several works; and in 1796 a picture of his obtained loud

praise from the critics
;

including, I believe, the bitter, but

generally just, Art satirist, (Pasquin) Williams.

Up to the year of his Associateship he had exhibited sixty-

two pictures
;
of which forty were architectural, the remaining

ones relating to British topography and landscape. His first

subject picture was ‘Fishermen Becalmed’ (1799). Ofhis thirteen

exhibited religious pictures, the ‘ Plague ofEgypt ’ ( 1 800) was the

first; while of the thirty-seven mythological, ‘Jason ’ led the way.

One of his earliest drawings was of the Pantheon after

the fire (1792). The Pantheon had been used for mas-

querades, and also as a theatre and an opera house. The
drawing represents the ruins of the front wall and portico. It

is coloured in a dry manner, and the holes, once windows, are

hung with icicles.

Turner’s diploma picture was ‘ Dolbadern,’ which, though

imitative of Wilson’s breadth, yet is full of the grand solemnity

of evening ; and ‘ the run-in of the dancing water ’ bright with

the sunrise in ‘ Dunstanborough Castle’ (1798) discloses an
originality that no mere imitator could give.

Before we proceed further, however, let us review Turner’s

Art life; and for this purpose it will be best to adopt the division

into three periods proposed by Mr. Ruskin.

Turner’s first period Mr. Ruskin determines between 1800

and 1820 ;
when he laboured as a student, imitating various old

masters.
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The second period is fixed between 1820 and 1835 ; when he

worked on the principles of Art he had discovered as a student,

doing what the theories of Art then required, and aiming at

beautiful ideal compositions rather than mere transcripts of

Nature.

The third period lies from 1835 to 1845 ;
when, abandoning

the ideal, he reproduced his own simple impressions of Nature,

and associated them with his own deepest feelings. In 1845,

however, his health gave way, and his mind and sight began to

fail; insomuch that the artistic fruits of the last five years of

his life (he died in 1851) are of wholly inferior value.

The productions of his first period, thus defined, are notable

for a grey or brown colour, and sometimes for a heavy touch.

Turner now is more anxious for form than colour
;
and the

colours, which are simple and few, are laid on unskilfully.

His colour was sober because he was studying sober-coloured

landscapes; and, even as the touch of them was heavy, so

was his touch: but his imitation did not degenerate into copying.

He did not copy Vandervelde, but went to the sea and painted

it in the Vandervelde way; so that by degrees he learnt to

paint truer than Vandervelde himself.

In 1823 came his * Bay of Baize revealing transition to

his second period. The chief characteristics of this period are

colour instead of grey, refinement instead of force, and quan-

tity instead of mass. His light now is as near the brightness

of real light as possible; and his shadow is not of one colour,

but of various colours. He tries now for delicacy and tender-

ness of contrast instead of violence; and he also finds that

no one had yet given the quantity of Nature. The drawings of

this period, when not designed simply for display, are * faultless

and magnificent.’ The splendour and gladness of the world,

not its humiliation and pain, are now his chief objects.

His third period is marked by less mechanical effort, less

pride in new discoveries, and less ambitious accumulation,

together with increased depth of imaginative delight and a

quiet love of Nature. Occasionally, conscious of power, and

in defiance of critics, he paints only to astonish. The figures

are chalky in the face, and scarlet in the reflected lights. After
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1840 foliage is ill painted, and it rarely occurs in any prominent

mass.

Of this third period Mr. Ruskin instructs

—

‘ Another notable characteristic of this third period is that,

though his mind was in a state of comparative repose, and

capable of play at idle moments, it was in its depth infinitely

more serious than heretofore; nearly all the subjects on which

it dwelt having now some pathetic meaning. Formerly he

painted the “ Victory ” in her triumph, but now the “ Old T&ne-
raire ” in her decay ;

formerly Napoleon at Marengo, now
Napoleon at St. Helena; formerly the Ducal Palace at Venice,

now the Cemetery at Murano; formerly the Life of Vander-

velde, now the Burial of Wilkie.

‘ Lastly, though in most respects this is the crowding period

of Turner’s genius, in a few there are evidences in it of ap-

proaching decline. As we have seen, in each former phase of

his efforts, that the full character was not developed till about

its central year, so in this last the full character was not de-

veloped till the year 1840 ;
and that character involved, in the

very fulness of its imaginative beauty, some loss of disiinctness,

some absence of deliberation in arrangement, and, as we
approach nearer and nearer the period of decline, considerable

feebleness of hand. These several deficiencies, when they

happen to be united in one of the fantasies struck out during

retouching-days at the Academy, produce results which, at the

time they appeared, might have justified a regretful criticism.’

Pictures of his First Period— 1800 to 1820.

This summary of Turner’s Art career contains comments on

the National Collection chiefly, as being most typical.

One of the earliest pictures in the Turner Gallery is ‘Moon-
light : a Study at Millbank;’ a view of the Thames looking east;

a low-toned lamplight effect, formed on Dutch theories, but

painted from the ‘ orbed maiden 5
herself. It is singular that a

little west of the spot whence the view is taken, near Cremome
Pier, stands the cottage in which the painter died fifty-five

years afterwards. Little could the hopeful young genius then

E E
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anticipate the close of his career as a worn-out old man in the

adjacent cottage

!

In 1797 Turner probably was at the Lakes, for in the follow-

ing year he exhibited ‘ Buttermere Lake, with part of Cromach
Water

;
’ in which a rainbow, breaking through a shower, is

arching over the golden mist. Even at this date the painter

was ambitious of daring atmospheric effects. Wordsworth’s
‘ Lyrical Ballads ’ (to which Coleridge contributed the * Ancient

Mariner,’ heralding the arrival of a new school of poetry)

appeared this year (1798), when Turner was twenty-three years

old.

About 1800 (probably a year or so earlier) he painted his

mountain scene; with a castle on a hill in the middle distance,

and a man angling in a stream in the foreground; taken perhaps

in Wales, where he painted so many ‘castle and mountain

scenes.’

To this period, as well as to any other, we may assign the

painting of ‘ Rizpah, the Daughter of Aiah, Watching the Dead
Bodies of her Sons ’ at harvest time

;
guarding them by day

from the vulture, and by night from the wolf. Turner was

fond of this touching story, and it was engraved with some

alterations in the * Liber Studiorum.’

‘ The Sandpit,’ with two cows on a bank and two men by a

fire, to parallel the quietness, is of I know not what date; nor

can I affix a certain date to the unexhibited ‘ Squally Weather,’

representing a vessel stranded near a jetty, and boats in the

foreground.

Mr. White, of Brownlow Street, possesses a picture ex-

hibited by Turner in 1801, when he was working hard, with all

the ardour and sensitive ambition of the man, to rival Vander-

velde, and to become a great marine painter. It is called

‘ Dutch Boat in a Gale : Fishermen Putting Fish on Board.’

Turner’s greatest works at this time were all marine. The
Duke of Bridgewater had just bought a large Vandervelde, the

‘Rising of a Storm;’ and the praise of this picture roused

Turner, as the cackle about Claude led him aftenvards to begin

the ‘ Liber,’ and to paint Carthaginian pictures. The Dutch

picture contains a packet, three boats, three ships, a hard, flat,
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inky sky, and sails in sunshine to contrast Turner, resolved to

be larger, more boisterous and more real, gives us a miity sky,

heavy, louring clouds, a real muddy sea, one enormous line of

wave, and a beam of light pointing out a distant vessel. The
ships are the heavy one-masted Dutch galliots formerly common
on the Thames

;
and the three Dutch men-of-war signal with

their colours to the distant coast.

When Turner wandered into classic territory in 1800 to

break a lance with Claude, the first subject he handled was that

of ^Eneas meeting the Cumcean Sibyl near her cave at Lake

Avernus, before he enters Hell to pluck the mystic golden

bough, in order that, armed with that talisman, he may consult

his dead father, Anchises. Turner could have no special in-

terest in the legends of the ‘ .dEneid; ’ but he painted from them

because the old masters had done so, and he was still in the

chrysalis state of imitation.

‘ The Slaying of the First-born ’ (1802) has a strong element

of grandeur, and the figures are by no means bad; but the

subject, after all, was not adapted for the painter's genius.

The same year he exhibited another Poussin subject, far

grander in imagination, ‘Jason in Search of the Golden

Fleece.' Medea has drugged the monster dragon, of whom
one gigantic coil alone is visible among the rocks, bushes, and
shattered tree-trunks above the cavern

;
which, by-the-bye, too

closely resembles the Cloaca Maxima at Rome. This is one

of Turner’s most imaginative works. There is a fine sense of

terror and danger and adventure in Jason’s stealthy creep, and

in the mystery thrown about the dragon and St. George, or

Jason, whichever it is.

The Turner Gallery contains no picture that is with cer-

tainty known to have been painted in 1801, but 1802 yielded a

full harvest. In that year he painted the portrait of himself in

evening dress; a life-size bust portrait, showing traces of his

Reynolds experiences. To the same date may be assigned the

painting, which was exhibited then, of ‘ Morning on the Conis-

ton Fells, Lancashire.’ It is to be observed that he now quotes

Milton in place of Thomson. This is a hilly landscape, with a

mountain torrent and grey and mellow golden mists. Escaping

£ e 2
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from the city life, he had been revelling in the fells and moun-

tain lakes of more northern England.

In 1803 he exhibited his ‘Holy Family 1
(the Virgin and

Child, with Joseph reposing in the open air); a bad imitation of

Reynolds
;
an uninteresting picture, except as showing the ex-

traordinary daring and versatility of the painter’s mind, and his

uncertainty as yet in what road to direct his genius.

The same year he exhibited his celebrated picture of ‘ Calais

Pier; ’ the English packet arriving, and French fishermen

preparing to put to sea. This effect of black and stormy

sky, with one glimpse only of blue, was the result of Turner’s

first Continental tour. He may have seen such an effect as he

arrived in the daily cutter from Dover after a passage of six

hours’ duration over a chopping sea. It was before the time of

the erection of the column in commemoration of the landing of

Louis XVIII.; and, as steamers were not as yet, only a little

wooden jetty conducted to Hogarth’s Gate, whence the herring

and mackerel boats are putting off.

The blue peep of sky is too hard and bright, say the critics;

there is too much wave for a harbour sea, and there are too many
drenched touters to the right Nevertheless, the picture is a splen-

did one, and there is a fine purposeless anger and restlessness

about the foreground waves. The figures, too, are good and full

of thought; especially that of the complaining fisherman, who
holds up deprecatingly to his wife the only half-filled bottle of

brandy ;
and in the distance is a brig at anchor, with one sail

white in the sunshine. Turner was always fond of Calais, from

grateful recollection, I suppose, of his traveller’s joy at first

landing in the new world. This picture was engraved by
Lupton; but the painter altered and altered it till it was spoiled;

hence it was never published.

The ‘ Vintage at Macon ’ is a direct challenge to Claude,

as an admiring critic indicates; and it succeeds by carrying the

principles of the ‘old master’ to a far higher pitch, with

greater power and immeasurably greater technical skill; above

all, with a higher poetry; the result being a perfect quasi-

classic idyl of the most lovely sort, illustrating joyfulness in a

way in which few can fail to recognise somewhat of solemnity.
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‘We look/ says a writer in the ‘Athenaeum/ ‘from a terraced

hill-side over a wide champaign, with a smooth river swerving

towards our left from the distance in the centre of the picture;

in the mid-distance is a bridge of round arches connecting the

town, which occupies both sides of the stream at that part.

Beyond the water to the utmost horizon, where are lines of dim

blue and white mountains, the land is in wide undulations. On
the immediate foreground, or terrace, is a mass of tall Claude-

like trees, the dark foliage of which rises against the sky, and is

of a somewhat conventional kind. Near the foot of this group

of trees are male and female vintagers dancing with admirable

grace and spirit of action. The wonderful point about the

picture is its richness in every respect, whether we look at the

deep, intense, yet glowing sky, the colour and contour of the

landscape, the reflections in the calm water, or the banks there

repeated. The last-named parts are admirable in their model-

ling, and, as examples of amazing skill in that way, may com-

pete with anything of the kind that Turner produced. It is one

of the most pathetic of pictures/

In Turner’s own handwriting, at the back of the ‘ Vintage

at Macon/ we read, ‘ This picture not to be taken oft* the

canvas.’ Seguier told Burnet that the artist had the greatest

horror of the picture being lined, having commenced it with

sized colours on an unprimed cloth. ‘ It is now of a deep rich

tone/ says Burnet, * although when first painted it was coloured

with the most vivid greens and yellows.’

This, the earliest fruit of his first Continental tour, was an

evident imitation of Claude, but it lacks Claude’s purity,

serenity, and calm. With the lapse of time it is now black and

cold in colour; learned, laboured, and imposing in its masses,

and in the general effect of its composition. It was exhibited

in 1803 (the tour was in 1802), and was painted for the first

Lord Yarborough, grandfather oi the present lord, who allowed

it to be engraved for the benefit of the Artists’ Benevolent

Fund.

For the same noble patron he painted ‘ The Wreck of the

“Minotaur” on the Haak Sands/ in 1810.
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‘ The ship that is wrecked/ says a writer in the ‘ Art Journal/

Mies almost broadside to the spectator on the right, and is

apparently a large Indiaman.

* A gorgeous freight that broad-sailed vessel bore—
The blazing diamond and the blushing ore

;

Spices that sighed their incense, till the sails

Were fanned along on aromatic gales

From Orient lands.

* She has struck on a rock somewhere on the British coast,

as is evidenced by the fishing-boats proceeding to assist in

rescuing the crew and passengers, some of whom, with their

luggage, are already in a large row-boat, and being borne

through the “ yeast of waves,” with small chance, as it would

seem, of ultimate escape. The two boats on each side are pro-

ceeding to the wreck; one lifted high on the crest of a huge

wave, the other scarcely visible as she sinks down in the

trough of the sea. Other vessels are seen standing off the im-^

mense hull, from the bowsprit of which figures are dropping into

a smaller boat below. In the immediate foreground is the

rudder of the Indiaman, tossed like a twig on the wild wilder-

ness of waters. But all these are comparatively insignificant

portions of the picture. It is the wonderful “ seascape ” which

must strike every beholder with astonishment—the waves

tumbling, and boiling, and rushing madly over each other, now
forming lofty, impenetrable walls, now sinking into deep gulfs,

here white with foam and spray, there almost of inky blacknesj;

and, above all, the storm clouds driving in fierce ang^r, the

ministers of terror and destruction. The marvel is that, amid

such a hurricane of the elements above and below, seamen,

even with all the daring and hardihood which seems to be

theirs naturally, could be found tempting the death that appears

inevitable in the yawning chasms of water.

1 The vessel now tossed

Through the low-trailing track of the tempest is lost

In the skirts of the thunder-cloud: now down the sweep
Of the wind-cloven wave to the chasm of the deep
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It sinks, and the walls of the watery vale,

Whose depths of dread calm are unmoved by the gale,

Dim mirrors of ruin, hang gleaming about

;

While the surf-like chaos of stars, like a rout

Of death flames, like whirlpools of fire-flowing iron,

With splendour and terror the black ship environ.

* The picture has in it but little colour; it is painted almost

throughout in a grey, leaden tone, which time has rendered

darker and more opaque. The light falls chiefly on the fore-

ground, the tan-coloured sail of the boat on the right being the

‘‘point;” it is repeated, however, on the crests of the distant

waves ere they are lost amid the falling ruin. The whole scene

vividly recalls to mind Shakespeare’s lines in the “ Tempest :
”

—

* O, I have suffered

With those I saw suffer; a brave vessel

Which had, no doubt, some noble creatures in her,

Dashed all to pieces. O, the cry did knock

Against my very heart !*

About 1805 Turner painted the ‘Destruction of Sodom/
Lot and his family leave the burning City of the Plain at the

moment the guilty curiosity of Lot’s wife is punished by her

conversion into a pillar of salt. The subject being unsuited to

the painter’s genius, one can only wonder it is so respectable in

execution. The same year produced ‘ Fishing-Boats,’ which

was bought in 1853 for 1,250 guineas by Mr. F. T. Rufford, of

Stourbridge. There is a beautiful repose about this scene, with

its smooth shore, anchor on the sands, wooden jetties, and roll

of majestic breakers.

In 1805 he also painted for Lord de Tabley, at that time

Sir John Fleming Leicester, his more celebrated picture (never

exhibited) of the ‘The Shipwreck,’ which C. Turner, J. Burnet,

and F. Fielding afterwards engraved. Lady Leicester having

lost a favourite nephew at sea, and being unable to endure the

painful associations evoked by the scene emphasised by the

artist, this great picture was exchanged by Sir John for the

* Sun Rising in a Mist,’ now in the National Gallery. It repre-
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sents a large Indiaman becoming a wreck, while fishing-boats

endeavour to rescue the crew. '1 he wreck labours in a terrific

sea; and in the foreground are three boats, not by any means

secure, crowded with frightened, huddled groups of men and

women. Some of the passengers are dropping from the bow-

sprit into the boat, which, to denote danger, is partly hidden

by a wave. The broken rudder floats by on the dark and dirty

water, which is opaque and cordy, and of a uniform grey, as if

seen from a distance through rain and mist. The figures are

admirably composed; and the objection of nobody looking wet

is of no great weight, since coarse woollen sea-cloths have not

a refractive surface, whether they be wet or dry. No marine

painter ever painted with so sailor-like a mind as Turner.

When Admiral Bowles saw the * Wreck of the “ Minotaur ”
* at the

British Institution, he said, * No ship or boat could live in such

a sea.’ That was just the sea Turner intended to paint.

Turner went down to Portsmouth in 1805 to witness the

return of the Trafalgar fleet. He was always half a sailor at

heart, and his eye must have expanded at the noble sight that

for the time erased the memory of petty cares and purged all

men’s hearts of selfish fear.

In 1806 1 Turner returned to the classics, and exhibited his
* Goddess of Discord Showing the Apple of Discord in the

Garden of the Hesperides.’ Mr. Wornum pronounces this to

be * the best classical picture of the English school.’ To me it

seems full of knowledge and art, but most purposeless and
uninteresting, besides being very dark. The figures, too, are

rather sketchy, and hardly bear the prominence that is given

them.

The story is hardly worth remembering how the three

daughters of Hesperus dwelt in a garden in North Africa,

keeping charge of the tree of golden apples (oranges ?), the gift

of Earth and J uno. Discord, not being invited to the marriage

of Thetis, obtained, by the aid of the dragon Ladon, one of

these apples, for the purpose of spreading dissension among

1 This year the British Institution opened in the Boydell Gallery, Pall

Mall, an exhibition room built on the site of Dodsley’s horse. The sculp-

ture over the door is by Banks.
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the gods. The decision of Paris and the destruction of Troy

were the results of this visit to the somewhat brown and dingy

garden. The dragon lying along the summit of the rock Mr.

Ruskin thinks a wonderful creation of the imagination. The
creature’s jaws to me appear thin, brittle, and powerless—not

nearly so terrible as those of the alligator. It is said that

Turner drew this monster from a stuffed dragon constructed for

a London Christmas pantomime.

In 1806 Turner exhibited the 4 Falls of Schaffhausen,’ still

grey in colour, with a rainbow half formed hanging over the

tremendous rushing cataract that the rocks sever in two. In

the foreground are introduced a backing waggon with kicking

horses, a few bales and boxes, and some cattle being driven to

the ferry boat. This picture was bought by the late Lord de

Tabley, one of Turner’s earliest friends. The present owner

of the title, writing to me, says :
* I remember Turner speaking

to me himself highly of this picture.’ He probably visited

Tabley Park, in Cheshire, in 1808, and Lowther Castle in 1810.

CHAPTER XXXVIII.

turner’s art life—

(

continued).

In 1807 Turner exhibited at the Royal Academy his ‘Black-

smith’s Shop,’ a picture painted in rivalry of Wilkie’s ‘ Village

Politicians,’ which was exhibited the previous year. It was

repurchased by the painter, at Lord de Tabley’s sale in 1827,

for 147/. Turner called it a ‘ Butcher Disputing with a Country

Blacksmith on the Price of Iron and the Charge made for Shoe-

ing his Pony.’ In an unfinished sketch entitled the ‘ Harvest

Home,’ years after, he again attempted to rival Wilkie’s ‘ Village

Festival.’ The figures in the ‘ Shop ’ are very good, and the

fowls, shovel, butcher’s tray, &c., are painted with admirable

Dutch fidelity. It has often been said that Turner made this

picture a mass of flame colour to destroy the effect of Wilkie’s

* Blind Fiddler,’ exhibited at the same time and hung between
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the 1 Forge * and the 1 Sun Rising through Vapour
;

9 but the fact

is that the ‘ Forge’ was No. 135, the ‘ Blind Fiddler’ 147, and

Turner’s other picture No. 162. The scene is a sunshine

interior, and there is now scarcely any red visible in it. The
* Sun Rising through Vapour’ was one of the pictures he

left to the National Gallery on condition of its being hung

between two of Claude’s.

After 1810 Turner painted the 1 Wreck ofthe “Minotaur.” '

That admirable writer on Art Mr. Tom Taylor praises the run

of the vast waves, the helpless welter of the raft, the cork-like

tossing of the boat on the crest of the breaker, the blinding

fall of rain and spray and sea, and the storm cloud through

which the wrecked hull looms desolately. But in this painting

—Turner was still thinking of Vandervelde—it is all grey,

where years later there would have been green blackness and

creamy foam. There are few reflections, and nobody seems wet.

‘ The might of the sea and the nothingness of human
strength and skill against its fury,’ writes Mr. Taylor, ‘ have

never been so represented on canvas as in this picture, which

may be profitably compared with the “Shipwreck” in the

National Gallery, an earlier picture by some five years. Atten-

tion should be called to the carefulness and intelligibility of

Turner’s composition. Amid all the apparent confusion of the

over-crowded boats and the clash of drifting spars, masts, and

rigging in the wild war of waters, the lines of the composition

and the arrangement of light and shadow guide the eye and

maintain a perfect balance of effect. Some Dutch galliots, the

only craft -which would have any chance of living in such a sea,

with the ship’s boats, are saving all they can under the lee of the

huge hull, which lies on her beam ends on the sand. Nothing

can exceed the drawing, action, and expression of the figures ;

we are made to feel at once the contrast between the energy of

those who are rescuing the drowning men and the exhaustion

of those who have been dragged into the boat. Here, as in the

“Shipwreck,” Turner shows himself even a masterly figure

painter. A remark, true of both pictures, has been made by

Mr. Ruskin—that, with all the power shown in expressing the

force and weight of waves, the painter nowhere expresses their
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wetness, nor the blinding effect of the spray on the edge of a

sand. In truth, such a subject could not be represented

truthfully, except as a mass of soapsuds and whitewash, to

borrow the words depreciatingly applied by one of the critics to

a picture of Turner’s in 1842—a “ Snow-Storm off Harwich, with

a Steam-Boat off the Harbour Mouth making Signals.”

‘ When he painted the “ Wreck of the ‘ Minotaur/ ” Turner,

in his sea-painting, was still under the influence of Vandervelde.

But, as Mr. Ruskin has properly pointed out, his way of using

the old master’s work was not to copy his pictures, but to go to

the sea and paint that in Vandervelde’s way. We may see this

in the colour of the waves in this picture, though the canvas is

so dirty that it is hard to discover from its present aspect what

the original colour really was.’

‘ Altogether/ a critic in the ‘Athenaeum ’writes, ‘ the “Wreck
of the * Minotaur is one of Turner’s masterpieces, and in its way
was probably never surpassed by him or any other artist. The
present condition of this picture is, to say the least, anomalous.

It appears as if, at some time now long past, it had undergone

successive additions of what are called “ warm tones.” The
surface is divided by brown tones of three different degrees ;

sharp and dark lines divide these spaces from one another

;

and to such a degree do these dark lines or boundaries prevail

that the one on our left actually interferes with the composition

by depriving some parts of the wreck of their proper force and

expression. The finest part of the picture is the middle, where

the “ brown tone,” although it is by no means inoffensive, still

fails to hide the impressive way in which the painter has dealt

with the wreckage of spars and sails where they are rolling in

the hollow of tremendous billows.’

Even at this period Turner was most varied in his treat-

ment of seas—in their character and colour, according to the

weather, wind, and depth of water.

The ‘Saltash’ is a painting of this period—perhaps 1806 or

1807 ;
judging from the half-effaced inscription on the brick

wall to the right, ‘ England expects every man to do his duty.*

It is merely a landing-place and shed, a quiet river margin,

some lounging soldiers, sailors, fishwomen, and porters, and a
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passage for carts
;

but all steeped in a Cuyp-like afternoon

sunshine. The word 4 Beer ’ is conspicuous on a signboard.

The 4 Highland Bridge’ and 4 Old Margate Pier’ are of this

period. The Margate picture represents fishing-boats arriving

and unloading at a seaport, and fishermen cleaning and selling

fish. The tide is low, and there is a guardship, a two-decker,

in the distance. This scene is pervaded by all the repose of

middle life. It is a sultry day, with a gentle swell and a sunny

ripple on the water. The fishing-boats are high and dry
; the

fish on the beach are very beautiful and pearly in colour. The
painter repurchased it at the Tabley sale for 519/., being just

15/. more than he had sold it for.

In 1808 Turner exhibited the 4 Death of Nelson’ at the

British Institution. The battle of October 21, 1805, is repre-

sented with sailor-like knowledge as acquired from the mizen

starboard shrouds of the 4 Victory.’ To the right is the
4 Redoubtable,’ and beyond are the 4 Te'meraire,’ the 4 Bucen-

taur,’ and the 4 San Trinidada.’ Nelson, just fallen, having

been struck by a bullet from a rifleman in the mizen fore-jib of

the 4 Redoubtable,’ is being carried down from the quarter-

deck; and the midshipman who afterwards shot the rifleman

is preparing to fire. The 4 portrait ’ figures are rather shaky.

The 4 Victory ’ is discharging her starboard guns into the hull of

the 4 Redoubtable.’ The painter has represented her main-

mast as still sound, whereas it was partly shot away at the com-

mencement of the action.

Turner most likely was at Margate on the 22nd of

December, when the 4 Victory ’ arrived there with the body of

Nelson. Eventually she became the guardship at Portsmouth,

and is now the flag-ship of the port admiral. The painter took

a deep interest in all naval matters, and a victory like Trafalgar

must have stirred him to the very heart.

Probably about the same year (1808) Turner executed

another view of the great battle, which George IV., for whom
it was painted, presented in 1829 to Greenwich Hospital, where

it still adorns the Painted Hall. It was never exhibited. It is

a broadside view, and represents the 4 Redoubtable ’ as sinking,

though really she did not sink till the next night. In fact.
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Turner has, with epical grandeur, aggregated the events of

several different hours. For instance, he assigns the glorious

signal which went up at 11.40 a.m. to the same period of the

action as that in which the mizen-mast fell, which snapped

about 1 p.m.; and he represents the ‘Achilles' as then burning,

which did not catch fire till half-past four. The picture is a

bad composition in point of Art, and is much disliked by naval

critics. Nelson's favourite captain, Sir Thomas Hardy, pro-

nounced it to be * more like a street scene than a battle, and
the ships more like houses than men-of-war; ’ and the emphatic

comment of an old Greenwich pensioner was, ‘ I can't make
English of it, sir; I can’t make English of it. It wants altering

altogether
;

' while another tar, vexed at seeing a visitor pore

over it, erupted, ‘ What a Trafalgar ! It is a d deal more
like a brickfield. We ought to have had a Huggins !' Now,
of course these rude minds could have no true judgment about

Art, which is a science, and not an instinct; but still the una-

nimity of their condemnation proves, I think, that the picture

contains fatal errors. In short, Turner’s ambition to paint a

typically comprehensive picture involved the sacrifice of fidelity

to the historic sequence of events.

In 1809 was exhibited his ‘ Spithead, with Boat’s Crew Re-

covering Anchor.' A fresh breeze is blowing, we observe;

various men-of-war lie anchored in the roadstead, and others

are bearing up for anchorage. A distant view of the fortifica-

tions of Portsmouth is revealed through a cloudy sky; and a

few boats and a buoy make up a picture of forcible colour and

good distance: but exception has reasonably been taken to the

negligence of depicting the sails of the ships bellying to the

wind as though it were blowing at the same moment from

various points of the compass. Turner, whose naval proclivi-

ties were strong, must have delighted to paint this view of the

great station of our navy, where Cromwell first established a

dry dock, and where the ‘ Royal George ’ sank.
* London from Greenwich ’ was painted in the same year.

It has the Hospital and Park in the foreground. The picture

was bought by Mr. Fawkes, but subsequently exchanged by the

painter. 1809 also produced his half-Hogarthian, half-Wilkiean
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picture of the * Garreteer’s Petition;* which represents a lean

poet at work by night in his Grub Street attic, the wall of which

is wittily adorned with a plan of Parnassus and a Table of

Fasts. To the same date belongs the painting of ‘ St. Mawes,

Falmouth Harbour/ with a view of Pendennis Castle in the

distance, engraved by J. H. Kernot.

About 1810 was painted his beautiful picture, unexhibited,

of 1 Abingdon, Berkshire/ with a morning view of the Thames
and the outskirts of the town. The tall spire of the tower is

visible, and in the foreground are the banks of the Berks and

Wilts Canal, on which are a timber-waggon and cows. Of
Burford Bridge, which is only a few miles to the south of

Oxford, we also have a glimpse. The style is after Calcott, and

the glowing tone has been taken by some to indicate evening,

for the bearings are west.

In 1811 was exhibited his * Apollo Killing the Python/ with

a motto taken from Callimachus. The hidden meaning of the

legend may be that the Python was a pestiferous marsh which

was drained by an early benefactor of mankind; but the popular

version has it that it was a dragon whose abode was in a valley

beneath Mount Parnassus, and whose temerity in attacking

Latona provoked the wrath of her son. In the picture Apollo,

kneeling in the foreground, has just discharged his arrow, and

the monster is in the act of dropping dead, a gory mass, from

an eminence. A serious defect is that, from inadequacy of

drawing, the glorious sun god looks puny and petty, and the

monster’s claws have but a feeble hold upon the rocks.

In the same year he painted the 1 Quiet Ruin— Cattle in

Water—Evening.’

In 1813, still classical and epical, and not yet immersed in

landscape and colour, he exhibited ‘ Hannibal and his Army
Crossing the Alps.’ In painting the passage of the Carthaginian

general and his vast army of 59,000 men over St. Bernard,

219 b.c., on the way to his fifteen years’ conquest of Italy,

Turner probably had no other wish than to give an epical effect

to his Aosta sketches and remembrance ofAlpine snow-storms.

The picture is now dark, and heavy with dirt; but its gloom is

grand, and the niveous darkness is charged with a monition of
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danger that no one knew how to convey better than Turner.

He has further given a lively sense of the resistance of the

Allobroges to the transit of the Carthaginian army. Turner’s

mind seems always to have had a dim notion of some analogy

between Carthage and England.

In 1813 he painted a tranquil picture of the ‘Thames at

Kingston Bank/ as if by way of mental relief after his last epic

presentment of war and danger
;
and he exhibited his ‘ Frosty

Morning : Sunrise.’ A striking reference to this fine picture

occurs in a letter written by Archdeacon Fisher to Constable

about one of his best landscapes :
—

‘ I have heard your great

picture spoken of here by no inferior judge as one of the best

in the Exhibition. It is a great thing for one person to say

this. It is by units that popularity is gained. I only like one

better, and that is a picture of pictures—the “ Frost ” by
Turner. But then you need not repine at this decision of

mine. You are a great man, and, like Bonaparte, are only to

be beaten by a frost.’ A gamekeeper, attended by a girl with

a hare, men with a two-horse cart by the roadside, a muffled

boy sliding, and a stage coach approaching from the distance,

fillup the Yorkshire scene. The ground sparkles with frost,

and the tall, spindly, bare tree conveys a sense of cold. The
tone of this picture is beautifully soft, mellow, and subdued.

The yellow cloudless sky, the crushed crisp grass, and the dead

weeds are all perfectly painted.

In 1813 he also exhibited his Poussinesque picture of the
1 Deluge ;

’ which was engraved by J. Quilley.

The first published work that introduced Turner’s name to

world-wide fame, however, was the ‘ Southern Coast/ begun in

1814, and got up with great difficulty and labour by the dis-

tinguished engraver of many of its beautiful plates, W. B.

Cooke. The first ofthese drawings were made for 7/. 10s. each.

Some of them have since been sold for 100 guineas, and, I

believe, even for 200 guineas.

About the year 1814 he painted a picture of ‘Coalbrook-

dale ;
which has since been called the ‘ Limekiln.’ It is an

excellent representation of twilight struggling with the artificial

light from the kiln; and in texture and size it much resembles
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the small picture by him at Kensington—a moonlight scene.

It was engraved by Lewis.

In 1814 he exhibited his ‘Dido and ^Eneas Leaving Car-

thage on the Morning of the Chase; * engraved by W. R. Smith.

This is one of his twenty Carthaginian pictures, and one of the

first of his works in which he has introduced his favourite flat-

topped stone-pines. Some critics rate it as one of the best of

his Claudesque pictures. The rather ambiguous ruined bridge,

and the gay figures with Dido and JEneas to the right, show

felicity of invention; but of course the city is no more African

than it is Esquimaux. Asa dream, however, it has a certain

congruity.

The same year, more classical than ever, he exhibited at the

British Institution ‘Apuleia in Search of Apuleius.’ For the

incident he gave a reference to Ovid; but no mention of it

occurs in either Ovid, or Lucian, or the author of the Golden

Ass himself. It was a jocular affectation of the grave accuracy

of quotation. This picture was painted for the Earl of Egre-

mont, as a companion to the celebrated Claude there; and was

engraved by Woollett. It is a hilly landscape, with a large

seven-arched bridge spanning a river with wooded banks; a

windmill and town on the right; and in the foreground Apuleia

and her companions questioning some peasants who are resting

in the shade of a tree. After a device of Poussin, one of the

rustics points to the name Apuleius, which is carved on a tree.

Wilson’s popularity, it may be useful to remark here, dates

from an exhibition of his works at the British Institution in this

year.

In 1815 Turner exhibited ‘ Bligh Sand, near Sheerness, with

Fishing-Boats Trawling; Cloudy Sky’—the picture that he had

the proud pleasure of refusing to sell to his old enemy Sir John

Beaumont. The scene is at the mouth of the Thames, off

Candy Island, and near Cowling Marsh. The waves are dark,

but one sail is touched with sunlight. An artist who profes-

sionally examined the picture for me tells me that the sky was

painted with perishable sugar of lead, and has quite altered.

The same year Turner exhibited his wonderful picture of
4 Crossing the Brook

;
’ engraved by A. Brandard. This vast
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landscape is a view on the river Tamar, that divides Devon-

shire from Cornwall; the spectator looking towards Plymouth,

with Calstock Bridge in the middle distance. The locality is

near Morwell, Poulson Bridge; the woods of Cothele are

visible; and in the far distance is the estuary of the Tamar,

with the Hamoaze, where one hundred war ships are often

lying in ordinary. It was before the time of the breakwater,

the dockyard, and Brunei’s bridge at Saltash; but the scene is

topographically incorrect. In colour the picture is rather blue

and cold. In the foreground are two pines and a couple of

children, with a dog carrying a bundle in its mouth across the

brook. The distance is truly wonderful, displaying the utmost

reach of the painter’s knowledge and the very climax of his Art

magic. The eye can travel some twenty miles across bridge,,

over dale and over meadow, through all degrees of blue haze ancF

melting sunshine vapour till it reaches the goal of the far

horizon. The soul does not feel cramped in view of this

picture. Its spatiosity exhilarates the spectator. ‘Crossing-

the Brook ’ was a great favourite with Turner. Such indeed

was his attachment to it that, when the engraver mentioned’

that he should require to have it for two years in his possession

for the purpose of engraving, the painter hesitated, mumbled^
something about the blank space in his gallery, and said that

two years was a long period at his time of life. ‘ When the

plate was nearly completed, he called upon me,’ says Mr.

Brandard, the engraver, ‘ to go over the proof from the picture.

In the course of conversation he observed, “ This picture was a

commission; but the gentleman was not satisfied. I was to

have had 500/. for it.” Subsequently he refused 1,600/.’

Indeed, 1815 was a wonderful year with Turner, for in that

year he exhibited, besides ‘ Crossing the Brook,’ ‘ Dido Building

Carthage;’ the aim of the latter picture being to show the rise

of a maritime empire which he considered typical of England ;

France and Rome also no doubt being analogous in his mind.

With his habitual indifference to accuracy, he has fixed the site

of the city on a river, and has placed a bridge in front, with a

vast alps of Claudesque architecture, porticoes, and vestibules

half completed on either side. Surrounded by her people.
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Dido stands on the left, watching the work; and the luminous

sun in the centre fuses all objects to one golden focus of

brightness. The inevitable stono pines are not absent. Fine,

however, is the poetic instinct (to which Mr. Ruskin has done

justice) with which the future naval greatness of Carthage is

adumbrated by the figures of the dark, sinewy, long-limbed

Carthaginian lads launching boats. The whole is a splendid

dream. Turner was justly proud of the pictorial triumph when
he determined to bequeath it to the nation on condition of its

being hung yard-arm and yard-arm with Claude. It is to be

regretted that the atmosphere, through rapid decay, is be-

coming hot and turbid, so that the purity of Claude now injures

it by contrast.

Besides vigour and grasp, it displays some learning, neither

Sichseus’s tomb nor the Byrsa being forgotten. The treatment

of the architecture of Carthage, which necessarily must have

been Oriental, is full of pardonable anachronism, after the usual

mode of the painter.

Turner seems to have considered the fate of Carthage as a

moral example to England; ascribable as it was to the decline

of agriculture, the increase of luxury, and besotted blindness, too

prolonged, to the insatiable ambition of Rome.
When he found that it did not obtain a purchaser at the

Academy, the pride which the painter took in this picture was

seriously wounded; and in angry resentment of the neglect he

thereafter sternly refused to part with it. Chantrey once or

twice essayed to secure it for himself, but was startled by the

discovery that the figures mounted with each successive applica-

tion. From 500/. the advance was to 1,000/. and from 1,000/.

it went to 2,000/. The baffled sculptor protested in vain.

‘ Why, what in the world, Turner, are you going to do with the

picture ?

*

he enquired. ‘ Be buried in it, to be sure/ was the

surly reply.

In 1816 he exhibited ‘Temple of Jupiter Panhellenius at

^Egina/ with figures in the foreground dancing the Romaika,

and Athens in the distance, eighteen miles away. The picture

was painted from a sketch taken by Mr. H. Gaily Knight in

1810. The ruin itself is a mere cluster of Doric pillars, but the

painter's restoration of it assimilates it to the Parthenon.
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In 1817 he returned full charge against Claude, and ex-

hibited his ‘Decline of the Carthaginian Empire: Hostages

Leaving Carthage for Rome/ The perspective is bad; the sky,

once fine, is now foxy; and the temples are somewhat leathery*

The critics were severe against this picture, and even Mr.

Ruskin condemns it; but Turner declared that he preferred it

to its predecessor. When he wished to impress one with a

sense of foreboding danger, grief, or terror, he generally intro-

duced a sunset The motto affixed to this adumbrates his

meaning :

—

While o’er the western wave th’ ensanguined sun

In gathering haze a stormy signal spread,

And set portentous.

In 1818 he exhibited his confused and unequal picture of

the ‘Field of Waterloo’ (engraved by J. P. Quilley). It is a

muddle of sublimity, a perfect fricassee of ill-drawn lumps of

figures, yet loftily lurid in general effect. The quotation from

Byron conveys the painter’s design :

—

The thunder-clouds close o’er it, which when rent.

The earth is covered thick with other clay,

Which her own day shall cover, heaped and pent,

Rider and horse—friend, foe, in one red burial blent

!

The picture is a striking proof of the inadequacy in Art of

genius without the power of expression. In the foreground are

witches of women searching for plunder by torchlight
; to the

right is Hougoumont still burning ; in the distance are rising

blue rocket-signals, sent up to guide the Prussian pursuit of the

routed French army. Three years had elapsed after the battle

before Turner painted Trafalgar ; and after the same period of

time he painted Waterloo.

In 1819 he exhibited the ‘Meuse: Orange Merchantman
going to Pieces on the Bar ;’ Brill church bearing south-east

by south, and Maas-Sluis east by south. There is a sunny

drift of rain, and a fresh breeze is blowing
;
the weather con-

tinuing to be squally, and the boats on the broad estuary being

still glossy. Boats are unloading the wreck, and fishermen
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picking up the oranges that bob here and there, while a boy

is slyly pocketing some of the salvage on his own account.

The ‘ Tabley Lake and Tower/ also exhibited this year, is

notable for its slaty-blue shallow water rippling in the wind.

To this year belongs the exhibition of his unpleasantly

heavy picture of ‘ Richmond Hill on the Prince Regent’s Birth-

day.’ The figures dancing in the foreground are hideously

drawn
;
one lady has a neck like a giraffe. The distance, with

wood and river, is of course pleasing.

Turner’s visit to Rome took place this year.

I do not know to what date to refer the ‘ Cologne Evening,*

in the Windus Collection ; a drawing originally made for Mr.

Tomkinson. The view is from the descent of the Rhine, with

Deutz and the bridge of boats.

CHAPTER XXXIX.

turner’s art life.

Second Period— 1820 io 1835.

Defying all precedent, in this period Turner sought chiefly for

brilliant colour, revealed a tendency to idealise, and maintained

a delicate and deliberate handling and a cheerful manner. His

sketch-books embrace notes of deer and park subjects, perhaps

from Petworth, and sketches of Egremont and Cockermouth

Castles. Careless as he usually was about notes taken for

subsequent use and amplification, yet there is in this series a

beautiful moonlight on a fine sea actually painted on the paper

wrapper of an old parcel. This piece was one which he after-

wards engraved himself.

Among the drawings of this period are the ‘ Dover ’ and

North Shields,’ used in the ‘Harbours of England;’ the

beautiful ‘ Rochester’ to be found in the ‘Rivers of England ;’

several studies for Calais pictures
;
four sketches for the ‘ Rivers

of France
;

’ and several of Evreux and Louviers. Among the

Calais sketches are ‘Fishing-Boats going out : Calais Harbour,*
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4 Fort Rouge/ a ‘Calais Schooner out in a Breeze/ and a
4 French Fisherman on Calais Sands collecting Bait.’

In 1820, after his return from Rome, Turner exhibited his

4 Rome from the Vatican
;
Raphael and the Fornarina in the

Corridor of the Loggia.’ This is rather a hot picture, the fore-

ground of which is a pure fiction. In front are the Piazza of

St. Peter’s, the Castle and Bridge of St. Angelo, and the

Colosseum
;
and in the distance are the snow-topped Apen-

nines.

Probably in the same year he painted ‘ Rome, the Arch of

Titus, and the Campo Vaccino, as seen from the Colosseum.’

A religious procession is visible in the middle
;
the Arch of

Titus is much exaggerated in size, and the foreground is un-

finished. This picture was never exhibited.

In 1823 Turner, still Claudesque, but in his own majestic

way, exhibited the 4 Bay of Baiee
;
with Apollo and the Sibyl ;

»

which Mr. Wornum designates a great masterpiece, and the

pamter’s first thoroughly original work. To the right is the

castle of the bay, and on the opposite side is Pozzuoli
;
the

two figures under the tall pines being Apollo and the Sibyl,

whom he loved
?
and to whom he granted years of life as

numerous as the grains of sand she held in her hands
;
but

who, upon soliciting the gift of perpetual youth, wasted away

to an echo. This is the Baiae that Horace said was the fairest

bay in the whole world. It is close to Avernus, where Hineas

consulted the Sibyl, and whence Ulysses descended into hell.

Turner’s secret resolve to bequeath his pictures to the

nation must have been greatly strengthened by the events

of 1824. In this year the British National Gallery of Pic-

tures was founded during the administration of the Earl of

Liverpool, by the purchase of the collection of John Julius

Angerstein, Esq., consisting of thirty-eight pictures, and com-

prising nine specimens of the British school. This collection,

which thus formed the nucleus of the present National Gallery,

was secured to the nation by a grant of Parliament voted on

April 2, 1824; and on May 10 it was opened to the public

in the house of Mr. Angerstein in Pall Mall. In 1826 the

collection was increased by the liberal donation of sixteen
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pictures from Sir George Beaumont, including five works of

the British school
;
and in 1831 it was enriched by the valuable

bequest of the Rev. William Holwell Carr
; which comprised,

however, only one English picture.

Up to the year 1847, nearly a quarter of a century after its

foundation, the National Gallery contained only forty-one

British pictures
;
but its deficiency in that respect was well

supplied by Mr. Robert Vernon’s munificent donation of one

hundred and fifty-seven pictures, all, with only two exceptions,

by painters of the British school. That school is represented

now in the National Gallery by three hundred and seventeen

pictures by eighty-one masters, all, with the exception of those

purchased with the Angerstein collection, either presented or

bequeathed to the trustees
;
yet the representation is most

inadequate, embracing as it does barely half the painters of

England.

In 1827 Turner exhibited his 1 Pas de Calais
;
Fishing-Boats

off Calais;’—‘Now for the Painter,’ as he entitled it, with a

jocular reference to Callcott's ‘ Letting go the Painter.’ It was

engraved by Davison in 1830. This pleasant sunny picture,

lighted up by numerous reflections, which represents passengers

being put on board the packet, is the property of Mr. J. Naylor,

of Liverpool.

He also exhibited ‘ Mortlake Terrace, Seat of William

Moffatt, Esq. : Summer Evening
;

’ of which place he painted

in the following year an early summer morning view. A broad

light lies on the river
; the lime trees cast long shadows on the

golden sward, where a garden chair and a portfolio tell of the

artist
;
and ©n the river are gilded barges and the glancing

wherries of holiday-makers, to bark at which a dog has just

leaped up on the parapet. Mr. Tom Taylor adduces the dog

as a proof of Turner’s reckless readiness of resource when an

effect in Art was wanted. Suddenly conceiving that a dark

object here would throw back the distance and increase the

aerial effect, Turner instantly cut a dog out of black paper and

stuck him on the wall
;
where he still remains, for, either

satisfied or forgetful, he never replaced him by a painted one.

‘ Walton Bridge ’ also is a summer scene. The barges are
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drawn up alongside the bank at the men’s dinner hour, and

the cows crowd down to the grassy margin to drink the cool

water.

To this period also belongs the ‘ Cologne/ with the ‘ Treck-

schuyt ’ arriving. There is a ‘ rosy, twilight calm/ windless and

soundless, about this picture.

In 1828, memorable for the painting of the ‘Polyphemus/

Turner painted ‘ Petworth Park, Sussex/ for Lord Leconfield,

the third earl. It was to decorate the Carved Chamber, sixty

feet by twenty-four, of the old house of the Percys, and to fill

the beautiful frames carved by Grinling Gibbons. In the

foreground of the picture is the lake, and in the distance the

tower of Tillington Church.

For Petworth he also painted the ‘ Chain Pier of Brighton f
at that time the landing-place for London and Dieppe steamers,

and one of the wonders of Lord Egremont’s county, which was

commenced in 1822 and opened in 1828. The sketch repre-

sents it at sunset, with the breakers coming in, and the

management of the perspective is ingenious.

This year was exhibited a careless, sketchy, and unpleasing

picture in imitation of Stothard, called the ‘Birdcage Scene

from Boccaccio.’ The trees of the glen are pleasantly grouped,

but the figures are bad, and the distant white castle is very

crude and glaring. ‘ No such story as the “ Birdcage ” is in the

“ Decameron,” ’ says Mr. Wornum
;
but I perfectly remember

the story to which Turner alludes reservedly in his title.

1828 also witnessed the exhibition of his * Carthage : Dido

directing the Equipment of the Fleet/ painted for Mr. Broad-

hurst
;
a river scene, with piled masses of Claudesque architec-

ture. The subject, as representing the rise of the maritime

empire and of Rome’s rival, was merely an inferior repetition

of the ‘ Building of Carthage.’

In 1829, the year of the ‘ Polyphemus/ Turner exhibited an

Italian landscape to which he was pleased to attach the name
of the ‘ Loretto Necklace.’ To the right is a view of the town

of Loretto (where the miraculous house is) on the summit of a

hill, the slopes of which are bushy with olive trees
;
and in the

distance stretches the Adriatic. The picture derives its title
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from the necklace which a strangely-formed peasant, who is

seated under some trees to the left, has placed on the neck of

a girl.

The same year he painted at Rome a view of Orvieto,

which he exhibited in 1830 at the Royal Academy. Orvieto is

a town situated on the Lake of Bolsena between Rome and

Florence, and famous for its Fra Angelico pictures. The sun

is on the distant hill, and in the foreground are Italian women
washing at a fountain. The picture was never sold.

CHAPTER XL.

THE ‘POLYPHEMUS/— 1829.

When Turner was long past the meridian of life, he was one

day on a visit to his old friend the Rev. Mr. Trimmer, of

Heston, near Brentford. Whether, the day being wet, neither

sketching nor fishing was possible, and a sense of his classical

deficiencies intruded itself in the enforced leisure, or whether

the project had long been seriously entertained and only

awaited the favourable moment for execution, we have no means

of precisely determining. But it is certain that on the occasion

of this visit to Mr. Trimmer a mutual bargain was concluded

between the two friends
;
neither more nor less than that the

clergyman should teach the artist Greek, and the artist instruct

the clergyman in painting. Examples are not wanting in

literary history of similar devotion at an advanced age to the

acquirement of Greek. Cato, it is recorded, applied himself to

it at seventy
;
and why should not Turner undertake the task

at fifty? At any rate, the compact was made; the old Greek

books were brought forth from their dusty corner, and master

and pupil duly took up their stations. We can picture to our-

selves the laborious energy expended by the artist in his novel

sphere ; but it was only for a brief season. He found that he

made slender progress in the language, while the ardent

enthusiast for Art profited largely by his instruction. ‘ I fear I
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must give it up, Trimmer,’ was the despairing exclamation
;

4 you get on better with your painting than I do with my
Greek.’ Thus ended Turner’s dream of familiarising himself

with Homer in the original, and thence deriving inspiration for

many a soul-stirring subject.

Pope’s version, however, gave access to the glorious poetry

of ‘the blind old man of Scio’s rocky isle ; ’ and we can have

little difficulty in believing that Turner selected his subject of
* Polyphemus ’ from the ninth book of the * Odyssey ' as rendered

by Pope.

Why he should have selected this particular subject it is

difficult to say. The picture may have been merely the frame-

work for a magnificent sunrise
;
possibly he desired to write his

name on Homer’s tomb, to ‘ share his triumph and partake his

gale ;
’ or it may be that something in the story of Ulysses

interested one who was also a traveller—wily, silent when need

be, and vigilant. But he felt that he was undertaking some-

thing that timid Claude would not have dared to do, that would

have half-blinded sombre Poussin, and to Yandervelde would

have been a sheer impossibility. There was room here for ima-

gination and for truth. He would associate all the hope and

splendour and joy of the morning with thoughts of human
bravery and freedom ;

and invest it all, according to honoured

precedent, with classic interest. It was a virgin subject. Let

us consider the antecedents of the Homeric story, and see what

happened before the event pictured by the artist.

At sunset Ulysses and his vassals, upon approaching the

land of the Cyclops, hear the bleating of goats and sheep,

and see smoke rising here and there upon the mountains.

At daybreak Ulysses addresses his fellows, and announces

his determination to explore the land, to see if the people

were a pious and hospitable race, or mere savages, hostile

to strangers.

Close to the shore the brave explorer discovers a cave half

hid by laurels, and surrounded by slumbering flocks, which are

fenced in by blocks of rough marble overgrown with shadowy

pine and oak. Attended by twelve men who carry with them a

jar of wine and another jar of provisions, Ulysses enters the
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cave of the giant shepherd. The cavern-palace echoes with

the cries of kids and lambs eager to be fed
; the shelves bend

with pressed cheeses ; and all around lie bowls and huge

milking-pails. His companions urge Ulysses to drive a flock

of goats to the ships, and therewith put off at once to sea ; but,

curious to see the giant, he rejects the wise counsel.

Having lighted a fire and supped, they prepare for sacrifice

and prayer
; when the giant comes, and throws down with the

sound of thunder at the door half a forest of wood that he has

brought home for fuel. Then Ulysses and his men hide them-

selves in fear, as the big-uddered flocks, driven before him,

pour into the cave. The giant first closes the entrance with a

rock that scarcely twenty four-wheeled cars could move, and

then proceeds to make his cheese and milk his flocks—putting

by the curd for his nightly feast.

The blaze of the fire that the giant kindles lights up all the

cave, and discovers the hiding Greeks. He asks their names ;

whereupon Ulysses tells him they are errant Greeks, and im-

plores hospitality in the name of the gods who protect and

avenge the wrrongs of the poor. In a storm of rage the giant

declares that the Cyclops are a race superior to Jove the goat-

nursed
;
and failing, through the lying craft of Ulysses, to dis-

cover where his ship is moored, he dashes out the brains of two

Greeks, and devours them, flesh and bone
;
after which he drains

a hundred gallons or so of milk, and falls asleep amid his flock,

careless of his prisoners. Ulysses is almost tempted to slay

the monster in his sleep, but is restrained by remembering that

no mortal force could remove the rock that bars their flight.

On the morrow the giant arises, lights his fire, milks his

goats, and feeds his lambs
;

after which he devours two more

of his prisoners in the coolest manner possible, and goes off

whistling to the mountains, driving his flocks before him, and

leaving the unhappy Greeks secure in the re-closed cave. All

that dreadful day of suspense the Greeks hold counsel, and at

last they decide to shape a tree (large as any mast) that is in

the cave into a huge spear or auger, and therewith to bore out

the monster’s eye as he sleeps. Not long after they complete

their task and hide the fire-sharpened tree in the dust of the
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cave, the giant returns
;
when he again milks his flocks, makes

his cheese with anxious care, and devours two more of the

cowering Greeks. At this point of the proceedings Ulysses

advances and, praying for release, offers the gluttonous cannibal

some of the celebrated wine that the priests of Apollo had

given him. The Cyclops drains three bowls of it and graciously

promises to devour No-man (outis) last. Overcome by the

copious draughts, the giant falls asleep. Now is the moment for

vengeance. The men chosen by lot set the spear-tree on fire,

and drive it into the wretch's eye, as shipwrights work a wimble

to bore some vast beam. As the poet has it, Ulysses stands

above on higher ground, and directs their efforts. The roars of

Polyphemus bring the Cyclops crowding to the mouth of the

barred-up cave, to ask what ails their kinsman
;
when, remem-

bering the name Ulysses had given him, he exclaims that ‘ No-
man ’ hurts him. ‘ If it is only a visitation from Jove, bear it, O
Polyphemus !

’ say his selfish kinsfolk
;
and away they go to

their teams and to their merchandise.

Now the monster rolls back the rock from the cave’s mouth,

and sits there with extended arms, handling each sheep and

goat as it passes, lest it should be an escaping Greek. But

Ulysses is too much for him. For the Cyclops, like our

mediaeval giant, is, after all, rather a fool
; as the old Greek

poet indeed confesses with more than his usual frankness in

narrating the story. With osiers taken from the giant’s bed the

hero binds together the largest rams in threes
;
and under the

middle ram of each triplet he fastens one of his men, while he

himself clings beneath the king of the flock, who comes out last.

Cursing No-man, Polyphemus reluctantly dismisses the last of

the flock, while he wonders at the leader lagging behind.

Upon their release the Greeks joyously drive down throngs of

sheep and goats to the vessels, and rejoin their comrades. In

haste they drag aboard the sheep, and, seizing their oars, push

off to sea. Once out at sea, though still in the shallows and

within ear-shot, Ulysses shouts his taunt to the enraged and

moaning monster, who hurls rocks at the departing vessel

that all but sink it, and surge it back again towards the shore.

The painter has chosen not the moment of hurling the rocks,
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but the moment when Ulysses, the destroyer of Troy, vociferates

his real name, and the Cyclops with speaking-trumpet voice

answers that such a man has indeed been prophesied as his

destroyer
;
and when Polyphemus, in answer to the somewhat

cruel exultation of Ulysses, with hands uplifted to heaven

prays to his father Neptune to overwhelm Ulysses with misfor-

tunes.

This is the moment of the picture. How it proves that

genius is better than learning ! Turner, as we know, was no
deep student of Homer

;
he knew him only through the inade-

quate medium of Pope’s translation
;
yet he paints the scene

better than mere learning could have enabled him to paint it,

and he commits no anachronism in its treatment. What is

most remarkable is that a sure instinct for the truth seems to

have guided him even where he had to invent, for those pierced

rocks are said to be characteristic of the island of Corcyra,

where the scene of the story is laid. Yet Turner was probably

thinking of the Calf of Man or the Needles. Not that I am
fond of the arched rock

;
we have had too much of it in

theatrical scenery. The galley of Ulysses, be it observed,

though perhaps an impossibility, is a grand impossibility, rather

unwieldy and top-heavy into the bargain
;
a sort of cross, in

fact, between a Venetian fishing-boat and the Lord Mayor’s

barge, made apparently of gold snuff-boxes, with gold pencil-

cases for masts
;
but that is neither here nor there.

What vigour there is in the sun, that cometh forth like a

bridegroom out of its chamber and rejoiceth like a strong man
to run its course ! What Orient splendour of colour fans out

far beyond towards Ithaca and home ! How determinately, too,

the painter tells his story. See the Greek sailors flocking up

the masts to unfurl sail. Observe Ulysses waving the blazing

olive tree in defiance at the cursing giant
;
and also his men

kneeling to entreat him to draw no more flying mountains upon

them. Mark the oars thrusting forth and beginning to force

the galley forward. There yonder, by a pardonable and even

necessary anachronism, is the rest of the fleet with their prows

dark against the growing light
;
while a figure in the middle

vessel, with outstretched arms, announces the return of their
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chief, and their oars also are thrusting forth, ready to join in

the flight. That driving smoulder of fire low to the left indi-

cates the mouth of the fatal cave that still lies glowing
;
and in

shadow above, high on the cliff, the giant—a creature of mists,

yet vast and terrible, even though a phantom of air—claws at

his wound, and raises his supplicating hand to Neptune.

Above him, through half-illuminated gloom and cloud, may be

caught faint glimpses of sunny heights, daybreak striking out

across the scene
;
which may be summed up thus :—First the

fact of sunrise, then the exulting vessel, radiant with boastful

flags, and Ulysses flying like a deer before the hounds
;

lastly,

the cursing and defeated giant : such is the sequence of the

picture. We know it is the vessel of Ulysses, because one flag

bears his name, and another depicts the siege of Troy.

So lavish is Turner’s genius that he must introduce at once

and into the same picture both day and night, both joy and
grief. Through the slant rays of the sun I descry Phoebus and

his chariot horses (or rather I see the horses; for, thanks to

sugar of lead, Phoebus has vanished). Next the painier desires

to express the favour of the gods to the hero, Pallas having

aided him in the cave, and Jove hating the old scalers of

heaven’s walls. This he does by giving us a shoal of sea

nymphs urging on the vessel, and in a phosphorescent twilight

driving before them the scaly flocks of Proteus. He embodies

what he might have observed as he leant dreaming over the

bulwarks of vessels cleaving by night Italian seas. The gleams

of their track blend with the frothy ripples of the oars, and lead

us on to the column of light with which the sun bisects the

foreground. There is hardly a touch of pure, unbroken, or raw

colour in all this picture
;
yet not a touch but serves as a note

in the great chromatic diapason. The great puffing cream-

coloured sails, the red prows, the striped masts, the violet haze

on the distant sea-rocks, the yellow glow of expanding sunlight,

the horizon’s bar of dense blue, the great ripple of red and

golden cloudlets, the gleams on the upper cliff of the Cyclopean

land— all these combine harmoniously to form the imperial

picture.

For colour, for light and shade, for composition, this seems
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to me to be the most wonderful and admirable of Turner's

idealisms. This is a creation and a poem. The ‘ Temeraire/

though equally exquisite in its way, is only a natural incident

poetically heightened—it is truth and poetry; whereas this is

imagination and poetry. Yet Turner apparently valued the

‘ Te'me'raire ’ most, for he peculiarly reserved it in his will.

There can be, of course, no doubt that Turner selected this

subject from the ninth book of the ‘Odyssey/ Yet, with his

usual secretive sort of fun, he loved to mystify busybodies and

dilettanti about it. His friend the Rev. Mr. Judkin, who was

neither a busybody nor a dilettante, but a friend of Constable's,

and himself a very clever landscape artist, was one day dining

with Turner at a large party. A lady sitting next to the

clerical artist, with the curiosity traditionally supposed to be

peculiar to her sex, was full of the glories of the ‘ Polyphemus,'

the wonder of the last Exhibition. It formed the subject of

one prolonged whispering. ‘What do you think ot Mr.

Turner’s great picture ?
’

‘ Is it not a lovely picture ?

'

Glum and shy, Turner is not unobservant of all this enthu-

siasm from his post across the table. He sees where the lady’s

glances fall after she addresses her whispers to Mr. Judkin, and

his little beads of eyes roll and twinkle with fun and slyness.

‘ I know what you two are talking about, Judkin,’ he gruffly

exclaims
;

‘ it is about my picture.’ With a deferential wave of

his glass Mr. Judkin acknowledges that that is the topic, and

the lady smiles benignantly at the painter, who now is stimu-

lated to indulgence in jocosity. ‘ And I bet you don’t know
where I took the subject from; come now—bet you don’t.'

‘ Oh ! from the old poet, of course, Turner; from the “ Odyssey,”

of course,’ was the confident reply. ‘No,’ grunted Turner,

bursting into a chuckle. ‘Odyssey!’ Not a bit of it. I took

it from Tom Dibdin. Don’t you know the lines

—

‘ He ate his mutton, drank his wine,

And then hepoked his eye out

?

’

This is an excellent example of the joyous spirit of mystifi-

cation which was so habitual to him, and apparently yielded

him such intense gratification.
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Turner was not superior to the temptation of occasionally

appropriating the conceptions of others; and I have sometimes

inclined to the suspicion that he derived his idea of treating the

subject of ‘ Polyphemus ’ from Michael Angelo’s grand Titanic

sketch of ‘ Morning.’

CHAPTER XLI.

turner’s art life—(continue#).

In 1831 was exhibited his ‘Caligula’s Palace and Bridge; Bay

of Baiae.’ Baiae seems to have impressed him as the chief site

of the ruins of some of old Rome’s most stupendous works of

luxury and power. Mistaking his text as usual, he has turned

the bridge of boats that the mad Caligula built to frustrate a

prophecy of the mathematician Thrasyllus into a substantial

structure of stone, such as the thirteen arches of the Mole of

Puteoli which Antoninus Pius restored. On the left of the

picture are the ruins of the palace, and on the extreme right, in

the distance, is Baiae. The sun rises behind the ruin, and children

are playing with goats in the foreground. The latter were, I

believe, introduced (by consent of Turner) by Mr. E. Goodall,

the engraver. Turner had a great sympathy with the ruins of

Roman greatness, and was never tired of trying to express that

sympathy with increased intensity.

Becoming more and more classic, he next exhibited ‘ The
Vision of Medea :

3 not a great success. Medea is performing

an incantation in the company of the Fates. Above her is the

dragon chariot, with her twins
; and behind her is Medea

again, throwing her murdered children into the burning palace.

* Watteau Painting/ a study on Du Fresnoy’s principle to show

that white may be used either to advance an object or to make
it recede, was also a picture of this year, as was that uninte*

resting one ‘Lord Percy under Attainder, 1606 ;’ Lord Percy,

when under attainder for the Gunpowder Plot, being visited

by his two daughters—a subject offering poor scope for the

painter.
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In the same prolific year was exhibited * Stranded Vessels

off Yarmouth making Signals of Distress ;* painted for Mr. J.

Nash, and subsequently purchased by Mr. Sheepshanks. This

fine picture represents the use of the apparatus invented by
Mr. Manby, barrack-master of Yarmouth, and by which nearly

a thousand lives were at various times saved.

In 1832 Turner exhibited his finest and most epical Italian

picture, ‘ Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage
;
Italy one of the finest

poems Italy has ever suggested to the artist, beside which the

scenes of Poussin, Claude, and Wilson are mere grand scraps

—

single pages against an ample volume. It is an epitome of

ancient and modern Italy
;
and in it the painter has expressed

all the rapture and regret embodied in the lines from Byron

which he adopts for his motto :

—

Even in thy desert what is like to thee ?

Thy very weeds are beautiful; thy waste

More rich than other climes’ fertility

;

Thy wreck a glory
;
and thy ruin graced

With an immaculate charm which cannot be defaced.

The picture consists of a mountainous landscape with a

winding river, to the right a broken bridge, and on the left a

pile of ruins, while in the foreground is a solitary flat-topped

dark-green pine, and a party of pleasure seated on a river

brink. All the typical features of Italy—the ruins, the convents,

the walled towns—are here
;
and the evening sun going down

behind the mountains tinges the dance and feast with a tone of

mournfulness. The indefiniteness of the ruined bridge to the

right is generally considered almost the only fault of this

picture.

This was also the year of exhibition of his ‘Landing of

William ofOrange,’ and of ‘ Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego

coming forth from the Burning Fiery Furnace.’ In the latter

the painter gives the earliest intimation of his desire to experi-

ment simply in wonderful effects of colour. There is a

smirched blackness and sweeping flame about this small picture

that is very grand, obscure as all else in it is. In the back-

ground is the image of Nebuchadnezzar.
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Let me note here that Wilkie’s * Knox Preaching before

Queen Mary and the Lords of the Congregation’ was introduced

to the public in this year, and found a purchaser in Sir Robert

Peel for the liberal sum of 1,200 guineas. In violent contrast

to that success, Turner had the bitter mortification of exhibiting

three pictures and selling only one.

His first picture of Venice— ‘ Venice : the Dogana, the

Campanile of San Marco, the Ducal Palace, and Bridge of Sighs,

with Canaletti Painting ’—was exhibited in 1833. From this date

he painted several pictures of Venetian scenery; never tiring

apparently of the enchantment of that sea Cybele, though never

rightly appreciating the poetry of its Oriental Gothic palaces,

and always seeming inclined to whiten the buildings, in accord-

ance with the conventional notions of classical architecture

acquired in the office of the architectural draughtsman.
1 Lake Avernus, the Fates, and the Golden Bough’ was

exhibited in 1834. Avernus, supposed to be the overflowing of

Acheron, was fabled to be one of the entrances to Hell
;
and

the golden bough, when plucked from the tree of Proserpine,

enabled mortals to enter the dominions of Pluto with impunity.

In the distance of this beautiful but mystic dream the painter

has introduced the familiar Bay of Baiae and Mount Vesuvius.

This year he exhibited another Venetian picture, representing

the ‘ Canal of the Giudecca, San Giorgio Maggiore, the Do-
gana,’ and other objects, which, with its predecessor, was bought

by Mr. Vernon. To this must be added a quiet home scene

—

*
St. Michael’s Mount,’ in the Sheepshanks Collection

;
not an

objective, but a light and aerial picture, obviously designed to

work out some theory of light and colour. The Mount is too

light
;
and Turner’s favourite subject, the fish market on tjie

beach, is not wanting.

Sketches of the Third Period, from 1835 to 1844.

In this period Turner acquired dexterity of handling
; his

colour became tender and pensive ; and, in quest of Nature
alone, he now disdained both precedent and ideals, and some-
times, I fear, even truth. The sketches of chalk rocks on the
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Meuse, of Rouen, Quilleboeuf, and St. Germains, often grand,

flowing, and full of brilliancy, tenderness and depth though

they be, not seldom betray hasty execution from the painter’s

desire to make perpetual coloured sketches. To this division

of his Art life belong a drawing of a vast unnamed fortress,

which seems to provoke Mr. Ruskin’s curiosity so much ;

Scenes on the Loire
; the Theatre at Dijon; Honfleur; Ville-

neuve, looking from Chillon towards Vevay
;
a Gallery of the

Spliigen
;

the Coblentz Bridge
;

and the Vignette of the

Apparition at sunrise, for Rogers’s poem of 1 Columbus.’ Twi-

lights, moon-rises, and river scenes are plentiful, and they are

all marked by a simple tenderness of colour.

Swiss and Venetian sketches are very numerous. He drew

Lausanne, bathed in a rosy sunset
;
a morning view, looking

from Brennen
;
Fluelen on the Lake of Lucerne, looking from

Kussnach towards the Bernese Alps
;
and Mons Pilatus, dark

against the sunset. Then comes his last visit to Venice
;
and

for the hundredth time he sits down to make notes of San

Giorgio, Santa Maria della Salute, the Bridge of the Riva del

Schiavoni, and the lagoon between San Giorgio and the

Cantieri.

Under the head of 1 Supplementary Sketches ’ (including

some of the three periods) we may mention the following,

which serve to record at least the places he visited, and the

special spots and objects that arrested his attention and ex-

cited his interest.

Among his treasured sketch-books (for he never seems to

have destroyed anything) was found a long series of notes

taken during a visit to Rome in 1819, in which a fine sense of

the Eternal City’s fallen estate is conveyed by the poet-painter.

He sketches the bridge and castle of St. Angelo, the city from

Monte Mario and from the Barberini Villa, a fine but careless

view of the Nymphseum of Severus, the Colosseum, and the

Claudian iYqueduct—the latter passing effect painted per-

haps at the moment, contrary to Turner’s usual habit. He
sketches also the Basilica of Constantine, the arches of Constan-

tine and of Titus, the church of San Giovanni and Paolo, the

Loggie (probably for his Raphael picture), and real acanthus

growing among Corinthian pillars.
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To these succeed the sketch-books numbered 247 and 507,

full of memoranda of George IV.’s visit to Scotland, in which

the form and the colour of the clouds are noted down for future

use ; and these again are followed by records of visits to Huy
Dinant (Rhine and Meuse), the junction of the Rhone and

Arve, and Geneva, from various points of view.

Nor must we forget additional Venetian jottings, the fruits of

infinite and untiring industry—the Custom House, St. Mark’s

Place, Casa Grimani, the Rialto, St. George, the Great Canal from

the Casa Foscari to the Rialto, St. Mark’s and St. Zachary’s,

the Doge’s Palace and Mint, the Fruit and Coal Market, the

Doge’s Palace, and the Rialto again, on the east and on the

west side. We have, besides, Naples, with its Claude-like shores,

fish-wives from Dieppe, a sculptured tomb from Dresden, the

sketch of the ‘ Arch of Titus 9
picture, long leaves of inscriptions

and architectural drawings, the Borromean Islands, and seven

studies of the Rhine at Andernach, with fine stormy sunset and
drifts of cloud. Yet the best of these sketches are only an

inch and a half long and three-quarters of an inch deep.

From these treasure chests, moreover, we are enabled to judge

how conscientious and anxious Turner was about his perspective

lectures ; for here is a mighty portfolio full of careful diagrams,

massed-out shadows and reflected lights, huge perspective

elevations of the dome of St. Peter’s, the interchanged reflec-

tions of two glass balls, measured moonlight falling on the

pillar of Trajan, the chiaroscuro of a jailer’s lantern moving

through the dark passages of Newgate, and studies of light and

shade on hollow glass balls first empty and then half-filled.

Most conspicuous are the exquisite knowledge and care dis-

closed by these diagrams.

The versatility and the elasticity of the painter’s mind are

copiously attested by these sketch-books. From rooms whose

domesticity is signified by a cat, and from familiar objects like

mackerel, turbot, and mutton, he passes on to Buckingham

Gate in the Strand. Thence he flits to Orleans, Saumur,

Havre, Harfleur, or Caudebec. Again he is on the Loire or

the Carrara mountains
;
anon he studies a burning ship at sunset

(an unfinished oil picture), or takes up his post on a glacier

g g 2
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near the source of the Arveron. Most frequently he reverts to

his favourite subject of the sea ;
sketching masts and rigging,

and boats labouring in a heavy sea, or swamped in the surf. In

this list must be included ‘ Carew Castle ’ (not later than

1800), published in 1834; ‘Lancaster’ (in the ‘England’),

‘Caernarvon Castle,’ ‘Wells Cathedral,’ and sketches at and

near York (of the second period); and, among the miscella-

neous foreign sketches, ‘ Bellinzona,’ studies of the Rhine on

brown paper, and notes of his last tour in 1845, when he visited

Fribourg, and made some fruitless pen and pencil sketches of

the roofs, towers, and walls of that curious city.

About 1835 was painted his ‘Heidelberg Castle in the

Olden Time;’ the palace of the German Emperor and the

Counts of Baden, which the French partly destroyed in 1689,

being restored by the artist according to his own fancy; and in

this year he exhibited ‘ Line-Fishing off Hastings,’ one of the

Sheepshanks Collection. A collier brig is wearing off shore,

some boats are out fishing, and to the left is the castle. The
squally spray, the sunny haze, and the cliffs yellow against a dark,

cool sea, are beautiful, but not without exaggeration. Another

Venetian picture, ‘ The Grand Canal, Venice, from the Madonna
della Salute Church, looking towards the Riva degli Schiavoni,’

in which the Campanile and the two famous pillars are intro-

duced, also appeared in 1835, together with ‘ Ehrenbreitstein

and the Tomb of Moreau,’ subsequently the property of Mr. E.

Bicknell. This picture was a subject chosen expressly by Mr.

J. Pye to engrave, and to it he devoted ten years off and on;

Turner consenting to its being engraved on condition of receiv-

ing twelve proofs for the copyright.

In 1835 Scarlett Davis, a well-known artist of that day, ad-

dressing his friend Ince, a favourite pupil of David Cox, though

now comparatively forgotten, who realised a considerable fortune

By his profession, writes

—

‘ I have no artistical chat for you, further than that Turner

has painted a large picture of the “Burning of the Two Houses

of Parliament;” but I have heard it spoken of as a failure—

a

devil of a lot of chrome. He finished it on the walls the last

two days before the Gallery opened to the public. I am told

it was good fun to see the great man whacking away with about
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fifty stupid apes standing round him, and I understand he was

cursedly annoyed—the fools kept peeping into his colour box

and examining all his brushes and colours/

In the same letter occurs the following passage :

—

* In my last I told you of the drawing I was making for Mr.

Windus. I know it will give you great pleasure to hear that

Turner has seen it and spoken in the highest terms of it, and

that it now hangs in company with fifty of his best works.’

The previous communication mentions Davis’s engagement

upon ‘ a very difficult subject, the Interior of the Library of

Mr. Windus, who has it filled with about fifty Turners. When
you come to town we will go down to him (he lives at Totten-

ham), and I can assure you a treat. There are parts of some

of them wonderful
,
and by G—d all other drawings look heavy

and vulgar, even Callcott and Stanfield (even the immortal

Vicars, Harding, and Pyne 1
).’

A few words of the writer of this letter.

Scarlett Davis was the son of a humble shoemaker at Here-

ford, whose juvenile evidence of a taste for drawing secured the

generous patronage of a local clergyman. One of his earliest

efforts (he was about seven years old) was to make a drawing

of a cart and etch it all at one sitting, before retiring to rest.

As a mere boy, he carried off the prize at the Society of Arts;

and, when the judges looked round for the victor, his patron

held him up on his hand and exclaimed, with a laugh, 1 Here is

the artist !
’ As he advanced in years Scarlett Davis became

remarkable for a most fatal facility
;
he was able to make

five sketches for the engraver in an hour. After two days of

surreptitious drawing at Scarborough he returned with no less

than one hundred and sixteen sketches. By the help of Lord
Zetland, who became his patron, he went to Paris, where he

painted a picture of the interior of the Louvre, at that time full

of Napoleon’s magnificent thievings. This picture was much
ridiculed; but Etty, who was kind to him, liked it, and Lawrence

valued it at 800/. After this he affected interiors. He always

lacked finish, but his facility knew no decrease. Tradition has

it that at the British Institution he once cleverly copied a

1 Satirical, of course.—

E

d.
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Rembrandt, for which he subsequently obtained ten guineas,

in the brief space of six hours. In his opening days, during

his residence at York, he made drawings for Robinson’s
‘ Cottage Architecture/ and executed a mezzotint of Bolton

Abbey.

Hitherto respectable, Davis at an early age married the

sister of a girl to whom he had been engaged, and who had

been seduced. After this he became drunken and debauched,

and, being got out of prison by Dr. Simpson, died miserably

before he had attained thirty. He seems to have been a reck-

less, eccentric, shifty man of talent; and there is a story of him

one day running furiously into the house of a friend for the pur-

pose of borrowing a pistol to shoot a * vulgarian ’ who had dared

to accuse him of charging three pounds too much for a portrait.

His paintings of galleries were altered to suit his own ideas of

grouping, colour, and effect, so that the historical value of them

is slight. ‘ Davis/ writes the biographer of Etty and Blake,

was ‘ one of those men of genius utterly devoid of honesty or

moral sense. Lord Farnborough was his first great patron/

In 1836 Turner exhibited ‘Mercury and Argus;’ a sunny

Italian picture, with a villa, rivulet, lake, and the cow that gives

the name to the composition. It was purchased by Mr. J.

Naylor, of Liverpool. This was the year of Turner’s tour in

France and Switzerland in the company of Mr. Munro.

In 1837 was exhibited his ‘Apollo and Daphne in the

Vale of Tempe/ with the emblematical greyhound and hare in

the foreground of the picture. The legend of Ovid which the

painter illustrates is, that Cupid, angry at Apollo’s coldness,

wounded him with a golden arrow, and at the same time shot

into Daphne’s heart the leaden shaft of dislike and distrust.

The wooded valley of Thessaly between Ossa and Olympus, I

need scarcely say, Turner has idealised into a beautiful ‘no

man’s land.’

Reverting once more to Carthage, that favourite halting-

place of his imagination, he exhibited at the British Institution

‘ Regulus Leaving Rome to Return to Carthage.’ This picture,

a grand vision of Imperial Rome, was painted at Rome in 1829.

It would have been in vain, I am sure, to have told Turner that
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Regulus, after all, probably was not put to a cruel death by the

Carthaginians.

The same year he painted that wild piece of imagination

* The Parting of Hero and Leander, ’ with a motto from

Musseus. It is a dark and heavy picture, sadly wanting in con-

centration and clearness, and broken into many diffusive and

conflicting lights. The temple at Lesbos is converted into a

vast palace, crowded with endless terraces; there are two moons
and a red sun above them

;
and the halo foretells the storm

which Leander is about to face in his hour and ten minutes’

swim. Love and Hymen (I am afraid Hymen had not much
to do with these meetings) are holding the guiding lamps. The
figures are terribly misshapen.

In the following year he exhibited those two great pictures

which he painted for his friend Mr. Munro, 1 Ancient Italy ’ and
* Modern Italy; ’ two grand imaginative flights, in many respects

worthy of his best days, but compositions rather than honest

topographical realities. The first represents the banishment of

Ovid from Rome, and consists primarily of a view of the Tiber

looking south-west, as seen from the left bank. The bridge is

the Pons Sublicius, the gallant defence of which by Horatius

survives in Macaulay’s famous lay. The Temple of Vesta and

the Castle of St. Angelo are also introduced. A sarcophagus,

moreover, intimates that Ovid died in exile, and against it leans

a mysterious jack-screw, typical of we know not what. The
modern picture represents a view of the Campagna combined

with Tivoli ;
a town on a hill, a woman confessing, a religious

procession, and some Pifferari, those mountain pipers who visit

Rome at Christmas to worship the Madonna.

In 1838 he also exhibited ‘Phryne going to the Public

Baths as Venus ;
’ into which, after his accumulative mode, he

crowds Demosthenes being taunted by AEschines, his great

rival in oratory. The baths are in the distance; and among
others in the foreground, to the extreme right, is Phryne riding

in a chariot as Venus. The two dogs playing with glass globes

adumbrate, I suppose, the pursuit of pleasure. The figures are

detestable, and the shadows all scarlet.

In 1839, the year of the exhibition of the ‘Fighting Teme-
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raire,’ he sent to the Academy ‘ Agrippina Landing with the

Ashes of her Husband, Germanicus.’ The classic story merely

serves as an excuse for vast, dreamy mountain piles of Greek

temples and palaces
;

and, as it happens, Agrippina really

landed with her pious freight not at Rome, but at Brundusium,

on the Adriatic. Exercising his royal prerogative to the full, as

usual, the painter has moved the palace of the Caesars from the

left to the right bank of the Tiber, to suit his composition. As
usual also in the later pictures, the colour is gorgeous, but the

form is defective, and the bridge inaccurately placed.

And now we come to what the painter himself prized most

highly— ‘ The Old Te'mdraire.’

CHAPTER XLII.

‘the old t£m£raire.*

From the early time when, as a boy, he first boated up and

down the Thames, to that final day at Chelsea when he turned

his dying eyes on the river he loved, Turner had all an English-

man’s love for the water. He had been born on the banks of

a great river
;
his first school was situated in proximity to the

Thames
;
he lived much on the ocean

;
he beat about year

after year in all sorts of smuggler’s boats
;
he cruised largely by

sea, round our own coast and many others
;
and he breathed

his last close to the very spot whither he had repaired as a boy

to make his first sketches. All his life he retained a passion

for the Thames and its ‘ black barges, patched red sails, and

every possible condition of blue and white fog
;

’ and the secret

of his attachment was that the scenes of his childhood were

never obliterated from his memory. His early visit to his

uncle the fishmonger and glue-boiler at Bristol perhaps origi-

nated his maritime tastes.

Mr. Ruskin opines that much of Turner’s youth was spent

in ‘ that mysterious forest ’ of masts below London Bridge, in

cheap ‘ poor Jack’ trips among seafaring people at Chelsea, or,

in the other direction, at Greenwich and Deptford. This course

of discipline could not have improved either his manners or his
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morals. As a fact, hence he derived a certain nautical standard

of morality by which his subsequent life was regulated
;
and the

coarseness observable in his rendering of the female form may
surely be traced to this early familiarity with the fish-wives of

Billingsgate. The training, however, was not without its ad-

vantages. It gave him exact knowledge of a ship’s anatomy

and motion
;
he learned thus early how vessels would balance

in any weather. Such, indeed, was the ardour of his nautical

bent that after his death a whole press was found full of such

naval sketches. One can conceive him as a boy anxiously

saving up shillings to spend upon boats, in order that he might

go and watch the floating castles.

It was this early love for ships and sailors that led him to

paint so many storms and shipwrecks, and so many salvage

boats
;

to give us the * Battle of Trafalgar ’ and the ‘ “ Old

Temeraire ” being Towed to her Last Moorings.’ Let me here

insert an admirable anecdote furnished to Mr. Ruskin by the

Rev. Charles Kingsley. ‘ I had taken my mother and a cousin

to see Turner’s pictures,’ he writes
;

‘ and, as my mother knows

nothing about Art, I was taking her down the gallery to look at

the large “ Richmond Park
;
” but, as we were passing the

“ Snow-Storm,” she stopped before it, and I could harly get

her to look at any other picture ;
and she told me a great deal

more about it than I had any notion of, though I have seen

many snow-storms. She had been in such a scene on the

coast of Holland during the war. When, some time afterwards,

I thanked Turner for his permission for her to see the pictures,

I told him that he would not guess what had [most] caught my
mother’s fancy, and then named the picture

;
but he said

—

‘ “ I did not paint it to be understood, but I wished to show
what such a scene was like. I got the sailors to lash me to the

mast to observe it. I was lashed for four hours, and I did not

expect to escape
;
but I felt bound to record it if I did. But

no one had any business to like the picture.”
‘ “ But,” said I, “ my mother once went through just such a

scene, and it brought it all back to her.”

1 “ Is your mother a painter ?
”

‘ “ No.”
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1 “ Then she ought to have been thinking of something

else.”

4 These were nearly his words. I observed at the time he

used “ record ” and “ painter,” as the title “ author ” had struck

me before.’

This anecdote shows us Turner in his most heroic mood,

forgetful of all danger in the pursuit of his art
; and it is in this

position that I should have liked to see him represented by the

sculptor in his monument in St. Paul’s.

The ‘ Temeraire ’ picture was exhibited at the Royal Academy
in 1839. The subject was suggested to the painter by Stanfield.

In 1838 Turner was with Stanfield and a party of brother-

artists on one of those holiday excursions in which he so de-

lighted, probably to end with whitebait and champagne at

Greenwich. It was at these times that Turner talked and joked

his best, snatching now and then a moment to print on his quick

brain some tone of sky, some gleam of water, some sprinkling

light of oar, some glancing sunshine cross-barring a sail. Sud-

denly there moved down upon the artists’ boat the grand old

vessel that had been taken prisoner at the Nile, and that led

the van at Trafalgar. She loomed through the evening haze

pale and ghostly, as she was being towed to her last moorings

at Deptford by a little fiery, puny steam-tug. ‘ There’s a fine

subject, Turner,’ said Stanfield. Accordingly Turner adopted

it ; and, as we all know, it proved to be one of his most poetical

pictures.

Of the name of the picture the following anecdote is

related :

—

‘ In consequence of the prominent part the “ Temeraire ”

took in the battle of Trafalgar, she was called among the sailors

“ the fighting ‘ Temeraire,”’ although she had never before or after

the battle of Trafalgar a claim to thepopular epithet
; but Turner

had so often heard her called “ the fighting ‘Temeraire’” that the

name became to him a household word, and as such he entitled

his poetical and beautiful picture when it was exhibited. But

when the plate was engraved for the Royal Gallery of British

Art, and it became necessary to give a brief but authentic

history of the ship, and the truth was stated to Turner, he
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seemed almost in tears when he gave up his pet title, and said,

“ Call her, then, the £ Old Temdraire.’” *

The assertion that the ‘Fighting Temeraire’ had no claim

to the title but for its doings at Trafalgar is, however, a mere

bit of malice, designed to detract from Turner’s sensibility.

The ‘Temeraire’ had doubtless had her rubs as a French battle-

ship
;
we cannot trace her history before the too-daring vessel

fell into our hands in the engagement of the Nile
;
but she

fought tremendously in that battle of giants at Trafalgar. She

was the second ship in Collingwood’s division, and was com-
manded by Captain Hervey. The ‘ Victory ’ bore down on the
‘ Redoubtable,’ and was received with a broadside, the French

instantly closing their lower-deck port for fear of the boarders,

and firing no more great guns during the whole action. There-

upon the ‘Temeraire,’ like a staunch comrade, fell onboard the

‘Redoubtable’ on the other side, and the French ship ‘Fougueux’

was in like manner on board the ‘ Temeraire ;’ so that the four

vessels lay as if moored in dock, their heads all pointing the

same way. Observing this, the lieutenants of the ‘Victory’

depressed their middle- and lower-deck guns, and fired with a

diminished charge, lest the shot should pass through the
‘ Redoubtable’ and pierce the ‘ Temeraire.’

Mr. Ruskin considers this achievement of 1839 the last

picture Turner executed with his entire and perfect power.

The ‘Polyphemus,’ painted in 1829, he claims as marking the

beginning of Turner’s central and best period of ten years.

Singularly enough, while the picture of 1829 is a sunrise, the

picture of 1839 is a sunset.

I submit a criticism, contributed by myself to the pages of

the ‘Athenaeum’ of 1859, upon this picture, regarded mainly

as a matchless tableau of colour :

—

‘ The crown and paragon of the collection is the “
‘ Fighting

Te'meraire’ Tugged to her Last Berth,” which stands out from

amongst them as a great flame-coloured Mexican cactus, the

very emperor of flowers, would do in a nosegay of simple prim-

roses. We place it first of all his works, because it excels in

colour all landscapes, we might almost say, in the world ;—we
place it first, because it excels in colour

,
and it was as a colourist
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that Turner excelled almost all painters. It is wonderful for

all the qualities of colour, for brilliancy, contrast, breadth,

tone, transparency, and light. And these fantasies are lavished

on one of the simplest of heroic themes ;—an old man-of-war

being towed to her last moorings—her grave—where, after a

well-spent life, she will return to those primitive elements from

whence her oaks first sprang. She is towed by a steamer, late

in the sunset, which is smouldering fiercely out of the sky

;

beyond the whirlpool of crimson and yellow, and flame-streaks

of vermilion, a blue haze is creeping up the river to meet the

night. Grand and warrior-like, stern, like an unconquered

veteran, proud of trophy and scar, the “ Te'mdraire” moves on,

with its lance-like masts erect, its broad, pale, spectral hull

looming stupendous and threatening over a water red as with

the blood of past battles. A grand and touching sight is the

old ship, so vast and thunderous in its sleeping and now well-

nigh exhausted might—so staunch, so true, and indomitable it

is. The tug seems to convoy it gently and lovingly, as the

enormous bulk whitens and troubles the water. To the right

we see dim through the blue vapoury twilight a factory, and

masts and chimneys, all hinted with a divine art which asto-

nishes and delights us. To the left of the sunset that still domi-

nates and sways its dying torches rises the moon, cooling the

picture with delicious semitones of grey and purple, fading

away into pearl. Just below the sunset, the chief focus of light

in the picture, rolls and wallows a huge black buoy, forming a

mass which leads the eye to the strange shadows of the steamer’s

bows, brightening from dark brown to a yellow and more

luminous duskiness. From the broad horizontal vermilion

splash that is the core of the sunset to the palest blue and

pearl of the moon region of the picture, is a grand compass for

any painter’s brush, and needed a hundred-fingered man and a

ten-horse power of brain to attain it.

‘ In no picture we have ever seen can you pass through so

far, and yet come to no wall that forces back the impatient and

forth-flying imagination. Through a thousand semitones and

half-notes of grey and neutral tint we reach the sovereign

colours that rule the picture. The very relaxations and free-
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doms of the drawing seem true to the aerial witchery and

beguilement of such an hour and such an evening. The
winged trails of scattered sunset fire—the red reflections of the

vessel—the yellow tinge on the sail—the brown shadows—the

light trail of smoke in the distance—the rich-coloured vapours

of the steamer’s funnel—the junction of red and blue in the

distance, where the sunset dips and fuses its edge into the blue

river fog—are all so many points of chromatic harmony. As a

picture it is the most glorious consummation of colouring ever

painted by English fingers, or seen by English eyes. In exqui-

site transparency it surpasses water colours
;
in strength and

purity it transcends oil. It is the noblest English poem, founded

on English scenery and English events, ever thrown on canvas.

He who painted this deserves indeed a central seat in our wide

Pantheon.’

Hearty as this encomium is, it does little justice to the

chief merit of the picture, which is its matchless poetry and

sentiment. Turner, no doubt, had often heard sailors’ yarns

of the * Fighting T&neraire
;

’ and the Nelson men at Greenwich

Hospital had, perhaps, talked of it till it stood in his mind as a

thing with not merely a body but a soul. He might have heard

that, when she left Plymouth for her last cruise, the officers

and men in the dockyards gave her three cheers at parting

—

cheers of gratitude and regret. At Deptford she was to cease

to be a ship, and to become a hospital hulk for the sailors

of all nations. Turner, however, looked at her not as an old

friend going to the grave, but as an old warrior going to his

rest
;
and, to celebrate its grand apotheosis, he turned the sky

and earth into a gory battle-field
;
and so in gorgeous sunset

she moves in pomp to her burial. In the painter’s eyes she

then was no longer the pale ghost of her former self, but a war

ship moving through the sulphurous flame at Trafalgar, with

the blood oozing through her planks as the wine pours from

the wine-press at vintage time. He knew, when he painted

this picture, that he should touch the heart of England, because

his own heart was touched as he painted it.

Had I not so often come unexpectedly upon subtle and

underlying thoughts in Turner’s works, I should have been
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inclined to doubt that the painter, in introducing the tug, meant
to symbolise the rise of steam power and the downfall of wooden
ships. Yet, though I think he merely painted what he saw, I

am not sure that he had not this occult meaning also. His

mind was quick and deep
;
he generally saw all the sides of a

thought, and all that could be done with it. Besides, we know
from several of his pictures that he had a sublime idea of the

power of steam.

Burnet, the excellent engraver of Wilkie’s ‘ Blind Fiddler,’

and an admirable writer on Art, is the author of some fine

condensed remarks on the beauties of colour and composition

in this picture. Unlike most engravers, who care for nothing

but black and white, Burnet had a fine taste for colour
;
and,

moreover, he was always judicious in his views. The picture,

he pointed out to me, is divided into hot and cold colours—

a

favourite arrangement of the painter’s. To the left is the pale,

huge man-of-war, towed by the dark tug
;
and to the right is

the setting sun ; the warm colour is on the sunny side, the cold

and shadow around and above the ship. The bulk of the

composition is on the ship’s side, and to balance that comes

the solitary dark buoy below the sun (repeating its shape), to

the right. The sky, from a burning vermilion over the sun,

passes through yellow to warm blue on the opposite side,

while the cold blues melt into pearly greys around the new-

risen moon. The steam tug is painted cool green
;

her re-

flections are brown, warm, and neutral. Mr. J. T. Willmore,

A.R.A., engraved this picture
;
but no engraving, of course,

can render the purity and richness of colour. It has also been

coarsely chromo-lithographed.

Touching the price of this Koh-i-noor of a picture, a

correspondent writes

—

‘ Upon going into the Gallery soon after it opened, I was,

as a purchaser of modern works at that time, so struck with

the poetry and beauty of this most charming picture that I

instantly went off to Queen Anne Street, where I was favoured

with a long and interesting interview with the artist. Although

he stated that the “ Temeraire ” was his “ 200 guineas size
”

only, I urged him again and again to accept my cheque for three
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hundred
;
and at length begged of him only to

uput a price

upon it.” I would have given him five hundred guineas rather

than have left it
;
for I had set my heart upon the gem ! But

although he offered to take a commission of the same size at

200 guineas, stating that “I might choose my own subject”

likewise, I could not possibly induce him either to accept my
offer or to put any price upon the “ Te'me'raire.”

*

There was a story current to the effect that this great

picture might have been bought at the Academy for 150/., and

that even at that sum it could not obtain a purchaser ; but its

inaccuracy is demonstrated by the preceding communication.

Some years after the Exhibition, Leslie tried to buy it for

Mr. James Lenox, of New York
; but Turner would not part

with it. It had already been mentally placed by him among
the pictures he would bequeath to the nation; and sacks of

gold would not have diverted him from his resolve. In one

of the codicils to his will, after his death set aside, Turner left

each of his executors a picture. They were to choose for

themselves (I believe), according to seniority; but his pet, the

‘Te'meraire,’ was specially excepted from the range of choice.

An early writer on Turner says

—

‘It has often been asked where, when, and how Turner

acquired such knowledge of the sea and of ships
; and the

question may be answered by stating that in his travels he

always mingled with humble and practical men
; for, whether

journeying by sea or land, he never parted with a penny with-

out looking at it twice, and was in the habit of travelling by
the most economical conveyance, as well as putting up at the

most cheap houses ;
and a good deal of his knowledge of

seamanship was picked up during his trips to the North, to

which he always went by a collier. Once he spent a whole

summer in drifting about the Thames, for he was fond of the

water
;
and at the time of his death “ Mr. Booth’s ” boat was

moored off Battersea Bridge. Lord Egremont used to assert

that Turner had a yacht; but we cannot ascertain this to be the

case.’

‘In the year 1839/ says Mr. Lupton, ‘ J. M. W. Turner

presented the public with the sight of that highly-esteemed
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picture the “ 1 Tem^raire * being Towed to her Last Berth,” the

beauty and splendour of which were perhaps somewhat
heightened by an occurrence which not unfrequently happens

to pictures that are placed in juxtaposition during the arranging

or hanging of pictures for public exhibition.

‘The picture of the “ Te'me'raire ” was placed satisfactorily

to Mr. Turner, and immediately over it was a picture by

Geddes, A.R.A.—“A Lady and Children.” Geddes was

delighted with the splendour and brilliancy of Turner’s picture

;

but at the same time he saw at a glance that its splendour and

brilliancy would entirely distract the spectator’s attention from

his own picture above, and that he must do something to make
his picture more attractive, and share in the vividness or

brilliancy of colour with Turner’s picture beneath. So he

resolved to repaint the floor of his picture, which was a plain,

quiet colour, and make it more attractive to the spectator’s

eye ;
accordingly he resolved to paint in a showy Turkey

carpet. To accomplish this, he first painted the whole ground

of his picture with a flat, bright tint of vermilion
,
as a ground-

work for the pattern of the carpet to be painted, and then

returned to an adjoining room to complete another picture he

was painting on before the opening of the Exhibition. Turner

was also in an adjoining room, touching up or varnishing

another of his pictures. After a while he returned to look at his

“ T^mdraire,” when, in an instant, his eyes were attracted up to

this new mass of bright vermilion of Geddes’s picture. He
was overheard to exclaim, “ Oh, oh, Mr. Geddes !

” and

immediately ran for his palette and brushes from the adja-

cent apartment. Immediately he cast a sly look first at Mr.

Geddes’s picture, and then at his own ; after which, taking his

palette knife charged full of vermilion, he passed it right across

his picture ; then stepping back, with another sly look at both

pictures, another palette knife was charged with orange colour,

then another charged with yellow, and so on, until he was

satisfied that he had brought his picture up to the necessary

brilliancy to contend with the bright vermilion ground above

him in Geddes’s picture.

* Returning the next day to look at his picture, Turner was
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somewhat surprised to fine that the bright vermilion ground of

Geddes’s picture above his “ Tdmdraire,” and which he had

taken so much pains to paint down, had been turned into

a rich, quiet, comparatively speaking, sober-coloured Turkey

carpet.’

CHAPTER XLIII.

turner’s art life—

(

concluded).

In 1840 Turner painted ‘ Bacchus and Ariadne ;* a variation

of the grand old Titian theme. In it he omits the sail of the

vessel of Theseus, who, having slain the Minotaur, deserts

Ariadne at Naxos. There is a city on a height, and a river

below.

In this year he also produced ‘Venice—the Bridge of

Sighs
;

’ the celebrated bridge connecting the Doge’s palace with

the State prison, which was built in 1589; besides ‘Venice

from the Giudecca
;

’ a light and sunny picture
;
and the ‘ New

Moon
;

’ a seaport at sunset, with sands at low water, and a

steamer in the distance.

In 1842 was painted ‘ Peace—the Burial of the Body of Sir

David Wilkie.’ This excellent painter, who came to England

from Fifeshire in 1805, had died the June previous off Gibral-

tar, as he was returning from the East in the Oriental steamer.

The old rivalry was now forgotten in regret at his death. In

the distance of the picture are the rocket-signals rising from the

signal-peak at Gibraltar.

This was the year in which he exhibited ‘ War—the Exile

and the Rock Limpet
;

’ a picture representing Napoleon on

the shore of St Helena at sunset, watching a solitary shell.

The strange motto disclosed the eccentric and super-subtle

meaning of the painter :

—

Ah ! thy tent-formed shell is like

A soldier’s nightly bivouac alone,

Amidst a sea of blood !

But you can join your comrades.

H H
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Owing to the wilfully eccentric reflections, Napoleon looks as

if he was standing on stilts.

This was the year, too, of the ‘ Snow Storm—Steamboat off

a Harbour’s Mouth making Signals j Shallow Water
;
going by

the Lead.’ This is the picture that riveted the attention of

Mrs. Kingsley, as has been narrated on a previous page, and

the severe criticism upon which the painter, who encountered

such a storm in the ‘Ariel’ steamer off Harwich, felt so acutely.

Tired now of plain sober truth, or determined to puzzle

and astonish by prismatic experiments a public that would not

buy his pictures and did not comprehend his genius, Turner

in 1843 launched out into some of his wildest dreams. He
exhibited ‘Shade and Darkness, or the Evening of the Deluge/
* Light and Colour, or the Morning of the Deluge ’ (he was

very fond of this parallelism of subjects)
;
and the ‘ Opening

of the Walhalla, 1842 ’ (honour to King Ludwig of Bavaria !).

The Walhalla, a Doric temple situate on a hill on the left bank

of the Danube, near Regensburg, and containing two hundred

marble busts of eminent Germans, was built by Leo von Klenze,

and opened in October 1842. The topography of the picture

is full of errors. The probability is that it was painted, with

alterations, from a bad engraving. Delighted with the evidence

of Bavarian love of Art and the blessings of peace supplied by

the grand erection, Turner sent the picture as a present to

King Ludwig
;
but the monarch, unable to make anything of

it, and perhaps ignorant of the artist’s existence, lost no time

in packing it up again and returning the gift, much, I should

think, to the artist’s wrath and indignation.

Venice still fascinating him, the same year gave birth to

the ‘ Approach to Venice, looking towards Fusina,’ painted

from a sketch made in 1839-40; a noble picture, marking the

advent of sunset
;
and to ‘ The “Sun of Venice” going to Sea,’

a pretty fantasy of a gaily-decked fishing-boat setting out heed-

less of the storm that will soon ruffle its gay plumage.

In 1844 Turner painted ‘Fishing-boats bringing a disabled

Ship into Port Ruysdael.’ The port never existed save in the

painter’s mind
;
but the name was intended as a tribute to the

memory of Ruysdael, the Dutch landscape-painter. Two
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Venetian pictures, the ‘ Venice, (the canal of the Giudecca,

with the Dogana and the Church of Santa Maria della Salute),

and ‘ Venice Quay,’ with the Ducal Palace, the Riva degli

Schiavoni and the Church of San Zaccaria, were also exhibited.

In 1845 was painted the ‘ Lake of Lucerne ’ for Mr. Windus.

It now belongs to Mrs. De Patron, of Rodwell Rectory, Sussex.

It is a view of the south-west from the hill above Brunnen
;

the little lake steamer from Fluelan is approaching
;
the Righi

is not forgotten, nor the Brisen, with chalets, and other gar-

nishing
; but the topography is in many respects untrue, says

Mr. Wornum.
To 1845 also belong ‘Venice—Noon—from the Canal of

St. Mark;’ ‘Venice—Sunset—a fisher ;’ and his first picture

of ‘Whalers/ suggested by Beale’s ‘Natural History of the

Sperm Whale.’

1846 produced more Venetian fantasies, such as ‘Venice

—

Evening: going to the Ball / ‘Venice—Morning: returning

from the Ball / ‘Whalers, entangled in Ice, boiling Blubber/

and ‘ Whalers—Hurrah for the Whaler “Erebus !
” Another

Fish ! !
’ Beale, from whose book he took the subject of this

last picture, does not mention any ship named the ‘Erebus.’

The same year he exhibited at the British Institution a riddle

in paint called ‘ Queen Mab’s Grotto ;
’ and some extraordi-

nary works called ‘Undine giving the Ring to Masaniello,

Fisherman of Naples / ‘The Angel standing in the Sun;

and ‘ The Hero of a Hundred Fights ’—a scene in a casting-

furnace.

In 1850 he grew calmer and returned for the last time to

his old classical scenes
;
but, alas ! with sadly impaired sight,

and less mechanical as well as mental power. ‘ ZEneas relating

his Story to Dido;’ ‘Mercury sent to admonish ZEneas /
‘The Departure of the Trojan Fleet ;’ and the ‘Visit to the

Tomb’—an ominous title, were exhibited. Even to the last

we see that the ‘ Story of Carthage/ as it is found either in

fiction or in history, had peculiar charms for Turner.

Of a few of the later pictures the ‘Athenaeum’ spoke thus

:

‘ “ Phryne going to the Bath as Venus.” Was ever such a heap

of rag dolls ever brought together and called men and women.
h h 2
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Venuses, indeed !—say rather limp-lanknesses seen through a

bumt-sienna fog in a classical dream after falling asleep over

one of Racine’s tragedies. The strongest imagination can

hardly allow these longitudes to be women
; as for Phryne

—

bah ! In all the picture the trees are scraggy and ultra-man-

nered both in drawing, composition, and colour. The distance,

too, is the beautiful dream of a painter’s strong memory, but

still a dream. It is a world panorama, such a vision as Satan

showed from the mount. A white brightness irradiates it all,

and leaves unfixed the junction of earth and air.

* The “ Bridge of Sighs.” This is the dotage of a great

mind. There is much straining, much weak and irresolute

piling of paint, till it stands in ragged buttons all over the

canvas. The mind’s eye is dimmed and the hand grows feeble.

The taste has grown morbid, and “ lusts ” for impossible and

useless effects. The two extremes of the mind stand still firm.

The sky-colour is still admirable, and the drawing worse than

ever ;
altogether, we must own with sorrow, shaky, foggy,

blurred, and even non-existing. The figures, too, are now mere

shapeless clothes-bags. The man who can praise such works

as these is not a critic, but a partisan. True, the walls are of a

pleasant pink, and the sky a tender blue. The bridge springs

grandly, and the water is a sea of wonders, and shines like an

ocean of melted jewels
;
but the affectations and excesses of

the artist’s mind are obvious. There is a wilful and obstinate

exaggeration in everything—all the spiritual accidents are

painted stronger than the tangible realities. The shadows are

heavier than the boats—the sky than the buildings. It is, in

fact, a beautiful dotage, and nothing else. It is interesting only

as a decline and fall, as the end of a lifetime, as a comparison
-—as a warfling.

* “The ‘Sun of Venice’ setting sail.” This is a wonderful

bit of a rainbow, rather surprising than pleasing and calming.

It looks like a tour de force—a sort of slap in the face to an

incredulous and dullard public. It is a phantasmagoria. The
sails of the vessels are all blue, and red, and yellow, and there

is a fly-about, vagaryish character about the whole that is not

very rational or of this or any other world. The beauty of it
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is, that we do not see the eternal Englishman in it as we do in

almost all past and existing landscapes—nor the thick, horny

mist and suffused blueness of our mountain and lake exhala-

tions. This is a poem founded on Italian experiences, but

dreamy and ideal, and of the seventh heaven as much as if it

were a scene from Shelley’s “ Alastor.” Still, if the spectator

is a thorough Turnerian, and chooses to take the seventh heaven

for granted, he may rejoice in the trembling distance that is

creating itself and growing from the air, and in the broad-

winged, free, joyous flight of the flamingo-like vessel—which

certainly has never been registered at Lloyd’s.’

Among the pictures left unfinished by Turner were ‘ Rich-

mond Bridge;’ two Petworth subjects, ‘Petworth Park’ and
‘ Chichester Canal ;’ two mountain glens (the latter with Diana

and Actaeon sketched in)—the 4 Sketch for the Harvest Home ;’

and the ‘ Sketch for the Greenwich Trafalgar.’

CHAPTER XLIV.

turner’s note-books and sketches.

First stylefrom 1800 to 1820/ or between the age of twenty-five

and forty-five.

In 1802 Turner set forth upon his first Continental tour, and

his sketch-books show that he took careful, formal and complete

notes, near Grenoble, at Calais, and in Savoy. Many of these

sketches he sold
;
afterwards, when they had been mounted in

a folio, he rebought them
;
and finally he left them to the

nation. He invested the Lake of Brienz with the gloom of

a horizontal line of mist. The Lake of Geneva he took from

Vevay
;
and Mont Blanc, Aosta, and his first glance of Italy

filled him with delight. The Roman gate at Aosta, as being

the first example he had presented to his vision of the classical

school in which he had been brought up, was especially stimu-

lating. This he utilised in after time for a design to Rogers’s

‘ Italy.’ From association of ideas with his first sight of a
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Swiss lake, most likely, thereafter he invariably affected the

vapour on his lakes, and this effect was one of the last he tried

to reproduce on his final tour. His earliest trees had been

Wilsonian in structure
;
his earliest studies of the Alps were

Wilsonianly lumpy, and feebly drawn. In this first period his

oil paintings were bold and dark, but his water-colours were

delicate even to timidity.

In his first tour Turner seems to have had an eye for glaciers

and fallen trees; but Mont Blanc and Grenoble were his

favourite resting-places. He has a grand version of the Char-

treuse, of the Ascent to Courmayeur, and of the valley of the

Isbre. Grenoble he assails from every side with special pre-

dilection, determining, as it were, to engrave it in his mind
;

and the thought of one of the * Liber ’ drawings originated

here
;
but the sketch is finer, says Mr. Ruskin. He draws the

road to Grenoble from Voreppe, with the daylit Alps seen

through a mountain-gap
;
and the Alps and Grenoble again,

with a grand rolling sky. He sketches Grenoble, with finely

outlined hills and clouds, marvelling much at the walls and

fortified towers running up hill
;
and he draws Mont Blanc as

seen from the Fort St. Louis.

An oil study of a mountain stream, still preserved, is dark

and broad, the stones being outlined with great truth. In this

period of his life, he also drew ‘ Edinburgh, from the Calton

Hill.’ Next—in sketch-books in the National Collection—we
turn to a note of Rouen for the 1 Rivers of France the view

taken from St. Catherine’s Hill, whence he observes sheep and

a sawpit on the banks of the Seine, and Norman women in

their enormous caps—always special points of interest to a new
traveller. Then follow some colour notes on Claude and Titian,

for, though he had not yet liberated himself from the fetters of

imitation, he was beginning to give increased attention to the

subject.

His old love for animals, too, now began to find vent in

studies which were useful for future pictures. Thus we have

teal flying, drawn in colour ;
mules’ skeletons, human skeletons

(used in the ‘ Liber ’) ;
studies of swans, where the water is

rippled to express the agitation and anger of the birds ;
poultry-
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yards (the first thing he ever studied from Nature)
; market

ware (from a sketch made at Rotterdam) ;
and pigs and

donkeys—the latter wonderful, a foal being drawn with scarcely

more than one touch. Already Turner is a hoarder and miser

in Art, covetous of everything he can turn to future use. He
has a most retentive memory

;
yet he crams his sketch-books

with notes of the beautiful and the true. The composition of

his later period is more easy and natural than are the earlier

studies. Sometimes pen and pencil are united in the same

sketch
;
the pen stroke, however, never repeating the pencil

stroke, but inserting some addition, some further thought, for

Turner was not a man to waste time.

As for sea and sky, he never tired of them. We find a

cathedral, with evening mist seething from the meadows ; a

storm (in grey, subsequently engraved) ; notes of cross tides at

twilight ;
running waves ;

distant sea ; sunshine on stormy

evening sea
;
sunset scenes ; breakers rolling in on the beach

(in grey)
;
and clear green waves, semi-transparent, darkening

at their thin edges before the foam breaks out. He would, in

fact, catalogue the ocean, after carefully taking an inventory of

its numerous effects.

Mr. Ruskin also discovered in the sketch-books of a later

time four studies of the rivers of France—four severe and noble

studies of evening effects
; sketches of rooms at Petworth (in

colour on grey paper)
; of the Priory and Castle of the Fair

Gabrielle (used for the ‘ Keepsake ’) ; of the Bridge of Boats

at Rouen ;
of St. Germain (looking up and down the Seine)

;

and of Ambleteuse, Dieppe, Boulogne, and Vimaraux.

Later books contain a weak sketch from memory of Sir

Thomas Lawrence’s funeral
; but the painter soon returns to

Nature, to draw in body-colours the severe lines of some
castle-gate, or to make well-designed minor studies for his

picture of the ‘ Deluge to draw his favourite Folkestone, or

to plunge again into Swiss scenery. He visits Contamines in

Savoy, and sketches the Chamouni (of Fernely), which was

engraved for the ‘ Liber ’ by himself, and garnished with pines.

One batch moreover contains an overworked sketch, poor in

colour, of the battle of Fort Rock
; now at Farnley.
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In these sketches he shows himself to have been as dog-

gedly patient as he was accumulative and versatile. To-day

he is drawing four pages of docks, water-sorrel, and foreshortened

laurel-leaves (for the farmyard in the ‘ Liber ’)
;
to-morrow he

is painting an armchair in oil, and outlining slabs and vases for

future use
;
or he is down on the coast again, studying the

shipping, drawing a cutter in chalk, and a pilot-boat in sepia

—

often, with habitual economy, using both sides of the leaf of

his sketch-book, and sometimes with one and the same touch

expressing many gradations and depths of colour.

In reviewing Turner’s career, it should not be forgotten

that the nobility of England were insufficiently advanced in the

knowledge of Art to be able to understand and to appreciate

Turner’s genius. Only a few magnates—Lord de Tabley,

Lord Egremont, Lord Yarborough, Lord Harewood, and a

few others—ever patronised him
;
and even their patronage

was illiberal. From exhibition after exhibition his pictures

came back to him unsold. It is a well attested fact that, while

tenth-rate Caraccis and sordid Dutch pictures were being

purchased in hundreds to fill the galleries of the nobility,

Turner’s Venetian pictures found recognition of merit among
the merchants of Manchester. Cottonopolis cannot be de-

prived of that credit. Turning away, therefore, from the limited

circle of the aristocracy, he made his appeal to the mighty

middle-class with his engravings. These, and not his pictures,

were the source of his fortune.

CHAPTER XLV.

turner’s sketch-books from 1790 TO 1800.

There are few drawings extant by Turner before 1790, when

he was fifteen years old, and no oil-paintings before 1795, when

he was twenty.

His first sketches 1 are characterised by a hard mechanical

1 All the sketches here mentioned, save those bracketed otherwise, are

in the National Collection.
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fidelity, with an occasional evidence of tender carefulness that

is promising, revealing, as it does, not merely a love of the

work, but an anxiety to be, at any expense of time, exact.

About 1791 he begins a sketch of Malmesbury Abbey,

always a specially favourite place with him
;
yet even then he

makes a note of a shadow playing on the tree-trunks
;
and

about the same period he makes two sketches of the River

Avon, at Clifton. Looking up at the Hot Wells from Cook's

Folly, he is careful in composition, and duplicates the vessels

so as to lead the eye up and down the river ; his trees are

graceful and Wilson-like
;
the rigging and sail-shadows of his

vessels are accurate
;
and for the first time he here notes an

effect, afterwards a favourite one with him, that of representing

a ship as apparently emerging from a bank. At Bristol he does

not forget the Tower of St. Mary's, Redcliffe, where Chatter-

ton wrote his early poems. The colour is well laid in his

sketch of the Mewstone.

Visiting York about 1800, he sketches the transept and

tower
;
presently we find him at Boston, making three or four

pencil drawings. In these the architectural ornament is not

all drawn, but bits are given with delicate precision, steno-

graphic indications of what the complete performance would

be like. Everything is pale, refined, cautious, almost feminine

in its timid neatness, 1 ‘ useful to steady and refine his touch,’

says Mr. Ruskin. It marks the acquisitive and hoarding nature

of his mind
;
for here is a * Kirkstall Abbey,' which he did not

use till 1802 ; a £ Holy Island,' which he did not publish till

1808 ;
and a ‘Bolton Abbey' of about 1800, which was not

given to the world till 1827. The ‘ Kirkstall,’ with its hot and

cold colours melting one into the other, appeared in the ‘ Liber.*

To the sameYorkshire tour pertains a ‘ Leeds,' in minute pencil

work, subsequently used for a large drawing. The artist's

genius is here impressed by the picturesque of manufacturing

industry. He sketches steam-engines (‘ fire-engines,' as they

were called then) at Coalbrook Dale, Swansea copper works,

and iron foundries at Madley Wood, and some fifty other

1 Some four or five sketch-books, of a hundred leaves each, full of

pencil notes of this kind, were found in Turner’s chests.
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places. Then he is back again to London, sketching the Savoy

Chapel in grey
;
perhaps with Girtin, working for Dr. Munro’s

half-a-crown a day and supper, or drawing sham Tivolis and

exaggerated porticoes of St. Peter’s, with fine, rich curves re-

calling the memory of Cousins.

Even thus early his love of tender iris-gradations of colour

begins to disclose itself in studies of cottages and cottage roofs ;

and his tints acquire greater firmness, variety, and brilliancy.
1 Carisbrook Castle ’ is finished, inch by inch, on white paper ;

a system which renders him at once careful and certain, for he

is anxious to learn to put the right colour at once quickly upon

the paper, without blotting out or patching. Various and wide-

reaching is his grasp also. To-day he sketches a cottage in-

terior, paying special attention to the warm light a copper pan

casts upon a blue jug, and to-morrow he makes dark notes of

some dead ducks.

In the sketch-books of this period are found, moreover,

memoranda of coast scenery, such as women sorting dry fish,

and studies for the future ‘ Ivy Bridge,’ a picture disclosing

knowledge and precision of touch. Most numerous are indi-

cations of the study of boats. There are foreshortened studies

of rowing and sailing boats, whether coursing gaily along or

stranded, and broken up into mere bundles of staves. With

an eye to piercing the secret of Vandervelde, he collects analy-

tical diagrams of Dutch boats. He is evidently bent on

marine-painting and on coast scenery, as the event proved him

to have been. Trees also are drawn—oaks sparingly, elms

seldom, Scotch fir and willows occasionally. He seems to

have been in Scotland about 1800, but his leafage is still

cramped, and his foregrounds are laboured and stiff.

These early years of Turner’s work are summed up by

Mr. Ruskin as comprising so many volumes of architectural

detail in pencil, so many years’ work of grey tinting, and so

many years of pencil-shading, without as yet much thought of

anything but the most timid and neutral colour. During his

arrangement of the drawings, he kindly allowed me to examine

with him the principal sketch-books of the great artist. They

were of all ages, from the books of his earliest boyhood to
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those of his latest tours
;
and here are some of my notes upon

them.

In a little red book with a clasp, marked June, 1813, I

found various scraps of notes about chemistry, and several

studies for pictures in rivalry of Claude—as usual, very slight.

Some of the leaves are smeared by rubbing
;
the lines are blunt,

soft pencil lines
;
the trees often loop, and some of the boughs

are mere lank fingers and dark zigzags. Yet even these imply

his striking qualities of multitude and distance. To secure

variety of expression, however, the coarsest lines in the book

seem to be modified here and there. Then come some obscure

verses about ‘ Anna’s kiss,’ ‘ a look back—a toilsome dream/

and ‘human joy, ecstasy, and hope/ and the like; and in

proximity thereto is the record of an order of Sir W. Pilkington’s

for some copies of the ‘ Harbours of the Coast
5 and of the

‘Liber Studiorum.’ To these succeed dancing nymphs and a

Claude-like bridge
;
more chemical details—notes of copal and

other varnishes
;
memoranda of anatto, turmeric, dragon’s

bood, and blues
;
and finally nine pages are devoted to the

topic of yellows, including orange oxide, Naples yellow, and

paper-maker’s yellow
;
the closing passage being a scrap, I

think, from Beckmann :— ‘ Potash added to a solution of iron,

a brown precipitate falls, carbonate of potash separates, and

yellow oxide, which soon becomes a beautiful yellow oxide.’

Occasionally the pictorial matter is diversified by useful

receipts, such as an experienced traveller would be likely to

treasure. Thus I found a receipt for making waterproof with

linseed oil and gum elastic, and a prescription for the Maltese

plague
;
which last looks as though Turner’s mind were tending

eastward. The symptoms, he writes, are sickness, debility,

shivering, headache, heat and thirst, followed by delirium, dark

spots and ulcers. The remedies are emetics and purges,

lemonade, and spongings with vinegar every two hours.

The next note-book I examined was a long one covered

with parchment, and full of beautiful studies of skies stored up

for future use
;

skies of an orange purple, skies webbed with grey

showers, skies veined with cross-currents of interwoven azure,

skies of gorgeous red and yellow, and skies of transparent grey ;
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together with blue fogs irradiated by red suns, moons going

down, red horizons, and blood-red treble meteors, and, lastly,

a glimpse of London with St. Clement’s Church indicated by a

pencil note.

A third book, bound in the cover of a Bible, was full of

pencil sketches from Coutancey. In one leaf a plot is inscribed

‘ sunshine ;
’ and in another ‘ yellowish grey.’ The distance in

one case is marked with dotted lines
;
and there are notes of

leaves, docks, and rush-flowers, with their curves and central

ribs defined. The poetical element asserts itself here also.

The verses in this volume turn chiefly on Content, and are

either vague or pathetic, as thus on Scotch independence :

—

A personal estate,

Far beyond purchase or the grasp of state.

Thou givest the humble roof content, devoid of fear.

And blissful joy

To its perhaps lone inmate.

Another book contained coloured studies for the * Northern

Coasts and the Harbours of England,’ and compositions in the

manner of Claude. The run of the weaves and their sweeping

leaps are beautifully given in these sketches ; but occasionally

the shore is left weak, whereas the sky is finished, as being, I

suppose, more difficult for the artist to remember. At intervals

hard, dark ridges of colour are left to mark the crest of the

waves
;
and the seas are of all colours, from dull grey-green to

soft blue and almost indigo-dark. In one instance a sail in the

foreground has the yellow jewel-depth of the finest Cairngorm

pebble. Dover and Portsmouth are among the places sketched.

Often the artist seems lazy, hurried, or self-reliant, for there are

merely red blots, or criss-crosses of grey. In one example

there is more foam than wave visible; and I remember a

beautiful one of the yellow ghost of a fishing-boat, with a little

red man in it. In other sketches the sea rages in the fore-

ground, rolling and leaping, while in the blue distance may be

descried the faint outlines of white chalk cliffs.

In the next book, breaking away from English seas, we are
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off sketching in imitation and in rivalry of Claude—Turner’s

great opponent with noblemen and art-collectors. Recumbent

nymphs, receding arcades vanishing in perspective, and long

flights of temple-steps intermingle with forests of masts forming

classical St. Katherine’s Docks, fetes-champetres after Watteau

and Stothard, arches of Constantine, and Acropolises crowning

imaginary hills.

One volume, dated 1809, contains notes on the Passage of

the Simplon
;
the wonderful Gorge of Gondo ; the Isola Bella ;

and hints of the Lago Maggiore. They are on tinted paper,

which is often used on both sides with an economy worthy of

Pope. White chalk, that still lingers in dust between the leaves,

marks avalanches and snow effects
;
and Gondo, specially

studied, is outlined with all a map-maker’s care and fidelity.

Endless Italian campaniles await future use, as well as gaps

between rocks opening out from sunshine into dim whiteness.

In mere portions of a page are minute drawings of the Simplon

bridges, such as he may have utilised for Scott’s * Life of Napo-

leon.’ Scraps of bad French obtrude themselves, and in one

place 1 two English ’ assails us.

In a green book with red back I found memoranda of sea-

side houses at Brighton, and of embattled towers and Tudor
windows ; besides miscellaneous marine effects, at once most

subtle and beautiful for their care and truth
; a camp on a

cliff, and boys and boats innumerable. Among the more
subtle effects were noted—foam, grey in shadow

;
the reflec-

tion of a bright-coloured boat on a wet, shiny wall
; the reflec-

tion of a fisherman boy’s form on a dun sail
;
and the inter-

change of reflections between white and umbery sails.

Another sketch-book is valuable as containing studies of

the nude figure made in the Academy Life School, apparently

in his middle life, and probably for special objects. Some of

these alone suffice to destroy the slanderous imputation that

Turner, when he chose, and before his mind began to weaken,

could not draw
;
yet several of them certainly have an ap-

pearance of labour, though they are all rather painted than

drawn. In one case the mouth is left unfinished, and in

several others the faces are spoiled. Among these studies I
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found a female figure drawing a sword, the whole in yellow and

black chalk
;
and a figure seated on a rock, cleverly and sharply

delineated, the high light especially being powerfully touched.

Besides these are numerous studies of a female figure as Andro-

meda, with her head hanging down and her arms up ; a side

view, a front view, and a back view. Some of the leaves of

this book are purposely reddened.

In a book containing a sketch of Caernarvon Castle I found

a pen outline and many boat effects, smoke rising against sails,

and sails cutting against white, yellow, chalk suns.

Of all Turner’s sketch books that came under my inspection,

I think none interested me more than one full of sketches made
at Rome, and chiefly in the Vatican galleries. They show the

intense delight the artist must have felt in the classic city where

he found on every hand ample materials for the contest he was

ever maintaining with Claude. What had so long been the

subject of his dreams he now realised. The visions of his

schooldays, of those hours spent in academic and architectural

study, stood embodied before him. And now his note-books

are replete with classical detail, with drawings of statues, bas-

reliefs, and inscriptions, to be used hereafter in the foregrounds

of classical pictures. The same spirit of greedy acquisitiveness

by which he was impelled to amass money operated to the ac-

cumulation of facts pictorial. He exerted himself to the utmost

in increasing his stores. Even in London he could not refrain

from taking ten or a dozen views of so familiar a subject as

London Bridge.

Under the head of 1 My locanda, the Speranzellastrada,

Speranzella,’ with a reference to 1 the Corona di Ferro,’ as being

an inn whereat an English waiter attended to the relief of those

not ‘ up ’ in Italian, I find the addresses of friends, as ‘ Captain

Graham, Via Gregoriana
;

’ and then we have a careful trans-

cript of the Italian forms of enquiry to be addressed to the

keepers of picture-galleries as to their contents. Next comes a

caricature of himself, and thus we are conducted to his studies

of the Campagna, the Aqueducts, and the Alban hills.

In addition to these I came upon a legion of classic orna-

ments from the Vatican drawn hastily in pencil
;
generally only
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a part finished from want of time, but the part finished always

sufficient for the painter’s use, and usually numbered for facility

of reference. Among the objects selected for record are Priapi,

satyrs, vases, griffins, Bacchantes, cippi, tombs, masks, leafage,

Apollo, Psyche, female heads, and many inscriptions copied

carefully in printed letters. I also found a few notes on

pictures and statues, with occasional remarks on colours. In

one instance Turner’s mind seems to have directed itself to

architectural reflections. Of St. Peter’s he says sensibly :

—

‘ The part by Bernini is good in the arrangement of the

columns
;
but, being very large, they convey the idea of great-

ness away from the facade of the building .... while in the

upper corner, the most favourable view, the columns are cut by

it, and the cupola has no base
;
so that the dome, when ap-

proaching the steps, becomes secondary to the horizontal parts.’

The next note-book I turned over contained notes of a sea-

journey between Marseilles and Genoa
;
embracing Isle Mar-

garite, Antibes, and Nice ; boats with lateen sails, and sketches

of Genoa. After this I came upon drawings of London Bridge,

interesting Indian-ink skies, notes of scenes on the banks of

the Thames, studies of sails, and memoranda of a fete-cham-

petre and of ladies’ dress—1 caps, sleeves, black bow, black

boddice, grey body, and yellow band.’ This book is full of

details of form and colour
;

water-carts, haymakers, boys

wading round boats, fishermen making love, travelling gypsies

in red cloaks, green lanes, and sunlit poplars that shed radiance

like lighted tapers. Here and there are bursts ofwood-nymphs

and other classical furniture
;

but the most important and

laborious efforts in the book are views of London Bridge, with

St. Paul’s and the Monument showing at various experimental

distances. Now he tries the dome over the widest arch—now
he crowds the balustrades with people, and introduces a hulk,

barges, and the boats at the Tower Stairs—now he brings in

bales for composition, and detains passing sails to break the

lines of the arches or to vary their outline. Then he comes

nearer, and tries a wharf, a tower, some additional roofs, or a

dark steeple striping the light. Still he seems unsatisfied ;

either his acquisitiveness never could have enough views of a
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bridge that publishers and engravers often want plates of, or else

he cannot get the bridge to look quite as beautiful as he could

desire. He changes the boats
;
he lifts St. Paul’s, to try it in

all sorts of combinations
; he moves the wharfs, and the shot-

tower
;
yet nothing seems to satisfy him, so greedy is he of all

its possible variations.

The next book contains jottings of expenses, and sketches

of classical subjects—Glaucus and Scylla, Dido and ^Eneas,

Ulysses and Nereus, and a sketch of the * Polyphemus,’ with the

giant hurling the stone. Sometimes in these books we come
upon a flood of sea sketches and shore studies

;
fish being

packed or sold, steamers, notes of the moon’s colours, slight

sketches in colour (the tones sometimes touched in with

coloured chalk), lightning, dismantled vessels, vermilion suns

and indigo seas, waves spitting round piles or combing upon

the shore, life-boats—in fact, all that could indicate a passionate

observer and lover of the sea. These perhaps are succeeded

by Roman details, and a list of Lord Egremont’s pictures ; and

the variety of contents is further increased by warm, cold, grey

skies, and Naples-yellow suns.

In a book containing notes of Gothic ornaments from York

Minster, the internal anatomy of a boat, and some pencil skies,

marked ‘ W. Turner, 64 Harley Street,’ I found a few verses

on love, which show that the heartache of earlier youth had not

yet quite gone. They run :

—

Man, like the easy bark which sailing

On the treacherous sea, seeking the bubble pleasure.

And again :

—

Cares like waves in fell succession

Frown destruction o’er his day
;

which I take to be very incoherent utterances of a great heart-

sorrow.

A parchment-covered book, with loops for a pencil, contains

views of Marne, St. Maure, Mons, Rouen Cathedral, Pere-la-

Chaise, Notre Dame, and St. Gervais.

One volume I dived into was full of pen-and-ink sketches of

ladies conversing ; and the next I stumbled on contained his
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own plans for the villa at Twickenham, with computations of

the expense for eleven doors, seven windows, and 2,200 feet of

brick
;
the cost of purchase being estimated at 4,000/., and the

cost of building at the same sum.

Just after a book containing the sketch for the Dryden
tomb at Westminster, and views of (I think) Tilbury Fort, I

found a volume of interesting easy studies of Edinburgh, dun-

coloured, exact and timid
;
the skies pale yellow and pale blue.

One has the ruined chapel on the right, in the distance the

Castle, and St. Giles’s open diadem
;
others have the blue Pent-

lands, the Firth, Arthur’s Seat, the Calton Hill, and the Castle

in all aspects.

In a book dated t8o8, and containing entries of the date of

a cheque, is a sketch of Kirkstall Abbey
; and in another are

early studies of deer, sheep, London Bridge, Children playing,

and the Lord Mayor’s Barge.

The original sketches of the Calais Pier picture show how
bright Turner’s colour was when his mind was made up

;
and

how sharp, firm, and confident his touch could be. The figures

therein are more prominent than in the picture. The painter

also makes a note of Sterne’s Hotel
; and in another page

sketches several spires, a coach, and some gable-ended houses.

One note-book is devoted to the record of numerous care-

ful memoranda respecting the old masters, especially their flesh

colours. He particularises the ‘St. Jerome,’ and more especi-

ally the ‘ Dead Christ ’ by Titian, the under colours of th&
ground of which he pronounces to be Indian red and asphalt*,

the second colour being cold.

In another store I discovered sketches of the coast traversed :

on his way to and from Edinburgh, in the year of George the

Fourth’s visit. Bamborough, Scarborough, the Cheviots, and

Fern Island are singled out for special emphasis of annotation..

He makes notes of the passing sky colours, observes that smoke
is colder when broken by warmth, and arrives at Edinburgh to

watch with evident delight the gaiety and clamour, the firing of

guns, the floating of flags, the processions of boats, the bonnets,

and kilts, the files of Highlanders and Scotch Greys, and the

universal excitement of a national holiday. The admiral’s

IX
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barge and the men-of-war appeal to the painter
; and he stops

even to sketch a porter reading a newspaper.

One book containing views of Scarborough, Torbay, the

gorges of the Alps, and a list of the Italian names for the days

of the week, is bound somewhat irreverently, as the shoes of

the miser in Hogarth’s picture were mended, with a piece of

the New Testament.

In a book of no value otherwise I found sketches of a great

ship surrounded by small boats full of finely-dressed women and

children
;
studies perhaps for Napoleon in the ‘ Bellerophon,’ at

Plymouth. Another, which has quite an exhaustive chart of all

the features of Scarborough—cliffs, sands, pier, and castle, con-

tains an immature attempt at satire on I know not what public

monument, erected I know not where. It seems as if some

ignoble Howard had somewhere usurped the place intended for

a Nelson statue. But let the halting lines speak if they can.

1 Can Howard ask in vain, and view the block

Graced with the gift of Nelson, Bronte’s rock,

Still in the centre, and .... night

Stands the first Earl’s memento bolt upright,

While modern Charles, now all so modest grown,

Thrust from the corner Nelson mounts the throne.

Served thus the castle yields the doubtful strife,

And spares the past . . . and clings to life/

Most honest indignation, I have no doubt ;
but spoken with

somewhat a stammering tongue !

A book of Oxford sketches, on tinted paper, contains

studies of St. John’s, Wadham, and New College Gardens

;

but the drawings of High Street are feeble, and the Gothic de-

tails careless and uncared for. He makes notes of the College

arms, and marks the coach-office, Dr. Barnes’s door, and one

of the saints whose image I suppose he wanted to remember.

In a sketch-book containing a view of Borthwick I found

many outbursts of colour ; trials with the brush of small regions

of purple and salmon colour
;
and notes of peculiarities of the

building, which are not to be forgotten—broken freckles of blue

and yellow, and brown washes deepening to red-purple dis-

tances of the iris-flower hue. Mixed up with these are
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perspective diagrams, showing Turner’s solicitude about his

lectures. And then recurs St. Paul’s, with the sails of barges

radiating in every possible way across the arches, and clouds

blocked in to try effects of composition
;
with the dome and its

reflections—the light and shade essayed in various balances

—

and masts spreading like clumps of lances. Masses of ex-

perimental colour—fawn, grey, yellow, and red, follow there-

upon.

A book of the date of about 1810, containing a sort of

itinerary of Devonshire and Dorsetshire, testifies to his eager-

ness for facts and truth. He takes notes like a spy or a pilot,

and of matters even that seem quite out of his province. Berry

Pomeroy Castle, he sets down, ‘ came into the possession of the

Seymours 1551.* At Torbay, he records that it is twelve miles

from Hope’s Nose to Berry Head. At Brixham, the landing

place of William III., he notes that a well there ebbs and flows,

and adds the philosophic lament 1 O humanum rerum vicissi-

tudo !
’ With the present town of Fowey he is ‘well pleased.'

Near Place House reside the Le Foy family. Lulworth Cove
has water for eighty tons burthen. Portland is four miles from

Weymouth. Chesel-bank extends from to Abbotsbury,

nine miles. Pebbles get smaller as we recede from Portland.

The lighthouse at Portland is sixty-three feet high
;
Torbay

visible twenty-five leagues distant, near Caves Holes. Then
we learn of the inhabitants of Portland, the ancient Belares

;

Saxon mode of keeping accounts in law ; traces of Roman en-

campment behind the Portland Arms ; Abbotsbury, founded

by Canute’s steward
;
the chapel ;

sea-mark ; Dorchester
;
half

a mile to the right, amphitheatre, called Mambury, near

Monckton ;
Mardon Castle, most perfect oval encampment,

treble ditch ; Lulworth Castle, built in 1600 ; first machine in

1760 ;
Tuesday, market day

;
spring at Nottington

;
fixed air;

digestive salt, which resembles Moffat water ; barn-door

;

Durdle Rock on north shore
;
Lyme Regis

;
Duke of Mon-

mouth; Teignmouth; Danes and French; Shilstone Cromlech

;

logan stone
;
Hallcombe, smallest parish ; Carews, four horse-

shoes remaining over door
;
horse saved Carew ;

man great

distance at sea
;
Tor Abbey; King John; Kent Hole, in which

1 1 2
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a naval officer ventured and was nearly suffocated
; Compton

Castle
;
and Haye Farm, near Exmouth, the birth-place of

Raleigh. This book contains sketches of peaceful Devonshire

rivers
;
water-mills among hills

;
champaign dotted with trees

;

and cows feeding on quiet river banks.

It is not often we come upon Turner’s very earliest works,

though it is probable he hardly ever parted with his sketch-

books, which to him were as cheque-books
;
yet there is one,

a large royal two-clasp volume, with large sketches drawn with

a needle-pointed pencil. It contains a view of Harlech Castle

(the date probably about 1798), seas and islands, stunted

mountains, ruined churches, and valleys nestling among rocks.

Then comes the Bolton Book, with sketches of the Abbey
and of Wharfdale. He has drawn people riding and pic-

nicking
;
he has even made, for greater completeness, a ground

plan of the Abbey. The sketches of Launceston Castle and a

Tudor house, in the same volume, are carefully picked out in

pencil.

Among several sketches on the river are many admirably

drawn studies of cattle and of figures at the plough. Turner

has been careful to represent the ploughman as turning before

his horses turn, and to write over the plough that the left stilt

was the highest. In one of the river scenes occurs a subtle

observation by him, worthy of one who took such pains to

master every artifice of composition. He writes :
—

‘ Bargemen

hanging clothes on the shrouds—to avoid long lines.’ The
meaning of which is that the clothes the bargemen hang upon

the shrouds serve to break the perpendicular and unpleasantly

straight lines, and that they therefore were not to be forgotten.

In his efforts to compose a motto for his Garden of the

Hesperides picture, Turner rushed into a slough of poetry
; and

perhaps even Turner, who, it must frankly be allowed, had a

great alacrity for sinking, never achieved so deep a dive of

bathos. I give it as completely as I am able to decipher

it :

—

1 Discord, dire sister of ethereal Jove,

Coeval hostile even to heavenly love,

Rankling with rage, unasked the sport to share

At Psyche’s marriage,
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Rushed like a noxious blast of wintry skies

Hesperian gardens rise.

Theguardian dragon
,
in himselfa host

,

Awed by her presence slumbered at his post,

the golden apple took,

Love felt the wound, and Troy’s foundation shook.’

From the book containing the above I transcribe the fol-

lowing passage, which I believe to be from one of his lectures

on perspective, and which therefore is invaluable :

—

‘ Reflections not only appear darker, but larger than the

object which occasions them ;
and if the ripple or hollow of

the wave is long enough to make an angle with the eye, it is on

these undulating lines that the object reflects, and transmits all

perpendicular objects lower towards the spectator
; but in re-

ceding lines, as well as objects, rules seem to lose their power,

and those guides that enable us to find some cause for near

objects, lose their power or become enfeebled by contraction

in remote ones. It has been asserted that all appear equal

from the base line of the water
; but these axioms I dissent

from. It is true that, by placing the eye equal to the water,

it comes up to the rules laid down
; but when the water is

ruffled on which all things are to be reflected, it is no longer in

right angles, but, according to the elevation of the spectator,

becomes more or less an angle of incidence. If the undu-

lating surface of the liquid did not, by current or motion,

congregate forms, there would be no difficulty in simplifying

the rules.’

By way of variety wt next have a page of accounts (his

mind ever painfully exact in money matters) ; and this is fol-

lowed by sketches of horses feeding, and cows chewing grass.

The stolid side stare they deign to give to man, after which

they resume their suspended labour with a sottish contempt

and dull epicureanism, has been most happily conveyed.

All of a sudden the painter dashes off into a strain of reflec-

tion of more than oracular darkness :

—

‘They wrong virtue, enduring difficulties or worth in the

bare imitation of nature, all offers received in the same brain ;

but where these attempts arise above mediocrity, it would
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surely not be a little sacrifice to those who perceive the value

of the success to foster it by terms as cordial that cannot look

so easy a way as those spoken of convey doubts to the expect-

ing individual. For as the line that unites the beautiful to

grace, and these offerings forming a new style, not that souls

can guess as ethics. Teach them of both, but many serve as

the body and the soul, and but presume more as the beacon to

the headland which would be a warning to the danger of man-

nerism and the disgustful/

The book wherein these tenebrose thoughts occur is dated

November 3, 1820. Another startling scrap on the same sub-

ject runs thus :

—

* 'Tis a small space, by considering it and treating them

as reflecting upon polished bodies, frequently the reflection

appears so true, but are most fallacious to the great book of

Nature/
4 The painting art toils after truth in vain/

After this follow some historical notes touching the early

history of England, in the course of which Suetonius is quoted

to show that in the reign of Claudius our land was first called

Britannia. The writer reasons awkwardly that, from the fact of

several legions perishing and the country not being abandoned

up to the last extremity, some support may be derived for the
4 elucidation

f
that Britain was considered mistress of the seas,

1 her statue wearing a naval coronet/ All through life the painter

was pursued by the same difficulty in finding the exact word he

required.

Incoherences still more puzzling ensue about ‘forty-four,

the first Christian Church built, Glastonbury, Giraldus Cam-
brensis, Joseph of Arimathea, and Andati, English god of

victory/

These scraps, it may be, are notes from some Somersetshire

guide-book read at an inn.

London Bridge meets us again in different views in the

same volume, and there are plans for the picture gallery in

Queen Anne Street—arrangements for back parlour and kitchen

and for ventilation. The gallery is to have no blinds, only ‘ a
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moulding ’ to keep out the sun’s rays. Then come more views

of the river, with Bow Church and Somerset Stairs, and piers

and warehouses, Truelove and his ironworks conspicuously

marked, and, above all, the Church of St. Michael’s, Comhill.

With an interval of a page or two these views are succeeded by

the transcript of a gamut for the flute
;
and it is curious that

the very instrument for which the gamut is written was found in

Turner’s house after his death. He was a man of many aspi-

rations
; and music clearly had its attractions for him, though

he could not apply himself to its cultivation.

A Yorkshire sketch-book reveals his taste for social relaxa-

tion. It contains a patriotic song, which he might have heard

on some festal occasion at Mr. Fawkes’. The pencilling is

almost obliterated
;
yet a few verses are to be picked out :

—

Song—John Bull.

1 Here’s a health to honest John Bull.

When he’s gone, will you find such another ?

So with hearts, as with bumpers, quite full,

Here’s a health to Old England his mother.

She gave him a good education,

Taught him that cowards should swing,

To be true to the fame of the nation
;

To be true to his church and his king.

Now John is a good-natured creature
;

He’s noble, and generous, and brave
;

He in conflict’s a terrible fellow:

He will fight, he will conquer, he’ll save.

Some swear court and city are equal,

“ Rights of man ” make a very fine sound

—

Then the loom in the • . . would stand still,

Equality’s mantle be small,

We then must fight and ....
For the pulpit, the town, and the hall.

He’s happy as long as he’s good—

’

One page, bearing the date of December 31, 1825, has a

sketch of a wooded river and a waterfall among trees.
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An early Scotch volume shows that on one tour the

painter set out from Edinburgh on July 18, and that he

finished his book on August i, at Gretna Green. In this

volume are sketches of Queensferry, Linlithgow, Glasgow,

Dumbarton, Douglas Castle, Benlowmon (Benlomond), In-

verary, and Loch Lomond (black shadows and green-brown

rocks). The writings of Scott at this period had, I suppose,

impressed Turner, and directed his attention towards antiquarian

topics, for several notes like these are interspersed— ‘ Linlith-

gow Church;’ ‘James saw apparition of old man ;’
‘Built by

Robert II.’

Next we have Loch Awe, Ben More, Castle Dochart, Loch
Tay, Breadalbane (with rows of windows like gun-ports in the

side of a frigate), Kenmore, Auchentyre, Tummel Brig, Blair-

Athol, Dunkeld, Dumblane (in all the sketches, however rude,

there is some gradation of colour given, and the skies are

massed out), Bothwell Castle, Moffat, Regent Murray’s Castle,

Solway Frith and Moor, and, last of all, the celebrated Black-

smith’s Shop on Gretna Green. No bad foray this into

Scotland.

Turner’s earliest book, the cover now half cut off, seems

to have been filled by him with sketches when he was about

fifteen years old. There is a back view of the Hotwells, from

the Gloucestershire side, I think, pencil-washed
;
and there are

notes of gates, towers, and trees (with little pen-touches) at Sir

W. Lippincote’s
;
women and barrows, bell-turrets and yew-

trees, cliffs, boats, and, finally, hasty views of rocks, boats, and

Welsh hills from the Old Passage. It also contains a profile

sketch of St. Vincent Rocks
;
a craft stranded on an island in

the Severn (‘ sea’ written large on one place)
;
pages of experi-

mental purple blots ; a bend of the Avon
;
the tower of Thorn-

bury church; the Welsh coast from Cook’s Folly; trees and

hills and ships. The study of Malmesbury Abbey from the

meadows, over the roofs of houses, is a south-east view, and is

dated 1791. The foliage is bad ; the trees are left a rank green

with yellow tips. An orange walk is depicted
;
grey and rusty

stains are on the stones of the wall
;
and the sky, low-toned, is

seen through an arch. Sharp touches occur occasionally, but
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the whole composition is weak, plain, and timid, though ex-

ceedingly careful. Not a touch of unnecessary work, however,

discloses itself
;
and, where there is detail, only a bit is finished

to show how the rest is to be done.

Some of the sketches have the names written punctiliously

over the shops—as 1 Heath, Ormond, and Bradford, Milli-

ners 1 Grove Coffee House;’ and ‘G. Nappel, Dealer in

Liquors.’

Last of all, we come to a Roman note-book, which con-

tains memoranda of the following facts, and observations of

Italian travel :

—

Venus seated
;
Parma, two stages from Reggio ; St. Pros-

pero ; Modena, palace and pictures ;
Bologna, wax models,

very curious
; John of Bologna, fountains ;

Forli (Tabernacle

of Michael Angelo)
;
Rubicon

; St. Marino ; Rimini
;
Arch of

Augustus ; Bridge over Foglia
;
Ancona ; Loretto

;
Adriatic

ramparts ; Gate to Rome ; River Clitumnus
;
Spoleto inscrip-

tion
;
Temi

;
Cascade

;
Caduta della Marmora ; Fall of Narni

;

Mount Viterbo
;
View of the Tiber

;
View of Rome above

Baceano ; Pons Milvius
;
Baths of Diocletian

;
Alban Moun-

tains, to the south, bearing west to Antium ;
Tyrrhene Sea

;

Mount Soracte, thirty miles ; Capitol
;
Colosseum

;
Square,

obelisks
;
Fountain ; Spada

; Pompey’s statue
;
Villas

; Tivoli,

suspended over precipice
;

Arno
;

Villa by San Antonio

;

Horace disputed ;
Tomb of Clodius near Gate Albano

;

Naples
; Jews will not solicit alms ; Tomb at foot of Mount

Vesuvius ;
Annibal ;

Puteoli
;

Pompeii, female skeleton
;

Street of the Tombs ; Salve Inn ; Siren’s Island
; Guido

;

Aretino ;
Invented gamut ;

Pavia
;
Augustus viewed ashes of

Drusus
;

Caffagiolo
;

Maraschino
;

delightful ; Last Supper

gone ;
Lugano ; Vallambrosa ; Turin ; Mount Cenis

;
Cam-

panile ;
Gate of Paradise

; Lazzaroni.’

Little pen-and-ink views are interspersed, and we have

further Italian notes
‘ Ponte Vacchino

; Cortona ;
Villa Adrian

;
Colosseum ;

Tivoli
;
Arch of Severus ;

Villa Novale
;

Frascati ; Fondi

;

Tomb of Cicero
;
Gaeta

;
Altar; Velletri; Terracina ; Capua;

Avernus
;
Posilipo ; Naples : Agnano

;
Crater of Vesuvius
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Cuma; Clitumnus; Psestum; Loretto; Capri
;
Amalfi

;
Srylla;

Salerno/

On the fly-leaf of one sketch-book I discovered the sub-

joined inn-bill, which is eloquent of economy :

—

£ s. d.

Egham—B. B. U. is. 3d.—

2

Hosby 050
Blackwater 036
Turnpike 010

July 13th £2146

This book contained sketches of Plymouth, Lyme-Regis,

Land’s End, Clovelly, and Fowey, dated May 18n (?). There

are also notes of figures
;
one is that of a butcher leaning on

his meat-tray.

CHAPTER XLVI.

THE ‘LIBER STUDIORUM.'

It was well known to men living in the early and in the middle

period of Turner’s professional career, that he did not often sell

his larger oil-pictures. They were not sought after or appre-

ciated by the aristocracy or fashionable picture-buyers, with

few exceptions, such as Lord Egremont of Petworth, Lord

Yarborough, Sir John Leicester, and Lord Ellesmere
;
and this

neglect may be traced and attributed mainly to the influence of

Sir George Beaumont, an amateur artist, who accorded an

absorbing preference to the works of Claude. To Sir George

the fashionable patrons of art looked up as to an oracle of taste

;

and to such an extent was his devotion to Claude carried that

upon Sir George becoming the possessor of the * Annuncia-

tion,’ the little picture by Claude now in the National Gallery,

he considered it so infinitely precious that he neither could nor

did think it safe out of his sight Indeed it is said that, when
he drove out in his carriage, he always took it with him.

Whether there was anything personal or not in this advocacy
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of Claude to the suppression of Turner, I know not
; but it is

certain that Turner was well aware of the fact, and that he

deeply felt the injustice of Sir George Beaumont’s prejudice.

We are enabled to estimate his abiding sense of the injury

which he rightly conceived he had sustained in this connection,

from the circumstance that he bequeathed to the nation two of

his best pictures, on the special condition that they should be

placed side by side with two of Claude’s best pictures. Turner

was anxious that posterity should render to his memory the

tribute which had been withheld from him by his contemporaries.

In the same spirit of artistic self-defence, he commenced his

wonderful, beautiful, and highly esteemed ‘ Liber Studiorum/

as a companion to the ‘ Liber Veritatis ’ of Claude, first pub-

lished by the Duke of Devonshire after his return from Italy.

The first ‘ Liber Studiorum ’ sketch was made at the house

of his old friend Mr. Wells, the drawing-master at Addiscombe.

Turner had not much business at the time, and thought that he

could profitably employ his leisure by rivalling Claude. He had
intended to publish one hundred numbers

; but the series did

not extend beyond seventy, for in the long interval of publica-

tion he had become more successful
;
and he did not then,

care to spend his time in speculation.

‘Turner’s celebrated publication, the “Liber Studiorum,” says

Miss Wells, ‘ entirely owes its existence to my father’s persuasion,

and the drawings for the first number were made in our cottage

at Knockholt. He had for a long time urged upon Turner the

expediency of making a selection from his own works for publi-

cation, telling him that it would surely be done after his death,

and perhaps in a way that might not do him that justice which

he could ensure for himself. After long and continued per-

suasion, Turner at length gave way
;
and one day, when he was

staying with us in Kent (he always spent a part of the autumn
at our cottage) he said, “ Well, Gaffer, I see there will be no

peace till I comply
; so give me a piece of paper. There,

now ! Rule the size for me, and tell me what I am to do.’*

My father said, “Well, divide your subject into classes—say.

Pastoral, Marine, Elegant Pastoral, and so forth
;
” which was

accordingly done. The first drawings were then and there
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made, and arranged for publication. This was in the autumn
of 1806/

For an early number he employed C. G. Lewis, the engraver,

whose remuneration was six guineas for aquatinting an etching.

Turner now wanted two more drawings etched and aquatinted

for the same sum
;
which being totally inadequate for the time

and labour expended thereon, the drawings and plates were at

once returned by Lewis. This led to a quarrel that lasted

several years. Eventually, however, he had to pay Charles

Turner eight guineas, and finally, I believe, the terms of other

engravers rose to twelve. Yet even Turner could not have

anticipated that a copy of the ‘ Liber ’ would one day sell for

3,000/., nor could the engraver believe that proofs which he had

actually used to light the fire with would fetch between eight

and ten guineas apiece, and that he would be offered twenty-

five guineas for any residue he could find of them.

There can be no question that Turner’s ‘Liber’ utterly

weighs down Claude’s * Liber ;
’ but we must not forget that it

is unfair to institute a comparison between the two. Claude’s

was not a show-book, and never intended for publication. It

was only a volume ot slight sketches of pictures he had sold,

preserved as memorials of them
;
whereas Turner’s was a book

to the production of which several years were devoted. It was

elaborated with extreme care, engraved for the most part with

his own hands, and watched in all its processes with the most

jealous and sagacious care. It was intended to exemplify his

command of the whole compass of landscape art, and the

boundless and matchless richness of his stores both of fact and

of invention. These, indeed, showed his fearlessness of

plagiarism, and were so many bold challenges to all his con-

temporaries.

The drawings for the ‘ Liber ’ mezzotints were of the same

size as the plates, and were carefully finished in sepia. The
proofs also were sometimes touched all over with the brush in

sepia.

Turner’s knowledge of engravers’ effects was so marvellous

that he has been known, when dissatisfied with a plate, to sit

down and change a sunrise into a moonrise. It was no unusual
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thing for him, when a plate of the 1 Liber * began to wear, to

take it and reverse its whole effect, making all that was before

light now dark, and all that was before dark now light. Indeed,

concentrativeness of mind, and knowledge of light and shade,

were Turner’s greatest characteristics. To reverse the scale of

chiaroscuro in a plate at five minutes’ notice is as difficult as it

would be for a musician to change the key of a sonata of

Beethoven, and to play it off correctly at sight after the altera-

tion. He covered the margins of proofs wtth advice and

directions to his engravers.

In 1807 began the issue of the ‘ Liber Studiorum,’ which

was not completed until 1816. This wonderful work was pub-

lished in dark-blue covered numbers, each containing five

engravings. The subjects, embracing the whole domain of

landscape-art, were divided into six heads, agreeably with the

suggestion of his friend Wells :—First, Historical
; second,

Pastoral
;

third, Elegant Pastoral
;

fourth, Mountain
;

fifth,

Marine
;

sixth, Architectural. The width of the design and the

thoroughness with which it is executed attest the power of his

comprehensive mind. Of fragmentary effort he was always

ashamed
;
and no man more bitterly regretted mental trifling.

The publication of the ‘ Liber ’ stopped at the fourteenth

number, thereby making in all (including the frontispiece,

which Turner somewhat ostentatiously gave to his subscribers)

seventy-one plates. Strange to say, this splendid work did not

prove to be a remunerative speculation. It was therefore

stopped as soon as he began the ‘ England and Wales,’ and

obtained other more profitable engagements. The ten plates

intended for the fifteenth and sixteenth numbers of the work

were more or less prepared for publication, and other plates

were in various stages of progress. There can be no doubt

that, had Turner been encouraged, the result of his challenge

to Claude would have been a complete epitome of ail possible

classes of landscape art, varied by minutest particulars of the

changeful effects of season and climate.

One of the first engravers chosen for the task was Charles

Turner
;
and the hard terms of his engagement were that he

should engrave fifty drawings, and attend to the printing, pub-
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lishing, and delivery of the numbers (for Turner was going to

be his own publisher) at the miserable rate of eight guineas per

plate. The painter was severe, exacting, and sensitively careful

in his corrections and additions. The engraver toiled through

the first twenty plates (forming Nos. i, 2, 3, and 4) patiently.

He then frankly complained of the terms, and asked two

guineas more for each plate. One plate, which occasioned no

little difficulty, was that of 1 Windsor Castle/ with a view of

Montem Hill and some Eton boys on it to the left. A few

additional trees to the right, and angry demands to have the

steps leading up Montem clearer, exhausted the endurance of

the engraver. The painter, who had never had quarter given

to him when he was struggling, now, in his turn, I grieve to say,

gave no quarter. Such, unhappily, is the illiberal effect of

early trial and difficulty.

Inflexibly exacting as he was, Turner could not understand

how an engraver who had contracted to do fifty engravings

should try to get off his bargain at the twenty-first. He flew

into an inarticulate whirlwind of rage, the result of which was

that painter and engraver never spoke for nineteen years.

Reynolds, Dunkarton, Lupton, Say, Dawe, and others, were

then employed ; the painter himself engraving some of his own
drawings and etchings, while Lahee for twenty years superin-

tended the printing. Meanwhile, the printsellers, who could

not get sufficient percentage allowed them by Turner, would

have nothing to do with the work. They little thought the day

would come when a complete set would be worth 3,000/. or

more, and a single unpublished plate would sell for 20/.

The manner in which the ‘ Liber ’ was got up and the en-

gravings printed was unbusinesslike, fitful, and peculiar. He
employed one of his female domestics to stitch the numbers,

and it is hardly surprising to learn that she stole many of the

plates and sold them privately. His superintendence of the

printing and publication was most minute and yet most capri-

cious. The alterations of effects were as numerous as the

additions, as is evident from the artist’s proofs (the touched

proofs) still preserved by Mr. Pye, Mr. J. Dillon, and other

collectors. To put in or take out a tree was nothing. Turner
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would sometimes change a sun into a moon, and the alteration

was not always for the better. Sometimes, but rarely, the result

would be a patchwork of incongruous intentions. Sometimes the

design was so perfect and grand that it could not be changed or

injured ; sometimes the result did not please the artist, and the

hint of what it might have been set him thinking. Generally

speaking, the alterations were made with consummate art

merely to hide the wear and tear of the copper, the faintness,

the blur, or the pallor of the plate’s old age. But for the vigour

of his inventive genius, all this would have verged on sharp

practice
; but the fact is that out of these very defects he

devised new beauties. These crafty tradesmanlike alterations,

which, when studied, are the strongest proofs I know of his

genius and of his thriftiness, were made under his own eye, if

not by his own hand.

‘ These variations,’ says Mr. Dillon, who possesses a superb

collection of the etchings, ‘ render it extremely difficult to form

a complete set of the first impressions of the “ Liber.” It

appears that no set at the time when it was issued contained all

the plates in the first state, or indeed in any one similar state.

On the contrary, in the original numbers a very early and fine

impression of one plate will be found in company with very

late and bad impressions of another plate, as if one had been

given with a rude sense of justice as a sort of compensation for

the others.’

I am sorry to add that there can be no doubt, after the

searching investigation of Mr. Stokes and other collectors, that

Turner often took out the thickened letters of the plates in the

bad third state, and engraved open letters higher up. In fact,

he sold sham proofs, on which he made private marks and

scratches to indicate to himself the various states.
1

I forbear to press this charge as heavily as perhaps I

should, because Turner is dead, and no one survives to defend

him. The only defence I can conceive for him is, that possibly

he might have considered that the entire change of the effect

1 To illustrate this, Mr. Dillon’s first copy of the ‘Liber’ did not con-

tain a single engraving in the first state except the ‘ Palm,’ which is of

considerable rarity.
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in the later states—the harmony being still as perfect as before

—really made them new works. The new idea, and the strain

on a new portion of the copper, he, perhaps, with his entangled

logic, thought equivalent to a new thought, which he had no
idea of selling for the ordinary price.

I now propose to go through the series of the ‘ Liber ’ with

short comments here and there.

Title-page.—The centre, the story of Europa, was engraved

by Turner
;
the rest cost him much trouble, with its classic and

Gothic pillars, its sails, mast, and graceful peacock perched on

a fragment of Greek ruin. This peacock is used also in

another plate. As an overture contains hints of all there

will be in the opera, so does this title-page foretell much that

follows.

H. History.

‘ .Esacus and Hesperie.’ As are several others, this is en-

graved by Turner, by whom all the * Liber’ plates but two are

etched. It is the finest and scarcest of the series. Mr. Ruskin

lauds it as ‘a consummate example of the arrangement of

boughs. In the first state there are few or no rays of light in

the face of Hesperie, which is turned to the front, and does not

heed Esacus. The print is called among enthusiasts “ The
White Face.”

*

‘
Jason.* In the first state the open letter H is close to the

top line
;
in the third state the darkened letter is turned to an

open one higher up in the margin. That terrible coil of the

monster no longer has glints of light on its bosses, but is hid

in a soft brown twilight. This is a fine instance of the genius

with which Turner altered his worn-out coppers. Jason is very

expectant, and in most palpable earnest. The agile, armed

figure is admirably hinted
;
indeed, all through the ‘ Liber ’ the

figures are admirable, except the larger ones in the home
pastoral scenes, winch are rather weak, sketchy, and scare-

crowy.
* Procris and Cephaius.* The story is well told, and the

landscape beautiful.

* From Spenser’s “ Fairy Queen.” * No one has yet dis-
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covered the passage on which this fine imaginative picture of

the resting warrior is founded.

* The Fifth Plague of Egypt ’ (Turner’s first scriptural subject).

The picture belonged to W. Beckford, Esq. In proofs the

size of the picture is not given.

* Tenth Plague of Egypt.’ The second states are marked S.

* Christ and the Woman of Samaria.’ Very difficult to meet

with in the first state.

‘Rizpah’ (2 Samuel, chap. xxi.). Turner afterwards

painted this scene, but far less powerfully. It seems to me to

be almost one of the finest and most imaginative scenes he ever

conceived. The skeleton bodies are well drawn, and the

mourning figure is worthy of a sculptor’s attention. The
moon, too, shines on the beginning of the barley-harvest, as

the Bible tells us it did at the time Rizpah performed her

ghastly watch.

E. P. Elegant Pastoral.

* Raglan Castle.’ A reminiscence of an early tour.—* Chep-

tow, Junction of the Severn.’ Drawn, etched, and engraved

by Turner.

‘The Clyde’ (Falls). This was much altered by Turner,

but not for the better. The bathing figures are full of grace.

The early impressions have simply the inscription, ‘ “ Clyde,” in

the possession of J ohn W. Turner
;

’ the words ‘ drawing of the,*

and the size of the picture being subsequently added.
‘ Castle.’ To the right is a man playing a flute. Turner

at one time learned the flute, as we have already seen.

‘ Bridge,’ in middle distance. A tree in the foreground is

remarkable for the fact that it casts three clearly distinct

shadows. The other two stems were taken out in some alter-

ations, I suppose, and the attendant shadows forgotten. Turner,

like other great men, knew how to blunder.

‘ Woman playing Cymbals.’

‘ Stone Bridge, with Goats.*
*
St. Catherine’s Hill, near Guildford.*

‘ River Wye.*
4 Alcove.’

K K
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4 Isis/

‘ Hindoo Devotions/ The later states have a mark to the

left, and an H faintly scratched to the right. They have also a
‘ tabbied ' or 4 mackerel ’

sky.

‘Hindoo Ablutions/ The later states are worked in a

redder ink.

The 4 Magdalen in Solitude/ The later states are known
by two cross twigs in the trees to the right

P. Pastoral.

4 Norham Castle/ Turner was passionately fond of this

spot, as I have shown elsewhere. The first published state

has rays of light behind the castle ; afterwards the castle is

darker, and made shapeless against the sun.
‘ Solway Moss/
‘ Farmyard with Pigs/
4 Pembury Mill, Kent/ The figures are dull and laboured

;

the whole uninteresting.

‘Winchelsea, Sussex/
4 East Gate, Winchelsea/
‘ Water-mill/ Artist's proofs have dog unfinished, and no

white marks on the steps.

4 Windmill and Lock/
4 Juvenile Tricks/ Poor.
4 Young Anglers/
4 Bridge and Cows/
4 Farmyard and Cart/

‘ Hedging and Ditching/ A fine drawing of a half-dead

tree.

4 Water-cress Gatherers.' Scene near Twickenham.

M. Marine and Mountains.

4 Entrance of Calais Harbour/ Rare in the first states.

4 Calm/ Extremely rare in the first state.

‘Shipping/ In the possession of the Earl of Egremont

E scratched on the artist's proof.

Original sketch of a picture for W. Leader, Esq.
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Picture in the possession of Sir John Mildmay, Bart. Re-

markable for the effect of light and motion in the boat and

figures.

4 Smugglers.* By some called 4 Flint Castle.*

* Coast of Yorkshire, near Whitby.’ Fine rough sea and

wreck. The shrieking and praying woman reminds me of some

of the elder Vemet’s figures.

4 Marine Dabblers.’
4 The Source of the Arveron, in the Valley of Chamouni,

Savoy,’ 4 Mer-de-Glace.’ The ice is very boldly treated, but

its spiky ridges are, I think, too hard and rigid. In the first

published state a solitary bird is introduced to the left. The
triangular peak near the top is supposed to be intended for

Mont Blanc.
4 Inverary Pier, Loch Fyne.’ In the early impressions the

effect of morning is wonderfully conveyed.
4 Inverary Town and Castle, Scotland.’ The drawing is in

the possession of the Duke of Argyle.
4 The Devil’s Bridge.’ The artist’s proofs are most powerful

before the rays of light were introduced behind the bridge,

and the arch itself was lightened. The mule’s skeleton is finely

introduced. Turner was never tired of this wild Manfred scene.
4 Mont St Gothard.’ The surprise of the hollow way is

finely dwelt upon.
4 Lac de Thun.* The early artist’s proofs have no birds,

no light on the sails, no fire in the distance, but a harsh

straight line across the clouds, afterwards softened down.

This plate cost both artist and engraver much trouble.

Mr. Dillon has the artist’s proof of it, the margin of which is

covered with Turner’s pencilled directions to the engraver.
4 Everything,’ he annotates, 4 conspires against the work.*

4 Bonneville, Savoy,’ was etched by Dawe.
4 Chain of the Alps from Grenoble, Chambery.* In the

later impressions the rays of the sun are scarcely visible. In

the etching there is a marvellous mass of flat vine-growing

country, with every field, hedge-row, and church-tower indicated

in the shaded plate. The whole is afterwards softened and

fused together. These etchings show with what extraordinary

K K 2
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and severe truth Turner used to draw both with sketching-

pencil and graver’s needle.

‘ Mill near the Grande Chartreuse, Dauphiny,’ etched by
H. Dawe. The firs here are nobly drawn with vigorous brown
lines of ink that quite rib the paper. The trees, indeed, all

through the ‘ Liber’ are varied and fine, particularly the willows

and firs
;
the elms are sometimes heavy and coarse.

* Ben Arthur, Scotland.’

* Peat Bog, Scotland.’

* Near Blair-Athol.’

* Hind Head Hill ’ (near Portsmouth). There is a double
gibbet on the hill, with two highwaymen swinging. The mail-

coach they once, perhaps, stopped and plundered is most sug-

gestively sweeping round the dark right-hand road.

‘ Martello Tower, near Bexhill, Sussex.’

A. Architectural.

‘Crypt— Castle.* Original drawing in the possession of

John Soane, Esq.

‘ Interior of a Church.’ I think it is that of his old friend,

Mr. Trimmer, at Heston, near Brentford.

‘ Basle, Moonlight.’ Two steeples to the right, vague in

-outline in the first published states, were afterwards thrown

into sunshine, and made clear and sharp.

‘ Holy Island Cathedral.’

‘ Dunstanborough Castle,’ from a picture in the possession

of W. Penn, Esq. The size of picture, five by four, was added

:in later impressions. This plate is a great favourite of Mr.

Ruskin’s. One of Turner’s earliest exhibited drawings was

from this castle.

‘ Rivaulx Abbey, Yorkshire.’

‘ Dumblane Abbey, Scotland.*

‘ Ville de Thun, Switzerland.*

‘Morpeth, Northumberland.’ A fine instance of Turner’s

power of making a dull subject interesting.

‘ London from Greenwich.’ A fine architectural drawing of
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the Hospital, with deer (well-drawn) in the foreground, and

forests of masts in the distance.

‘ Lauffenbourg, on the Rhine.*

In treating of the ‘ Liber/ Mr. Ruskin remarks that it is

curious how few foreign subjects there are in it, although in the

numbers dated 1808 and 1809 he gave views of Mont St.

Gothard and the Little Devil’s Bridge, and later of the Char-

treuse. The English subjects are to the foreign subjects as

two to one ;
and these too are of the simplest and most every-

day kind, such as the ‘ Farmyard/ the ‘ White Horse/ ‘ Water-

cress Gatherers/ and ‘ Hedging and Ditching.’ The architec-

tural subjects are not large, continental masses of buildings,

but small, obscure ruins, as ‘Rivaulx’ and ‘Dunstanborough.’

To match with a crowd of English places, there are only three

ill-considered and unsatisfactory foreign subjects, ‘ Basle/

‘ Lauffenbourg/ and a ‘ Swiss Valley.’ The home subjects are

more complex, and treated with more knowledge and affection.

Compare, for instance, the figures and sheep in the ‘ Hedging

and Ditching/ and the ‘ East Gate, Winchelsea/ with the

puzzled foreground and inappropriate figures in the ‘ Lake of

Thun ;* or the cattle and road of the ‘St. Catherine’s Tree*

with the foreground of the ‘Bonneville ;’ or the exquisite figure

with the sheaf of corn in the ‘ Windmill ’ with the vintage of

the Grenoble subject.

The same thing is observable in the ‘ Liber ’ foliage. There

are reminiscences of English willows and English forest-glades

in the heroic foliage of the ‘ ^Esacus and Hesperie/ and the

‘ Cephalus/ the pines of Switzerland and Italy he failed in. In

the ‘Vale of Chamouni’ they are in good masses; but he leaves

them out where he can. His chestnuts are poor; olives he

never learned to like; and the vines in the Grenoble foreground

are wrong, weak, and bad.

The effect of Italy on Turner’s mind, says Mr. Ruskin, is

very puzzling. It gave him in the ‘ Liber ’ power and solemnity,

as evidenced in the ‘ Rizpah/ the ‘ Fairy Queen/ ‘ Cephalus/

and ‘^Esacus;’ but he never seems to have entered thoroughly

into the spirit of Italy; and he generally introduced his Italian

materials awkwardly into his large compositions.
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* None but the Italian “ Liber” subjects are thoroughly

great;’ but then he used the spirit rather than the actual details.

The ‘ Rizpah ’ is not Eastern; the ‘Jason’ rocks are mere

Warwickshire sandstone ;
‘ Jason ' himself is not a Greek. In

local character he utterly failed. The ‘ Tenth Plague’ reminds

us of Belzoni; the ‘Fifth,’ of brick-kilns rather than of pyra-

mids ;
and the fire running along the ground is like the burning

of manure.
1 Of the large compositions which have much of Italy in

them,’ says Mr. Ruskin, ‘the greater part are overwhelmed

with quantity and deficient in emotion.’ Adverting to the

drawing of rocks, Mr. Ruskin praises the ‘Mont St Gothard*

of the * Liber,’ and compares it with the vulgarities of Salvator

Rosa. No one but Turner seems ever to have attained the

power of expressing the inward structure of rock through the

outer curves.

Of the tree subjects in the ‘Liber’ Mr. Ruskin praises

most the ‘Cephalus,’ the ‘Grande Chartreuse,’ the ‘Blair-

Athol,’ ‘ Juvenile Tricks,’ and ‘Hedging and Ditching.’ For

the management of the upper boughs, as I have already noted,

the ‘ ^Esacus ’ is a consummate example of truth, simplicity,

and exquisite management of lines.

Of Turner’s power of conveying a sense of horror, Mr.

Ruskin writes respecting the ‘Jason:’
—‘No paths, nor cloven

hills; nothing but a gleam of pale horizontal sky, that broods

over pleasant places far away, and sends in, through the wild

overgrowth of the thicket, a ray of broken daylight into the

hopeless pit. No flaunting plumes nor brandished lances, but

stem purpose in the turn of the crestless helmet, visible victory

in the drawing-back of the prepared right arm behind the steady

point. No more claws, nor teeth, nor manes, nor stinging

tails. We have the dragon, like everything else, by the middle.

We need see no more of him. All his horror is in that fearful,

slow, grinding upheaval of the single coil. Spark after spark of

it, ring after ring is sliding into the light ; the slow glitter steals

along him step by step, broader and broader ; a lighting of

funeral lamps one by one, quicker and quicker; a moment
more, and he is out upon us, all crash and blaze, among those
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broken trunks ; but he will be nothing then to what he is

now. ....
‘ Now observe in this work of Turner that the whole value

of it depends on the character of curve assumed by the serpent’s

body
;
for had it been a mere semicircle, or gone down in a

series of smaller coils, it would have been, in the first case, ridi-

culous, as unlike a serpent, or, in the second, disgusting, nothing

more than an exaggerated viper
;
but it is that coming straight

at the right hand which suggests the drawing forth of an enor-

mous weight, and gives the bent part its springing look, that

frightens us. Again, remove the light trunk on the left, and
observe how useless all the gloom of the picture would have

been if this trunk had not given it depth and hollowness.

Finally, and chiefly, observe that the painter is not satisfied,

even with all the suggestiveness thus obtained ; but to make
sure of us, and force us, whether we will or not, to walk his

way, and not ours, the trunks of the trees on the right are all

cloven into yawning and writhing heads and bodies, and alive

with dragon energy all about us. Note especially the nearest

with its gaping jaws and claw-like branch at the seeming

shoulder; a kind of suggestion which in itself is not imagina-

tive, but merely fanciful (using the term fancy in that third sense

not yet explained corresponding to the third office of imagina-

tion); but it is imaginative in its present use and application,

for the painter addresses thereby that morbid and fearful con-

dition of mind which he has endeavoured to excite in the spec-

tator, and which in reality would have seen in every trunk and

bough, as it penetrated into the deeper thicket, the object of

its terror.’

The subscription price of the ‘Liber Studiorum’ was

17/. io.r. Before Turner’s death a copy sold for thirty-one

guineas; and since that event fine copies have realised 3,000/.

Unsuccessful as it was in a business point of view, the prices

obtained now for sets seem almost fabulous. Engraved by

Charles Turner and others, at a cost varying from five to seven

guineas only per plate, proof impressions of single plates have

recently sold for upwards of 10/., and proofs touched by the

artist himself for more than double that amount.
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Some time before Mr. Charles Turner’s death Messrs.

Colnaghi bought all his * liber ’ proofs and trials of effect for a
large sum. When the money (1,500/. I believe) was paid, the

old engraver wrung his hands, and, with tears in his eyes,

exclaimed, ‘ Why, good God, I have been burning banknotes

all my life.’ Many of these proofs, worth large prices, had been

used to light the fire.

Mr. Ruskin, whose comments on the hopelessness and sad-

ness of Turner’s mind are both copious and just, says that sun-

set and twilight, and on ruins too, were his favourite effects.

His later drawings were chiefly made to record the triumph of

human power ;
ruined fortresses and mountain-roads were

always his special delight Of the * Liber ’ he shows that a

feeling of decay and humiliation gives solemnity to all its

simplest subjects, even to his view of daily labour. In the

pastoral by the brook-side the child is in rags and lame. In

the * Hedging and Ditching ’ the labourer is mean and sickly,

and the woman slatternly. The water-mill is a ruin; and the

peat-bog is dreary.
1 Of human pride,’ says this wonderful writer, ‘ see what re-

cords: Morpeth tower, roofless and black. Gate of Old Win-

chelseawall, the flock of sheep driven round it, not through it;

and Rivaulx choir; and Kirkstall crypt; and Dunstanborough,

wan above the sea
;
and Chepstow, with arrowy light through

traceried windows; and Lindisfarne, with failing height of wasted

shaft and wall; and, last and sweetest, Raglan, in utter solitude,

amid the wild wood.’

Mr. Wornum testifies of the * Liber :’—

‘

No proof set of the

plates was ever issued; but at the completion of the series

Turner arranged them in sets and sold them, in 1820, for four-

teen guineas. In a set so purchased by Mr. John Pye, the

engraver, the earlier plates were invariably bad; the middle

ones tolerably good; but towards the end several were proof

impressions, and in an excellent state. Since Turner’s death a

single good proof has sold for as much as Turner charged for

the entire series.’

The inference is that the first plates sold best, and that

Turner, either from slovenliness or from fraud, shuffled together
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the different states, so that no one could get a perfect copy"

without buying several copies.

Turner had an awful sense of the sorrow of life and of the

omnipresence of Death. * There is no form of violent death,*

writes Mr. Ruskin, ‘which he has not painted; and the noblest

of all the plates of the “ Liber Studiorum,” except the “ Via

Mala,” is one engraved with his own hand, of a single sailor,,

yet living, dashed in the night against a granite coast, his

body and outstretched hands just seen in the trough of a

mountain wave, between it and the overhanging wall of rock,

hollow, polished, and pale with dreadful cloud and grasping

foam/

This is indeed one of the most imaginative of all Turner’s

figures; and the extremity of its despair and its touching hope-

lessness always strongly remind me ofCowpeds sad but beautiful

poem ‘ The Castaway/

CHAPTER XLVII.

MR. RUSKIN’S NOTES ON THE TURNER SKETCHES.

The notes which Mr. Ruskin gave to the world in 1858, upon
the sketches and drawings bequeathed by Turner to the Nation

and exhibited in that year in Marlborough House, are invested

with so permanent a value that I am tempted to introduce here

some of the choicest of the criticisms made by that illustrious ex-

ponent of the genius of the painter. It was he, my readers will

remember, who assiduously applied himself to the arrangement

of the accumulated materials, and who for that purpose passed

in review every individual fragment, chest being explored by
chest, and book after book.

Once understand this character of great work, and of Turner's

most of all great work
;
namely, that, just like good writing or

good speaking, its value depends primarily on its matter, and on
its manner only so far as it best sets forth and impresses the

matter
;
and you will see at once how you may really hope to

follow and rival Turner. You have nothing to do but to give up
all other thoughts and pursuits, and set yourself to gather and
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remember facts from Nature day by day. You must not let an
hour pass without ascertaining something ; and you must never
forget anything you have ascertained. You must persevere in this

work all your life ;
filling score after score, hundred after hundred,

of note-books with your accumulated memoranda
;
having no other

thought, care, nor ambition than how to know more, and know it

better
;
and using every drawing you make to live by, merely as a

piece of practice in setting down what you have learned. And by
the time you are between fifty and sixty, supposing you also to

have a natural capacity for art, such as occurs about once in

Europe in two centuries, you will be able to make such a little

grey paper sketch as that in No. 74.

The series of drawings now exhibited will be more useful than
any others that could have been selected in convincing the public

of the extent of Turner’s study ; but they will be useful no less in

showing the method of this study, in the distinct separation of
records of form from records of colour, and in the enormous im-
portance attributed to form, and to skill in what is properly termed
* drawing.’ For there were current universally during Turner’s

lifetime, and there are still current very commonly, two great errors

concerning him
;
errors which not merely lose sight of the facts,

but which are point blank contradictory of the facts :—It was
thought that he painted chiefly from imagination, when his peculiar

character, as distinguished from all other artists, was in always
drawing from memories of seen fact, as we shall ascertain in the

course of our examination of the drawings here catalogued. And
it was commonly thought that he was great only in colouring, and
could not draw

;
whereas his eminent distinction above other

artists, so far as regards execution, was in his marvellous precision

of touch, disciplined by practice of engraving, and by perpetual

work with the hard lead pencil point on white paper.

As far as I know the existing examples of painters’ drawings,

the galleries of Europe may be challenged to produce one sketch

that shall equal the chalk study No. 45, or the feeblest of the pen
and ink memoranda in the 71st and following frames. This was
not merely the result of a peculiar gift for art

;
it was, as the public

will now see, the result of never-ceasing discipline. Hundreds of

sketch-books of various sizes exist in the national collection, filled

by Turner in his youth with pencil drawings. Having first gone
through this labour with the hard pencil point, he proceeds to use
the softer pencil for shading.

Soon afterwards he made himself a master in etching and
mezzotint engraving

;
the plate of the ‘ Source of the Arveron ’ is

only an average specimen of his engraving ; and from that time

forward to his death he used the hard-point— pen, pencil, or chalk

—for at least two out of three of all his drawings : and at the very

time—between 1840 and 1845—when all the world was crying out

against him for his want of drawing, even his coloured sketches

from nature were distinguished from all coloured sketches that had
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ever been made before, by the continual use of the pen outline to

secure form.

One point only remains to be generally noticed,—that the
command of means which Turner acquired by this perpetual

practice, and the decision of purpose resulting from his vast

power at once of memory and of design, enabled him nearly
always to work straightforward upon his drawings, neither alter-

ing them, nor using any of the mechanical expedients for soften-

ing tints so frequently employed by inferior water-colour painters.

Many traditions indeed are afloat in the world of art respecting

extraordinary processes through which he carried his work in

its earliest stages ; and I think it probable that in some of his

elaborately completed drawings, textures were prepared, by
various mechanical means, over the general surface of the paper
before the drawing of detail was begun. Also, in the large draw-
ings of early date, the usual expedients of sponging and taking

out colour by friction have certainly been employed by him ;

but it appears only experimentally, and that the final rejection of
all such expedients was the result of their trial experiment ; for in

all the rest of the national collection the evidence is as clear as it

is copious, that he went straight to his mark ; in early days finish-

ing piece by piece on the white paper, and, as he advanced in skill,

laying the main masses in broad tints, and working the details

over these, never effacing or sponging, but taking every advantage
of the wetness of the colour, when first laid, to bring out soft lights

with the point of the brush, or scratch out bright ones with the end
of the stick, so driving the wet colour in a dark line to the edge of
the light ; a very favourite mode of execution with him, for three
reasons : that it at once gave a dark edge, and therefore full relief, to

the piece of light
;
secondly, that it admitted of firm and angular

drawing of forms
;
and, lastly, that as little colour was removed

from the whole mass (the quantity taken from the light being only
driven into the dark), the quantity of hue in the mass itself, as
broadly laid, in its first membership with other masses, was not
much affected by the detailing process.

When these primary modifications of the wet colour had been
obtained, the drawing was proceeded with exactly in the manner
of William Hunt, of the old Watercolour Society (if worked in

transparent hues), or of John Lewis, if in opaque
;
that is to say,

with clear, firm, and unalterable touches one over another, or one
into the interstices of another

;
never disturbing them by any

general wash ;
using friction only where roughness of surface was

locally required to produce effects of granulated stone, mossy
ground, and such like ; and rarely even taking out minute lights ;

but leaving them from the first, and working round and up to

them, and very frequently drawing thin, dark outlines merely by
putting a little more water into the wet touches, so as to drive the

colour to the edge as it dried
;
the only difference between his

manipulation and William Hunt’s being in his inconceivably varied
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and dexterous use of expedients of this kind,—such, for instance,

as drawing the broken edge of a cloud merely by a modulated dash
of the brush, defining the perfect forms with a quiver of his hand;
rounding them by laying a little more colour into one part of the
dash before it dried, and laying the warm touches of the light,

after it had dried, outside of the edges. In many cases the in-

stantaneous manipulation is quite inexplicable; for instance, I

cannot conceive by what treatment of the colour he obtained the
dark and exquisitely broken edge of wave in the first drawing m
the frame No. 65.

It is quite possible, however, that, even in the most advanced
stages of some of the finished drawings, they may have been
damped, or even fairly put under water and wetted through, so as
to admit of more work with the wooden end of the brush

;
nay,

they may even have been exposed to strong currents of water, so
as to remove superfluous colour, without defiling the tints any-
where

;
only most assuredly they never received any friction such

as would confuse or destroy the edges and purity of separate tints.

And all I can assert is that in the national collection there is no
evidence of any such processes. In the plurality of the drawings
the evidence is, on the contrary, absolute, that nothing of the kind
has taken place

;
the greater number being executed on leaves of

books, neither stretched nor moistened in any way whatever
;
or

else on little bits of grey paper, often folded in four, and sometimes
with the coloured drawings made on both sides of a leaf. The
coarser vignettes are painted on sheets of thin drawing paper

; the
finer ones on smooth cardboard, of course without washing or di*

turbing the edges, of which the perfect purity is essential to the
effect of the vignette.

I insist on this point at greater length, because, so far as the
direct copying of Turner’s drawings can be useful to the student
(working from nature with Turner’s faithfulness being the essential

part of his business), it will be so chiefly as compelling him to a
decisive and straightforward execution.

The best practice, and the most rapid appreciation of Turner,
will be obtained by accurately copying those in body colour on
grey paper

;
and when once the method is understood, and the

resolution made to hold by it, the student will soon find that the
advantage gained is in more directions than one. Turner’s decision

came chiefly of his truthfulness; it was because he meant always to

be true that he was able always to be bold. And you will find that

you may gain his courage if you will maintain his fidelity.

From the Catalogue I make the subjoined excerpts :

—

Note.—Numbers are written on the frames only, because it

seemed desirable that no dark points, such as would be formed by
numerals large enough to be serviceable, should be set near the

more delicate of the drawings
;
and it was necessary, of course, to

observe the same system, even in cases where the numerals would
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liave done no harm. The numbers of the frames are printed in

this catalogue in larger type, and those of the drawings in small

type, and when two or more drawings are put in one frame, their

numbers are first put in the relative positions of the drawings,

thus :

—

IQ Number of frame.

34> 35 , 36, 37 , Numbers of drawings in their relative

38, 39, 40, 41 ,
position in the frame.

The reader thus sees without difficulty that No. 35 is the second
drawing in the upper row, No. 40 the third in the second row, and
so on

;
he will then find the drawings catalogued and described in

numerical order.

Period ofDevelopment.

I.

1. View on the River Avon. A sketch from nature, about
the year 1791.

It should be kept in mind that Turner’s work is separated by
differences of style into five groups, corresponding to five periods

of his life. He was born in 1775, and died in 1851. His time of

real work extends over sixty years, from 1790 to 1850, and is pro-

perly to be divided thus :

—

Period of Development ...... 1790— 1800.

„ The First Style 1800— 1820.

„ The Second Style 1820—1835.

„ The Third Style 1835— 1845.

„ Decline 1845—1850.

In order to aid the memory (and the matter is worth remember-
ing), it may be as well to include the fifteen years of childhood and
boyhood in the period of development

;
which will give a singular

order of diminution in length to the five periods, thus :

—

Development . . . 1775—1800 . Twenty-five years.

First Style .... 1800—1820 . Twenty years.

Second Style . . . 1820—1835 . Fifteen years.

Third Style . . . 1835—1845 . Ten years.

Decline 1845— 1850 • Five years.

It may also be generally observed that the period of develop-
ment is distinguished by its hard and mechanical work

;
that of

the first style by boldness of handling, generally gloomy tendency
of mind, subdued colour, and perpetual reference to precedent in

composition
;
that of the second style by delicate deliberation of

handling, cheerful moods of mind, brilliant colour, defiance of
precedent, and effort at ideal composition

;
that of the third period

by swiftness of handling, tenderness and pensiveness of mind,
exquisite harmony of colour, and perpetual reference to nature
only, issuing in the rejection alike of precedents and idealisms.

The period of decline is distinguished by impurity of colour,
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and uncertainty of purpose and of handling. The drawings be-
longing to it may be known at once by their surface being much
rubbed and disturbed, and by the colours not having sharp edges.

I have not as yet found any drawings in the collection prior to

1790; nor any important examples of the period of decline. The
exhibited series ranges only from 1790 to 15545.

This view on the Avon is as juvenile in character as a drawing
well can be. It is not, however, as far as I can judge by the laying
in of the sky, earlier than the two coloured pieces beside it, which
are on leaves out of the same book.

2. North-west View of Malmesbury Abbey. 1791. So
described on the back in Turner’s early writing.

It was a favourite subject with him in after-life
;
and it has here

had the boy’s best work on it, besides being well looked at as he
worked. Note the playing of the shadows on the trunks of the
trees on the left.

3. View from Cook’s Folly (so described on the back),
‘ looking up the river Avon, with Wallis Wall and the Hot Wells.’

In all these drawings, feeble as they are, the power of composi-
tion already manifests itself. His love of continuity leads him to

duplicate his vessel in each river sketch, in order to lead us down
or up the river

; anil the trees with tablefork boughs, in the manner
of Wilson, already meet with a graceful and Homeric interchang-
ing of branches. 1 How accurate^ for a boy, the drawing of the
rigging of the large ship, with the shadows of the sails on each
other ! This emergence of a ship in full sail from beneath a bank
was a favourite idea with him, even to his latest time.

2 .

4. The Mewstone. Showing some progress in laying colour,

and interesting as the first thought of one of his best known works.

; 3-

5. Tower of St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol.
6. Transept and Towers of York Cathedral.
7. Tower of Boston-, Lincolnshire.
These three drawings are fair examples of his pencil studies of

architecture. Four or five sketch-books, containing not fewer than
a hundred leaves each, are filled with drawings of this kind

;
and I

believe the work to have been of the greatest service in steadying

and refining his touch.

It will be observed that, throughout, the sketches are made not

for effect but for information ; a little bit of each portion of the

building being completely drawn, the rest indicated. All Turner’s

sketches from nature are made on this great principle; though the

kind of information sought, and the shorthand by which it is stated,

vary with the subject and the period.

1 See ‘Modem Painters,’ vol. iii. p. 190,
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The total absence of any apparent feeling for bold or gloomy
effect, and the delight in delicacy and precision of form, are very
singular, when regarded as the first manifestations of the mind
which was to conceive the * Death of the Python/

4-

8. Malmesbury Abbey. Sketch in pencil, of the same date
as the three preceding ones, but showing in the trees the power of
composition he had already reached, as well as his landscape
‘ touch ’ at this period.

5 -

9. First sketch from nature of the subject in the * Liber Stu-
diorum/ ‘ Kirkstall Abbey/

10. First sketch from nature of the subject in the ‘ Liber Stu-
diorum/ * Holy Island/

Those who are familiar with the compositions of the ‘ Liber’ will

be surprised to see how they were founded on the sketches of his

boyhood. The ‘ Holy Island’ was published in 1808, the ‘ Kirkstall’

in 1812 ;
while both of these sketches have been made about

1795 *

20.

41, 42. Two Memoranda of Coast Scenery. I hope the
reader observes the steady perseverance of the painter in always
sketching for information, and not for the sketches’ sake. The
inscriptions on these outlines do not improve their effect, but they
preserve the important facts. Some words I must leave to the
deciphering of the ingenious reader; but thus much is legible:—
‘Sky darkish purple; rolling clouds, warm; * * a warm lighter

orange green ; rocks, warm ochre
;
purple shadow :

* * * brilliant

orpiment sails, excepting the (hieroglyphic for upright sail) white,

beautifully reflected in the sand, with the sky and white figures

streaming down. * * * Straw and Fish. Boy with Dog-fish.

Women sorting.’

Note the intense resolve to have the facts, not only of the place,

but of the moment; the boy with his dog-fish to be in his own
place

;
nobody else instead of him ;

and he not to be moved any-
where else.

21 .

43. Sketch from Nature of the Subject of the Oil
Picture of ‘ Ivy Bridge/ As interesting as No. 12, being In

like manner the first idea of one of his most important works, a
grand oil picture now in the possession of E. Bicknell, Esq., of
Herne Hill. The study for the drawing in this gallery is in frame
No. 16.
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44. Bed of a Stream. One of the most instructive pieces of
•evidence I could find of the local finishing of his drawings

;
and as

remarkable for precision of touch as for predetermination of design.

Note especially the dark greyish-brown dash of shadow from the

right, diagonally cast to the top of the white stones, at once
defining them in light, and with true outlines

;
and look how trans-

parent the pool of the stream is becoming, and how bright its fall,

by help only of a few well-placed touches of brown and grey.

This sketch should be copied again and again by all students
who wish to understand Turner; limiting themselves to precisely

bis number of touches to bring out the result, as they would be
limited in a problem at chess to mate in so many moves.

2 2.

45. Study of Scotch Fir.

46. Study of Willow. Two examples of an extensive series

of drawings made in Scotland; as far as I can judge, about the

year 1800. It has already been stated that several volumes are
filled with pencil drawings of this kind, completely worked out in

light and shade. This enormous quantity of pencil shading gave
him perfect evenness of execution, besides exercising him tho-

roughly in the virtue of all others most necessary to a painter,—
Patience.

We see, gradually, how we are to proceed in order to become
good painters. First, five or six volumes full of pencil drawings of
architectural detail. Next, a year or so of grey tinting at half-a-

•crown a day. Next, a year or two of pencil shading, carrying our
Avork well up to the paper’s edge

;
and chess problems in colour

•going on all the while. The action of his hand is, however,
cramped a good deal in this foliage, and throughout the fore-

grounds of the drawings belonging to this Scottish series. It is

not till this stiffness of hand is conquered that we can consider the
period of Development as past, and that of the First Style begun.

First Style.

25-

51. City of Aosta. Turner has been especially struck by the
levelness of the plain in which Aosta is built, in the midst of the

Alps. He has taken unusual pains to mark this character, and its

•classicalness as opposed to the wild Swiss peaks above. Remember,
this was the first sight he ever had of Italy.

26.

52. Roman Gate at Aosta, with Street of the Town.
Turner has been rather puzzled by the Swiss cottages, which were
not reconcilable with academical laws of architecture. He sits

down to his triumphal arch with great zeal,and a satisfied conscience.
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53. Roman Gate at Aosta, with the Alps. (‘ Le Arc de

Triumph (sic), Ville de Aoust.’) These studies are the materials

used in the vignette of Aosta, Rogers’s Italy.

54. Castle of Aosta.
55. Castle of Aosta. This drawing, which I found in anothei

parcel, is placed with the pencil study of which it is the amplifica-

tion, that it may be seen how much the painter was yet hampered
by old rules and formal precedents. He is still trying to tame the

Alps into submission to Richard Wilson ; but finds the result un-
satisfactory, and leaves it unfinished.

But I am much puzzled by the feebleness of the drawing, and
could almost imagine it a pupil’s copy from one of Turner’s. The
laying in of the clouds, however, cannot but be his

;
and it is to be

noted in general that while, during his first period, his handling
was bold both in pencil and oil-colour, his water colours were fre-

quently delicate, and even, as in the present instance, timid, in the

extreme.

28.

56. Glaciers of Grindelwald.
57. Fallen Trees. The glaciers are out of their place in our

tour
;

but it is well that we should see them, and the shattered

trunks beneath, just after the meek classicalism of No. 55. No
hope of taming the Alps, or softening them, in these.

I cannot make out, in the sketch of Grindelwald, where he has
got to in the valley, or whether he means the upper white peaks
for Alp or glacier. If he intends them for Alp, they are exaggerated ;

if for ice, I do not understand how he has got pines to come
between the two masses.

The other sketch is marked by him simply ‘ G. C7 (meaning
Grande Chartreuse.) It is very noble.

29.

58. The Ascent to Cormayeur. Ville de Salic, Valley de
AusV La Cote Sud de Mont Blanc.’) Perfectly true to the spot,

as indeed most of these drawings are.

59. Valley of the IsLre. (‘ Valley de Iser.’) Coming down
from the Alps, the road through the valley appears to us disagree-

ably long and straight. We resolve to have a steady look at it ;
on

which it occurs to us that, nevertheless, it will draw.

1 It is amusingly characteristic of Turner that all his mistakes in spell-

ing are economical. Many bad spellers waste their letters, but Turner
never. * Engin ’ for engine

;
‘ Aust ’ for Aoste, or Aouste

;
‘ sumit ’ for sum-

mit, or sommite
;

‘ Iser ’ for Is£re
;

* Le Alps ’ for les Alpes
;

1 Chatruse '

for Chartreuse, &c.
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44 *

77. Folkestone. Finished drawing of a favourite subject.

He painted it afterwards still more elaborately. This second drawing
is in the possession of Sir John Hippisley, Bart.

45 -

78. Study of a Cutter. I have never seen any chalk sketch
which for a moment could be compared with this for soul and
power. Note, among other wonderfulnesses of it, the way the two
sails are gradated, each with one zigzag touch

; one of deepening
grey, the other of fading white.

46.

79. Study of a Pilot Boat. What its companion is among
chalk sketches, this is, as far as I know, among sepia ones

;
having

no rival in its kind. The figure of the old sailor throwing the coil

of cable is, without exception, the most wonderful piece of energetic

action I have ever seen rendered by means so simple, even Tintoret’s

work not excepted.

These drawings were on leaves of a folio book, which, for the

most part, is dashed over with such things on both sides of its thin

grey leaves
;
the peculiar, ingenuity of the arrangement being that

each leaf has half of one sketch on its front, and half of another on
its back, so that mounting one whole sketch must generally hide
the halves of two. The further advantage of the plan is that the
white chalk touches, on which everything depends, rub partly off

every time the leaves are turned
;
besides that a quantity of the

said chalk, shattered by Turner’s energetic thrusts with it, is ac-

cumulated in a kind of Alpine debris in the joints, shaking out, and
lodging in unexpected knots of chalk indigestion whenever the
volume is shut

;
and, to make the whole thing perfect, the paper is

so thin and old that it will hardly bear even the most loving handling,

much less the rack and wear of turning backwards and forwards
on a mount, if attached by one edge.

The best that can be done with it is to mount—as all the drawings
of this series are mounted—by the extreme edges merely, the most
important drawings

;
hiding, without injury to them, the least im-

portant
;
and cataloguing them carefully for reference if required.

The two leaves here shown have only two or three sea pieces at the
backs of them

;
but half the stern of the pilot boat is unfortunately

left on the opposite leaf—sacrificed to the unities. It would have
spoiled a whole harbour full of ships on the other side if it had
been taken away.

80 Marine.
47-

81. Marine,
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48.
82. Marine. 83. Marine.

Four studies of pictures of about the same date, 1803 or 1804,
as the preceding folio drawing. Very fine.

49 -

84. Study of an Arm Chair. In oils. He painted a great

deal of furniture, as well as vases, seals, parchments, and anything
else that came in his way, or that his patrons liked to have drawn
when he was staying at their houses.

50 .

85—88. Studies from Four different Points of the
same Group of Dock Leaves. I think meant for the farmyard,
with cart, in the ‘ Liber Studiorum/

SI-

89—92. Various Studies of Vegetation. Note the fore-

shortened leaf of laurel, and the memorandum, ‘ Water sorrel, &c.

June

*

53 -

94. Study of Pigs.

95. Study of Donkeys. Both wonderful, quite beyond telling.

There is an etching of Rembrandt’s which approaches the upper
study, but by no means equals it Examine it for a quarter of an
hour through a magnifying-glass, and you will see something of what
it is. Compare also the drawings in frame No. 16 in the next
window. The expression of the head of the donkey-foal with one
modulated touch of brown is another chess problem which may be
earnestly recommended to students.

54 -

96. 97. Studies of Market-ware. Two leaves from a pocket-

book filled at Rotterdam.

55 -

98. Views in Rouen.
99. Study of Norman Caps. Two leaves from a pocket-

book filled at Normandy. The No. 98 is interesting because it

contains, at the lower right-hand corner, the first sketch from Nature
of the lovely subject, painted in the ‘Rivers of France/ ‘ Rouen
from St. Catherine’s Hill/ of which the engraving is placed beneath
it. The posts of the gateway on the left, the diligence in the road,

the village and poplars, will all be found indicated in the little pencil

drawing.
T t. t
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59 -

105. Study of Teal, flying. It is well to have these two
drawings side by side, because they are entirely characteristic of

the manners of the first and second periods. The darkness and
breadth of No. 104 belong to the first, and the brightness, refine-

ment, and active energy in the drawing of the living bird to the

second. No words are strong enough to express the admirableness
of the sketch No. 105. There is only one other equal to it in the

National Collection, and I believe only one in the world superior

to it—of a ringdove at Farnley. There are, however, many studies

of game by Turner, besides this ringdove, at Farnley. The pe-
culiar execution by which the spotted brown plumage is expressed,

and the wonderful drawing and colour reached at one touch, as far

as they are consistently possible, render these bird drawings of
Turner more utterly inimitable than, so far as I know, anything else

he has done.
But he loved birds, and was kind to them, as he was to all living

creatures.

Opposite to these studies of birds are now placed some supple-

mentary sketches of the same kind, in the frames Nos. 122, and
123. The uppermost contains examples of his rapid memoranda of

groups that pleased him, caught as he stood looking into his poultry

yard
;
the central one, two studies of swans, fine beyond all expres-

sion. Observe especially the grand respect of Turner for local

.colour—the swan’s black beak being to him, as it would be to

every simple and honest observer, one of the main points in the
creature. Observe in the lower of Turner’s two sketches how
grandly he has indicated the agitation of the water, as partly the
means of expressing the anger of the bird.

Second Style.

These sketches are very interesting in the way the original pen-
cilling on the spot is partly employed, and partly crossed out, by
the pen work. Thus, in 128, the pencil is left to indicate the
timbers which support Fort Rouge, but the square sail is drawn
right over the zigzag which indicates the pier on the left

;
and in

1 29 a square sail indicated in pencil in the same place is given up,
and never touched with the pen. Though, however, more shown
in this drawing than usual, the principle is one of those which
Turner held most fixedly and constantly. Whatever material a
touch may have been made with—colour, pencil, or chalk—he
will either use it or contradict it, but he will never repeat it. He
will either leave his pencil mark to stand alone for timbers, or draw
right across it, and let it stand for nothing

;
but he never will draw

a pen line above it, and let it stand for half and half with ink. So
in colour. He will either leave a colour as it is, or strike another
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over it to change it
;
but never lay two touches over each other of

the same tint. The principle is well known as essential to good
colouring

;
but it is not so generally known as essential to the good

penning in of a pencil sketch that the pen should never go over a
pencil line. The shake of the sails in the wind, in either of these

Calais Harbour sketches, is, I should think, enough to cool the

gallery on hot days. But in all respects these four sketches are

inestimable : not the least precious drawing being the No. 131, in

which, as an indication of the pace at which they were all done,
observe the two dark lines of curving wave on the left, struck from
beneath, both drawn into loops, as with one dash of the pen. Then
note the attention of mind as this dashing was done. The first

wave on the left breaks slightly, and has only a few white dots at

its edge
;

the second completely, and has a great many. After

this has broken there are only low waves on the sand, and all the

curved waves are therefore drawn lightly

!

72 .

132. Evreux. 133. Market Place, Louviers.
134. Vernon.
135. Vernon; and some place beside, topsy-turvy.

All magnificent. Note in the Evreux, respecting the matters we
have just now been speaking of, how carefully the white is laid on
the cathedral so as to leave the pencil touches to stand for buttress

shadows. The running flock of sheep to the right are intended to

get rid of the vertical stability of the cathedral, which Turner had
rather more of than he liked. It is quite wonderful also how the

dots of white in these sheep increase the look of space in the city

which he had rather less of than he liked. He never throughout his

life was pleased with things that stood quite straight up; and though
contented enough with a village or a cottage, when he drew a city,

he liked a large one. U sually he sets all his cathedral and church
towers from three to six feet off the perpendicular, being provoked
with them for not behaving gracefully, like ships in a breeze. But
the flock of sheep is here a more prudential expedient to obtain

his beloved obliquity.

Market-place and Church of Louviers. Not good; an
instructive example of his want of feeling for Gothic architecture

when seen near.

Vernon. Two studies on one sheet. The lowermost one is

the bridge in the distance of the upper one, seen the other way.
The massive look of the rectangular houses on the bridge is pur-

posely increased by the opposition of the sharp points of the boats;

it is a favourite artifice of Turner’s. The three round packages, on
the contrary, repeat and increase the look of multitudinousness in

the bridge arches.

These buildings on the bridge are mills
;

the wheels are indi-

cated in the arches below, and more plainly in the next sketch.

This is very characteristic of France
;
the water power of the
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French rivers, irrespective of tide, being much greater than of
ours.

Vernon ;
from farther below the bridge. Observe, in the last

sketch, the way the oval packages, with the figure above them, point

up through the bridge
;
and compare the use of the great crest-

shaped rudders of boats in this one. These groups of radiating

lines are to give connection between the foreground and bridge in

each case ;
without them they would run in two painfully separate

and parallel lines. The figures in No. 128 are arranged in similar

lines, to help in sending the boat well out of the harbour.

73 -

136. Marly. Realised for the Keepsake.

1 37. Near St. Germain, looking up the Seine.
138. Castle of the Fair Gabrielle. Also realised for the

Keepsake.

139. Near St. Germain, looking down the Seine.
The plan of composition in 137 is very curious. A double group

of trees, with ofie circle beneath it, carrying the eye out to the left

;

a treble group of trees, with two circles beneath it (wheels of dili-

gence), carrying the eye out to the right
;
a man in the middle,

with a couple of circles, one on each arm, to join the groups
;
the

windows of the diligence to repeat and multiply the arches of the
building on the hill

;
the galloping horses to oppose vertical sta-

bility, as the sheep in No. 132. 138 is more careless in work than
the rest, but most careful in composition, and highly interesting as
an example of Turner’s favourite scheme of carrying his main
masses by figure foundations, like the rich sculptured bases to

Lombardic pillars. Two figures to the two trees on left
;
many

figures to many trees in centre ; two figures to two trees on right

;

two black figures bowing to each other from opposite sides of the

avenue, to increase its symmetry of shade. In each case the figures

extend below to nearly the breadth to which the trees branch above.

We have first an upright lover to an upright tree
;
a graceful lady,

with flowing train, to graceful tree with bending top
;
a completely

recumbent group in centre to completely independent foliage of

centre
;
sloping lines converging below on the right, for sloping

boughs converging above on the right. The artifice is concealed
and relieved by one bold diagonal line begun by- the child in the

centre, and carried by a straight tree- trunk to the top of the picture.

139 is also rather careless, but marvellous in expression of the course
of stream by the gradated laying on of white. The postillion

straddling up the hill is essential to sustain the group of tall trees.

The black figure in the centre, by its excessive darkness, balances

postillion and trees together
;
then the dark island leads the dark

masses out of the picture.

140. Ambleteuse?
74 -

141. Dieppe.
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145. Memoranda of Boulogne, Ambleteuse, and Vi-
maraux.

143. Bridge of Boats and Upper Bridge at Rouen.
1 41 is the most delicate pen and fnk sketch among this series of

drawings, exquisitely beautiful in action of sails. 140 is one of the

most laconic in line, and the other two among the most economic in

paper.

75 -

144—146. Sketches of Rooms at Petworth. I am not
sure of the date of these, or of the drawings in the next frame, but
I believe them to be considerably earlier in the central period than
the French sketches we have been examining. But as we are now
coming to a series of coloured drawings on grey paper, these may
be fitly considered together with the others

;
and it is well to close

our examples of the second period with some thoroughly charac-

teristic drawings, rather than with those which approximate to the

third : and the brilliancy, not without slight harshness, of these

studies is quite peculiar to the second time
;

the colour of the

third period, however pure, being always soft.

The study of curtains is very like a bit of Tintoret’s work in oil,

quite Venetian in the enrichment of colour in the shadows. The
Pisani Veronese, together with the grand Turner studies of local

colour, of which these three are so singular examples, will, I hope,
establish on a firmer basis the practice of colour in England.
There is a curious illustration, by the way, in the Veronese, of the

statement I gave of his general principle of local colour in ‘ Modern
Painters;’ 1 the black tresses in the ermine being reinforced in

blackness towards the light
,
so that the last touch comes with an

edge blacker than ink against the full white, while the delicate

violets of the princess’s robe are reinforced in the shadow. Observe
also how straightforward Veronese is, like Turner, in all his work
—the unfinished and forgotten figures in the distance on the left

showing his method, and the absolute decision as to what he was
going to do before a touch was laid.

76.
147—!5o. Four Evening Studies at Petworth. The

first and last so severe in tone as almost to take the character of
the first period, but all noble.

77 -

1 51— 154. Four Subjects sketched for the ‘Rivers of
France.’ These four drawings, belonging to the third period, are
placed with those from Petworth in order to mark the peculiar use
of the pen characteristic of Turner’s most advanced work. He was
about to enter on the pursuit of effects of colour more soft and illu-

sive than any that he had yet attempted
;
and precisely in propor-

tion to this softness of general effect was the firm retention of form

* Vol. iv. chap. iii. §§ 14, 16.
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by the pen drawing in all his careful memoranda. Multitudes of
slighter sketches occur without it, but nearly all the best drawings
of the period have it definitely; and its presence instantly marks a
work of the advanced time, though the work may be of the ad-
vanced time without having it, as 154 in this frame. 153 is a
beautiful and characteristic example of the treatment. See note
on 1 77.

Third Style.

78.
155—158. Four French Subjects, I believe, on the Meuse,

157 being certainly Dinant. These, with those placed below on
the same screen, form a perfectly typical illustration of the great
work of the early third period—glowing in colour, deep in tender-
ness and repose. The upper and lower frames give examples of
the slighter drawings, and the central frame of perfect ones.

79 *

159. Havre (?) 16c. Rouen.
161. St. Germain (?) 162. Quillebceuf.
Four of the very highest quality. It is impossible to have a

drawing containing more of the essence of all that is best in Turner
than the Havre. The subtlety of gradation of grey light from
behind the fort to the left

;
of shadow at the edge of the fort itself r

of rosy colour from the dark edge of the lightest cloud ; of green in

the water, caused not by reflection, but by the striking of the rainy
sunshine on its local colour, and the placing of the boat’s flag, and
the radiating lines of the rain, to express the drift of breeze which
is coming out of the light of the sky, are all in his noblest manner.

160. It is raining in the distance of No. 159; but here, between
us and the lights, making the forms indistinct, expressed only by
outline. In the St. Germain we have an effect of misty morning ;

and in the Quillebceuf of a grey and colourless day.

8l.
167—170. Four French Subjects. Except the first, Tan-

carville, I do not as yet know the subjects. They are examples of
the inferior work of the period. Turner wasted much time because
he could not resist the impulse to make a coloured sketch of every-

thing he saw; and it was only occasionally, when he was undis-
turbed by new ideas or visions, that he finished his work rightly.

But all are equally instructive respecting modes of execution
;
ob-

serve especially that, however great his hurry, he prepares his

under colour rightly, and then throws another tint over it to leave

in perfect purity even such a little light as the wake of the dabchick

in 170, which anybody else would have taken out afterwards.

83-
1 77. The Great Fortress. I have seen, at different times,

at least twenty drawings by Turner of this wonderful place, and
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have never been able to find out where it is. If any traveller can
tell me, I should be grateful. I think No. 153 is the same place ;

at all events No. 1 53 is the place I want to find the name of.

92 .

201. VlLLENEUVE, LOOKING FROM CHILLON TOWARDS
Vevay.

202. Gallery on the Splugen.
203. Vevay, looking across the Lake to Meillerie.
Examples of pencil memoranda of finest late time

;
taken in

three degrees of haste. The first, tolerably careful, with the future

position of clouds entirely arranged
; 203, sketched in angry haste*

because the tower of the church had been first drawn too big, and
too far to the right, its ghost still appearing on the right ; and 202,
an instance of the slightest notes he thought it worth while to
take.

93 -

204. Fortress, Evening.
205. Lausanne, in Rosy Sunset.
I do not know the subject of the first sketch, but both are

intensely characteristic of Turner’s modes of thought in his last

period
;
simplicity of effect, and tenderness with depth of colour

prevailing over all detail. The green-blue waters of the Lake of
Geneva delighted him always, and the sketch 205 has been made
for the sake of their contrast with the rosy light.

94 -

207.

Coblentz, with the Bridge of Boats over the
Rhine.

This last w’as a favourite sketch of Turner’s.

95 -

208. Fluelen (Head of Lake Lucerne).
209. Lake Lucerne, looking from Kussnacht towards

the Bernese Alps
;
Mont Pilate on the right, dark

against Sunset.
Two examples of his most rapid memoranda in colour of con-

ceptions that pleased and interested him at his most powerful time.

It is worth while pausing to analyse the first. The little darker
spot on the middle of the cliff on the left is a chapel with a small
belfry, and it will be noticed that the yellow colour leaves a white
light at the belfry and on the flat shore below. The sun was to be
just above the chapel, and to show a stream of white light down
from behind it. Then just above the chapel to the right the pencil

markings form a loop
;
the touch being struck upwards first, and
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then zigzagged down to the right. This is because that touch goes
right round the edge of a ravine, cut into the hill beyond the
chapel. It follows it round, and indicates a piny slope by the zig-

zag. Both touches would have been drawn from the top down-
wards, if there had been two hills, one in front of the other, instead

of a ravine cut into the single mass.
Then one running touch draws the outline of the great cliff, and

another within it the edge of its precipice
;
afterwards followed with

the violet colour, leaving light on the summit. The blue lake
horizon, with a clump of trees, is indicated by one dash of the
brush, with more water added afterwards to thin it. But I never
could understand how this is done—and he does it constantly

—

without disturbing the white spots cf broken light.

97 -

212. San Giorgio Maggiore. Venice.

213. Santa Maria della Salute. Venice. His thoughts,

towards the close of his life, were continually hovering between
Venice and the Lake of Lucerne.

Supplemental Scries.

1 1

1

.

232. A Foreground at Rome.
The motive of this last study has been the occurrence of the

real living acanthus among the fallen Corinthian capitals. It is

very characteristic of Turner to be interested in such an accident

as this.

I 12.

Four Leaves from a Sketch-book filled on the way
to and from Scotland, by Sea, on the occasion of George
the Fourth’s Visit to Edinburgh.

These are the first examples given in this series from Turner’s
smaller note-books, on which, however despised they may be by
persons who look only for the attractive qualities of drawing, his

peculiar eminence as a painter chiefly depended. It was in these

that his observations of nature were accumulated, day by day, and
moment by moment, until his mind became an inexhaustible trea-

sury of natural facts, which imagination might afterwards arrange
and combine at her pleasure.

There are two hundred and forty-seven of these books in the

National Collection containing from fifty to ninety leaves each,

nearly always drawn upon on both sides.

The leaves 233 and 235 in this frame are good examples of his

mode of studying skies. He rarely, as already stated, sketched

from them in colour, perceiving that the colours changed much too

fast to be set down with fidelity
;
and considering all imperfect and

untruthful colour memoranda as simply deceptive and harmful.
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His method was to outline as fast as possible the forms, and write

down the colours of the clouds, in any sky effect which interested

him
;
afterwards, if he thought it desirable, he appears deliberately

to have made a study of the sky in colour, as he remembered it

;

but he never tried to pursue at the instant the changes of coloured
clouds.

The leaf 235 is a note of changes of effect at sunrise.

1 16.

The book from which 265 and 266 are taken contains 270
leaves, all drawn on both sides

;
but there are only about ninety as

full of subject as these examples. These leaves measure four and
a half inches by three

;
one of them contains seven subjects on one

side, and four on the reverse
;
and the other has ten subjects on

one side, and five on the reverse. Taking the lowest average of
ten subjects for each leaf, there are, therefore, at least 900 subjects

in the third part of the book.

265 has seven subjects from Andemach on the Rhine, showing
stormy sunsets and drifts of clouds, all completely designed

;
the

best, that on the left in the second row from the bottom, only
measures one inch and a half in length by three quarters of an inch
in height.

The leaf 266 has also Rhine subjects.

267 shows a most interesting outline sketch near the Borromean
Islands on Lago Maggiore. The effects, names of towns, &c., are
written on it : thus (in the sky), ‘ Light/ 1 Blue Clouds/ ‘ Rays/
* Cloudy, yet none below the mountains/ ‘ Gueriano V on left,
e Laveno’ on right (names of villages). (On the lake): ‘ Sea green
with dark waves/ * Boats have the (hieroglyphic for awning) over
the edge, close seat behind for the tiller, which is changed, the
Maggiore one had the tiller (another hieroglyphic), the steersman
sat on the spare oar/

Observe in the hieroglyphic for the awning Turner’s intensity of
habitual accuracy, in marking by the two dots a, &, the thicker

timbers at the sides of the boat in which the bent laths which carry

the awning are inserted. This side of the leaf contains four sub-
jects, its reverse four slighter ones. He has written the words
‘ Rosa/ ‘ Gothard/ over what he supposed to be the respective

mountains: neither of them is however visible from this part of
Lago Maggiore

;
he has mistaken lower peaks for them.

Il8.

270. Studies from Claude and in France.
The uppermost subject is a beautiful little view of Dieppe. The

second from the top, a scene on Dieppe beach, with two fish-wives

quarrelling
;
during the course of the discussion Mr. Turner has

rioted their costume, thus:

—
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Fish-wife on the left

' W.’ (white) cap.

‘W,’ (white) shoulder-kerchief.

‘G.’ (green) bodice.

‘R.’ (red) gown.
‘W. P.’ white petticoat.

(To the right of her feet) *B.’

(black) stockings.

Fish-wife on the right.

‘ W.’ (white) cap.
* * * (illegible) ‘ with red

sparks.’
‘ White garters.

’

‘Each, a fish-knife.*

134 -

296. Orleans: the Theatre and Cathedral.
29 7. Nantes: Promenade near the Chateau.
These are both variations of subjects designed for the ‘ Rivers

of France,’ and engTaved in that series. They are not to be con-
sidered as studies for them, but as examples of Turner’s way of
turning a subject this way and that in his mind. He makes a
sketch of Orleans Cathedral from a given corner of a street, and at

a given hour of the afternoon. A year or two afterwards, perhaps,

he looks at the sketch, and thinks he would like to try it about
twenty yards more to the left, and half an hour later, or an hour
earlier; in which cases he is nearly sure to put in the same figures

in some different position. This study of Orleans is about an hour
earlier in the afternoon than the engraved one, and a hundred
yards farther down the street. It is by no means so beautiful as

the engraved one
;
but the Nantes is far prettier, being an idea of

a finer day. The engraved drawing is of a bleak grey afternoon,

and taken from the end of the walk, where the colossal statues

become principal objects, and they are not interesting ones.

152 .

337. Fribourg. (Canton Fribourg.) Sketched on, I believe,

his last Swiss journey (1845).

153-
338. Fribourg. Companion to the foregoing. Out of a book

containing fourteen sketches of this city
;

all more or less elabo-

rate
;
and showing the way in which he used the pencil and pen

together, up to the latest hour of his artist’s life. The lesson ought
surely not to be lost upon us when we consider that from Turner,
least of all men, such indefatigable delineation was to have been
expected

;
since his own special gift was that of expressing mystery,

and the obscurities rather than the definitions of form. If a single

title were to be given, to separate him from others, it ought to be
‘the painter of clouds.’ This he was in earliest life; and this he
was, in heart and purpose, even when he was passing days in

drawing the house roofs of Fribourg; for the sketches which at

that period he liked to be asked to complete were such as those in
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the hundredth frame, of soft cloud wreathing above the deep Swiss
waters.

All other features of natural scenery had been in some sort

rendered before ;—mountains and trees by Titian, sun and moon
by Cuyp and Rubens, air and sea by Claude. But the burning
clouds in their courses, and the frail vapours in their changes, had
never been so much as attempted by any man before him. The
first words which he ever wrote, as significative of his aim in

painting, were Milton’s, beginning ‘ Ye mists and exhalations.’

And the last drawing in which there remained a reflection of his

expiring power, he made in striving to realise, for me, one of these

faint and fair visions of the morning mist, fading from the Lake
Lucerne.

* There ariseth a little cloud out of the sea, like a man’s hand.’

‘For what is your life
?’

CHAPTER XLVIII.

turner’s genius.

A Resume of Mr Ruskiris Criticisms on the Chitf Features of

his Styles

.

With all the delights of a perpetual study of Nature in her

loveliest haunts, Turner’s life was an unhappy one. Bom in a

sordid house, his mother insane, the dwarfed mind of his father

unable to comprehend his aspirations, unfortunate in love,

struggling on as a small drawing-master and painter of back-

grounds
;
then battling with the engravers and publishers, and

the work he illustrated selling badly
; with no wife to share his

cares and console him in his disappointments
; surrounded by

jealous rivals, neglected by the rich cognoscenti of the day,

unable to sell the most favourite works of his genius, he

arrived at middle life before he could be said to have attained

any certainty of fame. In a room that resembled the miserable

Barry’s, he lived his enthusiast life, with no companion but

his old housekeeper—the somewhat more than housekeeper

though other than wife—finally retiring to a fresh haunt at

Chelsea to die, untended but by the mercenary love of a low
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mistress, with no hope for the next world, as there had been

none in this. Who can wonder at the melancholy result of

such an entangled and ill-arranged existence—blunders growing

from blunders, and culminating in a confused and half-cancelled

will ? Relations, disregarded or disliked, dispute the legacies.

The noble charity that had been his central thought for forty years

falls to the ground (surely Turner must have moved in his coffin

if he heard the decision)
;
and a poor 20,000/. goes to the

Royal Academy—a body already groaning with useless wealth.

Unhappy result of a confused life ! While the grand design

of charity is defeated, the inferior part of Turner’s ambition is

gratified by the erection of a 1000/. statue in St. Paul’s, where

he lies tranquilly between Sir Joshua and Barry
;
a Turner

gallery is devoted to his best and his worst works
;
and a

Turner gold medal is given away at stated periods
;
but the

ample scheme of beneficence planned by himself is not

achieved.

To Mrs. Radclifife and Thomson Mr. Ruskin assigns the

credit of having effected an escape from the Queen Anne
formalism of literature. In both these writers we find expres-

sions of attachment to wild nature. Cowper, Thomson, and

Bishop Percy did much to revive a love of the simple and

the natural. Then came Scott and the Lake poets to develope

it further, and to teach us to sympathise with Gothic architec-

ture, all agreeing in their passion for natural scenery. To
supply the same want in Art, Turner and his brother landscape-

painters arose.

Turner never imitated Salvator Rosa, because he had rocks

and torrents of his own to go and copy and recompose from.

He imitated Morland, Wilson, Reynolds, and Loutherbourg,

because they were the fashion, but never West or Fuseli.

Tintoret and Paul Veronese were of service to him, says Mr.

Ruskin. With Titian Turner competed in his ‘Venus and

Adonis.’ He has been heard to rebuke a young man at a

party for foolishly running down Titian; and the putting in

of the beech-leaves in the upper right-hand corner of ‘ Peter

Martyr’ he has been known to mention with ‘ singular delight.’

One day, at the British Institution, as he was looking with
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admiration at a glowing Cuyp, he said to a friend,
‘ They would

have called that too warm if I had done it/

For the Earl of Essex he painted several views of Cashio-

bury, of the highest quality. One of these, once in the

collection of Mr. Windus, in which the light falls on the floor of

a vaulted apartment through a stained glass window, stands

unequalled. In it he has introduced a rich Persian table-

cover, which for careful finish is as elaborate as anything of the

Dutch masters.

On the subject of his treatment of trees Mr. Ruskin writes :

‘These two characters, the woody stiffness hinted through

muscular line, and the inventive grace of the upper boughs,

have never been rendered except by Turner ; he does not

merely draw them better than others, but he is the only man
who has ever drawn them at all. Of the woody character, the

tree subjects of the “ Liber Studiorum” afford marked examples ;

the “ Cephalus and Procris,” “ Scenes near the Grand Chartreuse,'

”

and “ Blair-Athol,” “Juvenile Tricks,” and“ Hedgingand Ditch*

ing,” may be particularised
;
in the England series, the “ Bolton

Abbey ” is perhaps a more characteristic and thoroughly Turner-

esque example than any. , . . In the group of trees on

the left in Turner’s “ Marly,” we have there perfect and ceaseless

intricacy to oppose to Poussin, perfect and unbroken repose to

oppose to Hobbima, and in the unity of these the perfection of

truth. This group may be taken as a fair standard of Turner’s

tree-painting. We have in it the admirably-drawn stems, instead

of the claws or the serpents
;

full, transparent, boundless

intricacy, instead of the shell pattern
;
and misty depth of inter-

mingled light and leafage, instead of perpetual repetition of one

mechanical touch/

The reproach of gaudiness of colour will not now be ad-

vanced against Turner except by those who have not studied

the burning crimsons and purple of a summer sunset or the

luminous folds of a white cloud with the sun on it Turner

used pure colour only in minute touches, knowing that all

paint was clay compared with light and flame. Once, to give

verdure with sunshine on it, he used pure yellow in this way, in

his determination to express its relative intensity of light
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He never expends detail on near objects in cold sky blue ;

he uses it only where Nature uses it, and brings in his warm
colour directly detail and surface become visible by light. His

works are distinguished by the intensity of light he sheds

through every hue, as he never lowers his middle tint to give

greater value to his high light, as the old masters did. It is

this unusual brilliancy that makes his pictures sometimes appear

to ignorant critics glaring and dazzling. No one is more

cautious and sparing in the use of pure colour than Turner.

He attains his brilliancy by his variety and subtlety of semi-

tones. He stipples his grounds, not his shadows, with one

broad yet sharp touch.

Mr. Ruskin says that there is no instance in the works of

Turner of anything so faithful and imitative of sunshine as the

best parts of Cuyp; but at the same time there is not such

solecism in them. Cuyp gives us only a narrow view of Nature,

and is too intent on the truth of his omnipresent sunshine to

think of any other truth. Cuyp is trying for tone, not colour

;

he is giving us a monochrome in gold colour. But Turner

wants colour, and he must give us both cold and warm colour.

He must have his contrast and his balance, his forte and his

piano. When he shows us the sunset in the west, he shows us

the colour dying off cold to the east. As instances of this

sacrifice of tone to colour, Mr. Ruskin adduces the blue and

white stripes on the drifting flag in the ‘ Slave Ship/ and the

white part of the dress of the * Napoleon/ which, though valuable

for colour, are discordant in tone.

The best proof of the grammatical accuracy of the tones of

Turner is the perfect and unchanging influence of all his pic-

tures at any distance. Some of them seem to me too artificially

balanced with hot and cold colour; yet Turner did what no

one had attempted before. He gave us reverse tones in one

picture.

Adverting to this, Mr. Ruskin comments:

—

1 Colour without form is less frequently obtainable; and it

may be doubted whether it be desirable; yet I think that to the

full enjoyment of it a certain sacrifice of form is necessary;

sometimes by reducing it to the shapeless glitter of the gem, as
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often Tintoret and Bassano; sometimes by loss of outline and
blending of parts, as Turner; sometimes by flatness of mass, as

often Giorgione and Titian.

* Now, in Turner’s power of associating cold with warm light

no one has ever approached, or even ventured into the same

field with him. The old masters, content with one simple tone,

sacrificed to its unity all the exquisite gradations and varied

touches of relief and change by which Nature unites her hours

with each other. They gave the warmth of the sinking sun,

overwhelming all things in its gold
;
but they did not give those

grey passages about the horizon, where, seen through its dying

light, the cold and the gloom of night gather themselves for

their victory. Whether it was in them impotence or judgment

it is not for me to decide. I have only to point to the daring

of Turner in this respect as something to which Art affords no

matter of comparison, as that in which the mere attempt is, in

itself, superiority.’

In the * Rivers of France ’ you see very small quantities of

excessive light or excessive shade. Always sharp, decisive, and

conspicuous, the mass of the picture is infinitely graduated

middle tint. In later works Turner surrounds light with

shade.

In criticising Turner’s skies, Mr. Ruskin says:

—

‘Take up one of Turner’s skies, and .see whether he is as

narrow in his conception, or as niggardly in his space. It does

not matter which we take
;
his sublime “ Babylon ” is a fair

example for our present purpose. Ten miles away down the

Euphrates, where it gleams last along the plain, he gives us a

drift of dark elongated vapour, melting beneath into a dim haze

which embraces the hills on the. horizon. It is exhausted with

its own motion, and broken up by the wind in its own mass

into numberless groups of billowy and tossing fragments, which,

beaten by the weight of storm down to the earth, are just lifting

themselves again on wearied wings, and perishing in the effort.

Above these, and far beyond them, the eye goes back to a

broad sea of white illuminated mist, or rather cloud melted into

rain, and absorbed again before that rain has fallen, but pene-

trated throughout, whether it be vaoour or whether it be dew,

M M
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with soft sunshine, turning it as white as snow. Gradually, as

it rises, the rainy fusion ceases. Now, this is Nature ! It is the

exhaustless living energy with which the universe is filled; and

what will you set beside it of the -works of other men?’

Mr. Ruskin speaks nobly of Turner’s pathetic interest in the

sea, and of his inexhaustible knowledge of shipping. It is

hardly necessary to remark upon the depth of his attachment

to the Thames. I believe he kept a boat on the river; it is

certain that he once spent a whole season sailing up and down
to the Nore and back. His first oil picture was 4 Moonlight at

Millbank;’ indeed, four several pictures, typical of four different

periods in his career, were devoted to the imperial river—4 Mill-

bank,’ 4 Greenwich/ 4 Kingston/ and 4 Richmond.’

Mr. Dillon, one of the great Turner collectors, discourses

beautifully of his genius :

—

4 The premature discontinuance of that work (the 44 Liber ”)

would appear to have left incomplete the plan he had formed

of formally arranging and expressly illustrating the varied

objects of art under these or other heals; but the intellect

which suggested the division, and the grasp of mind which

sought to unite or combine them into a system, continued to

direct all his after-labours, and to connect them into one har-

monious whole. His mind was a generalising mind. What-

ever his subject, there is always in him a 44 touch of nature,” or

a word of truth, which, recalling the past or revealing the future,

connects the part with the whole, leads us from Art to Nature,

and conducts us from the individual landscape to the universe.

Thus, for example, it is not 44 Coniston Fells” only which we
see; it is morning amongst the Fells. It is not 44 Calais Sands,”

but the far-stretched shores of the ocean. It is not 44 Rome,”
ancient or modern, or the 44 Fighting 4 Temeraire ’ tugged to her

last berth to be broken up;” it is not of these only we arc

reminded, but of the fate and fall of nations. There lie the

ghastly, grisly skeletons, protected from the birds of the air

and the beasts of the field by Rizpah ! The darkness of night

has fallen on them; but the moonlight, beaming on the distant

sheaves, reveals to us, or reminds us, that -when the sons of

Saul were slain it was 44
in the days of harvest—in the first days,
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in the beginning of the barley harvest.” What appear, on first

sight, to be Turner’s wildest visions had an eye to order and

reality, as well as to beauty; and even his experiments on

colour were founded on a theory, and tended to a system. He
illustrates ‘‘ Shade and Darkness,” “ Light and Colour,” by the

evening before and the morning after the Deluge, and conveys
“ Goethe’s Theory ” by the destruction and renovation of g.

world.’

One of Turner’s favourite subtleties was to introduce scarlet

into his skies when he wished to indicate death or ruin. He
did so in the 1 Te'm&aire/ the * Fall of Carthage/ the ‘ Slaver/

the ‘ Ulyssses/ the * Napoleon/ and the * Goldau/ and even in a

little sad and tender sketch of dawn made by him in his last

years; of which Mr. Ruskin gives us this wonderful verbal

picture:

—

‘ It is a small space of level shore; beyond it a fair soft light

in the east, the last storm-clouds melting away oblique into the

morning air; some little vessel—a collier, probably—has gone

down in the night, all hands lost; a single dog has come ashore

utterly exhausted, its limbs failing under it; sinking into the

sand, it stands howling and shivering. The dawn-clouds have

the first scarlet upon them, a feeble tinge only, reflected with

the same feeble blood-stain on the sand.’ 1

Mr. Ruskin directs attention to the fact that, in a drawing

designed as a companion to the 1 Goldau/ Turner represents

the sun rising above Morgarten, and gilding the two peaks that

protect the village that gives its name to Switzerland. In all

his Carthaginian, Venetian, and Roman pictures, says the same

admirable critic, Turner dwelt on three morals. Carthage he

selected to illustrate the dangers attending the pursuit of

wealth; Rome to show the fate of ambition; and Venice to

prove the vanity of pleasure and luxury.

For Turner his powerful advocate justly claims pre-eminent

superiority in the representation of the various forms and phe-

nomena of the cloudy sky, and in the drawing of mountains

1 There was also a depth in Turner’s imagination not always visible to

the hasty.

MM2
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and stones, with a thorough knowledge of their spirit and

organisation. Turner was the first to accommodate the fore-

ground to the distance, and to show that it was possible to ex-

press foreground proximity without detaining the eye by made-

out forms. These he deliberately leaves imperfect, and so leads

you on to the distance that he takes most delight to express,

and in the expression of which his great power lay. He shows

us just as much as the eye sees of forms to which its focus is

not directed. He makes his figures vague lest they should

detain the eye from the magical blue fold on fold of the dis-

tance. Had he put in better-drawn figures, the landscape would

at once have been destroyed.

Turner gives us all varieties of clouds crowded together;

wind-compelled, as in the ‘Shylock;’ blended with the sky

itself, as in the ‘Mercury and Argus;’ in equal-rounded flakes,

to express repose, as in the ‘ Aero-Corinth;’ in fiery-flying

fragments, as in the ‘Te'me'raire;’ woven together with fine

threads of intermediate darkness, as in the ‘ Napoleon;’ and in

fleecy lines, as in the ‘ Alps at Daybreak,’ in Rogers’ poems.

The form, depth, and perspective of each cloud, as well as its

individuality, are rendered by him. ‘ Rouen ’ (in the ‘ Rivers

of France ’) is adduced by Mr. Ruskin as a special example of

the quality of infinity imparted by the painter to his horizon.

Equally remarkable is he for mists, mountain melting into

cloud, and the horizon into the twilight; for dew rising from

hill pastures, and storms gathering over cliffs. I must add that

Turners storms, deep without blackness, and sharp in outline,

as in his ‘ Psestum,’ ‘ Stonehenge ’ and ‘ Winchelsea Castle,’ are

inadequately rendered by the engravers, who blacken the

shadows and blunt the sharp edges of the colour.

Generally speaking, I have abstained from quoting any pas-

sages from Mr. Ruskin, merely for their poetry, unless they

really contained some exposition of Turner’s style and mind
;

but the following I cannot pass by, especially as I have not

myself seen the picture referred to :

—

‘ But I think the noblest sea that Turner has ever painted,

and, if so, the noblest certainly ever painted by man, is that of

the ‘ Slave Ship,' the chief Academy picture of the Exhibition
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of 1840. It is a sunset on the Atlantic, after prolonged storm

;

but the storm is partially lulled, and the torn and streaming

rain clouds are moving in scarlet lines to lose themselves in the

hollow of the night. The whole surface of sea included in the

picture is divided into two ridges of enormous swell, not high

nor local, but a low, broad heaving of the whole ocean, like

the lifting of its bosom by deep-drawn breath after the torture

of the storm. Between these two ridges the fire of the sunset

falls along the trough of the sea, dyeing it with an awful but

glorious light, the intense and lurid splendour which burns like

gold, and bathes like blood.’

In the ‘ Pas de Calais ’ there is a buoy poised on the ridge

of a sea wave, that casts its reflection vertically down the flank

of the wave that slopes steeply. It is a mistake. But the

vertical line is wanted, and Turner trusted to few of his public

spending much time in observing the reflection of buoys on

waves. 1

For examples of the sea as viewed at the distance of twenty

or thirty yards from the shore, where Turner generally places

the spectator, beyond the first line of breakers, see the ‘ Land’s

End, 5 ‘ Fowey, 5
‘ Dunbar, 5 and ‘ Laugharne. 5 The latter is

remarkable for the fine dark furrows of tremendous swell. The
tossing of the individual lines expresses the sea’s fitfulness and

fury, its ‘unwearied reckless incoherency.’ The waves are

notable for their expression of weight, and intensity is secured

by the sense of breadth, not of mere height. Reserving his chief

strength for coast sea, Turner too closely followed the Dutch

painters in their treatment of the open sea.

For still water, the ‘Chateau of Prince Albert’ deserves

study. It expresses great width
;
the eye is kept moving over

the surface. With the endless reflections of sun, sky, and

foliage, not one is traceable to its exact source. Everything is

given correctly, yet nothing is given too definitely, because the

painter knows what to show, and what to conceal. It has not

been revealed how Turner obtained some of the surface he

1 In the above sentence, as in many other places, I have to thank

Mr. Ruskin for criticisms which I have condensed, but left unaltered in

essentials.
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gives as water, but it looks like a modification of body colour ;

as in the distance of the ‘ Devonport, with the Dockyard.’ For

extended surface of water, see the ‘ Loch Katrine ’ and ‘ Der-

wentwater ’ in Scott’s poems, and the ‘ Loch Lomond * vignette

to Rogers’ poems ;
of which the first shows distant breeze on

the water ;
the second, slight motion prolonging the reflection

of the waves
;
and the third, full ripple over the whole surface.

For distant rivers, with exquisite perspective, let us turn to the

coursing stream in
4 Dryburgh and Melrose’ and ‘ Rouen, from

St. Catherine’s Hill
;

’ and for indicating the height of the

observer above the river, and the loss of reflections, we may
consult 4 Caudebec.’

Of his exquisite finish Mr. Ruskin writes :

—

‘ Every quarter of an inch of Turner’s drawings will bear

magnifying
;
and much of the finer work in them can hardly

be traced, except by the keenest sight, until it is magnified.

In his painting of “ Ivy Bridge ” the veins are drawn on the

wings of a butterfly not above three lines in diameter ;
and I

have one of his smaller drawings of “ Scarborough ” in my own
possession, in which the mussel shells on the beach are rounded,

and some shown as shut, some as open, though none are as large

as the letters of this type ;
and yet this is the man who was

thought to belong to the “dashing” school, literally because

most people had not patience or delicacy of sight enough to

trace his endless details.’

Turner was always on the alert, says Mr. Reeve, for any

remarkable effect. In 1792, when he was eighteen years of

age, the Pantheon, in Oxford Street, was burnt down. It hap-

pened to be a hard frost at the time, and large icicles were seen

the next morning depending from the different parts of the

ruins. The young artist quickly repaired to the spot
;
and his

picture, the ‘Pantheon on the Morning after the Fire,’ exhibited

in the Royal Academy in the following May, witnessed the

force with which the scene was impressed upon him. In like

manner, the 1 Burning of the Houses of Parliament,’ forty years

afterwards, was an event that could not escape the pencil of

Turner. He repaired to the spot to make sketches of the fire

at different points, and produced two pictures; one for the
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Academy, another for the British Institution. Here was a

glowing subject for his palette. Lord Hill, on looking closely

to the latter picture, exclaimed, ‘ What’s this ? Call this paint-

ing ? Nothing but dabs.’ But upon retiring, and catching its

magical effects, he added, ‘Painting! God bless me ! So it

is !

; The picture of ‘ Rain, Steam, and Speed,’ with its won-

derful interpretation of a night railway train, produced at a still

later period of Turner’s life, was another instance in which the

great artist’s attention had been caught by the hissing, and

puffing, and glowing fire of the locomotive.

Turner’s wide sympathy is indicated by Mr. Rusk in in the

following passage :

—

‘ Look at the girl putting her bonnet on the dog, in the

foreground of the “Richmond, Yorkshire”; the “Juvenile

Tricks,” or the “ Marine Dabblers,” of the “ Liber Studiorum ”

;

the boys scrambling after their kites in the “ Woods of the Greta

and Buckfastleigh
;
” and the notable and most pathetic draw-

ing of the “ Kirby Lonsdale Churchyard,” with the schoolboys

making a fortress of their larger books on the tombstone, to

bombard with the more projectile volumes. And, passing from

these to the intense horror and dismay of the “ Rizpah,” con-

sider for yourself whether there was ever any other painter who
could strike such an octave. Whether there has been or not,

in other walks of art, this power of sympathy is unquestion-

ably in landscape unrivalled As few, in looking

at the “ Cephalus and Procris ” of Turner, note the sympathy

of those faint rays that are just drawing back and dying

between the trunks of the far-off forest, with the ebbing life of

the nymph, unless, indeed, they happen to recollect the same

sympathy marked by Shelley in the “ Alastor :
” but the imagi-

nation is not shown in any such modifications. However, in

some cases they may be valuable, and I note them merely in

consequence of their peculiar use in religious art, presently to

be examined.’

Turner seldom drew a place as it really was. He gave not

the place itself, but the impression it produced upon him. He
would reduce a whole day’s journey into a sketch, in order to

focus all the features of a region into one impression, and to
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set that before the spectator's mind. This habit arose from

the conventional compositions to which Turner had been

accustomed from a boy
;
in the days of Wilson, Nature being

held to be unfit to be seen till the artist had improved her.

This reprehensible untruthfulness Mr. Ruskin thus ingeniously

defends :

—

‘But if a painter has inventive power, he is to treat his

subject in a totally different way
;
giving not the actual facts of

it, but the impression it made on his mind.
‘ And now, once for all, let it be clearly understood that an

“ impression on the mind ” does not mean a piece of manufac-

ture. The way in which most artists proceed to invent, as they

call it, is this : they choose their subject, for the most part well,

with a sufficient quantity of towns, mountains, ruined cottages,

and other materials, to be generally interesting
;
they then fix

on some object for a principal light
;
behind this put a dark

cloud, or, in front of it, a dark piece of foreground
;
then they

repeat this light somewhere else in a less degree, and connect

the tw’o lights together by some intermediate ones. If they

find any part of the foreground uninteresting, they put a group

of figures into it
;

if any part of the distance, they put something

there from some other sketch
;
and proceed to inferior detail

in the same manner, taking care always to put white stones

near black ones, and purple colours near yellow ones, and

angular forms near round ones. All this being as simply a

matter of recipe and practice as cookery
;

like that, not by any

means a thing easily done well, but still having no reference

w hatever to “ impressions on the mind.”
‘ But the artist wrho has real invention sets to work in a

totally different way. First, he receives a true impression from

the place itself, and takes care to keep hold of that as his chief

good ; indeed, he needs no care in the matter, for the distinc-

tion of his mini from that of others consists in his instantly

receiving such sensations strongly, and being unable to lose

them
;
and then he sets himself as free as possible to reproduce

that impression on the mind of the spectator of his picture.

* Now, observe, this impression on the mind never results

from the mere piece of scenery which can be included within
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the limits of the picture. It depends on the temper into which

the mind has been brought, both by all the landscape round

and by what has been seen previously in the course of the day ;

so that no particular spot upon which the painter’s glance may
at any moment fall is then to him what, if seen by itself, it will

be to the spectator far away
; nor is it what it would be even

to that spectator if he had come to the reality through the steps

which Nature has appointed to be the preparation for it, instead

of seeing it isolated on an exhibition wall. For instance, on

the descent of the St. Gothard, towards Italy, just after passing

through the narrow gorge above Faido, the road emerges into a

little breadth of valley, which is entirely filled by fallen stones

and debris, partly disgorged by the Ticino as it leaps out of the

narrower chasm, and partly brought down by winter avalanches

from a loose and decomposing mass of mountain on the left.

Beyond this first promontory is seen a considerably higher

range, but not an imposing one, which rises above the village

of Faido. The etching is a topographical outline of the scene,

with the actual blocks of rock which happened to be lying in

the bed of the Ticino at the spot from which I chose to draw

it. The masses of loose debris (which, for any permanent

purpose, I had no need to draw, as their arrangement changes

at every flood) I have not drawn, but only those features of the

landscape which happen to be of some continual importance :

of which, note, first, that the little three-windowed building on

the left is the remnant of a gallery built to protect the road,

which once went on that side, from the avalanches and stones

that come down the couloir in the rock above. It is only a

ruin, the greater part having been, by said avalanches, swept

away, and the old road, of which a remnant is also seen on the

extreme left, abandoned, and carried now along the hill-side

on the right, partly sustained on rough stone arches, and wind-

ing down, as seen in the sketch, to a weak wooden bridge,

which enables it to recover its old track past the gallery. It

seems formerly (but since the destruction of the gallery) to have

gone about a mile farther down the river on the right bank, and
then to have been carried across by a longer wooden bridge, of

which only the two abutments are seen in the sketch, the rest
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having been swept away by the Ticino, and the new bridge

erected near the spectator.

‘ There is nothing in this scene, taken in itself, particularly

interesting or impressive. The mountains are not elevated or

particularly fine in form, and the heaps of stones which

encumber the Ticino present nothing notable to the ordinary

eye ;
but, in reality, the place is approached through one of the

narrowest and most sublime ravines in the Alps, and after the

traveller, during the early part of the day, has been familiarised

with the aspect of the highest peaks of the Mount St. Gothard.

Hence, it speaks quite another language to him from that in

which it would address itself to an unprepared spectator ; the

confused stones, which by themselves would be almost without

any claim upon his thoughts, become exponents of the fury of

the river by which he journeyed all day long
;
the defile beyond,

not in itself narrow or terrible, is regarded, nevertheless, with

awe, because it is imagined to resemble the gorge that has just

been traversed above, and, although no very elevated mountains

immediately overhang it, the scene is felt to belong to. and

arise in its essential characters out of, the strength of those

mightier mountains in the unseen north.

‘ Any topographical delineation of the facts, therefore, must

be wholly incapable of arousing in the mind of the beholder

those sensations which would be caused by the facts themselves,

seen in their natural relations to others
;
and the aim of the

great inventive landscape painter must be to give the far higher

and deeper truth of mental vision, rather than that of the

physical facts, and to reach a representation which, though it

may be totally useless to engineers or geographers, and, when

tried by rule and measure, totally unlike the place, shall yet be

capable of producing on the far-away beholder’s mind precisely

the impression which the reality would have produced, and

putting his heart into the same state in which it would have

been had he verily descended into the valley of Airlo.

Now, observe, if in his attempt to do this the artist does not

understand the sacredness of the truth of impression
,
and sup-

poses that, once quitting hold of his first thought, he may, by

philosophy, compose something prettier than he saw, and
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mightier than he felt, it is all over with him. Every such

attempt at composition will be utterly abortive, and end in

something neither true nor fanciful—something geographically

useless and intellectually absurd. But if, holding fast his first

thought, he finds other ideas insensibly gathering to it, and,

whether he will or not, modifying it into something which is not

so much the image of the place itself as the spirit of the place,

let him yield to such fancies and follow them wherever they

lead. For, though error on this side is very rare among us in

these days, it is possible to check these finer thoughts by mathe-

matical accuracies, so as materially to impair the imaginative

faculty. I shall be able to explain this better after we have

traced the actual operation of Turner’s mind on the scene under

discussion.

‘Turner was always, from his youth, fond of stones (we

shall see presently why). Whether large or small, loose or im-

bedded, hewn into cubes or moulded into boulders, he loved

them as much as William Hunt loved pine-apples and plums
;

so that this great litter of fallen stones, which to anyone else

would have been simply disagreeable, was to Turner much the

same as if the whole valley had been filled with plums and pine-

apples, aud delighted him exceedingly, much more than even

the gorge of Dazio Grande just above. But that gorge had its

effect upon him also, and was still not well out of his head when
the diligence stopped at the bottom of the hill, just at that turn

of the road on the right of the bridge, which favourable oppor-

tunity Turner seized to make what he called a ‘ memorandum*
of the place, composed of a few pencil scratches on a bit of thin

paper, that would roll up with others of the sort and go into his

pocket afterwards. These pencil scratches he put a few blots

of colour upon (I suppose at Bellinzona the same evening, cer-

tainly not upon the spot) and showed me this blotted sketch

when he came home. I asked him to make me a drawing of

it, which he did, and casually told me aftenvards (a rare thing

for him to do) that he liked the drawing he had made. Ot

this drawing I have etched a reduced outline, in which the

whole place is altered in scale, and brought up to the general

majesty of the higher forms of the Alps. In my topographical
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sketch there are a few trees rooted in the rock bn this side of

the gallery, showing by comparison that it is not above four or

five hundred feet high. These trees Turner cuts away, and

gives the rock a height of about a thousand feet, so as to imply

more power and danger in the avalanche coming down the

couloir.

‘ Next, he raises, in a still greater degree, all the mountains

beyond, putting three or four ranges instead of one, but uniting

them into a single mossy bank at their base, which he makes
overhang the valley, and thus reduces it nearly to such a chasm
as that which he had just passed through above, so as to unite

the expression of this ravine with that of the stony valley.

The few trees in the hollow of the glen he feels to be contrary

in spirit to the stones, and fells them as he did the others; so

also he feels the bridge in the foreground by its slenderness to

contradict the aspect of violence in the torrent. He thinks the

torrent and avalanches should have it all their own way here-

abouts ; so he strikes down the nearer bridge, and restores the

one further off, where the force of the stream may be supposed

less. Next, the bit of road on the right, above the bank, is not

built on a wall, nor on arches high enough to give the idea of

an Alpine road in general; so he makes the arches taller, and

the bank steeper, introducing, as we shall see presently, a

reminiscence from the upper part of the pass.

i I say he thinks this, and introduces that; but, strictly speak-

ing, he does not think at all. If he thought, he would in-

stantly go wrong; it is only the clumsy and uninventive artist

who thinks. All these changes come into his head involun-

tarily—an entirely imperative dream, crying, “ Thus it must

be.”
1

Of Turner’s distance we read:

—

* To so singular an extent will the form of things come out

gradually through the mist, as you look long at Turner’s effects

of this kind, that many of his admirers have thought that he

painted the whole scene first, with all its details, and then

threw the mist over it: but it is not so, and it cannot be done

so. All efforts to copy Turner on such a plan will end in total

discomfiture. The misty effect is, indeed, partly given by
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breathing one colour over another; but the forms ot objects

are not thus rendered indistinct; if they were, the picture would

look as if it had been rubbed over with blue paint, accidentally,

after it was finished, and every spectator would wish to clear

off the upper colour and see what was underneath. The misty

appearance is given by resolvedly confusing, altering, or deny-

ing the form at the moment of painting it; and the virtue of the

work is in the painter’s having perfectly clear and sharp con-

ception of all that he chooses to confuse, alter, or deny; so that

his very confusion becomes suggestive, his alteration decorative,

and his denial affirmative. And it is because there is an idea

with, and in—not under—every touch, that we find the objects

rising into existence as we gaze.’

On the subject of Turner’s ‘Mystery,’ the designed indis-

tinctness of detail, Mr. Ruskin says:

—

‘ He shows you the spots on trout on a rock in a foreground,

but you cannot count them
;
the painter never intended you

should. Try to draw a piece of patterned muslin or lace (of

which you do not know the pattern) a little way off, and rather

in the shade; and be sure you get all the grace and look of the

pattern without going a step nearer to see what it is. Then
try to draw a bank of grass with all its blades, or a bush with

all its leaves, and you will soon begin to understand under what

a universal law of obscurity we live, and perceive that all dis-

tinct drawing must be bad drawing, and that nothing can be
right till it is unintelligible.’

Mr. Ruskin does not, I am now convinced, in the least ex-

aggerate the subtleties of Turner’s imagination. In the picture

of the * Mewstone ’ there were some strange weird clouds intro-

duced, w’hich had a demoniacal air about them; insomuch that

Mr. Stokes was struck by them, and asked Turner if he did not

mean them for the demons and angels of the storm. Turner

confessed the intention. ‘ In the same w7ay,' writes Mr. Ruskin,
‘ the blasted trunk on the left, in Turner’s drawing of the spot

where Harold fell at the battle of Hastings, takes, where its

boughs first separate, the shape of the head of an arrow. This,

which is mere fancy in itself, is imagination, as it supposes in

the spectator an excited condition of feeling dependent on the

history of the spot’
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Of Turner’s torrents we are thus instructed :

—

1 We see, therefore, why Turner seizes on these curved lines

of the torrent, not only as being among the most beautiful forms

of nature, but because they are an instant expression of the

utmost power and velocity, and tell us how the torrent has been

flowing before we see it. For the leap and splash might be

seen in the sudden freakishness of a quiet stream, or the fall of

a rivulet over a mill-dam
;
but the undulating line is the attri-

bute of the mountain-torrent, whose fall and fury have made
the valleys echo for miles

;
and thus, the moment we see one of

its curves over a stone in the foreground, we know it has come
far and fiercely. And in the drawing we have been speaking of,

the “Lower Fall of the Tees,” in the foreground of the“Killie-

crankie,” and “Rhymer’s Glen,” and of the “St. Maurice”

in Rogers’ “ Italy,” we shall find the most exquisite instances

of the use of such lines; but the most perfect of all is the

“ Llanthony Abbey,” which may be considered as the standard

of torrent drawing/

Turner’s Alps are eminently true in structure, and might

have been drawn by a geologist—the sharp aiguille, the plank-

like slab, the fissures, the ridges, he knew them all. For hills,

the ‘ Caudebec,’ in the ‘ Rivers of France,’ is a fine example.

Honfleur, and the scene between Clairmont and Mauves, are

also fine examples of grand and simple treatment. The latter

shows the furrowing of hills by descending water. You can

traverse them mile after mile, such endless detail is there, and

yet such breadth
;
never an inch of unmeaning surface, be they

the wooded hills and undulating moors of North England, the

rolling surges of Southern England park and forest, the soft

vine-clad ranges of the French coteaux, casting shadows on

silver leagues of glancing rivers, or the olive-whitened promon-

tories ©f Alp and Apennine.

Of Turner’s mountains Mr. Ruskin observes :

—

* But look at the mass of mountain on the right in Turner’s
u Daphne hunting with Leucippus.” It is simple, broad, and

united as one surge of a swelling sea; it rises in an unbroken

line along the valley, and lifts its promontories with an equal

slope. But it contains in its body ten thousand hills. There
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is not a quarter of an inch of its surface without its suggestion

of increasing distance and individual form. First, on the right,

you have a range of tower-like precipices, the clinging wood
climbing along their ledges and cresting their summits, white

waterfalls gleaming through its leaves; not, as in Claude’s

scientific ideals, poured in vast torrents over the top, and care-

fully keeping all the way down on the most projecting parts of

the sides ; but stealing down, traced from point to point,

through shadow after shadow, by their evanescent foam and

flashing light—here a wreath and there a ray—through the deep

chasms and hollow ravines, out of which rise the soft, rounded

slopes of mightier mountain, surge beyond surge, immense and

numberless, of delicate and gradual curve, accumulating in the

sky until their garment of forest is exchanged for the shadowy

fold of slumberous morning cloud, above which the utmost

silver peak shines islanded and alone. Put what mountain

painting you will beside this of any other artist, and its heights

will look like molehills in comparison, because it will not have

the unity and the multiplicity which are in Nature, and, with

Turner, the signs of size.’

Again let us attend to Mr. Ruskin’s beautiful illustration of

Turner's ‘ Mystery * :

—

* There is yet not one atom in its whole extent and mass

which does not suggest more than it represents ; nor does it

suggest vaguely, but in such a manner as to prove that the

conception of each individual inch of that distance is absolutely

clear and complete in the master's mind, a separate picture

fully worked out ; but yet, clearly and fully as the idea is

formed, just so much of it is given and no more, as Nature

would have allowed us to feel or see
;
just so much as would

enable a spectator of experience and knowledge to understand

almost every minute fragment of separate detail, but appears to

the unpractised and careless eye just what a distance of Nature’s

own would appear, an unintelligible mass. Perhaps the truth

of this system of drawing is better to be understood by ob-

serving the distant character of rich architecture than of any

other object. Go to the top of Highgate Hill on a clear summer
morning at five o’clock, and look at Westminster Abbey

;
you
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will receive an impression ofa building enriched with multitudi-

nous vertical lines. Try to distinguish one of these lines all the

way down from the one next to it
;
you cannot Try to count

them
;
you cannot Try to make out the beginning or end of

any one of them
;
you cannot Look at it generally, and it is

all symmetry and arrangement
;
look at it in its parts, and it is

all inextricable confusion. Am I not at this moment describing

a piece of Turner’s drawing with the same words by which I

describe Nature?

*

Turner used to say that he found moonlights very difficult

Petter, Barrett, and Louthenbourgh had tired the public of

them. The finest I know in his works is the * Villa Madonna*
in Rogers’ ‘ Italy.’ His early picture of moonlight at Millbank

is very opaque, and is more like lamplight It is imitative of a

Dutch effect

All Turner’s works betray a truly Wordsworthian recognition

of detail and a love of common things. His sympathy is with

the life he sees and shares in. Under the ruined Northumbrian

castle he shows you the steamer
;
and in the foreground of the

scene, where the avalanche falls and the inundation rises, he

places the homely red bundle and the gridiron. He was too

great a man to affect archaisms. * The utmost that Turner

ever allows in his foregrounds, ’ says Mr. Ruskin, ‘ is a water-lily

or two, a cluster of heath or foxglove, a thistle sometimes, a

violet or daisy, or a bindweed bell, just enough to lead the eye

into the understanding of the rich mystery of his more distant

leafage.’ But, while thus expressing my profound admiration

of the genius of Turner, I should not be a lover of truth were

I to conceal my opinion of his faults. In many respects he

was born at an unfortunate period. At first he was compelled

to be imitative in order to sell. He was now trying to see

Nature like Vandervelde—now to turn English hills into Pous-

sin’s mountains—now to lap his canvas in Cuyp’s sunshine ;

sometimes because the manner of these painters was more like

Nature than he could yet reach, but more often because buyers

would not look at any picture that was not in the Vandervelde

or Claude manner. Later he was possessed of a baser spirit,

that of rivalry
;
not the wish to paint like Claude, because

Claude’s manner sold, or because Claude often obtained a
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serenity of air that was pure and exquisite, but because he was

determined to show that he could paint better than Claude,

with more grandeur and more thought

Turner, bom in a Claude atmosphere, nursed at the foot

of a Vandervelde, and nurtured on the poetical food of Thom-
son and Akenside, lived long enough to see a new and daring,

sect of reformers arise in Art—men whose creed emerged from

the Gothic reaction, and was the advancement of the old

Wordsworthian lines into new regions of convention. Indi-

rectly they were disciples of Tennyson and assailants of all

academic and eclectic precedent. They arose to renovate Art:

by a series of great experiments not altogether untinged with;

rashness, obstinacy, arrogance, pedantry, affectation, and ab-

surdity. They talked of Dante and the thirteenth century, of

Giotto, Cimabue, and Fra Angelico
;
they resolved to paint no-

more effete subjects, but to read and think for themselves.

They were all young men, of course ;
and they laughed bitterly

at the old conservatives, at the Don Quixote painters and the

conventional landscape-painters, at the sham idealists and the

inflated historical painters. They were religionists, these young

men, and really in earnest
;
but quaint, well read, and fond of

chivalry and the Italian poets.

Nor can I (as I am making a clean breast of it) conceal the

fact that, whether from carelessness, or fatigue, or experiment^

Turner’s colour was often weak, and sometimes downright bad.

In his Yorkshire drawings his blue distances (perhaps faded)

often have a disagreeable green tinge about them. In some of the

England series there is a violent foxy tone, very hot and oppres-

sive
;
and the Roman oil pictures not seldom betray an excess

of mustardy yellow, which might have seemed beautiful at the

time, but is now quite out of tone. Vermilion shadows in

flesh I have not a word to say for
;
nor do I like the opacity of

his Vandervelde period more than I do the crude staring whites

of the architecture in some of his later Venetian pictures.

‘Turner is exceedingly unequal,’ says Mr. Ruskin
; ‘most

frequently in elaborate compositions from redundant quantity*

Sometimes from over-care, as very signally in a large and most

laboured drawing of “ Bamborough Castle.” Sometimes his eye

N N
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for colour seems to fail, as in “ Rome from the Forum,” “Cicero’s

Villa,” and “ Building of Carthage.” Sometimes criminally, from

taking licences, or indulging in conventionalities. His dry sea

that does not wet the boat in one of his storms is specially

reprehensible, and so is the occasional foxy colour, as in his

drawing of “ Oxford” in Mr. Munro’s collection. His “Blenheim”

is an almost unique instance of failure in composition, as the

Duke’s house is the last thing the eye observes. There is

sometimes, too, a livid purple about his colour which is far from

pleasing.’

Mr. Ruskin observes, when we come to treat of the sub-

lime :

—

* I shall only point to an unfortunate instance of inexcusable

and effectless exaggeration in the distance of Turner’s vignette

to Milton, “ The Temptation on the Mountain,” and desire the

reader to compare it with legitimate exaggeration in his vignette

to the second part of “ Jacqueline,” in Rogers’ poems.’

Too much, I incline to believe, is made by Mr. Ruskin of

Turner’s dragon in the ‘ Garden of the Hesperides.’ The jaws

are thin and weak, and would break off when they took a bite

at a stone ; and the flabby claws do not hold on with any

tenacity.

Of the faultiness in Turner’s second period Mr. Ruskin

affirms :

—

‘ He saw there were more clouds in any sky than ever had

been painted, more trees in every forest, more crags on every

hill-side
;
and he set himself with all his strength to proclaim

this great fact of quantity in the universe.

‘ Now, so long as he introduced all these three changes in

an instructive and unintruding way, his work was noble
;
but

the moment he tried to idealise, and introduce his principles

for the sake of display, they led him into depths of error pro-

portioned exactly to the extent of effort. His painting, at this

period, of an English town or a Welsh hill was magnificent

and faultless
;
but all his idealism, mythology, romance, and

composition in general were more or less wrong. He erred

through all, and by reason of all, his great discoveries. He
erred - in colour, because, not content with discerning the

brilliancy of Nature, he tried to enhance that brilliancy by every
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species of colour accessory, until colour was killed by colour,

and the blue skies and snowy mountains, which would have

been lovely by themselves, were confused and vulgarised by the

blue dresses and white complexions of the foreground figures.

He erred in refinement, because, not content with the natural

tenderness of tender things, he strove Ho idealise even strong

things into tenderness, until his architecture became transparent

and his ground ghostly
;
and he erred finally and chiefly in

quantity.’

I have tried carefully, yet without malice, to show that Turner

was not immaculate; that his genius was not exhaustive of all

the capacities of Art; and that, with all his knowledge and in-

dustry, a genius may still arise to combine great truth and

quantity with better drawing of the figure, less classic conven-

tion, and a more exact delineation of Nature. His faults in

linear perspective were not unfrequent, although he had made
that science his special study

;
his colour was subject to aberra-

tions; and in oil painting his work too often was experimental

and perishable. Through his too frequent use of dangerous

vegetable colours and uncertain vehicles, his skies darken and

crack, and his distemper pictures wash out. Indeed, I some-

times fear that in time we shall have, after all, to turn to the

wonderful ‘ Liber ’ as the great monument of his genius.

It must not be thought that Turner always drew such dis-

torted doll-figures as those in the ‘ Phryne,’ the * Exile,’ and

others. In the drawings of his best period the figures, though

often mere specks, generally are firmly, expressively, and intelli-

gently drawn
;
not seldom with admirable grace and truth. In

the * Liber ’ they are generally beautiful in respect of line and

composition
;
and the life-studies in his sketch-books are not

unworthy of a professional figure-painter. The * Venus and

Adonis ’ in Mr. Munro’s gallery is ostentatiously well drawn. In

his best moments no one knew better than Turner how to ex-

press momentary action in a figure. The illustrations to Scott

contain figures worthy of any landscape painter, and infinitely

superior to the puerile inanities of Claude, which are so feeble

and so unreal. In his later pictures Turner’s sense of form

N N 2
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became utterly weakened, partly, perhaps, through decrease of

mental power, but in a larger degree by his sensuous sacrifice of

every other quality to that of colour.

The fatal conventionalisms of an artificial and past age had

too deep a hold on Turner’s mind. The dreams of a false and

obscene mythology which he could not understand, and with

which the great world never did and never again will sympa-

thise, excited his imagination. He could not really appreciate

our national architecture; and the Gothic ruins which he spent

half his life in drawing never touched his heart as they did

Scott’s and Wordsworth’s. Moreover, he had a fatal belief m
the necessity of rearranging Nature. Few of his later works are

faithful representations of the places they pretend to describe.

He was always remaking the world according to some ideal

theory of his own.

On the whole, I think Turner was better at water-colour

painting than at oil. He never acquired the built-up solidity

of Titian’s handling, or the vigour and dash of Velasquez. To
the last he was rather a ‘ niggler ’ in oil; often brown and heavy,

and, oftener still, flimsy and fantastic in execution, confounding

the shadow and the substance, heightening the colour, and exag-

gerating the reflections and subtleties of Nature. I am sure

that, with the exception of the ‘ Polyphemus’ and the ‘ Te'me-

raire,’ his water-colour drawings are more unapproachable

than his oil
;
more aerial, more tender, more magical. I am

not sure indeed if his ‘ Liber Studiorum,’ for variety, grasp, ver-

satility, and handling, is not. both in the etchings and in the

unfinished states, more wonderful than anything else he did.

Of his later works I am no defender. They are dreams,

challenges, theories, experiments, and absurdities. The figures

are generally contemptible, and the pyrotechnic colour rises

sometimes almost to insanity, and occasionally sinks into imbe-

cility. With the eye dim and the sense of form lost, the out-

lines are gone, and the sentiment only remains. Certainly they

are what no one else could achieve, but then no one wishes to

achieve them. As a German writer has clearly shown, Turner

latterly became colour-blind.

Were I asked to try to describe in as few words as pos-
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sible the special characteristics of Turner’s genius, I should

eulogise neither the versatility that led him from poor Eng-

lish hedgers and ditchers to Jason on the war- trail and

Ulysses triumphing at the sunrise, nor the industry that pro-

duced twenty thousand sketches, but rather the wide sympathy

that made him take as great an interest in a plain Scottish peat-

bog as in the most gorgeous visions of modern Italy, or in the

wildest depths of the Alps, in the aerial perspective of which he

revels in the ‘ Modern Italy,’ the ‘ Bay of Baiae,’ and the ‘ Cross-

ing of the Brook;’ and the extraordinary ‘ multitude ’ and quan-

tity observable in his ‘ Grenoble ’ in the 1 Liber,’ and other such

efforts. Turner was the first who ventured to p’ace twenty miles

of landscape within the four walls of a frame. He was the first

to attempt all natural phenomena, the first to give us storm and

sunshine; in fact, to widen on all sides the hitherto narrow

bounds of landscape painting.

All through my book I have felt great difficulty in deciding

how to make use of Mr. Ruskin’s beautiful, profound, and gene-

rally true criticisms of Turner’s genius. I felt that, if I were too

heedlessly to call him in as an auxiliary, I should certainly be

overwhelmed by my ally, as the Britons were by the Saxons they

rashly summoned to their support; and yet how could I reject

the assistance of one whose name has become indissolubly bound

up with that of Turner ? It was not possible for me to dispense

with his aid. I have therefore used his books throughout, but

only when I was obliged. I have quoted him with all due

brevity, and, where I could, have even condensed his words. I

have also gathered together into one chapter as many as pos-

sible of his more valuable generalisations. The chief subject upon

which I regret to differ from him is that of Turner’s constant

and, as I hope, indefensible habit of altering the places he

drew, so that they are seldom topographically correct; and yet

the ingenious defence of his advocate, I must own, makes one

pause in his censure.

In writing this biography, I have felt the sensations that

must be experienced by the restorer of a fine old Gothic church
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when he is peeling the moss from the marred face of some calm

stone figure. I have concealed no faults, because I love truth.

I have detracted from no virtues, because I respect the memory
of Turner. I know that I shall offend his fanatic eulogists by

declaring that I do not like the theoretical, obscure, and sketchy

pictures of his old age; and his more discriminating admirers by

confessing that I estimate him more highly as a water-colour

painter than as an oil-painter, and by showing that he too often

exaggerated and revised Nature. His enemies wall be annoyed

that I have not shown him pure soot; his older friends that

I have not clothed him in shining silver. I have neither

coloured his virtues nor concealed his vices. Miserably insuffi-

cient as I know my book to be, I can boldly affirm that it is

entirely truthful
;
and therefore it may live.

LINES ON THE TURNER STATUE FOR ST. PAUL’S.

BY R. J. LANE, ESQ., A.E.R.A.

* In habit as he lived ’ and wrought,

And listened as sweet Nature taught.

Turner in simple guise

Upon a rock observant stands;

He pauses as the scene expands

In splendour to his eyes;

Then glancing o’er the land, the sea,

Sets his creative fancy free.

And as the sculptor’s lofty reach

Aspires in metaphor to teach,

Thus, in immortal stone,

MacDowell’s ready wit suggests

The rock on which great Turner rests

Unshackled and alone.
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6 Kilgarren Castle J. T. Wilmore.

5 Knaresborough T. Jeavons.

1 Lancaster R. Wallis.

16 Laugharue Castle

J. Horsburgh.
2 Launceston J. C. Varrall.

1 8 Llanberis Lake J. T. Willmore.
22 Llangollen Do.

20

Llanthony Abbey Do.
20 Longship’s Lighthouse

W. R. Smith.

7 Louth W. Radclyffe.

22 Lowestoffe W. R. Smith.
1 1 Ludlow Castle R. Wallis.

21 Lyme Regis T. Jeavons.

6 Malmesbury Abbey

J. C. Varrall.

13 Malvern Abbey...J. Horsburgh.

14 Margate R. Wallis.

17 Nottingham W. J. Cooke.

5 Okehampton . .
. J. T. Willmore.

3 Oxford W. Brandard.
12 Pembroke Castle .. . T. Jeavons.

1 7 Penmaen Mawr J. T. Willmore.

13 Plymouth W. J. Cooke.
20 Powis Castle ... J. T Willmore.

4 Prudhoe Castle ... E. Goodall.

13 Richmond Hill... W. R. Smith.

24 Richmond Terrace

J. T. Willmore.
2 Richmond, Yorkshire

W. R. Smith.

6 „ „ J. T. Willmore.
1 Rivaulx Abbey ... E. Goodall.

24 Rochester, Strood, Chatham

J. C. Varrall.

14 St. Catherine’s Hill, Guildford

J. H. Kernot.

10 St. Mawes Do.

24 St. Michael’s Mount S. Fisher.

13 Salisbury W. Radclyffe.

3 Saltash W. R. Smith.
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No.

9

Stamford W. Miller.

7 Stonehenge R. Wallis.

9 Stonyhurst J. B. Allen.

15 Tamworth Castle J.T. Willmore.

24 Tees, Chain Bridge over the

W. R. Smith.

2 Do. Fall of the ... E. Goodall.

10 Trematon Castle ... R. Wallis.

1 1 Tynemouth W. R. Smith.

16 Upnor Castle J. B. Allen.

19 Ulleswater J. T. Willmore.

No.

4 Valle Crucis Abbey J.C.Varrall.

10 Walton Bridge ... Do.

15 Warwick Castle R. Wallis.

23 Whitehaven Castle

W. R. Smith.

23 Winandermere J. T. Willmore.
10 Winchelsea J. Henshall.

12

Windsor Castle W. Miller.

20 Worcester T Jeavons.

7 Yarmouth W. Miller.

Published by Hollowayfor the ‘England and Wales.’

Harborough Sands (vign.)... Allen,

Lowestoffe Lighthouse (vign.) Do,

Lowestoffe (vign.) Do

Aldborough (vign.) Allen.

Dymchurch (do.)

Orfordness Do.
Two other plates unfinished.

Engravingsfrom Turner in ‘The Rivers of England.’ Mezzotintb.

Published by W. B. Cooke
, 1824.

Totnes, on the Dart.

Dartmouth Reynolds.

Dartmouth Castle T. Lupton.
Stangate Creek, on the Medway

T. Lupton.
Rochester, on the Medway Do.
Warkworth Castle, on the Coquet

T. Lupton.
KirkstallAbbey, on theAire, Bromley.

Kirkstall Lock, on the Aire . . . Say.

Norham Castle, on the Tweed
C. Turner.

Newcastle, on the Tyne T. Lupton.
Shields, on the Tyne ... C. Turner.
BroughamCastle, on the Eamont,Say.
Arundel Castle,on the Arun, Phillips.

More Park, on the Colne.

Mouth of the Humber . . . Phillips.

Okehampton, on the Okement
C. Turner.

Engravingsfrom Turner in ‘ The Ports of England.’ Mczzotinto.

Whitby T. Lupton.
Scarborough Do.
Sheemess Do.

Dover T. Lupton.
Ramsgate Do.
Portsmouth Do.

Views in Sussex,from Turner. W. Cooke.

Vale of Ashburnham.
Battle Abbey.
Brightling Observatory.

Crowhurst.
Heathfield. (?)

Pevensey Bay. (?)

Bodiam Castle ^
Hurstmonceui Castle J

Unpublished.

Hakewill’s
1 Picturesque Tour of Italy.’ J. Murray,

1820. From
Hakewills Sketches

,
made in 1816-17.

The Rialto, Venice J. Pye.

Cascade of Tomi J. Landseer.
Bridge at Narni J. Middiman.
Rome—Bridge and Castle of St.

Angelo G. Hollis.

Do. The Forum from the Capi-
tol G. Cooke.

Do. From the Famese Gardens.

Figures by Mkan ... G. Hollis.

Rome—The Forum Romanum
J. Le Keux.

Do. From the Monte Testaceio

J. Byrne
Do. From the Monte Marco Do.

The Tomb of Cecilia Metella Do.
LaRiccia

J. Pye.
The Lake of Nami

Middiman and Pye.
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Naples from the Mole... G. Cooke.
Florence from the Ponte alia Car-

raia S. Rawle.
Florence from the Chiesa al Monte

G. Cooke.

Florence from Fiesoli. W. R. Smith.
Isola Bella, Lago Maggiore

J. Fitler.

Turin from the Superza... J. Mitau.

Provincial Antiquities and Picturesque Scenery of Scotland
,
with

Descriptive Illustrations by Sir Walter Scott. 2 vols. 1826.

The Vignette, Stirling Castle

The Title Vignette. [G. Cooke
Crichton Castle G. Cooke.
Dunbar J. B. Allen.

Dunbar Castle E. Goodall.

Roslin Castle \V. R. Smith
Edinburgh from the Calton Hill

G. Cooke.

Heriot’s Hospital. Figures by G.
Cooke Le Keux.

Edinburgh High Street... Do.
Borthwick Castle Do.
Tantallon Castle E. Goodall.

Linlithgow Palace R. Wallis.

The Bass Rock W. Miller.

Lord Byron's Works. Murray's Edition, n vols. Svo. 1825.

Vol. 1 Temple of Minerva, Cape
Colonna. Sketch by Alli-

son.

,, 2 Tomb of Cecilia Metella.

Childe Harold.

,, II Negropont. Bride of Aby-
dos. Sketch by Allison.

Vol. 3 Acropolis of Athens. Siege
of Corinth.

,, 9 Malta. Adieu to Malta.

MS. Poem.

,, 10 Rhodes. Don Juan, from
the Sea looking on Pharos
and Town.

,, II The Drachenfels.

Finden's Landscape and Portrait Illustrations to the Life and
Works ofLordByron. Murray and Tilt. 1833.

Vol. I Gibraltar, from a sketch by
Reinagle. 1833.

,, 1 Malta.

,, 1 Acropolis ofAthens. Sketch
by Allison. 1832.

,, 1 Temple of Minerva. Sketch
by Allison. 1832.

Vol. 2 Tomb of Cecilia Metella.

,, 2 Rhodes.

,, 2 Drachenfels.

,, 3 Cephalonia. Sketch by W.
Page.

, , 3 Negropont. Sketch by Alli-

son.

Works ofLord Byron and Life by Moore. 17 vols.

Murray. 1834.

Vol. 1 Sta. Maria della Spina Pera,

after Page.

,, 5 The Gate of Theseus, at

Athens.

,, 7 The Plain of Troy, after

Page.

,, 8 Bacharach.

,, 8 The Castle of St. Angelo.

,, 10 Corinth, after Page.

,, 11 The Bridge of Sighs, after

T. Little.

„ II The Bernese Alps.

Vol. 13 The Walls of Rome. Tomb
of Caius Sextus.

,, 14 Parnassus, after Page (Gaily

Knight ?)

,, 14 The Field of Waterloo.

,, 15 Scio, after Page.

,, 15 Genoa.

,, 16 Cologne.

,, 16 St. Sophia, after T. Barry.

,, 17 The School of Homer, afier

Page.

„ 17 Castellated Rhine.
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From 1 The Keepsake.'
1828 to 1837 .

1828 Florence E. Good all.

1829 Lake of Albano Wallis.

, ,
Lago Maggiore. . W. R. Smith.

1830 Virginia Water Wallis.

,, Do. Do.
1831 Saumur Do.

Nantes
J. T. Willmore.

1S32

1833 Ehrenbreitstein Wallis.

, ,
Falls of the Rhine . J. B. Allen.

1834 Havre Wallis.

,, La Belle Gabrielle ... Miller.

1835

1836 Fire at Sea Williamson.

„ The Wreck H. Griffith.

1837 The Sea ! the Sea ! Willmore.

From 1 The Anniversary.*
1829 .

1829 Fonthill, Bum and Trees, Tower in the distance T. Crostick.

From Heath's 1 Gallery of British Engravings.' Longman. 1836 .

Lake Albano (from ‘ Keepsake ’)

Wallis.

Florence Goodall.

Virginia Water Wallis.

Virginia Water Wallis.

Ehrenbreitstein Do.
Palace of La Belle Gabrielle Miller.

Marly Do.

Engravingsfrom Turner
,
in Finden's c Illustrations of the Bible.'

Mount Moriah After

Red Sea and Suez Do.
Valley of Sinai Do.
Wilderness of Sinai Do.
Jericho Do.
The Dead Sea
Engedi and Convent of St. I D

Saba J
°‘

Ramah and Rachel’s Tomb... Do.
Solomon’s Pools Do.
Jerusalem from Mount of J ~

Jerusalem, N.W. View Do.
Jerusalem, Pool of Bethesda Do.
Jerusalem, from the Latin

Convent.
Valley of the Brook Kedron. . Do.
Bethlehem Do.
Nazareth Do.
Joppa Do.
Sidon Do.
Assos
Rhodes
Corinth, Cenchrea Do.
Mount Lebanon, Convent of \ n

Qf A nfrvnia ^ X^O*

Lebanon from Tripoli

Babylon Do.
Nineveh Do.
Egypt, near the Pyramids ... Do.

Barry

J. G. Wilkinson
Gaily Knight
Major Felix

Rev. R. Masters ...

E. Finden.

Allen.

E. Finden.
W. Finden.

E. Finden.

Barry Allen.

Sir A. Edmonstone. .

.

Barry J. Stephenson.

Barry Allen.

Barry
Barry

W. Finden.
E. Finden.

Barry
Barry and R. Masters
Barry
Sir A. Edmonstone..
Barry

E. Finden.
Do.
Do.
Do.

W. Finden.

Do.

R. Cockrell

S. Fisher.

E. Finden.

Barry W. Finden.

Sir R. Kerr Porter..

C. J. Rich
Barry

E. Finden.

J. Cousen.
W. RadclyOe.
E. Finden.
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From 1Italy' a Poem by Samuel Rogers. London, T. Cadell. 183a
The Alps.

Como.
Venice.

Florence.

Villa of Galileo.

Villa Madonna
; moon-

light.

Rome.
Campagna of Rome.

Castle of St. Angekx.
Tivoli.

Ruins.

Scene with Banditti.

Naples.

Paestum.

Amalfi.

The Felucca.

Farewell.

Lake of Geneva.
Tell’s Chapel.

St. Maurice.

The Great St. Bernard.

Mount St. Bernard.

Figures by Stothard

;

Dogs by Landseer.

The Battle of Marengo.
Aosta.

Martigny.

From Rogers' Poems.

Vignette to the ‘ Pleasures of

Memory’ Miller.

Twilight Village Goodall.

Mill and Gipsies Do.
Village Boy on Stile Do.
Greenwich Do.
Lodore Do.
St. Herbert’s Chapel.. .H. LeKeux.
Llewellyn’s Hall Miller.

Tomaro’s Brow R. Wallis.

A Wake, Newcastle Goodall.

The Tower, Watergate ... Do.
St. Anne’s Hill Do.
Caravan overwhelmed ... Do.
The Rialto Miller.

Valombre Falls Goodall.

Jacqueline Do.

London, T. Cadell. 1834.

St. Julienne Goodall.

Castle Do.
The Old Oak Do.
The Dockyard Do.
The Boy of Egremond ... Do.
The Abbey, Wharfedale ...Wallis.

The Alps at Daybreak Goodall.

Loch Lomond Miller.

Trellis Arbour Goodall.

Gate to Monastery Do.
Embarkation of Columbus Do.
Spectral Procession Do.
Land Discovered Do.
Landing in America Do.
The Vision Do.
Cortes in La Rabida Do.
Datur hora quieti Do.

From the Prose Works of Sir Walter Scott. Cadell

\

Edinburgh. 1834.
•

Vol. 1 Dryden’s Monument (vig-

nette) J. Horsburgh.

,, 3 Dumbarton Castle

W. Miller.

,, 5 Brussels Do.
Hougoumont . . Do.

,, 6 Jerusalem Do.
Shakspeare’s Monument

J. Horsburgh.

,, 7 Norham Castle. W. Miller.

New Abbey, near Dumfries
W. Miller.

,, 8 Hotel de Ville, Paris Do.

,, 9 Brienne Do.
Napoleon’s Logement,
Quai Conti....Horsburgh.

,, 10 Piacenza W. Miller.

Venice Do.

,, 11 Verona Do.

Vol. 11 Vincennes W. Miller.

„ 12 St. Cloud Do.
Mayence Do.

,, 13 Milan J. Horsburgh.
The Simplon... W. Miller.

,, 14 Paris, Pere la Chaise Do.
Malmaison Do.

,, 15 Fontainebleau...W. Miller.

,, 16 Field of Waterloo.. Do.
Bellerophon, Plymouth
Sound E. Goodall.

,, 18 Chiefswood Cottage
W. Miller.

„ 21 Rhymer’s Glen Do.

,, 22 Edinburgh, from St. An-
thony’s Chapel . W. Miller.

Dumfermline J. Horsburgh.

„ 23 Stirling W. Miller.

Craigmillar Castle Do.
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Vol. 24 Dunstaffnage... W. Miller.

Linlithgow ... Do.

„ 25 Glencoe Do.
Killicrankie ... Do.

,, 26 Inverness Do.
Fort Augustus Do.

Vol. 27 Rouen ... \V. Richardson.

Calais J. Horsburgh.

,, 28 Chateau d’Arc, near Dieppe
W. Forrest.

Abbeville ...J. Horsburgh.

Front the Poetical Works of Sir Walter Scott. 12 vols.

Cadelly Edinburgh. 1834 .

VoL I Carlisle GoodalL
Smailholme Tower Do.

„ 2 Jedburgh Abbey. Brandard.

Johnny Armstrong’s Tower
Goodall.

„ 3 Kelso Wallis.

Lochmaben Castle

Willmore.

„ 4 Caerlaverock Castle

Goodall.

Hermitage Castle...Wallis.

„ 5 Dryburgh Abbey... Miller.

Bemerside Tower
Horsburgh.

„ 6 Melrose Miller.

Vol. 6 NewarkCastle.W.J. Cooke.

,, 7 Edinburgh Miller.

Ashestiel Horsburgh.

,, 8 Loch Katrine Miller.

Loch Achray Do.

,, 9 Junction of the Greta and
Tees J. Pye.

Bowes Tower .. E. Webb.

„ 10 Loch Coriskin....Le Keux.
Staffa Goodall.

,, II Skiddaw Miller.

Mayburg Horsburgh.

,, 12 Berwick-upon-Tweed
Miller.

Abbotsford Le Keux.

From Illustrations (.Landscapes,
Historical

\
and Antiquarian

)
to

the Poetical Works of Sir Waiter Scott, Part. C. Tilt, London.

1834 .

Roslin and Hawthomden I Crichtoun Castle I Tantallon
W. R. Smith.

|
W. B. Cooke.

|
W. B. Cooke.

The Rivers ofFrance, by f. M. W. Turner. ‘ TheAnnual Tour,'

1833
.

Chateau Gaillard (vign.)... Cousen.

Orleans Higham.
Blois Brandard.

Palace at Blois Wallis.

Beaugency Brandard.
Amboise Smith.

Chateau d’Amboise Allen.

St. Julien, Tours Radclyffe.

Tours Wallis.

Canal of the Loire & Cher. .
.
Jeavons.

Tours (looking back) ... Brandard.

Saumur Willmore.
Rietz, near Saumur Brandard.
Montjan Willmore.
St. Florent Brandard.
Between Clairmont and Mauves

Miller.

Chateau Hamelin Brandard.
Clairmont Willmore.
Scene on the Loire Wallis.

4 . 5 *

Coteaux de Mauves Wallis.

Nantes, Chateau de Miller.

Nantes (vign.) Allen.

Havre Do.
Havre, Tower of Francis I... Wallis.

Graville Brandard.
Harfleur Cousen.
Chateau de Tancarville... Brandard.
Lillebonne Chateau Jeavons.

Do. and Tower... Willmore.
Caudebec Allen.

Jumi£ges Armytage.
La Chaise de Gargantua Brandard.
Rouen Miller.

Do. looking up the River. Brandard.
Rouen Cathedral Higham.
Do. looking down the River. Miller.

Quillebceuf Brandard.
Between Quillebceuf and Villequier

Brandard.

O O
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Chateau de la Mailleraie Brandard.

Honfleur Cousen.

Light-towers of Heve (vign. ) Do.
Chateau de Gaillard fr. the E. Smith.

Pont de 1’Arche Willmore.
Vernon Do.
Between Mantes and Vernon

Brandard.

Mantes Radclyffe.

Bridge of Meulan Cousen.

From the Terrace of St. Germain
Allen.

St. Denis Fisher.

Bridges of St. Cloud and Sevres

Radclyffe.

The Lanteme at St. Cloud
Willmore.

Bridge of St. Cloud from Sevres

Fisher.

Paris from the Barriere de Passy
Willmore.

Pont Neuf Miller.

Marche aux Fleurs Radclyffe.

Hotel de Ville Jeavons.
Boulevard Higham.
Confluence of the Seine and Marne

Armytage.
Melun Miller.

Troyes Armytage.

From the Works of Milton, 7 vols. John Macrone. 1835 .

The Poetical Works, 1 vol. Tegg. 1841 .

Expulsion from Paradise.

Mustering of the Warrior Angels.

Fall of the Rebel Angels.

The Temptation on the Pinnacle.

From Campbell's Poetical

Summer Eve—Rainbow.. Goodall.

Andes Coast Do.
Prague Do.
Sinai Wallis.

Swiss Valley Goodall.

O’Connor’s Child Do.
Lochiel’s Warning Do.
Battle of the Baltic Do.
Ilohenlinden Wallis.

Lochgyle Do.

The Temptation on the Mountain.

St. Michael’s Mount—Shipwreck of

Lycidas.

Ludlow Castle.

Works. Moxon. 1837 .

The Soldier’s Dream Goodall.

The Last Man Do.
Wyoming Do.

Do. the Waterfall... Do.
Rolandseck Do.
The Beech-tree’s Petition Do.
Camp Hill, Hastings Do.
Death Boat of Heligoland Do.
Ehrenbreitstein Do.
Oran Miller.

From 1 The Epicurean with Vignette Illustrations byJ. M. W.
Turner, Esq., R.A. London, John Macrone. 1839 .

On the Nile. I The Garden.
The Trial of the Ring.

|
The Chaplet.

From Views in India, chiefly among the Himalaya Mountains.
Drawn by Lieut. G. F. White. 31 st Regt. Fisher, Son,

Co. 1836-37 .

Vol. 1 Part of the Ghaut during the Fair at Hurdwar Higham,

,, 1 Mussores from Landour Allen.

,, 1 Snowy Range from Tyne or Marma Goodall.

,, 1 View near Jubberah Cousen.

,, 2 Falls near the Source of the Jumna Cousen.

,, 2 Valley of the Dhoon from the Landour Ridge Floyd.

,, 2 Rocks at Colgony on the Ganges Goodall.
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From 1 Faith ofPerrin
1

(.Pilgrim's Progress). Fisher. 1847.

Frontispiece Vignette.

Subscription Platesfrom Turner.

Dido and rEneas—Morning of the Chase Smith 24 16
Caligula’s Bridge Goodall 24 1

6

Juliet after the Masquerade Hollis 22% i6£
Mercury and Iierse (upright) . Cousins i8£ 15
Crossing the Brook (upright) Brandard ... 18j 15
Heidelberg T. A. Prior.

Zurich Do.
The Lake of Lucerne Wallis.

Hastings Do.
The Grand Canal, Venice W. Miller.

The Rhine, Osterpey, and Feltzen Do.
The Rhine, Neuwied, and Weisscnthurin R. Brandard.
Ancient Italy ....;, Willmore.
Modem Italy Do.
Venice Do.
Dover Castle Do.
The Departure of Regulus D. Wilson.
Tivoli E. Goodall.

Cologne Do.
Old London Bridge Do.
Oxford Do.
Ehrenbreitstein J. Pye.

The Golden Bough Prior.

The Lake of Nerni

Single Plates Engravedfrom Turner.

The Mausoleum at Brocklesby, begun 1787, com-
pleted by James Wyatt F. C. Lewis.

Hylton Castle S. Rawle.
Dunster Castle, from the S.W. 1800 Do.

Do. Do. from the N.W. ••• Do.
Raby Castle Do.
Hampton Court, Herefordshire, in * The Beauties

of England and Wales. ’ 1801 S. Storer.

Fonthill House, Wilts. 1800. ‘Angus’ Seats
’ (?) W. Angus

Windsor, from the Forest. 1804. Select Views
of London and its Environs J. Greig.

Pope’s Villa. Figures by C. Heath. April 1, 1811 J. Pye.

Fishing Boats. December 19, 1811 Fittler.

Autumn, Sowing Grain. June I, 1813 Hassel& Co., London.
Redclyffe Church, Bristol. From ‘The Lady and

Gentleman’s Annual Pocket Ledger.’ 1814 ... J. Pye.
Kirkstall Abbey Crypt. Britton’s ‘ Architectural

Antiquities.’ 1814 * Scott.

Antiquities of Pola. Vignette to Title-page.

Allison. 1813 G. Cooke.
Colebrook Dale F. C. Lewis.

002
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New Weir on the Wye F. C. Lewis.

Arundel Castle. 1820 G. Cooke.
View near Plynlimmon. Coloured Print T.

Clay, Ludgate Hill, July x, 1820 T. H. Fielding.

Calais Pier. Mezzotinto. (Never finished) Lupton.

The Eddystone Lighthouse. Mezzotinto. 1824 Do.
Ehrenbreitstein during the Demolition of the For-

tress in 1819, from the Quay at Coblentz. 1824 J. C. Allen.

Sunrise. Whiting Fishing at Margate. Mezzo-
tinto. June 1, 1825 T. Lupton.

Wilton House. Published by Sir R. Colt Hoare.
January 1, 1825 T. Higham.

Bolton Abbey. 1826 E. Finden.
Richmond Hill. 1826 E. Goodall.

Norham Castle. 1827 Percy Heath.
Ivy Bridge, Devonshire Allen.

Source of the Tamar W. B. Cooke.
Plymouth Do.
Rivaulx Abbey, Yorkshire _ J. C. Bentley.

The Tower of London. 1831 W. Miller.

The Shepherd. 1840 Do.
The Thames at Mortlake W. J. Cooke.
Damon and Pythias Bacon.
Fish Market, Rotterdam W. Floyd.

The Bell Rock Lighthouse J. Horsbury.
Llangollen Willmore.
Barnard Castle Do.
Fetcham Park Do.
Holy Island. (Only 15 published on India paper,

and xo plain) Do.
Burning of the Houses of Parliament Do.
St Germain en Laye R. Wallis.

Whitby Do.
The Ship on Fire Willmore.
Abbey Pool. 1846 J. Cousea.
Whitby Do.
St. Agatha’s Abbey * Do.
Mount Vesuvius T. Jeavons.

A View of Oxford, etched by L. Pye, engraved by C. Heath.
High Street, Oxford Do.
Frontispiece Vignette. * Faith of Perrin.’ (Pil-

grim’s Progress.) S. Fisher. 1847 E. Goodall.

Raglan Castle and the Mill. Coloured Lithograph
Grouse Shooting. Chromo-Lithograph. 1854...

Snipe Shooting
The Blue Lights R. Carrick.

The Bridge at Tours. 1856

Mezzotintos from Turner.

The Garden of Boccaccio. Unpublished J. P. Quilley,

The Deluge. Unpublished F. C Lewis.

The Field of Waterloo. Unpublished Do.
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Fishing Boats oft Calais. Unpublished Davison.

Calais Pier. Unpublished T. Lupton.
Whiting Fishing off Margate Do.
The Eddystone Lighthouse Do.
The Wreck of the Minotaur Cousins and Barlow.
The Wreck C. Turner.

A Shipwreck, from the same Picture F. Fielding.

The Burning Mountain. Engraved in Colours ... C. Turner.

Plates of the
1 Liber Studiorum] by J. M. IV. Turner

,
R.A., P.P.

No. I. Jan. 20, 1807 Cows in Brook P. C. Turner.

Woman with Tambourine ... E.P. Do.
Vessels aground. Flint M. Do.
Basle A. Do.
Jason H. Do.

No. 2. Feb. 20, 1808 Bam and Straw-yard P. Do.
Boy Piping ( Castle in mid. dis.

)

E.P. Do.
Mount St. Gothard M. Do.
Ships ; Gale of Wind M. Do.
Holy Island Cathedral A. Do.

No. 3. June 10, 1808 Pembury Mill P. Do.
Bridge in Mid. Dis E.P. Do.
Dunstanborough Castle A. Do.
Lake of Thun M. Do.
The Fifth Plague of Egypt... H. Do.

No. 4. May 29, 1809 Farm-yard, with Cock P. Do.
The Clyde E.P. Do.
Little Devils’ Bridge M. Do.
Ships M. Do.
Morpeth A. Do.

No. 5. Jan. 1, 1811 Juvenile Tricks P. W. Say.

Hindoo Worshipping E.P. R. Dunkarton.
Coast of Yorkshire M. W. Say.

Hind Head Hill M. I. W. T.

Greenwich Hospital A. C. Turner.

No. 6. June I, 1811 Lock and Mill P. W. Say.

Junction oftheWyeand Severn E.P. I. W. T.

Marine Dabblers M. W. Say.

Near Blair-Athol M. Do.
Lauffenburg A. T. Hodgetts.

No. 7. June I, 1811 Young Anglers P. R. Dunkarton.
St. Catherine’s Hill E.P. J. C. Easling.

Martello Towers, Bexhill ... M. W. Say.

Inverary Pier M. I. W. T.

From Spenser’s* Faerie Queene’ H. J. Hodgetts.

No. 8. Feb. I, 1812 Water Mill P. R. Dunkarton.
Woman at a Well E.P. W. Say.

Crypt of Kirkstall Abbey ... A. J. M. W. T.

Coast Scene, Sunset M.

Cephalusand Procris II. G. Clint.
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;

No. 9. April 23, 1812 Winchelsea P. J. C. Easling.

Goats on a Bridge E. P. F. C. Lewis.

Calm M. I. W. T.
Peat Bog M. G. Clint.

Rizpah H. R. Dunkarton.

No. 10. May 23, 1812 Hedging and Ditching P. J. C. Easling.

The River Wye E.P. W. Annis.

Chain of Alps, Chamberi ... M. W. Say.

Mer de Glace M. I. W. T.

Rivaulx Abbey A. II. Dawe.

The Frontispiece was given in this No. I. W. T.; J. C. Easling.

No. 11. Jan. I, 1816 Solway Moss P. T. Lupton.

Magdalen Reading E.P. W. Say.

Millnear the Grand Chartreuse M. H. Dawe.
Entrance to Calais Harbour.. M. I. W. T.

Dumblane Abbey A. T. Lupton.

No. 12. Jan. I, 1816 Norham Castle P. C. Turner.

River, with Woods. Goodrich E.P. I. W. T.

Ville de Thun A. T. Hodgetts.

Source of the Arvernon M. I. W. T.

Tenth Plague of Egypt H. W. Say.

No. 13. Jan. I, 1819 Water-cress Gatherers P. T. Lupton.

Water, with Round Temple.. E.P. H. Dawe.
Bonneville M. Do.
Inverary Castle M. C. Turner.

^Esacus and Hesperie H. I. W. T.

No. 14. Jan. I, 1819 East Gate, Winchelsea P. S.W. Reynolds.

Isis E.P. W. Say.

Ben Arthur M. T. Lupton.

Interior of a Church A. I. W. *T.

Woman of Samaria H. S.W. Reynolds.

Unpublished Plates of the e Liber Siudioruml

Premium Landscape W. Say.

Glaucus and Scylla Do.
Sheep-washing; Windsor Castle

C. Turner.
Dumbarton ...T. Lupton.
Crowhurst H. Dawe.
Temple of Jupiter, yEgina.

Swiss Bridge, Mount St. Gothard.
Ploughing, Eton T. Lupton.
Pan and Syrinx.

Stonehenge at Daybreak.

The Felucca.

Aqueduct over Mountain Torrent.

Storm over the Lizard.

Moonlight at Sea. The Needles.

Moonlight on River, with Barges.

The Thames near Kingston.

The Deluge.
Flounder-fishing near Battersea.

Narcissus and Echo.
Cows on a Bank.
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CATALOGUE OF ALL THE PICTURES EXHIBITED
BY TURNER IN THE ROYAL ACADEMY AND
BRITISH INSTITUTION BETWEEN THE YEARS
1787 AND 1850, WITH THE QUOTATIONS AP-
PENDED.

Exhibition xxii. 1790.

J. W. TURNER, Maiden Lane, Covcnt Garden.

1 View of the Archbishop’s Palace, Lambeth.

Exhibition xxiii. 1791.

W. TURNER, 26 Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.

2 King John’s Palace, Eltham.

3 Sweakley, near Uxbridge, the seat of the Rev. Mr. Clarke.

Exhibition xxiv. 1792.

W. TURNER, 26 Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.

4 Malmesbury Abbey.

5 The Pantheon, the morning after the fire.

Exhibition xxv. 1793.

W. TURNER, Hand Court, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.

6 View on the River Avon, near St. Vincent’s Rock, Bristol.

7 Canterbury: Gate of St. Augustine’s Monastery.

8 The Rising Squall, Hot Wells, from St. Vincent’s Rock, Bristol.

Exhibition xxvi. 1794.

W. TURNER, Hand Court, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.

9 Second Fall of the River Monach, Devil’s Bridge, Cardiganshire.

10 Great Malvern Abbey, Porch of, Worcestershire.

1 1 Canterbury, Christ Church Gate.

1 2 Tintern Abbey, Monmouthshire, Inside of.

13 Canterbury Cathedral, St. Anselm’s Chapel, with part of St. Thomas
a Becket’s crown.

Exhibition xxvii. 1795.

W. TURNER, 26 Maiden La?ie, Covent Garden.

14 Lincoln Cathedral, St. Hugh, the Burgundian’s Porch at.

15 Marford Mill, Wrexham, Denbighshire.

16 Peterborough Cathedral; West Entrance.

17 Tintern Abbey, Monmouthshire, Transept of.

18 Shrewsbury: Welsh Bridge.

19 View near the Devil’s Bridge, Cardiganshire; with the River Ryddol#
20 Choir in King’s College Chapel, Cambridge.

21 Cathedral Church at Lincoln.

Exhibition xxviii. 1796.

W. TURNER, Hand Court, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.

22 Fishermen at Sea.

23 Salisbury Close Gate.

24 St. Erasmus, in Bishop Islip’s Chapel, Westminster Abbey.

25 Wolverhampton, Staffordshire.

26 Llandilo Bridge, and Dynevor Castle.
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2 7 Interior of a Cottage: a study at Ely.

28 Chale Farm, Isle of Wight.

29 Llandaff Cathedral, South Wales.

30 Waltham Abbey, Essex, Remains of.

31 Ely Minster, Transept and Choir of.

32 Bath Abbey, West Front of.

Exhibition xxix. 1797*
W. TURNER, Hand Court, Maiden Lane.

33 Moonlight: a study at Millbank.

34 Fishermen coming Ashore, at sunset, previous to a Gale,

35 Glamorganshire, Ewenny Priory, Transept of.

36 Salisbury Cathedral, Choir of.

37 Ely Cathedral, South Transept.

38 Salisbury Cathedral, North Porch of.

Exhibition xxx. 1798.

W. TURNER, Hand Court, Maiden Lane.

39 Winesdale, Yorkshire—an Autumnal Morning.

40 Morning amongst the Coniston Fells, Cumberland.
4 Ye mists and exhalations that now rise

From hill or streaming lake, dusky or gray,
Till the sun paints your fleecy skirts with gold
In honour to the world’s Great Author rise.'

Milton, Paradise Lost, book v.

41 Dunstanburgh Castle, N.E. Coast of Northumberland—Sunrise after a
squally night.

‘ The precipice abrupt,
Breaking horror on the blacken’d flood.

Softens at thy return.—The desert ioys,

Wildly through all his melancholy bounds.
Rude ruins glitter ; and the briny deep,
Seen from some pointed promontory’s top
Far to the blue horizon’s utmost verge.
Restless, reflects a floating gleam.'

Thomson's Seasons.

42 Refectory of Kirkstall Abbey, Yorkshire.

43 Norham Castle, on the Tweed—Summer’s Morn.
‘ But yonder comes the powerful King of Day,
Rejoicing in the East ; the lessening cloud,
The kindling azure, and the mountain’s brow
Illumined,—his near approach betoken glad.’

Thomson's Seasons.

44 Holy Island Cathedral, Northumberland.

45 Ambleside Mill, Westmoreland.

46 Dormitory and Transept of Fountains Abbey—Evening.

.
4 All ether soft’ning, sober evening takes
Her wonted station on the middle air

;

A thousand shadows at her beck

—

In circle following circle, gather round,
To close the face of things.'

Thomson's Seasons.

47 Buttermere Lake, with part of Cromack Water, Cumberland—

a

Shower.
4
Till in the western sky the downward sun
Looks out effulgent—the rapid radiance instantaneous strike*

Th’ illumined mountains—in a yellow mist
Bestriding earth—the grand ethereal bow
Shoots up immense, and every hue unfolds.'

Thomson’s Seasons.
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48 A Study in September of the Fern House, Mr. Lock’s Park,

Mickleham, Surrey.

49
5°

51

52

53
54

55
56

57

53

59

60

Exhibition xxxr. 1799.

W. TURNER, Hand Court, Maiden Lane, Covent Garden.

Fishermen Becalmed previous to a Storm—Twilight.

Harlech Castle, from Trwgwyn Ferry—Summer’s Evening, Twilight.
* Now came still evening on, and twilight grey
Had in her sober livery all things clad.

Hesperus that led
The starry host rode brightest till the moon,
Rising in clouded majesty, unveil’d her peerless light.'

Milton’s Paradise Lost, book iv.

Battle of the Nile, at ten o’clock, when the L’Orient blew up, from the

Station of the Gun-boats between the Battery and Castle of

Aboukir.
‘ Immediate in a flame

But soon obscured with smoke, all heaven appear’d
From these deep-throated engines belch’d, whose roar
Imbowell’d with outrageous noise the air.

And all her entrails tore, disgorging foul

Their devilish glut, chain’d thunderbolts and hail

Of iron globes.’—Milton's Paradise Lost, book vi.

Kilgerran Castle, on the Twyvey—hazy Sunrise, previous to a sultry

day.

Sunny Morning
;
the cattle by S. Gilpin

,
R.A.

Abergavenny Bridge, Monmouthshire—clearing up after a showery
day.

Salisbury Cathedral, Inside of the Chapter House of.

Salisbury Cathedral, West Front of.

Caernarvon Castle.
‘ Now rose

Sweet evening, solemn hour ; the sun, declined,
H ung golden o’er this nether firmament,
Whose broad cerulean mirror, calmly bright.
Gave back his beamy visage to the sky
With splendour undiminish'd.'—Mallet.

Morning, from Dr. Langhome’s ‘Visions of Fancy/
4
Life’s morning landscape gilt with Orient light.

Where Hope, and Joy, and Fancy hold their reign,
The grove’s green wave, the blue stream sparkling bright.
The blithe hours dancing round Hyperion’s wain.
In radiant colours youth’s free hand portrays.
Then holds the flattering tablet to his eye.

Nor thinks how soon the vernal grove decays,
Nor sees the dark cloud gathering o’er the sky.
Mirror of life, thy glories thus depart.’

Warkworth Castle, Northumberland— thunderstorm approaching at

sunset.
4 Behold, slow settling o’er the lurid grove,

Unusual darkness broods ; and, growing, gains
The full possession of the sky ; and on yon baleful cloud
A redd’ning gloom, a magazine of fate.

Ferments.'—Thomson’s Seasons.

Dolbadem Castle, North Wales.
4 How awful is the silence of the waste
Where Nature lifts her mountains to the sky ;

Majestic solitude, behold the tower,
Where hopeless Owen, long imprison’d, pined
And wrung his hands for liberty in vaia/
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Exhibition xxxii. 1800.

W. TURNER, A., 64 Harley Street.

61 The Fifth Plague of Egypt.
‘ And Moses stretched forth his hands towards heaven, and the Lord sent

thunder and hail, and the fire ran along the ground.'

—

Exodus ix. 23.

62 View of the Gothic Abbey (Afternoon) now building at Fonthill, the
seat of William Beckford, Esq.

63 South-west View of the Gothic Abbey (Morning) now building at

Fonthill, the seat ofW. Beckford, Esq.

64 Caernarvon Castle, North Wales.
* And now on Arvon's haughty towers
The bard the song of pity pours,

For oft on Mona’s distant hills he sighs.
Where, jealous of the minstrel band.
The tyrant drench’d with blood the land.

And, charm’d with horror, triumph'd in their cries.

The swains of Arvon round him throng
And join the sorrows of his song.’

65 South View of the Gothic Abbey (Evening) now building at Fonthill,

the seat of W. Beckford, Esq.

66 East View of the Gothic Abbey (Noon) now building at Fonthill,

the seat of W. Beckford, Esq.

67 North-east View of the Gothic Abbey (Sunset) now building at Font-

hill, the seat of W. Beckford, Esq.

Exhibition xxxiii. 1801.

W. TURNER, A., 75 Norton Street, Portland Road.

68 Dutch Boats in a Gale ;
fishermen endeavouring to put their fish on

board.

69 The Army of the Medes destroyed in the Desert by a Whirlwind

—

foretold by Jeremiah xv. ver. 32, 33.
70 London—Autumnal Morning.

71 Pembroke Castle, South Wales—thunderstorm approaching.

72 St. Donat’s Castle, South Wales—Summer Evening.

73 Chapter House, Salisbury.

Exhibition xxxiv. 1802.

* JOSEPH MALLORD WILLIAM TURNER, R.A., 75 Norton Street,

Portland Road.

74 Fishermen upon a Lee Shore in Squally Weather.

75 The Tenth Plague of Egypt.

Ver. 29.
* And it came to pass, that at midnight the Lord smote all the

firstborn in the land.’

Ver. 30. * And Pharaoh rose, he and all the Egyptians ; and there was
a great cry in Egypt ; for there was not a house where there was not one
dead.’

76 Ships bearing up for Anchorage.

77 The Falls of the Clyde, Lanarkshire—Noon.
Vide Akenside’s Hymn to the Naiades.

78 Kilchem Castle, with the Cruchan-Ben Mountains, Scotland—Noon.

79 Edinburgh, New Town, Castle, &c., from the Water of Leith.

80 Jason.

81 Ben Lomond Mountain, Scotland—the Traveller.

Vide Cssian’s IVar ofCaros.

* Turner signed his name in full after 180*.
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Exhibition xxxv. 1803.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., 75 Norton Street, Portland Road.

82 Bonneville, Savoy, with Mont Blanc.

83 The Festival upon the Opening of the Vintage of Ma^n.
84 Calais Pier, with French Poissards preparing for Sea, an English

Packet arriving.

85 Holy Family.

86 Chateau de St. Michael, Bonneville, Savoy.

87 -St. Hughes denouncing Vengeance on the Shepherd of Cormayeur, in

the Valley of d’Aoust.

88 Glacier and Source of the Arveron going up to the Mer de Glace, in

the Valley of Chamouni.

Exhibition xxxvi. 1804.

J. M. W. TURNER, 64 Harley Street.

89 Boats carrying out Anchors and Cables to Dutch Men-of-War, 1665.

90 Narcissus and Echo.
‘ So melts the youth, and languishes away,
His beauty withers, and his limbs decay ;

And none of those attractive charms remain.
To which the slighted Echo sued in vain.
She saw him in his present misery.
Whom, spite of all her wrongs, she grieved to see ;

She answer'd sadly to the lover’s moan,
Sigh’d back his sighs, and groan’d to every groan :

“ Ah ! youth, beloved in vain !
” Narcissus cries ;

“Ah ! youth, beloved in vain !
” the nymph replies.

“ Farewell !
” says he. The parting sound scarce fell

From his faint lips, but she replied, “ Farewell 1

” *

91 Edinburgh, from Calton Hill.

Exhibition xxxviii. 1806.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., 64 Harley Street.

92 Fall of the Rhine at Schaffhausen.

93 Pembroke Castle—clearing up of a thunderstorm.

Exhibition xxxix. 1807.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., 64 Harley Street.

94 A Country Blacksmith disputing upon the price of Iron, and the price

charged to the Butcher for Shoeing his Pony.

95 Sun Rising through Vapour—Fishermen cleaning and selling fish.

Exhibition xl. 1808.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, 64 Harley Street and
IVest End, Upper Mall, Hammersmith.

96 The Unpaid Bill, or the Dentist reproving his Son’s prodigality.

Exhibition xli. 1809.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, 64 Harley Street and
IVest End, Upper Mall, Hammersmith.

97 Spithead ;
Boat’s crew recovering an anchor.

98 Tabley, the seat of Sir J. F. Leicester, Bart.—Windy day.

99 Tabley, Cheshire, the seat of Sir J. F. Leicester, Bart.—Calm
Morning.

100

The Garreteer’s Petition.

‘Aid me, ye powers ! Oh, bid my thoughts to roll

In quick succession, animate my soul

;

Descend, my muse, and every thought refine.

And finish well my long, my long-sought line/
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Exhibition xlii. 1810.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, 64 Harley Street, and
West End, Upper Mall

,
Hammersmith.

101 Lowther Castle, Westmoreland, the seat of the Earl of Lonsdale

;

North-west view from Ulleswater Lane—Evening.

102 Lowther Castle, Westmoreland, the seat of the Earl of Lonsdale
(the north front), with the river Lowther—Midday.

103 Petworth, Sussex, the seat of the Earl of Egremont—Dewy morning.

Exhibition xliit. i8ii.

J. M. W. TURNER, West End
, Upper Mall, Hammersmith.

104 Mercury and Herse.

* Close by the sacred walls in wide Munichio’s plain,

The God well pleased beheld the virgin train !

*

Ovid’s Metamorphoses.

105 Apollo and Python.

* Envenom’d by thy darts, the monster coil’d,

Portentous, horrible, and vast his snake-like form

:

Rent the huge portal of the rocky den.
And in the throes of death he tore

His many wounds in one, while earth.

Absorbing, blacken’d with his gore.’

Hymn ofCallimachus.

106 Somer Hill, near Tunbridge, the seat of W. F. Woodgate, Esq.

107 Whalley Bridge, and Abbey, Lancashire ; Dyers washing and drying

cloth.

108 Windsor Park, with horses by the late Sawry Gilpin, Esq., R.A.
109 November: Flounder-fishing.

1 10 Chryses.

‘ The trembling priest along the shore returned.
And in the anguish of a father mourned ;

Disconsolate, not daring to complain.
Silent he wander’d by the sounding main.
Till safe at distance to his God he prays.
The God who darts around the world his rays.’

Pope’s Homer’s Iliad, book i.

111 May : Chickens.

1 12 Scarborough, Town and Castle—Morning—Boys collecting crabs.

Exhibition xliv. 1812.

J. M. W. TURNER, Esq., R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

1 13 View of the Castle of St. Michael, near Bonneville, Savoy.

1 14 View of the High Street, Oxford.

1 15 Oxford, a View of, from the Abingdon Road.
1 16 Snow Storm: Hannibal and his army crossing the Alps.

‘Craft, treachery, and fraud—Salassian force.

Hung on the fainting rear ! then Plunder seized

The victor and the captive— Saguntum’s spoil,

Alike became their prey ; still the chief advanced,
Looked on the sun with hope ; low, broad and wan.
While the fierce archer of the downward year
Stains Italy’s blanch’d barrier with storms.

In vain each pass, ensanguined deep with dead.
Or rocky fragments, wide destruction roll’d.

Still on Campania’s fertile plains—he thought.

But the loud breeze sobbed, Capua’s joys beware.’’

MS. F. Fallacies efHope.
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Exhibition xlv. 1813.

J. M. W. TURNER, Esq., R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

1 1 7 Frosty Morning.
‘ The rigid hoar frost melts before his beam.*

Thomson’s Seasons.

1 18 The Deluge.
* Meanwhile the south wind rose, and, with black wings
Wide hovering, all the clouds together drove
From under heaven
. . . . . . The thicken’d sky
Like a dark ceiling stood, down rush’d the rain
Impetuous, and continued till the earth
No more was seen.’—Milton’s Paradise Lost.

Exhibition xlvi. 1814.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anno Street West, and at Solus Lodge,
Twickenham.

1 19 Dido and zEneas.
‘ When next the sun his rising light displays.

And gilds the world below with purple rays.

The Queen, ./Eneas, and the Tyrian Court
Shall to the shady woods for sylvan games resort.'

Dryden’s /Ends, book iv.

Exhibition xlvii. i8w>.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Sandycombe Lodge,
Twickenham, and Queen Anne Street West.

120 Bligh Sand, near Sheerness—Fishing-boats trawling.

12 1 Crossing the Brook.

122 Dido Building Carthage : or the Rise of the Carthaginian Empire.

123 The Battle of Fort Rock, Val d’Aouste, Piedmont, 1796.
* The snow-capt mountain, and huge towers of ice.

Thrust forth their dreary barriers in vain ;

Onward the van progressive forced its way,
Propelled ; as the wild Reuss, by native glaciers fed.

Rolls on impetuous, with ev’ry check gains force
By the constraint upraised ; till, to its gathering powers
All yielding, down the pass wide Devastation pours
Her own destructive course. Thus rapine stalk'd
Triumphant ; and plundering hordes, exulting, strew'd,

Fair Italy, thy plains with woe.’

—

Fallacies of Hope, MS.

124 The Eruption of the Souffrier Mountains, in the Island of St. Vincent,

at midnight, on the 30th of April 1812 ; from a sketch taken at

the time by Hugh P. Keane, Esq.

* Then in stupendous horror grew
The red volcano to the view.
And shook in thunders of its own,
While the blaz'd hill in lightnings shone,

Scatt’ring thin arrows round.
As down its sides of liquid flame
The devastating cataract came.
With melting rocks, and crackling woods.
And mingled roar of boiling floods.

And roll’d along the ground l

’

125 The Passage of Mount St. Gothard, taken from the centre of the

Teufels-Briick (Devil’s Bridge), Switzerland.

126 The Great Fall of the Riechenbach, in the Valley of Hasle, Switzer-

land.

127 Lake of Lucerne, from the Landing-place at Fluclen, looking towards
Bauen and Tell’s Chapel, Switzerland.
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Exhibition xlviii. 1816.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Sandycombe Lodge,
Twickenham, and Queen Anne Street West.

128 The Temple of Jupiter Panhellcnius restored.
‘ ’Twas now the earliest morning ; soon the sun.
Rising above sEgina, poured his light

Amid the forest, and, with ray aslant
Entering its depth, illumed the branching pines.
Brighten’d their bark, tinged with a redder hue
Its rusty stains, and cast along the ground
Long lines of shadow, where they rose erect
Like pillars of the temple.’

129 View of the Temple of Jupiter Panhellenius, in the Island of yEgina,
with the Greek National Dance of the Romaika

; the Acropolis
of Athens in the distance. Painted from a sketch taken by
II. Gaily Knight, Esq., in 1810.

Exhibition xlix. 1817.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Sandycombe Lodge

,

Twickenham, and Queen Anne Street West.

130 The Decline of the Carthaginian Empire.—Rome, being determined
on the overthrow of her hated rival, demanded from her such
terms as might either force her into war, or ruin her by compli*

ance. The enervated Carthaginians, in their anxiety for peace,

consented to give up even their arms and their children.

‘At Hope’s delusive smile.

The chieftain’s safety and the mother's pride
Were to the insidious conqueror’s grasp resign’d ;

While o’er the western wave th’ ensanguined sun.
In gathering haze, a stormy signal spread.
And set portentous.’

Exhibition l. 1818.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Sandycombe Lodge,
Twickenham, and Queen Anne Street West.

131 Raby Castle, the seat of the Earl of Darlington.

132 Dort, or Dordrecht—the Dort Packet-boat, from Rotterdam,
becalmed.

133 The Field of Waterloo.
‘ Last noon beheld them full of lusty life.

Last eve in Beauty’s circle proudly gay ;

The midnight brought the signal sound of strife.

The morn, the marshalling in arms—the day.
Battle's magnificently stern array !

The thunder-clouds close o’er it, which when rent.

The earth is covered thick with other clay
Which her own clay shall cover, heaped and pent,

Rider and horse—friend, foe, in one red burial blent.

134 Landscape—Composition of Tivoli.

Exhibition li. 1819.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Sandycombe Lodge,
Twickenham, and Queen Anne Street West.

135 Entrance of the Meuse— Orange Merchantman on the bar going te

pieces; Brill Church bearing S E. by S., Marensluys E. by S,

136 England—Richmond Hill, on the Prince Regent’s Birthday.
* Which way, Amanda, shall we bend our course ?

The choice perplexes. Wherefore should we choose ?

Alt is the same with thee. Say, shall we wind
Along the streams? or walk the smiling mead?
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Or court the forest glades ? or wander wild
Among the waving harvests ? or ascend,
While radiant summer opens all its pride.

Thy hill, delightful Sheen ?
’—Thomson.

Exhibition lii. 1820.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Member of the Roman
Academy of St. Luke, Sa?idycontbe Lodge, Twickenhatn, and

Queen Anne Street West.

137 Rome from the Vatican—Raffaelle, accompanied by La Fornarina,
preparing his pictures for the decoration of the Loggia.

Exhibition liv. 1822.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Sandycombe Lodge,
Twickenham, and Queen Anne Street West.

138 What you will !

Exhibition lv. 1823.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West

,

and Sandycombe Lodge, Twickenham.

139 The Bay of Baia?, with Apollo and the Sibyl.

* Waft me to sunny Baise’s shore.’

Exhibition lvii. 1825.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Antie Street West,
and Sandycombe Lodge, Twickenfiam.

140 Harbour of Dieppe (Changement de Domicile).

Exhibition lviii. 1826.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West,
and Sandycombe Lodge, Twickenham.

14 1 Cologne—the Arrival of a Packet-boat—Evening.

142 Forum Romanum
;

for Mr. Soane’s Museum.

143 The Seat of William Moffatt, Esq., Mortlake—Early (summer)
morning.

Exhibition lix. 1827.

J. M. W. TURNER, Esq., R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West

.

144 ‘ Now for the Painter’ (rope)—Passengers going on board.

145 Port Ruysdael.

146 Rembrandt’s Daughter.

147 Mortlake Terrace, seat of William Moffatt, Esq.—Summer’s evening.

148 Scene in Derbyshire.

‘When first the sun with beacon red.’

Exhibition lx. 1828.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

149 Dido directing the Equipment of the Fleet, or the Morning of the

Carthaginian Empire.

150 East Cowes Castle, the seat of J. Nash, Esq.—the Regatta beating

to windward.

15 1 East Cowes Castle, the seat of J. Nash, Esq.—the Regatta starting

for their moorings.

152 Boccaccio Relating the Tale of the Bird-cage.

Exhibition lxi. 1829.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

153 The Banks of the Loire.

1 ^4 Ulysses Deriding Polyphemus : Plomer’s Odyssey.
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155
156

J.

>57

158

>59

160

161

162

163

J.

164

165

166

167

168

169

170

The Loretto Necklace.

Messieurs les Voyageurs on their return from Italy (par la Diligence)

in a Snow-drift upon Mount Tarra, 22nd of January 1829.

Exhibition lxii. 1830.

M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

Pilate Washing his Hands.

‘When Pilate saw that he could prevail nothing, but that rather a
tumult was made, he took water, and washed his hands before the multi*

tude, saying, I am innocent of the blood of this just person : see ye to it.’

—

St. Matthew xxvii. 24.

View of Orvieto ;
painted in Rome.

Palestrina : composition.

' Or from yon mural rock, high-crown’d Prseneste,
Where, misdeeming of his strength, the Carthaginian stood.
And marked, with eagle eye, Rome as his victim.’

MS. Fallacies 0/ Hope.
Jessica.

Shylock.—‘Jessica, shut the window, I say.’
Merchant of Venice.

Calais Sands, low water—Poissards collecting bait.

Fish-market on the Sands—the Sun rising through a vapour.

Funeral of Sir Thomas Lawrence ; a sketch from memory.

Exhibition Lxiii. 1831.

M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

Life-Boat and Manby Apparatus going off to a stranded Vessel

making signals (blue lights) of distress.

Caligula’s Palace and Bridge.

‘ What now remains of all the mighty bridge
Which made the Lucrine Lake an inner pool,

Caligula, but massive fragments, left

As monuments of doubt and ruined hopes
Yet gleaming in the morning’s ray, that tell

How Baiae’s shore was loved in times gone by ?

'

MS. Fallacies of Hope.
Vision of Medea.

‘ Or Medea, who in the full tide of witchery
Had lured the dragon, gained her Jason’s love,

Had filled the spell-bound bowl with Aison’s life.

Yet dashed it to the ground, and raised the poisonous snake
High in the jaundiced sky to writhe its murderous coil,

Infuriate in the wreck of hope, withdrew,
And in the fired palace her twin offspring threw.’

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

Lucy, Countess of Carlisle, and Dorothy Percy’s Visit to their

father, Lord Percy, when under attainder upon the supposition
of his being concerned in the Gunpowder Plot.

Admiral Van Tromp’s Barge at the entrance of the Texel, 1645.
Watteau Study by Fresnoy’s Rules.

‘ White, when it shines with unstained lustre clear.

May bear an object back, or bring it near.'

Fresnoy’s Art ofPainting, p. 496.

‘In this arduous service (of reconnaissance) on the French coast, 1805,
one of our cruisers took the ground, and had to sustain the attack of the
flying artillery along shore, the batteries, and the fort of Vimieux, which
fired heated shot, until she could warp off at the rising tide, which set in

with all the appearance ofa stormy night.’—Naval Anecdotes.
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Exhibition lxiv. 1832.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

1 71 Childe Harold’s Pilgrimage.—Italy.

* And now, fair Italy 1

Thou art the garden of the world.
Even in thy desert what is like to thee ?

Thy very weeds are beautiful, thy waste
More rich than other climes' fertility :

Thy wreck a glory, and thy ruin graced
With an immaculate charm which cannot be defaced.'

Lord Byron, canto iv.

172 The Prince of Orange, William III., embarked from Holland and
landed at Torbay, November 4th, 1688, after a stormy passage.

—

History of England.
‘ The yacht in which His Majesty sailed was, after many changes and

services, finally wrecked on Hamburg Sands, while employed in the Hull
trade.’

173 Van Tromp’s Shallop, at the Entrance of the Scheldt.

174 Helvoetsluys
;
the City of Utrecht, 64, going to sea.

J 75
‘Then Nebuchadnezzar came near to the mouth of the burning fiery

furnace, and spake, and said, Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed-nego, ye
servants of the most high God, come forth, and come hither. Then Sha-
drach, Meshach, and Abed-nego came forth of the midst of the fire.’

—

Daniel iii. 26.

176 StafFa, Fingal’s Cave.
‘ Nor of a theme less solemn tells

That mighty surge that ebbs and swells.

And still, between each awful pause.
From the high vault an answer draws.'

Sir Walter Scott’s Lordofthe Isles, canto iv.

Exhibition lxv. 1833.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

177 Rotterdam Ferry-boat.

178 Bridge of Sighs, Ducal Palace, and Custom House, Venice;.

Canaletti painting.

179 Van Goyen, looking out for a subject.

180 Van Tromp, returning after the battle off the Dogger Bank.
1 81 Ducal Palace, Venice.

182 Mouth of the Seine, Quillebceuf.

This estuary is so dangerous from its quicksands, that any vessel

taking the ground is liable to be stranded and overwhelmed by the rising

tide, which rushes in in one wave.

Exhibition lxvi. 1834.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

183 The Fountain of Indolence.

184 The Golden Bough (MS. Fallacies ofHope).

185 Venice.

186 Wreckers.—Coast of Northumberland, with a steamboat assisting a
ship off shore.

187 St. Michael’s Mount, Cornwall.

Exhibition lxvii. 1835.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

188 Keelmen heaving in coals by night.

P P
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189 The Broad Stone of Honour (Ehrenbreitstein), and Tomb of Marceauj

from E/ron’s Chiide Harold.

* By Coblentz, on a rise of gentle ground.
There is a small and simple pyramid
Crowning the summit of the verdant mound
Beneath its base are hero’s ashes hid.

Our enemy’s—but let not that forbid

Honour to Marceau
^He was Freedom’s champion |

Here Ehrenbreitstein, with her shattered wall.

Yet shows of what she was.'

190 Venice, from the Porch of Madonna della Salute.

191 Line-fishing, off Hastings.

192 The Burning of the Houses of Lords and Commons, October i6th,

1834-
Exhibition LXVIII. 1836.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

*93 Juliet and her Nurse.

194 Rome, from Mount Aventine.

195 Mercury and Argus.

Exhibition lxix. 1837.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street IVest.

196 Scene.—A Street in Venice.

'Antonio.—Hear me yet, good Shylock.
Shylock.—I’ll have my bond.'

Merchant of Venice, Act iii. Sc. 3.

197 Story of Apollo and Daphne.—Ovid’s Metamorphoses.

‘ Sure is my bow, unerring is my dart ;

But, ah I more deadly his who pierced my heart.

As when th’ impatient greyhound, slipt from far.

Bounds o’er the glebe to course the fearful hare.
She in her speed does all her safety lay ;

And he with double speed pursues the prey.'

198 The Parting of Hero and Leander—from the Greek of Musseus.
‘ The morning came too soon, with crimsoned blush,
Chiding the tardy night and Cynthia’s warning beam

;

But Love yet lingered on the terraced steep.

Upheld young Hymen’s torch and failing lamp,
Tne token of departure, never to return.

Wild dashed the Hellespont its straitened surge.
And on the raised spray appeared Leander’s fall.’

199 Snow Stojrm, Avalanche, and Inundation; a Scene in the upper part

of Val d’Aouste, Piedmont.

Exhibition lxx. 1838.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Professor of Perspective, Queen Anne Street West.

200 Phryne going to the Public Bath as Venus—Demosthenes taunted by
^Eschines.

201 Modern Italy—the Pifferari.

202 Ancient Italy—Ovid banished from Rome.

Exhibition lxxi. 1839.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

203 The Fighting Temeraire tugged to her last Berth to be broken up,

1838.
‘The flag which braved the battle and the breeze
No longer owns her.’
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204 Ancient Rome—Agrippina landing with the Ashes of Germanicus*
The Triumphal Bridge and Palace of the Caesars restored.

* The clear stream.
Aye,—the yellow Tiber glimmers to her beam.
Even while the sun is setting.'

205 Modem Rome—Campo Vaccino.

‘The moon is up, and yet it is not night

;

The sun as yet divides the day with her.’—Lord Byron.

206 Pluto carrying off Proserpine.—Ovid’s Metamorphoses.

207 Cicero at his Villa.

Exhibition lxxii. 1840.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

208 Bacchus and Ariadne.

209 Venice, the Bridge of Sighs.
‘ I stood upon a bridge, a palace and
A prison on each hand.’ —Byron.

210 Venice, from the Canale della Giudecca, Chiesa di S. Maria della

Salute, &c.

211 Slavers throwing overboard the Dead and Dying. Typhoon
coming on.

* Aloft all hands, strike the topmasts and belay ;

Yon angry setting sun and fierce-edged clouds
Declare the Typhoon’s coming.
Before it sweeps your decks, throw overboard
The dead and dying—ne'er heed their chains.
Hope, Hope, fallacious Hope 1

Where is thy market now ?
’

—

MS. Fallacies ofHope.

212 The New Moon; or ‘I’ve lost my Boat, you shan’t have your
Hoop.’

213 Rockets and Blue Lights (close at hand) to warn Steamboats off

Shoal-water.

214 Neapolitan Fisher-Girls surprised Bathing by Moonlight.

Exhibition lxxiii. 1841.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

215 Ducal Palace, Dogana, with part of San Giorgio, Venice.

216 Giudecca, la Donna della Salute and San Giorgio.

217 Rosenau, seat of H.R.H. Prince Albert of Coburg, near Coburg,
Germany.

218 Depositing of John Bellini’s Three Pictures in La Chiesa Redentore,

Venice.

219 Dawn of Christianity (Flight into Egypt).

‘That star has risen.’—Rev. T. Gisborne's Walks in a Forest

.

220 Glaucus and Scylla.—Ovid’s Metamorphoses.

Exhibition lxxiv. 1842.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A. Queen Anne Street West.

221 The Dogana, San Giorgio, Citella, from the steps of the Europa.

222 Campo Santo, Venice.

223 Snow Storm ; Steamboat off a harbour’s mouth making signals in

shallow water, and going by the lead. The author was in that

storm on the night the Ariel left Harwich.

224 Peace—Burial at Sea.
‘ The midnight torch gleam’d o’er the steamer’s side
And Merit’s corse was yielded to the tide.’

MS. Fallacies ofHope.
P P 2
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War. The exile and the rock limpet.

* Ah ! thy tent-formed shell is like

A soldier’s nightly bivouac, alone
Amidst a sea of blood ....
. . . but can you join your comrades?’

MS. Fallacies ofHof*.

Exhibition lxxv. 1843.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street JVcsi.

226 The Opening of the Walhalla, 1842.

* L'honneur au Roi de Baviere.*

‘Who rode on thy relentless car, fallacious Hope?
He, though scathed at Ratisbon, poured on
The tide of war o’er all thy plain, Bavare,
Like the swollen Danube to the gates of Wien ;

But peace returns—the morning ray
Beams on the Walhalla, reared to science and the arts.

And men renowned, of German fatherland.’

MS. Fallacies ofHaJ>e.

227 The ‘Sun of Venice’ going to Sea.

* Fair shines the morn, and soft the zephyrs blow a gale,

Venicia’s fisher spreads his painted sail,

Nor heeds the demon that in grim repose
Expects his evening prey.’

228 Dogana, and Madonna della Salute, Venice.

229 Shade and Darkness.—The Evening of the Deluge.

‘The moon puts forth her sign of woe unheeded ;

But disobedience slept ; the darkening Deluge
Closed around,

And the last token came : the giant frame-work floated,

The scared birds forsook their nightly shelter screaming,
And the beasts waded to the Ark.’

—

Fallacies of Hope.

230 Light and Colour (Goethe’s Theory)—The Morning after the Deluge
—Moses writing the Book of Genesis.

‘ The Ark stood firm on Ararat ; th’ returning sun
Exhaled earth’s humid bubbles, and, emulous of light,

Reflected her lost forms, each in prismatic guise
Hope’s harbinger, ephemeral as the summer fly

Which rises, flits, expands, and dies.’

—

Fallacies ofHope.

531 St. Benedetto, looking towards Fusina.

Exhibition lxxvi. 1844.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street IFest.

232 Ostend.

233 Fishing Boats bringing a disabled ship into Port Ruysdael.

234 Rain, Steam, and Speed.—The Great Western Railway.

235 Van Tromp, going about to please his masters, ships a sea, getting a
good wetting.— Vide Lives of Dutch Painters.

236 Venice—Maria della Salute.

237 Approach to Venice.

‘ The path lies o’er the sea, invisible

;

And from the land we went
As to a floating city, steering in,

And gliding up her streets as in a dream.
So smoothly, silently.’—Rogers’s Italy.

*The moon is up, and yet it is not night;
The sun as yet disputes the day with her.’—Byron.

Venice Quay—Ducal Palace.
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Exhibition lxxvii. 1845.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

239 Whalers.— Vide Beale’s Voyage, p.163.
240 Whalers.— Vide Beale’s Voyage

, p. 175.

241 Venice—Evening
; Going to the Ball.

—

MS. Fallacies ofHope.

242 Morning ;
Returning from the Ball, St. Martino.

—

MS. Fallacies of
Hope.

243 Venice—Noon.

—

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

244 Venice—Sunset ;
a Fisher.

—

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

Exhibition lxxviii. 1846.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

245 Returning from the Ball (St. Martha).

246 Going to the Ball (San Martino).

247 ‘ Hurrah for the Whaler Erebus ! another fish !
’—Beale’s Voyage.

248 Undine giving the Ring to Massaniello
;
Fishermen of Naples.

249 The Angel standing in the Sun.
* And I saw an angel standing in the sun ; and he cried with a loud

voice, saying to all the fowls that fly in the midst of heaven. Come and
gather yourselves together unto the supper of the great God ;

‘ That ye may eat the flesh of kings, and the flesh of captains, and the
flesh of mighty men, and the flesh of horses, and of them that sit on them,
and the flesh of all men, both free and bond, both small and great.’

Revelation xix. 17, 18.

‘The march of arms, which, glittering in the sun.

The feast of vultures ere the day was done.'—Rogers.

250 Whalers (boiling blubber) entangled in floe ice, endeavouring to

extricate themselves.

Exhibition lxxix. 1847.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queeti Atme Street West.

251 The Hero of a Hundred Fights.

An idea suggested by the German invocation upon casting the bell

in England called tapping the furnace.

—

MS. Fallacies ofHope.

Exhibition lxxxi. 1849.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

252 The Wreck Buoy.

253 Venus and Adonis.

Exhibition lxxxii. 1850.

J. M. w. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street West.

254 Mercury sent to admonish Aineas.
‘ Beneath the morning mist.

Mercury waited to tell him of his neglected fleet.’

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

255 ./Eneas relating his Story to Dido.
‘ Fallacious Hope beneath the moon’s pale crescent shone;

Dido listened to Troy being lost and won.’
MS. Fallacies ofHope.

256 The Visit to the Tomb.
* The sun went down in wrath at such deceit.’

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

257 The Departure of the Fleet.

‘ The orient moon shone on the departing fleet,

Nemesis invoked, the priest held the poisoned cup.’
MS. Fallacies of Hope.
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258

259

260

261

262

263

264

265

266
267

268

269

270

BRITISH INSTITUTION.

Exhibition 1806.

J. M. w. TURNER, R.A., 64 Harley Street.

Narcissus and Echo.

From Ovid's Metamorphoses.

The Goddess of Discord choosing the Apple of Contention in the

Garden of the Hesperides.

Exhibition 1808.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., West End, Upper Mall, Hammersmith, and
Harley Street.

The Battle of Trafalgar, as seen from the mizen starboard shrouds of

the Victory.

Jason j—from Ovid’s Metamorphoses.

Exhibition 1809.

Sun rising through Vapour, with Fishermen Landing and cleaning

their Fish.

Exhibition 1814.

J. M. \V. TURNER, R.A., Harley Street, Cavendish Square.

Apuleia in search of Apuleius.

Vide Ovid’s Metamorphoses.

Exhibition 1817.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street, Cavendish Square.

View of the Temple of Jupiter Panhellenius, in the Island of ^Egina,

with the Greek National Dance of the Romaika : the Acropolis
of Athens in the distance

;
painted from a sketch taken by H.

Gaily Knight, Esq., in 1810.

Exhibition 1835.

J. M. W. TURNER, R.A., Queen Anne Street.

The Burning of the House of Lords and Commons, 16th October

1834 -

Exhibition 1836.

Wreckers on the North Shore.

Fire of the House of Lords.

Exhibition 1837.
Regulus.

Exhibition 1838.

Fishing Boats, with Hucksters bargaining for Fish.

Exhibition 1839.
Fountain of Fallacy.

* Its Rainbow dew diffused fell on each anxious lip.

Working wild fantasy, imagining ;

First, Science, in the immeasurable
Abyss of thought,

Measured her orbit slumbering.’

—

MS. Fallacies 0/ Hope.

Exhibition 1840.

271 Mercury and Argus.
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Exhibition 1841.

272 Snow Storm, Avalanche, and Inundation in the Alps.

273 Blue Lights (close at hand) to warn Steamboats off Shoal-water.

Exhibition 1846.

274 Queen Mab’s Cave.

‘Frisk it, frisk it, by the moonlight beam.’
Midsummer Night's Dream.

‘Thy orgies, Mab, are manifold.’

MS. Fallacies of Hope.

CATALOGUE OF PICTURES GIVEN BY TURNER TO THE
NATION, NOW IN THE NATIONAL GALLERY.

The Sun rising in Mist.

Dido building Carthage.

Portrait of himself.

Moonlight.
Buttermere Lake.
Coniston Fells.

Cattle in Water.
jEneas with the Sibyl.

Rizpah.

Castle.

View in Wales, Castle.

Sandpit.

Clapham Common.
Sea Piece.

The Tenth Plague.

Jason.

Calais Pier.

The Holy Family.

Destruction of Sodom.
View of a Town.
The Shipwreck.
The Garden of the Hes-

perides.

Blacksmith’s Shop.
Death of Nelson.

Spithead.

The Garreteer’s Petition.

Greenwich Hospital.

St. Mawes, Cornwall.

Abingdon, Berkshire.

Windsor.
Ruin, with Cattle.

Apollo and the Python.
Avalanche.

Hannibal crossing the

Alps.

Kingston Bank.
Frosty Morning.
The Deluge.
Dido and yEneas.

Apuleia in search of

Apuleius.

Bligh Sand.

Crossing the Brook.
The Decline of Carthage.

The Field of Waterloo.
Orange Merchantman go-

ing to Pieces.

Richmond Hill.

Rome, from the Vatican.

Rome, the Arch of Titus.

The Bay of Baise.

Carthage.

Scene from Boccaccio.

Ulysses deriding Poly-

phemus.
The Loretto Necklace.

Pilate washing his Hands.
View of Orvieto.

Caligula’s Palace and
Bridge.

The Vision of Medea.
Watteau Painting.

Lord Percy under At-

tainder.

Childe Harold’s Pilgrim-

age.

The Fiery Furnace.

Heidelberg Castle.

Regulus lea\ ing Rome.
Apollo and Daphne.
Hero and Leander.
Phryne going to the Bath.
Agrippina.

The Temeraire.

Bacchus and Ariadne.
The New Moon.
Venice, Bridge of Sighs.

Burial of Wilkie.

The Exile and the Rock
Limpet.

Steamer in a Snowstorm.
The Evening of the

Deluge.

The Morning after the

Deluge.

The Opening of the Wal-
halJa

Approach to Venice.

The ‘Sun of Venice*
going to Sea.

Port Ruysdael.

Van Tromp.
Rain, Steam, and Speed.

Venice, the Giudecca.

Venice, the Quay.
Venice, Noon.
Venice, Sunset.

Venice. Going to theBall.

Venice. Returning from
the Ball.

Whalers.
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Whalers.
Whalers boiling Blubber.
Queen Mab’s Grotto.

Massaniello.

The Angel in the Sun.
Tapping the Furnace.

iEneas relating his Story

to Dido.
Mercury sent to admonish

vEneas.

The Departure of the

Trojan Fleet.

The Visit to the Tomb.

j

The Battle of Trafalgar.

Richmond Bridge.

Fire at Sea.

Petworth Parle.

Chichester Canal.

Mountain Glen.

1
Harvest Home.

List of the Turner Drawings and Sketches
,
exhibited luith the

Turner Collection of Pictures.

Compositions.

No.

1 Jason.

2 Solitude.

3 Bridge with Goats.

4 Bridge in middle dis-

tance.

5 Cephalus and Procris.

6 Pastoral.

7 Pastoral with Castle.

8 Woman playingTam-
bourine.

9 The Tenth Plague of

Egypt.
10 Hindoo Devotions.

1 1 Hindoo Ablutions.

12 Christ and the Woman
of Samaria.

Foreign Views.

13 Laufenburg on the
Rhine.

14 The Lake of Thun,
Switzerland.

15 Thun, Switzerland.

16 The Little Devil’s

Bridge, Altdorf,

No.

17 Mount St. Gothard.

18 Bonneville, Savoy.

19 The Alps from Gre-
noble to Chamberi.

British Views.

20 Norham Castle, on
the Tweed.

21 Holy Island Cathe-
dral.

22 Morpeth.

23 Rivaulx Abbey,York-
shire.

24 Crypt, Kirkstall

Abbey.

25 Dunstanburgh Castle.

26 Coast of Yorkshire.

27 Winchelsea.

28 East Gate, Winchel-
sea.

29 Hind Head Hill.

30 Martello Towers,
Bexhill.

31 St. Catherine’s Hill,

near Guildford.

32 Pembury Mill, Kent.

33 Greenwich Hospital.

34 Chepstow Castle,

River Wye.

35 The Wye and the

Severn.

36 Flint Castle : Smug-
glers.

37 Dumblane Abbey.
38 Peat Bog, Scotland.

39 View near Blair-

Athol.

40 The Clyde.

41 Inverary Castle.

Various.

42 Sketch for Sea Piece.

43
.

Do.

44 Bridge and Cows.

45 Watermill.

46 Stackyard.

47 Farmyard with Pigs.

48 Hedging & Ditching.

49 Marine Dabblers.

50 Young Anglers.

51 Juvenile Tricks.

The Liber Studiorum.

Fifty-one Water-colour Drawings in brown, being the greater portion

of the original Drawings made for the so-called Liber Studiorum
,
or ‘ Book

of Studies,’ in imitation of Claude’s Liber Verilatis
,
or ‘Book of Truth.’

The prints, in brown ink, from these drawings were published in numbers,
from the year 1808 until 1819. Many of the plates were etched, and some
engraved, by Turner himself.

No.
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Sketches and Drawings extending over a period of nearly Sixty
Years

,
arranged as nearly as practicable in Chronological

Order.

First Period: Early Sketches.
No.

_
Subject.

1 North-west View of Malmesbury Abbey

—

View on the River Avon, ‘ from Wal-
lace’s Wall’—‘View of Cook’s Folly,’

looking up the Avon, * with Wallace’s

Wall and the Hot Wells ’

2 The Mewstone

3 Tower of St. Mary Redcliffe, Bristol

—

Transept and Towers of York Cathe-
dral—Tower of Boston, Lincolnshire . .

.

4 Malmesbury Abbey
5 Kirkstall Abbey— Holy Island Cathedral
6 Leeds—Bolton Abbey
7 Fire (Steam) Engine, Coalbrook Dale

—

Copper Works, Swansea—Fire Engine,

Coalbrook Dale—Iron Foundry, Maid-
ley Wood—Fire Engine, Coalbrook
Dale—Fire Engine near Glasmount
(So named at the backs)

8 View of the Interior of the Savoy Chapel

9 View of Tivoli

10 Study of Shipping
1 1 Portico of St. Peter’s, Rome
12 Study of a Cottage

13 A Cottage Roof
14 Carisbrook Castle

15 An Interior

16 Landscape

17 Three Studies of Boats

18 Do. Do
|

19 Seven Studies of a Shipwreck—Sketch of

a Boat
20 Two Coast Scenes

21 Sketch for Picture of Ivy Bridge, Devon
—Study of a Stream

22 Two Studies of Fir and Willow

Method.

In Water Colour.

Do.

Pencil Outline.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Pen and Ink.

Light and Shade.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Water Colour.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Body Colour on Brown
and on Blue.

Pen and Ink.

Do.

Pencil and Water Colour.

Pencil on Brown.

Second Period, from about 1802.

23 Study near Grenoble Pencil and Chalk on Brown4

24 The Lake of Brientz—Vevay Do.

25 Convent of the Great St. Bernard—The
Town of Aosta Do.

26 Roman Gate, Aosta—Another View of

the same Do*

r. ,, r * it- f Pencil and Chalk on Brown,
27 Castle of Aosta, two Views

( and Water Colour.

28 Glaciers, Grindelwald—Fallen Trees Pencil and Chalk on Brown.
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No.

29

30

31

32

33
34
35
36
57
38
39
40
41

42

43

44

45
46

49
50

5i

52

53

54
55
56

57
58
59

x

2

3

4
5

Subject.

The Ascent to Cormayeur—Valley of the

Isere

The Road from Voreppe to Grenoble

—

Mont Blanc from Fort St. Louis

The Alps, looking towards Grenoble

—

Grenoble with Mont Blanc
Two Views of Grenoble
View of an English Country Seat

Study of a Mountain Stream
Edinburgh from Calton Hill

Building, with Cattle

Funeral of Sir Thomas Lawrence
Contamines, Savoy
Source of the Arveron
Valley of Chamouni
Battle of Fort Bard, Val d’Aosta, 1800;

exhibited in 1815
Ivy Bridge, Devon
Two Studies of a Figure, for Picture of

Deluge
Sketch of a Group of Figures, for Picture

of Hannibal
Study of a Cutter

Study of a Pilot Boat
Two Marine Sketches

Do. Do
Study of an Arm Chair
Four Studies of Dock Leaves

Do. Plants

Study of Sheep

Study of Pigs and of Donkeys

Do. Dutch Hardware &c
Views in Rouen—Norman Caps
Studies on the Seine—Sketches from
Claude

Studies of a Skeleton
Dead Ducks
Study of a Teal flying

Method.

Pencil and Chalk on Browne

Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.

Oil Colours.

Drawing in Water Colour.
Body Colour on Blue.

Water Colour.

Body Colour on Brown.
Chalk on Brown.
Do. and Body Colour.

Drawing in Water Colour.

Do.

Chalk on Blue.

Do.
Do.

Pen and Ink on Blue.

Pen and Chalk on Blue.

Do.
Oil Colours.

Pen and Ink.

f Pen and Ink on White and

\ Brown.
Pencil.

r>dy Colour on Brown and
on Blue.

Pencil and Pencil Outlines.

Pencil.

Do.
Chalk on Brown.
Colour and Chalk.
Water Colour.

Nine Views of Rome, 1819.

Rome from Monte Mario.

Rome from the Barberini Villa.

Bridge and Castle of Sant’ Angelo
from St. Peter’s.

The Colosseum.
The Basilica of Constantine.

Sketches itt Body Colour.

6 The Arches of Constantine and
Titus.

8 The Church and Convent of the

Quattro Coronati.

9 The Claudian Aqueduct.

Third Period, from about 1820.

60 Two Landscapes
61 Do. Do.
62 Do. Do.
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No. Subject. Method.

63 Landscape—Moonlight Water Colour.

64. A Stormy Sky Do.

65 Three Marine Sketches Do.
66 Do. Do Body Colour on Blue.

67 Dover Drawing in Water Colour.
68 North Shields Do.

69 Rochester Do.
70 Four Sketches—Rivers of France Body Colour on Blue.

71 Four Sketches—Calais Pen and Ink on Blue.

72 Evreux Market-place— Louviers— and
two Sketches of Vernon Pen and Ink on Blue.

73 Marly, near St. Germain, looking up the

River—Castle of the Fair Gabrielle

—

and near St. Germain, looking down
the River Pen and Ink.

74 Four Studies— Ambleteuse (?) Dieppe
and Rouen Do.

75 Three Sketches of Rooms at Petworth... Body Colour on Blue.

76 Four Sunset Studies at Petworth Do.

77 Four Sketches—Rivers of France Do.
78 Do. Do Do.

79 Do. Do Do.
80 Do. Do Do.
81 Do. Do Do.
82 Do. Do Do.

83 Do. Do Do.

84 Do. Do Do.

85 Do. Do Do.
86 Do. Do Do.

87 Two Studies for Vignettes, Rogers’s

Columbus Water Colour.

88 Two Vignettes Do.

89 Do. Do.
90 Studies of Swiss Costume Do.
91 French Dance in Sabots Body Colour on Blue.

92 Villeneuve—Gallery on the Splugen

—

Vevay Pencil on Brown.

93 Fortress—Lausanne, Sunset Water Colour.

94 Moselle Bridge, Coblentz—Bridge over

the Rhine, Coblentz Do.

95 Two Views on Lake Lucerne Do.

96 The Lake of Annecy Water Colour.

97 San Giorgio Maggiore, and Santa Maria
della Salute, Venice Do.

98 The Riva degli Schiavoni, and Lagoon,
Venice Do.

99 Sunset, Lake Lucerne—Night, Zurich ... Do.
loo Morning on Lake Lucerne, three Sketches Do.

101 View of Rome. Date 1819. (Full of accurate detail.)

102 Rome—the Bridge and Castle of St. Angelo. (Lovely colour.)

103 Rome from Monte Mario. (Beautiful middle distance.)
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104 Rome from the Barberini Villa.

105 Rome—Nymphaeum of Alexander Severus. (Fine, but careless.)

106 The Claudian Aqueduct at Rome.
107 The Colosseum at Rome.
108 The Basilica of Constantine at Rome.
109 The Church of St. Giovanni e Paolo at Rome.
1 10 The Arches of Constantine and Titus at Rome.
hi Study for the Oil Pictures of the Loggie. (A foreground at Rome.)
1 12 Four leaves from a Sketch-book filled on the way to and from Scotland

by Sea, on the occasion of George the Fourth’s Visit to Edinburgh.
1 13 Ten leaves from a Book of Sketches on the Rhine and Meuse—Huy

and Dinant.

1 14 Six leaves from a Sketch-book on the Lake of Geneva—Junction of

the Rhone and Arve
;
Studies of Boats ; Lausanne from the North;

Lausanne from the East ; Geneva from the West ; Geneva from the
West at a greater distance.

1 15 Twelve leaves from a Sketch-book at Venice, comprising Santa Maria
della Salute

;
the Custom House ; St. Mark’s Place ; Casa Gri-

mani and the Rialto
; St. George’s and St. Mary’s of Health

;
the

Grand Canal from Casa Foscari to the Rialto
;
Riva degli Schiavoni,

with St. Mark’s and St. Zachary’s
;
the Doge’s Palace and Mint

;

the Fruit Market
;
the Coal Market ; the Rialto, with the West side

of the Grand Canal
; the Rialto, with the East side of the Grand

Canal.

1 16 Three leaves from Note-books—Seven Sunsets and Sketches of Clouds
from Andernach on the Rhine ; the Borromean Islands on Lago
Maggiore.

1 17 Two leaves of a Note-book filled at Naples.

1 18 Studies from Claude and in France—View near Dieppe; Fishwives
quarrelling on Dieppe Beach.

1 19 View of Dresden.

120 The Arch of Titus. Same from the side.

1 21 Studies of Light and Shade in and on hollow glass balls.

122 Angry Sw'ans.

123 Studies of Poultry.

124 Buckingham Gate (?) Hungerford Bridge.

125 Source of the Arveron.

126 Study for the drawing of Grenoble.

127 Ditto.

128 A Mountain Stream. (In oil.)

129 Study of Masts and Rigging.

130 Boat in Heavy Sea. Boat Swamped in Surf.

13 1 Three Studies of a Ship on Fire.

132 Sunset over a Town. Twilight. (Same as at Petworth.)

133 Town on the Loire (Saumur?) ; Huy on the Meuse from above the

Chateau ;
Dinant on the Meuse.

134 Orleans (Theatre and Cathedral). Nantes (Promenade near the

Chateau).

135 Promenade at Nantes. Dressing for Tea. Firelight and Cat.

136 Havre (?). Harfleur. Caudebec. Saumur. (Mr. Ruskin thinks

the Harfleur specially beautiful.)

137 Saumur. Montjean. (Study for a drawing [Saumur ?] made for the

‘Keepsake.’)
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138 Studies on the Loire and Meuse. Huy. (Morning effect.)

139 Study of a Town on the Loire. The Carrara Mountains from Sarzana.

140 Vignette of Turbot and Mullet.

141 Vignette of Mackerel.

142 Swiss Fortress— Grenoble.

143 Calm. Fresh Breeze. (Pen Studies.)

144 Carew Castle about 1800 (published 1834). Lancaster. (First

Sketches of England Series.)

145 Caernarvon Castle. Wells Cathedral.

146 Two Bridge subjects.

147 Cologne Cathedral—on the Rhine. (‘Magnificent and of his finest

time. ’

—

Ruskin.

)

148 Sketches at and near York. (Pencil—Middle time.)

149 Sequel to ditto.

150 On the Rhine. (Brown paper—Late.)

15 1 Bellinzona. (Very late.)

152 Fribourg. (Probably last Swiss journey, 1845.)

153 Fribourg, companion. (From a book with fourteen detailed sketches.)

MISCELLANEOUS COLLECTIONS.

(in their present state.)

Turner's Pictures and Drawings in the Gallery ofF H. Fawkes

,

Esq.) Farnley Hall
\
near Leeds.

Oil Paintings.

Lake of Geneva, from above Vevay,
and looking towards the Valley of

the Rhone.
Pilot with Red Cap hailing a Smack

in stormy weather.

The Victory returning from Trafal-

gar, beating up Channel, in three

positions ; fresh breeze.

Coast Scene— Sunset, with men-of-
war at anchor ; fine weather.

Landscape.
(The last five were painted from

1808 to 1816.)

Dort—Holland. 1818.

Rembrandt’s Daughter. 1827.

Water-colour Drawings.

English.

Scarborough, Yorkshire.

Flounder-fishing, Putney Bridge.

Cottage Scene.

Fountains Abbey, Yorkshire.

Bolton Abbey, Yorkshire.

The Strid, Bolton Abbey.
High Force—Tees River.

Wharfedale, from Chevin Park.

Lancaster Sands.

Coast Scene.

Windermere, Westmoreland.
Loch Fine, Argyleshire.

View of Coniston, Westmoreland.

,, ,, and Old Man.
First-rate, taking in stores.

Old House, Farnley.

Party on the Moors, 12th August.
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Swiss.

Valley of Chamouni, looting east-

ward.
Mont Blanc, from Val D’Aosta.

Lake of Lucerne, from Fluelen.

Teufels-Briick, St. Gothard.

Falls of the Reichenbach, Valley of

Grindelwald.

Source of the Avernon, Chamouni.
Valley of Chamouni.
Montanvert and Mer de Glace.

Lac de Brientz—Moonlight
Mont Cenis—Snow-storm.
Lausanne and Lake of Geneva.
Mont Blanc, from Chamouni.
Vevay and Lake of Geneva.
Sallenche.

Bonneville, Savoy.
Falls of Staubach, Lauterbrunnen.
Falls of Reichenbach.

Italian.

Venice, from Fusina.

The Rialto, Venice.

Rome, from Monte Mario.

,, ,, Pincio.

The Colosseum, Rome.

All these drawings were made

Interior of St. Peter’s, Rome.
Naples, and Bay.
Eruption of Mount Vesuvius.
Ships hailing a Pilot off the Tagus.

between the years 1803 and 1820.

Water-colour Drawings in Cases,

Illustrative ofPoems by Lord Byron and Sir JV. Scott and Moore.

Frontispiece.

*’Tis Greece, but living Greece no more.’—Byron’s Giaour.
* Day sat on Norham’s Castle steep.’—Scott’s Marmion.
* If you would view fair Melrose aright,

You must view it by the pale moonlight.’

Scott’s Lay of the Last Minstrel.
4 Lone Glenartney’s hazel shade.’— Scott’s Lady of the Lake.
4 Here, ’twixt rock and river, grew
A dismal grove of sable hue.’—Scott’s Rokeby.

4 Lalla Rookh.’

—

Moore.

Drawings of 1822.

Frontispieces to * Chronology,’ by Walter Fawkes, Esq.

Pyramids, for Ancient History.
|

Stonehenge, for Modern History.

Illustrative ofPeriods ofEnglish History.

The Reformation.

First Period of the Civil War.
Second do. do.

Third do. do.

Fourth do. do.

Swords of Oliver Cromwell, Sir

Thomas Fairfax, and Lambert, as

preserved at Farnley Hall.

Banners of the Royal side.

Banners of the Parliamentarians.

Revolution of 1688.

London, from windows of 45
Grosvenor Place, when in posses-

sion of Walter Fawkes, Esq.

Drawing-room of 45 Grosvenor
Place.

Water-colour Drawings.

Frontispiece to Catalogue of Water-
colour Drawings in 45 Grosvenor
Place.

Top of a Snuff-box—Grouse, Par-
tridge, and Gun.
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Water-colour Drawings of Birds.

Head of a Moor Buzzard.

Head of White Owl.

Jay, dead.

Head of Cuckoo.
Head of Green Woodpecker.
Goldfinch.

Robin Redbreast.

Ringdove, dead.

Head of Game-cock.
Head of Cock Pheasant.

From Nature.

Head of Hen Pheasant,

Head of Turkey-cock.
Head of Peacock.
Head of Grouse.
Grouse Hanging.

1

Head of Partridge.

Head of Woodcock.
Kingfisher, dead.

Head of Heron.
Head of Guinea-fowl.

Sketches on the

Mayence and Cassel.

Mayence. N.
Mayence. S.

Palace of Breberech.

Johannisberg.
Rudisheim, looking to Bingen

Klopp. N.
Bingen Ehrenfels, looking out of

Loch.
Abbey of Bingen, looking into

Loch.
Bingen Loch and Mansethurn. N.
Bautsburg. S.

Sonneck on left—on right, Bacha-
rach in the distance.

Fiirstenberg.

Bacharach and Stableck.

Pfalz Caub and Outenfels.

Oberwesel and Schonberg Castle.

Lurleyberg. N.
Goerhausen and Hatz Castle.

Lurleyberg. S.

Lurleyberg and Goerhausen. N.
Lurleyberg. S.

Lurleyberg.

1

Goerhausen. N.
Lurleyberg. S.

Ditto.

Hatz Castle, with Rheinfels. W.
From Rheinfels, looking over St.

Goar to Hatz.

Sketches (in cases) of

Ca,

Otley Lodges.

Approach to Famley Hall from the

West.
Dairy, Famley.

Rhine (in a Case).

Hirzenach. N.
Rheinfels, looking to Hatz and

Goerhausen.
Castles of the Two Brothers, with

Sternberg and Lieberstein.

Boppart.
Peterhoff.

Marksburg. S.

Oberlanstein. N. Chapel.

Entrance of the Lahn. S.

Abbey, near Coblentz. S.

Back of Ehrenbreitstein, from the

Pfaffen.

From Ehrenbreitstein.

Quay of Coblentz.

Bridge over the Moselle, Coblentz.

Neuwied and Weissenthurm. N.
Weissenthurm and Hoche, Monu-

ment.
Andernach. N.
Roman Tower, Andernach. N.
Hamerstein. S.

Remagen (S.) and Lintz.

Rolandsworth Nunnery (N.), with
Drachenfels.

Drachenfels and Nunnery.
Drachenfels.

Godesberg. S.

Rhein Gate, Cologne. S.

Cologne. N.

the Farnley Property.

i.

Old Porch—Flower Garden.
Old Part of House and ditto.

Old Fairfax Gateway, and Firs.

West Lodge, (designed by Turner).
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Wharfe and Chevin, from Park.

Glen to Loch Tiny.

Glen leading to Loch Tiny.

Loch Tiny and Summer-house.

,,
and Almsclifte.

,, and Boat-house.

Loch Tiny and Lindley Hall.

Banks of Washburne. S.

Lindley Mill. S.

Lindley Bridge, Wood, and HalL
Guy Bam, Bank, and Ford.

Case 2.

Caley Hall.

Rocks in Caley Park.

,, East.

West Entrance to ditto.

Newall Old Hall.

Lindley Old Hall.

Hawkworth Old Hall.

Fairfax Cabinet.

Oak Room at Farnley Hall.

Old Staircase.

Study.

Ditto.

Painted Window.
Modern Staircase.

Dining-room.
Drawing-room.

All these drawings made between 1806 and 1820.

Sketches Framed.
Washburne. N.
Junction of Wharfe and Washburne Rivers, with Farnley Hall in

the distance.

Turner's Drawings in the Collection of J. Eushin, Esq.

Paintings.

* Shylock.’ The Rialto at Venice. I Slaver Throwing Overboard the

|

Dead.

Drawings.

Richmond, Yorkshire—Town and
Castle, from the banks of the

River. E.
Richmond, Yorkshire, from the

Moors. E.
Richmond, Yorkshire—the Town
and Castle, from Footpath above
River. E.

Warwick. E.
Constance. S.

Salisbury. E.
Lucerne Town, from above. S.

,, ,, from Lake. S.

,, Lake, from Brunnen. S.

,, ,, from Fluelen. S.

,, ,, with Rigi. S.

Pass of St. Gothard, near Faido. S.

Lake of Zug, from Goldau.
Lake of Zug, near Aart. S.

Coblentz. S.

Winchelsea. E.
Gosport. E.
Richmond, Surrey. E.

Dudley. E.
Devonport. E.
Schaffhausen Town. S.

„ Falls. K.
Arona—Lago Maggiore. K.
Chateau de la Belle Gabrielle. K.
Llanthony Abbey. E.

Derwent Water. E.

Okehampton. E.

Rochester. E.

Buckfastleigh Abbey. E.
Bolton Abbey. E.

Nottingham. E.
Harlech. E.

Devonport. E.

Carisbrook Castle. E.
St. Catherine’s Hill. E.
Flint Castle. E.

Scarborough (once at Farnley).

Farnley Hall (once at Farnley).

Grandville. (Unpublished drawing
on coast of France.)

Iso’a Bella. (Hakewili’s ‘Italy.’)
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Turin from Superga. (Hakewell.)
Yarmouth. (Unpublished. A body-

colour drawing—Sailors illustrat-

ing Trafalgar by models of the

ships.

)

Lebanon. (For Finden’s Bible.)

-Pool of Solomon. Do.
Pool of Bethesda. Do.
Jericho. Do.
Corinth. Do.
Rhodes. Do.
Combe Martin. (Southern coast.)

Boscastle. Do.
Wolfs Hope. (Small.)

St. Cloud. Do.
Pisa. (Byron vignette.)

School of Homer. Do.

Gate of Theseus. (Byron vignette.

)

Ashestiel. (Vignette to Scott’s

Poems.)
Linlithgow. Do.
Margate. (Harbours of England.)
Malta. (Life of Byron.)
Rouen, from St. Catherine’s Hill.

(Rivers of France.)

Seventeen Drawings of the Loire
series. (Rivers of France.)

Namur, on the Meuse.
Dinant, on the Meuse.
On the Meuse.

Do.
Sketches of Venice.

Early Sketches (various).

The letter E in above list means England series
; S, Swiss series,

meaning a series executed for various private persons by Turner after the

year 1S4?, of which two only, belonging to Mr. Windus of Tottenham,
have been engraved. None of mine have. K means made for the

‘Keepsake.’—J. Ruskin.

Water-Colour Drawings by Tui'ner in possession ofH. A. Munro
,

Esq., ofHamilton Place
,
Piccadilly.

Florence, with Michael Angelo’s

Fortifications.

Marly.

Lucerne from Brunnen.

Lucerne (or Zurich)—Moonlight.

Knomadt (Lucerne).

Zurich.

St. Gothard.

Ditto, Airolo in the distance.

The Spliigen.

Criccieth Castle.

Dunstanboro’ Castle.

Pembroke Castle.

Ullswater.

Lichfield. (Not engraved.)

Knaresborough.
Coventry. (Rainy effect.)

Lowestoffe— Stormy.
Chain Bridge on the Tees.

Worcester.

Christ Church, Oxford.

Kenilworth—Moonlight.

Blenheim. (Bad colour.)

Lancaster Sands.

Chatham from Fort Pitt.

Bedford.

Q

Richmond Hill.

Val Crucis Abbey. (Girtin’s yellow
tone.

)

Leicester Abbey.
Kidwelly.

Malmesbury Abbey.
Ashby-de-la-Zouche. (Badly en-

graved.)

St. Germain. (Faded.)

Louth—Horse Fair.

Caernarvon Castle—Boys Bathing.

The Temple of ^Egina.

Northampton—Election-time.

Whitehaven.
Ludlow.
Venice. (Not engraved.) (?)

Bellinzona.

Sallenche. (Pencil sketch.)

Coloured sketches of same place.

Whalley Abbey.
Temple of Venus. (Early.)

Iffley Mill, near Oxford. (Early.)

Hindshead Hill, Surrey. (Early.)

Pencil Sketch of same.

An Abbey. (Heame’s manner.)

Dover. (Early.)

Q
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Cliffs, with Rainbow. (Early.)
|
Nantwieh &e.

Abbey Crypt. (Early.)
j

Waterfall. (Early.)

Ludlow Castle.
/

A List of the Turner Pictures in the Petworth Gallery.

In his early Manner.

The Thames at Eton.

The Thames at Windsor.

The Thames near Windsor.
The Thames at Weybridge.
Tabley House and Lake, Cheshire.

Sea Piece—Indiaman and Man-of«
War.

Evening— Landscape with Cattle

&c.
Echo and Narcissus.

In his Later Manner.

Jessica, ‘Merchant of Venice.

*

In the Carved Room.

Chichester Canal—Sunset. Petworth Park and Lake, with
The Chain Pier at Brighton. Cricketers &c.

The Lake in Petworth Park.

Turner Drawings in the Collection of Mr. Smith
, of

Southwick Street.

Harlech Castle. (Early blue draw-
ing.)

Two small Drawings of St. Albans
Abbey, circa 1790.

Ruins ofCorfe Castle in 1792.
Tintem Abbey (interior), in 1793.
Tivoli, circa 1795.

Waterfall — dated 1 795 * (From
Lord Essex’s Collection.)

Plymouth, from Mount Battery.

Engraved for W. S. Cooke for

the ‘ Southern Coast,’ published

1817.

Lord Yarborough's Collection

.

The Wreck of the Minotaur.
|
On the Haak Sands in 1810.

The Opening of the Vintage of Ma9on.

Collection ofMr. Henderson.

Early Drawing by Turner of Dover
Castle from the Harbour.

Three other Views in the Harbour
of Dover. (Later.)

Four Sketches after the late Mr.
Henderson, made probably be-

tween 1 790 and 1 793.

A View of Edinburgh Castle, after

Hearne. (The figure omitted.)

Hearne’s view was engraved 1 780.

Two Drawings on the Seine, Paris.

(I believe from Girtin’s work.)

A Drawing of the Ouse Bridge, York.

A Drawing of Cowes, (?) in the Isle

of Wight, after one by Hearne.
Magdalen Bridge and the Tower

of Magdalen College (probably in

1794 or 1795).
Three larger drawings, the result

of Turner’s first tour ; one dated

1793 -

The West Window of Shrewsbury
Cathedral.

Tintern Abbey.
Christchurch, Oxford.

(These were executed on commission for Mr. Henderson.)
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Collection of Charles Borreit

,

George the Fourth leaving Ireland

and embarking at Kingstown on
the 3rd of September 1821. (The
setting sun in this picture can
only be compared with the two
finest sun-pictures which he left

to the nation—I mean Colling-

wood’s vessel tugged to her last

berth, and the Ulysses and Poly-

phemus. The picture is full of

golden colour.)

The Arch of Ancona.
A View in Venice.

Wreck off Margate.
Queen Adelaide Landing at South-
ampton on her return from Malta.

Coast View, with Afternoon Sun.

Esq., in Queen Anne Street.

Battle Abbey.
Calais Pier—Boats going off to a

Shipwreck.
The Earthquake at Lisbon.
Falls of the River Dove.
Conway Castle.

Swiss Cottage.

The Castle of Dieppe, with Turner
among other figures in the fore-

ground.
The Interior of the Alhambra.
Highgate Church from Hampstead.
The Wreckers.
The Thames at Gravesend, and
many other pictures by Turner,
almost all of which are signed

with his name or initials.

Collection ofJ. E. Eordham
,
Esq., of Milbourn Bury, near

Royston.

View of a Gateway at Gloucester, with the Cathedral Tower. (Early.)

Fowey Harbour. (Engraved in the ‘Southern Coast.’)

Vale of Llanrwst, N.B.
Shakspeare’s Monument at Stratford-on-Avon.

Fort Augustus, N.B.
Loch Achray, N.B.
Meeting of the Greta and Tees at Rokeby.
Derwent Water and Skiddaw. (These five highly finished drawings are

engraved as illustrations to Scott.)

Whitby, Yorkshire.

Alnwick Castle by Moonlight. (Engraved in the ‘England and Wales.’

Lake of Nemi. (A small but very highly finished drawing, of which there

is a private plate.

)

Margate, with the Sun rising on the Sea. (Signed, and dated 1 822.

)

Nemi (Engraved.)

Oberwesel. (Engraved. Dated 1840.)

The last two drawings represent the afternoon of a cloudless day with heat.

Collection ofJohn Hugh
,
Esq., Manchester.

‘1st. “Outline drawings, in pen or pencil, thinly washed in Indian

ink or Prussian blue.” ’ The drawings in question have, some of them,

more colour than Mr. Taylor says, and do not seem to me of so very early

a date, judging both from the abounding effect of atmosphere in them
all, as w^ell as the masterly drawing and the subjects. For instance, one

is of the ‘ Bay of Naples.’ I suspect that he made these careful drawings at

many periods, for his own use, as notes to work from. Of this class I

have thirty drawings, chiefly made on the South Coast, in the neighbour-

hood of Dover and Folkestone.

Then came an early period certainly, but with more colour ;
not at all

outline drawings, but finished as much as he could at the time. I call

Q Q 2
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this period No. 2, and date it from 1790 to 1795 or ’96. Of this period I

have four drawings, and also three drawings— ‘Interior of New College

Chapel,’ ‘Malvern Abbey,’ and a ‘Gate at Durham Cathedral,’ of the

same period.

No. 3. period is that referred to by Mr. Taylor in speaking of

‘Falls of Clyde’ as ‘wrought out within the limits of a narrow scale of

colours, but masterly in the disposition of the masses,’ &c. Of this period

I have twelve drawings, some of them of importance for size and subject,

viz. :

—

Edinburgh, from Leith Water.
Falls of Clyde.

View in Yorkshire Highlands.

View in Yorkshire Highlands.

Inverary.

Plymouth Citadel.

Some of the smaller ones are not only carefully finished, but full of poetry.

These were all probably produced between 1S10 and 1814. The two
largest measure about 3 feet 6 inches by 2 feet 4 inches.

No. 4 period—or periods, I ought to say ;
for I believe the works I

have and range under No. 4 were made from about 1825 to 1833.

Many of them are well known, and are all, or almost all, engraved.

They are as follow :

—

‘England and Wales’ Series :

—

Malvern Abbey and Gate. Cowes.
Dartmouth Cove. Upnor Castle, on the Medway.
Land’sEnd & Longship’s Lighthouse.

For other works:

—

Hastings, from the Sea. Plymouth Sound, looking up into

Rivaulx Abbey and Valley. the Catwater.

Mount St. Michael.

Bible Series:

—

Dead Sea. I Moses showing the Tables of the

I

Law to the People.

Vignettes :

—

Frontispiece to ‘ Lay of Last Min- I Mayence.
strel.’

I

Bridge of Sighs, for Rogers’s Poems.

Twelve drawings in sepia for the published and the unpublished ‘Liber’

views. These are of the same size as the plates in the ‘ Liber,’ and
are all carefully finished.

Oil Paintings :

—

The Grand Canal at Venice. (The well-known picture engraved by
Miller.)

The Mouth of the Maas. (An earlier picture, painted about 1815 for

the Harcourt family.)

A small Sea-piece. (Which Mr. Griffiths had about same time.)

Liber’ Engravings:

—

A complete book in the state ofproofs,
all either initialed by Charles

Turner or J. Lupton, and also by Miss Mary Constance Clark or

J. H. Hawkins, from whom I had the whole.

A complete book of the etchings.

Above thirty early proofs before letters, nearly all touched on by
Turner, and sometimes with his written instructions for alterations;

some are touched all over by him with brush
,
in sepia.
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Unpublished Plates of the ‘Liber’:

—

Ten etchings, some touched and written upon.

Twelve proofs before letters, all touched by him more or less; and
some of these are unique.

Collection ofB. G. Windus
,
Esq., of Tottenham Green.

Drawing of Tynemouth (for the Series for ‘England and Wales’).

Paintings:

—

The Dawn of Christianity—Flight into Egypt. (Circular.)

Glaucus and Scylla.

Interior of Westminster Abbey.
Drawing for Hakewell’s ‘ Italy.’

Two of the Yorkshire Series.

Collection of J. Dillon
,
Esq.— Water-colour Drawings.

Vesuvius in Calm.
Vesuvius in Eruption.

The Eddystone Lighthouse—part of

a Wreck in the foreground.

Collection ofMr. Bale.

Bridge in the Tees Valley. (Match- Guildford.

less. )
Llanthony.

Ingleborough. (Unsurpassable.) Welsh View.
Lyme Regis.

In the same collection, Snowdon, and Sunrise from St. Peter’s, by
Girtin; and Glaciers, and Gondolfo, by Cozens. The glaciers radiant with
the most spiritual beauty.

Destroyed by fire, Drawing of Brignal Church, near Rokeby (engraved

for the Yorkshire Series).

Cicero’s Villa.

Ancient Italy.

The Green Buoy.
Rotterdam.

Oil Pictures at Mr. Munro’s.

The Forum.
The Avalanche.
Modern Italy.

Loch Katrine.

Venice— Moonlight
and illuminations.

Venus and Adonis.

Collection of Sir John T. Hifpisley.

Folkestone.
I

Byron Drawings:

—

Scene on the Borders of Wales. Marathon.

(
The Rhine.

Collection of John Naylor, Esq.

Cologne—the Arrival of a Packet- I Dieppe,

boat (Evening).

The above two were purchased at Mr. Wadmore’s sale for about 4,000/.

Pas de Calais—Now for the Painter

(rope). (Passengers going on

board.)

Dutch Fishing-boats. (Purchased

from Turner direct.)

Venice.

Moonlight Scene on the Tyne

—

Getting in Coals by Night.

Mercury and Argus. (The upright

engraved picture.)

Rockets and Blue Lights. (The
engraved picture.)
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Miscellaneous.

The Fifth Plague of Egypt. (Formerly Mr. Beclcford’s
;
is now Mr. Young’s.)

Fishermen endeavouring to put their Fish on board. (In the Bridgewater

Gallery.)

Fishermen upon a Lee-shore in Squally Weather. (In the collection of

Mr. White, of Brownlow Street.)

Van Tromp entering the Texel. (In the Soane Museum.)
Battle of Trafalgar. (Painted Hall, Greenwich.)

Mercury and Argus. (In the late Sir John Swinburne’s collection.)

Temple of Jupiter. (Mr. Wynne Ellis.)

Cologne; Dieppe; Guard-ship at the Nore. (Mr.Wadmore, ofStamford Hill.)

Venice. (Mr. Lewis Pocock.

)

Tivoli: Drawing. (Mr. Allnut.)

Dover: Drawing. (Mr. Dillon.)

Ivy Bridge: Oil-picture. (E. Bicknell, Esq., Heme Hill.)

Schaflfhausen : Water-colour. (P. Hardwicke, Esq.)

On the Lake of Brientz. ‘Bold, and very beautiful.’

—

Ruskin. Water-
colour. (Sir John Swinburne.)

Grenoble: Water-colour. (Mrs. Holford, Hampstead.)
Folkestone: Water-colour. (Sir John Hippisley, Bart.)

A large Picture in Oil—View of Raby Castle— is at Newton House, the

seat of Her Grace the Duchess Dowager of Cleveland. Thus de-

scribed : This view of Raby was painted for the late Duke when Earl

of Darlington. It was one of thefew things the Duchess took away,

though I believe she had the power by will of stripping Raby of every

article—furniture, plate, &c. ;
and this act was the means of reconciling

the present Duke to her.

At Streatham Castle (Mr. Bowes’) there are two beautiful water-colour

drawings of Gillside; one or two of Hilton Castle. It is probable the

above are all engraved in ‘ Surtees’ History of the County of Durham.’
Two views of Gillside, by J. M. W. Turner. No. i, on the right-hand side

of the chimney-piece, represents Gillside in the distance, thus forming
almost an accessory to, instead of the principal object in, the picture.

This arrangement gives greater space to the landscape, and thus admits
of the beautiful variety of tint so conspicuous in Nature and the works
of this greatest of modem painters. The sky of the picture is more
tranquil, or rather less striking, than is generally seen in Turner’s
paintings, and accords well with the air of perfect repose which
characterises the scene, giving it that pensive effect so often observed
ia an English landscape at noonday. The hazy grey of the distant

hills, the neutral tint of the middle distance, gradually ripening (if the

term may be used) into the rich yet subdued colouring of the fore-

ground, the winding of the river marking admirably the perspective,

and giving distance to the scene; the graceful form and exquisite tint

of the tree nearest the eye—all combine to form a composition at once
true to Nature and perfect in Art. No. 2, on the left-hand side, is, like

No. 1, remarkable for the admirable blending of colours of infinite

variety with Nature’s own richness of tint, but * softened all and tem-
pered into beauty.’ Chastened, mellowed, and subdued, the tone of
the sky, which is much wilder than in No. 1, is repeated in the fainter

colouring of the river; a gentle mist arises, like breath, from the bosom
of the water, mingling and contrasting with the warm tints of the
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foliage on its banks. The whole composition of this picture consists

in a series of half-tones admirably varied and repeated in the hills,

corn-fields, trees, and rivers, producing that effect, changeful yet

consistent, so visible in the harmonious versatility Nature displays in

all her works, and which it required the wonderful accuracy and
unrivalled observation of Turner to seize and delineate.

Collection ofE. Bicknell
\
Esq.

Oil-paintings.

Calder Bridge, Cumberland.
Campo Santo, Venice. Ex.R.A. 1842.
Venice-the Giudecca Canal &c. 1 84 1

.

Ehrenbreitstein. 1827.

Wreckers—Coast of Northumber-
land: Steamboat assisting ship off

shore. 1834.

Van Goen looking for a Subject.

Antwerp. 1 833.
Palestrina. 1830.

Port Ruysdael. 1827.

Ivy Bridge, Devon.
Brielle, on the Maas, Holland.

The Rigi.

Lake of Lucerne.

Scarborough.

Castle of Elz.

Rouen.
Chateau Gaillard.

Drawings.

Mowberry Lodge,
Ripon.

Woodcock Shooting.

Vignettes.

Havre.
Lake of Geneva, from

the Jura.

Grouse Shooting.

Two Views in the

Himalayas.

Lighthouse ol the

Heve.

PICTURES AND DRAWINGS BY J. M. W. TURNER,
R.A., SOLD BY MESSRS. CHRISTIE, MANSON, &
WOODS; WITH DATE OF SALE, DESCRIPTION
IN CATALOGUE, PRICES, AND NAMES OF
PURCHASERS.

Dr. Monro's Collection.

1833-

June 26 Views and ruins. (In colours, on cards.) 10 /. 10s. Moon,
Boydell, &Co. 10.

,, Do. 8/. i8j. 6d. Turner. 10.

„ Do. SI. i8j. 6d. Do. 10.

,, Do. 9/. 9s. Dixon. 10.

„ View of London from the Temple Gardens. (Blue and Indian

ink.) 4/. 4J. Wells. 4.

,, Porchester Castle ; Carisbrook ; and Wenlock, North Wales.

4/. 8s. Wells. 4.

,, Slate Quarries, North Wales. 2/. 2s. Moon, Boydell, & Co. 4.

,, Llanberis &c. 3/. 3^. Colnaghi. 5.

,, Llangollen, Lodore, Llanberis, &c. 3/. 13J. 6d. Wells. 6.

,, Colebrooke Dale, Windermere, and Keswick. 3/. 7s. Linden. 6.

„ Hadley Church, Wilsden, and Waltham. 5/. Wells. 4.

,, Kenilworth, Hadley, &c. In colours. 7/. 7s. Boys. 3.

,, Conway Castle. 3/. 5s. Molteno. 4.

,, Fetcham Park &c. 3/. 5-r. Wells. 6.
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June 26. Dover, Ashstead Park, Egham, &c. (Sketches, in blue and
Indian ink.) 3/. 3s- Colnaghi. 4.

View in Norbury Park. 5/. 15X. 6d. Colnaghi. 14.

Southwell Minster, Sandwich Church, &c. 4/. 6s. Turner. 6.

Dorking, Mickleham, and Upminster Churches. 4/.4J. Molteno. 5.

The Ruins of the Savoy Palace. 3/. 3s. Turner. 4.

Kenilworth and Warwick Castles. 9/. 9^. Woodburn. 4.

Boxhill, Hadley, and Mickleham Churches, &c. 2/. 5 -f*

Turner. 4.

Ragland and Tunbridge Castles &c. 4/. 4^. Wells. 5*

View near Dedham, Essex
;
Tunbridge, &c 5/. icxr. Wells. 6.

Windsor Castle, Blackheath, &c. 4/. 14^. 6d. Molteno. 6.

Views in Wales. (In Indian ink and pencil.) 3/. 155. Boys. 7.

Do. do. 4/. 1 2s. Turner. 6.

Sketches. 2/. 45•. Colnaghi. 3.

Views in Cumberland. (Colours.) 7/. 7x. Wells. 4.

Do. in Wales. (Blue and Indian ink. ) 4/. 6s. Boys. 4.

Do. in Cumberland. (Do.) 5/. ioj-. Hawley. 4.

Shipping in Dover Harbour. (In Indian ink.) 5/.5J. Turner. 9.

Llangollen, Glenton in Cumberland, &c. (Colours.) 12/. is. 6d.

Boys. 4.

Views on the Lakes &c. (Indian ink.) 7/. ys. Gordon. 12.

Do. Conway Castle &c. (Do.) 61. 6s. Wells. 9.

Kenilworth Castle &c. (Do.) 7/. 7j. Boys. 12.

Views on the Lakes in Cumberland. 5/. 15J. 6d. Stanley. 10.

A View at Brighton,and two ofcottages. (Colours.) 7/. Boys. 3.

Views at Dover &c. (Blue and grey.
) 41. 8s. Churchill. 9.

Chesterford Bridge, Marlow, &c. 5/. 5^ Boys. 4.

Views in Wales and on the Lakes. 61. Gordon. 10.

Otterspool, Staffordshire; Bromley, &c. 2/. 2s. Green. 5.

St. Anselm’s Chapel. (Upright, colours.) 12/. 12^. Turner.

Views in Norbury Park. (Colours.) ill. in. Tiffin. 2.

Great Bookham Church, Surrey. 41. 15*. Sargeant.

Farm Buildings, Studies from Nature (Colours.) 81. 8r.

Colnaghi. 2.

Views in North Wales. (Colours.) 10/. ior. Boys. 3.

Magdalen College, Oxford, and Dover Church. (Colours.)

1 7/. 6s. 6d. Boys. 2.

Chepstow Castle. 20/. 9s. 6d. Boys.

Views in Italy.

June 27. Astroni, Radicofani, and Gaeta. 81. Ss. Hixon. 3.

,, Isola Borromeo, near Ambrogiana, &c. 5/. ioj. Moon,
Boys, & Co. 3.

,, Santa Giustina at Padua, Inspruck, &c. 5/. lew. Linden. 4.

,, Chateau de Baise, Sestii di Levante, &c. 7/. Thane. 3.

„ Near Portici &c. 7/. Griffiths. 3.

„ Rocca del Papa, Chartreuse, &c. 61. 15J. Hixon. 3.

,, Isola Borromeo &c. 5/. ior. Hixon. 3.

,, Vemazza, San Michele, Piedmont, and one near Lerici.

61. 6s. Moon, Boydell, & Co. 3.
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81.

io.

1833.

June 27. Lago di Guarda &c. 5/. Hixon. 3.

,, Near Agnibella, Naples, &c. 7/. Hixon. 3.

,, Portici ;
near Florence, &c. 61. 15J. Griffiths. 3.

,, Chiaveri, and St. Pietro d’Arena. 61. ioj. Moon, Boydell,

& Co. 2.

„ Porto Venereo &c. 61. ioj. Moon, Boydell, & Co. 3.

,, Tivoli &c. 5/. Colnaghi. 3.

„ Monte Circio, Romiglione, and the Road to the Scuola di Virgilio,

61. 6s. Clay.

,, Views of Rome and Tivoli. (Sketches in blue and Indian ink.)

3/. ioj. Colnaghi.

„ The Corsiniand Albani Palaces, &c. (Do.) 12/. I2j. Molteno. 13.

,, The Coliseum, the gate, and amphitheatre at Capua, &c. (Do.)
61. ioj. Moon & Co. 12.

,, In the Neighbourhood of Naples &c. (Do.) 7/. ys. Turner.

,, The Villa Negroni, Castle of St. Elmo, Naples, &c. (Do.)
Moon, Boydell, & Co. 10.

,, The Lago Maggiore, Vatican, &c. (Do.) 61. 6s. Turner.

,, Views in Italy. (Do.) 7/. ioj. Turner. 8.

,, Do. 5/. 15J. Griffiths. 7.

,, Views in Switzerland. (Sketches in blue and Indian ink.
) 7/.

Turner.

, , The Castle of Chillon, Views in Savoy, &c. 5/. Moon, Boys,
& Co. 8.

,, Tivoli and Naples, moonlight. (Colours.) 12/. ij. 6d. Moon,
Boys, & Co. 2.

,, Gandolfo and Tivoli, a pair. (Colours.) 15/. 17J. Thane. 2.

,, The Cascade at Tivoli. (Indian ink and blue, &c.) 3 /. 3J.

Boys. 4.

,, The Portico before St. Peter’s &c. (Do.) 4/. 4J. Linden. 3.

„ The Sibyl’s Temple at Tivoli &c. (Do.) 5/. 15J. Monro. 4.

,, Views at Tivoli &c. 5/. ioj. Moon, Boys, & Co. 4.

,, View of Rome &c. 7/. Molteno. 4.

,, The Bridge at Civignon. (In colours.) And three in Indian ink

—Views in Rome. 8/. 8j. F. Moon. 4.

June 28. Views of Dover. (Indian ink and blue.) 3/. 3J. Moon. 6.

,, Architectural. (Do.) 5/. ioj. Rogers. 5.

,,
Britton Feny &c. (Do.) 5/. 15J. 6d. Boys. 7.

,, Views in Italy. (Do.) 5/. 5j. Molteno. 7.

,, Do. in Wales &c. (Do.) 4/. Boys. 7*

„ The Gateway at Exeter, Dover Priory, &c. (Do.) 3/. 15/.

Boys. 6.

,, Sketches from Nature—one in the manner of Loutherbourg.

(Colours.) 4/. 4J. Roberts. 3.

,, View of Malmesbury Abbey and a Water-mill. 81. 1 8s. 6d.

A. Monro. 2.

„ Sketches from Nature, Dover, &c. 5/. 5J. Colnaghi.

,, Langdale, Bedkellert, &c., Wales. (In Indian ink.)

Boys. 4.

,, Views in Cumberland &c. (Do.) 81. ys. 6d. Hixon.

,, Do. on the Thames. 41. 4J. Melville. 3.

„ Do of St. Albans Abbey. 2/. 15J. Boys. 2.

3 -

5/. i8j.

4-
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1833.

June 28 Richmond &c. (Indian ink.) 3/. 15.?. Boys. 8.

,, Views in North Wales. (Do.) 4/. 4s. Boys. 9.

,, Vale Crucis Abbey, Dover Priory, &c. (Do.) 41. iar
. Boys. 8.

,, Views of Dartmouth, Lancaster, &c. (Do.) 4/. 4s. Boys. 8.

,, Dover Harbour. (Do.) 4/. 14s-. 61. Boys. 9.

,, Views in Cumberland, &c. (Do.) 5/. ioj. Boys. 8.

July
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Views in Italy &c.

2 Views in Switzerland. 3/. Moon. 3.

The Convent at Camaldoli, Florence, Brescia, &c. g/.gs. Rogers. 6.

In Switzerland, &c. *jl. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 4.

The Lake of Bolsena, &c. 8/. 8s. Hixon. 3.

Rimoggio, and near Florence. 5 /. G. Morant. 3.

The Valley of Vaucleuse, Lago Maggiore, &c. 61. 6s. Moon,
Boys, & Graves. 3.

View near St. Michele, in Savoy, &c. 61. Moon, Boys, &
Graves. 4.

Blackfriars Bridge, and one other. 2/. 1 8y. Moon, Boys, & Graves.

Ruined Monument on the Via Appia, Castle at the Granatello,

Portici, &c. 5/. 7s. 6d. Shirley. 4.

The Sibyl’s Temple at Tivoli &c. 61. Hixon. 3.

Entrance of the Alps between Turin and Novalese, and a View
near Salerno. 3/. 6s. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 2.

The Entrance to the Tyrol &c. 61. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 3.

Portici, &c. 5/. Hixon. 3.

Naples, Lake on Mount Cenis, Lake of Como. *]l. ior. Moon,
Boys, & Graves. 3.

Florence, The Campagna of Rome, &c. *]l. 7s. Moon, Boys, &
Graves. 3.

The Castle of St. Elmo, Casino Samazzaro, and a View near
Vietri. 4/. 4?. Hixon. 3.

View near Valombrossa, and one near Bolsena. 2/. i8x. Hixon. 2.

The Bridge of Augustus, Leghorn, &c. 7/. 10s. Shirley. 3.

Isola Borromeo, and Prince Doria’s Palace. 3/. 3s. Shirley. 2.

Castle at Ferrara, Portici, and Titus’s Baths. 5/. 15 s. Hixon. 3.

In the Apennines. 31. 10s. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 2.

Isola Bella, Isola Borromeo, &c. 3/. icxr. Hixon. 3.

The Temple of Venus at Baiae, and one at Grisone. 4/. 8^.

Shirley. 2.

The Walls of Naples. 3/. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 2.

The Temple ofMinerva Medica. 2/. 6s. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 2.

The Villa Belvidere, Padua, &c. 4/. 4r. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 3.

View at Terracina &c. 4/. 8x. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 3.

The Lake of Bolsena, Vietri, &c. 5/. 5^. Money. 3.

Salerno, one near Padua, &c. 4/. I2j. White. 3.

Bergamo, Salerno, &c. 5/. 5-r. Moon, Boys, & Graves. 3.

The Porta Pinciana, and Aqueduct near Portra Maggiore. 5/. 5x.

Moon, Boys, & Graves. 3.

The Minister’s Villa at Portici, Cardinal Spinelli’s Palace, &c.

4/. 8s. Hixon. 3.

The Villa Salviati &c. 4/. 8j. Rogers. 2.
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July 2 Near Amalfi, Capo Miseno, &c. 4/. 12s. Rice. 3.

,, Florence, Manasola, &c. 5/. 5-r. Moon, Boys, & Graces. 3.

,, The Lake of Albano, Narni, and Terni. 14/. 14^. Shirley. 3.

,, Do. Bolsena, Vicho, &c. 7/. 15^. Moon, Boys, &
Graves. 3.

1S51.

May 24 Summer Hill, Kent, with Cattle in Shallow Water. (Painted

for Mr. Alexander.) 315/. Mr. Fletcher.

,, The Sheer Hulk. Bought in at 185/.

June 13 The Whaler—‘Hurrah for the whaler Erebus and the fish I’

—

Beale’s Voyage. 299/. Gambart.

,, Saltash Harbour. 330 guineas. Mr. Bicknell.

,, The Lock. (Engraved in the ‘Liber Studiorum.’) Bought in

at 360 guineas.

Mr. Granville Penn's Collection.

July 10 View of Corfe Castle, taken from the Sea. 483/. Mr. Gambart.

1852. Sigismund Rucker's Collection.

March 26 Flint Castle. (In water-colours.) 152/. Mr. Agnew.
April 1 Dummil Bridge, Fifeshire. (Painted in 1812.) 105/. Mr. Gambart.

Collection of William Wells, ofRedleaf.

May 20 A Harbour Scene—Sunset, Ships of War at Anchor : numerous
Figures on the Sands near a Jetty. 6721. Mr. Graves of

Pall Mall.

Mr. Ellis's Collection.

May 22 A View on the Teign. Bought in at 225/.

,, A View on the Wye—Evening. Bought in at 315/.

Four Water-colour Drawings, sold by Order of the Court of Chancery.
(Evans v. Heath.)

May 22 Graville on the Seine. (Engraved in the ‘ Southern Tour.*) 33/. 1 2s.

„ The Confluence of the Seine and Marne. 42/.

„ The Chateau de Maillerie. 46/. 4s.

„ The Boulevard des Italiens at Paris, with numerous Figures.

47/. $s. (These four bought by Mr. Lambe, of Gracechurch
Street.)

,, A View of Edinburgh, from the Water of Leith. (A large

drawing.) Bought in at 210/.

„ The Brunnig Passage from Marengen to Grundewald. (Painted

in the master’s finest time.) Bought in at 120/.

1853. Collection ofE. S. Ellis, Esq.

April 6 A Seashore, with a Fishing-boat pushing oft, a Lugger making
for the mouth of a Harbour, a fine gleam of Sunshine breaking
through the Clouds above. (Another example of the powers
of the great master. Oils.) 1,312/. ioj. Mr. Gambart.

April 12 View of Edinburgh from the Calton Hill. (Small.) 31/. ior.

Mr. Cubitt.
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1853.
April 12 Smugglers. (Said to have been painted for Mr. Smith, at the

Sussex Hotel, in 1818.) Bought in at 210/.

„ Limekilns—a Night Scene. Bought in at 65 guineas.

Collection of W. J. Broderipy Esq.

June 18 The Dogana and Church of San Giorgio at Venice, (Painted for

Sir Francis Chantrey, at whose decease this picture passed
direct into Mr. Broderip’s possession. Exhibited at the Royal
Academy in 1841 ; a pendant to the picture now in the Vernon
Gallery. A work of the rarest beauty and excellence.) 1, 155/.

Mr. Egg.

Collection ofB. G. Windus
,
Esq.

June 20 Venice—Going to the Ball. ‘Fallacies of Hope’ MS. (Ex-

hibited in the R. A. 1846. No. 1 17.) 546/. Mr. Gambart.
Morning—Returning from the Ball, St. Martino. (Exhibited in

the R. A. 1846. No. 162.) 640/. Wallis.

Dawn of Christianity—Flight into Egypt. ‘ That star has risen.*

(Exhibited in the R. A. 1841. No. 532.) Bought in at 730/.

Glaucus and Scylla. (Painted on panel. Exhibited in the R. A.
1841. No. 542.) Bought in at 735/.

The Approach to Venice. * The path lies o’er the sea.’ (De-

scribed by Mr. Ruskin in ‘Modem Painters’ as ‘one of the

most beautiful bits of colour ever done by any man, by any
means, at any time.’) 850/. Mr. Gambart.

Collection ofJames Wadmore
,
Esq.

Cologne, with boats full of figures on the Rhine, the tower of

St. Martin’s Church seen above the city walls
;
a glowing sun-

set diffusing a magical light over the whole composition. 2, 100/.

Mr. Grundy, for Mr. Naylor of Liverpool.

The Harbour of Dieppe. (An elaborate composition of nume-
rous vessels, buildings, and figures, seen under the full glare of

an afternoon’s sun.) 1,942/. ioj. The same purchaser.

The Guardship at the Nore. 1,606/. Mr. Rought.

Collection of William Cave
,
Esq.

June 29 Kilganan Castle. (This important and scientific work was ex-

hibited in 1799, and was in Lord De Tabley’s collection.)

525/. Mr. Wallis.

1855. Collection of Dr. Rotipell.

Feb. 24 A Lake Scene, with buildings, fire, and moonlight. 47/.

Mr. Wallis.

Collection ofthe Duke ofArgyll.

March 17 A View of Inverary from the Sea, with boats in a breeze. (A
drawing in water colours.) 88/. Mr. White.

Mr. Cracker?s Collection
,
from Belfast.

March 31 St. Mawes. (The drawing engraved in the ‘ Southern Coast.’)

Bought in at 47/.

1854.

May 5

»t
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21 A Coast Scene—View of the Old Pier at Great Yarmouth at

low water, with shipping and numerous figures. (Signed, and
dated 1813.) 199/. Mr. George.

8 Prudhoe Castle. (Water colours.) 31/. ior. Mr. Wallis.

Dilston Castle, Northumberland. (Watercolours.) 22/. Mr.
Wallis.

Bow-and-Arrow Castle, Isle of Portland. (Engraved in the

‘Southern Coast.’ Watercolours.) 51/. Mr. Agnew.
Combe Martin. (Engraved in the ‘ Southern Coast.’ Water

colours.) 52/. lew. Mr. Wallis.

Larne Castle, Caermarthenshire. (Engraved in the ‘ England
and Wales.’ Water colours.) 129/. Mr. Rought.

Conway Castle. (Water colours.) 1 10/. Mr. Bale.

Rivaulx Abbey. (Water colours.) 461. Mr. Gambart.

,, The Tomb of Cecilia Metella. (Watercolours.) Bought in at 25/.

Collection of C. Macdonald
,
Esq.

May 29 Newark Castle. (From Lord De Tabley’s collection.) Bought
in at 470/.

1856. Collection ofSamuel Rogers
,
Esq.

May 8 Stonehenge. (Drawing in water colours, engraved in ‘ England
and Wales.’) 304/. Mr. Wallis.

The Property ofLordDclaviere.

May 24 Carrying out an Anchor—a grand sea-piece, with a fleet of

Dutch men-of-war lying-to in a strong breeze ; fishermen in a
boat carrying out an anchor.

A Dutch Coast Scene, with fishermen hauling up a boat in shal-

low water near the shore ; vessels under sail
;

grand effect of

approaching storm. [The two above-named pictures were
sold by private contract for 3,000/. to Mr. White, of Brownlow
Street.]

1857. Leopold Redpath's Sale.

May 23 The Lock. (Engraved in the ‘Liber Studiorum,’ and in the

Royal Gallery of British Art.
) 525/. Mr. Gambart.

Collection op W. Prior
,
Esq.

,, A View in the Alps, 1814. (In Indian ink.) 5/. 15^. Mr.
Wallis.

,, St. Agatha’s Abbey. (Water colours.) 12 7/. Mr. Rought.

,, Conway Castle, 1829. (Watercolours.) 117/. Mr. Wallis.

1858. Collection ofDrawings of the Earl oj Harewood.

May 1 Interior of Westminster Abbey—a Chapel north of the Choir.

(Water colours.) 109/. Col. Pennant.

,,
Kirkstall Abbey, with a waterfall. (Water colours.) 65/.

Mr. Townend.

„ Norham Castle, with cows watering—Evening. (Watercolours.)

109/. Colnaghi.

„ Pembroke Castle, with grand stormy sky. (Water colours.)

210/. Mr. Miller, of Preston.
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1858
May 1 A Lake Scene in the North of Italy, with cattle and figures

—

Warm afternoon’s sun. 2 78/. Mr. White, of Brownlow Street,

u Harewood Castle. (Water colours.) 52/. I or. Mr. Beaumont.

Collection ofJohn Miller
,
Ary., of Liverpool.
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June

20 Hythe Church. (A slight study. Water colours.) 5/. 5r. Mr.
Gambart.

An Old Watermill. (Water colours.) 24/. Mr. Gambart.
Hatfield Castle. (Watercolours.) 18/. i8r. Do.
Hampton Court, Hereford—the Seat of Mr. Arkwright. (Water

colours.) 61. 16s. 6d.

The Bass Rock. (Water colours. Exhibited at Manchester.)

125^ Mr. Farrer.

Rokeby. (Water colours. Exhibited at Manchester.
) 38/. 1 Js.

Mr. Gambart.
Hougoumont. (Water colours. Exhibited at Manchester.)

33/. 12s. Mr. Gambart.
Kelso. (Water colours. Exhibited at Manchester.) 42/.

Mr. Gambart.
Edinburgh. (Watercolours.) 53/. nx. Mr. Rought.
The Cathedral of Milan. (Exhibited at Manchester. Water

colours.) 47/. 5r. Mr. Gambart.
The Amphitheatre at Verona. (Watercolours.) 46/. 4J. Mr.

Gambart.
Bemerside Tower. (Water colours. The frontispiece vignette

to * Sir Tristram,’ vol. i. Exhibited at Manchester.) 29/.

Mr. Gambart.
Quai de Carte at Paris. (Water colours.) 361. 15^. Mr.

Addington.
Rye. (Water colours.) 731- I0J* Mr. Farrer.

St. Mawes. (Watercolours.) 75/. 12s. Mr. Gambart.
Plymouth. (Engraved in the ‘ Southern Coast.’ Watercolours.
Exhibited at Manchester. ) 1

1
5/. iar. Mr. Gambart.

Windsor Castle. (A very small work in water colours.) 7l.*js.

View of Henley House, on the Thames. (This picture was
painted for Mr. Wright, of Upton.) 131/. Mr. Robertson.

View of the Pummell Bridge. (Exhibited at Manchester.)
126/. Mr. Gambart.

The Whale-ship. 367/. iox. Mr. Gambart.
Van Tromp. 567/. 5x. Do.
Saltash, Devon. 430/. Do.

Collection ofMr. Pilkington.

22 Bridport. (Watercolours.) 73/. Mr. Gambart.

1859. Collection ofMr. Green.

Feb. 12 A View of Blackheath. (A small early sketch, made for Mr,
Green, of Blackheath. ) 15/. 15X. Mr. Waters.

Collection ofB. G. Windus
,
Esq.

March 26 The Bridge of Sighs, Venice. (The vignette drawing engraved
in Byron’s works.) 72/. Mr. Gambart.
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1859.
March 26 The Lake of Zug. (A fine drawing in water colours, not

engraved.) 210/. Mr. Gambart.

,, Bellinzona. (A beautiful drawing, not engraved.) 189/.

Pritchard.

Collection of R. Chambers.

March 29 Pont Aberglaslynn. (A sketch.) 41. iox. Mr. White.

Mr.

» Westminster Bridge. (A slight drawing.) 5/.

Gambart.
5X* Mr.

n Flint, North Wales. (A slight drawing.) 61.

Gambart.
I OX. Mr.

»> View of Northampton. (Sketch.) 3/. 13X. 6d.

wick.
Mr. Chad-

ft Chepstow Castle and Bridge. (Slight sketch.)

Gambart.
15/. Mr.

Llanthony Abbey. (In water colours.) 14/. 14X. Mr. Gregory.
Abergavenny Bridge—Clearing-up after a Shower. (This draw-

ing was exhibited at Somerset House in 1 799. ) 25/. Mr.
Gambart.

The Porch of Great Malvern Church. (In water colours.) 21/.

Mr. Gambart.
Ely Cathedral. (An early drawing. ) ill. us. Mr. Warbury.
Chelsea Hospital. (An early drawing.) 4/. 5x. Mr. Chad-

wick.

Matlock Bridge. (An early drawing.) 9/. 19X. 6d. Mr.
Warbury.

Collection of E. Rodgctt
,
Esq., ofPreston.

May 14 Warwick Castle. (In water colours; an early work.) Bought
in at 49/.

Cashiobury Castle. (An early drawing.) Bought in a; 25/.

,, Portsmouth. (The engraved drawing.) 107/. Mr. D. White.

,, Hampton Court. (The engraved drawing.) 168/. Mr.
Dixon.

tt Dartmouth. (The drawing engraved in the ‘ Southern Coast.’)

162/. Mr. Agnew.
July 9 Kidwelly Castle, the seat of the Bishop of St. David’s. (An

early drawing. ) 9/. 19X. 6d. Mr. White.

i860. Collection ofthe Rev. H. S. Trimmer.

March 17 A small Landscape. (In pencil. A present from the artist.)

1 /. lx. Mr. Locke.

t> A Landscape. (In the manner of Gainsborough.) il. Mr.

Waters.

A Sea-piece, with fishing-boats. (A small picture.) 46/.

Mr. Hooper.

n A View of a Town on a River. 7/. Mr. Delaine.

Collection of G. R. Burnett, Esq.

March 24 An Italian Scene, with an archway. (An early drawing.)

15/. 15X. Mr. Wallis.

„ Kilchern Castle, with a rainbow. (A grand (rawing in water

colours.) 367/. Mr. Flatow.
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i860.

March 24 Autumnal Sunset at Sea. (Painted for Sir John Mildmay.)

590/. Mr. Shepherd.

,, The Grand Canal at Venice. (The celebrated work engraved
by Miller

;
painted in 1834.) 2,520/. Mr. Gambart.

„ Ostend—a stormy effect at Sea. 1,732/.

,,
Neapolitan Bathers Surprised. 225/. Mr. Flatow.

,, London, from Battersea Fields. (A drawing made in 1812.)
Bought in at 300 guineas.

,, Bemerside Tower. (Vignette frontispiece to * Sir Tristram.*

In water colours.
) 37/. 1 6s. Mr. Wallis.

Collection of J. Heugh
,
Esq., of Manchester.

April 28 Bamborough Castle. (Drawing in water colours.) 525/. Mr.
Pennett.

,, Lyme Regis. (The drawing engraved in the ‘England and
Wales.’) 190/. Mr. Gambart.

Collection of George Hibbert
,
Esq.

May 2 Plymouth Citadel. (The drawing engraved by Cooke
;
pur-

chased by Mr. Hibbert from Turner.) 126/. Mr. Rought.

,, The Plains of Italy. (An early drawing.
) 17/. Mr. Wallis.

,, The Custom House, London. (The engraved drawing.) 49/.

Mr. Wallis.

,, Corinth. (The drawing engraved in the Bible Series.) 106/.

Mr. Gambart.

,, The Children of Israel in the Valley of Horeb. (The en-

graved drawing.
) 107/. Mr. Agnew.

Collection of W. Hernng, Esq.

May 14 Rochester Castle. (An early drawing made for the Rev. P.

Douglas, an early patron of Turner.) Bought in at 39/.

Collection off. M. Thetford, Esq., ofSingleton House.

May 28 The Desert of Sinai. (The drawing engraved in the Bible Series.)

85/. Mr. Gambart.

,, St. Ive’s, Cornwall. (The engraved drawing.) 73/. 10s. Mr.
Vokins.

Collection of H. Bradley
,
Esq.

May 28 An English Lake Scene, with a church, and cattle in a pool of

water. (In water colours.) 80/. Mr. Rought.

,, A Scotch Lake Scene, with peasants. (The companion draw-
ing.) 79/. Mr. Agnew.

,, Dover, from the Sea. (The celebrated engraved drawing.) 317/.

Mr. White.

Collection of Jolm Mitchell
,
Esq., of Bradford.

May 28 Milan Cathedral. (The engraved drawing.) 45/, Mr. Gambart.

,, The Colosseum. (The engraved drawing.
) 46/. Mr. Agnew.

,, Cumberland Fells. (A drawing.) 12/. Do.

,, View of a Mansion in Essex. (A drawing.) 14/. Mr. Pocock.

,, Bow-and-Arrow Castle. (The engraved drawing in the ‘ Southern
Coast.’) 584 Mr. Gambart.
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i860. Collection ofMr. Wallis.

March 16 The Burning of the Houses of Parliament. (Exhibited at the
British Institution in 1835.) 708/. Mr. White.

1861.

March

99

99

99

April

June

99

1862.

March

9)

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

99

May

July

yj

1863.

February

By Messrs. Sotheby & Wilkinson.

Collection of Prints of Mr. George Smith .

A Choice Proof Set of ‘ England and Wales.’ 115/.

Turner’s * Southern Coast.’ (Proofs and etchings.) 90/.

By Messrs. Christie & Manson.

Collection ofMr. Fairre
, ofRosemount, Liverpool.

View of Stamford. (Made for ‘ England and Wales ’ Series.

)

198/. Jones.

Lucerne. (One of the last drawings made by Turner. En-
graved.

) 210/. Jones.

Collection ofMr. Uzielli.

The Bass Rock. (Painted at Abbotsford for Sir W. Scott.)

158/. nr. Vokins.

What You Will—a landscape, with many figures. 245 guineas.

Agnew.
Loch Katrine. 750 guineas. D. J. White.

Collection ofMr. Plint.

Pegwell Bay. (Middle style. ) 83 guineas.

Milan Cathedral. (Wonderfully airy and fine. Engraved.)

60 guineas. Croft.

Carlisle. (Engraved. The famous drawing.) 96 guineas. Agnew.
Hythe. (Engraved in ‘The Southern Coast.’) 96/. 12s. White.
The Wreck. (A vignette ; a perfect work of its kind. Engraved
in ‘ The Keepsake.’) 84 guineas. Smith.

Smalliholme Tower. (Engraved.) 65 guineas. Smith.

An Illustration to ‘The Black Dwarf.’ (Engraved.) 48 guineas.

Smith.

An Illustration to ‘ Guy Mannering.’ (Engraved.) 58 guineas*

Vokins.

Sidmouth. (Engraved.) 63 guineas. Vokins.

Cologne. (Engraved.) 76 guineas. Agnew.
Venice. (Engraved.) 73 guineas. Smith.

A Coast Scene, with boats and figures. 361. 15 s.

Collection ofMr. Langton, of Liverpool.

Lancaster. (‘England and Wales’ Series.) 305 guineas. Follet,

Collection ofMr. B. G. Windus.

Dawn of Christianity— ‘Flight into Egypt.’ (R.A. 1841.) 335gs.

Glaucus and Scylla. (R.A. 1841.) 28ogs,

By Messrs. Foster & Co.

Lochmaben Castle. (Vignette.) 50 guineas. Greatorex.

R R
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Collection ofMr. Bicknell.

Antwerp—Van Goyen looking for a Subject. 2,510 guineas.

Helvoetsluys—The ‘City of Utrecht,’ 64-gun ship, going to

Sea. 1,600 guineas.

Ivy Bridge, Devon. 880 guineas. Martineau.

Wreckers, Coast of Northumberland. 1,890 guineas.

Calder Bridge, Cumberland. 500 guineas. H. Bicknell.

Venice—The Campo Santo. (A most glorious picture. ) 2,000 gs.

Do. The Giudecca &c. (Equally good, but hardly so

lovely.) 1,650 guineas.

Ehrenbreitstein. 1,800 guineas.

Port Ruysdael. (Probably the culmination of the painter’s

natural style.) 1,900 guineas.

Palestrina. 1,900 guineas. H. Bicknell.*

Bv Messrs. Christie & Manson.

Four early works.— 1. Winchester Cross. 2. Ruins in Italy.

3. Bay of Naples. 4. Lake of Nemi. 95 guineas. Various.

Count D’Orsay’s Portrait of Turner. (Sketched at an evening

party. Pen and ink. One of the most fortunate likenesses,

though caricatured.
) 50 guineas. Agnew.

Himalaya Mountains, and the companion drawing. (Both
engraved.) 330 guineas. Vokins.

The Lighthouse at Havre—moonlight. 105 guineas. Moore.
The Lake of Geneva, from the Jura; Mont Blanc in the

distance. 141 guineas. Grindlay.

Lighthouse of the Heve, mouth of the Seine. 103 guineas.

Colnaghi.

The Righi. 296 guineas. Agnew.
Copley Fielding, TraethMawr, North Wales. 420guineas Wells.
Castle of Elsy on the Moselle, Rouen, and Chateau Gaillard.

160, 200, and 170 guineas. Agnew.
Lake of Lucerne. 180 guineas. Colnaghi.
Plymouth Sound. (Engraved.) 122 guineas. Vokins.
The Pilkington Collection of drawings by Turner was sold to

Mr. Wells at the following prices :—

t

Scarborough Castle, Boys Crab-fishing. 250 guineas.

Mowbray Lodge, Ripon, Yorkshire, Earl Ripon’s Seat. 5 10 gs.

Grouse Shooting—The Moor, with portrait of the Artist
; the

dogs painted by Stubbs. 430 guineas.

* These pictures which brought such magnificent prices were got from the artist direct,
at prices varying from 250 to 350 guineas each.

1 Prices of Turner's original Bicknell's Sale.

Antwerp—Van Goyen looking for a Subject, 1833 (£315), .£2,635. IOS-

Helvoetsluys, * The City of Utrecht ’ going to sea, 1832 {£283. 10s.), £1,680.
Ivy Bridge, Devon (£283. 10s.), £924.
Wreckers, Coast of Northumberland, 1834 (£288. 15*.), £1,984. ior.
Calder Bridge, Cumberland (£288. 15?.), £525.
Venice—The Campo Santo, 1842 (£262. 10s.), £2,000.
Venice—The Giudecca, Sta. Maria della Salute, &c., 1841 (£262), £1,732. xof.
Ehrenbreitstein (£401), £1,890.
Port Ruysdael, 1827 (£315), £1,995.
Palestrina, 1830 (£1,050), £1,995.
Himalaya Mountains, two (£36), £346. zos.
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1863.
May Woodcock Shooting, Scene on the Chiver. 510 guineas.

Collection ofMr. Allnutt.

June A River, crossed by a bridge, hills on either side, cows in shallow
water—evening. {Stated to be the painter’s work on admis-
sion as A.R.A., 1799, which can only mean that it was ex-

hibited in that year
;
and is probably that given in Rodd’s

List as ‘ Abergavenny Bridge, Monmouthshire—clearing up
after a showery day,’ No. 326 in Royal Academy Catalogue.)

385 guineas. Lord Ashburton.
This work was also at the Art Treasures Exhibition under

the title of ‘Bridge at Abergavenny.’

„ Leeds. (Engraved in ‘ England and Wales.’) 320gs. Vokins.

,, Distant View of Fonthill Abbey, the lake below, wooded fore-

ground—morning. 260 guineas. Webb.

„ The companion, the same, sheep feeding, stream in front—even-

ing. 100 guineas. Cox.

,, Tivoli. 1,800 guineas. Lord Ashburton.

,, The engraving from the same, by Goodall, copper-plate, and 465
impressions, many of them proofs before letters, executed lor

Mr. Allnutt. 420/. Agnew.
The Drawing was No. 1033 at the International Exhibition.

It appears to have been exhibited at the Royal Academy in

1818, No. 474 ;
and was at the Art Treasures Exhibition, No.

309, then the property of W. Wilson, Esq.

,, The Pass of the Simplon. 103/. Webb.
July Sidon. 197/. 8r.

,, Suez. 200/. ns.
December Hythe. (Painted 1824 ‘ Southern Coast ’ Series. Engraved.)

126/. Graves.

,, Mount Lebanon. 157/. 10s. Graves.

1864. Collection ofMr. T. II. MEonnel.

June 25 Lowestoft. 134/. ior. Agnew.

From Various Private Collections.

July A Sea View. 656/. Webster.

,,
Barnes Terrace, on the Thames, 1827. 1,102/. 10s. Webster,

„ Fourteen Numbers ‘ Liber Studiorum,’ chiefly with Turner’s

initials in the Corners. 63/. Graves.

1865. Collection ofJohn Davis and others.

April Exeter, from the River. (From the ‘England and Wales.’)

514/. Cox.

Lighthouse at Havre, moonlight ; The Lake of Geneva from the Jura : and Lighthouse of

the Heve, mouth of the Seine (131. 5si), brought respectively £160. 5^., £148. ts.,

and £108. 3*
The Righi (£84); £310. i6j.

The Castle of Elsy, Rouen, and Chateau Gaillard (cost £131. 5s.), brought respectively

£168, £210, and £178. 10s.

The Lake of Lucerne (£84), £714.
The Pilkington Drawings, by Turner, of Yorkshire Scenes Scarborough Castle,

Mowbray Lodge, Grouse Shooting, and Woodcock Shooting (cost £600)
brought

respectively £54$, £535 . ion, and £535 - 10s.
; total, ,£2,068. ior.

R R 2
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Drawings by Turner'.

A Town in the Tyrol. 483/. Agnew.
River Scene in the Tyrol. 420/. Vokins.

Lake Scene, with mountains on either side. 157/. Vokins.
View in the Tyrol— ‘ Going to Market.’ 158/. Agnew.
Pass of St. Bernard. 84/. Vokins.

Town on a River in Savoy. 2861. Agnew.
Do. with Figures in a Boat. 304/. Agnew.

Sunrise. 49/. Vokins.

Sunset. 50/. Vokins.

Pictures by Turner.

An Italian Landscape. 472/. Agnew.
Landscape— ‘ Woman with a Tambourine,’ like the last.

(Engraved in the ‘ Liber Studiorum.’) 494/. Agnew.
The Beacon on the Rock. 316/. Agnew.
Off Margate Pier. 210/. Agnew.
Morning after the Wreck. 157/. Sharpe.

Kingsgate Bay, Margate—Emigrants Landing. 168/. E. F. White,
Squally Weather. 69/. Bicknell.

Wreckers—Early Morning. 52/. Vokins.

Sunset. 132/. Agnew.
Off Margate—A Hazy Morning. 136/. Bicknell.

View off Margate—Evening. 162/. Agnew.
Palestrina, from the Bicknell collection. 2,205/. Miller.

Collection ofMr. John Knowles
, ofthe Theatre

,
Manchester.

Set of the ‘ England and Wales’ Series. (Engraver’s proofs on
India paper.) 105/. Jones.

The Amphitheatre at Verona. (Engraved, 3| in. by 5^ in.) 74/.

Agnew.
Valetta Harbour. (6£ in. by io£ in., engraved.) 241/. C. White.
Saltash. (11 in. by 16 in., ‘ England and Wales ’ Series. En-
graved.) 220/. Vokins.

Collection ofMr. David Cox.

‘Tintagel Castle.’ 155 guineas. Agnew.

Collectioji ofMr. Dyce.

Portrait of Turner, on canvas. 21/. Agnew.

Collection ofMr. T. Greenwood
, of Sandfield Lodge.

‘ Durham.’ 35/. Colnaghi.

‘Malvern Church and Abbey.’ 42/. Chester.
‘ Sistron.’ 63/. Greenwood.
View near Geneva. 39/. Greenwood.
‘ Ramsgate from the Sea.’ 120/. Cox.
‘ Plymouth Sound.’ (Engraved.) 120/. Lloyd.
‘ Mountain Fort, near Geneva.’ 25/. Greenwood.
* Sidmouth.’ 74/. Lloyd.

By Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Hodge,
‘ Liber Studiorum.’ 450/.
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1865. By Messrs. Christie & Maksox.

Collection ofSir W. CaL
,
Bart.

June 8 The Mouth of the Thames. (Early.) 307/. Colnaghi.

Collection ofthe Rev. C. H. Hartshome and others.

Lake Albano. 351/. Grundy.

Collection of J. R. Williams
,
Esq.

Wolfs Hope, ( Vide ‘ Guy Mannering.
’) 158/. Gibbs.

Lochmaben Castle. 68/. Agnew.

A Welsh Bridge. (1795.) 2 7^- Colnaghi.
Conway Castle. (Early.) 39/. Bourne.
St. Michael’s Mount. (‘ England and Wales.’ One of the best

as well as most famous works of the painter.) 299/. Tooth.
Melrose Abbey. 441. Agnew.

Collection ofMr. Bishop
, ofPlymouth.

April Group of Trees near Lowther Castle. 18 guineas. Bourne.

Collection ofMr. Curling, ofMaesmawr Hall, Welshpool.

May ‘The Southern Coast of England,’ 165 engravings and etchings.

38/. Bicknell.

By Messrs. Foster & Co.

„ Geneva. 185 guineas. Rowney.

By Messrs. Christie & Manson.

Collection of Mr. G. Young and others.

,,
The Seventh Plague of Egypt. (Engraved in the ‘ Liber
Studiorum’ as ‘The Fifth Plague of Egypt.’ Beckford col-

lection. International Exhibition.
)

1,060/. Earl Grosvenor.

,, Orfordness. (Watercolour. ‘England and Wales.’) 383/. Agnew.

,, Passing the Cross. 199/. Sergeant.

1867. Collection of Messrs. Colnaghi, Scott

,

<5^ Co.

March View in the neighbourhood of Sisterton. no/. Marshall.

,, Wreck Ashore. 840/. Wilson.

„ A Complete Copy of the ‘Liber Studiorum.’ 109/. Tilly.

Collection ofA. H. Campbell, Esq., M.P.

June The Mouth of the Seine. 113/. Agnew.

,, Fowley Harbour. 155/. Ames.

1868. Collection of the late Mr. B. G. Windus, of Tottenham.

February. Tynemouth. (Engraved in the ‘England’ Series.) 304/. Vokins.

A Ruined Abbey. 86/. Agnew.
The West Front of Wells Cathedral. 105/. Haig.

June

»>

1866.

March

»>

»»

June
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1868. Collection ofthe late Mr. IV. M. Bigg.

March Langhame Castle. 451^ Vokins.

April Loch Maben, (Engraved.) 68/. Colnaghi.

„ Penmaenmawr. 493/. Maclean.

n Lago di Garda. 210/. Agnew.

fy
Richmond, Yorkshire. 525/. Isaacs.

,,
Nami. 446/. Colnaghi.

„ Oberwesel. 903/. Agnew.

,,
Rhodes. 180/. Cox.

Collection ofthe late Mr. D. T. White
, ofMaddox Street

.

„ Portrait of Turner. 77/. 14^ Somes.

,, Cassiobury. 50/. Tooth.

,,
Loch Achray. 18 guineas. Maclean.

Collection ofthe late H. A. J. Munro, Esq.

May Book of Prints, ‘Liber Studiorum,’ 14 numbers, with his auto-

graph on the covers. 80/. Noseda.

,,
An Italian River Scene. 147/. Vokins.

,,
An Italian Valley. 141/.

„ The Valley of Martigny. 105/. T. Woolner.

,, The Valley of the Rhone. 841. Colnaghi.

,, Swiss Valley. 35/. E. White.

,, Warwick Castle. (‘ England and Wales.’) 420/. Baker.

,, Turner’s ‘ Liber Studiorum.’ 85/. Rimell.

Collection of the late C. J Palmer, Esq., and others.

f ,
The Burning of the Houses of Parliament. 1,455/. Agnew.

By Messrs. Sotheby & Co.

Collection of the late Sir John Hippisley.

* Liber Studiorum.’ (In fine early state, 78 subjects and 8
etchings.) 336/. i6j. 6d.

1869. Collection of P. Allen, Esq. of Sedgly Park, Manchester.

March Inverary. 199/. Agnew.

,, The Temple of Jupiter at yEgina. 220/. Gambart.

April Collection of Mr. Ruskin.

,, Battle Abbey. (Second period.) 101 /. Gambart.

,, Coast Scene. (Early.) 52/. Agnew.

,, Sketch for—or more probably commencement of—a drawing of

the Bass Rock. (Middle time.) 80/. Agnew.

,, Dead Pheasant. (Finished.) 50/. Vokins.

,, Margate Pier. (Finest period.) 73/. Colnaghi.

,, Study of Storm and Sunshine. 67/. Vokins.

,, Luxembourg. (Sketch, a little later than the ‘ Rivers of France.’)

60/. Vokins.

,, On the Rhine. (Sketch.) 53/. Agnew.

,, The Niessen. (Late.) 120/. Colnaghi.

,, Mountains at the Head of the Lake Thun, (Late.) 136/. Agnew.
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Bellinzona. 107/. Vokins.
The Desolate Bed of an Alpine Stream. 106/. Agnew.
Alpine Torrent and Pass. (Late.) 124/. Agnew.
Scene in the Tyrol. 161/. Agnew.
The Glacier des Bossons. 64/. Colnaghi.

The Lake of Brienz. (Early.) 32 7/. Agnew.

A Different Property.—Engravings.

A Copy of * England and Wales.’ 52/. Inman.
The ‘Liber Studiorum.’ (Original subscriber’s copy.) 31/.

Martin.

A Scene in Cumberland, with a Rainbow. 81/. Agnew.
Whalley Abbey. 42/. Agnew.
An Italian Convent. 35/. Agnew.
Interior of Eveny Priory. 106/. Agnew.
Beeston Castle, Cheshire. 133/. Agnew.
The Rhone at Geneva. 147/. Agnew.
A River Scene. 31/. Levy.
The Val d’Aosta. 147/. Agnew.
Aldborough, Suffolk. (Engraved for, but not published in, the

‘ England and Wales ’ Series.) 106/. Agnew.
Whitby. (Same.) 210/. Agnew.
A Harbour Scene. (Not engraved.) 210/. Agnew.
Warkworth Castle, no/. Agnew.
A Landscape, wilh a Female Peasant and a Sheep on a

Road. 740/. Agnew.

Collection of the late T. S. Cafe,
Esq.

* England and Wales.’ 68/. Sotheran.

Do. Another copy. (First state.) 73/. Martin.

Collection of the late Mr. E. Bullock
, ofHandsworth.

Venice— the Dogana and Church Sta. Maria della Salute.

(R. A. 1844.) 2,688/. Agnew.

Collection of the late G. Rennie
,
Esq.

Pendennis Castle. (Engraved for ‘The Southern Coast.’) 142/.

Vokins.

Collection ofthe late James Ilollana.

Conway Castle. 55/. Maclean.

Christchurch, Oxford, 1794- 46/. Vokins.

Collection ofthe late Mr. T. Agnew and other owners%

The Rape of Europa. 309/. Cassell.

The Falls of the Clyde. 357/. Campbell.

Collection ofMessrs. Wilkinson and E. Radley.

A View near Plymouth. 47/.

Study of a Sky, and an Alpine Valley. 21/.

View on the Moselle. 12 guineas.
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Study of Clouds—Moonlight. 5 guineas.

A Lake Scene. 15 guineas.

A River Scene, with a Church and Boat. 1 1/.

The Falls of Terni. 15 guineas.

Luxembourg. 50 guineas.

Durham. 57/.

A View on the Moselle. 7 guineas.

Boats near a Pier. 26/.

Walton Bridge. 17/.

The Entrance to Battle Abbey. 94/.

Brienne. 103/.

By Messrs. Sotheby, Wilkinson, & Co.

* Liber Studiorum ’—Mill near the Grand Chartreuse, Dauphiny.

25/. Halstead.

Lock and Windmill. 35/. Mrs. Noseda.
Norham Castle. 29/. Colnaghi.

Rizpah. 14/. Holloway.
Another, touched upon by Turner. 52/. Colnaghi.

Procris and Cephalus. 41/. Colnaghi.

The Tenth Plague of Egypt. 19/. Agnew.
Isis. 45/. Mrs. Noseda.
Blair-Athol. 45/. Mrs. Noseda.
Solway Moss. 35/. Mrs. Noseda.

By Messrs. Christie & Manson.

Collection ofFrancis BroderiJ), Esq.

A Gothic Ruin. 15/.

Magdalen College and Bridge. 81/.

A Viewo f a Gentleman’s House, with Figures and Animals. 71/
Ludlow Castle and Bridge. 630/.

Stonyhurst College. (Engraved.) 472/.

Grenoble, on the Isere. 1,470/.

Collection ofthe late John Harris
,
Esq., and others,

Glaucus and Scylla. (R. A. 1841.) 530/.

The Dawn of Christianity. (1841.) 9661.

Collection of T. R. Leyland
,
Esq.

Llangollen. (‘ England and Wales.’) 735/.
Saltash. Do. 472/.
Harlech. Do. 472/.

St. Michael’s Mount. Do. 57 7/.

The Lake of Albano. (‘ Keepsake.’) 525/.

Deal. (‘ Harbours of England.’) 252/.

Le Havre. (‘Keepsake.’) 399/.
Pere la Chaise. (Illustrations to Scott.) 180/.

Light Towers of La Heve. 16SI.

A Swiss Pass—Effect of Storm. 651/.

Old Buildings and Boats. (In Indian ink.) CJ,

Fishing Boats. 2 guineas.
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March Margate Harbour. 204/.

,, Emigrants Embarking at Margate. (A sketch.
) 199/.

,, Sunset after a Storm. (A sketch.) 90/.

Collection of G. R. Burnett
,
Esq.

„ St. Agnes’s Hill. (‘ England and Wales.’) 367/.

, , Kelso Bridge. 141/.

,, Brienne. 153/.

,, Whitehaven. 86/.

„ On the Medway. (A sketch in oil.) 60/.

Collection ofthe late Mr. Gilloti *

April * Going to the Ball’—S. Martino, Venice; and * Returning from
the Ball’—S. Martha, Venice. 3,200 guineas.

* THE GILLOTT SALE.
The prices obtained at the sale surpassed any hitherto given for pictures by English

landscape painters, and the general interest felt in the splendid works of Gainsborough,
Bonington, Crome, Constable, Turner, Collins, and Linnell was something quite extraor-
dinary. The rooms of the auctioneers (Messrs. Christie, Manson, and Woods) were com-
pletely besieged, and hundreds of persons could not even get within sight of the
auctioneer ; while, at the close of the sale, the street was blocked with carriages and the
pavement crowded with gentlemen and ladies eager to hear what the Turners sold for.

These pictures were the last in the day’s sale, which, though a short affair, consisting of
only about sixty lots, was the most exciting contest of two hours ever witnessed in the
renowned arena of art and picture buyers. The first of the Turners was the small coast
scene, a slight work of his earliest time, which sold for 300 guineas, however, to Mr. Betts.
‘Early Morning on the Coast,’ of similar quality, sold for 270 guineas to Mr. Conway.
A sunny landscape, like Wilson, and another similar in treatment, sold to Mr. Cox for 75
and 115 guineas each. Next came the small * Kilgarren Castle,’ which was knocked down
at 600 guineas, and the auctioneer announced that it was purchased for the National
Museum of New York. For the larger picture of Kilgarren, one of the painter’s grandest
works, America was also a competitor, the Museum acquiring the noble example at the
price of. 2,700 guineas, which must now be considered a very moderate one. The sea
piece, with an Indiaman and two fishing boats, sold for 800 guineas to Mr. Betts. The
magnificent sea piece known as the * Junction of the Thames and Medway,’ said to be
taken from the Nore, with the Isle of Sheppey and Sheerness seen in the distance, for-

merly in the collection of Mr. J. Newington Hughes, of Winchester, fell to Mr. Agnew’s
bid of 4,350 guineas. This picture may be remembered to have been sold from the same
easel about 25 years ago, for 1,200 guineas, which was then an unheard-of price for any
English painter’s work. The enormous price realised for the last-named picture was,
however, to be surpassed in the next offered, the ‘ Walton Bridges,’ which, after starting
at 1,000 guineas, ran up quickly to ,£4,850, when Mr. Agnew made one enthusiastic bid
of 5,000 guineas, and thus distanced all his competitors, carrying offthe great prize of the
collection. The following were the prices of the most important pictures by other
masters:—J. Linnell, * Bayswater in 1813,’ 300 guineas ; G. S. Newton, R.A., * Norman
Peasant Girl in Church,' 400 guineas ; Bonington, ‘Landscape, with a Man on a White
Horse,’ 200 guineas ;

‘ View of the French Coast,’ by the same painter, 125 guineas ;

also a ‘ View on the Seine,’ 300 guineas ; and landscape, with timber-waggon, 520 guineas.
Constable, ‘The Approach to London from Hampstead,’ a small picture, 8£ by nj in.

for 385 guineas. By the same painter, a rustic landscape, 350 guineas ;
‘A View on the

Stour,' 650 guineas ; and ‘ Weymouth Bay,’ 700 guineas. Old Crome, upright landscape,

170 guineas; a landscape, with ruins, 130 guineas; a rocky river scene, 305 guineas;
‘Mousehold Heath, with Windmill,’ 360 guineas ; a rich wooded scene, with pool, 700
guineas. The twelve Nasmyths sold for full prices, from 160 to 390 guineas, the ‘View
of the Firth of Forth,’ however, bringing the large price of 1,070 guineas—Agnew.

The second day’s sale was, if possible, a scene of greater interest and excitement
amongst the picture buyers than that of the preceding day, and the prices of the pictures

ranged quite as high in some unexpected instances, especially in that of Webster’s (R.A.)
picture called ‘ Roast Pig’—a family party welcoming the arrival of their Sunday dinner
from the baker’s, of that delicacy which Charles Lamb called the ‘princeps orbsoniorum.’
For this a very lively contest speedily arose as it made its appearance on the easel, the

bids running rapidly up to 3,000 guineas, where there was a lull, when Mr. Agnew
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April Calais Sands. 1,575 guineas.

,, Rosenau. 1,850 guineas.

advanced, and in the end it fell to him at the enormous price of 3.55° guineas, amidst the
applause of the assembly.. This picture was painted for Mr. Gillott, and exhibited at the
Academy in 1862, when it was said to have been a commission for 700 guineas. The
famous ‘’Chess-players, ’.by Muller, which had been the admiration and talk of the gallery

during the week, was fairly rivalled by Webster’s clever piece of domestic genre when it

came to the hammer, for though it rose in four bids to 3,000 guineas, it was knocked down,
after a spirited competition between Mr. Addington and Mr. Agnew, for £3,950 to the
latter gentleman. The other pictures by Muller fetched full, though not extravagantly
high, prices. ‘ The Port of Rhodes,’ from the Bullock collection, sold for 350 guineas, to

Mr. White ; ‘Landscape with a Rainbow,’ for 160 guineas, to Mr. Holloway ;
‘ Interior of

a Cottage,’ 200 guineas, to Mr. Agnew; ‘The Turkish Burial-ground at Pera,’ for 270
guineas, Agnew ; ‘The Dogana/from the Bullock collection, 350 guineas, Agnew ; a fruit

piece (one of his last works), 90 guineas. White ; ‘Hagar and Ishmael,' painted 1842, for

280 guineas ;
‘ The Memnons,’ for 315 guineas ;

‘ The Treasure-finders,’ for 410 guineas ;

a large landscape after a shower, with figures, attributed to W. Collins, from Mr. Proud-
foot’s collection, for 770 guineas, to Mr. Agnew. ‘The Slave Market,’ from Mr. Birch’s
collection, for 1,510 guineas, Agnew ;

‘ The Bay of Naples,’ a fine sunny picture, painted
with great delicacy, was put up at 1,000 guineas, and fell to Mr. Agnew for 2,000 guineas.
The large gallery picture of

1 Dolgarrog Mill, near Conway,’ certainly one of the artist’s

best works, sold for the moderate sum of 1,250 guineas, to Mr. Agnew. Great interest

was shown in the three fine landscapes by Lir.nell ; of these, the ‘ Hampstead Heath,’
painted for Mr. Gillott, after being put up at 1,000 guineas, fell to Mr. Agnew for 1,660
guineas ; ‘The Eve of the Deluge,’ painted 1848, also a commission from Mr. Gillott, was
put up at 900 guineas, and bought by Mr. Rhodes for 1,040 guineas ; the ‘ Woodlands,’
a smaller picture than either of the others, exhibited in 1851, and recently sold in the

Bullock collection for 1,500 guineas, reached the large price of 2,500. The well-known
picture by Stanfield, exhibited recently at the Old Masters’ Exhibition of the Academy
1870, ‘ The Wooden Walls of Old England ’ (old men-of-war laid up in the Medway), sold

for 2,700 guineas to Mr. Rhodes. The four Turners, which we have already described,

did not realise the high prices generally expected, the very beautiful picture of * Calais

Sands’ selling for 1,700 guineas, to Mr. Agnew, who was the purchaser also of the view
of ‘ Rosenau,’ the seat of the late Prince Consort, which was knocked down at 1,850
guineas. The companion pictures, views of Venice, with parties in gondolas, called

‘Going to the Ball’ and ‘Returning from the Ball,’ painted in 1846, were bought by Mr.
Tayleur, the first at 1,700 guineas, the last at 1,500 guineas. Maclise’s large gallery
picture of ‘The Bohemian Gipsies,’ which was last year sold in the sale of the late Mr.
Agnew’s collection for 400 guineas, now advanced to double that sum, falling to Mr.
Rhodes at the price of 890 guineas. The ‘Author’s Introduction to the Players’ was
knocked down to Mr. Cox for 750 guineas. Mr. Frith’s ‘ Dolly Varden,’ was put up at

500 guineas, and fell to Mr. Agnew for 700 guineas; Mr. Faed’s (R. A.) very pleasing
little picture of the old man and his wife bidding good-bye to a party of emigrants,
called ‘ Seeing them off,’ fetched the high price of 700 guineas, sold to Mr. Agnew ; the
well-remembered landscape by Mr. Peter Graham, of the ‘Cattle Tryst,’ exhibited 1869,
fell to Mr. Cox for 1,480 guineas. Mr. Erskine Nicol’s pictures realised very high prices,

the ‘ Both Puzzled ’ selling for 715 guineas to Mr. Agnew, and the ‘ Railway Booking
Office’ for 1,100 guineas to Mr. Rhodes. Mr. Hook's ‘Cowherd’s Mischief’ (1868) sold
for 700 guineas to Mr. Agnew, who was the purchaser also of the ‘ Passing Cloud,’ by the
same artist, at 600 guineas. Two large works of Francis Danby, ‘ The Arrival ’ and ‘ The
Departure of ^Eneas,’ sold for 130 and 105 guineas

; John Philips’s full length of the
Prince Consort sold for 350 guineas, and his sketch of ‘ Grace Darling ’ for 190 guineas,
to Mr. Colnaghi. The ‘ Travelling Jeweller,’ by T. Webster, R.A., sold for 530 guineas
to Mr. Rhodes. There were about 30 other pictures in the sale of less importance, and
the total of the day’s sale amounted to the large sum of £44,443, making, with that of the
previous day, £74,161. 7s.

It will be interesting in connection with this sale to mention the prices obtained for

Turner’s pictures at the sale of the Munro collection in i860, and the Bicknell in 1863,
by Messrs. Christie and Manson. The ‘ Loch Katrine’ sold for 555 guineas, to Mr. White ;

the ‘Cicero’s Villa at Tusculum,’ to Lord Powerscourt for 2,470 guineas; ‘A River
Scene,’ to Mr. Heugh for 1,270 guineas; ‘The Wreck Buoy’ for 1,500 guineas, to Mr.
Agnew; the ‘Ostend’ for 1,650 guineas, and the ‘View on the Grand Canal, Venice,’
for 2,400 guineas, to Mr. Gambart ; the ‘Modern Italy’ for 3,300 guineas, to Mr. Fallows.
The Bicknell Turners realised the following prices The ‘ Antwerp,’ 2,510 guineas, sold
to Mr. Agnew ;

‘ Helvoetsluys,’ 1,600 guineas, Agnew ;
‘ Ivy Bridge,’ 880 guineas, Mas-

terman
; ‘The Wreckers,’ 1,890 guineas, Agnew ;

‘ Caldcr’s Bridge,’ 500 guineas, H.
Bicknell; ‘The Campo Santo, Venice,’ 2,000 guineas, Agnew; ‘The Giudecca and Sta.
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April Kilgarren Castle, 630/.; and the same, with Bathers in the
River. 2,835/.

m A Rocky River Scene, with a Cascade—a woman on a road
going towards a cottage. 147/.

,, On the Thames, with Boats and richly wooded Banks. 472/.

,, The Source of the Tamar—a moor scene, with laden ponies de-
scending a hill and figures burning weeds on a hill beyond. 367/.

May Patterdale. 850/.

,, Powis Castle. 1,270/.

,, Windermere. 2,047/.

„ Brentburn Priory. 1,113/.

,, Zurich. 745/.

„ Hastings Beach—the Fish Market. 1,155/.

,, Heidelberg. 2,782/.

,, Ehrenbreitstein. 2,782/.

,, Bamborough Castle. 3,309/.

Collection ofthe late Mrs. Bury and Mr. A. Wood.

, y The Lake of Lucerne. 278/.

,, A Garden Scene, with a Monument. 10 guineas.

,, A Lake Scene, with Towers, Boats, and Figures. 53/.

1873. Collection ofMr. J. Pender.

February Two Sketches. 91 guineas.

Collection ofMr. Thomas Gilbert.

April Slavers Throwing Overboard the Dead and Dying—Typhoon
coming on. 550 guineas.

May The Second Portion of the Engravings from theWorks ofTurner,
comprising the whole of the sets of the book-plates to the Bible,

Byron’s Poetical Works, Campbell’s Poetical Works, Milton’s

Poetical Works, Moore’s ‘Epicurean,’ ‘The Keepsake,*
‘Views in India,’ Rogers’ ‘Italy’ and ‘Poems,’ Scott’s

Novels and Poetical and Prose Works, and ‘ The Annual
Tours,’ 1833, 1834, 1835. Also the remaining copies of
‘ The Provincial Antiquities of Scotland,’ ‘ The Southern
Coast,’ Hakewell’s ‘Italy,’ Whittaker’s ‘Yorkshire,’ ‘Views
of Sussex,’ and all the remaining impressions of * Ehren-
breitstein,’ ‘Cologne,’ ‘Oberwesel,’ ‘ Narni,’ ‘Eddystone
Lighthouse,’ ‘The Old Temeraire,’ ‘Tivoli,’ touched proofs,

etchings, &c.

„ Sets of the Bible Cuts. 21 impressions each. (Engraved by
Allen, Cousen, Finden, and Radclyffe.) India proofs, 43 lots,

none exceeding 14J.

Maria Salute/ 1,650 guineas, Agnew ; the * Ehrenbreitstein/ 1,800 guineas, Agnew ;

the ‘Port Ruysdael,’ 1,900 guineas, Agnew ; and the ‘Palestrina,’ 1,900 guineas, H.
Bicknell. The last picture, it will be remembered, was contributed by Mr. Bicknell to

the Royal Academy Old, Masters’ Exhibition of this year. The portraits by Reynolds of

Gaudon, Banks, and Paul Sandby, on one canvas, sold for 135 guineas to Mr. Woodcock.
That of ‘Anne Stewart, Countess of Galloway,’ daughter of Sir James Dashwood, who
lived to be 87, and saw grow up 16 children, 86 grandchildren, and 35 great grandchildren,

sold for 300 guineas to Colnaghi. The portrait of Mrs. Yates, nde Anna Maria Graham,

1737. wife of Richard Yates and friend of Garrick, sold for 300 guineas to Mr. Palmer.

The amount of the last day’s sale was £36,830. 12s.

;

making, with the sums previously

obtained, the total of £130,548.
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Sale of the Pictures ofMr. A. Fairrie
,
oj Liverpool.

Five Turners
;
one an Italian subject, an early drawing, and Lichfield

and Rochester, both early works ;
also the view of Stamford, one of the

very best of his water-colours, which was engraved by Miller for the ‘ Eng-
land and Wales’ ; and Lucerne, a later drawing, which also has been en-

graved, but which is as different as possible from the Lucerne at Farnley Hall

—one of the most tender and poetical of Turner’s poetical works. There is

more colour and greater feeling of atmosphere in this Lucerne, but there is

more exquisite repose and positive beauty about that at Farnley Hall.

Sale of Sir 'John Swmburnis Pictures.

(From Chantrey’s Collection.)

What you will. (The first picture in the artist’s last manner.) 245 guineas.

Agnew.
At the same Sale,from another Collection.

Loch Katrine. 750 guineas. D. J. White.

Sale of Turner Pictures
, 24th November i860.

A highly important sale of water-colour drawings at Messrs. Foster’s. These
are the principal lots :

—

Outside Walls of Rome, (A delightful sketch.
) 3^ guineas.

View of London from Battersea. (A large, fine, and early drawing.) 135
guineas.

One of the most perfect of Turner’s drawings, the famous and admirable

Mount Sinai, engraved in the Bible Series, went for 72 guineas.

The Bridge of Sighs, Venice. (Engraved in the Rogers Series. ) 80 guineas.

Iji the Collection of— Allnutt, Psg., Clapham.

The St. Gothard. (Early oil.)

Abergavenny Bridge. (Clearing

up after shower.)

Italian Scene. (Engraved.)

Two large Water-colour Drawings
of Fonthill, Wiltshire.

Note to Page 593.

Mr. Ruskin has lately given 2,000/. worth of his Turner Drawings to the

University of Oxford. It is said he contemplates a similar gift to the Uni-
versity of Cambridge.

AUTHENTIC COPY OF TURNER’S WILL (WITH
THE CANCELLED CODICIL).

In the'name of God Amen I Joseph Mallord William Turner R.A.
of Queen Ann Street Cavendish Square in the county of Middlesex Esquire
do make publish and declare this to be and contain my last Will and
Testament in manner and form following that is to say after payment of all

my just debts funeral expenses and the costs and charges of proving this

my Will I give and bequeath unto my Executors and Trustees hereinafter

named or the survivor of them his Executors or Administrators All the

Freehold and Copyhold Estates whatsoever and wheresoever situated And
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also all my Leasehold and Personal Estates and property of every kind and
description whatsoever and wheresoever situate of which I shall or may
be possessed or be entitled to or interested in at the time of my decease
To have and to hold the said Freehold and Copyhold Estates unto my
said Executors their heirs and assigns To the use of them their heirs and
assigns for ever and To have hold receive and take all my said Personal
Estate (except as hereafter mentioned as to my pictures) unto them my said

Executors their Executors and Administrators nevertheless as to the said

Freehold and Copyhold Estates and the said Personal Estates Upon Trust
that they my said Executors or the survivors or survivor of them their

Heirs Executors or Administrators do and shall as soon after my decease
as may be sell and dispose of all my said Freehold and Copyhold Estates

and such part of my said Real and Personal Estate and effects (except as

aforesaid) as shall not consist of money vested in the Public Stock Funds
called Three pounds per cent. Consolidated Annuities or other Funds
transferable at the Bank of England for the most money that can be had
or obtained for the same either by Public Auction or Private Sale as shall

be deemed best for the advantage and interest of my Estate to such person
or persons as they may think fit And I do hereby authorise and empower
my said Executors or the survivors or survivor of them and the Heirs
Executors or Administrators of such survivor to sign seal and deliver good
and sufficient Conveyances Assignments and Assurances to the purchasers
thereof And I declare that the receipt or receipts of my said Executors or

the survivor of them his Heirs Executors or Administrators shall from time

to time be to the purchaser or purchasers of my said Freehold Copyhold
and Personal Estate and every part thereof good and sufficient releases and
discharges for so much of the purchase money as shall in such receipt or

receipts be expressed to be received and such purchaser or purchasers shall

not be bound to see to the application of such purchase money or be liable

or accountable for the loss mis-application or non -application thereof or of

any part thereof And upon further Trust to lay out and invest the monies
to arise from such sale or sales of my said Freehold and Copyhold and
Personal Estates and Effects in the purchase of like Three per cent. Con-
solidated Annuities in his or their names so that the same may form one
fund together with such sum as I shall be possessed of in the said Three
pounds per cent. Consolidated Annuities or any other stocks or funds

standing in my name at the time of my decease and I direct that my said

Executors or the survivors or survivor of them his Executors and Adminis-

trators shall stand possessed thereof Upon the Trusts and purposes here-

after mentioned that is to say Upon Trust to pay the several Legacies

Annuities and Payments to the respective person hereafter named that is to

say to Price Turner Jonathan Turner the present surviving Brothers of my
late Father William Turner Fifty pounds each to the eldest son of Price

John Joshua Jonathan Turner Twenty-five pounds each to Hannah Danby
Niece of John Danby Musician Fifty pounds a year for her natural life to

Eveline and Georgiana T the Daughters of Sarah Danby Widow of John
Danby Musician Fifty pounds a year each for their natural lives and afore-

said Sarah Danby Widow of John Danby Musician the sum of Ten pounds

a year for her natural life all which Annuities and Legacies I direct my
Executors or the survivor of them his Executors or Administrators to pay

and discharge out of the Annual Interest or Dividends that shall become

due and payable from time to time upon the Three per cent. Consolidated

Annuities or any other stocks or funds which may be standing in my name
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at the Bank of England at my decease or which may be purchased with

the produce of my said Freehold and Copyhold and Personal Estates so

directed to be funded as aforesaid the first quarterly payments of the said

several Annuities to commence and be paid at the expiration of 6 months
from the date of my decease And I direct my said Executors or the sur-

vivors or survivor of them his Executors or Administrators to set apart so

much of the said Three per cent. Consolidated Annuities or any other

stocks or funds as will be sufficient to pay the said several Annuities And
I declare that upon the respective deaths of the said several Annuitants the

principal sum of stock from which their several Annuities shall arise be
applied in the manner hereafter ordered with regard to the residue of the

said funds And I direct my Executors or the survivor of them his Executors

or Administrators to pay the Legacies within 6 months next after my de-

cease Also I give and bequeath unto the Trustees and Directors for the

time being of a certain Society or Institution called the ‘National Gallery’

or Society the following pictures or paintings by myself namely Dido
building Carthage and the picture formerly in the Tabley Collection To
hold the said pictures or paintings unto the said Trustees and Directors of

the said Society for the time being In Trust for the said Institution or

Society for ever subject nevertheless to for and upon the following reserv-

ations and restrictions only that is to say I direct that the said pictures or

paintings shall be hung kept and placed that is to say Always between the

two pictures painted by Claude the Seaport and Mill and shall be from
time to time properly cleaned framed preserved repaired and protected by
the said Society and in case the said Pictures or Paintings are not within

Twelve months next after my decease accepted and taken by the said

Society under and subject to the above regulations restrictions and direc-

tions and placed as directed that then I will and direct that they shall be
taken to and form part of the [fixed] Property of the Charity hereafter

named and to be formed for the Maintenance and Support of Male
Decayed Artists and by the Governors Trustees Directors or other persons
having the care and management thereof placed in proper situations in the

building or house to form such Charitable Institution and who are to pro-
perly preserve and keep them in repair And as to all the rest residue and
remainder of the said Three pounds per cent. Consolidated Annuities or

any other Stocks or Funds as shall not be required to pay the said several

Annuities And also as to such part thereof as shall be set apart to pay the

said Annuities as and when the said Annuitant shall severally and re-

spectively depart this life I give and bequeath the same and every part

thereof unto my Executors or the survivors or survivor of them Upon Trust
that my said Executors or the survivors or survivor of them his Executors
or Administrators shall and do apply and dispose of the same Upon and
for the following uses trusts intents and purposes following that is to say It

is my Will and I direct that a Charitable Institution be founded for the
Maintenance and support of Poor and Decayed Male Artists being bom in

England and of English Parents only and lawful issue And I direct that a
proper and suitable Building or Residence be provided for that purpose in

such a situation as may be deemed eligible and advantageous by my
Executors and the Trustees to the said Charitable Institution And that the

same be under the direction guidance and management of [Four] Trustees

for the time being for life whereof my said Executors during their lives

shall be provided they prove my Will and act in the Trusts

thereof but not otherwise And I declare that in case my said Executors
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And the said other Trustees hereinafter nominated to act with them as to

the said Institution or any of them shall die or become incapable of acting

in the execution of the Trusts hereby created as to the said [Charitable]

Institution that it shall and may be lawful to and for and I direct that the
survivors or survivor of my said Executors and the said Trustees or the
Executors or Administrators of such survivor by any deed or writing under
their hands and seals shall be bound with all convenient speed after any of
my said Executors or Trustees shall die or become incapable of acting in

the said Trusts hereby created as to the said Institution to be signed sealed
and delivered by them or him in the presence of and attested by two or
more credible persons to appoint one or more person or persons being a
Member or Members of the Royal Academy and two other persons not
being Members of the said Royal Academy to act as Trustee or Trustees or
as to the said [Charitable] Institution in the stead and place of such of my
said Executors or cf the said Trustees who shall so die or become incap-

able of acting in the execution of the Trusts hereby created so that the

number of Trustees shall always be 7 exclusive of my Executors during
their lives who shall prove this my Will and act in the Trusts thereof And
I direct that immediately upon such appointment the said Trust Funds
and every part thereof shall be transferred into the names of the surviving

or continuing Trustee or Trustees and the said new Trustee or Trustees

jointly so that the same be effectually vested in each surviving and con-
tinuing new Trustees and that all and every such new Trustees or Trustee
shall and may from time to time act in the management execution and
carrying on of the said Trusts hereby created as to the said [Charitable]

Institution jointly with the surviving or continuing Trustee or Trustees in as

full and ample a manner to all intents and purposes as if such new Trustee
or Trustees had been originally appointed a Trustee or Trustees herein as

to the said [Charitable] Institution And I direct that the said [Charitable]

Institution shall be governed guided managed and directed by such rules

regulations directions restrictions and management generally as other

Public Charitable Institutions resembling this my present one are governed
managed and directed And I hereby appoint my Executors who shall act

in the execution of the trusts hereof and the survivors or survivor of them
together with William Fredrick Wells of Mitcham Surrey Revd Henry
Trimmer of Heston Samuel Rogers of St. James Place George Jones R.A.
Charles Turner A. R.A. Esquire to be Trustee or Trustees of the said

[Charitable] Institution And I direct that the number of Trustees for the

time being be Five at all times and that they shall be composed and formed
of Artists being Members of the Royal Academy together with Two
persons not being Members of the said Royal Academy (except my Execu-
tors during their lives) And I declare that they shall be at liberty and
have power in case they shall think it necessary for the more effectually

and better establishment of the [Charitable] Institution to sell only part of

the principal of the said Stock for the purpose of building a proper and fit

house for the reception of the objects of the said Institution or that the said

Trustees shall or may rent a proper house and offices for that purpose as

they shall think fit and as shall be allowed by law but so that there always

remain a sufficient amount of Stock to produce dividends and interest equal

to the full maintenance and support ofthe respective individuals and the houses

or buildings and premises before mentioned and which [Charitable] Insti-

tution I desire shall be called or designated * Turner’s Gift ’ and shall at

all times decidedly be an English Institution and the persons receiving the
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benefits thereof shall be English born subjects only and of no other Nation
or Country whatever And I do authorise and empower the respective

Trustees for the time being from time to time to deduct retain and reim-

burse themselves and himself all such reasonable expenses as they shall be
put unto in the execution and maintenance of the said Institution and the

support and government thereof And I do hereby nominate constitute

and appoint William Fredrick Wells of Mitcham Surrey The Revd Henry
Trimmer of Heston Middx Samuel Rogers of St. James Place George

Jones R.A. Duke St. Portland Place Charles Turner A.R.A. Warren
Street Executors and Trustees of this my last Will and Testament And I

do hereby revoke annul and make void all former or other Will or Wills

by me at any time heretofore made and executed and do declare this alone

to be and contain my last Will and Testament written and contained on
eight sheets of paper to the seven first sheets of which I have set my hand
and to the eighth and last I have set and subscribed my hand and seal this

tenth day of June in the year of our Lord One thousand eight hundred and
thirty-one.

Signed Sealed Published and Declared by the

within-named Joseph Mallord William Turner
as and for his last Will and Testament in the

presence of us who at his request in his presence

and in the presence of each other have subscribed

our names as Witnesses thereto

Joseph Mallord Wm. Turner (L.S.)

Geo. Cobb Clements Inn

John Saxon Bruton Somerset
Charles Tull Winchester St. London.

the first

August 20 1832

I direct that this may be taken as a Codicil to my Will as regards a certain

Charitable Institution therein named and called Turner’s Gift which I mean
to be carried into effect by giving my whatever sum or sums of money may
be standing in my name in the Three per cent. Consols Bank of England
for the erection of the Gallery to hold my Pictures and places houses or

apartments for one two three or more persons according to circumstances or

means which my Executors may find expedient keeping in view the first

objects I direct namely is to keep my Pictures together so that they may
be seen known or found at the direction as to the mode how they may be
viewed gratuitously I leave to my Executors and that the building may for

their reception be respectable and worthy of the object which is to keep
and preserve my Pictures as a collection of my works and the monies vested

in my name in the Reduced for the endowment of the same and charitable

part for decay*1 Artists as before mentioned provided the other vested sum
or sums in Navy 5 percent, be equal to pay all demands and bequests before

mentioned or mentioned in any subsequent Codicil in case only of there

being any legal objection to the Institution and carrying into effect my
Will as to the said Institution Charity of Turners Gift But it is my ex-

press desire that the said Institution Charity or Gift be formed and kept up
in case it can legally be done without risk of the funds to be employed
therein going into any others hands than for those purposes but if it be
found impossible to fully cany the same into effect within five years from
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my death and then and in that case I revoke annul and make void that

part of my said Will which relates to the formation of the said Charitable
Institution and the funds and property set apart or to form a part thereof
shall then be taken as residue of my Estate and Effects and I thereby give
and bequeath th : said residue of my said Estate and Effects in manner and
form following that is to say I direct my Executors or the survivors of them
or his Executors or Administrators to keep all the Pictures and Property in
Queen Ann S‘ West N° 47 held under lease of the Duke of Portland Intire

and unsold And I direct the rent for the said premises held terms of years
together with all charges for repairs and covenants therein entered into be
paid and all necessary charges for keeping and taking care insurance from
fire preservation* cleansing and holding the same as Turner’s Gallery out
of the 3 per cent. Consols and likewise for renewing from time to time the
said Lease after the present held term of years shall have expired and re-

building the same if requisite or necessary I do direct my Executors
Administrators or Assigns so to do out of the said Stock vested in the Bank
of England and to consider and appoint Hannah Danby the Custodian and
Keeper of the Pictures Houses and Premises 47 Queen Ann Street and
One hundred a year for her service therein during her natural life and
Fifty pounds for her assistance service which may be required to keep the

said Gallery in a viewable state at all times concurring with the object of
keeping my Works together and to be seen under certain restrictions which
may be most reputable and advisable To Georgianna Danby One hundred
a year for her natural life and to Evelina Danby or Dupree One hundred a
year for her natural life the residue of my property in the funds after said

bequests are provided for I give to the Trustees of the Royal Academy
subject to their having every year on the 23rd of April (my birth day)

a dinner to the sum of 50^ to all the Members of Academy and if 60
more will be left to be for a Professor in Landscape to be read in the Royal
Academy elected from the Royal Academicians or a Medal called Turner’s

Medal equal to the Gold Medal now given by the Academy say zo£ for

the best Landscape every 2 [3] years and if the Trustees and Members of

the Royal Academy do not accept of this offer3 residue I give the same to

Georgia Danby or her Heirs after causing a Monument to be placed near my
remains as can be placed*

J. M. W. Turner
Aug‘ 1832

This is a Codicil to my Will dated the Tenth day of June One thou-

sand eight hundred and thirty one and which I request to be taken as part

of my Will together with a Codicil dated the Twentieth day of August
One thousand eight hundred and thirty-two and af Codicil dated the

Twenty-ninth day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty six I

revoke the following bequests made by my Will namely Fifty pounds and

Fifty pounds to Price Turner and Jonathan Turner and also the bequest of

Twenty-five pounds to the eldest sons of Price John Joshua and Jonathan

Turner I revoke also the bequest of Fifty pounds to Hannah Danby for

her natural life also the bequest to Evelina and Georgiana of Fifty pounds

each for their natural lives And I also revoke the legacy of Ten pounds to

Sarah Danby for her natural life And as to my finished Pictures except

the Two mentioned in my Will I give and bequeath the same unto the

Trustees of the National Gallery provided that a room or rooms are added

* This Codicil is not attested,

f The revoked Codicil ; for copy, vide post.

s s
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to the present National Gallery to be when erected called * Turner’s

Gallery ’ in which such pictures are to be constantly kept deposited and
preserved and it is my wish that until such room or rooms be so erected

that my said Pictures remain in my present Gallery and House in Queen
Ann Street under the sole controul and management of the Trustees and
Executors appointed hereby and by my Will And I direct my Trustees to

appoint Hannah Danby to reside in the said House and to be the custo-

dium of the said pictures and to be paid One hundred and fifty pounds
during her life but in case she shall be such custodium and receive the One
hundred and fifty pounds per annum then the One hundred and fifty

pounds per annum given to her by the* Codicil of the Twenty-ninth day of

August One thousand eight hundred and forty-six shall cease And I also

direct that the rent of the said House and the repairs shall be paid out of

my estate Provided always and I do express my will and meaning to be
that the said pictures shall not be removed from my present House and
Gallery until and unless the said rooms are attached to the National
Gallery in manner aforesaid nor shall the Trustees of the said National
Gallery have any power whatever over the said Pictures unless my wish as

before declared as to the said rooms is fully carried out by them it being

my will and meaning that either such pictures shall remain and be and
called ‘ Turner’s Gallery ’ and be the property of the Nation or that they

shall remain entire at my said House and Gallery during the existence of

the present lease and if my wishes are not carried by the Trustees of the

National Gallery during the existence of such lease then I direct my Trus-

tees or the survivor of them or the Executors Administrators or Assigns of

such survivor to renew the lease thereof from time to time at the expense
of my estate to the intent and purpose that such pictures may always
remain and be one entire Gallery and for the purpose of regulating such
Gallery it is my wish that so many of the Pictures as may be necessary

shall be seen by the public gratuitously so that from the number of them
there may be a change of Pictures either every one or two years as my
said Trustees shall think right and from and after the decease of the said

Hannah Danby my Trustees shall have power to appoint any other custo-

dium of the said Gallery at a Salary of Sixty pounds a year but in case my
said Trustees shall not be able to renew the lease of my said Gallery then
I direct the said Pictures to be sold I nominate and appoint Thomas
Griffiths of Norwood in the county of Surrey esquire, John Ruskin the
younger of Denmark Hill Camberwell in the county of Surrey esquire
Philip Hardwicke of Russell Square in the county of Middlesex esquire

and Henry Harpur of Kennington Cross Lambeth in the county of Surrey
gentlemen to be Trustees and Executors of my Will jointly with William
Frederick Wells Henry Trimmer Samuel Rogers George Jones and Charles
Turner named in my Will as Trustees and Executors And I give unto
each of them that shall act in the trusts of the execution of this my Will
the sum of Nineteen pounds nineteen shillings each for a ring

And whereas in my said Will there are many interlineations marked in

the margin by me with my initials And I do declare that all such inter-

lineations were made in my said Will before I executed the same
In Witness whereof I the said Joseph Mallord William Turner have to

this Codicil to my last Will and Testament contained in two sheets of
paper set my hand to the first sheet hereof, and to this second and last

* The revoked Codicil.
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sheet my hand and seal this Second day of August One thousand eight

hundred and forty-eight.

Signed sealed published and declared by'

the said Joseph Mallord William Turner as

and for a Codicil to his last Will and Testa-

ment in the presence of us who in his presence ) J. M. W. Turner (L.S.)
at his request and in the presence of each other I

have at the same time subscribed our names
as Witnesses hereto j

Joseph Tices
j
Clerks to Mr. Harpur

Thomas Schroeder
j
Kennington Cross Surrey

This is also a Codicil to my* within Will and my meaning is that in

case the National Gallery shall not carry out the provisions contained in

my within Codicil within the term of Five years on or before the expiration

of the lease of my present Gallery then I do declare my bequest to the

National Gallery is void And in that case I direct my Gallery to be con-

tinued upon the Terms mentioned in my within Codicil In Witness
whereof I the said Joseph Mallord William Turner have to this Codicil to

my last Will and Testament set my hand and seal this Second day of

August One thousand eight hundred and forty-eight

Signed sealed published and declared by 'l

the said Joseph Mallord William Turner as

and for a Codicil to his last Will and Testa-

ment in the presence of us who in his presence

at his request and in the presence of each other

have at the same time subscribed our names
as Witnesses hereto

Joseph Tibbs
Tho* Schroeder

>J. M. W. Turner (L.S.)

This is a Codicil to my Will Now I do hereby as to the disposition of

my finished Pictures limit the time for offering the same as a gift to the

Trustees of the National Gallery to the term of Ten years after my decease

and if the said Trustees of the said National Gallery shall not within the

said space of Ten years have provided and constructed a room or rooms to

be added to the National Gallery that part thereof to be called Turners

Gallery Then I declare the gift or offer of the said finished pictures to be

null and void and of none effect and in that case I direct the said Pictures

to be exhibited gratuitously by my Trustees and Executors during the

existence of the lease of my present House and Gallery except the last Two
years of the said term And then the said finished Pictures are to be sold

by my Trustees and Executors I do give and bequeath unto my Trustees

and Executors the sum of One thousand pounds and I direct them to lay

out and expend the same in erecting a Monument in Saint Pauls Cathedral

Church London where I desire to be buried among my Brothers in Art I

give and bequeath unto Hannah Danby residing with me and Sophia

Caroline Booth late of Margate one annuity ofOne hundred and fifty pounds

* This Codicil is indorsed on the second sheet of the preceding Codicil and not on

the Testator’s Will.

S S 2
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each And as to the produce of the said finished pictures when sold I give

thereout the sum of One thousand pounds to the Pension Fund of the

Royal Academy (provided they give a Medal for Landscape Painting and
marked with my name upon it as Turners Medal silver or gold in their

discretion) Five hundred pounds to the Artists General Benevolent Fund
Five hundred pounds to the Foundling Hospital Lamb’s Conduit Street

Five hundred pounds to the London Orphan Fund and the residue of the

produce to fall into the residue of my estate for the benefit of the intended

Hospital in my Will mentioned I give and bequeath unto Mrs. Wheeler
and her two sisters Emma and Laura One hundred pounds each free from
Legacy Duty I hereby nominate and appoint Hugh Johnston Munro of

North Britain to be a Trustee and Executor to act with the other Trustees

and Executors appointed by my Will and Codicils And I hereby ex-

pressly declare that the Trustees and Executors appointed by my Codicils

shall have equal powers and be clothed with the same authorities to all

intents and purposes as if they had been appointed by my original Will
\nstead of being appointed by any codicil thereto In Witness thereof I

the said Joseph Mallord William Turner have to this my third Codicil (I

having revoked my Codicil dated the Ninth day of August One thousand
eight hundred and forty-six*) contained in two sheets of paper set my hand
to the first sheet thereof and to this second and last sheet my hand and
seal this First day of February One thousand eight hundred and forty-nine

Signed sealed published and declared byN

the said Joseph Mallord William Turner as

and for a Codicil to his last Will and Testa-
ment in the presence of us who in his presence
at his request and in the presence ofeach other
have at the same time subscribed our Names
as Witnesses hereto the word ‘ Will ’ having
been first interlined in the first sheet hereof >

YJ- M. W. Turner (L.S.)

Joseph Tibbs ) Clerks to Mr. Harpur
Tho* Schroeder] Kennington Cross Surrey

The foregoing Will and Four Codicils were proved on the 6th day of

September 1852 in the Prerogative Court of the Archbishop of Canterbury
by the Reverend Henry Scott Trimmer Clerk (in the Will written ‘ The
Rev*1

. Henry Trimmer’) George Jones Esquire and Charles Turner
Esquire three of the surviving Executors named in the will and Philip

Hardwick (in the second Codicil written ‘ Hardwicke ’) Esquire and
Henry Harpur Esquire two of the Executors named in the second Codicil

—

power reserved of making the like grant to Hugh Andrew Johnston Munro

—

(Samuel Rogers Esquire and Thomas Griffith in the second Codicil written
* Griffiths’ and John Ruskin the younger having first renounced)—Effects

sworn under ;£140,000 and that Testator died on or about the 19th day of

December 1851.

The following is a copy of the revoked Codicil of the 29th day of

August 1846 so far as the same can be made out. Note that this Codicil

was written and executed in duplicate. Both parts are cancelled, and they

are not equally legible.

* The revoked Codicil is dated 29th August 1846.
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This is a Codicil to be added to and taken as part of the last

Will and Testament of me Joseph Mallord William Turner of Queen
Ann Street Harley Street in the county of Middlesex Esquire Whereas
the Residuary Legatee mentioned in my Will has died Now I hereby
appoint
and Sophia Caroline Booth to be such Residuary Legatees And I do hereby
give and bequeath to them all such Estate right and powers as if they had
been appointed Residuary Legatees in and by my Will And inasmuch as

it may take some time before the full provisions of my Will may be fully

performed I do hereby give unto the said Hannah Danby and Sophia
Caroline Booth one Annuity or clear yearly sum of One hundred and fifty

pounds each And I do declare that they shall be joint Custodiers and
Keepers of the Gallery or Foundation mentioned in my Will And I do
give and bequeath unto my Executors the sum of One thousand pounds and
I do direct them to lay out and expend the same in erecting a Monument
for me and for my memory in Saint Pauls Cathedral Church London
where I desire to be buried among my Brothers in Art In witness whereof
I have hereunto set and subscribed my hand and seal the Twenty-ninth
day of August One thousand eight hundred and forty-six

Signed sealed published and declared’

by the saidJoseph Mallord William Turner
as and for a Codicil to his last Will and
Testament in the presence of us who in

his presence at his request and in the

presence of each other have hereunto at

the same time subscribed our Names as

Witnesses

J. M. W. Turner (L.S.)

Note- One Part attested b
y{fjy! Watts}

Clerks to Mr. Harpur
Kennington Cross

1The other part attested by
{Th^ScrmoEDER }

Clerks to Mr - HarPur

Note that, the two parts not being equally cancelled, it is possible

to make out a copy with the aid of both, and not otherwise.

The following condensation of the last report issued by the Government
makes our readers acquainted with the latest aspect of this ill-managed busi-

ness :

—

* The Report of the Committee of the House of Lords upon the manner of

fulfilling the conditions of Turner’s Will contains so much matter interesting to

artists, that we shall make running extracts from the evidence of the various

witnesses examined, quoting briefly those subjects which are of current im-

portance. With regard to the duty of fulfilling the conditions of Turner’s will,

the Director stated that it was the general wish, and more especially the wish

of the Trustees of the National Gallery, to fulfil them. He considered the

removal of the pictures from South Kensington a departure from the obligation

to do so. He considered, and other witnesses fully agreed, that a selection of

Turner’s pictures would be indispensable
;

that many were unfit for public

exhibition, as being unfinished, and therefore only of interest to artists, to

whom a reserve might be advantageously displayed. It was elicited that under

the Act, 19th & 20th Viet. c. 29, s. 3, the Trustees were at liberty to accept

portions of a bequest of pictures and return the remainder, in which case the

last would fall into the residuary estate of the testator
;
by this Act it would
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seem, says Sir Charles Eastlake, “ that the Trustees would not have the option of

setting aside the certain pictures for the purposes of study
;
it would appear that

such pictures ought to go to the nearest of kin.” With Mr. Ruskin the witness

thought that the Turner collection would enable six separate collections of a
most instructive character to be made. The next matter which arose illus-

trated in no small degree the progress of public taste and the growth of a
sound judgment in Art. Habitual visitors to the National Gallery remember
how the pictures of West, which countryfolks loyally considered as the real

gems of the collection, gradually disappeared, first going on to the stair-

landing, then on the stairs, thence into the hall, and finally, how they took a
dive and vanished altogether to the region below, only to re-appear upon the

ample walls of South Kensington. Miss Angelica Kauffmann's works followed

to fit obscurity, and were not missed. These weedings were, of course, desirable

and right ; and the evident willingness of the Trustees to part with the two
large Guidos shows how the people have learnt to prize the real above the

meretricious art. Years ago the people crowded before these big pictures,

were fascinated by the minaudering nudities, and thought far more of an ill-

drawn and clay-cold “Christ crowned with thorns” than of the “Ariadne” or the

Raphaels ; now the case is so much altered, that some sort of apology is thought
needful for a proposition to send them to Dublin or Edinburgh, and “it would
be a great relief to the Gallery ” to do so. It is even said that the fact of trans-

ferring indifferent pictures to the above cities “ might deter people from leaving

inferior pictures, which might be rather an advantage.” As to the disposal of

the Turner pictures, the witness considered various courses were open, sup-

posing it were absolutely necessary to house them in the National Gallery before

the expiration of the decade after referred to.
‘

‘ One would be to place them
in the National Gallery, removing an equivalent number of pictures to the

South Kensington Museum. I should say not the Mediaeval pictures, but the

Dutch, Flemish, and Spanish pictures, because that would make room enough ;

the Mediaeval might be added, if necessary, but the removal of these alone

would not make room enough in the Gallery. Another course would be to

place the Turner pictures in the rooms below, where many of them once were,

but where they were not exhibited
;
the Vernon pictures were exhibited in those

rooms : they were so badly placed as hardly to be visible, but still they occupied
the walls of rooms in the National Gallery. If that were done, and if some
were placed in such space as can be afforded in the upper rooms, the legal con-
ditions would be complied with.” In the event of immediate action not being
imperative, the witness would prefer the pictures should remain where they
are

;
but he hoped this very inquiry would urge the Government to carry out

what the public had been waiting for so long—namely, the erection of a New
National Gallery, to contain the works of the old masters, the British school,

and the best works of Turner. He is entirely opposed to gas in the neigh-
bourhood of pictures, and, notwithstanding the high authorities asserting its

harmlessness, he could not believe it to be so
;
he thought the works should be

examined, to decide the question, from decade to decade, as change would be
exceedingly gradual. Photographs of the cracks in certain pictures have been
taken, which could be compared with the originals from time to time

;
not the

slightest change has been observable hitherto. It would not be possible to

provide a better temporary place than South Kensington for the reception of
the pictures, but the more temporary it was the better. With regard to the
Royal Academy vacating the National Gallery, Sir Charles did not know what
arrangement is pending with the present Government, but under the last Go-
vernment it was decided that the Royal Academy should be removed to Bur-
lington House, and the members would, upon a site to be granted, erect an
edifice for themselves. It would depend upon the terms offered whether the
Academy would hold themselves ready to vacate on the requisition of the
Government

; on those above named it would certainly do so. Mr. Redgrave
was examined. If it was put to him he should not exhibit in the National
Gallery many of Turner's pictures which are now at South Kensington

;
he
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does not think ihey do Turner’s fame any justice, being in such an unfinished
state that they are caviare to the multitude

;
there are some which would not

even benefit students,—the works of one whose powers were failing. Mr.
Redgrave regretted there is no exhibition of Turner’s water-colour drawings.
Turner was the father of water-colour art in this country, and, with a very
few exceptions, there were no examples of his work in the Gallery. It would
be desirable to change the works exhibited from time to time, so that they might
pass successively under the public eye ; with proper arrangements as to light,

a series of water-colour drawings might be as safely exhibited as oil-pictures.

(Mr. Womum expressed a very decided opinion in opposition to this.) The
witness was not prepared to say that they will not gradually fade, any more
than that oil-pictures will not deteriorate in time

;
but he believed that, under

due conditions, they may be preserved, and thought, taking into account
Turner’s fame and the impression he has made upon the world at large, it is

better that one hundred thousand should see these drawings annually, than
that ten thousand should see them in ten centuries. (It is well worth while for

the public to give good heed to this opinion, for it is now acted upon, and may
be still more so. It is opposed to all the feelings and experience of amateur
collectors and the conservators of great galleries. Which party is in the
right should de decided at once. We may, out of sheer heedlessness, be de-
stroying the heritage of our children in Art.) With regard to the complete
exhibition of Turner’s works, and the manner in which he conceived that artist

desired his will should be carried out, the witness thought he had two views

—

“One was that in our National Gallery there should be a tribune, or salon
carre, in which the choice works of all schools should be gathered together

;

and he desired to have some of his best works in that collection : he spe-
cially named two that should be put with the Claudes. In no arrangement
that can be made (I speak with deference to Sir E. Eastlake) could you place
these Turners by the Claudes in a sequence of schools

;
they must be in a

collection forming the cream of various schools.” In the second place, Mr.
Redgrave considered Turner wished his works to be kept together as far as
possible, in order to form a part of a British School of Art in the National
Gallery. The witness was of opinion that if the powers given by the above-
named Act of Parliament for the disposal of bequests of works of Art, irre-

spective of conditions attached thereto by the testator, were known to the

latter, there would be no difficulty in dispensing with those conditions, as the

Act declares, beforehand, an intention so to deal with bequests.—In reply to a
question, the witness said that most deceased British artists of eminence are

represented in the National Gallery—that is, if the Collections at South Ken-
sington are the National Gallery; “but then Turner’s will is carried out,

because his pictures are in part of the National Gallery. Adopting this view,

I consider that Turner’s will is carried out
;
but if he wished his pictures to

be in Trafalgar Square, in connexion with the Old Masters, neither his pic-

tures, nor the other British pictures, are in the National Gallery, since they

are both at South Kensington.” Mr. R. N. Wornum, Keeper and Secretary

of the National Gallery, was examined. Presuming it were desirable to remove
the pictures now in the Kensington Museum to Trafalgar Square, he would
wish to build a wing over the east side of the barrack-yard, running from

the new square room contiguous to the new large gallery, which would give

the space of perhaps four such rooms as the new gallery. He would propose a
wing on iron pillars, giving great headway to the barracks. These rooms
would not only hold the Turner Collection, but those of Vernon, Bell, and the

Old English pictures. Such a work might be constructed in a few months,

and would be permanent. A corresponding wing could be made hereafter,

where the workhouse now stands, and the extremities of the two wings joined

by a cross gallery. The gallery proposed would cover part of the barrack-yard,

and be of great service to the soldiers when drilling in wet weather. By adding

this wing the pictures would be better seen, as they would be more accessible

to the public at Trafalgar Square than at South Kensington. The nation
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possesses 362 pictures, 103 of which are finished oil pictures
;
the remainder

contains many that are “ mere botches.” There are 19,000 and odd altogether,

including pencil and water-colour sketches
;
“the mass of them are of no value

whatever.” The witness's opinion is, that water-colour drawings generally fade

on being exposed to the light, but that pencil, chalk, and sepia drawings do not

fade. To exhibit all the water-colour drawings of Turner that might be exhi-

bited would require a very large space. Turner, in one of the codicils to his

wiil, directed the course of changing the drawings in succession to be pur-

sued. The finest of them were exhibited for one year at Marlborough House,
and withdrawn from fear of injuring them by a constant exposure to the

light
;

these are now framed, and may be seen on application
;

probably
twenty persons apply to do so in the course of a year

;
but there is really

no one to show them, except myself,—and I have not time. If we are to

be liable to public applications to see these drawings, ‘
‘ I must have a curator

for the purpose. 1800 are prepared for public exhibition, if we had a place

and a servant who could watch them.” 400 are in frames, and 1,400 mounted.
If the Royal Academy were removed, there might be more accommodation for

the pictures than in the proposed wing, “because we should have the sculpture-

room, which would be a very good room for the exhibition of these framed and
mounted drawings.” If the wing were built, there would be room to display

the water-colour drawings in frames, changing them from time to time. “ I am
sure they (water-colour drawings) fade, because I have often seen drawings
which have faded. When a drawing has been taken out of a frame, where the

frame has covered part of the drawing, the colours protected have been more
intense than the part of the drawing which has been exposed to the light. You
do not detect deterioration in oil pictures so readily as you do in water-colour

drawings.” Mr. J. Pennethorne was examined. He would not recommend a
temporary building being added to the National Gallery, but a permanent
enlargement, so as to comprise part of what would ultimately be a very fine

building
;
therefore, if anything is to be done for the temporary accommodation

of the pictures, it ought to be done inside the present building. A permanent
gallery might be completed in nine months. The witness had submitted a
plan to the Chief Commissioner of Works for a further extension, and would
undertake, if needful, to erect a complete and sufficient National Gallery in

connexion with the present site in two years. In this plan there would be no
alteration of the present building, except breaking through the twro internal

doorways. “ There would be a great advantage in building at the back, because
you need not go to much outlay for architectural ornament

;
but, besides that,

we are, without difficulty, enabled to have recourse to all those means of
lighting which a good deal interfere with the architecture of a building facing a
public street. I propose to build an addition to the National Gallery, in such
a manner that the ground-floor of it should be built upon columns, so that it

should serve as a colonnade for the soldiers, thereby increasing their accommoda-
tion. The ground-floor of this building would not be necessary for the purpose
of the Gallery, and would be valuable for the barracks. There are two pas-
sages through the building : one to the barracks, and the other to Castle Street.

I propose not to encroach upon the last, but to let that be the boundary of the
new buildings. In doing that, I have only to take from the workhouse half
its site, leaving the other half on which to re-erect the schools and parish
offices, &c. The witness would begin with a gallery, 136 feet long, over the
barrack-yard, which would accommodate the Turner pictures. The cost of the
entire building would be about 100,000/.

;
it would cover an area of 30,000

feet: that of the present National Gallery and the Royal Academy taken
together cover 20,000 feet superficial. The portion of the scheme which is

considered pressing to be executed, would form a portion of the larger design,
and be consistent with an alteration of the fa<pade to the south. The witness
would undertake to build that portion required for the Turner pictures for

25,000/. in nine months. It would cost about 100,000/. to erect a similar

building in the rear of Burlington House to that proposed for the National
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Gallery. If the Royal Academy were removed, there would be plenty of room
in Trafalgar Square for all the pictures belonging to the nation

;
but that would

be turning the Academy into the streets
;
they ought to be allowed two years

to find a new home, even in Burlington House. The Turner Collection requires

3500 feet of wall for exhibition.

NOTE TO p. 176.

Account-books ofMr. W. B. Cooke.

W. B. Cooke, Dr. toj. M.W. Turner.

1817.

February 20 £ s. d.

Drawing of Ilfracombe

Coast 10 10 o
March 1.

Loan of Drawing of the

Eddystone for Rivers
of Devon 5 5 0

Loan of Drawing of

Junction ofTamar for

Rivers of Devon ... 5 5 0
Loan of Drawing of Ply-

mouth Sound for Ri-

vers of Devon 5 5 0
June.

Brixham, Coast 10 10 o
Fowey, Coast 10 10 o
Love 10 10 o

J^y-
Tintagel, Coast 10 10 o
Bridport, Coast 10 10 o
Winchelsea 6 60
Arisbantony (?) 6 60
Two Drawings ofVesu-

vius for Pompeii ... 3 1 10 0

£122 17 o

W. B. Cooke, Dr.

1818.

July. £ s- d.

Battle Abbey 6 6 o

August 31.

Hastings from the Sea,

for Mr.FullePsWork 42 00
Watchet, Coast 10 10 o
Dunster 10 10 o

Mount Edgecombe ... 10 10 o

£s.d.
40 o o

15 o

i5 IS o

Si 70

,£122 17 o

1818. Cr.

August 29. £ s.d.

Paid Mr. Turner in Bills

as follows :

—

One at six months
for

One at ninemonths
43 10 0

for 30 0 0
Copper for ‘Liber Stu-

diorum’ (three plates)

Reed. Gairdner’sViews
1 1 6

on the Rhine, charged

in Arches Account... 1 40

1817.

Paid August 4
1818.

Paid Mr. Turner for one
Drawing of Vesuvius
(Pompeii) ....

August 21.

Paid Mr. Turner for an-

other Drawing ofVe-

suvius, for Pompeii..

August 21.

Paid Mr. Turner

£79 16 O £7$ 15 6
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W. B. Cooke, Dr.

£ * d.

Three Drawings(Rhine) 85 10
Lulworth Castle 10 10 o

Margate 10 10 o
Dover.—Large Drawing

for Exhibition 1823

:

Shipwreck at Mar-

Touching Tomkinson’s
Cuyp 2 2 o

TouchingChelseaReach 2 20
Colne 8 8 o
Rochester 8 80
Norham 8 8 o
Coast, St. Mawes 10 10 o
Touching Cuyp’s Horse 2 20

Do. Boat 2 20
Girtin’s Kirkstone 2 20
Dartmouth' 8 80
Rivers, do 8 80

1824.

Folkestone 68 o o

£96 12 o

Rye 10 10 o
CovilleBay 10 10 o
Hythe 10 10 o
Ramsgate 10 10 o

£138 12 o

W. B. Cooke, Dr. toJ.M.W.Turner.
1822. £ s. d.

Three Drawings of the

Rhine 85 10
Lulworth Castle, Coast 10 10 o
Margate, Coast 10 10 o
Dover.—Large Drawing

for the Exhibition

1 823 : Shipwreck and
Margate, Sunrise ... 189 00

Touching Tomkinson’s
Cuyp 2 2 o

TouchingChelseaReach 220
Loan of More Park,

Rivers 8 80
Do. Rochester, do. 8 80
Do. Norham, do. 8 80

St. Mawes, Coast 10 10 o

1822.

September.
Bill fourmonths for three

Drawings (Rhine) ...

Paid Mr. Turner for

Lulworth Castle and
Margate

1823.

March 1 8.

Bill at two months
July 27.

A Bill at two months for

the loan oftwo Draw-
ings, No. 1 Rivers,

and touching Tom-
kinson’s Cuyp and
Girtin’s Chelsea
Reach

September 5th.

Bill at four months ...

Do. at five months ...

October 1.

Bill at two months for

Loan of three Draw-
ings for No. 2 Rivers

Liber Studiorum, Arches
paid

1822. Cr.

September.
Bill at four months for

three Drawings of

the Rhine
Paid Mr. Turner for

Lulworth Castle and
Margate

1823.

March 1 8.

Bill at two months ...

July 27.

Bill at two months for

the Loan oftwo draw-
ings (Rivers), and
touching Tomkin-
son’s Cuyp and Chel-

sea Reach

£s.d.

85 1 o

21 00

50 o o

21 OO

69 IO O

69 IO O

25 4 O

31 IO o

£ s- d.

85 I o

21 O O

50 O O

21 O O

Carried forward ...^334 19 o Carried forward ..-£177 I o
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£ s-J.

Brought forward ... 334 19 o
1822.

Touching Traveller,

Cuyp 2 20
1824.

LargeDrawing ofSmug-
glers Fishing Gin ... 63 00

Rye, Coast 10 10 o
Clovelly Bay, do 10 10 o
Ramsgate do 10100
‘Liber Studiorum,’

fourteen numbers at

I /. is. : twenty per

cent, allowed 11 15 o

£474 16 O

£ *.d.

Brought forward ... 177 10
1822. Sept. 5.

Bill at four months ... 69 10 o
Do. at five months ... 69 10 o

October I.

Bill at two months, paid

at Oxford, for Loan
of More Park, Ro-
chester, and Norham
Castle 25 40

Arch paid for Rye, Clo-
velly Bay, and Hythe
Coast 31 10 o

Arch to pay Ramsgate 10 10 o
1824.

July 1 7.

Two Bills as follows,

forbalance, one dated

June 25th, at four

months, anotherdated

June 25, at five

months, each for

45/. 15s.6d. 91 II O

£474 16 o

1824. W. B. Cooke, Dr.

July 22 £ s. d.

Loan of three drawings
for Rivers, as follows:

Brougham Castle. . . 8 80
Totness 8 80
Okehampton Castle 880

£^S 4 0

1825.

Jan. 14. £ s. d.

Loan of two Drawings,

as follows

:

Rainbow (Arundel
Castle) 8 80

Bromleys (Kirkstall

Abbey) 880

1824. Cr.

July 22. £ s. d.

Bill at two months, for

Broughton Castle,Tot-
ness, Okehampton ... 25 40

1825.

Jan. 14. £ s. d.

Bill at two months for

Arundel Castle and
Kirkstall Abbey 16 16 0

16 16 C
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W. B. Cooke, Dr.

Bill held by Mr. Turner,

dated September 9th,

and which remains un-

paid 20 O O
Touching Vandervelde in

No. 6 Gems 2 2 0
Sandgate Creek Rivers,

Loan of 8 8 o
Two first Drawings of the

continuation of the
Coast (purchased by
Mr. Tomkinson) 52 10 o

v Cr.

£ s, 4.

By Frame of Glass sent

to Sir Anthony Carlisle

from W, B. Cooke ...... 4 10 0

£91 8 o

PRINTED BY
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Cfcdd (Edward, F.R.A. S.).—Myths and Dreams. Cr. 8vo, 35.6d.

Coates (Aan

e

).—Rie’s Diary. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Cobban (J. Maclaren), Novels by.
The Cure of Souls. Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

The Red Sultan. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, ft.

The Burden of Isabel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d.

Coleman (John).—Curly: An Actor’s Story. With 21 Illustrations
by J. C. DOLLMAN. Crown 8vo, picture cover, if.

Coleridge (M. E.).—The Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. Cloth, 15. 6d,

Collins (C. Allston).—The Bar Sinister. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Collins (John Churton, M.A.), Books by.
Illustrations of Tennyson. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6j.
Jonathan Swift : A Biographical and Critical Study. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. If.

Collins (Mortimer and Frances), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each

;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

From Midnight to Midnight. I Blacksmith and Scholar.
Transmigration. 1 Ton Play me False. 1 The Village Comedy.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.
Sweet Anne Page. I A Fight with Fortune. | Sweet and Twenty. | Francee,

Collins (Wilkie), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, many Illustrated, 3s. €d. each ; post Ivo, picture boards, as. each

;

cloth limp, as. td. each.
My Miscellanies.
Armadale.

•Antonina.
•Basil.
’Hide and Seek.
•The Woman in White.
•The Moonstone.
•Man and Wife.
After Dark.
The Dead Secret.
The Queen of Hearts.
Ho Name.

Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs.?
The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The Daw and the Lady.
The Two Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves.

Jezebel’a Daughter*
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
•I Say No.’
A Rogue’s Life.
The Evil Genius.
Little Novels.
The Legacy of Cain.
Blind Love.

V Marked * are the NEW LIBRARY Edition at 3s. 6d., entirely resetand bound in new style.

POPULAR EDITIONS. Medium 8vo, 6d. each ; cloth, ts. each.

The Woman In White. I The Moonstone. | Antonina.

The Woman In White and The Moonstone in One Volume, medium 8vo, cloth, as.

Colman’s (George) Humorous Works: 'Broad Grins,’ ‘My Night-
gown and Slippers,* &c. With Life and Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. td,

Colquhoun (M. J.).—Every Inch a Soldier. Post 8vo, boards, 2s.

Colt> breaking, Hints on. By W. M. Hutchison. Cr. 8vo, cl., 35. 6d.

ConvalescentCookery. By Catherine Ryan. Cr. 8vo, is. ; cl., 15. 6d.

Conway (Moncure D.), Works by.
Demonology and Devil-Lore. With 65 Illustrations. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, aSs.

George Washington ’s Rules of Civility. Fcap. 8vo, Japanese vellum, as. 6d.

Cook^Dutton), Novels by.
Post 8vo. illustrated boards, as. each.

|
Paul Foster’s Danghter.

Cooper (Edward H.).—Geoffory H amilton. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3*. td.

Cornwall.—Popular Romances of the West of England; or, The
Drolls, Traditions, and Superstitions of Old Cornwall. Collected by ROBERT HUNT, F.R.S. With

two Steel Plates by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK. Crown 8vo, cloth, 7s. td.

Cotes (V. Cecil).—Two Girls on a Barge. With 44 Illustrations by
F. H. Townsend. Post 8vo, cloth, as. 6d.

Craddock (C. Egbert), Stories by.
The Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains. Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

His Vanished Star. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. td.

Cram (Ralph Adams).—Black Spirits and White, Fcap. 8vo,
doth, if. 6d.
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Crellin (H. N.). Books by.
Romances of the Old Seraglio. With 28 Illustrations by S. L. WOOD. Crown 8vo, cloth, 34.

6

d.

Tales of the Caliph. Crown 8vo. cloth, 2s.

The Nazarenes: A Drama. Crown 8vo, u.

Crim (Matt.).—Adventures of a Fair Rebel. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, with a Frontispiece by DAN. BEARD, y. 6d.

;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Crockett (S. R.) and others. —Tales of Our Coast. By S. R.
Crockett, Gilbert Parker, Harold Frederic, ‘Q.,’ and W Clark Russell. With 19

Illustrations by FRANK Brangwyn. Crown 8vo, doth, 3s. 6d.

Croker (Mrs. B. M.), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35. 6d.
each

;
post 8vo, Illustrated boards, 2s. each ; cloth limp. as. 6d. each.

Pretty raise Neville. I Diana Barrington. I A Family Likeness.
A Bird of Passage. ! Proper Pride. I 'To Let.’
Yillage Tales and Jangle Tragedies.

|
Two Blasters. | Mr. Jervis.

Crown 8vo, doth extra, 34. Gd. each. -
Married or Single? I In the Kingdom of Kerry.
The Real Lady Hilda. [ Interference. | A Third Person.

Beyond the Pale. Crown 8vo, huckram, 64.

Cruikshank’s Comic Almanack. Complete in Two Series: The
FIRST, from 1835 tor *843; the SESOND, from 1S44 to 1853. A Gathering: of the Best Humour of
Thackeray, Hood, Mayhew, Albert Smith, A’Beckett, Robert Brough, &c. with
numerous Steel Engravings and Woodcuts by GEORGE CRUIKSHANK, HlNE, LANDELLS, &c.
Two Vols., crown 8vo, doth gilt, 74. 6d. each.

The Life of George Crulkshank. By Blanchard Jerrold. With 84 Illustrations and a
Bibliography. Crown 8vo, doth extra, 6j.

Cumming (C. F. Gordon), Works by. Demy 8vo, cl. ex., 8s. 6d. ea.
In the Hebrides. With an Autotype Frontispiece and 23 Illustrations.

In the Himalayas and on the Indian Plains. With 42 Illustrations.

Two Happy Years In Ceylon. With 28 Illustrations.

Yla Cornwall to Egypt. With a Photogravure Frontispiece. Demy 8vo, doth, is. M.

Cussans (John E.).—A Handbook of Heraldry; with Instructions
for Tracing Pedigrees and Dedphering Ancient MSS., &c. Fourth Edition, revised, with 408 Woodcut*
and 2 Coloured Plates, Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6*.

Cyples (W.).—Hearts of Gold. Cr. 8vo, cl., 35. 6d . ;
post 8vo, bds. , 2s.

Daudet (Alphonse).—The Evangelist; or, Port Salvation. Crown
8vo, doth extra, y. Gd. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 24.

Davenant (Francis, M.A.).—Hints for Parents on the Choice of
a Profession for their Sons when Starting In Life. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

Davidson (Hugh Coleman).—Mr. Sadler’s Daughters. With a
Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. Gd.

Davies (Dr. N. E. Yorke-), Works by. Cr. 8vo, is. ea.; cl., is. 6d. ea.
One Thousand Medical Maxims and Surgical Hints.
Nursery Hints : A Mother’s Guide in Health and Disease.
Foods lor the Fat : A Treatise on Corpulency, and a Dietary for Its Cure*

Aids to Long Life. Crown 8vo, 2s. ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Davies* (Sir John) Complete Poetical Works. Collected and Edited,
with Introduction and Notes, by Rev. A. B. GROSART, D.D. Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 31. 6d. each.

Dawson (Erasmus, M.B.).—The Fountain of Youth. Crown 8vo,
doth extra, with Two Illustrations byHUMB NlSBET, y. Gd.

; post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

De Guerin (Maurice), The Journal of. Edited by G. S. Trebutien.
With a Memoir by SAINTE-BEUVB. Translated from the 20th French Edition by JESSIH P. FROTH-
INGHAM. Fcap.*8vo. half-bound, as. Gd.

De Malstre (Xavier).—A Journey Round my Room. Translated
by Sir HENRY ATTWELL. Post 8vo, doth limp, as. Gd.

De Mille (James).—A Castle Spain. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, with
a Frontispiece, y. Gd. ;

post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

Derby (The) : The Blue Ribbon of the Turf. With Brief Accounts
of the Oaks. By Louis Henry Curzon, Crown «vo, cloth limp, t*. 6u.
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Derwent (Leith), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. ea.
;
post 8vo, 2$. ea.

Our Lady of Tears. I Circe’s Lovers.

Dewar (T. R.).—A Ramble Round the Globe. With 220 Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Dickens (Charles).—Sketches by Boz. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2 s.

About England with Dickens. By Alfred Rimmer. With 57 Illustrations by C. A. Vander-
HOOF, ALFRED Rimmer, and others. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Dictionaries.
The Reader’s Handbook of Allusions, References, Plots, and Stories. By the Rev.

E. C. BREWER, LL.D. With an ENGLISH BIBLIOGRAPHY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
Authors and their Works, with the Dates. Crown 8vo, cloth limp, 2r.
A Dictionary of Miracles: Imitative, Realistic, and Dogmatic, By the Rev. E. C BREWER,

LL.D. Crown 8vo, cloth, jr. 6d.
Familiar Short Sayings of Great Men. With Historical and Explanatory Notes by SAMUEL

A. BENT, A.M. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ?r. 6d.
The Slang Dictionary : Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6r. 6d.
Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dictionary of Curious, Quaint, and Out-of-the-Way Matters. By

ELIEZER EDWARDS. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Diderot.

—

The Paradox of Acting. Translated, with Notes, by
WALTER HERRIES POLLOCK. With Preface by Sir HENRY IRVING. Crown 8vo, parchment, <r. id.

Dobson (Austin), Works by.
Thomas Bewick and his Pupils. With 95 Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth, 6s.
Four Frenchwoman. With Four Portraits. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6s.

Eighteenth Century Vignettes. In Three Series. Crown 8vo, buckram, 6s. each.

Dobson (W. T.).—Poetical Ingenuities and Eccentricities. Post
8vo, cloth limp, ss. 6d.

Donovan (Dick), Detective Stories by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs. each ; cloth limp, sr. 6d. each.

The Man-Hunter. | Wanted I

Caught at Last.
Tracked and Taken.
Who Poisoned Hetty Duncan 7
Suspicion Aroused.

A Detective’s Triumph*.
In the Grip of the Law.
From Information Received.
Link by Link. { Dark Deed*.
Riddles Read.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, sr. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each ; cloth, as. 6d. each.

The Man from Manchester. With 33 Illustrations.

Tracked to Doom. With Six full-page Illustrations by GORDON BROWNX.
The Mystery of Jamaica Terrace.

The Chronicles of Michael Danevitch, of the Russian Secret Service. Crown Ivo,
cloth, 3J. 6d,

Dowling ^Richard).—Old Corcoran’s Money. Crown 8vo, cl,, 3s. 6d.

Doyle (A. Conan).—The Firm of Girdlestone. Cr. 8vo, cl,, 35. 6d.

Dramatists, The Old. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex., with Portraits, 35. 6d. per Vol.
Ben Jonson’a WcS'Rs. With Notes, Critical and Explanatory, and a Biographical Memoir by

William Gifford. Edited by Colonel Cunningham. Three Vols.

Chapman’s Works. Three Vols. VoL I. contains the Plays complete ; VoL II., Poems and Minor
Translations, with an Essay by A. C. SWINBURNE ; VoL III., Translations of the Iliad and Odyssey.

Marlowe’s Works. Edited, with Notes, by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. One VoL
Massinger’s Plays. From Gifford’S Text. Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. One Vol.

Duncan (Sara Jeannette: Mrs. Everard Cotes), Works by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ys. 6d. each.

A Social Departur®. With in Illustrations by F. H. Townsend.
An American Girl In London. With 80 Illustrations by F. H. TOWNSEND.
The Simple Adventure* of a Memsahib. with 37 Illustrations by F. H. Townsend.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, sr. 6d. each.

A Daughter Of To-Pwy. |
Vernon’s Aunt. With 47 Illustrations by Hal Hurst.

Dutt (Romesh C*.).—England and India: A Record of Progress
during t)ne Hundred Yeats. Crown 6vo, cloth, as.

Dyer (TTF. ThlseHon).—TFe Folk-Lore of Plants. Cr. Svo, cl., 6s,

Early English Pciets. Edited, with Introductions and' Annotationii
by Rev. A. B. GRORAAT, D.D. Crown 8vo. cloth boards, sr. 6d. per Volume,

Fletcher’s (Gilts} Coprplete Poems. One Vol.

Davies' (Rjr Jahn) Complete Poetical Works. Two Vols.

Herrick’s iRoberd Complete Collected Poems. Three Vols.

Sidney’s (Sir Philip) Complete Poetical Works. Three Vols.

Edgcumbe (Sir E. R. Pearce) Zephyrus: A Holiday in Brazil
sad •* th« Rir«r Plat*. With 41 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, y.
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Edwardes (Mrs. Annie), Novels by.
Post Svo, Illustrated boards, is. each.

Archie Lovell. I A Point of Honour.

Edwards (Eliezer).— Words, Facts, and Phrases: A Dictionary
of Curious, Quaint, and Out-of-tlie-Way Matters. Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Edwards (M. Betliam-), Novels by.
Kitty. Post 8vo, boards, is. ; doth, is. 6d. | Felicia. Post Svo, Illustrated boards, is.

Egerton (Rev. J. C., M.A.). — Sussex Folk and Sussex Ways.
With Introduction by Rev. Dr, H. WACE, and Four Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 5J.

Eggleston (Edward).—Roxy: A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 25.

Englishman’s House, The: A Practical Guide for Selecting or Build-
ing a House. By C. J. RICHARDSON. Coloured Frontispiece and $34 Illntts. Cr. Svo, cloth, 7s. 6d.

Ewald (Alex. Charles, F.S.A.), Works by.
The Life and Times of Prince Charles Stuart, Count of Albany (THK YOUNG Preten-

der. With a Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.
Stories from the State Papers. With Autotype Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Eyes, Our : How to Preserve Them. By John Browning. Cr. 8vo, is.

Familiar Short Sayings of Great Men. By Samuel Arthur Bent,
A.M. Fifth Edition, Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ys. 6cL.

Faraday (Michael), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth extra, 4s. 6d. each.
The Chemical History of a Candle t Lectures delivered before a Juvenile Audience. Edited

by William Crookes, F.C.S. With numerous Illustrations.

On the Various Forces of Nature, and their Relation* to each other. Edited by
William Crookes, f.c.S. With illustrations.

Farrer (J. Anson), Works by.
Military Manners and Customs. Crown 8vo, doth extra, 6s.

War : Three Essays, reprinted from ' Military Manners and Customs.' Crown 8vo, is.

;

cloth, is. 6d.

Fenn (G. Manville), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, is. each.

The New Mistress. | Witness to the Deed.
|
The Tiger Lily.

| The White Yirgln,

Fin = Bee.—The Cupboard Papers : Observations on the Art of Living
and Dining. Post 8vo, cloth limp, is. 6d.

Fireworks, The Complete Art of Making ; or, The Pyrotechnist’s
Treasury. By THOMAS KENTISH. With 267 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5*.

First Book, My. By Walter Besant, Tames Payn, W. Clark Rus-
sell, Grant Allen, Hall Caine, George R. Sims, Rudyard Kipling, A. Conan Doyle,
M. E. BRADDON, F. W. ROBINSON, H. RIDER HAGGARD, R. M. BALLANTYNE, I. ZANGWILL,
MORLEY ROBERTS, D. CHRISTIE MURRAY, MARY CORELLI, J. K. JEROME, JOHN STRANGE
Winter, Bret Harte, • Q.,’ Robert Buchanan, and R. L. Stevenson. With a Prefatory Story
by JEROMH K. JEROME, and 185 Illustrations. A New Edition. Small demy 8vo, art linen, 3s. td.

Fitzgerald (Percy), Works by.
Little Essays : Passages from the Letters of CHARLES LAMB. Post 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.
Fatal Zero. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3X. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, is.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, is. each.

Bella Donna, I The Lady of Brantome, I The Second Mrs. Tlllotson.
Polly, | Never Forgotten.

| Beventy-flve Brooke Street.

The Life Of James Boswell (of Auchinleck). With Illusts. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24J.
The Savoy Opera. With 60 Illustrations and Portraits . Crown 8vo, cloth. 3^. 6d.
Sir Henry Irving 1 Twenty Years at the Lyceum. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Flammarion (Camille), Works by.
Popular Astronomy: A General Description of the Heavens. Translated by J. ELLARD GORE,

F.R.A.S. With Three Plates and 288 Illustrations. Medium 8vo, cloth, 10s. 6d.
Urania: A Romance. With 87 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, sj.

Fletcher’s (Giles, B.D.) Complete Poems: Christ’s Victorie in
Heaven, Christ’s Victorie on Earth, Christ’s Triumph over Death, and Minor Poems. With Notes by
Rev. A. B. GROSART, D.D. Crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3*. 6d,

Fonblanque (Albany)*—Filthy Lucre. Post Svo, illust. boards, 2s.
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Forbes (Archibald).—The Life of Napoleon III. With Photo-
gravure Frontispiece and Thirty-six full-page Illustrations. Demy 8vo, doth, gilt top, 12s. [Shortly.

Franciilon (R. E.), Novels by
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each j post 8vo, Illustrated boards, is. each.

One by Ona.
| A Real Queen. I A Dog and his Shadow.

Ropes ol Sand. Illustrated.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Queen Cophetua.
| Olympia. 1 Romances of the Law. | King or Knave ?

Jack Doyle’s Daughter. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Frederic (Harold), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each.
Seth’s Brother’s Wife.

| The Lawton Girl.

French Literature, A History of. By Henry Van Laun. Three
Vols., demy 8vo, cloth boards, ^s. 6d. each.

Friswell (Hain).—One of Two: A Novel. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Fry’s (Herbert) Royal Guide to the London Charities. Edited
by JOHN Lane. Published Annually. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d. ^

Gardening Books. Post 8vo, is. each; cloth limp. 15. 6d. each.
A Year’s Work In Garden and Greenhouse. By George Glenny.
Household Horticulture. By Tom and Jane Jerrold. Illustrated.
The Garden that Paid the Rent. By Tom Jerrold.
My Garden Wild. By Francis G. Heath. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt edges , 6s.

Gardner (Mrs. Alan).— Rifle and Spear with the Rajpoots : Being
the Narrative of a Winter’s Travel and Sport in Northern India. With numerous Illustrations by the
Author and F. H. Townsend. Demy 4to, half-bound, au.

Garrett (Edward).—The Capel Girls: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, with two Illustrations, 3J. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J.

Gaulot (Paul).—The Red Shirts: A Story of the Revolution. Trans-
lated by JOHN DE VlELlERS. With a Frontispiece by Stanley Wood. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.

Gentleman’s Magazine, The. is. Monthly. Contains Stories,
Articles upon Literature, Science, Biography, and Art, and • Table Talk* by SYLVANUS URBAN.

Bound Volumesfor recentyears kept in stock, 8r. 6d. each. Casesfor binding, 2s. each.

Gentleman’s Annual, The. Published Annually in November, is.
The Title of the 1897 Annual is The Secret of Wyyern Towers. By T. W. Speight.

German Popular Stories. Collected by the Brothers Grimm and
Translated by EDGAR TAYLOR. With Introduction by JOHN RUSKIN, and 22 Steel Plates after

George CRUIKSHANK. Square 8vo, cloth, 6s. 6d. ; gilt edges, 7s. 6d.

Gibbon (Chas.), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6d. ea.; post 8vo, bds., 2s. ea.

Robin Gray. With Frontispiece.
J

Loving a Dream,
The Golden Shaft. With Frontispiece. | Of High Degree.

Post Svo, illustrated boards, 2j. each.

The Flower of the Forest.
The Dead Heart.
For Lack of Gold.
What Will the Y/orld Say?
For the King.

|
A Hard Knot.

?
|ueen of the Meadow,
n Pastures Green.

In Love and War.
A Heart’s Problem.
By Mead and Stream.
The Braes of Yarrow.
Fancy Free.
In Honour Bound.
Heart’s Delig ht. I Blood Tffonay.

G ibney (Somerville).—Sentenced 1 Crown 8vo, cloth, 15 . 6d.

Gilbert (W. S.), Original Plays by. In Three Series, 25 . 6d. each.
The FIRST series contains : The Wicked World—Pygmalion and Galatea—Charity—The Princess—

The Palace of Truth—Trial by Jury.
The SECOND Series : Broken Hearts—Engaged—Sweethearts—Gretchen—Dan Druce—Tom Cobb

—H.M.S. • Pinafore ’—The Sorcerer—The Pirates of Penzance.
The THIRD Series: Comedy and Tragedy—Foggerty’s Fairy—Rosencrantz and Guildenstem—

Patience—Princess Ida—The Mikado—Ruddigore—The Yeomen of the Guard—The Gondoliers—
The Mountebanks—Utopia.

1

L

Eight Original Comic Operas written by W. S. Gilbert. In Two Series. Demy 8vo, cloth,

2s. 6d. each. The FIRST containing: The Sorcerer—H.M.S. ‘Pinafore’—The Piratfes of Penzance—
lolanthe—Patience—Princess Ida—The Mikado—Trial by Jury.

The SECOND Series containing: The Gondoliers—The Grand Duke—The Yeomen of the Guard—

/

His Excellency—Utopia, Limited—Ruddigore—The Mountebanks—Haste to the Wedding.

3?he Gilbert and Sullivan Birthday Book: Quotations for Every Day in the Year, selected
from Plays by W. S. Gilbert set to Music by Sir A. SULLIVAN. Compiled by ALBX. WATSON.

!

Eoyal i6ibq, Jspacsss IsatUer, ar. &&
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Gilbert (William), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated bds., 25. each.
Dr. Austin’s Guests. I Janies Duke, Coitermonjar,
The Wizard of the Mountain. 1

Glanville (Ernest), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each ;

post 8vo, Illustrated boards, «. eacX

The Dost Heiress ! A Tale of Lore, Battle, and Adventure. With Two Illustrations by H. NlSBKT.

The Fossicker : A Romance of Mashonaland. With Two Illustrations by HUM* NlSBKT.

A Fair Colonist. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY WOOD.

The Golden Rook. With a Frontispiece by Stanley WOOD. Crown »ro, cloth extra, jr. U.
Kloof Yarns. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

T

a

les from the Veldt. With Twelve Illustrations by M. NlSBET. Crown «vo, cloth. 3*. 6d.

Glenny (George).—A Year’s Work in Garden and Greenhouse:
Practical Advice as to the Management ofthe Flower, Fruit, and Frame Garden. Post 8vo, is. ; cloth, if. 6<L

Godwin (William).—Lives of the Necromancers. Post 8vo, cl., 25.

Golden Treasury of Thought, The: An Encyclopaedia of Quota-
TIONS. Edited by THEODORE TAYLOR. Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 7r. 6d.

Gontaut, Memoirs of the Duchesse de (Gouvernante to the Chil-
dren of France). 1773-1836. With Two Photogravures. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, an.

Goodman (E. J.).—The Fate of Herbert Wayne. Cr. 8vo, 3* 6i.

Greeks and Romans, The Life of the, described from Antique
Monuments. By Ernst GUHL and W. KONBR. Edited by Dr. F. KUBFFKK. With 545 Illustra-

tions. Large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Greville (Henry), Novels by.
Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, >s. each.

Nikanor. Translated by Eliza E. CHASE.
A Noble Woman. Translated by Albert D. Vanpam.

(i riffith (Cecil).—Corinthia Marazlon : A Novel, Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, y. 6a. ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

Grundy (Sydney)-—The Days of his Vanity: A Passage in the
Life of a Young Man. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. 1 post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

Habberton (John, Author of ' Helen’s Babies ’), Novels by.
Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as. each ; cloth limp, as. 6d. each.

Brueton’s Bayou.
| Country Duck.

Hair, The: Its Treatment in Health, Weakness, and Disease, Trans-
lated from the' German of Dr. J. PlNCUS. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, ir. 6d.

Hake (Dr. Thomas Gordon), Poems by. Cr. 8vo, cl. ex. ,6s. each.
New Symbol*. | Degendx of the Morrow. | The Serpent Play.

Maidel Ecstasy. Small 4to, cloth extra, 8j.

Halifax (C.).— Dr. Rumsey’s Patient. By Mrs. L. T. Meade and
Clifford Halifax M.d. Crown 8yo, cloth, 6s.

Hall (Mrs. S. C.).—Sketches of Irish Character. With numerous
Illustrations on Steel and Wood by MACLISH, GILBERT, HARVEY, and GEORGE CRUIKSHANK.
Small demy 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Hall (Owen), Novels by.
The Traok of a Storm. Cheaper Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.
Jetsam. Crown 8vo, cloth, 31. 6d.

Halliday (Andrew).—Every-day Papers. Post 8vo, boards, 2%.

Handwriting, The Philosophy of. With over 100 Facsimiles and
Explanatory Text. By DON FELIX DE SALAMANCA, Post 8vo, cloth limp, as. 6d.

Hanky-Panky: Easy and Difficult Tricks, White Magic, Sleight of
Hand, &c. Edited by W. H. CREMER. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 4J. 6d.

Hardy (Lady Duffus).—Paul Wynter’s Sacrifice. PostSvo, bds., 2s .

Hardy (Thomas).—Under the Greenwood Tree. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, with Portiyiit and 15 Illustrations, 31. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, TS. cloth limp, as. 6d.

H^nvood (J. Berwick).—The Tenth Earl- Post 8vo
p
boards, z$.
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Harte’s (Bret) Collected Works. Revised by the Author. LIBRARY
EDITION, in Nine Volumes, arown 8vo, cloth extra, &r. each.

Vol. I. COMPLETE POETICAL AND DRAMATIC WORKS. With Steel-plate Portrait.

„ II. The Luck of Roaring Camp—Bohemian Papers—American Legend,
„ III. Tales of the argonauts—Eastern Sketches.
„ iv. Gabriel Conroy. ]

Vol. v. Stories—CIndbnsbd novels, &c.
„ VI. Tales of the Pacific Slope.
,. Vil. Tales of tub PaSifiC Slope—II. With Portrait by JOHN Pbttib, R.A,
„ vin. Tales of the Pine and the Cypress.
„ IX. Buckeye and chapparel,

The Seleot Works of Bret Harte, In Prose and Poetry. With Introductory Essay by J. M.
BELLEW, Portrait of the Author, and 50 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3X. 6d.

Bret Harte’s Poetical Works. Printed on hand-made paper. Crown 8vo, buckram, 4s. 6d.
A New Volume of Poems. Crown 8vo, buckram,jjx. [Preparing.
The Queen of the Pirate Isle. With 28 Orlgrinal Drawings by Kate Greenaway, reproduced

in Colours by Edmund Evans. Small 4to, cloth, y.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each 5 post 8to, picture boards, 2X. each.

A Waif of the Plains. With 60 Illustrations by Stanley L. Wood.
A Ward of the Golden Gate. With 59 Illustrations by Stanley L. Wood.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra. $t. 6d. each.
A Sappho of Green Springs, &c. With Two illustrations by Hume Nisbet.
Colonel Starbottle’s Client, and Some Other People. With a Frontispiece.
Susy : A Novel. With Frontispiece and. Vignette by J. A. CHRISTIE.
Sally Dows, &c. With 47 Illustrations by W. D. ALMOND and others.
A Protegee of Jack Hamlin’s, &<i With b6 Illustrations bv W. SMALL ar.d others.
The Bell-Ringer of Angel’s, &c. with 39 Illustrations by DUDLEY Hardy and other*.
Clarence : A Story of the American War. With Eight Illustrations by A. JULE GOODMAN.
Barker’s Luck, &c. With 39 Illustrations by A. FQREyriER, PAUL HARDY, &c.
Devil’s Ford, &c. With a Frontispiece by W. H, OVEREND.
The Crusade of the “ Excelsior.” With a Frontispiece by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE.
Three Partners ; or, The Big Strike on Heavy Tree Hill. With 8 Illustrations by J. GULICH.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.
Gabriel Conroy. I The Luck of Roaring Camp, &e.
An Heiress of Red Dog, Sic. | Californian Stories.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each ; cloth, as. 6d. each.
Flip . | Maruja.

|
A Phyllis of the Sierras.

fiaweis (Mrs. H. R.), Books by.
The Art of Beauty. With Coloured Frontispiece and 91 Illustrations. Square 8vo, cloth bds., 6s.

The Art of Decoration. With Coloured Frontispiece and 74 Illustrations. Sq. 8vo, cloth bds., 6x.

The Art of Dress. With 32 Illustrations. Post 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.
Chaucer for Schools. Demy 8vo, cloth limp, as. 6d,

Chaucer for Children. With 38 Illustrations (8 Coloured). Crown 4to, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Haweis (Rev. H. R., M.A.), Books by.
American Humorists : Washington Irving, Oliver Wendell Holmes, Tames Russell

Lowell, Artemus Ward, Mark Twain, and Bret Harth. Third Edition. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Travel and Talk, 18S5 -93-S5 : My Hundred Thousand Miles of Travel through America—Canada
—New Zealand—Tasmania—Australia—Ceylon—The Paradises of the Pacific. With Photogravure
Frontispieces. A New Edition. Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 12X.

Hawthorne (Julian), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, doth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as. each.

Garth. i
Ellice Quentin. I Beatrix Randolph. With Four Rlusts.

Sebastian Strome. I David Poindexter’s Disappearance,
Fortune’s Fool. | Dust. Fourlllusts. | The Spectre of tha Camera.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

WTIsa Cadogna. |
Love—or a Name.

Hawthorne (Nathaniel).—Our Old Home. Annotated wi,-h Pas-
sagesifromtheAuthorisNote-bool^an^Jllustrated^rithjiJPh^

Heath (Francis George).—My Garden Wild, and What 1 Grew
There. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gilt edges, 6s.

Helps (Sir Arthur), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Animals and their Blasters, | Social Pressure.
Ivan da B^ron > A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2J.

Henderson (Isaac). — Agatha Page: A Novel. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3?. 6d.

Henty (G. A.), Novels by.
Rujub the Juggler. With Eight Illustrations by STANLEY L. WOOD. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3T. 6d.j

post 8vo. illustrated boards, as.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.

Porothy’g Double. |
The Queen’s Cup.

Herman (Henry),—A Leading Lady. Post 8vo, bds., 2s. ;
cl.,2s.

Herrick’s (Robert) Hesperides, Noble Numbers, and Complete
Collected Poems. With Memorial-Introduction and Notes by the Rev. A. B. GROSART, D,D.
Steel Portrait, &c. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, 3s. 6d. each.
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Hertzka (Dr. Theodor).—Freeland : ASocial Anticipation. Trans-
lated by ARTHUR RANSOM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 6s.

Hesse=Wartegg (Chevalier Ernst von).— Tunis: The Land and
the People. With 22 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, doth extra. 3J. 6d.

Hill (Headon).

—

Zambra the Detective. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d. ;

post Svo, picture boards, 2r. ; cloth, ss. 6d.

Hill (John), Works by.
Treason-Felony. Post 8vo, boards, ss. | The Common Ancestor. Cr. 8vo, cloth, y. 6d.

Hoey (Mrs. Cashel).—The Lover’s Creed. Post 8vo, boards, 2s.

Holiday, Where to go for a. By E. P. Sholl, Sir H. Maxwell,
Bart., M.P., JOHN WATSON, JANE BARLOW, MARY LOVETT CAMERON, JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY,
Paul Lange, J. w. Graham, j. H. Salter, Phiebe allen, S. J. Beckett, L. River* Vine,
and C. F, GORDON CUMMING. Crown 3vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Hollingshead (John).—Niagara Spray. Crown 8vo, 15.

Holmes (Gordon, M.D.)—The Science of Voice Production and
Voice Preservation. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is.6d.

Holmes (Oliver Wendell), Works by.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table. Illustrated by J. GORDON Thomson. Post 8vo, cloth

limp, ss. 6d.~ Another Edition, post 8vo, cloth, 2s.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Table and The Professor at the Breakfast-Table,

In One VoL Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.

Hood’s (Thomas) Choice Works in Prose and Verse. With Life of
the Author, Portrait, and 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6d.
Hood’s Whims and Oddities. With 85 Illustrations. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.

Hood (Tom).—From Nowhere to the North Pole: A Noahs
Arkaeological Narrative. With 25 Illustrations by W. BRUNTON and E. C. BARNES. Cr. Svo, cloth, 6s.

Hook’s (Theodore) Choice Humorous Works; including his Ludi-
crous Adventures, Bons Mots, Puns, and Hoaxes. With Life of the Author, Portraits, Facsimiles, and
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s, 6d.

Hooper (Mrs. Geo.).—The House of Raby. Post 8vo, boards, 2$.

Hopkins (Tighe).—**Twixt Love and Duty.* Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Horne (R. Hengist). — Orion: An Epic Poem. With Photograph
Portrait by SUMMERS. Tenth Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s.

Hungerford (Mrs., Author of * Molly Bawn ’), Novels by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, ss. each ; cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.

A Malden All Forlorn. I A Modern Circe.
|

An Unsatisfactory Lover,
Marvel. A Mental Struggle. I Lady Patty,
In Durance Vile.

| |

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d. each
;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, ss. each ; cloth limp, ss. 6d. each.

Lady Yerner’g Flight.
|

The Red-House Mystery. | The Three Grace*,
Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each.

The Professor’s Experiment. With Frontispiece by E. J. WHEELER.
Nora Creina. I April's Lady.
An Anxious Moment, |

A Point of Conscience, 1

Peter’s Wife,

Lovlce. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Hunt’s (Leigh) Essays: A Tale for a Chimney Corner, &c. Edited
by Edmund Ollier. Post 8vo, half-bound, ss.

Hunt (Mrs. Alfred), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each

; post Svo, Illustrated boards, ss. each.
The Leaden Casket.

) Self-Condem ned.
| That Other Person.

Thornlcroft’S Model. Post 8vo, boards, ss.
|

Mrs. Juliet. Crown 8vo, cloth extra. 3J. 6d.

Hutchison (W. M.).—Hints on Colt-breaking. With 25 Illustra-
tions. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Hydrophobia : An Account of M. Pasteur’s System
; The Technique of

his Method, and Statistics. By RENAUD SUZOR, M.B. Crown 8vo, cloth extra , 6s.

Hyne (C. J. Cutcliffe).— Honour of Thieves. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Idler (The) . An Illustrated Monthly Magazine, Edited by J. K. Jerome.
Nos. 1 to 48, 6d. each j No. 4q and following Numbers, ir. each. The first EIGHT VOLS., cloth, y. each i

VoL IX. and after, js. 6d. each.—Cases for Binding, ij. 6d. each.
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Impressions (The) of Aureole. Cheaper Edition, with a New Pre-
face. Post 8vo, blush-rose paper and cloth, ss. 6d.

Indoor Paupers. By One of Them. Crown 8vo, cloth, 15. 6d.

Ingelow (Jean).—Fated to be Free. Post 8vo, illustrated bds., 2 s.

Innkeeper’s Handbook (The) and Licensed Victualler’s Manual.
By J. TreVOR-DaVIES. Crown 8vo, if. ; cloth, if. 6d.

Irish Wit and Humour, Songs of. Collected and Edited by A.
Perceval Graves. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

Irving (Sir Henry) : A Record of over Twenty Years at the Lyceum.
By Percy Fitzgerald. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, is.

;

cloth, is. 6d.

James (C. T. C.). — A Romance of the Queen’s Hounds. Post
8vo, cloth limp, is. 6d.

Jameson (William).—My Dead Self. Post 8vo, bds., is . ; cl., 2s. 6d.

japp (Alex. H., LL.D.).—Dramatic Pictures, &c. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Jay (Harriett), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 25. each.
The Dark Colleen. |

The Queen of Connaught.

Jefferies (Richard), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d. each.
Nature near London.

|
The Life of the Fields.

|
The Open Air.

*** Also the Hand-made Paper Edition, crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6s. each.

The Eulogy of Richard Jefferies. By Sir Walter Besant. With a Photograph Portrait.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Jennings (Henry J.), Works by.
Curiosities of Criticism. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2j. 6d.
Lord Tennyson : A Biographical Sketch. With Portrait. Post 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Jerome (Jerome K.), Books by.
Stageland. With 64 Illustrations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE. Fcap. 4to, picture cover, if.

John Ingerfleld, &c. With 9 Illusts. by A. S. BOYD andJohn Gulich. Fcap. 8vo, pic. cov. if. 6d.
The Prude’s Progress : A Comedy by J. K. Jerome and Eden Phillpotts. Cr. 8vo, is. 6d.

Jerrold (Douglas).—The Barber’s Chair; and The Hedgehog
Letters. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2f.

Jerrold (Tom), Works by. Post 8vo, is. ea.
;
cloth limp, is. 6d. each.

The Garden that Paid the Rent.
Household Horticulture : A Gossip about Flowers. Illustrated.

Jesse (Edward).—Scenes and Occupations of a Country Life.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2r.

Jones (William, F.S.A.), Works by. Cr. 8vo, cl. extra, 7s. 6d, each.
Finger-Ring Lore : Historical, Legendary, and Anecdotal. With nearly 300 Illustrations. Second

Edition, Revised and Enlarged,
Credulities, Past and Present. Including the Sea and Seamen, Miners, Talismans, Word and

Letter Divination, Exorcising and Blessing of Animals, Birds, Eggs, Luck, &c. With Frontispiece.

Crowns and Coronations : A History of Regalia. With 100 Illustrations.

Jonson’s (Ben) Works. With Notes Critical and Explanatory, and
a Biographical Memoir by William GIFFORD. Edited by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. Three Vols,

crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3f. 6d. each,

Josephus, The Complete Works of. Translated by Whiston. Con-
taining ‘ The Antiquities of the Jews’ and ‘The Wars of the Jews.’ With 52 Illustrations and Maps.
Two Vols., demy 8vo, half-bound, i2f. 6d,

_

Kempt (Robert).—Pencil and Palette : Chapters on Art and Artists.
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2f . 6d.

Kershaw (Mark). — Colonial Facts and Fictions: Humorous
Sketches. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2f. ; cloth, 2f. 6d. _______

King (R. Ashe), Novels by.
A Drawn Game. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3r. 6d.

;
post 8vo, boards, 3f,

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2f. each.

J The Wearing of the Green.’ 1 Passion’s Slave. |
Bell Barry,
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Knight (William, M.R.C.S., and Edward, L.R.C.P.). — The
Patient’s Vade Mecum : How to Get Most Benefit from Medical Advice. Cr. 8vo, is. ; cl., is. 6d.

Knights (The) of the Lion : A Romance of the Thirteenth Century.
Edited, with an Introduction, by the MARQUESS OF LORNE, K.T. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Lamb’s (Charles) Complete Works in Prose and Verse, including
‘Poetry for Children ^and ‘Prince Dorus.’ Edited, with Notes and Introduction, by R. H. SHEP-
HERD. With Two Portraits and Facsimile of the ‘ Essay on Roast Pig.’ Crown 8vo, doth, 3s. 6d.

The Essays of Ella. Post 8vo, printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

Little Essays : Sketches and Characters by CHARLES Lamb, selected from his Letters by PERCY
FITZGERALD. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d.

The Dramatic Essays of Charles Lamb. With Introduction and Notes by Brander Mat-
^ THEWS, and Steel-plate Portrait. Fcap. 8vo, half-bound, 2s. 6d.

Landor (Walter Savage).—Citation and Examination of William
Shakspeare, &c., before Sir Thomas Lucy, touching Deer-stealing, 19th September, 1582. To which
is added, A Conference of Master Edmund Spenser with the Earl of Essex, touching the
State of Ireland, 1593. Fcap. 8vo, half-Roxburghe, 2s. bd.

Lane (Edward William).—The Thousand and One Nights, com-
monly called in England The Arabian Nights’ Entertainments. Translated from the Arabic,
with Notes. Illustrated with many hundred Engravings from Designs by HARVEY. Edited by Edward
STANLEY POOLE. With Preface by STANLEY Lane-Poole. Three Vois., demy 8vo, cloth, is. bd. ea.

Larwood (Jacob), Works by.
Anecdotes of the Clergy, Post 8vo, laid paper, half-bound, a*.

Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. bd. each.
Forensic Anecdotes.

|
Theatrical Anecdotes.

Lehmann (R. C.), Works by. Post 8vo, is. each; cloth, is. 6d. each,
Harry Fluayer at Cambridge.
Conversational Hints ior Young Shooters: A Guide to Polite Talk.

Leigh (Henry S.).—Carols of Cockayne. Printed on hand-made
paper, bound in buckram, gr, «,

Leland (C. Godfrey).— A Manual of Mending and Repairing.
With Diagrams. Crown 8vo, cloth, 5s.

Lepelietier (Edmond). — Madame Sans=Gerie. Translated from
the French by JOHN DE ViLLlERS. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. bd.

; post 8vo, picture boards, 2s.

Leys (John).—The Lindsays : A Romance. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Lindsay (Harry).— Rhoda Roberts : A Welsh Mining Story. Crown
8vo, cloth, 3s. bd.

'

Linton (E. Lynn), Works by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. bd. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Patricia Kemball.
|

lone. I Under which Lord ? With 12 Illustrations.
The Atonement of Leam Bundas. ‘My Love!’

|
Sowing the Wind.

The World Well Lost. With 12 Ulusts. I Paston Carew, Millionaire and Miser.
Th e One Too Many.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

The Rebel of the Family. | With a Silken Thread,
Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. bd. each.

Witch Stories.
|

Ourselves: Essays on Women,
Freeshooting : Extracts from the Works of Mrs. Lynn Linton,

Dulcle Everton. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. bd.

Lucy (Henry W.).—Gideon Fleyce: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth
extra, 3s. bd. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Macalpine (Avery), Novels by.
Teresa Itasca. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, is.

Broken Wings. With Six Illustrations by W, J. HENNESSY. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6r.

MacCoIl (Hugh), Novels by.
Mr. Stranger’s Sealed Packet. Post8vo, Illustrated boards, 2s.
Ednor Whitlock. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Macdone ll (Agnes).—

Q

uaker Cousins. Post Svo, boards, 23.

MacGregor (Robert).— Pastimes and Players: Notes on Popular
Games. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. bd.

Mackay (Charles, LL.D.). — Interludes and Undertones : or.
Music at Twilight. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s,
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McCarthy (Justin, M.P.), Works by.
A History of Our Own Times, from the Accession of Queen Victoria to the General Election of

1880. Library Edition. Lour Vols., demy 8vo, cloth extra, mss. each.—Also a Popular
Edition, in Four Vols., crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.—And the JUBILEE EDITION, -with an
Appendix of Events to the end of 1886, in Two Vols.,large crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

A History of Our Own Times, from 1880 to the Diamond Jubilee. Demy 8vo, cloth extra,
1 ss. Library Edition, uniform with the previous Four Volumes.

A Short History of Our Own Times. One VoL, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.—Also a CHEAP
Popular Edition, post 8vo, cloth limp, ss. 6a.

A History of the Four Georges . Four Vols., demy 8vo, cl. ex., iss. each. [Vols. I. & II. ready

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, jr. 6d. each
;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, ss. each ; cloth limp, ss. 6d. each.

The Waterdale Neighbours,
My Enemy’s Daughter,
A Fair Saxon.
Linley Roc'nford.
Dear Lady Disdain.
Miss Misanthrope. With 12 Illustrations.

Donna Quixote. With 12 Illustrations.

The Comet of a Season.
Maid of Athens. With 12 Illustrations.

Camiola : A Girl with a Fortune.
The Dictator.
Red Diamonds,

The Riddle Ring. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.
The Three Disgraces, and other Stories. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3r. 6d. [Oct. *«.

* The Right Honourable.* By Justin McCarthy, m.p., and Mrs. Campbell Praxd. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

McCarthy (Justin Huntly), Works by.
The French Revolution. (Constituent Assembly, 1789-91). Four Vols., demy «ro, cloth, iar. each.
An Outline of the History of Ireland. Crown 8vo, is. : cloth, is. 6d.
Ireland Since the Union: Sketches of Irish History, 1798-1886. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Hafiz In London : Poems. Small 8vo, gold cloth, 3s. 6d.

Our Sensation Novel. Crown 8vo, picture cover, is.

;

cloth limp, is. 6d.
Doom : An Atlantic Episode. Crown 8vo, picture cover, if.
Dolly : A Sketch. Crown 8vo, picture cover, if. ; cloth limp, if. 6d.
Lily Lass : A Romance. Crown 8vo, picture cover, if. ; cloth limp, if. 6d.
The Thousand and One Days. With Two Photogravures. Two Vols., crown Ivo, half-bd., iu.A London Legend. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3f. 6d.
The Royal Christopher. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3f. 6d.

MacDonald (George, LL.D.), Books by.
Works of Fancy and Imagination. Ten Vols., i6mo, cloth, gilt edges, In cloth case, *if. ; 01

the Volumes may be had separately, in Grolier cloth, at 2f. 6d. each.
Vol. I. Within and Without.—The Hidden Life.
„ II. The Disciple.—The Gospel Women.—Book of sonnets.—Organ Songs.
„ III. violin songs.—Songs of the Days and Nights.—a Book of Dreams.—Roadsid*

Poems.—Poems for Children.
„ IV. Parables.—Ballads.—Scotch Songs.
„ V. & VI. PHANTASTES : A Faerie Romance. f Vol. VII. THE PORTENT.
„ VIII. The Light Princess.—The Giant’s Heart.—Shadows.
,, IX. cross Purposes.—the Golden Key.—The Carasoyn.—Little Daylight.
„ X. The Cruel Painter.—The Wow o’ Riwen.—The Castle.—The Broken Swords

—The Gray Wolf.—Uncle Cornelius.

Poetical Works of George MacDonald. Collected and Arranged by the Author. Two Vols.,
crown 8vo, buckram, 12s.

A Threefold Cord. Edited by George MacDonald. Post 8vo, cloth, sf,

Phantastes : A Faerie Romance. With 25 Illustrations by J. BELL. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 31. 6d.
Heather and Snow : A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3.<•. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2j.

Lilith ; A Romance. Second Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Maclise Portrait Gallery (The) of Illustrious Literary Charac-
ters: 85 Portraits by DANIEL MACLISE; with Memoirs—Biographical, Critical, Bibliograpmcal
and Anecdotal—illustrative of the Literature of the former half of the Present Century, by William
BATES, B.A. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7r. 6d,

Macquoid (Mrs.), Works by. Square 8vo, cloth extra, 65. each.
In the Ardennes. With 50 Illustrations by Thomas R. Macquoid.
Pictures and Legends from Normandy and Brittany. 34 Ulusts. by T. R. Macquoid.
Through Normandy. With 92 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID, and a Map.
Through Brittany. With 33 Illustrations by T. R. Macquoid, and a Map.
About Yorkshire. With 67 Illustrations by T. R. MACQUOID.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2f. each.

The Evil Eye, and other Stories.
| Lost Rose, and other btoncs.

Magician’s Own Book, The : Performances with Eggs, Hals, &c.
Edited by W. H. CREMER. With 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 4f . 6d.

Magic Lantern, The, and its Management : Including full Practical
Directions. By T. C. Hepworth. With 10 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, if. 6d.

Magna Charta: An Exact Facsimile of the Original in the British
Museum, 3 feet by 2 feet, with Arms and Seals emblazoned in Gold and Colours, 5f.

Mallory (Sir Thomas). — Mort d’Arthur: The Stories of King
Arthur su.d of the Knights of the Round T?ble. (A Selection.) Edited by B. MONTGOMERIE RAN
£t«G. Post 8vc, cloth limp, s-\
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Mallock (W. H.), Works by.
The New Republic. Post 8vo, picture cover, as.

;

cloth limp, as. 6d.

The New Paul & Virginia : Positivism on an Island. Post 8vo, cloth, as. 6d.

A Romance of the Nineteenth Century. Crown 8vo, cloth 6s. ;
postBvo, Ulust. boards, as.

Poems. Small 4to, parchment, 8j.

Is Life Worth Living ? Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Marks (H. S., R.A.), Pen and Pencil Sketches by. With Four
Photogravuresand 126 Illustrations. Two Vols. demy 8vo, cloth, 32s.

Marlowe’s Works. Including his Translations, Edited, with Notes
and Introductions , by Colonel CUNNINGHAM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Marryat (Florence), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s. each.
A Harvest of Wild Oats. I Fighting the Air.
Open ! Sesame ! | Written In Fire.

Massinger’s Plays. From the Text of William Gifford. Edited
by CoL CUNNINGHAM. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d,

Masterman (J.).—Half-a=Dozen Daughters . Post 8vo
,
boards

, 2s.

Matthews (Brander).—A Secret of the Sea, &c. Post 8vo, illus-
trated boards, as.

;

cloth limp, as. 6d.

Meade (L. T.), Novels by.
A Soldier of Fortune. Crown 8vo, cloth , 3j. 6d. ; post 8vo , Illustrated boards, as.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d each.
In an Iron Grip. I The Voice of the Charmer. With 8 Illustrations.

Dr. Rumsey’s Patient. By L. T. Meade and Clifford Halifax, M.D.

Merrick (Leonard), Stories by.
The Man Who was Good. Post 8vo, picture boards, as.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each.
This Btage of Fools.

| Cynthia! A Daughter of the Philistines.

Mexican Mustang (On a), through Texas to the Rio Grande. By
A. E. Sweet and J . ARMOY Knox. With 265 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Middlemass (Jean), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2 s. each.
Touch and Go. 1 Mr . Dorillion.

Miller (Mrs. F. Fenwick).—Physiology for the Young; or, The
House of Life. With numerous Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth limp, as. 6d.

Milton (J. L.), Works by. Post 8vo, is. each ; cloth, is. 6d. each.
The Hygiene of the Skin. With Directions for Diet, Soaps, Baths, Wines, &c.
The Bath in Diseases of the Skin.
The Laws of Life, and their Relation to Diseases of the Skin.

Minto (Wm.).-Was She Good or Bad? Cr. 8vo, is.; cloth
,

is. 6d.

Mitford (Bertram), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
The Gun-Runner : A Romance of Zululand. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY L, WOOD.
The Luck of Gerard Ridgeley. With a Frontispiece by Stanley L. Wood.
The King’s Assegai. With Six full-page Illustrations by STANLEY L. Wood.
Renshaw Fanning’s Quest. With a Frontispiece by STANLEY L. WOOD.

Molesworth (Mrs.), Novels by.
Hathercourt Rectory. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

That Girl in Black. Crown 8vo, cloth, u. 6d.

Moncrieff (W. D. Scott-).—The Abdication: An Historical Drama.
With Seven Etchings by JOHN Pettie, W. Q. 0RCHARDSON, J. MACWHIRTER, COLIN HUNTER,
R. Macbeth and Tom Graham. Imperial 4to, buckram, 2ij.

Moore (Thomas), Works by.
The Epicurean ; and Alclphron. Post 8vo, half-bound, as.

Prose and Verse; including Suppressed Passages from the MEMOIRS OF LORD BYRON, Edited
by R. H. SHEPHERD. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s, 6d.

Muddock (J. E.) Stories by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each.

Maid Marian and Robin Hood. With 12 Illustrations by STANLEY WOOD,
Basile the Jester. With Frontispiece by Stanley Wood.
Young Lochinvar.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.
Tha Dead Man’s Secret. | From»the Bosom of the Das*,
Stories Weird and Wonderful, Post 8vo, illustrated boards, zs.

;

cloth, zs. U.
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Murray (D. Christie), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, jr. 6d. each

;
post Ivo, Illustrated boards, is. each.

A Life's Atonement.
Joseph's Coat. 12 lllusts.

Coals of Fire. 3 lllusts.

Val Strange.
Hearts.
The Way of the World.

A Model Father.
Old Blazer’s Hero.
Cynic Fortune. Frontisp.
By the Cate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.

Boh Martin’s Little Girl.
Time’s Revenges.
A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.
Mount Despair.

The Making of a Novelist : An Experiment in Autobiography. With Portrait. Cr. Ivo, linen, 6*.
My Contemporaries in Fiction. Crown 8vo, buckram, y. 6d.

A Capful o’ Nails. Crown 8vo> cloth, 3s. 6d.
This Little World. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6x.
Tales and Poems. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d. [Preparing.

Murray (D. Christie) and Henry Herman, Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, is. each.

One Traveller Returns.
I

The Bishops’ Bible.
Paul Jones's Alias, &c. With Illustrations by A, Forestier and G. NiCQLET.

Murray (Henry), Novels by.
Post Ivo, illustrated boards, is. each ; cloth, is. 6d. each.

A Gama of Bluff. I
A Song of Sixpenca.

Newbolt (Henry).—Taken from the Enemy. Fcp. 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

Nisbet (Hume), Books by.
‘ Ball Up.’ Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, is.

Dr. Bernard St. Yincent. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, is.

Lessons In Art. With 21 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, is. 6d.

NorrisTw. E.), Novels by.
Saint Ann’s. Crown 8vo, cloth. 3J. 6d. ;

post 8vo, picture boards, bj.

Billy BelleW. With a Frontispiece by F. H. TOWNSEND. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6rf.

6’Hanlon (Alice), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
The Unforeseen. 1 Chance 7 or Fate 7

Ohnet (Georges), Novels by
Doctor Rameau.
A Weird Gift. Crown 8vo, cloth, y. 6d. ; post 8vo, picture boards, is.

Olipbant (Mrs.), Novels by.
The Primrose Path.
The Greatest Heiress In England.
The Sorceress. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.
| A Last Love.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,
I Whiteladiei.

O’Reilly (Mrs.).—Phoebe’s Fortunes. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2 $.

O’Shaughnessy (Arthur), Poems by:
Fcap. 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.

Music and Moonlight. I
Songs of a Worker,

Lays of Franca. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, tos. 6d.

Ouida, Novels by.
Held in Bondage,
Tricotrin.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Cecil Castlemalne’s Gage
Under Two Flags.
Puck. t Idaiia.

Moths.
|

Pipistrello.
In Maremma.

i V/anda.
Bimbi.

|
Syriin.

Frescoes.
| Othmar,

Princess Napraxine.
Guilderoy.

| Ruffino.
Two Offenders,

Folle-Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.

|
Signa.

Two Wooden Shoes.
In a Winter City.
Ariadne. |

Friendship.
A Village Commune.
Square 8vo, cloth extra, 5*. each.

BImbf. With Nine Illustrations by EDMUND H. Garrett.
A Dog of Flanders, &c. With Six Illustrations by Edmund H. GARRETT.
Santa Barbara, &c. Square 8vo, cloth, 6j. ; crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d.; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, is.

Popular Editions. Medium 8vo, 6d. each ;
cloth, is. each.

Under Two Flags.
|

Moths.
Wisdom, Wit, and Pathos, selected from the Works of OUIDA by F. SYDNEY MORRIS. Post

8vo, cloth extra, 5J-.—CHEAP EDITION, illustrated boards, is.

Page (H. A.).—Thoreau : His Life and Aims.
8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

With Portrait. Post

Pandurang Hafl; or, Memoirs of a Hindoo. With
BARTLE FRERE. Crown 8vo, cloth, 31. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, is.

Preface by Sir

Parker (Rev. Joseph, D.D.),—Might Have
Notes. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Been : some Life

Pascal’s Provincial Letters. A New Translation,
Introduction and Notes by T. M’CRIE, D.D. Post 8vo, cloth limp, is.

with Historical

Paul (Margaret A.).—Gentle and Simple. Crown 8vo, cloth, with
Frajtfispiecs by Helen Pateeson, 2s. 6(t.

;

past gvo, illustrated boards, is.
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Payn (James), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ;

post 8ro. Illustrated boards. *r each.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
Walter’s Word. ! A Coon;? Family,
Less Black than W a re Painted.
By Proxy.

| For Cash Only,
High Spirits.
Under One Hoof.
A Confidential Agent. Whs *s Qktra.
A Grape from a Thom. With n Must*.

Humorous Stories. | From Exile,
The Foster Brothers.
The Family Scapegrace,
Married Beneath Him,
Bentinck’s Tutor.
A Perfect Treasure.
Like Father, Lika Son.
A Woman's Vengeance.
Cariyon’s Year.

j

Cecil’s Tryet.
Murphy’s Master.

| At Her Mercy.

Post Svo illustrated ooards, 2s. each.

Holiday Tasks.
The Canon’s V/ard. With Portr,lt.

The Talk of the Town, With it Must*.
Glow-Worm Tales.
The Mystery of Mirbridge.
The Word and the Will.
The Burnt Million.
Sunny Stories. | A Trying Patient.

’he Clyffards or Clyffe.
Found Dead. I Gwendoline’s Harvest.
Mirk Abbey.

|
A Marine Residence.

Some Private Views.
Not Wooed. But Won.
Two Hundred Pounds Reward.
The Best of Husbands.
Halvas. I What He Cost Her,
Fallen Fortunes.! Kit: A Memory.
A Prince of the Blood.

In Peril and Privation. With 17 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth. 31. bd.
Notes from the * News.’ Crown 8vo, portrait cover, ir. ; cloth, ir.

Payne (Will).—Jerry the Dreamer. Crown 8vo, cloth, 35. td.

Pennell (H. Cholmondeley), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. td. ea.
Puck on Pegasus. With Illustrations.
Pegasus Re-Saddled. With Ten full-page Illustrations by G. Du Maurier,
The Muses of Mayfair ; Vers de Socictc. Selected by H . C. Pennf.ll .

Phelps (E. Stuart), Works by. Post 8vo, is. ea. ;
cloth, is. 6d. ea.

Beyond the Gates. | An Old Maid’s Paradise. | Burglars in Paradise.
Jack the Fisherman. Illustrated by C. W. Reed. Crown 8vo. cloth, \s.6d._

Phil May's Sketch=Book. Containing 54 Humorous Cartoons. A
New Edition. Crown folio, cloth, 2s. 6d.

Phipson (Dr. T. L.).—Famous Violinists and Fine Violins:
Historical Notes, Anecdotes, and Reminiscences. Crown 8vo, cloth, gr.

Pirkis (C. L.).—Lady Lovelace. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2 s.

P 1an che (j . R .')7\Vorks by.
The Pursuivant of Arms. With Six Plates and 209 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. cloth, 7 s. 6d.

Songs and Poems , 1819-1879. With Introduction by Mrs. M aCKARNESS- Crown 8vo. doth.Cr.

Plutarch’s Lives of Illustrious Men. With Notes and a Life of
Plutarch Iff JOHN arid WM, LANGHORN’E, and Portraits. Two Vols., demy 8vo. half-bound ror. 6rf.

Poe’s (Edgar Allan) Choice Works in Prose and Poetry. With Intro-
duction by CHARLES BaUdelairK. Portrait and Facsimiles. CrowtxSvo, cloth, 71. 6d.
The Mystery of Marie Roget.Ac. Post8vo, illustrated boards, es.

Pollock (W. H.).—the Charm, and other Drawing-room Plays. By
Sir Walter Besant and Walter II. POLLOCK. With so Illustrations. Crown 8vo, doth gilt, 6s.

Pollock (Wilfred).—War and a Wheel : The Graeco-Turkish War as
Seen from a Bi cycle. With a M ap. Crown 8vo, pictu re cover, is.

Pope’s Poetical Works. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2 5.

Porter (John).—Kingscfere. Edited by Byron Webber. With 19
full-page and many smaller Illustrations. Second Edition. Demy 8vo,_cloUi_decorated. i8r.

Praed (Mrs. Campbe(l), Novels by. Post 8vo, illust. bd’s., 2 s. each.
The Romance of a Station.

|
The Soul of Countess Adrian.

Crown Svo, cloth, 3s. 6d. each : post 8vo, boards, 2j. each.
Outlaw and Lawmaker. i Christina Chard. With Frontispiece by W. Paget.
Mrs. Tregasklss. With 8 Illustrations by Robert Sauber. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3L 6d.
Wulma: An Anglo-

A

ustralian Romance. Crown 8vo. cloth, 6s.

Price (E. C.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each ; post Svo, Illustrated boards, ar. each.

Valentina.
I
The Foreigners.

|
Mrs. Lancaster's Rival.

Gerald. Post 8ro, Illustrated boards',”^.

Princess Olga.—Radna: A Novel. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 65.

Proctor (Richard A.), Works by.
Flowers of the Sky. With 55 Illustrations. Small crown Svo, doth extra, 3L 6d.
Easy Star Lessons, With Star Maps for every Night in the Year. Crown 8vo, clcth, 6s,
Familiar Science Studies. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

Saturn and its System. With 13 Steel Plates. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, iol 6d.
Mysteries of Tima and Space. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extr%,
The Universa of Suns, &c. With numerous Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth exl;a,

a»£i Want3 of Scienca Wcrjsarg. Crawn gvo, is. ti.
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Pryce (Richard).—M!ss Maxwell’s Affections. Crown 8vo, cloth,

with Frontispiece by HAL LUDLOW, 3-f. 6d.-, post 8vo, illustrated boards,

Rambosson (J.).—Popular Astronomy. Translated by C. B. Pit-
man. With Coloured Frontispiece and numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6 o'.

Randolph (Lieut.-Col. George, U.S.A.).— Aunt Abigail Dykes:
A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, js. 6rf.

Read (General Meredith).—Historic Studies in Vaud, Berne,
and Savoy. With 31 full-page Illustrations. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, aSx.

Reade’s (Charles) Novels.
The New Collected Library Edition, complete In Seventeen Volumes, set In new long primer

type, printed on laid paper, and elegantly bound in cloth, price 3s. 6d. each.

1. Peg Woffingtons and Christie John-
stone.

. Hard Cash.
3. The Cloister and the Hearth. With a

Preface by Sir WALTER BF.SANT.
4. ’ It is Never Too Late to Mend.’
5. The Course of True Love Never Did

Run Smooth; and Singleheart and
Doubleface.

. The Autobiography of a Thief; Jack
of all Trades; A Hero and a Mar-
tyr ; and The Wandering Heir.

7. Love Me Little, Love me Long.
8 . The Double Marriage.
9. Griffith Gaunt

10. Foul Play.
11. Put Yourself In His Places
12. A Terrible Temptation.
13. A Simpleton.
14. A Woman-Hater.
15. The Jilt, and other Stories; and Good

Stories of Man and other Animals.
16. A Perilous Secret.
17. Readiana ; and Bible Characters.

In Twenty-one Volumes, post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

Peg Woffington. |
Christie Johnstone.

•It is Never Too Late to Mend.’
The Course of True Love Never Did Run
Smooth.

The Autobiography of a Thief; Jack of
all Trades ; and James Lambert.

Love Me Little, Love Me Long.
The Double Marriage.
The Cloister and the Hearth.

Hard Cash,
|

Griffith Gaunt,
Foul Play,

i Put Yourself in His Place.
A Terrible Temptation,
A Simpleton.

| The Wandering Heir
A Woman-Hater.
Singleheart and Doubleface.
Good Stories of Man and other Animals.
The Jilt, and other Stories.
A Perilous Secret. 1 Readiana.

Popular Editions, medium 8vo, 6d. each : doth, if. each.
•It is Never Too Late to Mend.'

|
The Cloister and the Hearth.

Peg Woffington; and Christie Johnstone.

It is Never Too Late to Mend’ and The Cloister and the Hearth In One Volume,
medium 8vo, cloth, as.

Christie Johnstone. With Frontispiece. Choicely printed in Elzevir style. Fcap. 8vo, half-R0xb.2r.6if.

Peg Woffington. Choicely printed in Elzevir style. Fcap. 8vo, haif-Roxburghe, as. 6rf.

The Cloister and the Hearth. In Four Vols., post 8vo, with an Introduction by Sir Walter Be-
SANT, and a Frontispiece to each Vo!., 14J. the set ; and the ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY EDITION,
with Illustrations on every page. Two Vols., crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 424. net.

Bible Characters. Fcap. 8vo, leatherette, is.

Selections from the Works of Charles Reade. With an Introduction by Mrs. ALEX. Irk*
LAND. Crown 8vo, buckram, with Portrait, 6r. ; CHEAP EDITION, post 8vo, cloth limp, as. 6d.

Riddell (Mrs. J. H.), Novels by.
Weird Stories. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3-f. 6d. ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.
The Uninhabited House. I Fairy Water.
The Prince of Wales’s Garden Party. Her Mother’s Darling.
The Mystery in Palace Gardens. | The Nun’s Curse.

|
Idle TaleB.

Rimmer (Alfred), Works by. Square 8vo, cloth gilt, 7s, 6d, each.
Our Old Country Towns. With 55 Illustrations by the Author.
Rambles Round Eton and Harrow. With 50 Illustrations by the Author.
About England with Dickens. With 58 Illustrations by C. A. Vanderhoof and A. RiMMP.it.

Rives (Ameiie).—Barbara Dering. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.
post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

Robinson Crusoe. By Daniel Defoe. With 37 Illustrations by
George CRUIKSHANK. Post 8vo,$aif-cloth, as. ; cloth extra, gilt edges, as. 6d,

Robinson (F. W.), Novels by.
Women are Strange. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as.

The Hands of Justice. Crown 8vp, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. ; post 8ro, Illustrated boards, as.
The Woman in the Dark. Crcfwn 8yo, cloth, 31. 6d.

Robinson (Phil), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s. each.
The Poets’ Birds.

| The Poets’ Beasts.
The Poets and Nature: Re ptile s, Fish es, an d Insec ts

.

Rochefoucauld’s Maxims and Moral Reflections. With Notes
and an Introductory Essay by Sainte-Beuvb. Post 8vo, cloth limp, as.

'

Roll of Battle Abbey, The: A List of the Principal Warriors who
came from Normandy with William the Conqueror, 1066. Printed in Gold and Colours, 51.
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Rosengarten (A.).—A Handbook of Architectural Styles. Trana-
lated by W. COLLETT-SANDARS. With 630 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Rowley (Hon. Hugh), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth, 2s. 6d. each.
Puniana: Riddles and Jokes. With numerous Illustrations.

More Puniana . Profusely Illustrated.

Runciman (James), Stories by. Post 8vo, bds., 25. ea.; cl., 2s. 6d. ea,
Skippers & Shellbacks. | Grace Balmalgn’* Sweetheart.

I Schoola & Scholars.

Russell (Dora), Novels by.
A Country Sweetheart. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d. post 8to, picture boards, ms.

The Drit t of Fate. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. Cd.

Russell (W. Clark), Novels, &c., by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each ; cloth limp, 2J. Cd. each.

Round the Galley-Fire.
In the Middle Y/atch,
On the Fo'k’sle Head.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Hammock.
The Mystery of the ‘Ocean Star.’

The Romance of Jenny Harlow*.
An Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate Louise.
Alone on a Wide Wide Sea.
The Good Ship ‘ Mohock.’
The Phantom Death.

Crown 8vo, cloth, $r. 6d. each.

The Tale of the Ten. With 12 IUustra- I Is He the Man? I The Convict Ship,
tions by G. Montbard.

|
Heart of Oak.

|
The Last Entry.

Saint Aubyn (Alan), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, 2s. each.

A Fellow of Trinity. With a Note by Oliver Wendell Holmes and a Frontispiece.
The Junior Dean. I The Master of St. Benedict’s. I To His Own MasttPi
Orchard Damerel. 1 In the Face of the World. |

Fcap. 8vo, cloth boards, is. 6d. each.

The Old Maid’s Sweetheart.
| Modest Little Sara.

The Tremlett Diamonds. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. 6d.

Saint John (Bayle).—A Levantine Family. A New Edition.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. Cd.

Sala (George A.).—Gaslight and Dayligh t. Post 8vo, boards, 2s,

Saunders (John), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 35-. Cd. each

;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

Guy Waterman.
|

The Lion in the Path.
| The Two Dreamers.

Eound to th e Wheel. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. Cd,
,

Saunders (Katharine), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, y. Cd. each

;
post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each,

Margaret and Elizabeth.
|

Heart Salvage,
The High Mills.

I Sebastian.

Joan Marryweather. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, ms,
Gideon’s Rock* Crown 8vof cloth extra, 35-. 6d,

Scotland Yard, Past and Present: Experiences of Thirty-seven Years.
By Ex-Chief-Inspector CAVANAGH. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ;

cloth, 2s. Cd.

Secret Out, The : One Thousand Tricks with Cards
;
with Entertain-

ing Experiments in Drawing-room or* White 'Magic. By W. H. CREMER. With 300 Illustrations. Crown
Svo, cloth extra, 4s. Cd.

Seguin (L. G.), Works by.
The Country of the Passion Play (Oberammergau) and the Highlands of Bavaria. With

Map and 37 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 3s. Cd.
Walks in Algiers. With Two Maps and 16 Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, 6s.

Senior (Wm.).-By Stream and Sea. Post 8vo, cloth, 25. 6d.

Sergeant (Adeline).—Dr. Endicott’s Experiment. Cr. 8vo, 35. 6d.

Shakespeare for Children : Lamb’s Tales from Shakespeare.
With Illustrations, coloured and plain, by J. MOYR SMITH. Crown 4to, cloth gilt, 3s. Cd.

Shakespeare the Boy. With Sketches of the Home and School Life,
the Games and Sports, the Manners, Customs, and Folk-lore of the Time. By WILLIAM J. ROLFS,
Litt.D. With 42 illustrations, Crown 8vo, cloth gilt, 3s. Cd,
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Sharp (William).—Children of To-morrow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Shelley’s (Percy Bysshe) Complete Works in Verse and Prose.
Edited, Prefaced, and Annotated by R. HBRNH SHEPHERD. Five Vols., crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d. each.

Poetical Works, in Three Vols.

:

Vol. I. Introduction by the Editor ; Posthumous Fragments of Margaret Nicholson ; Shelley’s Corre-
spondence with Stockdale: The Wandering Jew; Queen Mab, with the Notes; Alastor,
and other Poems ; Rosalind and Helen ;

Prometheus Unbound ;
Adonais, &c.

„ II. Laon and Cythna : The Cenci; Julian and Maddalo ; Swellfoot the Tyrant; The Witch of
Atlas ; Epipsychidion ; Hellas.

„ III. Posthumous Poems; The Masque of Anarchy; and other Pieces.
Prose Works, in Two Vols.

:

Vol. I. The Two Romances of Zastrozzl and St. Irvyne ; the Dublin and Marlow Pamphlets; A Refu*
tation of Deism ; Letters to Leigh Hunt, and some Minor Writings and Fragments.

H II. The Essays; Letters from Abroad; Translations and Fragments, edited by Mrs. SHELLEY.
With a Biography of Shelley, and an Index of the Prose Works.
*** Also a few copies of « Large-paper Edition, 5 vols., cloth, £2 12s. 6d.

Sherard (R. H.).— Rogues: A Novel. Crown 8vo, cloth, is. 6d.

Sheridan (General P. H.), Personal Memoirs of. With Portraits,
Maps, and Facsimiles. Two Vols., demy 8vo, cloth, 24s.

Sheridan’s (Richard Brinsley) Complete Works, with Life and
Anecdotes. Including his Dramatic Writings, his Works in Prose and Poetry, Translations, Speeches,
and Jokes. With 10 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d.

The Rivals, The School for Scandal, and other Plays. Post 8vo, half-bound, 2s.
Sheridan’s Comedies: The Rivals and The School for Scandal. Edited, with an Intro-

duction and Notes to each Play, and a Biographical Sketch, by Brander Matthews. With
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, half-parchment, 12s. 6d.

Sidney’s (Sir Philip) Complete Poetical Works, including all
those in ' Arcadia.* With Portrait, Memorial-Introduction, Notes, &c., by the Rev. A. B. GROSART,
D.D. Three Vols., crown 8vo, cloth boards, y. 6d. each.

Signboards : Their History, including Anecdotes of Famous Taverns and
Remarkable Characters. By JACOB LARWOOD and JOHN CAMDEN HOTTEN. With Coloured Frontis
piece and 94 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Sims (George R.), Works by.
Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as. each ; cloth limp, as. 6d. each.

The Ring o’ Bells.
Mary Jane's Memoirs,
Mary Jane Married.
Tinkletop's Crime.
Zeph : A Circus Story, &c.
Tales of To-day.

Dramas of Life. With 60 Illustrations.

Memoirs of a Landlady.
My Two Wive3.
Scenes from the Show.
The Ten Commandments: Stories.

Crown 8vo, picture cover, is. each ; cloth, is. 6d. each.
The Dagonet Reciter and Reader; Being Readings and Recitations In Prose and Verse

selected from his own Works by GEORGE R. SIMS.
The Case of George Candlemas. | Dagonet Ditties. (From The Referee.)

Rogues and Vagabonds. A New Edition. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3-r. 6d.
How the Poor Live; and Horrible London. Crown 8vo, picture cover, ir.

Dagonet Abroad. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3^. 6d, ;
post 8vo, picture board$,2£.

Sister Dora: A Biography, By Margaret Lonsdale. With Four
Illustrations. Demy 8vo, picture cover, 4d. ; cloth, 6d,

Sketchley (Arthur).—A Match in the Dark. Post 8vo, boards, 25.

Slang Dictionary (The) : Etymological, Historical, and Anecdotal.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra

, 6s. 6d.

Smart (Hawley) , Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d. each

; post 8vo, picture boards, as. each.
Beatrice and Benedick.

j

Without Love or Licence.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d. each.
Long Odds. I The Master of Rathkelly.

|
The Outsider. | A Racing Rubber,

The Plunger. Post 8vo, picture boards, as.

Smith (J. Moyr), Works by.
The Prince of Argolis. With 130 Illustrations, Post 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d.

TheWo

o

ing of the Water Witch. With numerous Illustrations. Post 8vo, cloth, 6r.

Society in London. Crown 8vo, 15. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Society in Paris: The Upper Ten Thousand. A Series of Letters
from Count PAUL VASILI to a Young French Diplomat. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Somerset (Lord Henry).—Songs of AdieiL Small 4 to, Jap. vel., 6s.

Spalding (T. A., LL.B.). - Elizabethan Demonology: An Essay
on the Belief in the Existence of Devils. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, sj.
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Speight (T. W.)» Novels by.
Post 8vo, illustrated boards, as. each.

The Mysteries of Heron Dyke.
By Devious Ways, &c.
Hoodwinked : & Sar.dycroft Mystery.
The Golden Hoop.
Back to Lifts.

The Loudwater Traced;*
Barilo’s Romance.

S
uittance in Full.
Husband from the Bee«

Post 8vo, cloth limp, is. 6d. each.

A Barren Title, I Wife or Ho OT!tf*T

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3*. 6d. each.

A Secret of the Sea. I The Grey Monk. |
The Master of Trenanet*

A Minion of the Moon : A Romance of the King's Highway.

Spenser for Children. By M. H. Towry. With Coloured Illustrations
by Walter J. Morgan. Crown 4to, cloth extra, jr. 6d.

Stafford (John), Novels by.
Doris and I. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.
Carlton Priors. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6s.

Starry Heavens (The) : A Poetical Birthday Book. Royal i6mo,
cloth extra, ns. 6d.

Stedman (E. C.), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, gs. each.
Yictorian Poets.

| The Poets of America.

Stephens (Riccardo, M.B.).—The Cruciform Mark: The Strange
Story of RICHARD Tregenna, Bachelor of Medicine (Univ. Edinb.) Crown 8vo, cloth, 31. 6d.

Sterndale (R. Armitage).—The Afghan Knife: A Novel. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Stevenson (R. Louis), Works by. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2s. 6d, ea.

Travels with a Donkey. With a Frontispiece by Walter CRAN«,
An Inland Voyage. With a Frontispiece by Walter Crane.

Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, dr. each.

Familiar Studies of Men and Books.
The Silverado Squatters. With Frontispiece by T. D. STRONG.
The Merry Men. 1 Underwoods : Poem*.
Memories and Portraits.
Virginibus Puerisque, and other Papers. | Ballads. | FlTaCfl Qit&i
Across the Plains, with other Memories and Essays
Weir of Hermiston. (R. L, Stevenson s Last Work.)

Songs of Travel. Crown 8vo, buckram, 5s.

New Arabian Nights. Crown 8vo, buckram, gilt top, 6r. ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, at.

The Suicide Club; and The Rajah's Diamond. (From New Arabian Nights.) WWi
Eight Illustrations by W. J. HENNESSY. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3*. 6d.

The Edinburgh Edition of the Works of Robert Louis Stevenson. Twenty-seven
Vols., demy 8vo. This Edition (which is limited to i.oco copies) is sold in Sets only, the price of
which may be learned from the Booksellers. The First Volume was published Nov., 1894.

Stories from Foreign Novelists. With Notices by Helen and
ALICE ZlMMERN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 31-. 6d. ; post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2-r.

Strange Manuscript (A) Found in a Copper Cylinder. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, with 19 Illustrations by Gilbert GAUL, sr. ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

Strange Secrets. Told by Percy Fitzgerald, Conan Doyle, Flor-
ence Marryat, &c. Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, as.

Strutt (Joseph). — The Sports and Pastimes of the People of
England ; including the Rural and Domestic Recreations, May Garries, Mummeries, Shows, &c., from
the Earliest Period to the Present Time. Edited by WILLIAM HONE. With 140 Illustrations. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Swift’s (Dean) Choice Works, in Prose and Verse. With Memoir,
Portrait, and Facsimiles of the Maps in ‘Gulliver's Travels.' Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

Gulliver’s Travels, and A Tale of a Tub. Post 8vo, half-bound, as.

Jonathan Swift; A Study. By J. Churton Collins. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, ts.
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Swinburne (Algernon C.), Works by.
Selections from the Poetical Works of
A. C. Swinburne. Fcap. Svo 6s.

Atalanta in Calydon. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Chastelard : A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 7s.

Poems and Ballads, First Series. Crown
8vo, or fcap. 8vo, gs.

Poems and Ballads. Second SERIES. Crown
8vo, gs.

Poems & Ballads. Third series. Cr.Sv0.7j.
Songs before Sunrise. Crown 8vo, 1os. 6d.
Bothwell: A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 12s. 6d.
Songs of Two Nations. Crown 8vo, 6s.

George Chapman. (See Vol. II. of G. CHAP*
MAN'S Works.) Crown 8vo, 3J. 6rf.

Essays and Studies. Crown 8vo, isj.
Erechtheus : A Tragedy. Crown 8vo, 6j.
A Note on Charlotte Bronte. Cr. 8vo, 6s.

A Study of Shakespeare. Crown Svo, 8j.
Songs of the Springtides. Crown 8vo, 6s.

Studies in Song. Crown Svo. 7s.

Mary Stuart: A Tragedy. Crown Svo, Sj.

Tristram of Lyonesse. Crown 8vo, 9s.A Century of Roundels, Small 410, 8j.

A Midsummer Holiday. Crown 8vo, 7s.

Marino Faliero: A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

A Study of YiCtor Hugo. Crown 8vo, 6j.
Miscellanies. Crown.Svo, 12s.
Locrine : A. Tragedy. Crown 8vo, &r.

A Study of Ben Jonson. Crown 8ve, js.

The Einters : A Tragedy. Crown Svo, 6s.

Astrophel, &c. Crown 8vo, 7s.

Studies in Prose and Poetry, Cr.Sve, *r.

The Tale of Balen. Crown 8vo, js.

Syntax’s (Dr.) Three Tours : In Search of the Picturesque, in Search
of Consolation, and in Search of a Wife. With ROWLANDSON'S Coloured Illustrations, and Life of the
Author by J, C. HOTTEN. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Taine’s History of English Literature. Translated by Henry Van
Laun. Four Vols., small demy 8vo, cloth boards, 30J.—POPULAR EDITION, Two Vols., Urge crow*
Svo, cloth extra, 15J.

Taylor (Bayard). — Diversions of the Echo Club: Burlesques of
Modem Writers. Tost 8vo, cloth limp, 2s.

Taylor (Tom). — Historical Dramas. Containing ‘ Clancarty,’
•Jeanne Dare,’ ' 'Twixt Axe and Crown,’ 'The Fool’s Revenge, 'Arkwright’s Wife,' 'Anne Boleya,
* Plot add Passion. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

*** The Plays may also be had separately, at is. each.

Tennyson (Lord) : A Biographical Sketch. By H. J. Jennings. Post
8vo, portrait cover, ij. ; cloth, u. 6d.

Thackerayana : Notes and Anecdotes. With Coloured Frontispiece and
Hundreds of Sketches b.y William Makepeace Thackeray. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

Thames, A New Pictoriaf History of the. By A. S. Krausse.
With 34a,lHustrations. Post 8vo, picture cover, is.

Thiers (Adolphe). — History of the Consulate and Empire of
Francetjnder Napoleon. Translated by D. FORBES CAMPBELL and JOHN STEBBING. With 3S Steel
Plates. 12 Vols., demy 8vo. cloth extra, 12s, each, -

Thomas (Bertha), Novels by. Cr. 8vo, cl., 3s. 6i.ea.; post 8vo, 2$. ea,
The Violin-Player. | Proud Malsie.

Cresdida. Post 8vo, Illustrated boards, zs.

Thomson’s Seasons, and The Castle of hitdolence. With Intro-
duction by ALJ./.N CUNNINGHAM, and 48 Illustrations. Post 8vc, half-bound, 2J.

Thornbury (Walter), Books by.
The Life and Correspondence of J. HI. W. Turner. With Eight Iliuitratlons 1* Colours and

Two Woodcuts, New and Revised Edition. Crown 8vp, cloth, 3J, 6d.

Post 8vo illustrated boards, ss. each.

Old Btorlaa Ra-told.
|

Tales for the Marlnat.

Timbs (John), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
The History of Clubs and Club Life In London! Anecdotes of its Famous Coffee-houses,

Hosteiries, and Taverns. With 42 Illustrations.

English Eccentrics and Eccentricities: Stories of Delusions, Impostures, Sporting Scenes,
Eccentric Artists, Theatrical Folk, &c. With 48 Illustrations.

Transvaal (The). By John de Villiers. With Map. Crown 8vo, 15.

Trollope (Anthony), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each

;
post 8vo, Illustrated boards, ts. each.

The Way We Live How. I" Mr. Scarborough’s Family,
Frau Frohmanit. 1 The Land-Laaguara.

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, er. each.

Kept In the Dark. I The American Senator.
The Gblden Lion of Cranpere. f

John Caidigate,
|

Marlon Fay,

Trollope (Frances E.), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, */. each.

LUtO fSblps Upon fek« Sea. I
Mabel’s Progress, i Anna Furedgs,
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Trollope (T. A.).—Diamond Cut Diamond. Post 8vo, illust. bds., 2s.

Trowbridge (J. T.).—Farnell’s Folly. Post 8vo, illust. boards, 2s.

Twain’s (Mark) Books.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, jx. 6d. each.

The Choice Works of Mark Twain. Revised and Corrected throughout by the Author. With
Life, Portrait, and numerous Illustrations.

Roughing It ; and The Innocents at Home. With 200 Illustrations by F. A. Frasbr.
The American Claimant. With 81 Illustrations by Hal Hurst and others.
Tom Sawyer Abroad. With 26 Illustrations by Dan Beard.
Tom Sawyer, Detective, &c. With Photogravure Portrait.

Pudd’nhead Wilson. With Portrait and Six IUIustrations by LOUIS LOEB.
Mark Twain’s Library of Humour. With 197 Illustrations by E. W. Kemble.

Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3J. 6d. each ; post 8vo, picture boards, zs. each.

A Tramp Abroad. With 3x4 Illustrations.

The Innocents Abroad; or, The New Pilgrim s Progress. With 234 Illustrations. (The Two Shil-

ling Edition is entitled Mark Twain’s Pleasure Trip.l
The Gilded Age. By Mark Twain and C. D. Warner. With 212 Illustrations.

The Adventures of Tom Sawyer, With nr Illustrations.

The Prince and the Pauper. With 190 Illustrations.

Life on the Mississippi. With 300 Illustrations.

The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. With 174 Illustrations by E. W. Kemble,
A Yankee at the Court of King Arthur. With 220 Illustrations by Dan BEARD.
The Stolen White Elephant.
The £ 1 ,000,000 Bank-Note.

Mark Twain’s Sketches. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2x.

Personal Recollections of Joan of Arc. With Twelve Illustrations by F. V. Du Mond,
Crown 8vo, cloth, 6x.

Mora Tramps Abroad. Crown 8vo, cloth, gilt top, 6x. [Nov.

Tytler (C. C. Fraser-).—Mistress Judith: A Novel. Crown 8vo,
cloth extra, 3X. 6d. ;

post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2X.

Tytler (Sarah), Novels by.
Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each ; post 8vo, Illustrated boards, 2X. each

Lady Bell, I Buried Diamonds. ] The Blackhall GhostOi

Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

What She Came Through, I The Huguenot Family,
Citoyenne Jacqueline, I Noblesse Oblige.
The Bride’s Pass. I Beauty and the Be&8t«
Saint Mungo’s City. I Disappeared.

The Macdonald Lass. With Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3X. 6d.

The Witch-Wife. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3X. 6d. [Shertly.

Upward (Allen), Novels by.
A Crown of Straw. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Crown 8vo, cloth, 3X. 6d. each ; post 8vo, picture boards, zs. each.

The Queen Against Owen. | The Prince of Balklstan,

‘ God Save the Queen I ’ a Tale of ’37. Crown 8vo, decorated cover, is ; cloth, zs.

Vashti and Esther. By ‘Belle’ of The World. Cr. 8vo, cloth, 35. 6d.

Vizetelly (Ernest A.).—The Scorpion: A Romance of Spain. With
a Frontispiece. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3X. 6d.

VValford (Edward, M.A.), Works by.
Walford's County Families of the United Kingdom (1898 ). Containing the Descent,

Birth, Marriage, Education, &c., of 12,000 Heads of Families, their Heirs, Offices, Addresses, Clubs,
&c. Royal 8vo, cloth gilt, 50X.

Walford’s Shilling Peerage (1898), Containing a List of the House of Lords, Scotch and
Irish Peers, &c. 32000, cloth, is.

Walford’s Shilling Baronetage (1898). Containing a List of the Baronets of the United
Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c. 32mo, cloth, ix.

Walford’s Shilling Knightage (1898). Containing a List of the Knights of the United
Kingdom, Biographical Notices, Addresses, &c. 32mo, cloth, is.

Walford’s Shilling House of Commons (1898). Containing a List of all the Members of the
New Parliament, their Addresses, Clubs, &c. 32010, cloth, if.

Walford’s Complete Peerage, Baronetage, Knightage, and House of Commons
(1899), Roy^l 321P.0, cloth, gilt edges, sr, [/« the J>resi,
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Waller (S. E.).—Sebastiani’s Secret. With Nine full-page Illus-
trations by the Author. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Walton and Cotton’s Complete Angler ;
or. The Contemplative

Man’s Recreation, by IZAAK WALTON ;
and Instructions How to Angle, for a Trout or Grayling in a

clear Stream, by CHARLES COTTON. With Memoirs and Notes by Sir HARRIS NICOLAS, and 6x

Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth antique, 7s. bd.

Walt Whitman, Poems by. Edited, with Introduction, by William
M. ROSSETTI. With Portrait. Crown 8vo, hand-made paper and buckram, 6s.

Ward (Herbert), Books by.
Five Years with the Congo Cannibals. With 92 Illustrations. Royal 8vo, cloth, 14*.

My Life with Stanley’s Rear Guard. With Map. Post 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. bd.

Warner (Charles Dudley).—A Roundabout Journey. Crown Svo,
cloth extra, 6s.

Warrant to Execute Charles I. A Facsimile, with the 59 Signatures
and Seals. Printed on paper 22 in. by 14 In. 2s.

Warrant tc Execute Mary Queen of Scots. A Facsimile, Including Queen Elizabeth's Signa-
ture and the Great Seal, as.

Washington’s (George) Rules of Civility Traced to their Sources
and Restored by MONCURE D. CONWAY. Fcap. 8vo, Japanese vellum, 2s. 6d.

Wassermann (Lillias) and Aaron Watson.—The Marquis of
Carabas. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s.

Weather, How to Foretell the, with the Pocket Spectroscope.
By F. W. CORY. With Ten Illustrations. Crown 8vo, is. ; cloth, is. 6d.

Westall (Wiliiam), Novels by.
Trust-Money. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth, 2s. 6d.
Sons of Belial. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

With the Red Eagle: A Romance of the TyroL Crown 8vo, cloth, 6j.

Westbury (Atha).—The Shadow of Hilton Fernbrook: A Ro-
mance of Maoriland. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

White (Gilbert).—The Natural History of Selborne. Post 8vo,
printed on laid paper and half-bound, 2s.

Williams (W. Mattieu, F.R.A.S.), Works by.
Science in Short Chapters. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d.

A Simple Treatise on Heat. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth, as. 6d.
The Chemistry of Cookery. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s.

The Chemistry of Iron and Steei Making. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 9J.

A Vindication of Phrenology. With Portrait and 43 Illusts. Demy 8vo, cloth extra, 12s. 6d.

Williamson (Mrs. F. H.).—A Child Widow. Post 8vo, bds., 2s.

Wills (C. J.), Novels by.
An Easy-going Fellow. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3s. 6d.

His Dead Past. Crown 8vo, cloth, 6s.

Wilson (Dr. Andrew, F.R.S.E.), Works by.
Chapters on Evolution. With 259 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 74. 6d.
Leaves from a Naturalist’s Note-Book. PostSvo, cloth limp, as. 6d.
Leisure-Time Studies. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s .

Studies in Life and Sense. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 6s,
Common Accidents: How to Treat Them. AVith Illustrations. Crown 8vo, is.

;
cloth, is.6d.

Glimpses of Nature. With 3S Illustrations. Crown Svo, cloth extra, $s. 6d.

Winter (John Strange), Stories by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards,
as. each ; cloth limp, as. 6d. each.

Cavalry Life. I Regimental Legends.

Cavalry Life and Regimental Legends. Library Edition, set In new type and hand-
somely bound. Crown 8vo, cloth, 3J. bd.

A Soldier’s Children. With 34 Illustrations by E. G. Thomson and E. STUART Hardy. Crown
8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d.

Wissmann (Hermann von). — My Second Journey through
Equatorial A frica. With 92 Illustrations. Demy Svo, cloth, 16s.

Wood (H. F.), Detective Stories by. Post 8vo, boards, 2s. each.
The Passenger from Shetland Yard. |

The Englishman of the Sue Cain.
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Wood (Lady).—Sabina: A Novel. Post 8vo, illustrated boards
,
2s.

Woolley (Celia Parker).— Rachel Armstrong; or, Love and The-
ology. Post »vo, illustrated boards, 2s. ; cloth, ss. 6H.

Wright (Thomas), Works by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 7s. 6d. each.
The Caricature History of the Georges. With 400 Caricatures, Squibs, &c.

History of Caricature and of the Grotesque in Art. Literature. Sculpture, and
Painting. Illustrated by F. W. Fair iiolt, F.S.A.

Wynman (Margaret).—My Flirtations. With 13 Illustrations by
J. Bernard partridge. Post gvo, cloth limp, gr.

Yates (Edmund), Novels by. Post 8vo, illustrated boards, 2 s. each.
Land at Last. I The Forlorn Hope. I Castaway.

Zangwill (I.). — Ghetto Tragedies. With Three Illustrations by
A. 5. BOYD. Fcap, 8vo, cloth, as. net.

‘Z. Z.* (Louis Zangwill).—A Nineteenth Century Miracle. Cr.
8vo, cloth, 3J. 6d.

Zola (Emile), Novels by. Crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.
His Excellency (Eugene Rougon). With an Introduction by ERNRST A. VIZETELLY,
The Dram-Shop (L’Assommoir). Edited by E. A. ViZETBLLY.
The Fat and the Thin. Translated by Ernest A. ViZRTRLLY.
Money. Translated by ERNEST A. VIZETELLY.
The Downfall. Translated by E. A. Vizetelly.
The Dream. Translated by ELIZA CHASE. With Eight Illustrations by JEANNIOT.
Doctor Pascal. Translated by E. A. Vizetelly. With Portrait of the Author.
Lourdes. Translated by Ernest A. Vizetelly.
Rome. Translated by ERNEST A. VIZETELLY.
Paris. Translated by Ernest A. Vizetelly. [In }refmrnti*n.

SOME BOOKS CLASSIFIED IN SERIES.
*«* For fuller cataloguing, see alphabetical arrangement, pp. 1-26.

The Mayfair Library. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2S. 6d. per Volume,
A Journey Round My Room. By X. de MaiSTRR.

Translated by Sir HENRY ATTWRLL.
Quips and Quiddities. By W. D. Adams.
The Agony Column of ‘The Times.'
Melancholy Anatomised : Abridgment of BURTON,
Poetical Ingenuities. By W. T. DOBSON,
The Cupboard Paper*. By Fin-Bec.
W. S. Gilbert’s Plays. Three Series.
Songs of Irish Wit and Humour.
Animals and their Masters. By Sir A Helps.
Social Pressure. By Sir A. Helps.
Curiosities of Criticism. By H. J. JENNINGS.
The Autocrat of the Breakfast-Tabls. By OLIVRR
Wendell Holmes.

Pencil and Palette. By R. Kempt.
Little Essays : from LAMB'S LETTERS.
Forensic Anecdotes. By JACOB Larwood.

Theatrical Anecdotes. By Jacob LARWOOB,
Witch Stories. By E. LYNN LINTON.
Ourselves. By E. Lynn Linton.
Pastimes and Players. By R. Macgregor.
New Paul and Virginia* By W. H. Mallock.
The New Republic. By W. H. MALLOCK.
Puck on Pegasus. By H. C. Pennell.
Pegasus Re saddled. By H. C. Pennell.
Muses of Mayfair. Edited by H. C. Pennell.
Thoreau : His Life and Aims. By H. A. PACE,
Puniana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.
More Puniana. By Hon. HUGH ROWLEY.
The Philosophy of Handwriting.
By Stream and Sea. By William Senior.
Leaves from a Naturalist's Note-Book. By Dr,
Andrew Wilson.

The Golden Library. Post 8vo, cloth limp, 2S. per Volume.
Diversions of the Echo Club. Bayard Taylor.
Bongs for Sailors By W. C. Bennett.
Liver of the Necromancer*. By W. GODWIN.
The Poetical Works of Alexander Pope.
Scenes of Country Life. By Edward Jesse.
Tale for a Chimney Corner. By LEIGH HUNT.

The Autocrat of the Breakfast Tcbls. By
Oliver Wendell Holmes.

La Mort d'Arthur : Selections from MALLORY.
Provincial Letters of Blaise Pascal.
Maxims and Rejection* of Rochefoucauld.

Handy Novels. Fcap. 8vo, clotn boards, is. 6d. each.
The Old Maid’s Sweetheart. By A. St. AubyN.

|
A Lost Soul. By W. L. Aldbn.

Modest Little Sara. By ALAN ST. AUBYN. Dr. Pallisers Patient. By-GRANT ALLEN.
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus. M. K. COLERIDGE. Monte Carlo Stories. By Joan Barrett.
Taken from the Enemy. By H. Newbqlt. 1 Black Spirits and White. By R. A. CraM.

My Library. Printed on laid paper, post 8vo, half-Roxtm-rghe, 2s. 6d. each.
Citation and Examination ofWilliam 8halupea.-a.

j

Christie Johnstoqp. By Charles Reads.
By W. S. Landor. Peg Woffington. By ChArlhS Rkadh.

The Journal of Maurice do Guerin. ! The Dramatlo Essiyys of Charles Lamb.

The Pocket Library. Post 8vo,
The Essays of Elia. By Charles Lamb.
Robinson Crusoe. Illustrated by G. CRUIKSHANK.
Whims and ddditie*. By Thomas Hood.
The Barber's Chair. By DOUGLAS J ERROLD.
Gastronomy. By BRILLAT-Savarin.
The Epicurean, &c. By Thomas Moore.
Holfh Hunt's Essays. Edited by E. OLLIER.

printed on laid paper and hf.-bd., 2s. each.

White's Natural History of Selbonr*.
Gulliver's Travels, &a. By Dean SWift.
Plays by Richard Brinsley Sheridan.
Anecdotes of the Clergy. By JACOB LaRWOOD.
Thomson's Seasons. Illustrated.

Autocrat of the Breakfast Table and The Professor
at the Breakfast Table. By 0. W. Holmes.
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THE PICCADILLY NOVELS.
Library Editions of Novels,many Illustrated, crown 8vo, cloth extra, 3s. 6d. each.

By AlORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.By Mrs. ALEXANDER.
A Life Interest

|
Mona s Choice 1 By Woman'* Wit

By F. M. ALLEN.
Green as Grass.

By GRANT ALLEN.
The Great Taboo.
Damaresq's Daughter.
Duchess of Powysland.
Blood Royal.
Ivan Greet'* Master-

piece.
The Scallywag.
At Market Value.
Under Sealed Order!

Phillstla,
Strange Storle*.
Babylon.
Bor Maimle* Sake,
In all Shadea
The Beckoning Hand.
The Devil's 9ie.
This Mortal Coil.

The Tents of Shem.
By A1ARY ANDERSON.

Othello’s Oocupation.
By EDWIN L. ARNOLD.

Phra the Phoenician.
|
Constable of St. Nicholas.

By ROBERT BARR.
In a Steamer Chair. 1 A Woman Intervene*.
From Whose Bourne. j

Revenge I

By FRANK BARRETT.
The Woman of the Iron Bracelets.
The Harding Scandal. |

A Missing Witness.
By ‘BELLE.’

Vashti and Esther.

By SirW. BESANT and J. RICE.
ReadVMonetMortibov
Mv Little Girl.
With Harp and Crown.
This Son ofVulcan.
The Golden Butterfy

.

The Monkj of Thelema.

jbv Celia's Arbour.
Chaplain of the Fleet.
The Seamy Side.
The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
In Trafalgar s Bay.
The Ten Years' Tenant.

By Sir WALTER BESANT.
All Sort* and Condi-

tions of Men.
The CaplAins Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
Dorothy Forster.
Uncle Jack.
The World Went Very
Well Then.

Children oDGlbeon.
Herr Paulus.
For Faith and Freedom.
To Call Her Mine.
The Revolt of Man.

By PAUL BOURGET.
A Living Lie.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN.

The Bell of St. Paul’s.
The Holy Rose.
Armorel of Lyonesse.
S.Kathertne'a by Tower
Verbena Camellia Sfce-

phanotis.
The Ivory Gate.
The Rebel Queen.
Beyond the Dreams of
Avarice.

The Master Craftsman.
The City of Refuge.

Shadow of the Sword,
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
Martyrdom of Madeline
Love Me for Ever.
Annan Water.
Foxglove Manor

The New Abelard.
Matt.

|
Rachel Dene.

Master of the Mine.
The Heir of Linne.
Woman and the Man.
Red and White Heather.
Lady Kilpatrick.

ROB. BUCHANAN & HY. MURRAY.
The Charlatan.

By J. MITCHELL CHAPPLE.
The Minor Chord.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow ofa Crime. I The Deemster,
A Son ol Hagar.

By ANNE COATES.
Rie’s Diary.

By MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Red Sultan. |

The Burden of IsabeL

By WILKIE COLLINS.
Armadale. T AfterDark.
No Name. |

Antonina
Basil.

|
Hide and Seek.

The Dead Secret.
Queen of Hearts.
My Miscellanies.
The Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
Miss or Mrs. 7

The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deso.

The Two Destinies.
The Law and the Lady.
The Haunted Hotel.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezeifel’s Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
* I Say No.'
Little Novels.
The Evil Genius.
The Legacy of Cain.
A Rogue's Life.
Blind Love.

Transmigration.
|
From Midnight to Mid-

Blacksmith & Scholar. night.
The Village Comedy.

|
You Play me False.

By E. H. COOPER.
GeoSory Hamilton.

By V. CECIL COTES.
Two Girls on a Barge.

By C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.
Els Vanished Star.

By H. N. CRELLIN.
Romances of the Old Seraglio.

By MATT CRIM.
The Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By S. R. CROCKETT and other*.
Tales of Our Coast.

By B. M.
Diana Barrington.
Proper Pride.
A Family Likeness.
Pretty Miss Neville.
A Bird of Passage.
‘To Let.'

|
Mr. Jervis.

Village Tales & Jungle
Tragedies.

By WILLIAM CYPLES.
Hearts of Gold.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist ; or, Port Salvation.

CROKER.
The Real Lady Hl!d*«
Married or Single 7
Two Masters.
In theKingdom of Kerry
Interference.
A Third Person,

By H. COLEA1AN
Mr. Sadler s Daughters.

DAVIDSON.

By ERASMUS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

By JAMES DE MILLE.
A Castle in Spain.

By. J. LEITH DERWENT.
Cur Lady of Tears.

|
Circe's Lovers.

By DICK DONOVAN.
Tracked to Doom. I The Mystery of Jamalc*
Man from Manchester.

|
Terrace.

The Chronicles of Michael Danevitch.

By RICHARD DOWLING.
Old Corcoran's Money.

By A. CONAN DOYLE.
The Firm of Gird'estone.

By S. JEANNETTE DUNCAN.
A Daughter of To-day.

|
Vernon’s Aunt.

By G. MANVILLE FENN.
The New Mistress. I The Tiger Lily.

Witness to the Deed. |
The White Virgin.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Fatal Zero.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
One by One. I Ropes of Sand.
A Dog and his Shadow. Jack Doyle s Daughter.
A Real Queen. I.

Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRERE.
Paudurang Hari.

BY EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

By PAUL GAULOT.
The Red Shirts.

By CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray. I Of High Degree.
Loving a Dream. I

The Golden Shaft.

By E. GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress.

j
The Golden Rock.

A Fair Colonist. I Tales from the Veldt
The Fossicker.

By E. J. GOODMAN.
The Fata of Herbert Wayne.

By Rev. S. BARING GOULD.
Red Spider. I

Eve.

Bv CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthla Marazion.
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The Piccadilly (3/6) Novels—continued.
By SYDNEY GRUNDY.

The Days of his Vanity.

By OWEN HALL.
The Track of a Storm.

|
Jetsam.

By THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By BRET HARTE.
A Protege* of JackA Waif of the F

A Ward of the Golden
Gate. [Springs.

A Sappho of Green
Col. Starbottle's Client.
Susy.

|
Sally Dows.

Bell-Ringer of Angel's.

Hamlin s.

Clarence.
Barker's Luck.
Devil s Ford, [celslor.'

The Crusade of the ‘ Ex-
Three Partners

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Beatrix Randolph.
David Poindexter’s Dis-
appearance.

The Spectre of the
Camera.
HELPS.

Garth.
Ellice Quentin.
Sebastian Strom*.
Dust.
Fortune’s Fool.

By Sir A
Ivan de Biron.

By I. HENDERSON.
Agatha Page.

By G. A. HENTY.
Bujub the Juggler. I The Queen's Cup.
Dorothy's Double.

By JOHN HILL.
The Common Ancestor.

By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
Nora Creina.
An Anxious Moment.
April s Lady.
Peter’s Wife.

Lady Verner’s Flight.
The Red House Mystery
The Three Graces.
Professor's Experiment.
A Point of Conscience.

By Airs. ALFRED HUNT.
The Leaden Casket. I Self-Condemned.
That Other Person. | Mrs. Juliet.

By C. J. CUTCL1FFE HYNE.
Honour of Thieves.

By R. ASHE KING.
A Drawn Game.

By EDMOND LEPELLETIER.
Madame Sans Gene.

By HARRY LINDSAY.
Rhoda Roberts.

By HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Flevce.

By E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball.
Under which Lord?
* My Love I

|
Ion*.

Paston Carew.
Sowing the Wind.

The Atonement ofLeam
Dundas.

The World Well Lost.
The One Too Many.
Dulcie Everton.

By justin McCarthy.
A Fair Saxon.
Linley Rochford.
Dear Lady Disdain.
Camiola.
Waterdale Neighbours.
Mv Enemy's Daughter.
Miss Misanthrope.

Donna Quixote.
Maid of Athens.
The Comet of a Season.
The Dictator.
Red Diamonds.
The Riddle Ping.
The Three Disgraces.

By JUSTIN H. MCCARTHY.
A London Legend.

|
The Royal Christopher.

By GEORGE MACDONALD.
Heather and Snow.

|
Phantastes.

By L. T. MEADE.
A Soldier of Fortune. I The Voice of the
In an Iron Grip.

|
Charmer.

By L. T. MEADE and CLIFFORD
HALIFAX, Al.D.

Dr. Rumsey’s Pat ent.

By LEONARD MERRICK.
This F*-*;e of Fools.

|
Cynthia.

By BERTRAM MITFOrRD.
The Gun-Runner. I The King's Aaseg&l.
Tne Luck of Gerard Renshaw Fanning's
Ridgeley. _ |

Quest.
“ By J. B. MUDDOCK.

Maid Marian and Robin Hood.
Basil* the Jester.

|
Young Lochlnyar.

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Life's Atonement.
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.
Old Blazer’s Hero.
Val Strange.

|
Hearts.

A Model Father.
By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.

Cynic Fortune.
The Way of the World.
BobMartin's Little GirL
Time's Revenges.
A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.
Mount Despair.
A Capful o’ Nails.
Tales and Poems.

By MURRAY and HERMAN.
The Bishops' Bible. I Paul Jones s Alias.
One Traveller Returns.

|

By HUME NISBET.
• Bail Up 1

•

By W. E. NORRIS.
Saint Ann’s.

|
Billy Bellew.

By G. OHNET.
A Weird Gift.

By Mrs. OLIPHANT.
The Sorceress.

By OUIDA.
Held In Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chandos.
Under Two Flags.
Idalia. [Gag*.
Cecil Castlemaines
Tricotrin.

|
Fuck.

Folle Farine.
A Dog of Flanders.
Pascarel.

|
Sign*.

Princess Napraxin*.
Ariadne.

Two Littla Wooden
In a Winter City. [Shoes
Friendship.
Moths.

|
Ruffino.

Pipistrello.
A Village Commune.
Bimbi.

|
Wanda.

Frescoes.
|

Othmar.
In Maremma.
Syrlin.

|
Guilderoy.

Santa Barbara.
Two Offenders.

By MARGARET A. PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By JAMES PAYN.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
Less Black than We re
Painted.

A Confidential Agent.
A Grape from a Thorn.
In Peril and Privation.
The Mystery of Mir-
Bv Proxy. [bridge.
The Canon's Ward.
Walter s Word.

High Spirits.
Under One Roof.
Glow worm Tales.
The Talk of the Town.
Holiday Task3.
For Cash Only.
The Burnt Million.
The Word and the Will.
Sunny Stories.
A Trying Patient.

By WILL PAYNE.
Jerry the Dreamer.

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED.
Outlaw and Lawmaker. I Mrs. Tregaskisa.
Christina Chard.

|

By E. C. PRICE.
Valentina.

|
Foreigners.

|
Mrs. Lancaster s Rival.

By RICHARD PRYCE.
Miss Maxwell’s Affections.

By CHARLES READE.
Peg Woffington

;
and .'Love Me Little, Love

Christie Johnstone.
Hard Cash.
Cloister & the Hearth.
Never Too Late to Mend
The Course of True
Love Never Did Run
Smooth ; and Single-
heart andDoubleface.

Autobiography of a
Thief; Jack of all
Trades ; A Hero and
a Martyr ; and The
Wandering Heir.

Griffith Gaunt.

Me Long.
The Double Marriage.
Foul Play.
Put Yourself In His
Place.

A Terrible Temptation.
A Simpleton.
A Woman Hater.
The Jilt, & otherS! cries

;

& Good Stories of Man
and other Animals.
A Perilous Secret.
Readiana ; and Bibl*
Characters.

By Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL.
Weird Stories.

By AMELIE RIVES.
Barbara Denng.

By F. W. ROBINSON.
The Hands of Justice,

j
Woman in the Dark,

By DORA RUSSELL.
A Country Sweetheart. 1

The Drift of Fat*,
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The Piccadilly (3/6) Novels—continued,
By VV. CLARK RUSSELL.

Round the Galley Fire, My Shipmate Louise.
Alone onWideWide Sea.
The Phantom Death.
Is He the Man ?
Good Ship ‘Mohock.*
The Convict Ship.
Heart of Oak.
The Tale of the Ten,
The Last Entry.

In the Middle Watch.
On the Fo'k'sle Head.
A Voyage to the Cape.
Book for the Hammock.
Mysteryof ‘Ocean Star'
The Romance of Jenny
Harlowe.

An Ocean Tragedy.
By BAYLE ST. JOHN.

A Levantine Family.
By JOHN SAUNDERS.

Guy Waterman. I The Two Dreamers.
Bound to the Wheel.

| The Lion in the Path.
By KATHARINE SAUNDERS.

Margaret and Elizabeth I Heart Salvage.
Gideon's Rock. Sebastian.
The High Mills.

By ADELINE SERGEANT.
Dr. Endicott’s Experiment.

By HAWLEY SMART.
Without Love or Licence.

|
The Outsider.

The Master of Rathkelly. Beatrice & Benedick.
Long Odds.

|
A Racing Rubber.

By T. W. SPEIGHT.
A Secret of the Sea.

|
The Master of Trenance.

The Grey Monk.
| A Minion of the Moon.

By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
In Face of the World.
Orchard Damerel.
The Tremleit Diamonds.

A Fellow of Trinity.
The Junior Dean.
Master of St.Benedict’s,
To his Own Master.

By JOHN STAFFORD.
Doris and I.

By RICCARDO STEPHENS.
The Cruciform Mark.

By R. A. STERNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

By R. LOUIS STEVENSON.
The Suicide Club.

By BERTHA THOMAS.
Proud Maisie.

|
The Violin-Player.

By ANTHOr;Y TROLLOPE.
The Way we Live Now. I Scarborough's Family.
Frau Frohmann. I The Land Leaguers.

By FRANCES E. TROLLOPE.
Like Ships upon the I Anne Furness.

Sea.
|
Mabel's Progress.

By IVAN TURGENIEFF, &c.
Stories from Foreign Novelists.

By MARK TWAIN.
Tom Sawyer. Detective.
Pudd’nhead Wilson.
The Gilded Age.
Prince and the Pauper.
Life on the Mississippi.
The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn.

A Yankee at the Court
of King Arthur.

Stolen White Elephant.
I
£1,C00,0C0 Banknote.

Mark Twain s Choice
Works.

Mark Twain's Library
of Humour.

The Innocents Abroad.
Roughing It

;
and The

Innocents at Home.
A Tramp Abroad.
TheAmeriean Claimant.
AdventuresTomSawyer
Tom Sawyer Abroad.

By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.

By SARAH TYTLER.
Lady Bell. 1 The Macdonald Lass.
Buried Diamonds. The Witch-Wife.
The Blackhall Givasts.

|

By AL^EN UPWARD.
The Queen against Owen I The Prince of Balkistan.

By E. A. VIZETELLY.
The Scorpion : A Romance of Spain.

By WILLIAM WESTALL.
Sons of Belial.

By ATHA WESTBURY.
The Shadow of Bilton Fernbrook.

By C. J. WILLS.
An Easy-going Fellow.

By JOHN STRANGE WINTER.
Cavalry Life and Regimental Legends.
A Soldier’s Children.

By MARGARET WYNMAN.
My Flirtations.

By E. ZOLA.
The Downfall.
The Dream.
Dr. Pascal.
Money. |

Lourdes.
By

The Fat and the Thin.
His Excellency.
The Dram-Shop.
Rome.

j
Paris.

z. Z.'
A Nineteenth Century Miracle.

CHEAP EDITIONS OF POPULAR NOVELS.
Post 8 vo, illustrated boards, 2s. each.

By ARTEMUS WARD.
Artemus Ward Complete.

By EDMOND ABOUT.
The Fellah.

By HAMILTON AIDE.
Carr of Carrlvon

|
Confidences.

By MARY ALBERT.
Brooke Finchley's Daughter.

By Mrs. ALEXANDER.
Maid, Wife or Widow?

|
Valerie's Fats.

Blind Fate.

By GRANT ALLEN
Philistia
Strangs Stories,
Babvlon.
For Maimie’s Sake,
In all Shades.
The Beckoning Hand
The Devil’s Die.
The Tents of Shem.

By E. LESTER ARNOLD
Phra the Phoenician.

BY FRANK BARRETT.

The Great Taboo.
Dumaresq's Daughter.
Duches3 of Powysland.
Blood Hoy al.

|
piece-

lean Gveet’s Master.
The Scallywag.
This Mortal CoiL
At Market Valuo.

Fettered for Life.

Little Lady Linton.
Between Lifp & Death.
The Sin of Olga Zassou-

lich.

Folly Morrison.
Lieut. Barnabas,
Honest Davie.

A Prodigal’s Progress.
Found Guilty.
A Recoiling Vengeance.
For Love and Honour.
John Ford; and His
Helpmate.

The Woman of the Iron
Bracelet*.

By SHELSLEY BEAUCHAMP.
Grantley Grange.
By Sir W. BESANT and J. RICE.

Ready-Money Mortiboy By Celia’s Arbour
My Little Girl.

' ' - -- -

With Harp and Crown.
This Son of Vulcan.
The Golden Butterfly.
The Mcnks.cf Thelema.

Chaplain oi the Fleet.
The Seamy Side.
The Case of Mr. Lucraft.
In Trafalgar’s Bay.
The Ten Years' Tenant.

By Sir WALTER BESANT.
To Call Her Mine.
The Bell of St. Paul's.
The Holy Rose.
Arm orel of I,von esse.

S.Katherine’s by Tower,
Vcibena Camellia Ste-
phanotis.

The Ivory Gate.
The Rebel Queen.
Beycr.d the Dreams of
Avarice.

All Sorts and Condi
tior.s of Men.

The Captains’ Room.
All in a Garden Fair.
Dorothy Forster.
Uncle Jack.
The World Went Very
Well Then.

Children of Gibeon.
Herr Paulus.
For Faith and Freedom.

By AMBROSE BIERCE.
In the Midst of Life.

By FREDERICK BOYLE.
Camp Notes. I Chronicles of No-man's
Savage Life. I

Land.
BY BRET HARTE.

Californian Stories.
|

Flip. I Maruja.
Gabriel Conroy.

|

A Phyllis of the Sierras.

The Luck of Roaring! A Waif of the Pis ins.

Camp. I
A Ward of the Golden

An Heiress of Red Dog.
j

Gate.
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Two-Shilling Novels
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continued.

By HAROLD BRYDGES.
Uncle Sam at Home.

By ROBERT BUCHANAN
The Martyrdom of Ma-

deline.
The New Abelard.
Matt.
The Heir of Linne.
Woman and the Man.
Rachel Dene.

Shadow of the Sword.
A Child of Nature.
God and the Man.
I.ove Me for Ever.
Foxglove Manor.
The Master of the Mine.
Annan Water.

By BUCHANAN and MURRAY.
The Charlatan.

By HALL CAINE.
The Shadow of a Crime. I The Deemster.
A Son of Hagar.

By Commander CAMERON.
The Cruise of the ‘ Black Prince.’

By Mrs. LOVETT CAMERON.
Deceivers Ever.

|
Juliet's Guardian.

By HAYDEN CARRUTH.
The Adventures of Jones.

By AUSTIN CLARE.
For the Love of a Lass.

By Mrs. ARCHER CLIVE.
Paul Ferroll.
Why Paul Ferroll Killed his Wife.

By MACLAREN COBBAN.
The Cure of Souls.

|
The Red Sultan.

By C. ALLSTON COLLINS.
The Bar Sinister.

By MORT. & FRANCES COLLINS.
Sweet Anne Page,
Transmigration.
From Midnight to Mid-
night.

A Fight with Fortune.

By WILKIE COLLINS.

Sweet and Twenty.
The Village Comedy.
You Play me False.
Blacksmith and Scholar
Frances.

Armadale.
|
AfterCark.

No Name.
Antonina.
Basil.
Hide and Seek.
The Dead Secret.
Oueen of Hearts.
Miss or Mrs ?

The New Magdalen.
The Frozen Deep.
The L aw and the Lady
The Two Destinies.
The Haunted Hotel.
A Rogue's Life.

By M. J. COLQUHOUN.
.

Every Inch a Soldier.

By DUTTON COOK.
Leo. I

Paul Foster's Daughter.

By C. EGBERT CRADDOCK.
The Prophet of the Great Smoky Mountains.

By MATT CRIM.
The Adventures of a Fair Rebel.

By B. M. CROKER.

My Miscellanies.
The Woman in White.
The Moonstone.
Man and Wife.
Poor Miss Finch.
The Fallen Leaves.
Jezebel’s Daughter.
The Black Robe.
Heart and Science.
‘ I Say No !

'

The Evil Genius.
Little Novels.
Legacy of Cain.
Blind Love.

Pretty Mis3 Neville.
Diana Barrington.
•To Let.'

A Bird of Passage.
Proper Pride.

A Family Likeness.
Village Tales and Jungle
Tragedies.

Two Masters.
|
Mr. Jrrvis.

By W. CYPLE3.
Hearts of Gold.

By ALPHONSE DAUDET.
The Evangelist: or, Port Salvation.

By ERASMUS DAWSON.
The Fountain of Youth.

By JAMES DE MILLE.
A Castle in Spain.

By J. LEITH DERWENT.
Our Lady of Tears.

|
Circe s Lovet *.

By CHARLES DICKENS.
Sketches by Los,

By DICK DONOVAN.
In the Grip of the Law.
From Information Re-
ceived.

Tracked to Doom.
Link by Link

spi<

Dark Deeds.
Riddles Read.

Suspicion Aroused.

The Man-Huntsr,
Tracked and Taken.
Caught at Last i

Wanted 1

Who Poisoned Hetty
Duncan ?

Man from Manchester.
A Detective's Triumphs
The Mystery of Jamaica Terrace,

By Mrs. ANNIE EDWARDES.
A Point of Honour.

|
Archie Lovell.

By M. BETHAM =EDWARDS.
Feliaia.

|
Kitty.

By EDWARD EGGLESTON.
Roxy.

By G. MANVILLE FENN.
The New Mistress. I The Tiger Lily.
Witness to the Deed.

|
The White Virgin.

By PERCY FITZGERALD.
Bella Donna. Second Mrs. Tillotson.
Never Forgotten. Seventy - five Brooke
Polly. Street.
Fatal Zero. The Lady of Brantome

By P. FITZGERALD and others.
Strange Secrets.

By ALBANY DE FONBLANQUE.
Filthy Lucre.

By R. E. FRANCILLON.
Olympia. King or Knave?
One by One. Romances of the Law.
A Real Queen. Ropes of Sand.
Queen Cophetua. A Dog and his Shadow.

By HAROLD FREDERIC.
Seth’s Brother’s Wife.

|
The Lawton Girl.

Prefaced by Sir BARTLE FRERE.
Pandurang HarL

By HAIN FRISWELL.
One of Two.

By EDWARD GARRETT.
The Capel Girls.

By GILBERT GAUL.
A Strange Manuscript.

By CHARLES GIBBON.
Robin Gray.
Fancy Free.
For Lack of Gold.
What will World Say ?

In Love and War.
For the King.
In Pastures Green.
Queen of the Meadow.
A Heart’s .Problem.
The Dead Heart.

In Honour Bound.
Flower cf the Forest
The Braes of Yarrow.
The Golden Shaft.
Of High Degree.
By Mead and Stream.
Loving a Dream.
A Hard Knot.
Heart's Deiight.

j Blood-Money.

By WILLIAM GILBERT.
Dr. Austin’s Guests. I The Wizard of the
James Duke. 1 Mountain.

By ERNEST GLANVILLE.
The Lost Heiress. I The Fossicker.
A Fair Colonist.

Bv Rev. S. BARING GOULD
Red Spider.

|
Eve.

Bv HENRY GREVILLE.
A Noble Woman.

|
Nikanor.

By CECIL GRIFFITH.
Corinthia Marazioa.

By SYDNEY GRUNDY.
The Days of bis Vanity.

By JOHN HABBERTON.
Brueton s Bayou.

|
Country Luck.

By ANDREW HALLIDAY.
Every day Papers.

By Lady DUFFUS HARDY.
Paul Wynter s Sacrifice.

Bv THOMAS HARDY.
Under the Greenwood Tree.

By J. BERWICK HARWOOD.
The Tenth Earl.
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Two-Shilling Novels—continued.

By JULIAN HAWTHORNE.
Garth.
Ellice Quentin.
Fortune a TooL
Miss Cadogna.
Sebastian Stroa
Dual.

Beatrix Randolph.
Love—or a Name.
David Poindexter's Dis-
appearance.

The Spectre ef the
Camera.

By Sir ARTHUR HELPS.
Ivan de Blron.

By 0. A. HENTY.
Rujub the Juggler.

By HENRY HERMAN.
A Leading Lady.

By HEADON HILL.
Zambra the Detective.

By JOHN HILL.
Treason Felony.

By Mrs. CASHEL HOEY.
The Lover s Creed.

By Mrs. GEORGE HOOPER.
The House of Raby.

By T1GHE HOPKINS.
Twixt Love and Duty.

By Mrs. HUNGERFORD.
A Maiden all Forlorn.
In Durance Vile,
Marvel.
A Mental Struggle.
A Modern Circe.

Lady Verner’s Flight
The Red House Mystexy
The Three Graces
Unsatisfactory Lover.
Lady Patty.

By Airs. ALFRED HUNT.
Thornicroft's Model. I Self Condemned.
That Other Person.

]
The Leaden Casket.

By JEAN INGELOW.
Fated to be Free.

By WM. JAMESON.
My Dead Self.

By HARRIETT JAY.
The Dark Colleen.

|
Queen of Connaught.

By MARK KERSHAW.
Colonial Facts and Fictions.

By R. ASHE KING.
A Drawn Game. I Passion s Slav*.
* The Wearing of the Bell Barry.
Green. 1

1

By EDMOND LEPELLETIER.
Madame Sans Gene.

By JOHN LEYS.
The Lindsays.

By E. LYNN LINTON.
Patricia Kemball.
The World Well Lost.
Under which Lord!
Paston Carew.
‘ My Love I

'

lone.

By HENRY W. LUCY.
Gideon Fleyce.

By justin McCarthy

The Atonement of Leant
Dundas.

With a Silken Thread.
Rebel of the Family.
Sowing the Wind.
The One Too Many.

Dear Lady Disdain.
Waterdale Neighbours.
My Enemy’s Daughter.
A Fair Saxon.
Linley Rochford.
Miss Misanthrope.

By HUGH

Cazniola.
Donna Quixote.
Maid of Athens.
The Comet of a Season.
The Dictator.
Red Diamonds.
MACCOLL.

Mr. Stranger’s Sealed Packet.
By GEORGE MACDONALD.

Heather and Snow.
By AGNES MACDONELL.

Quaker Cousins.

By KATHARINE S. MACQUOID.
The Evil Eye.

|
Lost Rose.

By W. H. MALLOCK.
A Romance of the Nine- 1 The New Republic,
teenth Century. i

Bv FLORENCE MARRYAT.
Open I Sesame I I A Harvest of Wild Oats.
Fighting the Air. |

Written in Fire.

By J. MASTERMAN.
Half-a-dozen Daughters.

By BRANDER MATTHEWS.
A Secret of the Sea.

By L. T. MEADB.
A Soldier of Fortune.

By LEONARD MERRICK.
The Man who was Good.

By JEAN M5DDLEMASS.
Touch and Go.

|
Mr. DorliUon.

By Mrs. MOLESWORTlf.
Eatbercourt Rectory.

By J. E. MUDDOCK.
Stories Weird and Won- 1 From the Bosom ef the
derful. Deep.

The Dead Man's Secret, j

By D. CHRISTIE MURRAY.
A Model Father.
Joseph's Coat.
Coals of Fire.
Vat Strange. | Hearts.
Old Blazer's Hero.

By the Gate of the Sea.
A Bit of Human Nature.
First Person Singular.
Bob Martin's Little Girt
Time’s Revenges.
A Wasted Crime.
In Direst Peril.
Mount Despair.

The Way of the World.
Cynic Fortune.
A Life's Atonement.

By MURRAY and HERMAN.
One Traveller Returns. I The Bishops Bible,
Paul Jones’s Alias. |

By HENRY MURRAY.
A Game of Blufi.

|
A Song of Sixpence,

By HUME N1SBET.
* Bail Up I

' |
Dr.Bernard St.Vincent.

By W. E. NORRIS.
Saint Ann's.

By ALICE O’ HAN LON.
The Unforeseen. | Chance ? or FatoT

By GEORGES OHNET.
Dr. Rameau. I A Weird Gift.

A Last Love.
By Mr*. OLIPHANT.

Whiteladies. 1 The Greatest Heiress ia
The Primrose Path.

|
England.

By Mrs. ROBERT O’REILLY.
Phoebe s Fortunes.

By OUIDA.
Held in Bondage.
Strathmore.
Chacdos.
Idalia.
Under Two Flags.
Cecil Castlemaine’sGage
Tricotrin.
Puck.
Foils Farine.
A Dog of Flanders,
Pascarel.
Signa.
Princess Napraxlae.
In a Winter City.
Ariadne.
Friendship.

Two Lit.Wooden Shoes.
Moths.
Bimbi.
PiDistrello.
A Village Commune.
Wanda.
Otlimar
Frescoes.
In Maremmh,
Guilderoy.
Ruiflno.
Syrlin.
Santa Barbara.
Two Offenders.
Ouida’s Wisdom,
and Pathos.

Wit.

By MARGARET AGNES PAUL.
Gentle and Simple.

By C. L. PIRKIS.
Lady Lovelace.

By EDGAR A. POE.
The Mystery of Marie Roget.

By Mrs. CAMPBELL PRAED,
The Romance of a Station.
The Soul of Countess Adrian.
Outlaw and Lawmaker.
Christina Chard.

By E. C. PRICE.
Valentina. I Mrs. Lancaster's RlvaL
The Foreigners. f Gerald.

By RICHARD PRYCB.
Mist Maxwell s AfiscUo&e.
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Two-Shilling Novels—rcontinusd.
By JAMES PAYN.

Bentinck's Tutor,
Murphy's Master.
A County Family.
At Her Mercy.
Cecil's Tryst.
The Clyffards of Clvffe.
The Foster Brothers,
Found Dead.
The Best of Husbands.
Walter s Word
Halves.
Fallen Fortunes.
Humorous Stories.
£200 Reward.
A Marine Resident;*.
Mirk Abbey
By Proxy.
Under One Roof.
High Spirits.
Carlyon s Year.
From Exile.
For Cash Only.
Kit.
The Canon’s Ward.

The Talk of the Tow*.
Holiday Tasks.
A Perfect Treasure.
What He Cost Her.
A Confidential Agent.
Glow-worm Tales.
The Burnt Million.
Sunny Stories.
Lost Sir Massingberd.
A Woman’s Vengeance.
The Family Scapegrace.
Gwendoline's Harvest.
Like Father, Like Son.
Married Beneath Him.
Not Wooed, but Won.
Less Black than We re
Painted.

Borne Private Views.
A Grape from a Thorn.
The Mystery of Mir-
bridge.

The Word and the Will.
A Prince of the Blood.
A Trying Patient.

By CHARLES READE.
It Is Never Too Late to A Terrible Temptation.
Mend.

Christie Johnstone.
The Double Marriage.
Put Yourself in His
Place

Love Me Little, Love
Me Long.

The Cloister and the
Hearth.

The Course of True
Love.

The Jilt.

The Autobiography of
a Thief.

By Mrs. J. H. RIDDELL.

Foul Play.
The Wandering Heir.
Hard Cash.
Singleheart and Double-

face.
Good Stories ofMan and
other Animals.

Peg Woffington.
Griffith Gaunt.
A Perilous Secret.
A Simpleton.
Readiana.
A Woman-Hater.

The Uninhabited House.
The Mystery in Palace
Gardens.

The Nun's Curse.
Idle Tales.

Weird Stories.
Fairy Water.
Her Mother's Darling.
The Prince of Wales's
Garden Party.

By AMELIE RIVES.
Barbara Dering.

By P. W. ROBINSON.
Women are Strange.

|
The Hands of Justice.

By JAMES RUNC1MAN.
Skippers and Shellbacks.

|
Schools and Scholars,

Grace Balmaign's Sweetheart.

By W. CLARK RUSSELL
The Romance of Jenny
Harlowe.

An Ocean Tragedy.
My Shipmate I.ouise.

Alone onWideWide Sea.
The Good Ship ‘Mo-

hock.’
The Phantom Death.

Round the Galley Fire
On the Fo'k'sle Head.
In the Middle Watch.
A Voyage to the Cape.
A Book for the Ham-
mock.

The Mystery of the
• Ocean Star.’

By DORA RUSSELL.
A Country Sweetheart.

By GEORGE AUGUSTUS SALA.
Gaslight and Daylight.

By JOHN SAUNDERS.
Guy Waterman. I The Lion in the Path.
The Two Dreamers.

By KATHARINE SAUNDERS.
Joan Merryweather. I Sebastian.

The High Mills. Margaret and Eliza-

Heart Salvage. I
beth.

By GEORGE R. SIMS.
The Ring o’ Bf 11s.

Mary Jane's Memoirs.
Mary Jane Married.
Tales of To day.
Dramas of Life.

Tinkletop’s Crime.

My Two Wives.
Zeph.
Memoirs of a Landlady.
Beenes from the Show.
The 1G Commandments.
Dagonet Abroad.

By ARTHUR SKETCHLEY.
A Match in

'

i the Dark.

_ 4
By HAWLEY SMART.

withont Love or Licenser
The Plunger.
Beatrice and Benedick.

By T. W. SPEIGHT.
The Mysteries of Heron i Back to Life.

, _ The Loudw&terTragedy.
The Golden Hoop. Burgo’s Romance.
Hoodwinked. Quittance in Full.
By Devious Ways. A Husband from the Sea

By ALAN ST. AUBYN.
A Fellow of Trinity. I To His Own Master.
The Junior Dean. I Orchard Damerel.
Master of St.Benedlct's | In the Face of theWerld.

By R. A. STBRNDALE.
The Afghan Knife.

By R. LOUIS STEVENSON.
New Arabian Nights.

By BERTHA THOMAS.
Cresslda.

|
The Violin-Player.

Proud Malsle.
|

By WALTER THORNBURY.
Tales for the Marines.

|
Old Stories Retold.

By T. ADOLPHUS TROLLOPE.
Diamond Cut Diamond.

By F. ELEANOR TROLLOPE.
Like Ships npon the I Anne Furness.
Sea.

|
Mabel’s Progress.

By ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
The Land-Leaguers.
The American Senator.
Mr. Scarborough's
Family.

GoldenLion of Granpere

Frau Frohmann.
Marion Fay.
Kept in the Dark
John Caldigate.
The Way We Live Now.

By J. T. TROWBRIDGE.
Farnell's Folly.

By IVAN TURGENIEFP, &c.
Stories from Foreign Novelists.

By MARK TWAIN.
A Pleasure Trip on the
Continent.

The Gilded Age.
Huckleberry Finn.
MarkTwain s Sketches.
Tom Sawyer.
A Tramp Abroad.
Stolen white Elephant.

By C. C. FRASER-TYTLER.
Mistress Judith.

By SARAH TYTLER.

Life on the Mississippi.
The Prince and the
Pauper.

A Yankee at the Court
of King Arthur.

The £1,000,000 Bank
Note.

The Huguenot Family.
The Blackhall Ghosts.
What SheCameThrough
Beauty and the Beast,
Citoyenne Jaqueline.

The Bride's Pass.
Buried Diamonds.
St. Mungo's City.
Lady Bell.

Noblesse Oblige.
Disappeared.

By ALLEN UPWARD.
The Queen against Owen.

|
Prince of Balklstan.

‘ God Save the Queen 1

'

By AARON WATSON and LILLIAS
WASSERMANN.

The Marquis of Carabas.

By WILLIAM WESTALL.
Trust-Money.

By Mrs. F. H. WILLIAMSON.
A Child Widow.

By J. S. WINTER.
Cavalry Life. | Regimental Legends.

By H. F. WOOD.
The Passenger from Scotland Yard.
The Englishman of the Rue Cain.

By Lady WOOD.
Sabina.

By CELIA PARKER WOOLLEY.
Rachel Armstrong : *.r. I.< ve ani T leology.

By EDMUND YATES.
The Forlorn Hope.

|
Castaway.

Land at Last.

By I. ZANGWILL.
Ghetto Tragedies.
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